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The subject was introduced upon the motion of Mr. Kelly;
the following resolution being offered by him and referred to
the consideration of a committee of the whole House.

.Resolved, That the elections held during the late insurrection

in tile counties of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette, and
Allegheny, for members to represent said counties in this House,

were uueonstitutional, and they are hereby declared void.

MR. C__Irt_iA_r :---The proposition now before us divides
itself into two distinct questions. 1st. _Vere the inhabitants of
the four western counties in a state of insurrection on the second

Tuesday of October last, the day of the general election ? 2d.

Has the House a power to decide on the unconstitutionality of
the election?

In order to answer the first question it will be necessary to
enter into a detail of the most material facts of the late disturb-

ances; though I should not have supposed it requisite or in

point to go any farther back than the unfortunate events of the
month of July last past ; as, however, the mover of this resolu-

tion, with a view, perhaps, of inducing a belief that those events
originated in some general combinations of the inhabitants of the

western counties, has made a variety of observations on every-
thing which passed in that country on the subject of the excise

law from the time of its being enacted, and as the recital he gave
and the observations he made, whatever his views might be, had

an undoubted tendency to prejudice and inflame the minds of the
House on the decision of the main question, I will claim an equal

share of indulgence whilst I am obliged, in reply to those obser-
vations, to go as far back as the mover himself has gone.

In detailing the leading circumstances of the conduct of the
western people, extracted from all the official documents or ascer-

tained facts which are in the possession of the House, or which I
8
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have been enabled to procure, :I:mean not to stand as an advo-
cate for any measure that is in itself reprehensible. I mean not

to justify or even to palliate any criminal excesses into which the

people, or any part of the people, may have fallen ; but I wish
to separate facts from opinions, and to dives_ the picture which
has been given to you of those colors which have no other effect
but that of obscuring truth.

It is asserted that t.he opposition to the excise law originated
in the western counties wi_h the law itself; that it was at first

displayed in the shape of a circulation of opinions and of in-
temperate resolutions, adopted by meetings and combinations of

influential characters; that it soon broke out in acts of violence

and excesses, which are justly chargeable to those meetings; and

that at last, as a natural consequence of a systematical opposition,
not only to the excise law but to government, it terminated in

the commission of arson, murder, treason, and an open rebellion

against the government of the United States and of Pennsyl-vania.

That there was a general dislike to the excise law in the
western counties cannot certainly be denied; but in answer to

the assertion that it originated from an enmity fostered in those

counties against the government of the United States itself, it
will be sufficient to observe that the aversion to the excise law

of the State of Pennsylvania was as strong, and produced as
violent effects before the existence of the Constitution of the
United States, as the aversion to the ]ate excise law. The acts

of violence committed twelve years ago, and which terminated

in the expulsion of the State excise officer, cannot be justified,

nor can they justify those which have been recently committed ;
but they show, at least, that whatever opposition existed was

directed against the principle of the law itself, and not against
the government that enacted it. Permit me to add that the
aversion did not arise from a reluctance to pay a share of the

public burdens, nor was it confined to the western country
alone. The direct taxes imposed by the Legislature of Penn-
sylvania were lighter on the frontier counties than on the other

counties of the State, in proportion to their respective popula-
tion, though not in proportion to the value of property which
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their respective inhabitants possessed. Such as they were, they

have been paid more punctually by some of the western counties,
and as punctually by all of them, as by any other part of file
State. This fact will not be denied ; its proof is to be found in

the yearly official reports made to this House from the year 1785
to the present year. To prove likewise that the aversion to an

excise law was not confined to those counties, it will be enough
to mention that the excise law of Pennsylvania was merely nomi-

nal, so far as related to spirits distilled within her jurisdiction
from domestic materials in almost every county of the State.

This assertion, if denied, may also be proved, partly from official
reports and partly by the evidence of some of tlle collectors
themselves.

We shall find the charge, that the western counties were the

first engaged ill tile circulation of opinions inimical to the excise
system, to be equally unfounded. While the excise bill was

pending before Congress on the 22d January, 1791, the House

of Representatives of this State, upon the motion of two mem-

bers from tile city, adopted, by a large majority, resolutions
expressive of their sense on tile subject. They not only did so,
but, in order that their opinions and the motives of their conduct

might be known and circulated, they entered their reasons at

large on the minutes of the 2d February, 1791, and in those

reasons (which were published in the newspapers) they express
their opinion that an excise law was, as it had been denominated

by the Congress of 1774, "the horror of all fi'ee States," and

that a very large portion of the people would be opposed to it
under every possible modification.

Was it more criminal in the inhabitants of the western

country than in this.House to circulate their opinions? Can a

circulation of opinions be called criminal ? This doctrine, once

adopted, would destroy the privilege, the constitutional privilege,
of the citizens to assemble peaceably, to remonstrate, to discuss

the measures of government, and to publish their thoughts. We

nmst distinguish between a publication of sentiments and acting.
We must distinguish between an opinion merely that this or that

measure is wrong, promulgated in any manner whatever by in-
dividuals or collections of individuals, and an .opinion to which
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is annexed a declaration that those who give that opinion mean
to act in a certain manner or advise others to act. Whether the

opinion be right or wrong, as long as it is only an opinion, every-
body has a right to express it. To judge whether the determina-

tion or recommendation to act is justifiable or not, the nature of
the conduct thus avowed, either as the intention of the men or

as their advice, must be examined. Upon this principle, then,
the resolutions adopted at different times by meeting.s of certain

inhabitants of the western counties must be weighed and judged.
I will not hesitate to say that upon this principle all the resol,-

tions adopted by every one of those meetings, except that of

Washington on 1791, and that of Pittsburg on
the 24th of August, 1792, are perfectly justifiable, whether the

opinions which they expiess be in themselves right or wrong.

The meeting at Pittsburg in September, 1791, is particularly
pointed out as chargeable with all the excesses that followed. I

was not a member of that meeting; when it took place I was a

member of the Legislature, and attended as such at the session
held at that very time in this city ; nor do the sentiments ex-

pressed in the resolutions which were there adopted correspond

in many points either with my private opinions or with my pub-
lic conduct. Yet I find nothing reprehensible in them ; nor is
there anything criminal or of a dangerous tendency in the meas-

ures they proposed : to remonstrate and to correspond with other

parts of the State and of the Union with a view to procure the
support of concurring petitions, where a coincidence of senti-

ments existed, seems to have been their only object; and they
cannot be blamed if any individuals, whose views qlight be the
same, embraced unjustifiable means in order to attain them.

The meeting held at Washington in 1791, and _t Pittsburg
on the 24th August, 1792, went farther. The persons assembled
not only agreed to remonstrate, but they expressed a determina-

tion to hold no communication with, and to treat with contempt,
such inhabitants of the western country as would accept offices
under the law, and they recommended the same line of conduct

to the people at large. I was one of the persons who composed
the Pittsburg meeting, and I gave my assent to the resolutions.

It might perhap_ be said that the principle of those resolutions
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was not new, as it was at least partially adopted on a former

period by a respectable society in this eity,--a society that was

established during the late war in order to obtain a change of
the former constitution of Pennsylvania, and whose members,
if I am accurately informed, agreed to accept no offices under the

then existing government, and to dissuade others from accepting
them. I might say that those resolutions did not originate at
Pittsburg, as they were almost a transcript of the resolutions

adopted at Washington the preceding year; and I might even

add that they were not introduced by me at the meeting. :But
I wish not to exculpate myself where I feel I have been to blame.

The sentiments thus expressed were not illegal or criminal, yet
I will freely acknowledge that they were violent, intemperate,
and reprehensible. :For, by attempting to render the office con-

temptible, they tended to diminish that respect for the execution

of the laws which is essential to the maintenance of a free gov-
ernment ; but, whilst I feel regret _tt the remembrance though

no hesitation in this open confession of that my only political sin,
let me add that the blame ought to #all where it is deserved.

The meeting did not call themselves delegates of the people, but
individuals voluntarily assembled. For my own part, I was not
sent thither; I was not desired to go by any collection or meet-

ing of individuals whatever. If this may be called a combiua-

tion, still it was not a combination of the people. Whether, how-
ever, those resolutions did produce any acts of violence, in other

words, whether they were the cause or the effect of the temper
of the people, may best be determined by the following observa-
tion. Many acts of violence had been committed before that

meeting, and it was immediately preceded by the suppression of

the office of inspection in Washington. Eight months elapsed
after that meeting without any outrages being committed; nor

indeed was the public tranquillity disturbed during the space of

fifteen months, except by a nocturnal riot in Fayette County,
in which only a few men were concerned, in which only threats
were used, and which terminated without any injury to persons

or property. It is even acknowledged that the law gained
ground during the year 1793. With the events subsequent to
that haeeting I am but imperfectly acquainted. I came to Phi]a-
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delphia a short time after it, and continued absent from the

western country upon public business for eighteen months.

Neither during that period of absence nor after my return to

the western country in June last, until the riots had begun, bad

I the slightest conversation that I can recollect, much less any
deliberate conference or correspondence, either directly or in-
directly, with any of its inhabitants on the subject of the excise
law. I became first acquainted with almost every act of violence

committed, either before or since the meeting at Pittsburg, upon
reading the report of the SecretatT of the Treasury. A few ob-

servations may, however, be made tending to show that, however

general the dislike to an excise law may have bcen, a spirit of

illegal opposition was neither general nor supported by system or

combination, and that the law was, as it has been acknowledged,
gaining ground in 1793. It seems that the outrages committed

before the month of July, 1794, which terminated in any actual

violence offered to persons or property, were all committed by
a few men, and were uniformly confined to that neighborhood

in which the last riots likewise broke out. It also appears that.
offices of inspection were continued without interruption till the
month of July, 1794, in Allegheny County, from the time of

the law being enacted, and in Fayette County from the spring

of 1792. An office was also established in Westmoreland County
during last summer, and the county of Washington was the only
one in which none existed. In the county of Fayette processes
issued from the District Court of the United States for this State

were served without interruption, in the spring of 1793, upon
several distillers, who, it was alleged, bad neglected to enter their

stills in June, 1792, at the office of inspection, which, it was said,
had then been opened in that county. The writs were obeyed,
and the distillers entered their appearance at Philadelphia. The

greatest obstacle, however, to the law being fully executed arose,
perhaps, from the organization of the judiciary system. The dis-
tance of the Federal courts rendered prosecutions instituted there

difficult and obnoxious. Complaints for private acts of violence

could, it is true, be preferred before the State courts; but suits

against delinquent distillers, those suits which alone could finally
carry the law into effect, were not supposed to be within their
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cognizance; and upon one occasion, indeed, a prosecution for a
cause exclusively within their jurisdiction was iustituted in tlle

Federal court; for it appears that the sheriff of Fayette County

was indicted there for a supposed neglect in serving the process
which had been issued against rioters bv the judges of the State
court for that county. The judges of the State courts were not,

however, deficient in their duty. Whenever a riot or act of

outrage had taken plat% the charge to the grand jury pointedly
urged tlle duty of finding bills against the offenders ; but it was
difficult to collect testimony, not only on account of the unwill-
ingness of the people to attend as witnesses, but also for want

of knowledge of the perpetrators. A prosecution was instituted

by the man who had been abused in serving writs in the ease

of Johnson; he dropped it on receiving a compensation. In the
ease of Wilson, which has been much dwelt upon, on account

of the cireumstaneas of cruelty that accompanied it, a bill was

unanimously found by the grand jury of Allegheny County
against the persons supposed to be guilty; and although this

prosecution was likewise dropped, as the prosecutor abruptly left
the country, I am informed that the armed rioters who carried

off one of the witnesses for the Commonwealth, and who were

supposed to be the same persons that had committed the original
outrage, were for the latter offence prosecuted, convicted, and
punished.

Congress, during their last session, removed, however, the dif-
ficulties that I have mentioned, and gave to the State courts a
concurrent jurisdiction in all cases relative to the excise. A wish

might perhaps be innocently indulged that the policy of this

measure had undergone a fair experiment; and that, consistently
with the general arrangements of general government, the insti-
tution of suits could have been restricted to the State courts until

it had been practically proved whether, through the medium of

their jurisdiction, the law could in future be carried into opera-
tion. What would have been the effect in three of the counties I

can only conjecture ; but I will assert that the experiment would
have produced every beneficial consequence that could be ex-

pected to flow from it in the county in which I reside_ and with

the disposition of whose inhabitants I am best acquainted.
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But it was thought necessary that the process should issue
from the District Court against distillers who had incurred any
penalty before the enacting of the law to whieh I have just
alluded, and who were not consequently regarded as objects
of the new regulation. Accordingly, the marshal proceeded to
the western counties with thirty-four writs of summons against
inhabitants of Fayette County, and six against inhabitants of

Allegheny County. He served the writs in Fayette County
without interruption_ and thence prosecuted his journey to Alle-
gheny County. The distillers of Fayette County who had been
thus summoned held a meeting in Uniontown upon the occa-
sion, about three or four days after the destruction of General

Neville's house. I attended that meeting by invitation, together
with several other persons who were not distillers. Although
the news of the riots and of their fatal effects had reached us,
and although it was known that parties of armed men were then

assembled in the neighboring counties in order to intercept the
inspector of the (evenue and the marshal, an idea of combining
with the rioters was not even suggested at the meeting; but, on
the contrary, it was unanimously agreed that in future the dis-
tillers should either abandon their occupation or enter their
stills, and that those who had been summoned should imme-

diately evince their submission by entering an appearance to the
respective suits; in pursuance of that agreement an express was
actually sent to Philadelphia, council was retained, and instruc-
tions for a legal and conscientious defence were given ; but it
seems that the writs were made returnable at a time when no

court was sitting; and that this error in point of law was deemed

sufficient to vitiate the process, and to supersede the necessity of
entering the appearance of the several defendants. Still more
forcibly to convey an idea of the feeling and sentiments of the

members of the Uniontown meeting, let me add that while they
were together they received a letter proposing a general meeting
of the fbur counties ; but so predominant was the apprehension
that such an assemblage would increase the degree of inflamma-

tion and extend its influence to greater numbers; so eager was
the hope that the riots would be confined to the spot in which
they had originated, and might subside or be quelled without
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any extraordinary interference, that this proposition, however

soothing it may appear to the popular prejudice against the ex-
cise, or whatever force it was likely to acquire from the terrors
of violence that had been excited, was reluctantly read, and

never taken into consideration. Unfortunately, the disposition
of the people in that part of the country in which the marshal

had the six remaining writs of summons to serve was more in-

flammable, and accidental causes supplied additional fuel for the
flame.

We are told that the first idea of resistance originated upon

the serving one of the writs in a harvest-field, amidst a group of

reapers who were not perfectly sober, and we learn by the offi-
cial letter of the State commissioners to the governor, dated the

, that the casual assembling of a body of militia at
a board of appeals (which was held in the course of the brigade

inspector's duty for executing the Act of Congress that requires
a draft of 80,000 men from the militia of the United States)

gave, unhappily, the opportunity of employing an armed force

in the attack upon the house of General Neville. Example and
terror drew numbers into the criminal vortex; the house was

attacked and finally destroyed. The view of the first aggressors,

thus collected, as it _vere, by accident, and inflamed by a tempo-
rary gust of passion, seems to have been to suppress the office of

inspection in Allegheny County, the office of inspection Jn Wash-

ington County having been previously suppressed ; and it is not
improbable that they might have returned to a sense of duty, or_

at least, that they might have been prevented from committing
any further outrages, had they not been supported and encour-

aged by a f_w influential characters, who, at this juncture, stept
forth and publicly avowed an intention of nmking for them-

selves, and, if possible, of inducing the whole country to make
a common cause with the rioters. To attempt the accomplish-

ment of that purpose, some meetings of the people, collected
from a part of the counties of Washington and Allegheny, took

place on Mingo Creek ; but even at those meetings, held ia the
centre of the discontented scene, the leaders were disappointed in

their expectation of general countenance and support ; and the
result of their preliminary conferences appeared only in an ad-
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vertisement calling a meeting of deputies from all the townships
of the western counties, in order to take into consideration the
situation of the country.

The advertisement was inserted in the newspapers without
being signed ; and, in l%ct. except in the neighborhood in which

it originated, its authors were not generally known, although it
was naturally and universally understood that the late riots would

be the subject of discussion at tile proposed meeting. In the
mean time the leaders, whom I have alluded to, determined, it
seems (though it is difficult to trace their real aim), to draw as

many of the people into a criminal combination, before the gen-
eral meeting, as their example or their arts could influence,
caused the post to be robbed of tile mail, and tile discoveries

purchased l)y this act of felony produced a secret consultation,
terminating in that circular letter signed by seven persons, which
has since been printed in the newspapers, and directed to the

colonels of the respective regiments of the militia of Washing-
ton Count)-, which required the attendance of the militia at

]3raddock's Field,non the day of The day after the

letter was circulated, one of the signers wrote a countermand,

which is also printed, and in which he avows that the original
intention was to attack the garrison at Pittsburg, and to seize

upon tile military stores. It was, however, too late to stop the
people; the notice had been industriously communicated, and a

considerable number met at the place of rendezvous on the day
appointed. Of those who attended, some knew and meant to

carry into effect the original intention ; several were actuated by
a disposition to prevent mischief; many had been regularly
summoned as if for a tour of military duty, and were ignorant
of the real cause; a great portion, consisting chiefly of those
who were already criminal, entertained a general desire to en-

courage any kind of riot that could involve more persoas in the

jeopardy of their own situation ; but, after all, the principal

mass was composed of citizens who were either attracted by
curiosity or impelled by fear. With much hesitation the original
design being abandoned by the leaders, it is remarkable that

this convention, summoned with the nmst daring intention, and
composed, in part, of the most riotous characters, has left no
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trace of its transactions but a march to Pittsburg, for which there

seemed to be no pretence except parade; no object with the con-
trivers except a wish to impress tile country with an idea of their
influence and strength. The same object, indeed, has stimulated
them to spread the most exaggerated account of the numbers that

were assembled. But on comparing the best informatiou that I

could procure, and on recollecting that scarcely any of the people
of Westmoreland and Fayette and that very few from the south

part of Washington and the east part of Allegheny attended, I
estimate the whole body at fifteen hundred, and I cannot think

that it exceeded two thousand men. The expulsion of the five

citizens from Pittsburg, which took place at the same time, might
be influenced by" a fear of the body who met at Braddock's Field,
but did not originate with and should not be ascribed to them.

Perhaps the measure was partly suggested by private resentment,

or, possibly, it may have been proposed to the most violent party
as a substitute for the original plan. Viewing the previous and

subsequent conduct of the inhabitants of Pittsburg, though it
would appear by the only printed paper on the subject that they

carried the expulsion into effect themselves, yet there can be no
doubt of their having acted under the impression and fear of
immediate danger.

Although from the event of the meeting at Braddoek's Field,
it may more properly be described as an attempt to tbrm a com-
bination or an attempt to excite an insurrection, than as an exist-

ing combination or insurrection, the effects were certainly more

pernicious than those which any preceding excess had produced.
The flame then, and not till then, spread at a distance. A party

of armed men entered the county of Fayette, and, attended by a
few inhabitants of that county, proceeded to the house of the

deputy inspector for the counties of Westmoreland and Fayette.
The officer fled; his house was burnt. With an uniform design,

that of suppressing every office of inspection in the survey,
another party made an incursion into the county of Bedford, and,

assisted also by a few individuals there, seized the officer, treated
him with personal abuse, and obliged him to destroy his com-

mission. A short time afterwards, the officer of a neighboring
county in Virginia fled for fear of insult, and a riot was corn-
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mitred at the place of his residence by some of the inhabitants
of the county, who have since been arrested, although the out_
rage seems at first to have been ascribed by the governor of Vir-
ginia to Pennsylvanians. In another county of the same State,
some of the papers of the officer were forcibly taken from him.
A great many poles were raised in different places, in some as
tokens of sedition, but in many for the sake of indulging what
was thought a harmless frolic. Similar symptoms of disaffec-
tion broke out within a short time in the counties of Bedford,
Cumberland, and Northumberland, ill Pennsylvania, and in some
parts of Maryland.

In this alarming state of things, under circumstances so un-
propitious, the meeting of Parkinson's Ferry, of the 14th of
August, took place. The meeting was partly a true representa-
tion of the people, but it was only partly so. For, as there are
not. in this State any regular township meetings, a few in-
dividuals collected in any one township might appoint deputies;
and the truth is, Hat, in almost every case, a minority of the in-
habitants of the respective townships did make the appoint-
ments. In every township, likewise, in which there were any
violent characters, such characters would undoubtedly attend the
election, while, on the other hand, moderate men and friends to
order were cautious either in attending the election or in suffer-
ing themselves to be elected. The robbery of the mail and the
reports respecting the Braddock's Field meeting had, ill a great
degree, destroyed private confidence, and timid characters were
equally afraid of personal insult from the rioters should they
thwart their designs, and of the resentment of government should
they not oppose them. Such men, therefore, generally chose to
stay at home. In Fayette County, likewise, we hesitated whether
we would send deputies or not. The change of circumstances
which had taken place since the Uniontown meeting of distillers,
the expulsion of the officer, the evident symptoms of a restless
temper in many of the inhabitants, the danger of the flame
spreading, at all events, amongst the whole body, if it was suf-
fered to blaze any longer in our immediate neighborhood, and a
hope that we might succeed in allaying the spirit that raged in
another part of the country, were considerations so cogent that,
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prevailing over every personal and local objection, they induced
us to send deputies. The object of the meeting, as expressed in

general terms in the advertisement, was only to take into con-
sideration the situation of the western country ; there was

nothing criminal in going thither, though the conduct to be
observed there was indeed delicate, liable to danger on the one

hand, and to misconstruction on the other. That danger, how-

ever, it was the duty of good citizens to encounter and overlook,

provided that under circumstances so critical they could be use-
ful either in restoring tranquillity or in preventing the repetition
of outrages. It is to be lamented that a sufficient share of this

kind of courage was wanting in many: so that tile number of
friends to order who attended, although considerable, bore no

proportion in the representation of some of the counties to the
real number of their well-disposed citizens. I do not claim any

greater share of political or physical courage than other men,
but I did not hesitate to attend the meeting, and perhaps many

circumstances concurred to give me sufficient fortitude for the
task which did not apply to the situation of others. I knew I

was supported by the general sentiments of my own county ; as
I had no public offices, I was not embarrassed by that popular

suspicion against public officers which, during the tumult.% was

found a great obstacle to the acquisition of the public confidence;
hence I conceived that I might be more useful than many more

able and equally upright of my fellSw-citizens. Probably, too,
a reflection on what had passed at the Pittsburg meeting of 1792,

accompanied with a due regard for my own character, were
amongst the incitements to demonstrate, in a conspicuous man-

ner, by my conduct that, whatever prejudices may have been

engendered against me, however mistaken my theoretical opin-
ions may be, I was not unwilling nor incapable to perform my
duty as a bltizen.

The place of meeting was far from being favorable to the
wishes of the well disposed; it was held in the open fields, in

the very neighborhood in which resistance had originated, and
within a mile of the dwelling-house of McFarland, who had
been killed in the second attack on General :Neville's house.

The meeting itself consisted of more than two hundred deputies,
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and was surrounded by a greater number of spectators, most of

whom, having been actually engaged in the riots, had no hope
except that of being countenanced by the resolutions of the

deputies. In this situation (which was so menacing that the

commissioners of the United S.tates, in their official report, avow
that they thought it ineonvenient and hazardous to have an im-

mediate communication with the meeting), it is obvious that the

only rational scheme was to prevent the adoption of any criminal
resolution, or to obtain a dissolution of the meeting without doing
any act. The views of the rioters, or rather of their leaders,
may be best discovered by a consideration of their conduct.

After some inflammatory speeches, the resolutions, the original
of which I have ever since preserved and now hold in my hand,

were proposed by Mr. Of these the most important runs
in the following words : '_ Resolved, That a standing committee

be appointed, to consist of members from each count)., to be
denominated 'a committee of public safety,' whose duty it shall

be to cell forth the resources of the western country, to repel
any hostile attempts that may be made against the rights of the

citizen or of the body of the people." The question was, in
fact, whether the western counties should raise the standard of

rebellion or not, and the preamble of the next resolution clearly
implied an idea that the whole country were concerned, or at
least meant to make a common cause with those who had been
concerned in the attack of General :Neville's house and in the

meeting at Braddock's Field. I opposed the resolution with

those arguments which the moment and the occasion suggested,
and which were most likely, in my judgment, to make an im_

pression on the hearers, whether members of the meeting or
merely spectators. Yet I confess that under such unfavorable

circumstances my greatest hope was that the question should be

waived, and, impressed with the belief that the consequence of
putting it was too doubtful to be risked, I moved that the reso-

1.ution should be referred to a committee. My motion was
neither supported nor opposed by anybody in an open manner ;

but fortunately Mr. himself, either perceiving from that

moment that he would not be generally supported, or having
already felt (as his subsequent conduct renders more probable) a
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just sense of his error, and wishing only an opportunity to

abandon, without personal danger, the plans which he had before
countenanced, offered to withdraw his proposition, provided a

committee of sixty should be appointed and have power to call
a new meeting of the people or of their deputies. This idea

for a substitute was instantly agreed to ; and a new resolution,
being studiously so modified and worded as to insure it.s adop-

tiol:, was accordingly approved by tile meeting, and has since
been printed. Another of the resolutions which were adopted,
and has also been printed, expresses a determination to support

the State laws, and to afford protection to the persons and prop-

erty of individuals. A declaration of this kind was absolutely
neces_ry, since it was essential that individuhls should be re-

stored to a state of peace and order, to freedom of speech and
to social confidence, in order to pave the way for a general
submission to the government and laws. This resolution was

but faintly opposed, and even that faint opposition arose merely,

I believe, from the thoughtless interruption of a bystander, for
almost every man was tired of violence and anarchy. Yet it

cannot be dissembled that the meeting, composed and surrounded
as it was, would not have had courage sufficient, although it

might be the sentiment of the majority, to include in the reso-

lfltion a determination to submit to the excise law. The original
proposition offered by Mr. expressed a disposition to submit

to all the laws of the State and of the United States, except the
excise law. :For the reasons which I have assigned, it was
requisite to preserve the part that related to the State laws; but

the only advantageous change that could be obtained as to the

objectionable part which related to the laws thus excepted was
to expunge it, and to remain entirely silent on the subject of the
laws of the United States.

Whilst the meeting were assembled they received intelligence
that commissioners appointed by the President to confer with

the citizens of the western counties on the subject of the late

disturbances had arrived. That paternal measure, by giving
courage to those who were well disposed, by fixing those who
were wavering, and by giving a hope of pardon for past offences

to the rioters themselves, greatly facilitated the adoption of pa-
"v'O L. III.--8
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cific measures; and it was without difficulty agreed that three

persons from each county should be appointed (by the members
of each county respectively) to meet the commissioners; but it
was at first insisted that either the whole meeting, or at least the

committee of sixty, should remain assembled, or assemble again

within two or three days, in order to receive the report of the
conference. The complexion of the general meeting, the place

where they were convened, and all those circumstances which
have already been mentioned, rendered it_ on the contrary, a de-

sirable object that they should not meet again without absolute

necessity ; and, at all events_ that neither they" nor the commit-
tee of sixty should meet very soon, or in the same place. For
time was essentially requisite in order to enable the friends of

government to disseminate amongst the body of the people both
information and sentiments of moderation_ and from time alone

might it be expected that those violent passions, which still in-
flamed so many, _Kould subside ; indeed, during the whole course
of the transactions that followed, it was, upon every occasion_

equally experienced that time alone was sufficient to obtain a
progressive restoration of order, and lamented that a sufficient
delay could not, from the general situation of at_kirs, be always
obtained. Some addre._s was, however, n_cessary to find osten-
sible motives sufficiently strong to induce one body to dissolve_

and the other to adjourn to a more distant day and to a well-

affected part of the country. Both points were, however, carried
with some management; the committee of sixty agreed to meet

on the 2d of September at Red-Stone old fort, and the general

meeting adjourned without fixing any day for reassembling. It
was known that if circumstances rendered it necessary, the com-

mittee of sixty might be called sooner, and accordingly, after
the conference with the commissioners, and at their request, it

was summoned to meet four days previous to the time to which

its meeting had been protracted.
All the conferees except one who were appointed by the four

counties to meet the commissioners were, I believe, at the time

of their appointment, well disposed. The result of the confer-
ence is detailed in the report of the commissioners. The con-
ferees declared their own determination to submit to the laws;
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they approved of the terms offered by the commissioners, de-

claring that nothing more could be done by the executive; and
they promised to recommend a faithful acquiescence to the peo-

ple at large. To the details mentioned in the report of the com-
missioners I have but two observations to add : the first, that

the verbal account, stated to have been given by the conferees,
of the causes of discontent amongst the people were but opinions,

and those only the opinions of the individuals who expressed
them, and not of the body. The other relates to an account said
to contain the reasons of the conferees for approving the pro-

posals of the commissioners, and which is annexed to a printed

report of the proceedings of the committee of conference, but is
not signed. That account I never saw till after it was printed ;
which, I believe, was tile ease likewise with every other conferee

except the one who drafted the report. The reasons given in
it had not, that I know of, any influenee on the determination

of any of the conferees, but were, I suppose, such as in the

judgment of the author would make most impression upon the
people; on that head, I think, however, he was mistaken.

The committee of sixty met at Brownsville (Red-Stone old

fort) on the 28th of August. I have already mentioned how that
body was composed. Fifty-seven members attended, twenty-
three of whom were sent by the county of _Tashington alone,

and thirty by the three counties of Westmoreland, :Fayette, and

Allegheny ; one came from Bedford County, and three from the
county of Ohio, in Virginia. The wickedness of a few, perhaps
only of one, for one only openly advocated resistance, and the

timidity of a majority prevented the terms offered by the com-
missioners from being fully adopted. The general wish of the

members, which was dictated by fear and with difficulty pre-

vented, was to adjourn without doing anything, and to refer the
whole business to the people at large. All that could be obtained
was a resolve that, in the opinion of the committee, it was the

interest of the people to accede to the terms ; the question upon

it being taken by ballot, and thirty-four voting for the resolu-
tion and twenty-three against it. We are informed by one of
the official letters of the State commi_ioners that six of those

who voted in the negative did it through a mistake, which
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would make the votes forty and seventeen. Whether, if the

question had been publicly put, or if any question had been put,
for making the declarations required by the commissioners in
their full extent, either or both of them would have passed in

the negative, I believe it to be impossible for any person to con-

jecture, as no person can calculate what might have been the
effect of terror. The ihct is that a majority of the committee,

through fear, refilsed taking a question on the last proposition,
or to have the other put publicly. Several of the advocates for

submission spoke, however, their sentiments in an open manner,

and although a few might apprehend personal danger in doing

it, yet, as not one of those who spoke was insulted, either then
or at any subsequent period, it is from the time of that meeting

that we may date the beginning of a free circulation of sentiment
throughout the whole country.

A new committee of conference was appointed by the meeting,

in order to proem:e, if possible, some filrther time for the people
to reflect before th'e question of submission was finally referred
to them. The commissioners were not authorized to give a

longer time, and they proposed that the declarations required of
the committee of sixty should be made by the people themselves,

and testified by the individual signatures of the citizens, except-

ing from the amnesty such persons concerned in the late offences
as should not comply. However cogent might be the reasons
which induced the commissioners to propose those terms (which

were acceded to by the conferees), they operated unfortunately

in one point of view ; for the amnesty being attached to the
individual signatures, the proposal became highly objectionable

to a great many well-disposed citizens, as signing would seem

to imply a tacit acknowledgment of a previous offence and of a
personal want of pardon. It was also, perhaps, a more difficult
task to induce violent persons to subscribe assurances of sub-
mission than to give a silent vote for it. The individuals who

had represented the county of Fayette at Parkinson's Ferry,
having met on the 10th of September, were induced, upon
these considerations, to propose to the people mere]y the question

of submission, but at the same time they agreed themselves to
the declarations which had been required of the committee of
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sixty, and annexed to them an address to tile people (printed
in the Pittsburg gazettes of the 4th and 11th of October), ex-
horting them to submit. The most remarkable feature of that
address (which is arranged in the shape and consists of the
arguments that, in the opinion of the members of the com-
mittee, were most likely to make an impression upon the people
in their present temper) is that the inducements to submission
are mostly drawn from a sense of duty, and the motive of fear
from an army is hardly appealed to.

The sense of the people was taken on the llth of September,
and it appears, by the report of the commissioners, that in the _
county of Fayette, which contains two thousand eight hundred
taxable inhabitants, eight hundred and sixty attended, five hun-
"tiredand eighty of whom voted for submission, and two hundred
and eighty against it ; that in the counties of Westmoreland,
Washington, and Allegheny, which contain eleven thousand
taxable inhabitants, two thousand seven hundred signed the
declarations of submission ; but that no return was made of the

number of persons who attended in these three couuties and of
the yeas and nays on the question of submission; and that in
the returns made to them no opinions were certified that there

was so general a submission that an office of inspection would
be immediately and safely established; and that, on the con-
trary, the return of Westmoreland .County stated that, from the
danger of ill-disposed and lawless persons snddenly assembling
and offering violence, the measure would not be immediately
safe in that county. The conamissioners add that they had
received information that in some townships the majority de-
dared for resistance; in some the party for resistance was
sufficiently strong to prevent the declarations being made ; and
in others the majority were intimidated or opposed by a violent
minority. But they do not mention the number and names of
the townships in which those acts of violence took place, and

l The official returns of three districts of the county of Fayette, as made
to the commissioners, state the number of those who attended to have been
721, of whom 560 voted for submission, and 161 against it. In the fourth
district 20 voted for submission, and 119 against it.
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from the information I have received they were but few. They

further say that, "notwithstanding those circmnstanees, they
firmly believed that there was a considerable majority of the

inhabitants of the fourth survey who were then disposed to
submit to the execution of the laws ; at the same time that they

conceived it their duty explicitly to declare their opinion that
such was the state of things in that survey, that there was no

probability that the act for raising a revenue on distilled spirits
and stills could at that time be enforced by the usual course of
civil authority, and that some more competent force was neces-

sary to cause the laws to be duly executed, and to insure to the

officers and well-disposed citizens that protection which it was

the duty of government to afford." Which opinion I know to
have been perfectly justifiable from the information and opinions

they had received.
Upon the decision of that day (the llth of September) it is

proper to remark that, as it was the last hope of the violent

persons, they all attended to a man. On the contrary, the
friends to order, some being yet actuated by fear, many resting
in a state of apathy, and a very large proportion wanting in-
formation or not understanding the importance of the question,

did not in general attend. :Not one-third part of the inhabitants

of Fayette met on that day, and I had a striking proof of what
I mention in the district in which I live. :No act of violence

had ever been committed there either before or during the in-
surrection. 1-do not know, and I do not believe, that a single

inhabitant ever was concerned in any such act elsewhere, and

after the army had entered the country there was not an indi-

vidual belonging to the district arrested on suspicion or even
summoned as a witness. Yet in that district, which contains

eight hundred taxable inhabitants, two hundred and twelve
only attended on the llth of September. In the other counties
two thousand and seven hundred inhabitants signed the as-

surances required, which is a greater proportion than the number
of those who voted in favor of submission in the county of

Fayette, and a great many, for the reasons already mentioned,

were willing to give a vote, although they felt a reluctance to
sign a formal instrument. This fully justifies the opinion given
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by the commissioners, that a considerable majority of the in-
habitants were disposed to submit. :It must also be observed
that almost all the characters of any importance amongst the

rioters, and who could be considered as leaders, signed file sub-

mission, and those who were guilty on that day of acts of vio-
lence, or who gave a vote against submission, were, with very

few exceptions, amongst the youngest and most ignorant class

of the people. This class had but one day to consider the
question before them ; their means of information in a country
in which information can circulate but slowly were few, the

channels through which they received it not pure, their preju-
dices were great, and although arguments had circulated freely
for near two weeks, they had not yet reached this deluded

description of citizens. _All they heard to convince them of

their error they heard for the first time on that day. But what-
ever might be the immediate decision of the people on the llth

of September, the consequences were favorable and decisive.
The obstacles then thrown in the way of the submissions were

the expiring effort of the part)'. Abandoned by their leaders
and by a large majority of the rioters themselves, who had
taken shelter under the amnesty, seeing clearly that they were

reduced to an insignificant minority, conscious of their guilt,

and afraid of punishment, the few perverse and obstiuate at
length renounced their wild and pernicious schemes. The cer-
tain news of the assembling the militia completed the work, and

peace was restored. Although no certified opinions were given
the commissioners that offices of inspection could be immediately

and safely established, the committee of the townships of Fay-

ette County wrote, on the 17th of September, to the governor
of the State, that "they had no doubt of peace being fully re-
established and a perfect submission taking place in that county,

provided it was not interrupted by some new acts of violence
elsewhere." They add that "still, however, a certain degree of

heat existed as well in Fayette as in the other western counties,
and that some time would still be necessary to operate a com-

plete restoration of order and a perfect submission to the laws."
Their ideas in that respect correspond with those of the eom-

missionem; but they differed from them in the opinion that an
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army was necessary to accomplish those objects, and thought that

the allowance of a longer time for reflection would alone be
sufficient. Many men of influence and information in tile other
couaties, and some in :Fayette, most indeed of those that con-
versed with the commissioner, who remained in the western

country till the 16th of September, were, however, of opinion
at that time that the laws could not be executed without the

assistance of a military force; but in less than two weeks after

the same men had adopted the sentiments of the committee of

:Fayette. On the same day the same committee, with a view to
counteract any combinations that might be set on foot by the
violent party, recommended to the people to fi_rm associations

for the purpose of preserving order and of supporting the civil
authority. It was not found necessary to carry even that measure

into effect, every danger of violence being immediately after
discovered to be at an end.

The report df the commissioners is dated the 24th of Sep-
tember, and is grounded on documents and information received
as late as the 16th of the same month. On the 19th the Legis-

lature of the State had passed the Act granting bounties and an
additional pay to the volunteers and militia employed in sup-

pressing the insurrection. The President, on the 25th, issued

his proclamation (grounded on the report of the commissioners
nf the preceding day) ordering the actual march of the army.
The rendezvous of the Pennsylvania and Jersey militia was at

Carlisle. They left that place on their march to the westward
on the day of October.

On the of ,September the town of Pittsburg, by reso-

lutions printed and now before the House, annulled the former
resolutions they had adopted for expelling certain citizens, de-

daring those resolutions to have been the effect of policy, and
that they were no longer bound by them. On the 25th of

September the grand jury of Washington County, in their
answer to the address of Judge Addison, which is printed and
has been sent to the House, declared their unanimous concur-

rence and approbation of the sentiments expressed in the charge,

and their opinion that if printed assurances of submission were
distributed through the county they would generally be signed.
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On the 2d of October the members who composed the first

meeting at Parkinson's Ferry, having met at the same place,
unanimously agreed to resolutions by which they adopted for
themselves the assurances and declarations of submission which

had been required by the commissioners; declared that, in their

opinion, there was a general disposition in the four counties to
submit to all the laws of the United States and a determination

to support the civil authority; and also that the principal
reasons why the signatures of submis_ion had not bee,, universal
were the want of time and information, and, with respect to file

greatest number, a consciousne._s of their innocence and an idea
that their signature would imply a sense of their guilt. Those

proceedings, which are signed by Alexander Addison, secretary,
took place twelve days before the election, and require no
comment.

Messrs. Findley and Redd_ck were appohlted by that com-
mittee to wait on the President of the United States, in order to

represent to him the state of the country. They went accord-

ingly, and I will state to the House what I understood, from a
verbal report made by those two gentlemen to a subsequent meet-

ing, to have been the result of the conference. I would wish to
be cautious on that head; for ]: feel that, speaking from menmry,

and repeating what was merely verbal information, the recital is
liable to mistakes. If I commit any mistake, however, it will
arise from the sources I have mentioned ; nor indeed do I give

my statement as positive information, but only as tile impression
made upon my mind by the relation I heard. I would have

been altogether silent on that subject were I not afraid to be
accused of omitting a necessary liuk of the transactions I relate.

Amongst other general observations I am told that the Presi-
dent mentioned that there were two great objects in view in the

calling out the militia : the first to show, not only to the inhabit-
ants of the western country but to tlle Union at large, and, in-

deed, to tbreign nations, both the possibility of a republican

government exerting its physical strength in order to enfi,rce the
execution of the laws when opposed, and the readiness of the
American citizens to nmke every sacrifice and to encounter

every difficulty and danger for the sake of supporting flint
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fundamental principle of government; and the second, to pro-
cure a full and complete restoration of order and submission to

the laws amongst the insurgents. The first object, tile :President

added, was fully attained, and no doubt could remain, from the

success of the experiment, of the practicability of a republican

government, although extending over a large territory, support-

ing itself, even in the case of a disobedience of any part of tile

body politic. On the second head i_ was observed, in the first

place, that, although the last meeting had given it as their opin-
ion that there was an unanimous disposition to submit to and

support the laws, there was no positive, unequivocal, and explicit

declaration that offices of inspection would be immediately and

safely I established; in the next place, that whatever might be
the grounds of the opinion of the meeting, until the law was

1 It having been observed in reply to this part of Mr. Gallatin's speech
that it had been reported, and was at the time generally understood through.
out the army, that Messrs. Findley and Reddick, upon being asked whether
ofllces of inspection could be immediately and safely established, had an-
swered that they could not be opened with safety except in agarrison ; Mr.
Findley gave to'Mr. Gallatin a written statement of the fact which had
given rise to that report. The substance of that statement Mr. Gal]atin
laid before the House in a subsequent reply, and is as followeth. Mr. An-
drew McFarland, brother to the :McFarland who was killed at the attack of
General Neville's house, but who, so far from being concerned in the same
business, had been personally insulted by the rioters, requested _fessrs.
:Findley and Reddick to mention to the President that so certain was he of
the disposition of the people of his neighborhood (along Monongahela River
on the_borders of Washington and Allegheny Counties) to submit to the
laws, that he would have no objection to an office being kept in his own
house. Messrs. :Findley and Reddick asked him whether he would consent
to it, whoever the officer might be ; to which Mr. ]WcFarland answered that

he would not, as it was possible that a man might be appointed agains_
whom the popular prejudices were yet too violent; but that in such a case
it would be best to open the office for the county of Allegheny in the garri-
son of Pitt_burg, which could be done without any inconvenience. When
Messrs. :Findley and Reddiek were giving to the :President their opinion
that in future there would be a general submission throughout the country,
they mentioned that they were not fully informed of the disposition of the
people in that part of the country where Mr. McFarland resides, but stated
the conversation they had with him. But they gave it as the opinion of
Mr. McFarland, and not as their own opinion or adviee_ and as relating not
to the whole country, but to a particular district.
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actuallycarriedintooperationitwas onlyan opinion,and that

the generalexpensesof the campaign beinga|readyincurred,

and thegreatsacrificesof individualsbeingalreadymade, there

remainedno motivesufficient]ystrongtoinducethemagistrate,

whosedutyitwas toenforcetheexecutionofthelaws,torun any

unnecessaryriskby intrustingthatcaretothe exertionsof the

countryitselfas longas any doubt might remainof theirsin-

cerityor power; the forceembodied beingfullycompetentto

thatohject,and sofaron theirmarch totheintendedspot. The
Presidentadded,that,astheamnestywhich he had onceoffered

throughthecommissioners|ladnotbeenunivema]]yembracedby
theoffenders,some atonementforpastoffenceshad becomeneces-

sary. _{essrs.Findleyand Reddick,inorderto givea testof
thedispositionofthecountr%wishedthata listof theoffenders

intendedto be broughtto trialmight be sentto the western

country,astheyknew, from thereformedtemperof thepeople,

thatthoseculpritswould surrender,or might be apprehended

withoutdifficulty.Thiswas declined,forwhat reasonsI have

not heard; but I can easilyconceivethatgrantingthe request

would have been improperon a varietyof grounds. Permit

me to add, althoughitisnotaltogetherin point.,that,in the
courseof the conversation,the Presidenttestifiedhisastonish-

ment thattherehad been any difficultyin convincingany de-

scriptionof persons,however ignoranttheymight be,of the

proprietyand necessityof submittingto the laws,itbeing a

questionsosimpleand self-evident._essrs.Findleyand Red-

dick,in answer to thisremark,having mentionedthe same

causesthat_[have beforealludedto,and particular]ythatthe

most ignorantclasshad,in fact,butone day tomake up their

minds, the President observed that it would have been highly
grateful to have indulged his wish that the proposals of the
commissioners should receive a full and fair examination, so as

to be perfectly understood and maturely weighed by tile whole

body of tim people to whom they were addressed, before they
were presented for an ultimate decision; but the symptoms
which had appeared in other parts of the Union, the season of the

year, and the imminent danger of suffering the winter to elapse
without an effectual suppression of the disorders, had not per-
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mitred him to protract the period for amicable negotiation, or to
suffer any further delays in embodying and marching the army.

Messrs. Findley and Reddick, on their return, communicated
the circumstances of information, which I have recapitulated, to
a meeting of the committee of townships, held at Parkinson's
Ferry on the 24th of October; and, in consequence of this com-
munication, resolutions were adopted expressing the opinion of
the meeting that officesof inspection could be immediately and
safely established, and that the civil authority could be supported
without the assistance of a military force; recommending to
offenders to surrender, and declaring their readiness to surrender
themselves if there were any suspected persons amongst them,
and to assist in bringing others to justice if they refused to give
themselves up. During the absence of those two gentlemen the
election had been held on the 14th of October, and written as-
surances of submission had been universally signed throughout
the country. In the county of Fayette the people, on the day
of the election, appointed several persons for the purpose of
providing accommodations and subsistence for the army then
approaching. On the same day the inhabitants of the only dis-
trict of that county where a majority of those who attended on
the llth day of September had declared for resistance, unani-
mously agreed to sign assurances of submission.

Having thus given a general narrative of the material facts
connected with the unfortunate events which we all deplore, I
shall not enter into a discussion whether those facts are suffi-

ciently proved to be admitted as legal evidence upon so impor-
tant a question, but confine myself to an examination how far
they justify the assertions on which the resolution before us has
been grounded.

The resolution supposes, in the first place, the existence of a
general insurrection of the four western counties. I believe it
unnecessary to say much more on the idea of the insurrection
having originated in a previous general combination founded on
the meetings and resolutions that had taken place or had been
adopted at different times in the western country. To what I
have already said I will only add that, from the meeting of
Pittsburg, in August, 1792 (which, as has already been men-
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tioned, was followed by an uninterrupted tranquillity of fifteen

months' continuance), no public meeting, no meeting that ever
came to my knowledge, no meeting that ever has been men-
tioned, either in this House or elsewhere, was held in the west-

ern country for the space of near two years, nor, in short, until

the late disturbances had actually begun.
By what fact, then, is the supposition of a general insurrection

of a majority of the inhabitants of the four western counties to

be supported ? The attack of General :Neville's house was
chiefly owing to accidental causes, and is of a local nature. The

conduct of the distillers and people of Fayette County at the
time of the marshal serving processes there, and at their subse-

quent meeting, excludes altogether the idea of previous combi-

nation, or of a wish to support the rioters. The meeting at
Braddock's Field includes a greater number of individuals ; but
the criminal combination seems to have existed only in its pro-

moters; and even supposing, what is not true, that all who at-

tended there were involved in the original crime, that combina-
tion will embrace only a part of the counties of _¥ashington and
Allegheny. It may be proper here to remark that upon that

meeting, undoubtedly the most prominent feature of an insur-
rection or of a combination to take up arms, there is not before

the lq_ouse one official document, nor even a single unauthenti-
cated paper of any sort, except the two letters which have been

mentioned before, and the Pittsburg resolutions.

But it is said (I have heard for the first time the doctrine
advanced on this floor, and have heard it with astonishnmut), it

is said that the meeting held at Parkinson's Ferry on the 14th
of August is in itself a proof of a general insurrection. For

my part, I never, before this day, thought myself obliged to
justify those friends to order who attended the preceding elec-

tions or the meeting itself; although I have tried to apoh)gize
for the neglect of those who did not. How a meeting whose
ostensible object was perfectly innocent, and whose actual con-

duet, notwithstanding the critical circumstances under which it

was held, was in no part criminal, can be given as a proof of an
illegal combination, I cannot understand. But the doctrine is

not less dangerous than absurd. It goes to support an idea that
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whenever riots shall take place, or a mob grow dangerous, in-
stead of trying by every means of persuasion to induce the

offenders to desist, it is the duty of good citizens to keep aloof,
to suffer the whole country, under the dominion of a mob, to
become a prey to anarchy, and to risk the event of a general

rebellion, rather than attempt to recall to a sense of duty as
many of their fellow-citizens as they can.

Not only the object and the conduct of the meeting were

unexceptionable, but its effect and consequences were highly
favorable. It was that meeting which restored order and in-

ternal peace; it was that meeting that first stemmed the torrent,

which thenceforth ran in a contrary course. :From that moment,
though threats were offered, no acts of violence were committed,
unless we call by the name of violence the last effort made on

the llth of September, by some of the most ignorant and obdu-
rate, to obstruct the signature of the assurances of submission.

At every subsequent meeting the friends of government gradu-

ally gained ground. The conferees, with a single exception,
approved and 15romised to recommend the proposals of the com-

missioners. The meeting of Brownsville, composed as it was,
so far from doing anything criminal, went one step farther than

the first Parkinson's :Ferry meeting, and by declaring that, in
their opinion, it was the interest of the people to adopt tile pro-
posals, in fact recommended their adoption. And, in fine,--not
to speak of the resolutions adopted afterwards at different times

by the inhabitants of Pittsburg, tlle grand jury of Washington,
and the committee of townships of :Fayette,--the second and third

meetings of Parkinson's :Ferry, composed of the same persons
who attended the first, gave full and complete assurances of

submission and of the general disposition of the people to sup-

port the civil authority. A bare recital of the /bets evident]y
shows that whatever criminal combination existed was partial,
local, and accidental; and that whenever the inhabitants of the

four western counties combined, or acted in concert, the object
and the conduct of their meetings were, at least, innocent, and
the consequences highly beneficial.

But the resolution under consideration, proceeding on the same
erroneous system of supposition, infers that an insurrection of the
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four counties existed on the 14th of October, at the time of hold-

ing the elections.
The assertion is not supported by a single document, by evi-

dence, or by any species of proof whatever that relates to any
fact which occurred subsequent to the 16th of September; and

it appears by the report of the commissioners that on that day
a considerable majority of the inhabitants were disposed to sub-

mit. Every posterior fact is a proof of the complete restoration
of order and of that universal submission which had but par-

tially taken place before. Must I once more, in order to prove
the truth of my positions, enumerate the recall of the citizens

who had been expelled, the answer of the grand jury of Wash-

ington, the several declarations and resolutions of the county of
Fayette, and the resolutions of the Parkinsou's Ferry meeting
of the 2d of October ? To these I may add that a proof of the

civil authority being fully re-established is to be drawn not only

from the general tranquillity of the country, not only from the
courts sitting, as customary, without interruption in the four

counties, and transacting every kind of business during the
month of September, but also from the incontestable evidence
of the service of warrants, by which individuals were arrested

and even imprisoned, previous to the election, for positive threats

i or upon suspicion of intention to commit new outrages after the

i llth of September. But, whilst I mention this, it is proper that
[ notice should be taken of an objection which may be, and has

been, raised on this subject. Why,.it is said, were none of the
oti;enders during the insurrection arrested till the army came into

the western country ? It may be answered, in the first place,
that, as the offences had been but local, the objection is but par-

tial, and that if it is at all valid it applies not to the pcople,

but only imputes an unwarrantable negligence to the judicial
officers living in the parts where the offences had been com-
mitted. But it is in my power to give a more satisfactory and

direct answer, and which exculpates the officers as well as the

other inhabitants. As early as the first week of September, the
time at which the court for Allegheny County sits, some indi-
viduals of the grand jury for that county applied to Judge
Addison in order to know whether, according to their oath,
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they ought not to find bills aguinst the offenders in the late

riots. Mr. Addison was of opinion that, the Federal and State
governments having offered an amnesty upon certain terms, it
would be improper for the State courts or inferior officers to

interfere until the effect of that offer was ascertained and gov-
ernment had decided and declared who were to be entitled to the

amnesty. :Not wishing, however, to rely altogether on his own

opinion, Mr. Addison consulted the chief justice of the State,
then at Pittsburg, on that subject. The chief justice concurred

in tile opinion of Judge Addison, and the grand juries of the
respective counties were accordingly directed not to interfere.
It will appear, by the report of the commissioners, that the

signed instruments giving assurances of submission were imme-

diately delivered to one of their number, who transmitted them
to the seat of government. An ignorance of the names of the

signers, and of tile latitude that government _vould give to the
amnesty, a general information that the most important charac-

ters who had b_.u concerned in the tumults, and were supposed

to be the only proper objects of punishment, had signed the list,
and a knowledge that some of the first judicial officers of the
government of the Union meant to investigate the subject con-

formable to the instructions which they might receive, concurred
to render it equally difficult and improper for the State officers

to interfere before the arrival of the army. Many of those who

had been supposed to be innocent, or to be sheltered by their
submission, are now amongst the prisoners or the proscribed. _
Some of those who, it was thought, might eventually be included

amongst them, were not taken up. The general government
seems to have acquiesced in the idea, for no instructions were
forwarded to the State officers, and the list of offenders that was

asked by Messrs. Findley and Reddiek was refimed. Upon the

whole, the arrests that eventually took place seem satisthetorily
to show that the causes which I have thus recapitulated, and not

l :Not to speak of several others, David :Bradford had signed the as-
surances of submission on the day required. Would it have been proper to
arrest him until government had declared that his conduct previous to that
days but subsequent to the 22d of August, must deprive him of the benefit
of the amnesty 9.
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a want of strength or willingness in the civil authority, were the

real causes why process was not issued against the offenders

during the insurrection.
To these considerations must be added another, which, to

every candid mind, must carry a conviction of the actual pacific
situation of the country after the llth of September. Not only

no outrage took place after that day, but no embodying of men_
no combination, no meeting, no preparations of any kind what-

ever were made or proposed with a view to offer a shadow of
resistance to the militia of the United States. After the army
was collected and on their march, the people must have known,

and indeed perfectly knew, that there was no alternative but to
submit to tlle laws or to oppose their fellow-citizens who came

to e_force obedience. If no person either prepared or proposed

that preparations should be made to resist tile army, does it not
clearly follow that the disposition to submit (no matter from

what causes) was not merely general but universal ?
It is said, however, that although there might not be any

actual insurrection at the time of the electioni it may at least be

fairly supposed that a spirit of insurrection still existed at that
period, and in some degree influenced the elections.

Whenever we enter the field of suppositions we abandon the

solid ground of proof supported by facts, substituting our opin-

ions, or rather our wishes, for truth and evidence. Is this the
foundation upon which the supporters of tile measure mean to
rest the disfranchisement of fourteen thousand citizens ? What

inference, however, what conjecture, since the evidence of facts

is either wanting or rejected, can give any shadow of probability
to that supposition ? From the face of the returns it appears
that the elections were neither more nor less numerous than,

upon an average, they have been in preceding years. :No con-
clusion of any kind can, therefore, be drawn from the number
of those who attended, except that the situation of the country
was similar to what it had been upon former elections. It is not

alleged that any acts were committed upon that occasion that

ought, or could, invalidate the elections. On the contrary, we
are able to prove, by indisputable evidence, if it is required, that
they were fairly conducted, uninfluenced by fear or violence,

YOL. III,---4
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and perfectly "free and equal." Does the fate of the elections

justify even a suspicion of the prevalence of a spirit inimical to

government .9 The persons elected are, in a great measure, the
same who bad, upon former occasions, received similar testimo-
nies of the confidence of the people; and many, both of the

old and new members, were distinguished amongst the known

friends of order and government. Could the people of Alle-
gheny County give a more strong and convincing proof of their

disposition than by re-electing for their representative in this
House one of the citizens who had been so unjustly expelled

during a moment of frenzy,--the son of" the inspector of the
revenue for that survey? As to another individual, who on

that day was elected a member of this House by the county in
which he reside% and, without his knowledge at the time, a

member of Congress by another district, permit me to say that
his double election also shows the sense of the people at large to
have been in favor of peace and submission. For, whatever

may have been, _ now are, the popular clamor and the transient
prejudices against him in other parts of tile State, it was well

known, at least in the western country, that no person had

taken a more early, active, or successful part in allaying the
flame and opposing tile spirit of insurrection. Were tile people
of :Fayette County actuated by a spirit of resistance to the laws

when they, in the very act of electing, appointed persons for the

purpose of preparing the necessary subsistence for the army ?
Here I must take notice of an objection of the most extraor-

dinary natur% made with an intention to invalidate the election

of Westmoreland Count).. It is said that a military force was

at that time at Greensburg. That assertion, of which no proof
has been offered to the House, rests upon this fact. One of the

persons who, as I have mentioned, was arrested after the 11th

of September, had been imprisoned in Greensburg for reporting
that some of those inhabitants who had refused to submit meant

to burn the town, and for having ref.used to give the reasons he

had to spread that report. At the same time, it was thought

prudent to raise a few militia as a guard, in case such design
did exist. The report was soon found, however, to be totally
groundless:; while, ,on the contrary, universal submission evi-
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dently prevailed. The militia were, therefore, continued ill
arm), for the sole purpose of showing that the county was able,

by its own strength, to preserve order, and to suppress every
kind of outrage, if outrage was attempted ; and now, what was
intended as a proof of a disposition and powcr to support the

laws is perverted into a symptom of anarchy by the same gen-
tlemen who accuse us for want of proper spirit in not arresting

offenders. It is only necessary to add that such of the militia
as attended the election were unarmed. But I wish to remind

those gentlemen who tell us of the laws of Great Britain, by

which troops are to be withdrawn at a distance from the places
of election, and of the law passed last year by the Legislature of
this State on the subject of the elections to be held by the en-
rolled militia and volunteers, that the elections of the county of

Allegheny have always been held at Pittsburg, where a Conti-
nental garrison has for a number of years been stationed, and
where the whole army, under the command of General Wayne,

was encamped two years ago, at the time of the general election.
But, sir, I would wish to know, if a spirit of insurrection ex-

isted at the time of and influenced the elections, at what period

that spirit expired. If it is said that the arrival of file army
extinguished it, it must have been owing to the fear and not to

any act of the army. If fear was the only cause of submission,
the spirit of insurrection, although suppressed in appearance,

must be supposed still to exist. Again, taking it for granted
that the fear of the army alone quelled the riotous spirit., that
fear operated with equal force when the army was in full march

as when it had actually entered the country ; for it is declared
that the terror of their approach was sufficient to subdue the in-

surgents. If so, I cannot discover what change has taken place
in the minds of the people since the election. If the late elec-

tions took place under the influence of fear of the army, let me
ask, What change can be produced by new elections ? Unless,

indeed, it is expected they will be influenced--by the presence
of the army. *

I There is now a body of militia or volunteers enlisted for six and nine
months_said to amount to about I000 men, stationed in the western country
by virtue of the law passedby Congressduring this session.
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From the various lights in which I have now considered the

subject, I think myself authorized to conclude that the asser-

tions contained in the resolution offered for the adoption of the

House are unsupported by proofs, are contradicted by facts, and
cannot even claim the feeble and delusive aid of hypothetical

conjecture and doubtful inferences. I confidently repeat that,
after the 11th of September, every positive fact and every pre-
sumptive proof are in favor of the representatives of the western
counties, or, rather, in favor of their constituents.

The resolution itself, ill its present shape, is liable to several
other objections. Why are the four counties blended in tile same

resolution ? The proclamation of the President did not include

the four counties; and if it was necessary to embrace in this

question Fa_ette and Westmoreland, I cannot conceive why Bed-
fbrd, Cumberland, and Northumberland are excepted. Similar
symptoms of disaffection took place in the three last-mentioned

counties ; and there was not a single act committed in :Fayette
County that has been called a sign of insurrection that did not

likewise occur in _Bedford. In both counties, poles were erected;

in both counties, the office of inspection was suppressed; in both
counties, supposed offenders were arrested only after the arrival
of the army and after the election. To this I may add that in

_Fayette County, where no person was sheltered by an amnesty,
as no person had signed the written assurances of submission,

only four individuals have been either arrested or proscribed ;

and two of them have been admitted to bail. But I will repeat
the question: Why are the four counties blended in the same

resolution ? The supposed spirit of insurrection might have an
effect upon some of the elections and not upon the others. I

cannot see any sufficient reason, but I may perceive the motive.

Upon the principle that members cannot vote on the question of
the validity of their own elections, it has been publicly avowed
that the eleven western members must be deprived altogether

of a vote on the present resolution. This principle applied to
several counties thus combined in one resolution is unjust and

absurd ; for, upon that principle, it would be in the power of

any number of members, greater than one-fourth of the whole,

who should cabal for that purpose, to expel, on any pretext, any
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number of members less than one-half of the body. _ Sup-

posing, therefore, that the House has any jurisdiction in tile case
before us, and that the interested members ought not to vote in

their own case, the question must be put separately on each
county, if any regard is to be paid to the principles of justice
and common sense. But, have the House any jurisdiction ?

This fundamental question remains to be examined.

As the power of deciding the present question is not, in any
part of the constitution, expressly vested in this House, it must
either be supposed to be inherent, from it.s nature, in each branch

of the Legislature, or it must be derived, indirectly and by
implication, from some of the provisions of our social compact.

The power is not inherent in the House, or, in other words, it
is not one of those powers which, from our form of government,

must necessarily reside in either branch of the Legislature; for
the principle of our government is that the judiciary and legis-

lative powers should be kept distinct; that legislative powers
alone should be exercised by this House, except where, from

reasons of convenience, powers of a different description are

expressly delegated. The power claimed with respect to elec-
tions is not that of establishing general rules, that is to say, of

legislating; but of applying such rules to a special case, that is
to say, of judging. I apprehend that the idea of an inherent
power in the House arises from the habit of seeing a similar one

uniformly exercised by the House of Commons in England, and,
indeed, by every legislative branch of every government in the

United States. In the latter case, the authority is derived from
the express powers that are given by the respective constitutions;

in the former, it arises from the nature of the government of

Great Britain. In that country, the House of Commons being
the only popular branch, the only body by which the people

were, either directly or indirectly, represented, it was highly
necessary and essential to the preservation of the freedom of

choice that no authority not derived from the people, whether

1 Thus, in a body consisting of 80 members, 21 combining together
might expel 39 ; for 7 by first preventing the 89 interested members voting,
there would remain 41 who would form a quorum_ and the 21 combined

members would be a majority of that quorum.
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effeeted by tile hereditary nobility, the hereditary executive, or
the judiciary (who owe their existence to the executive), should
be suffered to interfere in the decision of elections. Hence the

Commons, supported by the uniform voice of the people, have
with success repelled every attempt of the Crown, of the House

of Peers, or of the courts of justice, to claim a jurisdiction on

that subject; establishing, with inflexihle spirit, an exclusive
privilege to try every ease relative to their own elections. Yet

that privilege, necessary to preserve the right of the people to
elect from the attacks of those orders which, in that country,
form a distinct class from the people, has in some instances been

so perverted and abused by corrupt and despotic Houses as to be

rendered an engine to destroy or restrain that liberty and purity
of elections which it was meant to protecL The ease of _Vilkes,

on the Middlesex election, is too well known to require any com-

ment. And the improper exercise of that species of judiciary
power ill common instances became so flagrant and so disgrace-

ful that the House of Commons consented to relinquish it, and
accordingly, by an Act of Parliament, known by tile name of
the Grenville Act, the jurisdiction was vested in a committee of

the House, the members to be selected by lot and to be bound
by a special oath for each specific occasion. Here it is not im-

proper to observe that the supreme will of the Parliament being
paramount to any charter or constitution which may be supposed

to exist in :England, it had the right to vest that jurisdiction
wherever it pleased. Such, however, is not the case in the

United States ; for the Legislatures, having certain and defined
powers, regulated by the supreme will of the people as expressed

in the respective constitutions, cannot part with or vest elsewhere
any authority which the people have thought it best, for their

own advantage, to lodge with them. On this principle, the
attempts that were made in Pennsylvania under the former con-

stitution, and which have been made in the House of Repre-
sentatives of the Unitat States under the present constitution,
to refer questions of that kind to a select committee, have been

constantly rejected; for, by both those constitutions, the power

of trying the respective elections was expressly vested in each

branch of the Legislature. If the representatives of the people
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cannot part with any power vested in them by the constitution

from which they draw their being, much less can they enlarge
their own powers, or assume a jurisdiction which the people have
not given to them, or have intrusted to other hands.

Leaving, therefore, the theoretical doctrine of inherent power,
let us turn to the constitution itself, and read whether the people

have not precluded us from any decision on the question now
under discussion by expressly referring it to another tribunal.

"Each House" (says tile constitution of Pennsylvania, Art. 1,
Sect. 12th), "Each House shall judge of tile qualifications of

its members. Contested elections shall be determined by a com-
mittee, to be selected, formed, and regulated in such manner
a.s shall be directed by law." The Constitution of the United

States, the former constitution of Pennsylvania, all the existing
constitutions, I believe, of our sister States, have expre_ly

vested in each branch of the Legislature the power of judging
of the qualifications, returns, and elections of their respective

members. The present constitution of Pennsylvania alone

stands an exception to the generality of the theory. The people
of Pennsylvania, taught by their own and by the experience of
other nations, have not deemed it expedient to intrust to either
House the power of judging of the returns and elections of

their own members. In order to preserve the freedom and

equality of elections; in order to protect the only efficient polit-

ical right which they have reserved, the right of electing, from
the attacks of a corrupt or despotic House (the only ones that

could, by our form of government, become dangerous), they
have, in the same instrument from which alone the Legislature

derives any right to deliberate and act on any subject whatever,
declared that the validity of elections shall be tried !W a com-
mittee, and not by the respective Houses.

In order to evade a positive clause of the constitution, for

the sake of carrying a favorite object, it is alleged that the case
now under consideration was not foreseen, and is not included
in the section I have read. Was that assertion true, it would

not follow that it is to be tried by this House, since there is no
power inherent in them to judge of elections. But the assertion

is warranted neither by the letter nor by the spirit of the con-
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stitution. The clause says that contested elections shall be tried

by a committee; does a resolution, which declares certain elec-

tions to have been unconstitutional and void, contest the validity
of those elections, or not ? The answer is obvious to the most

uninformed and narrow understanding; the question, stated by
the resolution, is literally included in the clause of the consti-
tution. If we turn to the minutes of the convention which

framed that constitution, we find that the clause, as it stood in

the first draft presented for consideration by a committee_ was,
verbatim, the same with the corresponding clause of the Con-

stitution of the United States. "Each House shall be the judge
of the e]ections_ returns_ and qualifications of its own re.embers. "_

The convention not inadvertently, but talcing that clause under

consideration, adopt_ in lieu of it, the present one; expressly
take from the House the whole power of judging returns and
elections_ and give it to a committee. Had they meant to take

only part of the power, and to v_t in a committee a jurisdiction
confined to certain eases, they would have defined those cases_

and expressed in some manner the authority which they meant

upon other occasions to give to the House; but the power by
the original clause extended to elections in general, under every
possible circumstance and in every possible case_and the present

clause, being the only substitute to the one first proposed_ in-

cludes, therefore, every case comprehended in the original one.
Nay, the convention substitute the present section for the pro-

visions relative both to elections and returns as they were first
projected. The convention wished not to leave with the I-Io{me

even an opportunity of interfering_ in the least degree, on that
head, and for fear that, under pretence of judging of returns,

there should be an attempt to claim a jurisdiction on the validity
of the elections themselves, so that by setting aside a return as
informal or ii_]se the election itself would, in t_aet_be set aside_

they altogether take from either branch of the Legislature the
power of judging of the returns.

Here it may be asked upon what principle the convention

1See minutes of convention, page 40, and page 32of minutesof committee
of the whole of same body.
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left to the House the power of judging of tile qualifications of

their own members. The answer is obvious: those qualifica-
tions were expressly defined by the constitution, and the House

in that instance have nothing to do but to examine whether the
members returned have those qualifications. Tile inquiry must

depend upon a few facts, and the rules upon which tile decision
is to be grounded being, therefore, few ill number, simple in

themselves, and exactly defined by the constitution, the House
were competent judges, and there was little danger of the power
being abused. ]gut the validity of elections depending upon a

variety of facts, the grounds upon which they might be attacked

being numerous and unforeseen, and, of course, tile rules by
which they were to be judged being various, complicated, un-

certain, and liable to different constructions, the jurisdiction is
taken away on account of the latitude it would have given to
the exercise of opinions uncontrolled by special ties or by posi-

tive and specific laws, and often biassed by interest, part)" spirit,

and prejudice.
So doubtful were the movers of the resolution as to the juris-

diction of the House, and to the grounds on which the subject

was to be treated, that they first presented a proposition de-
claring that the House, being the judges of the qualifications of

its own members (which could not be denied), it shouhl declare

the western members to be disqualified. Why ?--not because
those members were, in fact or in law, personally disqualified or

incapable of taking their seats; but, by a new kind of logic,
because the country being, according to their general assertion,
in a state of insurrection, the electors were thereby disqualified

and rendered incapable of electing. As they soon, however,

discovered the fallacy of such a position and withdrew their
first motion, substituting the resolution now under consideration,
it will be sufficient to observe on that head, 1st, that a citizen's

qualifications, being by their nature personal, cannot depend
upon the qualifications of others, whether electors or not; 2dly,

that the qualifications of members being exactly defined by the

constitution, no authority derived from that constitution can
either add to or diminish them ; and, lastly, that if that con-
struction was given to the constitution, the House might upon
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the same principle judge every possible case of contested elec-
tions, since they might, upon every possible ground of contest,

decide that the invalidity of the election disqualified the member
elected.

But it is said that the law enacted in conformity to the clause

of the constitution has provided only for cases where the elec-
tion is contested by petitions, signed by a certain number of
qualified electors; that, of course, the law does not include a

case similar to this, a case of insurrection or invasion, since in

neither case petitions would or could be transmitted ; and argu-
ing from the supposed absurdity that no remedy should exist

for such cases, when the bill of rights has emphatically declared
"that elections shall be free and equal," it is contended that the

House must, as guardians of the constitution, adopt the mode
proposed by the resolution.

As to any arguments drawn from the clause of the bill of
rights, it-must be observed, in the first place, that the clause is

only a declarator 2" and general one, which does not give any
power, but is, on the contrary, in the nature of a reservation of

power ; and, in the second place, that the manner in which the
people meant that that declaratory clause should be carried into

effect is provided for by several clauses of the constitution (such
as those which regulate the qualifications of the electors and of

the elected, which preclude arrests on the days of elections, &c.),

and amongst others by the very clause already dwelt upon, which,
as one of the strongest barriers of that sacred principle "that
elections shall be free and equal," expressly forbids the House

any interference in deciding questions on their validity, by vesting
that power exclusively in a committee.

But it cannot rationally and fairly be said that the present
question, similar to the case of an invasion by an enemy or of an

actual insurrection, could not have been tried according to the
provisions of the law. A clear proof that the regular petitions

could be presented is, that a petition, signed by thirty citizens of
one of the counties, was actually presented and now lies on the
table; and that it was not made the foundation of a trial accord-

ing to law by a select committee is obviously owing to the neg-

lect of the petitioners, who did not send the certificate required
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by law that they were qualified electors. After the mistake was

discovered, the ingenuity of some gentlemen suggested the idea
of a direct interference of the House, without any regard to
petitions or select committee, to the provisions of the law or of
the constitution.

It is, however, true that the law enacted in conformity to the

clause of the constitution has not provided for dm trial of elec-
tions in cases where they may be contested by individuals who

are not qualified electors Gf the proper county, and that there
may be cases in some measure similar to the present, such as

actual invasion or insurrection, for which there is no existing
remedy by the present law. But it does not thence ibllow that

because there is no existing remedy the House may assume a
jurisdiction. This, indeed, would take place in the House of

Commons in :England, who, having had a right prior and para-
mount to the Grenville Act, would of course take cognizance of

any cases not provided by _hat Act. But in Pennsylvania it is

necessary to distinguish between a case not provided for by the
constitution and a ease not provided for by law. In the first

instance, although it may not be an absolute consequence that
the House should claim the power, yet there may be nothing
absurd in it. :But, whenever there is an express remedy by the

constitution, it is as absurd as dangerous to suppose that the

Legislature, by neglecting to enact the law which was t_) modify
and effectuate that remedy, or by providing only fi)r certain

special eases, should thereupon have a right to assmuc a juris-
diction over every subject for which they refuse or neglect to

provide. Admit this doctrine, and iu order to amplify the
jurisdiction of each House heyond the portion of delegated

authority, it was only requisite to forbear from passing any
law on the _ubject, for then, lm remedy being provided for the

trial of contested eleaious, each House might have judged of
every ease in direct violation of the constitution. The case of

an actual invasion, or any other case not yet provided for by
law, is similar to that of an unforeseen crime, to the commis-
sion of which no punishment has been annexed, and which

must remain unpunished until the law shall have enabled the
judge to act.
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But the principle of the l_ouse having jurisdiction in this
case, or in any other case not provided for by the law, will
bring us to the same predicament as if no law whatever had
been enacted for the trial of contested elections in pursuance to
the provisions of the constitution. For, whenever petitions shall
not be presented against an election, or, to put the case more
strongly but not less truly, whenever the decision of a select
committee, on a petition tried according to law, shall be disagree-
able to the wishes of a majority of the House, they may, as
guardians of the evnstitution, and in order to preserve the elec_
tions free and _ual, take up the business, and for any cause, real
or supposed, which they shall please to suggest, whether a riot,
bribery, the disqualification of electors, or fraud of any kind,
they may set aside any election whose fate is obnoxious to party,
or whose merits have been prejudged by passion.

To conclude, if this be a question of elections, I may perhaps
perceive on this floor prosecutors, but I see no judges. If it is
not a question of electious, what is it ? It then can be nothing
else than a disfrahchising, retrospective act. If there exists any-
where a power to disfranchise the citizens of one-sixth part of the
State, that" power is, undoubtedly, of a legislative nature, and
must be exercised by the Legislature and not by a single branch.
It is supposed that the clause of the constitution which forbids

the passing any ex-post-facto law may be evaded by carrying
the measure through the means of a resolution of each House
separately, instead of making it the Act of the Legislature.
When Shays' rebellion occurred in Massachusetts, the Legisla-
ture of that State passed a law to prevent those concerned from
voting at the ensuing election. When the Legislature of this
State was in session in last September, and, within less than a
month before the election, passed an Act to suppress the western
insurrection, why did they not at the same time, as guardians of
the constitution, and to preserve the elections free and equal, pass
also a law similar to that of Massachusetts, disfranchising the
insurgents, and prohibiting an election in the western country ?
When we see the gentlemen who brought forward those meas-
ures, that were thought necessary to quell the insurrection, silent,
at the same time, on the doctrine which they originate at pres-
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ent, may it not be conjectured that, ill fact, they object to the
event of the dections, and not to the elections themselves ?

If any precedent were necessary to evince how wantonly a

jurisdiction is claimed and meant to be exercised on this ques-
tion, I might adduce the case of Luzerne County. The contest

which, at a former period, gave rise to disturbances in that part
of the State is well known. I find, by the minutes of the Assem-

bly of the 27th of October and of the 8th of November, 1787,
that messages were received from the supreme executive council

ment_onlng "that since the last session (which had terminated
in September) there had been a renewal of the disturbances at

Wyoming, some restless spirits having formed a project of form-
ing a new State, to 1)e carried into effect by an armed force;

• . . and, a_ the danger of the State appeared to be pressing,
• . . the council recommended it to the General Assembly to
adopt effectual measures for enforcing the laws of the State in

the county of Luzerne, which they were of opinion could not be

done without a permanent force." Council add that "the ex-
pulsion of the commissioners from Wyoming would occaslou a

delay in the execution of their duty under the late law, &c."
Yet, in that case, where the officers of government had been ex-
pelled, where the law was thereby prevented from being exe-

cuted, where there was a project of forming a new State through

the means of an armed force, and where a permanent force was
thought necessary to enforce the laws ; in that case, where the

disturbances had begun before the election and were not com-
posed three weeks after the election, the member elected To)"that

county at the very moment of tumult and insurrection had taken
his seat, held it when the message of the executive council was

delivered, and no attempt was even made to dispute his election.
At that time, too, the Legislature, acting under the former c_)n-

stitution of the State, had full power to decide every case of the
kind•

Shall it be said that this is one of those questions on which
imperious necessity must oblige the representatives of the people
to throw a veil over the constitution, on which the salvation of

the country impels them to overleap the constitutional bounda-

ries of their power ! Permit me to repel so groundless an idea
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by a few observations on the policy and probable consequences
of adopting the proposed resolution.

I know that at a period when it was necessary to rouse the
militia of the United States, and especially of Pennsylvania_ who
were naturally averse, without evident necessity, to take up arms

against their fellow-citizens, it became an indispensable duty to
convince them of the importance of the occasion and of the ne-

cessity there was of their marching. As a means of diffusing the
spirit of indignation and exertion, it was not, perhaps, thought

impolitic to suffer, if not to promote, the circulation of every
rumor that could operate to the prejudice of the western country.

The inhabitants of that country were represented as enemies to

any kind of restraint and to every description of governmentj
"as a banditti forgetful of all obligations, human and divine_

and intent only on rapine and anarchy,'--in short, as monsters
of cruelty. And the prejudices and misrepresentations thus dis-
seminated seem to be the basis of the present proceedings. It is

said that harsh measures alone can bring to a sense of their duty
the savage inhabitants of the frontier. I have not attempted to

conceal or extenuate tiie excesses committed during the unfortu-
nate disturbance; but I think that_ at present at least, it is un-

necessary to encourage a belief that the people there are worse
lhan they really are. Without entering into a defence of their

character, it will be sufficient to repel the charges of rapine and
cruelty. As to the first, it has not the. smallest foundation;

during the riots, and the whole period when the restraints of law

were so much relaxed, not one instance can be produced of plun-
der or peculation, either by mobs or individuals. The second
is supported by the solitary case of Wilson, in the year 1791,

which has already been mentioned. It is extremely unjust to

draw an inference against the general character of a people from
the wickedness of half a dozen individuals, whose conduct was

execrated by all_ against whom indictment_ were found by the
unanimous opinion of a grand jury_ and whose final punishment

for the original outrage was only prevented by those adventi-
tious circumstances which I have related. But a direct and con-

vincing proof of the charge of cruelty being groundless can be
produced. It is drawn from the conduct of the mobs and of the
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greatest criminals themselves whilst in the very act of commit-
ting their most flagrant outrages. The people who attacked and

destroyed General Neville's house, after having seen their leader
and several of their associates killed or wounded, on the very day

on which they finally succeeded, treated with humanity and dis-
missed without injury the soldiers who had defended the house,
and even the very man whom they might suppose to have been

the cause of McFarland's death. The same night they had in

their possession the marshal himself, and however offensive their
behavior towards him might be in other respects, they released

him also without any personal injury. T well know that a neg-
ative act, if it may be so called, cannot be adduced as a proof of

virtue; I do not give it as such, but only to show that, criminal
as those people were, the.)" cannot be said_ even in their excesses,
to have been cruel. Can it be supposed that a mob in England,

France, Holland, or in any other part of _Europe, would_ under
similar circumstances, have behaved in the same manner ? And

why is an attempt made to throw a blemish on that amiable and

striking trait of the American character (for those people are

Americans),--the horror of shedding human blood? Treat,
then, the inhabitants of the western country as Americans and

fellow-citizens; and now that their tumults have been sup-

pressed, and their minds restored to reason and a sense of duty,
do not, by an indiscriminate punishment, unmerited with respect

to the majority, and, with respect to them all, arbitrary and un-
constitutional,---do not inflame and disgust where it is your duty

to allay and conciliate. Let despotic governments eagerly seize
every opportunity which the faults and the temporary folly of

any part of the nation may afford them, in order to add new
energy to their powers and to justify the arbitrary exercise of a

jurisdiction extended to new objects. Such mean and wicked
policy is beneath the free governments of America. To amend

rather than to punish, to conciliate rather than to exasperate_ to
strengthen the bonds of union rather than to throw seeds of

division, must be the sole design of" a government that wishes
not its authority to rest upon force and oppression, but knows
the confidence and the love of the people to be the only founda-

tion of their existence, the only security for their duration. But
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if, carried away by the torrent of a popular clamor grounded on

teml)orary prejudices, you attempt to justify by the specious plea
of necessity and public good the assumption of extraordioary
and illegal powers; if you suffer yourselves to admit common
fame and public opinion as legal proofs, beware of the conse-

quences of the doctrine you introduce,--beware how you overset

those barriers which alone can protect us and our posterity from
the baneful effects of power that deems nothing unlawful which

it is able to accomplish, and of passion that deems nothing sacred
which it wishes to destroy. Our security depends not more on

the independence of our judges than on the impartiality of the
popular branch of our courts of justice,---of the juries. At this

moment, within the walls of the prison of this city, on a sus-
picion of having had a share in the insurrection, are confined

many unfortunate persons, already prejudged perhaps by preju-
dice, but only accused, and not condemned. They are to be
tried, not in their own county, but at a distance of thrce hun-

dred miles from their homes, and their fate depends on the ver-

dict, not of a jury of their own vicinage, acquainted with their
private character and the whole tenor of their lives, but on men

selected from amongst strangers already biassed against them;
on men who hear and see your proceedings, whom this discus-

sion must tend to inflame, and whom, should you fatally adopt

the measure that is proposed, you will teach the propriety of
substituting the dictates of their own passions for the evidence
of proved and ascertained facts. It is by the introduction of

similar maxims that in that country which for some years has
given us so many useful but terrible lessons of the effects of

power abused and passions unrestrained ; it is by adopting as
truth reports grounded only upon the wishes or the fears of the

people; it is by making public opinion, common fame, and
popular prejudices the test by which they tried the conduct of

individuals, that in :France ambitious mcn_ covering their views
and justifying their means under the specious names of neces-

sit)', public good, salvation of the country, have, for the sake of

de_stroying their political enemies and of increasing their own

power, shed upon scaffolds and under the cruel mockery of trials
the blood of so many thousands of innocent victims.
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I mean not to ascribe improper motives to any member of this

House ; I believe they aH think themselves to be actuated by the
most disinterested views; but permit me to doubt whether the

minds of some of them are not, unknown to themselves, biassed
in some measure by current prejudices and part), spirit. Party

spirit may appear under more than one shape. If sometimes,
assuming the garb of patriotism, it leads individuals into un-

justifiable excesses, may it not also, disguised under the cloak of
stern justice, hide from its followers those constitutional and

legal boundaries which they must pass in order to obey its dic-
tates ? However pure the motives of the supporters of this meas-

ure, I confidently assert that beyond these walls it will be solely
ascribed to the effort of a party meaning to crush their political

opponents ; that it will be attended with no other consequence

than that of inflaming the public mind and reviving those party
feuds whose baneful effects have been so sensibly felt by this

State at a former period, and which the change of our constitu-
tion, mutual concessions, and the general diffusion of more liberal

and enlarged views have, within these last years, so happily ex-
tinguished. Every well-wisher to the prosperity of Pennsyl-

vania and to the preservation of the Union must be forcibly
struck with the danger of former internal dissensions being
again revived.

When we consider the various and jarring interests of different
parts of the United States_ and the necessity of an accommodating

spirit in order to conciliate them, we cannot but acknowledge
how great an influence the conduct of this State will have on the

attainment of that object. The Middle States, but especially
Pennsylvania, by her central situation, her commerce, and the

manners of her inhabitants, may be looked upon as the bond of
union between the Eastern and Southern States. Pennsylvania,
too, embraces within her bounds those communications which

unite the slmres of the Atlantic with the extensive regions

watered by the branches of the Ohio and of the Mississippi, and
those which border on the _Torthern lakes. Those communica-

tions lie within the limits of those western counties which are

the subject of this discussion. These counties have a common

interest equally with the citizens of the seaports and with the
YOL. III,--_
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inhabitants of the remotest parts of the western country; they
are the link which unites all the distant members of the com-

munity together. I will t_eely acknowledge that those counties

have been uniformly treated with liberality by the government

of Pennsylvania. The taxes laid upon them have been appor-
tioned with a due regard to their situation and poverty. Un-

worthy jealousies have of late subsided, and they have shared,
in common with their fellow-citizens, the prosperity of the State,
so far as it was in the power of the Legislature to make them

participate in the advantages which other parts enjoyed. By
still pursuing a similar conduct you will still more endear the

government of Pennsylvania to that sequestered country, and

make them forget the difference of interests which in many in-
stances does exist, and the barriers which nature has placed

between them and the remaining parts of the State. By pur-
suing a liberal policy towards them you will secure their attach-

ment and preserve the unity of the State. We shall then be
enabled, from our weight and moderation, to reconcile the vari-

ances of opinion _nd interests which divide the Union, and to

strengthen those bonds of amity and benevolence that can alone
insure the existence of the Americans as an united nation. 1"

will not attempt to trace what might be the consequences of an
opposite conduct, for there are things which may be felt but

which perhaps should not be described. Every reflecting mind

will easily foresee what may, after a term of years, be the prob-
able effect of irritating the minds of a people whose direct com-
munication with the sea will lead to a distance of two thousand

miles from the seaport of Pennsylvania, who are separated from
you by a chain of mountains of more than one hundred miles

in breadth, and whose population daily increases b%vond ever)"
possible calculation.

Whilst I am speaking of the propriety of conciliatory meas-
ures, I do not forget that the object of the resolution proposed

may perhaps be rather of a personal than of a general nature.
If so, if it be .the wish to punish not the people but some of

their representati.ves, you may, by virtue of the 13th Section of

the first Article of the constitution, expel such as may be dis-

agxeeable to you4 and although I conceive from the spirit of the
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constitution that power is to be exercised only in case of the
misbehavior of the members as members, yet, since the letter

itself does not preclude the idea, I would not, on the present

occasion, contest the authority of the House to expel such mem-
bers as they may suppose to have had a share in the late dis-

turbances. But if such be the object of the House, we will put
it in their power to attain tlmir ends without attempting a juris-
diction at best doubtful, at all events arbitrary. Betbre I ex-
plain myself any farther, it is necessary to take notice of another

question immediately connected with the present one.
We see by the minutes of the Senate that they have refused

to adjourn until new elections should take place in tile western
counties, although they have since declared the former ones to
be void. What may be the intention of this House I know not.

Arguments on that head would be uuneeesmry; and if it be

really the object of the Legislature first to get rid of the repre-
sentation of one-sixth part of the State and then to legislate in
that dismembered situation ; if it be their intention, in order to

strike the western inhabitants with a greater respect for the laws
and to induce their future submission, to pass laws that shall

bind them, without their having any share in the representative

body, I have nothing more to say. But if, for the sake of peace
and conciliation, private sacrifices are necessary, I cheerfully will
make any that depend upon me; indeed, I need not call them

sacrifices,--they will be most agreeable to my own wishes,--for

a contested seat in this House, under the present circumstances,
cannot be supposed to confer any satisfaction to the possessor.

:My only motive in taking it or defending it is the duty I owe

to my constituents,--to a people who have repeatedly placed
their confidence in m% and whom I wished not to desert in their

present situation : but if any mode can be devised which will

not be hurtful to their interests, it will be eagerly embraced.
I_ therefor% this House will waive the principle of the main

question, and agree to adjourn until a new election shall take

place, I am ready to rezign not only my seat in this House, but
also the seat in Congress, for which I was chosen at the last elec-

tion, and which does not depend on any defermination of the

Legislature of Pennsylvania. If an explicit answer is not given
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on this subject, it will still be in our power to bring it to a test

by a motion of adjournment. Should it be adopted, every pa-
triotic object which the House can have in view may be attained,

at the same time that the necessity of establishing an unconstitu-
tional precedent, and of exercising an arbitrary jurisdiction, will
be avoided, and the dangerous consequences of the measure now
under consideration will be averted. 1

1 It appearing that all the western members concurred in the sentiments

expressed in the last part of the speech, a motion was made that the Legis-

lature should adjourn on the 15th day of January, to meet again on the first

Tuesday of February. The question on that motion was taken on the 9th
day of January, after the committee of the whole had adopted the resolution
declaring the western elections unconstitutional and void, but before it was
taken up in the House for a final decision. It passed in the negative by a
majority of on%--37 voting for the adjournment_ and 38 against it.



APPENDIX,

NOTES.

Page 6. Meeting held at Pittsburg on the 24th of August, 1792.

Some of the persons who composed that meeting assembled again at the
same place, together with several other inhabitants of the western country,
about one month after the first meeting. They adopted no resolutions, and
only adopted a petition to Congress, which had been drawn in conformit_
to a resolution of the preceding meeting. This is mentioned as an excep-
tion to the general assertion made in a subsequent part of the speech, that
no public meeting took place in the western country after the 24th of
August, 1792, till after the late disturbances broke out in July, 1794.

Page 11. The view of the first aggressors, &e.

Although no apology can be offered for men of information and under-
standing deliberately planning schemes of resistance, it is to be hoped that
the acts of violence committed by ignorant individuals, under the sudden im-
pulse of a gust of passion, may be forgiven by their fellow-citizens. The
inhabitants of Pennsylvania enjoyed, by their constitution, the privilege of
being tried in their vicinage; a word whose technical meaning, both by the
laws of England and the custom of this State, is well known to be the
county where the party resides, or where the offence has been committed.
The exercise of the power (given by the laws of the United States) to drag
individuals at a distance of three hundred miles, in order to be tried for
neglects or infractions of a law obnoxious in itself, was, therefore, con-
sidered as an invasion of one of their most sacred rights by men who had
heard that that grievance was redressed by Congress, and who were not
probably sufficiently well informed to perceive that the cases for which
writs had issued were not within the last law. It is not meant by this
observation to throw any reflection on the officers of government, under
whose directions the process was issued ; for it was their duty to enforce
the execution of the laws ; and the fault, if any, was with the Legislature,
and not with them. But a hope may be indulged that in future (provided

53
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the people shall persist in that disposition, of which they have lately given

unequivocal proofs, by finding bills against those offenders whose trial has

been intrusted to the county courts) the accommodation of all the citizens

will be consulted, the privileges they had always enjoyed will be respected,
and the important right of a trial by jury in all its purity will be preserved
inviolate.

Page 28. Whether those facts are sufficiently proved to be admitted as

legal evidence.

The only proofs offered to the House of any of the facts alleged were.

the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, the proclamations of the Presi-

dent, the report of the commissioners appointed to confer with the citizens

of the western country, the proclamations and letters of Governor Lee, and

the charges of Judge Addison. Some of those documents were official,

and sufficiently proved the facts therein contained to enable the President

to act according to the provisions of the law; but, although they were

official for him, most of them would have been inadmissible as legal and

sufficient evidence before a court of justice, and therefore should not have

been admitted by the IIouse when they undertook to sit as judges. As to

the opinions that may be contained therein, they are only entitled to

respect on account of the personal and official character of those who gave

them ; but still they were only opinions, and not evidence. No mention

is made in any of _d_em of the meeting at Braddock's Field, nor any proof

given of any outrage committed in the counties of Washington, Fayette,
or Westmoreland, nor do they give any account of the proceedings of the

Parkinson's Ferry meeting of the 14th of August, and, of course, no infer-

ence could legally be drawn from any of those transactions. The only

facts stated in any of those documents that haye any connection with the
insurrection, are the attack and final destruction oFGeneral Neville's house,
his and the marshal's expulsion, the robbing of the mail (not asserted

positively to have been committed by any of the insurgents), the suppres-

sion of the offices of inspection in the survey, the result of the several
conferences of the commissioners with citizens of. the western country, the

event of the Brownsville meeting, and the decision of the people, on the

llth of September, on the question of submission. No proof was adduced

of any fact tending to prove the existence or continuance of the insurrec-

tion subsequent to the llth of September. The election took place on the
14th of October.
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DOCUME:_TS

NUMBER L

Extract of a Letter of. Thomas McKean, Chief Justice of Pennsylvania,
and General William Irvine, appointed Commissioners by the Governor
of Pennsylvania to confer with the Inhabitants of the Western Gountie_
dated Pittsburg, 22d August, I794.

_ On Monday we endeavored to ascertain the facts that led immediately
to the riots in this county on the 16th and 17th of last month, at General
Neville's estate, and the result is as follows. The marshal for the district

of Pennsylvania had process to serve upon divers persons residing in the
counties of Fayetto and Allegheny_ and had executed them all (above
thirty) without molestation or difficulty, excepting one, which was against
a Mr. Shaw ; he, or some other person, went to the place where Dr. Beard_
the brigade inspector for Washington County, was hearing appeals made
by some of the militia of a battalion, who had been called upon for a pro-
portion of the quota of this State of the eighty thousand men, to be in
readiness agreeably to an Act of Congress. There were upwards of fifty
there with their fire-arms, to whom it was related that the Federal sheriff,
as they styled the marshal, had been serving writs in Allegheny County
and carrying the people to Philadelphia for not complying with the excise
laws. and that he was at General Neville's house. It was then in the night
of the 15th of last month ; between thirty and forty flew instantly to their
arms and marched towards Mr. Neville's, about twelve miles distance,
where they appeared early next morning. Your excellency has already
heard the tragical event.

"It should be added that the delinquents, against whom the marshal
had process, told him they would enter their stills and pay him the excise_
together with the costs of suit. Major Lennox applauded their prudent
conduct, and told them that though he had not authority to comply with
their wishes, yet if they would enter their stills with the inspector, and
procure his certificate, and send it to Philadelphia, upon payment of the
money due with the oosts_ he was persuaded all further prosecutions would
be stayed.

'_If this detail is true, it is evident the outrages committed at Mr.
Neville's were not owing to deliberate preconcerted measures_ but origi-
nated in an unbridled gust of passion, artfully raised among young men
who may have been at the time too much heated with strong drink."
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"We met accordingly, and conversed together (with the twelve con-
ferees appointed by the Parkinson's Ferry meeting of the 14th of August)
freely for several hours. The supposed _'ievances were numerous; but
they dwelt principally on their being sued in the courts of the United
States and compelled to attend trial at the distance of three hundred miles
from their places of abode, before judges and jurors who are strangers to
them, and by whom the credit due to witnesses entirely unknown could
not be properly estimated, and the inability to pay the excise owing to the
restrained state of their trade and commerce." "Impressed with the
idea that the spirit of the people in these counties may be diffused in other
counties and States, we have urged the necessity of a speedy termination
of this business, and to that end the calling the committee of sixty together
at an earlier day than the one fixed upon ; though the gentlemen press us
to allow time to the people to cool, yet we believe they will gratify us in
this request. We are acquainted personally with the committee of twelve,
and think them well disposed."

NUMBER II.

l_esolutions proposed by Mr. -- Resolutions adopted by the Parkin-
at the Parkinson_s Ferry Meeting son's Ferry Meeting of the 14th
of the 14th of August. of August.

1. The same wi_h the first reso- l. Resolved, That taking citizens
lution adopted, of the United States from their re-

spective abodes or vicinage, to be
tried for real or supposed offences,
is a violation of the right of the
citizens, is a forced and dangerous
construction of the constitution_
and ought no_ under any pretence
whatever to be exercised by the
judicial authority.

2. That a standing committee, to
2. That a standing committee be consist of one member from each

appointed to consist of members township, be appointed for the pur-
from each county, to be denomi- poses hereinafter mentioned, viz. :
_ated a committee of public safety, To draft a remonstrance to Con-
whose duty it shall be to call forth gress praying a repeal of the excise
the resources of thc western country law 7 at the same time requesting
to repel any hostile attempts that that a more equal and less odious
may be made against the rights of tax may be laid_ and giving assur-
the citizen or of the body of the anccs to the representatives of the

people, people that such tax will be cheer-
3. That a committee of mere- fully paid by the people of these

bets be appointed to draft a remon- counties.
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strance to Congress praying a repeal To make and publish a state-
of the excise law, and that a more ment of the transactions which have
equal and less odious t_ax may be lately taken place in this country
laid_ and at the same time giving relative to the excise law, and of
assurance to the representatives of the causes which gave rise theretoy
the people that such tax will be and to make a representation to the
cheerfully paid by the people of President on the subject.
these counties, and that the said To have power to call together a
remonstrance be signed by the chair- meeting either of a new representa-
man of this meeting in behalf of the tion of the people or of the deputies
people whom we represent, here convened, for the purpose of

4. Whereas, the motives by which taking such further measures as the
the people of the western country future situation of affairs may re-
have been actuated in the late un- quire, and, in case of any sudden
happy disturbances at Neville's emergency, to take such temporary
house, and in the great and general measures as they may think neces-
rendezvous of the people at Brad- sary.
dock's Field, &c., are liable to be
miscons_ued as well by our fel-
low-citizens throughout the United
States as by their and our public
servants, to whom is consigned the
administration of the Federal gov-
ernment, therefore, Resolved, th_tt a
committee of be appointed to
make a fair and candid statement
of the whole transaction to the Pres-

iden_ of the United States, and to
the Governors of Pennsylvania a_d
Virginia, and, if it should bec_me
necessary, that the said committee
do publish to the world a manifesto
or declaration, whereby the true
motives and principles of the people
in this country shall be fairly and 3. That we will exert ourselves,
fully stated, and that it be earnestly recommend-

5. That we will, with the rest of ed to our fellow-citizens to exert

our fellow-citizens, support the laws themselves, in support of the mu-
and government of the respective nicipal laws of the respective States,
States in which we live, and the and especially in preventing any
laws and government of the United violence or outrage against the
States, the excise law, and the taking property and person of any indi-
citizens out of their respectivecouu- viduM.
ties only excepted, and therefore we 4. That a committee, to consist
will aid and assist all civil officers of three members of each county,
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in the execution of their respective be appointed to meet any commis-
functions, and endeavor, by every sioners that have or may be ap-
proper means in our power, to pointed by the government, and to
bring to justice all offenders in the report the result of this conference
premises, to the standing committee.

NUMBER III.

At a meeting of tile standing committee of the western counties, held at
Brownsville (Redstone, Old Fort), on the 28th and 29th August, 1794,

The report of the committee appointed to confer with the commissioners
of government being taken into consideration Resolved, That, in the
opinion of this committee, it is the interest of the people of this country to
accede to the proposals made by the commissioners on the part of the
United States.

NUMBER IV.

Extract of the declaration unanimously adopted by a meeting of committees
from the several townships of the county of Fayette, held at Uniontown,
the lOth of September, 1794.

For these reasons and upon these principles, wishing, however, to have
it fully understood that from the following declaration no implication is to
be drawn of an acknowledgment that we ever have failed, either directly
or indirectly, in that duty which every citizen owes to his country, to wit,
submission to its laws: Wet the committee of townships for the county
of Fayette, do hot,hesitate explicitly to declare "our determination to sub-
mit to the laws of the United States and of the State of Pennsylvania, not
to oppose either directly or indirectly the execution of the Acts for raising
a revenue on distilled spirits and stills, and to snpport (as far as the laws
require) the civil authority in affording the protection due to all officers
and citizens ; and we do further recommend to our fellow.citizens a perfect
and entire acquiescence under the exeeutio.n of the said Acts, and also that
no violence, injuries, or threats be offered to the person or against the
property of any officer of the United States, or of the State of Pennsyl-
vania, or citizens complying with the laws." At the same time we make
those explicit and sincere declarations and recommendations, we also can-
didly and openly declare our intention to persist in every legal and con-
stitutional measure that may tend to obtain a repeal of the excise law,
nor shall we think ourselves bound te give it any further support and
countenance than what is required by the laws.

N.B.--The words between " " are verbatim the transcript of the as-
surances required by the commissioners of the United States from the
committee of Brownsville, and afterwards from the people at large.

NUMBER V.

PITVSBUaO, September 20.

At a meeting of the inhabitants of the town of Pittsburg, for the pur-
pose of considering the proscriptions of certain citizens during the late
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disturbances, in which necessity and policy led to a temporary acquiescence
on the part of the town

It was unanimously resolved, That the said citizens were unjustly exiled,
and the said proscriptions are no longer regarded by the inhabitants of the
town of Pittsburg, and that this resolution be published for the purpose of
communicating these sentiments to those who were the subjects of the
proscriptions.

By order,
A. TA_.HIT.L, Chairman.

NUMBER VI.

Answer of the grand jury of Washington County, on September 25,
to Judge Addison's charge, in which they express their unanimous concur-
rence in and approbation of the sentiments contained in said charge, is
printed in the Pittsburg Gazette of the 4th of October, but no copy could
be procured for insertion here.

NUMBER VII.

Resolutions of the delegates of townships of the 14th of August, assembled
at Parkinson's Ferry on the 2d of October, agreeable to the notice in the
Pittsburg Gazette.

Resolved, That it is the unanimous opinion of this meeting that if the
signature of the submission be not universal, it is not so much owing to
any existing disposition to oppose the laws, as to a want of time and in-
formation to operate a correspondent sentiment; and with respect to the
greatest number, a prevailing consciousness of their having h'td no concern
in any outrage, and an idea that their signature would imply a sense of
guilt.

Resolved, unanimously, That we will submit to the laws of the United
States; that we will not, directly or indirectly, oppose the execution of
the Acts for raising a revenue on distilled spirits and stills ; that we will
support, so far as the law requires, the civil authority in affording the pro-
toction to all officers and to the citizens, reserving at the same time our
constitutional right of petition and remonstrance.

Resolved, unanimously, That William Findley, of Westmoreland County,
and David Redick, of Washington County, be appointed commissioners to
wait on the President of the United States and the Governor of Pennsyl-
vania, and to explain to government the present state of this country, and
detail such circumstances as may enable the President to judge whether
an armed force be now necessary to support the civil authority in these
counties.

Resolved, unanimously, That the secretary transmit a copy of these reso-
lutions by post to the President of the United States and to the Governor
of Pennsylvania, and have them printed in the Pittsburg Gazette.

ALEXANDER .ADDISON, Sec.
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NUMBER VIII.

At a meeting of the committees of townships of the four western coun-
ties of Pennsylvania, and of sundry other citizens, held at Parkinson's
Ferry the 24th of October, 1794

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted, viz. :
1st. Resolved, That in our opinion the civil authority is now fully com-

petent to enforce the laws and to punish both past and future offences, in-
asmuch as the people at large are determined to support every description
of civil officers in the legal discharge of their duty.

2d. Resolved, That in our opinion all persons who may be charged or
suspected with having committed any offence against the United States or
the State during the late disturbances (and who have not entitled them-
selves to the benefits of the Act of oblivion) ought immediately to surrender
themselves to the civil authority, in order to stand their trial ; that if there
be any such persons amongst us, they are ready to surrender themselves
accordingly ; and that we will unite in giving our assistance to bring to
justice such offenders as shall not surrender.

3d. _esolved, ']:hat in our opinion offices of inspection may be imme-
diately opened in the respective counties of this survey without any danger
of violence being offered to any of the officers, and that the distillers are
willing and ready to enter their stills.

Messrs. William Findtcy, David Redick, Ephraim Douglass, and Thomas
Morton were then appointed to wait on the President of the United States
with the foregoing resolutions.

Signed,
JAMESEDGAR,Chairman.

Attest,
ALBERTGALLATIN',Secretary.

NUMBER IX.

£xtracts of the minutes of the House of Representatives of Pennsylvania.

December 16, 1794. A motion was made by Mr. Kelly, seconded by
Mr. Barton, and read_ as follows, viz. :

WHEREAS, It is declared, by the fifth Section of the ninth Article of the
constitution of this Commonwealth, as one of the great and essential

principles of liberty and free government, that elections shall be free
and equal. A_D WHEREAS,A majority of the inhabitants of the counties
of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette, and Allegheny were in a state of
insurrection and opposition to the government and laws of this Common-
wealth on the second Tuesday in October last, the time appointed by the
constitution for choosing Representatives in the General Assembly Qf this
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State, to the terror of those who were friends to government and good
order residing in the counties aforesaid. AND wnEaEas_ It is directed by

the constitution that each House shall judge of the qualifications of its
members ; therefore,

Resolved, That the persons chosen at the last general election, held for

the counties of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette, and Allegheny: to

represent the said counties in the House of Representatives of this State,
are not duly qualified for said office.

December 20, 1794. Agreeably to the order of the day_ the motion

made by Mr. Kelly, seconded by Mr. Barton, December 16, relative to

the ineligibility of the persons elected to represent the counties of West°

moreland, Washington, Fayettc, and Allegheny in the House of Repre-
sentatives, was read the second time.

And the resolution contained therein being under consideration, viz. :

Resolved_ That the persons chosen at the last general election: held for

the counties of Westmoreland_ Washington, Fayette, and Allegheny, to

represent the aforesaid counties in the House of Representatives of this
State, are not duly qualified for said office.

A motion was made by Mr. Kelly, seconded by Mr. Barton_

To postpone the consideration of the said resolution_ in order to intro-

duce the following in lieu thereof_ viz. ;

Resolved, That the elections held during the late insurrection in the

counties of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayettb, and Allegheny, for mem-

bers to represent said counties in this House, were unconstitutional: and

they are hereby declared void.

On the questionj "Will the House agree to postpone for the purpose
aforesaid ?" it was determined in the affirmative.

January 9, 1795. On the question_ "Will the House agree to the fol-

lowing resolution? viz. :"

Resolved, That the Legislature of this Commonwealth will adjourn on

Thursday next, to meet again on the first Tuesday of February next.

It was determined in the negative. Yeas 37_ nays 38.

The House proceeded to consider the resolution on the subject of the
elections held during the late insurrection in the counties of Westmore-

land, Washington, Fayette_ and Allegheny_ reported by the committee of

the whole yesterday.

A motion was made by Mr. Gallatin_ seconded by _Ir. Nagle_

To postpone the consideration of the said resolution_ in order to intro-

duce the following in lieu thereof, viz. :

WHEaEAS_ It appears to this House that during the month of July last

past the laws of the United States were opposed in the counties of Wash-

ington and Allegheny, in this State, and the execution of said taws

obstructed by combinations too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary

course of law proceedings or by the powers vested in the marshal of that

district; inasmuch as several lawless bodies of armed men did at sundry
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times assemble in the county of Allegheny aforesaid and commit various

acts of riot and arson, and more particularly attacked the house of John
Neville, Esq., inspector of the revenue for the fourth survey of the district

of Pennsylvania, and after firing upon and wounding sundry persons em-

ployed in protecting and defending the said house, set fire to and totally
destroyed the same.

That the spirit of opposition to the revenue law of the United States
soon after pervaded other parts of the fourth survey of Pennsylvania
(which consists of the counties of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette,

Allegheny, and Bedford), inasmuch as all the offices of inspection estab-
lished therein were violently suppressed.

That commissioners having been appointed, respectively, by the Presi-
dent of the United States and by the Governor of this State, in order to

induce the inhabitants of the fourth survey aforesaid to submit peaceably
to the laws, the assurances of submission required of the inhabitants afore-
said by said commissioners were not so general as to justify an opinion

that offices of inspection could have been safely established there on the

llth day of September last past. And the said commissioners of the
United States did give it as their opinion, that on the 16th day of Sep-

tember last past there was a considerable majority of the inhabitants of

the fourth survey aforesaid who were disposed to submit to the execution

of the laws, but that such wa_ the state of things in the survey that there

was no probability that the revenue law of Congress could at that time be
enforced by the usual, course of law ; so that a more competent force was

necessary to eause_he laws to be duly executed, and to insure protection
to the officers and well-disposed citizens.

And that, in consequence of that information, it became necessary for
the President of the United States to cause to be embodied a large number
of tbe militia of the United States, and to order the same to march into

the fourth survey aforesaid, in order to aid the civil authority in causing

the laws to be duly executed, in re-establishing order and peace, and in

affording protection to the officers and citizens.
ANn WHEREAS, It also appears to this Itouse that a majority of the in-

habitants of the fourth survey aforesaid did not at any time enter into

a general combination against the execution of the laws of the United
States.

That the meetings composed of delegates of the respective townships of

the said survey never entered into any criminal resolution or combina-

tion; but, on the contrary, contributed by degrees to restore peace and
order.

That no acts of violence were committed in the said survey after the
llth day of September last past, nor did any combinations, meetings, or

preparations take place tending to oppose future resistance to the laws
of the United States and to the militia then on their march to the said

survey.
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That from and after the 14th day of August last there was a gradual
res_ratiou of order and submission to the laws, as appears by the as-
surances of submission expressed by individual signatures or otherwise
previous to tbe 16th of September aforesaid ; by the answer of the grand
jury of the county of Washington to the charge of the judge of the court
for s,'dd county, delivered at the September court; and by resolutions
adopted by the committee of townships for the county of Fayette on the
10th and 17th days of September; and by the resolutions adopted by the
committees of townships for the counties of Westmoreland, Washington,
Fayette, and Allegheny, on the 2d of October last past ; which resolutions
expressed their disposition to submit to the laws of the United States and

to support the civil authority, and their opinion that the people at large
were disposed to do the same; as also by resolutions adopted by the
people of the county of Fayette on the day of the late general election,
the object of which was to provide for the accommodation of the militia
of the United States, then on their march to the fourth survey aforesaid.

A_D WHEREAS,There are no proofs whatever before the tIouse either
that the people of the fourth survey, or any of them, were in a state of
insurrection on the day of the late general eleetion_ nor that any undue
influence was used or acts of violence committed on the said day in any
of the counties composing the said survey, nor that the late insurrection,
riots, and opposition to the laws of the United States had any effect upon
the said late general election.

A_'D WIIEaEAs, It is represented t_, this IIouse by the representatives of
the counties composing the fourth survey aforesaid that they are able to
prove by evidence that the late general elections held in the said counties

i were fairly conducted, uninfluenced by fear or violence, and perfectly free
i and equal.

i AND W_tr.aEAs, The IIouse wish to have full information upon those
facts, in order that they may tbercupon t_tkc such constitutional measures
as to them will appear best.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this IIousc it is proper for them to in-
stitute an inquiry on the sub.iect of the late general elections held in the
counties of Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette, and Allegheny, in order
to ascertain whether the inhabitants of the said counties, or any of them,
were in a state of insurrection at the time of holding the said elections ;
and whether the late insurrection in the fourth survey of Pennsylvania
had any effect on the said elections in the said counties.

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to devise and report to this
House a plan of the manner in which the said inquiry should be conducted,
with power to summon evidences on the said subject.

On the question, " Will the House agree to postpone for the purpose
aforesaid ?"

It was determined in the negative.
The original question recurring, the previous question thereon was
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called for. And on the previous question being "put, viz., "Shall the main
question be now put?" it was determined in the affirmative. Yeas 44,
nays 29.

Whereupon the eleven members of the counties of Westmoreland,
Washington, Fayette, and Allegheny withdrew.

And then the main question, viz., "Resolved, That the elections held
during the late insurrection in the counties of Westmoreland, Washington,
Fayette, and Allegheny, to represent said counties in this House, were
unccnstitutional, and they are hereby declared void," being put,

It was determined in the affirmative. Yeas 43, nays 20.

NUMBER X.

Extract of the minute, of the Senate of Pennsylvania.

January 2, 1795. Moved that the consideration of the fidlowing reso-
lution, which is the order of the day, viz., "Resolved, That the Senate will
proceed to consider and determine whether the elections held in the dis-
tricts composed of the counties of Allegheny, Washington, Westmoreland,
and Fayette during the insurrection in those counties ought to be admitted
as constitutional and valid," be postponed, in order to take into considera-
tion the following resolution, to wit;

Rezolved, That it is necessary for the Senate to inquire;
First. Whether the Senate have any jurisdiction in the case of elections,

and in what manner it can .be exercised ?

Second. Whether the inhabitants of the counties of Westmoreland_
Washington, Fayett% and Allegheny, or a majority of them, were in a
state of insurrection at the time of holding the late general election (and
if so) what was the nature of the same, and its effects upon the said
election ?

And that be assigned to hear evidence on the subject of
said insurrection.

The question on postponing for the said purpose was put; and carried in
the negative.

January 3. The following resolution, as reported by the committee of
the whole, viz.,

"Resolved, That the elections of Senators held in the counties of
Washington, Allegheny, Westmoreland, and Fayette during the late in-
surrection were not constitutional, and therefore not valid_:' being under
consideration,

It was moved that the further consideration of the resolution be post-
poned, in order to take the evidence of the State commissioners and to
bring forward testimony of persons who were present at the election in
Westmoreland County. And the question on postponing for said purpose,
being put, was carried in the negative.

It was then moved that_
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WHEREAS,A resolution is now before the Senate which, if carried, will
deprive the counties of Washington, Allegheny, Fayette, and Westmore-
land of any representation in the Senate of this Commonwealth. AND

WU_.REXS,It would be highly improper that a partial representation should
legislate for the whole State ; therefore,

Resolvedj That the Senate will, so soon as the said resolution is carried,
adjourn to such time as will give the said four western counties an oppor-
tunity of holding elections and returning members in the stead of those
now deprived of their seats, if the House of Representatives shall concur
in such adjournment.

The question being put, it passed in the negative.
The question being afterwards put on the following motion, viz. :
Resolved, That, in taking the votes of the Senate on the resolution rela-

tive to the validity of the elections from the four western counties, the
clerk be directed not to call the names of the members of those counties,
as their representative characters are involved in the said resolution.

It passed in the affirmative.
And the original question, viz. :
'_Resolved, That the elections of Senators held in the counties of Wash-

ington, Allegheny, Westmoreland, and Fayette during the late insurrec-
tion were not constitutional, and therefore not valid," again recurring,

It passed in the affirmative.

NUMBER XI.

Reasons of the vote of the subscribers on the question of lhe validity of lhe
elections held in the counties of Westmoreland, Washington, .Fayetle, and
Allegheny.

We are of opinion that the resolution adopted by the Senate is unjust,
uneonstitutional_ and impolitic.

UNJUST,

Because the documents upon which the decision is grounded were not legal
evidence ; inasmuch as they consisted only of written, vague, hearsay, and
newspaper information, and it was in the power of the Senate to procure
oral, direct, and positive evidence.

Because the documents produced to support the resolutions do not con-

tain any facts subsequent to the fifteenth day of September, which was
near one month previous to the election ; nor does it appear by the said
documents, or by any of the alleged facts therein contained, either that all
the four western counties ever were declared to be in a state of insurrection,
or that the majority of the inhabitants thereof ever were concerned in any
insurrection, criminal combination, or illegal opposition against the laws
of the Union.

Because every act of the people_ or of any part of the people, of the
YOL. III._6
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western counties subsequent to the fifteenth day of September evinces a
restoration of order and an universal determination to submit to the laws

and to support the civil authority.
Because no testimony was adduced to prove that the spirit of the late in-

surrection had any effect on the elections; but, on the contrary, the Sen-

ators representing those counties offered to prove by evidence that the said

elections were fairly conducted, and perfectly free and equal
Because the Senate, by a positive vote, refused to hear the evidence of

the commissioners appointed by the State to confer with the citizens of

the western country, and also the evidence of persons (known friends to
order and good government) who were present at the election of one of
the said counties. And

Because there was not a single act (that might be construed as a sign of

insurrection, opposition, or combination) committed in two of the western
counties which did not also take place in other counties of this State ; and

yet the counties of Westmoreland and Fayette are included in the decision
of the Senate_ while those others were not even hinted at.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL,

Because the constitution expressly declares that contested elections shall

be tried by a select committee, and not by the Senate_ and expressly re-
strains the jurisdiction of either branch of the Legislature to judging the

qualifications of their members. And

Because, if this was not to be considered as a ease of contested elections,

it could only be a retrospective disfranchising act,--an act which was ex-
pressly forbidden by that clause of the constitution which declares that no

ex-post-facto law shall be made, and which, if it could be enacted by any

authority whatever, should have been the act of the I__jislature, and not
of a s/ng/e branch.

IXPOLITIC 7

Because there was no apparent necessity for, or advantage resulting

from, the measure ; but, on the contrary, at a time when the inhabitants
of the western country, who might have been deluded into criminal ex-

cesses, were brought to a sense of their duty, and when the whole body of

the people of Pennsylvania had manifested their determination to support
the laws and Constitution of the United States, we conceived it the duty

of the Legislature to conciliate, and not inflame_ the minds of the citizens.

Because, by ordering special elections, in the middle of winter and at a
short notice, in a country the population of which is widely scattered, any

change that may take place in the representation can only be the effect of

a particular party ever watchful to their own interest ; and there is, there-
fore, a danger that the good citizens of the western counties may, for the

term of four years_ be unfairly and partially represented. And

Because, the Senate having refused to adjourn until new elections shall

have taken plac% laws passed whilst one-sixth part of the State is unrep-
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resented may not be thought binding by those citizens who had no share
in the enacting of the same _ and the measure will, at least, tend to dimin-
ish that respect and obedience to the laws and government which it is so
essentially necessary_ under the present circumstances, to encourage and
inculcate.

These, with many other reasons_ have influenced our vote.
And we trust we have discharged that duty which we owe tn our coun-

try and our consciences by voting and protesting against _t measure which
we think may be of the most pernicious and destructive consequences.

(Signed) WILLXA_ HEPBURNE,

John K_.A_,
THOMASJOHNSTON,

GEOROEWILSON.

The preceding reasons of dissent were not suffered by the majority of
the Senate to appear on the minutes.

POSTSCRIPT.

PHILADELPHIA., February 16, 1795.
The eleven members of the House and the four Senators who were de-

prived of their seats by virtue of the preceding resolutions have all been
re-elected, except one Senator (Mr. Moore), who declined serving.

THE END.
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TIIE Editor of the following pages conceives it his duty to

inform the public that they have been published in the absence

of their Author; he has, however, paid particular care to the

examination of the proof-sheets, and trusts that the work will

be accurate and correct.

He also conceives it his duty to suggest that the Author is in

no shape concer'hed in the emoluments of the publication. The

copyright was generously bestowed upon the Editor, and it is

entirely for his benefit and at his expense that these sheets are

presented to the world.
TrrE EDITOR.

November 12, 1796.
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SECTION I.

OF THE REVENUES OF THE UNITED STATES,

COh'GRF_S,by the Constitution of the United States, have power
to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, subject, how-

ever, to the following restrictions: 1st. All duties, imposts, and
excises must be uniform throughout the United States. 2d. :No

capitation or other direct tax can be laid, unless the same be
apportioned among the several States aecording to their respect-
ive numbers, which numbers are determined by adding to the

whole number of free persons three-fifths of all slaves. An enu-
meration of the inhabitants of the Union has accordingly been

made in the year 1791 (see statement :No. 1), and a new one is

directed, by the Constitution, to be made within every subse-
quent term of ten years. 3d. :No tax or duty can be laid on

articles exported from any State; from whence it seems to result
that, whenever an internal duty is laid upon the manufacture of

any articl% it must not extend beyond the home consumption of

that article, and an equivalent drawback must be allowed on its
exportation.

The power of laying duties on tonnage and imports belongs
exclusively to the government of the Union. The several

States are also precluded from laying duties on exports; they
have within their respective juri,_lictious a concurrent power

with Congress to lay any internal taxes, duties, and excises.
But they seem to be virtually precluded from laying duties
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upon the manufacturers of any article, the consumption of
which they may wish to tax ; for as they cannot lay any duty
on the importation, within the State, of ally article, a tax upon
their own manufacture would have no other tendency but to de-

stroy it. Whenever, therefore, a State shall resort to duties upon
consumable commodities, they must be laid not on the manufac-
turers, but on the retailers or consumers of the commodity.

The United States have, heretofore, raised a revenue by those
duties and taxes only which they have conceived to fall within tile
description of indirect taxes. A controversy, indeed, has taken
place on the subject of a tax laid upon the owner of every
carriage used for the conveyance of persons, which, by some,
was deemed to be a direct tax. One of the most important con-

sequences flowing from the principle of a Constitution binding
the different branches of government has been, in some instances,
not a limitation of the powers of government, but a transfer of

those powers froa_: the legislative to the judiciary department.
For the judges have exercised in all doubtful cases the authority
to explain the Constitution, as they explain the laws, and to
decide, even in cases of taxation, whether a law was constitu-
tional or not, valid or a dead letter. Their decision on the
carriage-tax, w_ileh was brought before them by the refusal of
an individual to pay, accorded with the opinion of the Legisla-
ture. A le_s vague expression than that of "direct" might have
been used in the Constitution ; as it now stands, it is difficult to

affix to it any precise and determinate meaning. The word, in
itself, does not express a positive or absolute qualification, but
only the relation of a suhject to another. The Constitution
mentions only one of the subjects, but does not say in relation
to what other subject taxes are to be considered as direct. Tim
direct tax is that which falls directly,--but upon what? On the

person who pays it ? On the article taxed .9 On that general
fund intended to be taxed ? The Constitution is silent on that
head. Nor has the word any general acceptation or technical

meaning. It is used, by different writers, and even by the same
writers, in different parts of their writings, in a variety of senses,
according to that view of the subject they were taking.

The most generally received opinion, however, is, that by
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direct taxes in the Constitution, those are meant which are
raised on the capitol or revenue of the people; by indirect,
such as are raised on their expense. As that opinion is in itself
rational, and conformable to the decision which has taken place
on the subject of the carriage-tax, and as it appears important,
for the sake of preventing future controversies, which may be
not more fatal to the revenue than to the tranquillity of the
Union, that a fixed interpretation should be generally adopted,
it will not be improper to corroborate it by quoting the author
from whom the idea seems to have been borrowed. Dr. Smith

(Wealth of Nations, Book v., Chap. 2) says: "The private
revenue of individuals arises ultimately from three different
sources,--rent, profit, and wages. Every tax must fina//y be
paid from some one or other of those three different sorts of
revenue, or from all of them indifferently." After having
treated separately of those taxes which it is intended should fall
upon some one or other of the different sorts of revenue, he con-
tinues: "The taxes which it is intended should thll indifferently
upon every different species of revenue, are capitation taxes
and taxes upon consumable commodities. These must be paid
indifferently from whatever revenue the contributors may pos-
sess." And, after having treated of capitation taxes, he finally
says : " The impossibility of taxing the people in proportion to
their revenue by any capitation seems to have given occasion to
the invention of taxes upon consumable commodities. The State,
not knowing how to tax directly and proportionably the revenue
of its subjects, endeavors to tax it indirectly by taxing their ex-
pense, which it is supposed will in most cases be nearly in pro-
portion to their revenue. Their expense"is taxed by taxing the
consumable commodities upon which it is laid out." The re-
markable coincidence of the clause of the Constitution with this

passage in using the word "capitation" as a generic expression,
including the different species of direct taxes, an acceptation of
the word peculiar, it is believed, to Dr. Smith, leaves little
doubt that the framers of the one had the other in view at the

time, and that they, as well as he, by direct taxes, meant those
paid directly from and falling immediately on the revenue; and
by indirect, those which are paid indirectly out of the revenue
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by falling immediately upon the expense. It has, indeed, been

hehl by some that "direct taxes" meant solely that tax which is
laid upon the whole property or revenue of persons, to the exclu-

sion of any tax which may be laid upon any speeies of property
or revenue. An opinion equally unsupported by the vulgar or

ally appropriate sense of the word itself, and contradictory to
the very clause of the Constitution, which, instead of admitting
only one kind of direct tax, expressly recognizes several species

by using the words "capitation or other direct tax," and "direct
taxes."

Should those considerations be thought correct, it results that

all taxes laid upon property which commonly afford a revenue
to the owner (whether such property be in itself productive or

not) in proportion to its value, are direct; a class which will
include taxes upon lands, house% stock, and labor ; all of which,

therefore, must s when laid, be apportioned among the States

according to the rule prescribed by the Constitution.
The present revenues of the United States arise from
1st. External duties on tonnage and imports.

2d. Internal duties on domestic distilled spirits, on snuff and

refined sugar manufactured within the United States, on sales at
auction, on retMlers of wines and foreign spirits, and on car-

riages used for the conveyance of persons.

3d. :Postage of letters.
4th. Dividends on the shares owned by the United States in

the stock of the Bank of the United States.

OF DUTIES ON TONNAGE AND IMPORTS.

The statement No. II. exhibits the yearly amount from the

establishment of the present government to the first day of

January, 1795, of the revenue arising from those duties, of the
deductions for drawbacks, bounties, and expenses of collection,

of the actual receipts in the Treasury, and of the balances out-

standing. The accounts for the year 1795 are not yet published,
but the actual receipts, on account of those duties, amounted for

that year to dollars 5,588,961_-. The total amount of receipts
from the first of August, 1789, when the duties were first laid,
to the first of January, 1796, is dollars 22,755,998is_r.
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The duties on tonnage are, upon vessels of the United States,
six cents, and upon foreign vessels fifty cents per toll. Tile

tonnage of American vessels entered into the United States (in-
cluding coasting and fishing vessels) amounted, in the year 1790,

to 486,890 tons; in the year 1792, to 567,698 tons; in the year

1794, to 745,595 tons. The tonnage of foreign vessels during
the same years amounted respectively to 250,746, 244,278, and
84,521 tons; of which Great Britain owned in the same years
respectively 216,914, 206,065, and 37,058 tons. The amount
of duties has decreased in proportion to the increase of the

American tonnage. In 1792 they amountad to near 160,000

dollars; in 1794 they hardly exceeded 80,000. The great
diminution of ibreign tonnage being chiefly owing to the pres-

ent European war, it is probable that it will again increase on

the return of peace; and those duties may, therefore, be fairly
stated as a permaueut revenue of dollars 100,000.

Having mentioned the American tonnage entered in the United

States and paying duty, it is proper to add that that amount
includes the repeated voyages, in each year, of all vessels em-

ployed in a foreign trade; and that the actual American tonnage,
at the close of the year 1794, was 628,618 tons; 438,863 whereof

were employed in the foreign trade, 162,579 in the eo._sting
trade, and 27,176 in the whale and cod fisheries: which, at the

rate of six men for every hundred tons employed in the foreign
and coasting trade, and of twelve men for every hmldrcd tons

employed in the fisheries, would make an aggregate of near forty
thou_nd seamen. It must, however, be observed that this
account of tonnage includes a great number of American vessels

detained in foreign countries, and that a considerable deduction

in the amount both of vessels and of seamen, which, for want
of proper materials, eammt be calculated, has been the conse-

quence of the depredations committed on our commerce by the
belligerent, or rather by one of the belligerent, powers.

The duties on imports constitute by ihr the greater proportion

of the whole amount of the revenues of the Union ; they have
been increased fi'om time to time to their present rate, and the
last law for that purpose being in operation only from the first

of July, 1794, the accounts for that year and the receipts for
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the year 1795 do not afford sufficient data whereupon to ground
a correct estimate of the permanent revenue to be derived from
that source. As all the duties paid on any article are repaid

upon the re-exportation of the same, except one per centual on
the amount of the said duties, the greatest difficulty in forming

an estimate arises from the unusually large quantities of West

India produce which have lately been imported into the United
States. The duties which have been either paid or secured

on the whole quantity constitute a part of the receipts of the

Treasury, or of the gross amount of revenue exhibited in the
official statements, although a large proportion must be repaid,

in the shape of drawbacks, upon the re-exportation of whatever
has been imported beyond the demand of the country. Until
better materials can be obtained, the following estimate, calculated

on what, from a comparison of the importations and re-exporta-
tions for the four last years, appears to be the present average

rate of the annual consumption of the dutled articles, is offered,
less as an accurate statement than as an attempt to class the
different branches of this revenue :

Carriages, and glass manufactures, other than .Dolls.
those of black bottles and window-glass, valued at

300,000 dollars, and paying a duty of 20 per cent.,
ad valorem 60,000

All brass, copper, steel, iron, tin, pewter, leather,
and starch manufactures; china, earthen, and stone

ware, window-glass ; millinery and perfumes ; plate

and jewelry ; clocks and watches; carpeting ; hats
and caps ; stockings ; gloves ; buttons ; buckles ;

saddlers' and upholsterers' trimmings ; paper-hang-
ing ; sheathing- and cartridge-paper; cabinet-ware ;

painters' colors; medicinal drugs ; oil, fruit, and

grocerie% not otherwise enumerated: valued at
5,300,000 dollars, and paying a duty of 15 per
cent., ad va/orem ..... 795,000

All linen or cotton manufactures, either printed,

stained, or colored ; nankeens ; wood manufactures :

valued at 3,600,000 dollars, and paying a duty of

123 per cent., ad va/orem 450,000
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All articles not otherwise enumerated, and con- Dolls.

sisting chiefly of linen and cotton mmmfactures,
neither printed, stained, or colored; velvets and

velverets; silk, woollen, and paper manut_actures;
clothing rcady-made ; brushes ; canes ; saddles ;

black glass bottles ; lampblack ; anchors, hinges ;

locks, hoes, anvils, and vises: valued at 10,700,000
dollars, and paying a duty of 10 per cent., ad

valorera 1,070,000
N.B.--Books, clothes, furniture, and tools of

persons migrating to America; philosophical appa-
ratus imported for the use of any seminary of learn-

ing; bullion; copper, old pewter, and tin in pigs;
brass and iron wire; wool; wood; dyeing drugs
and woods; furs and hides; lapis ealaminaris;

plaster of Paris; saltpetre and SUIl_hur, are duty
free.

Wine, 1,800,000 gallons, paying either a specific

duty of 20 to 50 cents per gallon, or 40 per cent.,

ad valorem 480,000
Spirituous liquors, 5,100,000 gallons, paying 25

to 46 cents per gallon 1,450,000
Molasses, 3,500,000 gallons, paying 3 cents per

gallon, would amount to 105,000 dollars; but from
this sum must be deducted the drawbacks allowed

upon the exportation of domestic distilled spirits,

which, on the estimated quantity of 266,667 gallons

exported, amount to 8000 dollars, _and leave. 97,000
Beer, ale, and porter, 250,000 gallons, at 8 cents

per gallon 20,000
Tea, 2,520,000 pounds, paying from 10 to 50

cents per pound 310,000

1Spirits distilled within the United States from molasses pay a double
duty, viz.. an impost of three cents on each gallon of molasses imported,
and an internal duty or excise of ten cents on each gallon of spirits dis-
tilled. Both are repaid on the exportation of the article. Three cents of
the dra_wbackpaid on each gallon exported are, therefore, a deduction of
the grossamount of the duties paid on the importation of molasses, and the
remaining ten cents are a deduction of the gross amount of the excise.
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Dolls.

Coffee, 3,000,000 lbs., at 5 cents per pound 150,000

Sugar, 24,000,000 lbs., paying from 1½ to 9 cents

per lb. . 390,000
Indigo, cocoa, pepper, pimento, and cotton, pay-

ing respectively a duty of 25, 8, 6, 4, and 3 cents
per lb. 100,000

Salt, 2,950,000 bushels (estimating the bushel at

56 lbs.), at 12 cents a bushel, would amount to
354,000 dollars; but from this sum must be de-
ducted the drawback allowed upon the exportation

of salted fish and provisions, which, as hereafter

explained, may be estimated at 84,000 dollars, and
leaves . 270,000

Lead and lead manufactures; steel unwrought;

spikes and nails; the last of which articles pays 2
cents, and the others 1 cent. per lb. 70,000

Hemp and cordage; the first of which articles
pays 1 dollar, and the other from 1 dollar 80 cents

to 4 dollars per quintal 100,000
All the other"articles paying specific duties, viz. :

cheese at 7 cents, soap and candles at 2 cents, snuff

at 22 cents, and manufactured tobacco at 10 cents
a lb. ; boots at 75, and shoes at 10 to 25, cents a

pair; playing-cards at 25 cents per pack ; wool and
cotton cards at 50 cents a dozen; coal at 5 cents per

bushel, and Glauber salts at 2 dollars per quintal 43,000
Additional duties paid on articles imported in

foreign vessels, various, but not exceeding 10 per

cent. upon the usual duty on such articles 75,000

M:aking altogether for duties on imports 5,930,000
To which sum, adding the duties on tonnage as per

above . 100,000

Gives for the gross amount of duties on tonnage
and imports . 6,030,000

From which gross amount must be deducted the expenses

paid out of the same, in order to obtain the net revenue. These,
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strictly speaking, are only the expenses of collection charged to
the revenue, and amounting to 220,000 dollars, which, there-
for% leaves a net revenue of 5,810,000 dollars. But as there

are some bounties to the fisheries, which, although in fact they
are expenditures, are not paid out of the Treasury_ but are dis-
charged by the collectors of customs, it has been usual to deduct

them also from the gross amount of revenue, instead of charging
them as an expenditure to the net revenue. Exclusively of the
bounties of 18 cents per barrel of pickled fish, and of 15 cents

per barrel of salted provisions, exported, which may be con-

sidered merely as a drawback of the duty upon the salt used in
preserving the same (which bounties, on our present rate of
exportation of those articles, may be estimated at 34,000 dol-

lars), an allowance from one to two dollars and an half per ton
is made to veasels employed in the cod fisheries, in lieu of

drawback upou the exportation of dried fish. Those allow-

ances amount to about 90,000 dollars, and as the quantity of
dried fish exported does not exceed 400,000 quintals, a draw-

back of the actual duties paid on the salt used in preserving

the same would not exceed 50,000 dollars, 1 and the remaining
40,000 dollars are not a drawback, but an actual bounty upon
the fisheries. This last sum deducted from the above-stated

sum of 5,810,000 dollars leaves for the net revenue, on the

principles upon which it is usually settled at the Treasury,
5,770,000 dollars.

The expenses of collection_ payable out of the revenue, and

consisting of salaries and commissions, have been stated at
220,000 dollars; but to these must be added the amount of fees

paid by individuals, which are not charged to the revenue.
These may be estimated at 80,000 dollars, whicl b added to the

above sum of 220,000 dollars, form an aggregate of 300,000

dollars for the total expense of collecting the duties on imports
and tonnage. That sum of 300,000 dollars upon a gross revenue
of dollars 6,110,000 (by adding the 80,000 dollars fees to the

1These 50,000 dollars added to the 34_000on the exportation of pickled
:fishand salted provisions make the 84,000 dollars which have been de-
ducted (being considered as a drawback) from the gross amount of the
duty on salt.
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sum of 6,030,000 dollars herebefore stated as the total amount

of gross revenue on tonnage and imports) makes the expense of
collection something less than 5 per cent. on the gross sum paid

by the people.
The duty on salt is the only one amongst those above men-

tioned which seems to have been objected to. It is not at

present very heavily felt, and may even be deemed moderate
when compared to the revenue raised on the same object in
some other countries. Yet it is proper to observe that it is

already higher in proportion to the value of the article than
that paid upon any other, and that whatever impediment may
exist in the way of its repeal, from the difficulty of finding a
substitute for a tax already established, it would be equally

unjust and impolitic to raise this above its present rate. So far
as the article is consumed by man, it is a species of poll-tax,

which _alls equally upon every one, whether poor or rich; so
far as it is consumed by cattle, it is a tax upon agriculture, and

would prove pernicious was it ever increased so high as to check
its use.

An examination ol_the importations for four years past affords

satisfactory proofs that_ notwithstanding the gradual increase of

duties, they have been faithfidly paid, and that the frauds so

usually committed upon the fair trader and the public in coun-
tries where a large revenue is derived from customs have been

comparatively few in the United States. The whole amount of
fines and forfeitures incurred for a period of five years and an
half for breaches of the laws of a revenue, which during the

same time has produced to the Treasury a net sum of seventeen
millions of dollars, does not much exceed 9000 dollars. There

seems to be but one exception to that general conclusion. :From

a view of the importation of teas, it would seem that the con-

sumption of hyson tea (after the proper deductions for re-

exportation) in the years 1793 and 1794 was but one-half of
the consumption of the years 1791 and 1792. The temptation

offered by the high duty and by the small bulk of the article

points out the true remedy, viz., a decrease of the duty.
The produce of duties on consumption naturally increases

with population, and it might_ on first view, be inferred that if
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the last doubles in the United States every 23 or 24 years, the
first must receive a gradual proportionate increase of about three

per cent. a year. Upon the same principle, it might be expected

that those duties which in 1796 are supposed to produce a net
revenue of 5,800,000 dollars would in the year 1801 yield

about 6,700,000 dollars, or an increase of near 16 per cent.
Some obvious considerations will, however, show the fallacy of
that calculation.

The exports of the United States, in article,J of their own

growth or manufacture, are greater, in proportion to their popu-
lation, than those of any other nation. After every deduction

for re-exportation of imported articles, and for the extraordinary
prices lately obtained for provisions, they may be valued at
twenty millions of dollars at least. Those of France, with a

population seven times as great as that of America, did not

exceed, exclusively of the produce of their colonies, forty mil-
lions of dollars. There is good reason to believe that those of

the actual growth or manufacture of Great Britain, with a popu-
lation treble of ours, a superior industry, and an immense capi-
tal, although sometimes rated higher, cannot exceed fifty millions

of dollars. The cause is well known to be the physical situation
of the United States. Possessed of more land, in proportion to

their numbers, than any European nation, their labor has been,
in general, more advantageously applied to the cultivation of

those lands, and to the raising large quantities of the produce
of land, than it would have been to the manufactures. As,

however, every filrther increase of population in many of the
States diminishes the relative quantity of land and of produce
raised, and promotes the establishment of manufactures, our

exports of raw materials, our importations of those articles we

can manufacture, and the revenue raised upon those articles,
although all of them gradually augmenting, will, unless favored

by accidental causes, increase in a ratio less than our population.

Thus, ahhough our numbers have doubled between the years
1770 and 1793, the quantity of exports is supposed to have
increased only about fifty per cent. during the same period. A

view of the exports of articles of our own growth or manufac-

ture for the last six years showeth that upon an average, although .
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the demand never was so great, the quantity exported has been

nearly stationary. (See Statement No. III.)
The natural causes which may thus check the increase of our

exports and of our revenue upon importations will not, how-
ever, diminish the progress of our wealth, and of our capacity

of raising a proportionably large revenue from any other source.
But another consideration, of greater importance for the present,
must be attended to. The v_ of the exports of the two years

1794 and 1795 was 80,000,000 of dollars, and of the two years
1791 and 1792 did not amount to 40 millions. That prodigious

augmentation cannot be viewed as permanent, unless owing to
an increase of the quantity of articles of our own growth or
manufactures that were exported. But it has already been stated

that that quantity has received but a trifling addition, if any,
since the former period. That increase is due to mere temporary

causes, the first arising from an advanced price of perhaps forty

per cent. upon the total amount of our exports beyond their
usual value; the second, from our having become the carriers

of a large proportion of the produce of some of the West India
Islands. Those two items, both of which are owing to the

present European war, constitute nearly one-half of the value of
our exports for the two last years, ik view of the statement
:No. III. will show that the total amount of our re-exportations

of imported articles for those two years exceeded 25 millions of
dollars. The profit made upon those articles, of which we have
thus become the venders and the carriers, and the whole of the

advanced price upon articles of our own growth, have been to
us a sudden acquisition of wealth. Whilst it lasts we are

enabled to pay for a larger quantity of foreign luxuries, we im-

port more, we consume more, and the revenue receives a tem-

porary increase. The return of peace, as it will diminish our
profits, the value of our exports, and our ability of paying, will
also diminish our consumption, our importation, and our revenue.
It is not within the reach of calculation to conjecture how power-

fully that cause will operate; but it is highly probable that for
some years it will at least counterbalance, if it does not exceed,

any increase to be derived from the gradual augmentation of

• our population.
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OF INTERNAL DUTIES.

The duties on domestic distilled spirits, which when first laid,

in tlle year 1791, were eleven cents per gallon upon spirits manu-

factured from foreign materials (molasses), and nine cents upon
those manufactured from domestic materials (grain and fruit),
are now ten and seven cents respectively upon the lowest proof

of the two species, and rise as high as twenty-five and eighteen
cents upon the highest proof. Country distillers, employed in

distilling spirits from domestic materials, have the option to pay
the above-mentioned duty, or to pay either a yearly duty of

fifty-four cents or a monthly duty of ten cents for every gallon
of the capacity of their stills.

The statement No. IV. exhibits the yearly amount of the
revenue arising from those duties, so far as the accounts have

been settled at the Treasury. The accounts for tile half year

1791 and the year 1792 are settled for all the States, I Pennsyl-
vania and Kentucky excepted. :For the subsequent years they
arc but very imperfectly settled, and that document throws no

other light on the subject but by accurately stating the actual
receipts in the Treasury and the drawbacks obtained for expor-

tation. It thereby appears that the total sums paid by the super-
visors, from the first of January, 1792, to the first of January,

1795, amount to dollars 820,738_-0- , and that the total amount
of drawbacks paid during the same period upon the exportation

of domestic distilled spirits amounted to dollars 268,121_0s 0 ;
deducting from this last sum that part of the drawbacks which

is repaid on account of the duty upon the importation of
the molasses (viz., three cents per gallon), will leave dollars

208,496a-4_ for the part of the drawbacks paid on account of
the duty raised on the distillation itself'. This last sum subtracted

1 This remark applies to the whole State, and, except in the western
counties, which make about one-sixth part of the State, seems to have been
due chiefly to the misconduct of some inferior ofllcers_ and in some degree

to the sickness of one of the inspectors. :From the establishment of the

duties to the first of January, 1795, a period of three years and an half, that
State paid in the Treasury, on account both of the distillery from domestic

and foreign materials, only dollars 8094_. The distilleries of Philadelphia
alone have yielded much more.
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from the dollars 820,738_- paid by the supervisors leaves,

for the net receipts in the Treasury from that duty, dollars

612,241-_ for a period of three years, or something more than

200,000 dollars a year. The payments made in the Treasury

by the supervisors for the year 1795 were dollars 337,255_0 -.
But from that sum must be deducted the drawbacks, estimated

at dt)llars 26,666_- ; the balance, consisting of about 310,000
dollars, includes the receipts on account, not only of the duties

on distilled spirits, but also of all the other internal duties. These
last are stated to have produced for the year ending on the 30th

September, 1795, a gross revenue of dollars 170,000; but what
proportion of the same had actually been pald in the Treasury
before the 1st of January, 1796, and should therefore be deducted

from the above 310,000 dollars in order to obtain the true

receipts on account of distilled spirits for file year 1795, is not
ascertained. The statement No. V., grounded partly on settled

accounts and partly on estimates, showeth the yearly gross
amount of the duties, after deducting the drawbacks which

accrued from the 1st Qf July, 1791, to the 1st July, 1795, upon

spirits distille&_in cities, towns, and villages, and those distilled
in the country. These last may, without any material error, be

reckoned as being the amount of spirits distilled from domestic
materials, the first as the amount of spirits distilled from foreign
materials.

It thence appears *_hattim yearly gross amount of duties upon

' domestic spirits distilled from foreign materials (continental rum)
has decreased from 223,000 to 109,000 dollars ; or that the con-

sumption of that article has, within a period of four years,
diminished from about two millions of gallons a year to about

one million of gallons only. That decrease is owing to the
situation of the West India Islands, from whence the molasses

were usually imported. The average annual quantity imported
in the year 1790 and 1791 was nearly 6,650,000 gallons. The

quantity imported in the year 1794 did not amount to 3,500_000

gallons. It is impossible to tbrm any conjecture on the future
situation of the French West India colonies, and, of course, on
the future extent of the manufacture in America. Wlmtever it

may be, the revenue will not be affected by thai5 circumstance,
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and it will produce no material change in tile quantity of spirits

consumed. Whilst the consumption of home-made rum was
decreasing by one million of gallons, the importation and con-

sumption of foreign spirits increased to an equal amount, viz.,

from 4,100,000 gallons, the average annual consumption of the
years 1790, 1791, and 1792, to 5,100,000 gallons, the present
average annual consumption. It is proper to add that this

branch of the revenue appears to have been overrated before

the duty was laid ; as the estimate was predicated oll a supposed
consumption of 3,500,000 gallons, whilst it appears that notwith-

standing the very great importations of molasses in the years
1790 and 1791, the quantity distilled for consumption during
the year ending on the first of July, 1792, did not amount to

2,100,000 gallons.
The gross amount of duties upon spirits distilled from domestic

materials for the year ending on the 1st of July, 1792, was only

66,000 dollars. The open opposition in one quarter, and tile
general unpopularity of tile tax almost everywhere, prevented
an early and complete org_anization. It has not yet extended to

the States of Kentucky and Tennessee, and is susceptible of a
further increase in the State of North Carolina and in some

parts of South Carolina. It never was carried into full opera-
tion in any part of the State of Pennsylvania till very lately,

and the advanced price of grain has generally checked the dis-
tillery. Yet the statement exhibits an amount of groas revenue

of 160,000 dollars for the year ending on the 1st of July, 1795.

The increase it may receive from its general extension and com-
plete organization may be estimated at 30,000 dollars more.

The gross amount, therefore, of the revenue arising from the

duties on spirits distilled both from foreign and domestic mate-
rials will be stated at 299,000 dollars (although for the year

ending on the 1st of July, 1795, it was only 269,000), from
which must be deducted the expenses of collection.

The statement No. _,rI. exhibits in detail the gro_ amount

of the revenue derived from the duties on spirits distilled both
from foreign and domestic materials, for the year ending on the

last day of June, 1795, the deductions to be made for the ex-
penses of collection and the net revenue remaining. The gross
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revenue stated as per above at 269,000 dollars, the expenses at

70,000 dollars, or 26 per cent. on the gross amount of revenue,
and the net revenue at 199,000 dollars. There are no materials

from whence the expenses of collection for the preceding years

can be aceurately calculated. Those for that year are grounded

upon an official statement laid before Congre_ during the last
session. It appeared by that document that all the internal du-
ties are collected by 16 supervisors, 22 inspectors, 236 collectors

(14 of whom are also officers of the revenue of impost and ton-

nage), and 63 auxiliary officers,---in all 337; and that the whole
amount of expenses of collection, calculated on the actual gross
amount of revenue for the year ending on the last of June, 1795

(except in the case of spirits distilled from domestic materials,
the duties whereon are estimated at 218,000 dollars instead of

160,000), is nearly 85,000 dollars. Deducting from this sum the

compensations now allowed by law for the collection of the five
other internal duties and the additional expense of collecting the

extra sixty thousand dollars estimated in the document beyond
the actual amount of the revenue on domestic distilled spirits,

leaves the amount of expenses as above stated, viz., 70,000 dol-
lars. Should the revenue receive the increase above mentioned

of 30,000 dollars on spirits distilled from domestic materials, the
expenses of collection would amount to 76,000 dollars oll the

gross revenue heretofore stated of 299,000 dollars, that is to

say, 25 t- per cent., and leave a net revenue of dollars 223,000.
Those calculations are made as if the duties on spirits were

collected alone, a mode which is adopted to show the true situa-
tion of that revenue considered in itself, and also because it is a

permanent one, whilst the other five new duties are temporary,
and will expire in 1801. The compensation now allowed by
law for the collection of these does not exceed 4 per cent. upon

the whole; but it is believed that, were they collected alone and

independent of those on spirits, the expense would be about 7½

per cent. A part, therefore, of the present expense of collecting
all the internal duties may be viewed as common to both classes;

as each, separately, would cost more to collect than they now do.

Taking this into consideration, and, on the other hand, adding to
the expenses those of the office of the commissioner of the reve-
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nue which are not included in the above aggregate, would reduce

the present expense of collecting the duties on domestic spirits
to about 24½ per cent. instead of 25½ per cent. on the gross
revenue.

The duty upon spirits distilled from domestic materials, being
collected upon a very large number of manufactures scattered

over an extensive and, in a great degree, thinly-settled country,
costs much more than that which is raised on spirits distilled

from molasses; this last manufacture being carried on by a few
individuals on a large scale, and ahnost solely in a few seaports.

From a comparison of the revenue collected in :Rhode Island
and Massachusetts, whose distilleries, especially in the first-men-

tioned State, are almost exclusively employed in the distillation
of molasses, with the expense attending the collection of the

same, it results that the total expense of collecting the gross
revenue of 109,000 dollars raised on spirits distilled from for-

eign materials amounts to 16,000, that is to say, to 14½ per
cent., and leaves a net revenue of 93,000 dollars. The expense

of collecting the gross revenue raised upon spirits distilled from
domestic materials amounts, therefore, for the year ending on

the last of June, 1795, to 54,000 dollars on the gross sum of

160,000, that is to say, to near 34 per cent., leaving a net reve-
nu'e of 106,000 dollars; and, on the supposition of the contem-

plated increase of 30,000 dollars, may amount to 60,000 dollars
upon the gross sum of 190,000, that is to say, to 31½ per cent.,

leaving a net revenue of 130,000 dollars, which, added to the
net revenue of 93,000 on spirits distilled from foreign materials,

form the above-stated aggregate of 223,000 dollars. If the ex-
pense of collecting the duties on spirits distilled from domestic

materials is contemplated, as connected with that of collecting
all the other internal duties, it will appear to be, upon the prin-

ciples of the calculation of the last paragraph, something more
than 30 per cent instead of 31½.

It requires no argument to show that a tax the collection of
which costs more than 30 per cent. is a bad one_ and no doubt

could remain of the propriety of repealing it and substituting

any other in its stead, was it not viewed a.s connected with the
impost upon imported spirits. It must be recollected that the
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revenue derived from these amounts to near one million and a

half of dollars; and there can be no doubt that it would be, in

some degree, affected by a total exoneration of the tax now paid
on the domestic manufacture. It may therefore be more advisa-

ble_ under the present circumstances, to modify the most excep-
tionable part of the law,--that which relates to spirits distilled
from domestic materials. The most eligible mode of doing it

that has been suggested is to lay a moderate monthly or yearly

duty on stills, proportionate to their capacity, repealing alto-

gether the option now given by law to pay in proportion to the
quantity distilled. It is believed that the following valuable
purposes will be afiswered by that change. The difficulty of
discovering the quantity of spirits manufactured naturally causes

evasions of the duty equally injurious to the revenue, to the fair
trader, and to the morals of the people. A premium, indeed,

seems to be offered by the present law to those who shall violate
their oaths; a temptation perhaps too strong to be always re-

sisted by all the individuals of the numerous class of people to

whom it is presented. To prevent those evasions it becomes

necessary to cr.vate a number of officers proportionate to the ex-
tent of territory_ to the number of manufacturers_ and to the

duties to be performed by those officers; to invest them with
extensive powers_ and to subject the manufacturer to a vexatious
but necessary inquisition. But it is very easy to know whether
a man does distil or not, however difficult it mav be to find out

what quantity of spirits he does distil. The number of officers
need, therefore, be comparatively few; the duties and the time em-

ployed by those whom it will be necessary to keep will be consider-

ably lessened. Every distiller feels interested that the duty be paid
by all; on the present plan he can by no means check the frauds
committed by others ; on the plan proposed he will contribute to

secure the public against them. In every point of view the ex-

pense of collection will be diminished : evasions of the duty will
become almost impossible, and the distiller, after having paid for

his license, will be liberated from the visits of the officers and

from the duty now imposed on all, however inconvenient to

many, of keeping correct books and accounts. The only objec-
tion to the adoption of this mode (which is now before Congress)
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is a fear of its being unequal. It will fall more heavily vpon

small stil]s, which are commonly owned by men of less capital
and used in less advantageous situations. This, however, may be

remedied by making the duty something less, in proportion to
their capacity, upon stills under a certain dimension. It may be

further observed that, however improper and dangerous it may
be for government to pass laws with a view of giving a certain
direction to industry and capital, it cannot be doubted that the

effects of a provision which tended gradually and without any

injury to the property now vested in that species of property to
diminish the immense number of small distilleries would prove
/:avorable to the general wealth and to the morals of the commu-

nit)'. The same quantity of labor produces perhaps a double
quantity of spirits in large than in small distilleries; and if these

may sometimes/_all under the favorable denomination of family

manufactures, that advantage is more than counterbalanced by
their becoming the tippling-houses of every neighborhood where
they prevail. Such provision in this last point of view, a desire

of checking the consumption of spirits, would prove far more
effectual than a high duty. Six millions two hundred thousand

gallons of spirits distilled, either in the United States or abroad,

from foreign materials, and near four millions of gallons *dis-
tilled from grain and fruit, offer the enormous and lamentable

aggregate of ten millions of gallons of spirits annually consumed
by the inhabitants of the United States. This consumption has

not received any decrease from the high duty of 25 cents per
gallon laid on the lowest proof of imported spirits; and it must

be well remembered that the object of government in laying
these and other duties on spirits was not to check the use, but

to raise money ; and that if experience was to show that they

become prohibitory and diminish the consumption, an attempt
to lower them, in order to encourage that consumption and to
increase the revenue, would probably follow.

Estimating the gross revenue at 190_000dollars, the rate of duty (on ac-
count of its being reduced by the option of taking licenses) at 6 cents_and
one-sixth part of the duty to be evaded_gives 8_700.000gallons.
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The duty upon retailers of wines and foreign spirits consists
of five dollars a year for a license to retail either, and must be
paid by all persons (other than tavern-keepers and apothecaries)
selling wines in less quantities than thirty gallons, or spirits in
less quantities than twenty gallons. Its produce for the year
ending on the last of September, 1795, is stated at 54,731 dol-
lars; but, on account of sundry imperfect statements, may be
fairly estimated at 60,000 dollars, the expenses of collection at 2½
per cent., or 1500 dollars, and the net revenue at dollars 58,500.

The object of a duty upon the retailers of any article of con-
sumption which is already taxed is to increase that tax ; but, by
dividing it, to diminish the temptation of smuggling and the
evasions of the duty. The duties upon the importation of wines
and spirits amount to nearly 2,000,000 dollars. The 60,000
dollars added by way of license make only an additional three
per cent. on the duty, not one per cent. on the article. It does
not seem that so trifling an addition, less than one cent. per gallon
upon articles which pay at least twenty-five, could possibly en-
courage smuggling. As the duty upon licenses i_alls in.a very
unequal manner, being indiscriminately paid by all retailers,
whether they sell much or little, and operates partly as a tax
upon consumption and partly as a premium to large retailers, it
appears that the sum which it now yields would be more justly
and as conveniently raised upon the importation of the article.
This revenue, however, may be rendered more productive by
increasing its rate in such a manner as to equalize the duty.

The duty upon sales at auction, which varies from a quarter
to a half per cent., is stated to have yielded, for the same year,
31,290 dollars, and, on account of imperfect statements, may be
estimated at 85,000 dollars, the expenses of collection at two and
a half per cent., or 875 dollars, the net revenue at about dollars
34,000. This duty falls almost entirely upon the same articles
which pay a duty upon importation, with this difference, that
the one falls equally upon the consumer, and the other, in the
most unequal manner, on the importer or some other dealer who
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finds himself compelled to raise money. Its productiveness must
chiefly depend on the fidelity of the auctioneers themselves, and

the most trifling addition to the duty paid on importation would
supply its room.

The duty of two cents per pound upon sugar refined within

the United States is stated to have yielded, for the same year,

33,812 dollars ; but on account of imperfect statements may be
estimated, after deducting drawbacks, at 40,000 dollars, the ex-
penses of collection at 5 per cent., or 2000 dollars, and the net

revenue at dolls. 38,000. The manufacturers, assisted by the
high duty upon the importation of the article, supply tlle whole
consumption of the United States.

The tax upon snuff manufactured within the United States

was first laid on the quantity manufactured, at the rate of

eight cents per pound, and during the six months ending on
the last day of March, 1795, while it remained in that shape, is
stated to have yielded only 2400 dollars; in which account, how-

ever, are not included the returns for the first survey of Penn-
sylvania and for the State of Delaware, which pay about one-

half of the duty. From the first of April, 1795, the tax has
been laid on the mills employed in the manufacture, and is

stated, for the six following months, to have produced 7112
dollars ; but on account of deficient statements may be estimated

for one year at about 20,000 dollars. But during the same
period the drawbacks allowed, at the rate of six cents per pound,
seem to have exceeded the amount of gross revenue. From the

first of April, 1795, to the 23d of February, 1796, there were

exported from the port of Philadelphia alone 237,000 lbs., and,
from the shipments then going on, there is little doubt that the
quantity exported from that port for the whole year, ending on

the first of April, 1796, amounted to 350,000 lbs. ; the draw-
backs whereon would form a sum of 21,000 dollars. The ex-
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portation from the other ports is not published, but it would
probably swell the sum beyond 25,000 dollars. The quantity

exported was even increasing, for of the above 237,000 lbs. only
75,000 were exported during the first six months, and 162,000

during the five last. In fact, snuff was manufactured for ex-

portation for the sake of tile drawback, which operated as a
bounty. An alteratlon in a revenue law, which thus drained
the Treasury instead of yielding a revenue, became necessary.

The dilt3culty of rendering the duty equal, on account of the

great difference in the relative situation and powers of the mills,
the consequent complaints of the small manufacturers, tile neces-
sity of allowing a drawback upon the exportation of an article

both of the growth and of the manufileture of the United States, _
tile impossibility of fixing a drawback on the quantity of the

article proportionate to the duty laid on the machinery employed
in manufacturing that article, together with the evasions stated

to have taken place by hand-mills employed in vaults, where
the noise could not be heard, determined Congress, during last

session, to suspend the law for one year. As the suspension

may continue, and as, unless an entirely new plan is proposed
and adopted, tdfis duty cannot yield anything, it cannot at present

be counted amongst the productive branches of revenue.

The yearly duty upon carriages used for the conveyance of

persons, which at first was from one to ten dollars, according to
the species of carriages, is stated to have yielded for the year
1794-1795 the sum of 41,400 dollars. But some returns are

not included in that statement; the controversy occasioned by

the tax has probably rendered it less productive_ and the duties

1 The manufacturers supply the whole consumption of the Union, and
the exportations previous to and independent of the law were increasing.
The quantity entered at the custom-houses for exportation had increased
from 12_900lbs._the average of the years 1790-1792_to86_500Ibs._the aver-
age of the years 1792-1794. It is presumed that_ owing to some peculiar
circumstances of that trade2a great proportion of the exportations was not
entered.
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have been increased about 50 per cent. during the last session of
Congre_. The produce of this duty may therefore be stated at
60,000 dollars, the expenses of collection at 3000 dollars, or 5
per cent., and the net revenue at dollars 57,000.

The controversy just alluded to has already been mentioned.
This tax differs frmn others upon consumable commodities,

lstly, in that it is not paid once for all, but yearly, being lald
on the use and not on tile consumption properly so called ; and,

2dly, because it is paid immediately by the person on whom it

finally falls, instead of t_alling upon him indirectly through the
medium of a tax upon the manufacturer,---circumstances which

give it the appearance of a direct tax. If, however, the princi-
ples upon which a definition of direct taxes has been attempted

are correct, this tax will be found to be indirect, as it iZalls alto-
gether upon an article of expense and not of revenue. For in

the only instance where a carriage affords a revenue to the owner,

viz., when it is kept for hire, the tax is not paid by him, but by
those who consume, who use, who hire the carriage. In that it
essentially differs from a tax upon houses, which it has been

thought in some particulars to resemble. A house, indeed, is
not a productive article in itself; it is an object of expense and

not of revenue to him who enjoys it; but it is not less all article

of revenue to the owner; and as, except in a few particular
eases, the demand for houses regulates the rent and cannot be

affected by the tax, this ahnost universally actually falls upon
the owner and not upon the tenant, upon the revenue and not
upon tlLe expense. The duty upon stills, proposed as a substitute

in toto for that upon spirits distilled, might, perhaps, upon a first
view, be deemed a direct tax, as falling upon a productive arti-

cle ; but in this ease tile still is only used as the means of ascer-
taining the quantum of duty, and tile tax does not fall on the

profits of the distiller, on his revenue, but on the consumer of
the spirits distilled, on his expense. A tax upon all articles of

visible property, assessed in proportion to its value, or to the

rent derived from it, and which would include stills, would,
however, it seems, be a direct tax. A want of precision in the
expression itself, and the difficulty of distinguishing, in all cases,

artleles of revenue from articles of expense, render it, however,
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perhaps impossible always to ascertain whether a tax is direct or
not ; and it will be more prudent in practice to raise, as direct

and indirect taxes respectively, only such as clearly come within
that denomination under which the Legislature of the Union

shall class them, and to leave those of a doubtfid nature to the
individual States.

The statement :No. VII. exhibits a view of all tile internal

duties for the year 1794-1795; the gross revenue amounting to

425,700 dollars, the expense of collection to 76,650 dollars, or

18 per cent., and the net revenue to 349,050 dollars.
The statement No. VIII. exhibits a view of the same revenue,

according to its probable productiveness hereafter. The gross
revenue is there stated at 494,000 dollars, the expenses of col-

lection at 83,375 dollars, or 17 per cent., and the net revenue at
410,625 dollars. The permanent rcvenue from internal duties
will, therefore, be estimated at dollars 410,000

OF DUTIES ON POSTAGE.

The statement :No. IX., which exhibits a view of this branch

of the revenue, requires no explanation. The gross amount is
yearly increasing, and the greatest part of the surplus is eom-

"monly appropriated in extending the benefits of the institution
through those parts where a scattered population could not sup-

port the expense. It still leaves a net revenue of about dollars
80,000. The expenses of institution cannot be considered as

charges of collection ; they are not a tax upon the people, but
only the payment of a highly beneficial and necessary public

undertaking for which tile community should have to pay,
whether it was done by individuals or government. In this

particular this revenue essentially differs from what is raised by
taxes, and for this reason has not been classed with the internal
duties.
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OF THE DIVIDENDS ON BANK STOCK.

The United States hold five thousand shares of the stock of

the Bank of the United States, which have cost them, at 400

dollars a share, a sum of 2,000,000 dollars. This sum they
borrowed from the bank itself at the rate of six per cent. a year,
and had on the 1st of January, 1795, discharged 600,000 dol-

lars of that loan. But, as they were enabled to make that pay-
ment only by contracting new loans, the actual revenue under
this head consists only of the difference between the interest

paid by government upon the loan and the dividend received

upon the bank stock, which, at the average rate of a dividend of
8 per cent. a year, might be estimated at about 40,000 dollars a

year. is, however, in the account of expenditures, the whole
amount of yearly interest payable on that, as well as on all other

loans, will be charged, this branch of revenue is here set down
at its nominal amount of dollars 160,000.

RECAPITULATIONOF THE REVENUES OF THE UNITED STATES.

Duties on imports and tonnage 5,810,000

Internal duties 410,000
Postage of letters 30,000

Dividend on bank stock . 160,000

Total . Dolls. 6,410,000

But if the 40,000 dollars, bounties to fisheries, are deducted

from the amount of" duties on imports and tonnage, these will
be reduced to 5,770,000 dollars, and the total amount of net

revenue will then be Dolls. 6,370,000

VOL.XXI.--8
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SECTION II.

OF THE EXPENSF_ OF THE UNITED STATES.

Of the Receipts and JF-a_2endituresto the 1st January, 1796.

In order to have a distinct and comprehensive view of the

expenditures of the Union, it is necessary to consider at once,
and without any reference either to the different £unds or to the

places where the moneys may have been received or paid, the
whole of the disbursements and consequently of the receipts of

the United States. The statement No. X. exhibits a view of

those receipts and disbursements from the establishment of the

present government to the 1st of January, 1796, distinguishing
those under each year, except for the years 1789, 1790, and 1791,

which, in the official documents, are generally blended together.

The receipts a_e arranged under the following heads, viz. :

1. Moneys arising from balances of accounts which originated
under the late government.

2. Revenue arranged under the different heads mentioned in

the preceding section.
3. Incidental, consisting of sundry items which cannot prop-

erly be considered as a permanent revenue, viz., fines and forfeit-
ures for crimes, 1 fees on patents, sales of arms, and profits on

sundry bills of exchange drawn for moneys remitted from
America to Holland, and from Holland to Ameriea and to
France.

4. Loans, distinguishing those effected in Amsterdan and

Antwerp from those obtained in America, and, amongst these
last, those obtained in anticipation of the revenues from all
others.

The expenditures are arranged under the different heads of

t Fines and forfeitures incurred for breaches of the revenue law_ are
included under the respective heads of revenue.
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current expenditure, interest on the public debt, reduction of the

public debt, and reimbursement of loans and subscription to

the Bank of the United States; the current expenditure being
classed under the heads of civil list, pensions and grants, military

establishment, intercourse with foreign nations, and sundries,
which last item, besides miscellaneous and contingent expenses,
includes those attending the light-houses and the mint establish-
ment. The statement marked (A) exhibits at one view the

general results both of the receipts and expenditures.

It results from that document that, (luring the period of six

years and a half, the expenditures have exceeded those receipts
which arose from the revenues (including therein incidental re-

ceipt.s) of the present government by a sum &dols. 3,228,961_o-.
For during that time the aggregate of loans amounted to dollars

19,503,204_-, which, added to dollars 162,639flb_-' received
ou account of balances due to the late government, fbrm a total

of dollars 19,665,843_0_0-; whilst, on the other hand, the moneys
applied to the reduction of the public debt amounted only to
dollars 13,922,924-fa0-a0-, which, added to 2,000,000 dolls, sub-
scribed to the Bank of the United States, and to dollars

513,958T!0-__- balance remaining in cash on first of January,
1796, form a total of only dollars 16,436,882_s0- ; the differ-
ence between which sum and the above-stated sum of dollars

19,665,843fi060, received upon loans and old accounts, is equal
to the above-mentioned excess of expenditures, viz., dollars

3,228,9613!_so-. Or the aggregate of receipts arising from reve-
nues and incidental sources amounts during that period to dols.

24,347,956_0_0- , which sum is less than the total of current

expenditures, including therein the interest and charges upon
the public debt, amounting for the same period to dollars

27,576,918T4o-_, by the same above-stated sum of dollars
3,228,961_oSo.

Itmust,however,beobservedthatthisaccountincludesonly

themoneys actuallyreceivedinand paidoutoftheTre_mry in

t The greater part of this sum, viz., dollars 132,475r3_,was a balance in
cash remaining at the time of the establishment of the present government
in the hands of the bankers of the United States in Holland.
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America or the hands of the bankers of the United States in

Holland. In order to have a correct view of the expense, it is

necessary to take into consideration not only the quantity, but
also the application, of the moneys stated, under the head of
"reduction of public debt," to have been applied to the purchase
of that debt, as not only the nominal amount of the debt thus

purchased is much larger, but even its real value exceeds the
moneys thus applied.

The statement :No. XI. exhibits a view of those purchases

as made by the commissioners of the sinking fund. The total
amount of moneys applied to purchases by them was dollars

1,618,936T_ ; the nominal amount of the different species of

stock purchased by them, dollars 2,307,661x-_; the real value
of the said stock, estimating the six per cent. stock at par, the

deferred stock at 75 per cent., and the three per cent. stock at

60 per cent., dollars 1,880,921_; which last sum exceeds the
amount of moneys applied to purchases by dollars 261,985i-z_l_;
which reduces the excess of expenditures beyond receipts to

dollars 2,966,975_.

Several otl_r considerations of less importance, but which

might, however, affect in some degree that result, are omitted
here ; but those of a general _nature will be taken notice of
either in the course of this section or when the subject of the

debts of the United States comes under view; and those which

relate merely to details will be found, in the shape of notes,
annexed to the statement :No. X.

A deficiency caused by an excess of expenditures over the

receipts must aiways be supplied by new loans, and create an
increase of debt. It is commonly owing to the extraordinal:y

expenses which attend a war, and although not the unavoidable,
has with most nations been the usual result of every one in

which they have been engaged during the present century.
Great Britain and France, either unable or unwilling to draw

from their subjects a revenue equal to the prodigious waste of

money which attends modern wars, have uniformly supplied by
loans the greatest part of that expense and raised taxes only to
the amount of the interest of those lomJs. Such a system, man-

aged with ability and supported by prosperity, may last for a
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long period of time. Its ruin may be accelerated by a general
convulsion, or by any of those extraordinary events which con-

siderably diminish the general resources, the commerce, the
wealth, the annual income of a nation; but its natural existence

seems to be limited only by the ability of raising a revenue in
taxes equal to the interest payable upon the debt. But it has
been unusual to see a nation so improvident as to suffer in times

of peace and prosperity its expenses to exceed its revenue and

its debt to increase. In :France, where the prodigality and mis-
management of the government, united to an injudiciott_ selec-

tion of taxes and to the exemptions claimed by some classes of
the nation, had indeed produced such an effect, the consequences
are but too well known.

There is, however, some apology to be made for the United

States. A government in its infancy, with a heavy weight of

debts, cannot, without oppression, raise at once from the people
the same amount of taxes which, if laid gradually, would not
be thought burdensome. It is, however, their duty under such

circumstances to proportionate their expenses to their ability;
and this was the case during the first years of the existence of
the present government; for it will appear from the statement

No. X. that no deficiency of revenue took place till the year
1792. It may also, perhaps, be said that, although we have
not been engaged in the.European war, the circumstances of

that war and some domestic occurrences have necessarily in-
volved us in some extroradinary expenses. Amongst these are
usually reckoned the increase of the military establishment due
to the Indian war, the naval armament, the fortifications of our

harbors, the treaty with Algiers, and the expedition of the

militia employed to suppress the western insurrection. It must,
however, be remarked that the increase of the military estab-

lishment and the naval armament have not been considered by
government itself as an extraordinary, but as a permanent, object
of expense; for, notwithstanding the discontinuance of those

causes which served as a pretence for both objects, the same
number of effective men has been retained in the land service,

and nearly the same annual expense is necessary to support our
present naval establishment. The total expense of the naval
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armament incurred before the year 1796 amounts to 470,000

dollars; that of the fortifications only to 120,000; the moneys
were voted in March, 1794, and by far the greatest part ex-

pended only in 1795. The expenses attending the conclusion
of the treaty with Algiers are not yet fully ascertained, but

may be estimated at 800,000 dollars; the money was voted,
also, in March, 1794; a very inconsiderable part, if any, was
raised before 1795, no part paid to Algiers till the latter part

of the same year, and the payment not completed till 1796. It

is, therefore, evident that the plea of urgency, so far as relates
to those various objects, cannot avail i that a sufficient time

elapsed between the originating of the expense and the applica-
tion of the moneys to have raised an adequate revenue. Three
hundred thousand dollars were appropriated in the same month

(March, 1794) for the purpose of replenishing the public stores
and mag-azines, making repairs, &c. ; but it does not clearly

appear from the official documents how much of that sum has
been expended, or at what periods. The accounts of the militia

employed to suppress the western insurrection are not yet pub-
lished; but there were appropriated for that purpose by Con-

gress 1,122,569 dollars for the expedition itself, and 100,682
dollars for the detachment of militia stationed there for some
months after the return of the main army ; both sums amount-

ing together to 1,223,251 dollars. This, or at least the first-
mentioned sum, is the only article which seems properly to fall

under the head of extraordinary expenses. It was unforeseen,

and, allowing it to have been necessary to that extent, must from

its urgency have been incurred before a revenue could be raised
to discharge it.

It is difficult to ascertain whether any of those expenses, per-

manent or extraordinary, might have been avoided; whether,

although perhaps all in some degree useful, they were all neces-

sary ; for the decision of the question must, more than any other,
depend upon opinion. In the opinion of the writer of these
sheets, there are some which were unnecessary. Without laying

any great stress upon what savings might have been made in the
civil list and in some of the annuities and grants, which could

not, at all events, amount to a very large sum, since the annual
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expense for both items is but about 450,000 dollars; without

taking into view the 90,000 dollars already expended upon the

mint establishment, without any apparent advantages having
been derived from it, it will be sufficient to attend to some of

the most important objects.

First. It will be demonstrated in the next section, which
treats of the debts of the Union, that out of the sum of near
21,800,000 dollars, in debts of the individual States and balances

due to the same, which have been assumed and funded by the
Union, near 10,200,000 dollars have been assumed beyond the
sums in those debts and balances, which it would have been
necessary to fund in order to place the accounts of the Union
and of the individual States in the same relative situation in

which they now stand. The interest actually paid out of the
Treasury upon that excess (exclusively of 700,000 dollars interest

accrued and not paid, but funded, upon the balances due to the
several States; which item makes an increase of debt instead of

an article of expense), together with two per cent. paid on part
of the principal on the 1st of January, 1796, amounts to dollars

1,198,202T_; which are an unnecessary expense, arising from
an unnecessary assumption of debt, and which must continue

till the debt itself is discharged.
Secondly. It is highly probable that the protection of the

frontiers might have been effeeted with a less number of men,

and the men in service supported with less expense; what might
have been saved on this head cannot be calculated; the follow-
ing data may, however, assist in forming some idea of it. The

troops of the United States engaged on the frontiers, from the
peace of 1783 to the year 1790, a period during which the in-

habitants were as effectually protected as they have been since,
did not exceed eight hundred men. When what has been called

the Indian war began, the hostilities of the Indians were not

greater than they had been before ; they consisted of that petty
warfare so cruel and distressing to the frontiers, but always
experienced, both in peace and in war, from those tribes which
are not nearly enclosed by the settlements, and which could be

checked only by the possession of the posts on the Lakes. The

number of soldiers had been previously nominally increased to
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twelve hundred men in April, 1790, and to two thousand one
hundred in March, 1791. Another nominal increase took place

in March, 1792, after General St. Clair's defeat, which should

have raised the army to 5200 men. A farther addition of near
800 artillerists was made in May, 1794. But it appears that the
number of effective men never much exceeded three thousand.

The ammal expense, including the Indian Department, aver-

aged 220,000 dollars during the three years 1789, 1790, and
1791 (which includes about 100,000 dollars extraordinary ex-

pense of General Harmar's campaign in 1790, and a part of the

expenses of the campaign of 1791, under General St. Clair).
The annual expense during the years 1792 and 1793 exceeded

1,100,000 dollars, and during the years 1794 and 1795 (after

deducting fortifications, expenses relative to the western insur-
rection, and extraordinary purchases of arms, &c.) averaged

1,750,000 dollars. The number of troops actually employed
has increased in the ratio of four to one from the year 1790 to

1795 ; the expense in the ratio of eight to one.

Thirdly. The naval armament, which, on its present plan,
seems to be rather an object of parade than of real utility, has

already cost 470,000 dollars. To complete the six frigates first
intended to be built would, according to the last estimate of the

Secretary of War, have cost 1,142,160 dollars_ manning and

provisions not included. Whether it is proper for the United
States at present to create a navy is a question equally delicate
and important; but it would seem that, if it is to be determined
in the affirmative, the same sum which is necessary for begin-

ning six frigates and finishing three might have been more use-
fully applied in laying the foundation for a real navy by the

purchases of timber, materials, &c., and by preparing all those
things which time alone can procure.

Fourthly. The call of about 15,000 militia and the expendi-
ture of twelve hundred thousand dollars for the purpose of sup-

pressing mobs and riots committed but partially in a country
which contains only 70,000 souls, must have been grounded

upon mistaken ideas of the views, union, and strength of those

concerned, and upon misrepresentations of the sentiments of a

great proportion of the people there. It is believed that it will
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be admitted by every candid man employed in the expedition
who had tolerable means of information that one-fifth part of
the men and of the money were sufficient to obtain every osten-
sible object of the expedition. _

Whether, however, all or any of those expenses were necessary
or not, it is certain that all of them might and should have been
defrayed by raising a revenue coequal to the expense. It some-
times happens that, notwithstanding tile care of the Legislature,
a revenue will prove deficient, Xvill yield less than had been
expected: this, upon an average, has not been the case of' the
United States. Although all the internal duties have always
fallen short of the sums expected from them, those upon im-
ports have uniformly yielded considerably more than the esti-
mate. But in many instances, although the object of expense
was immediate, the revenue did not begin till some months
after, and the intermediate expense must be supplied by an
anticipation of the revenue.

The first and most undeniable evil which arises from antici-

pations is the additional expense caused by the interest to be
paid for them. Tile total amount of interest paid for domestic
loans for the year 1795, exclusively of that incurred for the
subscription to the bank stock, was near 150,000 dollars; and
to this must be added the premiums which must at times be
paid in order to obtain the loans. Thus, eight hundred thou-
sand dollars in six per cent. stock were borrowed in 1795, at
par and as cash, from the Bank of the United States, for the
purpose of completing the treaty with Algiers, which, it seems,
have produced only 720,000 dollars in specie. If it be allowed,
and there is no reason to doubt it, that no better mode of ob-

taining the money could be adopted, nothing can prove in a
stronger manner the necessity of raising a revenue instead of
recurring to loans. To give ten per cent. premium, and six per
cent. interest on the nominal sum borrowed, in times of peace
and unexampled prosperity, is equally ruinous and absurd.

1 In support of the opinion, a comparison might be drawn between the
extent and real views of Shays' insurrection and those of the western one ;
and between the means employed and the moneys actually expended in
suppressing each.
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It has been supposed by some that this was the only conse-

quence of anticipating; and it has been urged that, provided a
revenue originated at the same thne with an object of expense,

although that revenue did not become immediately productive

(on account, as an instance, of the credits given to importers),
yet, as a debt was contracted to government by those importers
from the moment of importation, it might be set off against the

anticipation made by government. Thus, although it be allowed
that the receipts arising from revenues had fallen short of the

expenses at the end of the year 1795 by a sum of three millions
of dollars, and had caused an anticipation, a debt to an equal

amount; yet it is insisted that the nominal revenue to the same
date had exceeded the expenditure; that the bonds due by the
merchants for the imposts, and which (after the deductions to

which they were liable for drawbacks) may be estimated at four
or five millions of dollars, were more than sufficient to counter-

balance that anticipation. Supposing that those bonds were to
be considered as a credit in favor of the public, and to be con-

trasted with the increase of debt, it still would be fallacious to

contrast them_with the expenditures. Whatever the nominal

revenue may be, by whatever name it be called, it is not less

evident that the expenses of one year can be defrayed only out
of the actual receipts of the same year. Thus that part of the
nominal revenue of 1795 which is not paid in the Treasury

during that year, which consists of bonds payable in 1796, con-
stitutes, in fact, the actual revenue, not of 1795, but of 1796.
It cannot be applied to pay any part of the expenses of 1795;

it cannot be applied to repay the anticipations made in 1795; it
is barely sufficient to defray the current expenses of 1796 ; it is
the revenue of 1796. Whenever a permanent expense is in-

curred, b_inning with the first of January of one year, if the
revenue appropriated to discharge the same does not become

productive, does not bring money to the Treasury till the follow-
lug year, a debt equal to the expense of that object for one year
must be incurred; and it never can be discharged out of that
revenue till after the expense itself has ceased. Thus, if an in-

dividual, in the year 1795, increases his revenue by an annuity

of one hundred pounds, but payable only from the year 1796,
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and choosesatthesame timetoincreasehisexpensetothesame

amount from the beginningof 1795,he must necessarilyincur

a debtof one hundred pounds,which debt,aslongas he con-

tinuesthesame expense,nevercanbe paidoutof theannuity.

Should a self-evidenttruthhave requiredadditionalproof,

this'receivedone duringthe lastsessionof Congress. Antici-
pationshad beenobtainedfrom theBank of theUnitedStates

totheamount of 3,800,000dollars.The bank--andthismay

serveasa lessontothefriendsof anticipatlons--requestedthat

thewhole shouldbe paidtothem duringtheyear 1796. The

money was due; theyhad a rightto ask for it;theystoodin
needofit. A_Ithoughthedemand of thewholeamount atonce

was unexpected,and was made at a time when itwas well

known thatgovernment couldneitherl)o_rowthe money in

Europe norraiseitatonceby taxes,yetitwas necessarytopay

itor toproclaimour inability.An assignmenton thatnomi-

nalrevenueof 1795,which isrepresentedasa debtdue togov-
ernment,would notdo. That revenue,receivablein1796,must

pay theexpensesofthatyear. The Legislature,inordernotto

beguiltyofa breachoffaith,inordertodischargetheauticlpa-

tions,were obligednot onlytocreatea sixper cent.stockirre-

deemable fortwenty-fouryears,but todirectthatone-halfof

thatstock,an(]the whole of the sharesheldby the Unlted

Statesin the bank,shouldbe soldat whateverpricecouldbe
obtained.

Again; theideathatthe bonds due by the importersare a

creditinfavorof thepublic,tobe setoffagainstany debtthat

may havebeenincurredby government,will,upon investigation,

provetobe groundless.The debtsdue by theUnitedStatesare

due by thepeopleof the UnitedStates,and can be discharged

onlyoutof thepurseof the peopleof the UnitedStates.To

whom are the bonds givenby importersdue? To theUnited

States,tothepeopleof the UnitedStates.True,and thenceit

isinferredthattheyshouldbe deductedfrom thedebtdue by

them. But by whom arethosebondsdue? By theimporters?

No ; they are due by the consumers, by the people of the United

States; and until those consumers, until the people of the United

States shall have discharged them, shall actually have paid the
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amount of the duty to tile importer and enabled him to pay the
amount of his bond in the Treasury; until, in a word, the moneys

are paid either to tile collectors or to tile Treasury, no part of
the debt due by the people of the United States can be considered

as discharged.
The account stands thus:

Tile people of the United States Dr.
1st. The amount of tile debt of the Union, say

dollars . 80,000,000

2d. The duties they owe to government 5,000,000
85,000,000

Cr. By the bonds due to government, dollars 5,000,000

The balance due hy the people of the United States
is still 80,000,000

85,OOO,OOO

Tlle only credit to be given is that part of the duties which,

although not )_et in the Treasury, has actually been paid by the
people to the collectors. This sum cannot be taken under con-

sideration when speaking merely of receipts and expenditures,
but shall be credited when a calculation is made of the debts of
the United States.

From these considerations, it follows that the duties accrued

but not yet due to government are only a nominal account,

ascertaining the amount and securing the payment of the moneys
which shall actually be paid hereafter by the people; that any

expense incurred in one year beyond the actual receipts of that
year must necessarily be supplied by loans, and that the increase

of debt thereby caused is not less real whether those loans are
obtained for a longer or shorter period, whether they go by the
name of funded debt or of anticipations. To conclude in the

words of a justly celebrated writer, "In Great Britain the annual
land and haalt taxes are regularly anticipated every year ....

The Bank of England generally advances, at an interest which
since the revolution has varied from eight to three per cent., the

sums for which those taxes are granted .... The only consider-
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able branch of the public revenue which yet remains unmortgaged
is thus regularly spent before it comes in. Like an improvident
spendthrift, whose pressing occasions will not allow him to wait
for the regular payment of his revenue, the state is in the con-

stant practice of borrowing of its own _aetors and agents, and of
paying interest for the use of its own money."

Smith's Wealth of N_ttions, Book v. Chap. 3d.

OF A PPROPRIATIO_'S.

It is declared by the Constitution of the United States that

"no money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in conse-
quence of appropriations made by law." Two things constitute

the appropriation: 1st, the sum of money fixed for a certain
expenditure ; 2d, the fund out of which the nmney is to be paid.

The executive officers can neither change the appropriation by

applying money to an expense (although the object of that ex-
pense should have been authorized by law) for which no appro-

priation has been made, nor spend upon an authorized object of
expense more than the sum appropriated, nor even that sum,

unless the fund out of which it is payable is productive to that
amount. Funds are classed and distinguished in relation either

to receipts or to expenditures.
The general receipts of the United States have been divided

into two classes: the nmneys obtained upon loan in Holland,
commonly denominated the foreign fund, and the moneys ob-

tained in America, whether arising from taxes or loans, desig-
nated by the name of domestic fund. The statements :No. XII.
and XIII. are an abstract of the yearly receipts and disburse-

ments already contained in the statement :No. X., but distinguish-

ing them, under each of those two funds, from the establishment

of the present government to the 1st of January, 1796. The
foreign fund was exclusively appropriated to pay, 1st, the in-
terest due on the foreign debt before the year 1791 ; 2d, the in-

stalment of the principal of the foreign debt and of the loan
contracted in order to pay for the bank stock of the United
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States as the said instalments became due ; 3d, the principal and

interest of a debt due to certain foreign officers ; and, 4thly, cer-

tain purchases of the domestic debt made by the commissioners

of the sinking fund. _ Tile domestic fund was appropriated to

discharge the interest due on the public debt after tile year 1790,
the current expenditures, the domestic loans obtained in antici-

pation of the revenues, certain unfunded debts contracted under
the late government, and part of the purchases of domestic debt
made by the commissioners of the sinking fund.

It appears by the statement that on the last day of December,
1792, there was a balance in favor of the foreign fund of dollars

3,453,992a-o9-0-; that is to say, the moneys received from foreign
loans to that day exceeded, by that sum, the expenses for which

they were exclusively appropriated. On the same day there
was a balance against the domestic fund of dollars 856,308_]_;

that is to say, that the expenses, to the discharge of which this
fund was appropriated, had exceeded, by that sum, tile actual

receipts arising from the revenues, which constituted that fund.
The balance of dollars 3,453,9921-_- 0- in favor of the foreign

fund consisted of the following items: 1st, dollars 1,814,239_6-

yet unexpenfled and in the hands of our bankers in Holland;
2d, dollars 783,444_ r also unexpended, but in America, and

constituting the whole balance of c_sh in the Treasury on that
day; and, 3dly, dollars 856,308_- applied to cover the de-

ficiency of the domestic fnnd ; that is to say, that not only the
whole of the moneys in hand, whether in Holland or in the

Treasury, arose from foreign loans, but that more than 850:000
dollars, arising from the same source, had been actually expended

and applied to discharge a class of expenditures for which they
were not appropriated. It was this transaction which gave rise

to the following motion_ made in the House of Representatives

1The denomination of "sinking fund" relates to expenditures. 2"he
domestic and foreign funds comprehend all the receipts. The sinking fund
is the aggregate of certain moneys arising from both the domestic and for-
eign funds appropriated to the redemption of certain parts of the public
debt_under the direction of the Vice-Presidentj Chief Justice_ Secretary
of Stat% Secretary of the Treasury_and Attorney-General_ who are called
the commissionersof that fund.
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in February, 1793, viz. : ".Resolved, That the Secretary of the
Treasury has violated the law passed the 4th of August, 1790,

making appropriations of certain moneys authorized to be bor-
rowed by the same ]aw_ in the following particulars, to wit:

1st, by applying a certain portion of the principal borrowed to

the payment of the interest falling due upon that principal,
which was not authorized by that or any other law, &c." Al-

though it is now demonstrated by the official statements (from

which the statements :No. XII. and XIII. are abstracted) that
that resolution was strictly and literally true, it was at that time
negatived by a large majority.

That transaction, however, was, to a certain degree, rather a

want of form than a substantial violation of the appropriation
law, and arose from this circumstance. It has been mentioned

that a part of the domestic fund, as well as a part of the foreign
fund, was appropriated to the making certain purchases of the

domestic debt, and together constituted the sinking fund. The
part of the domestic fund appropriated for that purpose con-

sisted of the surplus of the nominal revenue arising from duties
on imports and tonnage, to the end of the year 1790, beyond

the specific appropriations charged to the same. But as that
surplus consisted almost entirely of that part of the nominal

revenue of 1790, which was payable only in 1791 and 1792,
which constituted in fact a part of the receipt or actual revenue

of those years, and was necessary to discharge the expenses and
especially the interest oll the public debt payable in 1791 (since

a part of the nominal revenue of 1791, being receivable only in

1792, could not be applied to discharge file expenses of 1791),
it was enacted by a law that "such reservations should be made
of the said surplus as might be necessary to make good the pay-

ment of interest payable in 17§1, in case of deficiency in the
amount of the receipts into the Treasury during that year on

account of duties on imports and tonnage accruing after the year

1790." Thus that surplus, which was found to consist of dollars
1,374,6561_°_- , was applicable either to purchases of the debt or

to payment of the interest due in 1791. But the foreign fund,
a part of which might be united to the said surplus in constituting

the sinking fund, was in no case to be united or substituted to
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that surplus in the other application to which this was liable,

viz., the payment of interest due in 1791. The contingency
foreseen by the Act of Congress took place; the receipts during
1791 on account of the duties accruing that year were not suffi-

cient to discharge the current expenses and the interest payable

that year, and a part of the surplus above mentioned became
necessary for that purpose, and was applied to that object to a
certain amount. But no more than dollars 416,885_(_ of that

surplus were employed in that manner, the remaining dollars

957,770_- having been applied to the sinking fund, to purchases
of the'domestic debt. The deficiency of dollars 856,308_ in
the domestic fund which arose, in the year 1792, from that cause,

was supplied by borrowing the same from the foreign fund.

The surplus of revenue of 1790 which was applicable, either to

pay the interest on the public debt or to purchases of the princi-
pal, was applied to this last purpose, and the foreign fund, which

was solely applicable to redeem only the principal, was applied
to pay the interest. Although the word "applied" is used_ it
must be observed that so far as the moneys arising from foreign

loans and from the said surplus were at the same time in the

Treasury, as_they were not kept apart, but constituted an aggre-
gate mass, any application of those moneys might have been
carried to the account of either of the two funds, and that the

illegality of the act did not there consist in expending the moneys

wrongfully, but in earrying the expenditure to a wrong account.
It appears, however, that some part of the application of the

surplus of 1790 to the sinking fund was not merely a matter of
account, but an actual expenditure; for 350,000 dollars had

actually been vested in the sinking fund before any moneys

arising from foreign loans had been received in the Treasury.

Upon the whole, the transaction was illegal, but no otherwise
criminal than as it was illegal. If there was any blame due for

having begun the purchases of public debt before moneys had
been drawn from Holland, and when, therefore, they must be

paid out of moneys which, it was well known, were wanting
for another purpose, on the other hand, the result of the pur-
chases made at that period was useful by accelerating the raising

of the price of stock to its nominal value.
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From the end of the year 1792 to the end of the year 1795,
although the gross amount of receipts has fallen short of the

gross amount of expenses, yet as the deficiency has been supplied
by anticipations, by domestic loans, which make part of the

domestic fund, this fund has been enabled by degrees to repay
the foreign fund ; but even to the first of January, 1796, almost
the whole of the moneys in hand, stated as balance of cash in

the Treasury, has consisted of moneys belonging to this last-
mentioned fund and arising from foreign loans.

Considering the funds in relation to the expenditures, they
may at present be viewed as being three in number,--the sink-

ing, the surplus, and the general fund.
The sinking fund till the month of March, 1795, consisted

of, lstly, the surplus of the revenue of 1790, of which dollars

957,770_ 0-have actually been received by the commissioners.

2dly. Part of the moneys arising from ibreign loans, of which

dollars 434,901]_ have actually been received by the com-
missioners.

3dly. The interest payable on the different species of stock

purchased by the commissioners, which is still paid to them,
and by them was, till March, 1795, applied to new purchases.

4thly. The interest upon any species of domestic debt which,
through any means whatever, had been discharged by the United
States.

The two principalitemsunder thishead are,Ist,the debt

heretoforedue to foreignofficers,which has been partlydis-

chargedoutof the moneys arisingfrom foreignloans,and the

balanceofwhich isconsideredasbeingalreadypaid,themoneys

now intheTreasurywhicharisefromforeignloansbeingappro-

priatedforitspayment; and,2d,thecertificatesofdomesticdebt

paidby theStateof Pennsylvaniafora tractof ]and(situateon

theLake Erie,includingPresquis]e,and commonly called"the

Triangle")purchasedby thatStatefromtheUnitedStates,under

the lategovernment. Itdoesnotappearfrom theofficialstate-

ments how a sum of dollars34,753_, which,in additionto

thesetwo lastitems,isalsovestedinthesinkingfund,hasbeen

redeemed. Itis,however,presumablethata partmay havebeen

paidby some individualsin dischargeof olddebts,and thata
YOL. III.--9
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part, being commutation for half-pay granted to the officers of
the late army, has been returned by them in order to become
entitled to a pension.

The general view of the receipts, purchases, and situation of

that sinking fund to that epoch are exhibited in the statement
_No. XI. The interest payable yearly to the commissioners from
all those sources amounted, before the 1st of January, 1796, to

dollars 88,2427o90, and after the year 1800 will amount to
dollars 148,995_-.

By an Act passed the 3d of March, 1795, all payments of the

principal of any part of the public debt are to be made by the
sinking fund ; there have been vested in the commissioners of
the same, in addition to tile interest already payable to them :

Firstly, tile excess of the dividends accruing on the bank

stock belonging to the United States, over the interest annually

payable on any part remaining unpaid, of the loan of 2,000,000
dollars eontracted for the purpose of paying the purchase-money
of the said bank stock ; secondly, so nmch of the duties on

tonnage, imports, and spirits distilled within the United States

as, togethef_with the dividends aforesaid and the interest pay-
able to tile commissioners on the principal of the public debt

already redeemed, or which shall be hereafter reimbursed, will
be suffieieut to reimburse yearly so much as may be rightfully

reimlmrsed on tile principal of that part of the domestic debt
which bears an interest of six per cent., excluding that part
which shall stand to the credit of the commissioners; _ thirdly,

all moneys received on account of debts due to the United States

by reason of any matter prior to their present Constitution;
fourthly, the net proceeds of the sales of lands belonging to
the United States; fifthly, all surpluses of the revenues of the

United States remaining at the end of any calendar year be-

yond the amount of appropriations charged on the same, and
not otherwise appropriated during the session of Congress next
thereafter.

The sums vested under the two first heads are of exmrse ap-

I The balances due to certain States were also excepted by that Act, but
the exceptiontaken awayby an Act of April, 1796.
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propriated to the redemption of the six per cent. and deferred

stocks, which thereby are converted from a perpetual six per
cent. annuity into an eight per cent. annuity for twenty-three
years or thereabout ;_ the other sums to the reimbursement of all

the other debts of the Union ; and the whole of the said moneys
or funds is vested in the commissioners until the final redemption

of the whole of the public debt, the three per cent. stock excepted_
be completed.

The general fund, which embraces all the revenues, except
such sums as are specifically appropriated to the sinking fund,

is charged with all expenses other than those relating to the
payment of tile principal of any part of the public debt.

Whenever, at the end of two years after the expiration of the

calendar year in which any specific appropriation shall have

been made, it shall happen that tile sum thus appropriated is
larger than the sum actually expended for that object, the excess
(except when tile appropriation is for payment of interest or

principal of the public debt) is, by virtue of an Act passed in
March, 17957 to be carried to a new account, to be denominated

"the surplus fund." Although the appropriations may exceed
the expenses, and the differences or excesses may thus be carried

to the account of that fund, it is evident that it will be merely
nominal so long as the expenses shall exceed the receipts.

The general fund is in fact subdivided into as many distinct
funds or accounts as there are specific appropriations. A detail

of these, which presents a number of balances of unsatisfied

appropriations, would be useless. It will be sufficient to remark
that the appropriations relative to the payment of interest on

public debt are permanent, and cannot, therefore, be altered with-
out an Act of the Legislature, and that those which relate to the

civil list and military establishment are made from year to year,
and require, therefore, once a year the consent of every branch

of the Legislature to be renewed. This is the defensive control
retained by each branch, and which may, at all times, enable

1The exact term which the annuity is to last is not precisely a_ertained ;
it being doubtful whether the payment and extinction of the principal can
be calculated on the principle of a quarter-yearly payable annuity.
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either to check, by that power over tile purse, any dangerous
encroachment or attempt to encroach of any of the others.

There is nothing, however, in the Constitution which prevents

Congress from making permanent appropriations in relation to
the civil list; but, in order to guard against any possible danger
from a standing army, it is expressly provided by that Constitu-

tion that no appropriation of money to that use shall be for a

longer term than two years.
The appropriations heretofore made for the military establish-

ment have been subdivided into a number of separate heads,

making specific and distinct appropriations for the pay of the
army, for its subsistence, for clothing, for the ordnance depart-
ment, for the quartermaster department, for the Indian depart-

ment, for the defensive protection of the frontiers, and for the
several other heads of service; and it was supposed that the

moneys thus distinctly appropriated were respectively applied

to the specific objects for which they were appropriated. It,
however, appears, by a letter of the Secretary of the Treasury
of May, 1796, that by far the greatest part of the expenditures

for the military department are found by experience t_ be unsus-

coptible of that particular distribution which is observed in the
issues of moneys appropriated for other objects ; and that appro-

priations for military purposes ought to be considered as general
grants of such sums as the public service is found to require, to
be issued according to exigencies and applied and accounted for

pursuant to law.
It would seem that if those appropriations are considered by

the Treasury Department as general, of which grants, to be
issued according to exigencies, that or some other executive de-

partment is to judge, and if, therefore, the moneys specifically

appropriated to one head of service are applied to another head,
they are not applied and accounted for pursuant, but contrary, to
law. Such a mode is undoubtedly liable to great abuses; it de-

ceives the Legislature, who, when appropriating one hundred
thousand dollam for the defensive protection of the frontiers,

did not think that the Treasury would assume a power to apply

them to the quartermaster or any other department. It deprives

the Legislature from any control, not only over the distribution
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of the moneys amongst the several heads of service, but even
over the total sum to be expended. :For the million and a half

of dollars appropriated for the annual support of six thousand

men, the nominal establishment, may be spent in the same time,
and in fact has actually been expended within fourteen months
for the 3500 men who constituted the effective establishment.

The same abuse has, for a considerable time, prevailed in Eng-
land, where it has, at several periods, been taken notice of, and
did lately produce a motion of impeachment against the Ministers.

On the other hand, it is impossible for the Legislature to fore-

see, in all its details, the neceasary application of moneys, and a
reasonable discretion should be allowed to the proper executive
department. The most proper way would perhaps be not to

enter into so many details, not to make specific appropriations for

every distinct head of service, but to divide the general appro-
priation under a few general heads only, allowing thereby a
sufficient latitude to the executive officers of government, but
confining them strictly, in the expenditure under each of those

general heads, to the sum appropriated by law.
Another irregularity has once taken place upon an extraordi-

nary occasion. Although the President of the United States

was authorized to call out the militia in order to suppress in-
surrections, no moneys were appropriated for that service. When

the western insurrection took place, until Congress had covered

the expenditures of the expedition by an appropriation made

only on the 31st of December, 1794, the expenses were defrayed
out of the moneys appropriated for the military establishment.
Yet even the principle by which the specific appropriations for
the several objects of the military establishment have been con-
sidered as a general grant for the whole could not authorize the

application of a part of that grant to the expenses of that ex-

pedition. :No farther discretion has been claimed by virtue of

that principle than that of indistinctly applying the whole sum
appropriated by law to any of the objects enumerated and spcei-
fled under distinct heads in the law itself. But, as the militia
called out to suppress an insurrection make no part of the

military establishment, the expenses attending such a call were

not amongst the various objects enumerated in the law making
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appropriations for the military establishment; the only item
applicable to militia being expressly confined to the defensive

protection of the frontiers. The moneys drawn from the Treas-

ury on that occasion were paid out of a fund appropriated for
other and distinct purposes; they were not drawn agreeable to
the Constitution, in consequence of any appropriation made by

law. It might be a defect in the law authorizing the expense
not to have provided the means ; but that defect should have
been remedied by the only competent authority, by convening

Congress. The necessity of the measure may in the mind of
the Executive have superseded every other consideration. The

popularity of the transaction may have thrown a veil over its
illegality. But it should by no means be drawn hereafter as a

precedent.

Of the _Present JEz'fienses of the United States.

Tbe estimate :No. XIV. exhibits the probable receipts and

expenditures of the United States for the year 1796. The
receipts arising from other sources than loans, and amounting
to dollars 6,398,242]z0_, differ from the estimate of the perma-
nent revenues of the Union given in the prcceding section, and

there rated at 6,370,000 dollars, because, 1st, the internal duties
are rated in the estimate of permanent revenues at 410,000

dollars, on account of a supposed increase, which, however, will

be but partly felt during the present year; and they are there-
fore rated at only 350,000 dollars in the estimate No. XIV. ;

and, 2dly, to the receipts of the present year are added dollars
88,242_, being the interest now payable to the commissioners
of the sinking fund upon that part of the domestic debt here-
tofore redeemed; this interest constitutes in reality no part of
the revenues of the Union, being only a diminution of ex-

penditure; but it must he added to the receipts, the interest
payable on the domestic debt being, in the estimate of expendi-
tures, calculated as if no part had yet been redeemed.

The expenditures are calculated upon the appropriations made

by Congress during the last session, with the addition of a
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balance remaining unexpended for fortifications from last year,
and which will probably be expended during the course of
1796. They amount (exclusively of the five millions of dollars

which fall due this year upon the domestic loans and the debt

due in Holland, and which are provided for by a new loan to

the same amount) to dollars 7,069,3121]0, leaving a deficiency
of dollars 671,069_040 to be supplied by new anticipations. It
must be observed that in those expenditures is included the

payment to be made in part of the principal of the six per cent.
stock, and amounting to dollars 640,733-_. Whence it results

that the publio debt will not probably increase mtich during the
year 1796 ; the only material changes which will take place
being to substitute a debt of five millions of dollars, irredeem-

able for a number of years, to a debt of the same mount, but
consisthag of anticipations and instalments now due, and to con-
tract a new debt of about 700,000 dollars, whilst an old one

(being part of the six per cent. stock) to nearly the same amount
shall be paid off.

As the estimate :No. XIV. contains several extraordinary
expenses applicable to the year 1796, the following is added as

being nearly the amount of the permanent expenses of the
Union on their present scale :

1st. Civil list. Dollars 460,000
2d. Annuities, grants, and military pensions 120,000

3d. Military establishment, viz. :
Army, including fortifications . . 1,150,000

:Naval armament; the annual expense of
pay and subsistence of the officers and

seamen of three frigates is estimated by

the Secretary at War at 226,000 dollars,
and including repairs, ammunition, ex-

traordinaries, cannot be rated under 300,000
4th. Indian department, including annuities pay-

able to several tribes, charges of trade, treaties
and presents 100,000

5th. Intercourse with foreign nations; the ordi-
nary expenses for the year 1796 are dollars
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60,000, and the permanent expenditure, in- Dolls.

eluding that relating to.the Barbary powers,

may be rated at . 100,000
6th. Sundries, viz. : Mint establishment, 40,000

dollars ; light-houses, 30,000 ; miscellaneous

and contingent, 50,000 • 1°-0, 000
7th. Interest and charges on the public debt, viz. :

Interest and charges on for-

eign debt 543,441
Ditto on funded and un-

funded domestic debt,

including the annual re-
imbursement of the six

per cent. stock 3,082,696_-¢
Ditto on the new loan of

five millions of dollars . 300,000

Ditto on 1,600,000 dollars

remaining unpaid on the
loans due to the banks 96,000

Ditt_on 700,000 dollars to

be anticipated in 1796
and 17.97 42,000

Making for the whole amount of interest
and charges on public debts . 4,051,006_

The whole permanent expense appears, therefore,
to be . Dollars 6,401,006_0-

From which deducting the interest now payable
to the sinking fund, viz. 88,242_0ao

I,eaves for the true amount of permanent ex-

penses Dollars 6,312,763]_(_-

The permanent revenue has in the preceding section been
rated at 6,370,000 dollars (after paying the bounties to the

fisheries), and exceeds the above estimate of permanent ex-

penditure by a sum of about 60,000 dollars. But the expenses
of the year 1797 will be greater than the estimate by a sum of

80,000 dollars, being a premium which falls due that year on
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the Dutch debt; and from and after the year 1800 the expenses
will be increased by the annuity of eight per cent., payable from
that period upon the deferred stock.

That annuity (including in the amount of deferred stock the

unfunded as well as the funded part of the debt), after deduct-
ing dollars 55,753_o0o, the interest payable on that part of the

deferred stock heretofore redeemed and vested in "the sinking
fund, amounts to dollars 1,116,878_r_-. From whence it re-
sults that from and after the year 1800 there will be an addi-
tional annual expense of more than eleven hundred thousand

dollars, which must be provided for by additional revenues.
Nor must it be forgotten that the sum of 50,000 dollars, set
down in the above estimate for contingencies, will not be suffi-

cient to discharge any of those extraordinary expenses which

unforeseen circumstances may occasion, and which in some shape
or other have taken place every year under the present govern-

ment. It is, however, to be hoped that a sum sufficient to pro-
vide for those contingencies may, by economy and reductions,

be in future saved upon the naval and military establishments.

SECTION III.

OF THE DEBTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Origin, Progress, and Present _ of the Debt.

From the beginning of the Revolution, which gave birth to

the United States, till the year 1781, they were united by no

other tie than common danger, and the authority of Congress
had no other foundation than common consent. Yet this body,

supported only by common opinion, proclaimed the independ-
enee, levied armies, borrowed moneys, and carried on the war.
The Articles of Confederation, adopted in 1781, did not give

them any efficient power; for although they were authorized
by that instrument to make requisitions of money from the
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several States, yet they were not vested with any coercive power
to raise money either from delinquent .States or from indi-
viduals. How far the United States, had flley even ]lad a

government clothed with sufficient authority, might have been
able to carry on the war without contracting a debt is a matter

of doubt. For not only they must recur to extraordinary re-
sources in order to oppose the formidable enemy they had to

encounter, but it is well known that the beginning of a revolu-
tion was a most unfavorable moment to raise any considerable

taxes. The expenses of the war were defrayed by paper money,

by advances made by the several States, and by loans contracted
by Congress.

The paper money was issued by Congress for the purpose

either of discharging contracts or of purchasing supplies. When

issued for the last purpose, it is evident that it could not buy
more than it was worth. But whenever it was issued in order

to pay debts contracted before, and had depreciated in its value
from the time when the contract was entered into, the difference

was lost by the creditor and gained by the Union. In the case,

however, of the pay of the army, the several States, on the
recominend'_tion of Congress, made up the difference to the
officers and soldiers according to a certain scale of depreciation.

This army depreciation, therefore, whether actually paid by the
States, or whether, as was mostly the case, discharged only by

creating a stock bearing interest, was amongst the advances

made by the several States. The whole of the paper, for what-
ever purpose issued, was finally redeemed either by taxes or by
loans. When redeemed by taxes, as those were exclusively

raised by the several States, it became one of the advances

made by them. But, however redeemed, the depreciation of
the paper from the time of its issuing to its final redemption

operated as a tax upon the people, and defrayed a part of the

expenses of the war. :For, even where it was redeemed by
loans, Congress declared the Union to be indebted not fi)r the
nominal amount, but for the real value of the paper at the time
it was lent to the public; which value was fixed also by a scale

of depreciation and rather in i_avor of the creditor, as the paper
was in no case valued at less than forty for one. A part of the
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paper remained unredeemed at the close of the war, and has

been funded, at the rate of one hundred for one, under the
present government. It is hardly necessary to add that those

arbitrary measures, which operated in so unequal and unjust a
manner, can be justified only by the necessity of the case.

The advances made by the several States, exclusively of the

army depreciation and of paper money, consisted chiefly of sup-
plies in kind and of the pay of the militia respectively employed
by them ; the regular army being principally paid by the United

States. Those advances were defrayed by the several States,
either by taxes or by contracting debts. The sums advanced

by each, and the proportion those sums respectively bore to the

debts contracted by each, varied with their situation during the
war, their resources, and their exertions. It was necessary, in
order to apportion that burden, to calculate the advances made

by each, and to adopt some uniform rule that should fix the

proportion that each should have paid. The rule adopted by
the Articles of Confederation, viz., a valuation of all the culti-

vated lands and houses, was difficult in practice and never car-
ried into effect. Tile rule according to which the accounts have
been finally adjusted is the census of the inhabitants of the

United States made in 1791, which has operated in an unequal
manner, since the increase of population of the different States
has been very unequal since the termination of the war. What

part of those advances should have been considered as a debt of
the Uniou will be taken into consideration when the measures

adopted on that subject by the present government are examined.

The total amount of the advances actually made by the several

States, as fixed by the final settlement of accounts, is not known,
it having been thought prudent not to publish it; nor has the
proportion of those advances, which at the close of the war
consisted in debts, been ascertained.

The depreciation of the paper money and that part of the ad-
vances made by the several States, which did not consist of

debts, were, in fact, the only taxes raised upon the people during
the war. The other expenses were defrayed either by individ-
uals who advanced their capital or their services--and this con-
stituted the domestic debt of the United States and of the indi-
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vidual States---or by loans obtained in Europe, which constituted

file foreign debt of the United States. 1
The domestic debt contracted by the United States consisted

of the debt due to the army [for arrearages of pay and for five

years' pay given to the officers in commutation of the half-pay
for life which had been promised to them], of supplies of differ-

ent species purchased on credit, of loans (chiefly in paper money)
obtained in America, and of the remnant of paper money yet in

circulation. The principal exceeded thirty millions of dollars;

the arrearages of interest to the 1st of January, 1784, might be
estimated at five millions and a half of dollars; the principal

and interest at about thirty-five millions and a half of dollars.

The foreign debt, almost solely due to France, amounted to
about six millions and a half of dollars. The whole of the debt,

foreign and domestic, to about forty-two millions of dollars.
From the ]st of January, 1784, to the 1st of January, 1790,

the principal of the domestic debt was reduced by sales of land,
which amounted to about 1,100,000 dollars; but, in the mean

while, the interest accrued was near ten millions of dollars, of
which about six millions remained unpaid.

During_he same period the greatest part of the interest on

the foreign debt accumulated to an amount of about 1,700,000
dollars ; and a new debt was contracted in Holland of 3,600,000
dollars. The whole debt, foreign and domestic, increased, there-

fore, during those six years by a sum exceeding ten millions of
dollars.

It must, however, be observed that, for a part of the interest
on the domestic debt stated as unpaid, a new species of cer-

tificates, called "Indents," had been issued by Congress, which,

being accepted by the creditors, seems to have discharged the
Union from any further claims on that head. :For those in-
dents became thereby a charge against the several States, and
would have been absorbed in requisitions, had not the adoption

of the present government, by putting an end to those requisi-
tions, rendered it an act of justice to provide for the outstanding
indents.

Some of the individual States had also contracted a foreign debt.
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On the increase of debt which took place during those six
years it may be also remarked that the convention which framed

the present Constitution, having published it in 1787, and its
final adoption having become exceedingly probable in the begin-
ning of 1788, the several States were from that time still more

remiss in paying their requisitions, and that the first Congrea_
under the new Constitution having met in iVfarch, 1789, it could

not be expected that they should raise sufficient revenues during
that year. The years 1788 and 1789 may, therefore, be consid-

ered as that period between the two governments during which
nothing could be done towards the payment of the debt. Finally,

although during that period the government of the Union was
altogether inefficient, that of the several States was sufficiently

strong to enable many of them to discharge considerable parts
of their individual debts.

The preceding estimates of the debt are far from being cor-
rect, and are meant merely to give a general idea of its origin
and progress till the 1st of January, 1790, viz., tell months after

the present government was in operation. The following is a
statement of the debts of the Union on that day :

The foreign debt consisted of three items, viz. : the debt due

to France, the debt due to Spain, and the debt due to Holland.
The principal of the French debt, together with the arrears

of interest to the 31st December, 1789, amounted, as appears by

the statement :No. XVI., to dollars 7,895,3003000 .

The principal of the Spanish debt amounted to dollars 174,-
011; the arrears of interest to the 31st December, 1789, to

dollars 67,670r_, making altogether dollars 241,6813a_5_.
The priacipal of the Dutch debt amounted to 3,600,000 dol-

lars ; but, exclusively of the yearly interest payable on the same,

there were a number of premiums and gratifications, payable at
different periods, on one of the loans. Those premiums, which

amounted to 657,500 guilders, equal to 263,000 dollars, have
sometimes been considered as an additional interest, sometimes

as part of the principal. Viewing them as principal, their
value, as they did not bear any interest, must be estimated upon

the principle of an irregular short annuity. Calculating them

accoMing to the several periods at which they were respectively
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payable, and at the rate of six per cent. compound interest, they
were worth dollars 171,1751-z6_ ; and the whole amount of the
Dutch debt was therefore dollars 3,771,1751- _.

Those three items, which constituted the foreign debt, formed

an aggregate of dols. 11,908,158T_--6.
The apparent amount of the principal of the domestic debt

was dollars 29,158,764120°0, and that of the arrears of interest
to the 1st of January, 1790, might be estimated at nearly dol-

lars' 11,493,858_-, making altogether 40,652,622-rz0_ dollars.
:But from that sum must be deducted, lstly, the debt due to

foreign officers, amounting, with arrears of interest, to dollars

209,426]s0_, which will be stated hereafter; and, 2dly, a sum
of dollars 186,393_0- , consisting of debts due to the United
States and recovered after the year 1789, but arising from con-
tracts made under the late government [as stated under the

heads of " debt paid by Pennsylvania," and "sundry debts re-
deemed," in the view of the sinking i'und, _To. XI.]. This re-

duces the principal of the domestic debt to dollars 28,858,180_-,
and the arrears of interest to dollars 11,398,621_°_ -, making alto-

gether dolhtrs 40,256,802T_ _.
The prinoipal of tim debt due to foreign officers amounted to

dollars 186,988_-, the arrears of interest to the 1st of January,
1790, to dollars 11,219-_]_-, making altogether dols. 198,3173_-40-.

There were besides several arrears and claims against the late

government, which have since been discharged in specie at the

Treasury. The whole amount of these paid before the 1st of
January, 1796, tts nearly as may be distinguished fro,n the
official statements, and including (upon those which might bear

The arrears of interest to the 1st of January, 1791,amounted to dollars
13,173,858_#4_.In order to know the amount of interest for the year 1790
(which is to be deducted), the amount of the principal bearing intcrest should
be known. The whole principal was 29,158,764_, fromwhich must be de-
ducted the paper money which bore no interest. This, funded at 100for l_
could not exceed dollars 800,000. Estimating, however, the principal bear-
ing interest ['exclusively of the debt due to foreigu otllcers,the interest of
1790for the same being deducted in the statement of that dcbt] at 28,000,000
dollars, the interest for one year_ viz., 1790, is dollars 1,680,000, which,
deducted from the dollars 13,173,858_-, arrears of interest to tho 1st of
January¢ 1791_leaves dollars 11_493_858_ as abovo stated.
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interest) interest to the respective dates of payment, is dollars

450,395-_ r.
All those different sums which constituted the whole of the

debt (both foreign and domestic) of the United States on the 1st
of January, 1790, make an aggregate of dollars 52,813,673ff_.

no opposition was made in the first Congress, that met under
the present government, to provide for payment of interest upon

all those species of debt, except so far as related to the domestic
debt. The length of time that had elapsed since the debt had
been contracted without any efficient measure being taken either

to discharge interest or principal, had sunk its market price to

about one-eighth part of its nominal value. That depreciation,
compared to that of the paper money, had impressed upon many

a belief that it might be discharged in tile same manner as the

paper; that is to say, by not paying it. A_great number of the
original holders, of the soldiers who had performed the actual
services, of the citizens who had actually furnished the supplies,

had, many from necessity and some from want of confidence,
sold the evidences of the debt at that low price. Sympathy for

these, and the unpopularity that attached to the purchasers,

created a strong difference of opinion as to tile measures to be
taken on that head. Two propositions, one of which, by di-

rectlng a new settlement of accounts, aimed to annihilate the
greatest part of the debt, and the other went on the ground of

paying to the purchasers only the real value they had given, and
to the ori_nal holders the difference between that and the nom-
inal value of the debt, were both rejected by a large majority.

It was finally agreed to refund all the arrears of interest, in-

eluding the indent.s in circulation, at three per cent., and the
principal (including the outstanding paper money at the rate of
one hundred for one) at six per ceut. ; suspending, however, for

ten years the payment of interest upon one-third of the princi-
pal, and, in exchange for that suspension, attaching to the debt
a condition which was supposed to enhance its value; that is to

say, limiting the power which the public had to pay the whole
of the principal whenever they pleased to only eight per cent. in

each year, including both principal and interest upon the original

capital. Thus the principal of the domestic debt was divided
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into two species, both bearing six per cent. interest, both con-

vertible at the pleasure of Congress into an annuity of eight per
cent. and of about 23 years, and irredeemable in any other way;
but one (which has generally preserved the denomination of"six

per cent. stock, and which, consisting of two-thirds of tile whole,
amounted to dollars 19,242,157a_0-_0) bearing interest from the
1st of January, 1791, and the other (known under tlle name of

deferred stock, and amounting to dollars 9,616,023-_0-a0-) bearing
interest only from after the year 1800. As the interest began to
be paid only in the year 1791, that which accrued during the
year 1790 created a farther increase of debt of 1,680,000 dol-
lars, and swelled the amount of arrears, funded at the rate of

three per cent., to dollars 13,078,62]a_0_.1 The arrears upon
the debt due to foreign officers were discharged in specie instead
of being funded.

But although the measures which related to the domestic debt
were adopted by a very large majority, and seem, so far as can
be judged from the rapid appreciation of the debt even prior to
its being fimded, to have been supported in a great degree by
public opinion; another proposition, made in relation to the

debts due by the individual States, met with a much stronger
opposition, and was even in the first instance rejected by the
House of Representatives. It has already been stated that the

advances made by the several States had varied according to
their respective circumstances, and that their accounts had not

been settled at the time of the adoption of the present govern-
ment. Supposing those advances to be ascertained and those
accounts to be adjusted, a difficulty would arise as to the mode of
making a final and satisf_aetorysettlement. For the adjustment
of accounts would only show that some States had advanced

more and some othe_'s less than their quota or proportion ; that
these, who might be called "debtor States," were indebted to the

This calculation of the different species of stock is made as if the whole

of the original domestic debt had received the modifications intended by
law. But it was left optional'to the creditor to accept those terms or not,
paying, however, an interest of only 4 per cent. to non-subscribers. The

statement marked (B) exhibits the amount both of the funded (or subscribed)
and unfunded debt on the 1st of January, 1796.
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other States in certain sums. But tile difficulty was, how to

oblige those debtor States to pay to the others; the power of
making requisitions from the States having ceased with the

Articles of Confederation, and Congress being bound by the
present Constitution to raise no taxes except either in an uni-

tbrm way or in proportion to the population of the respective
States. Tile only mode that seemed practicable was for the
Union to pay to the creditor States at least such balances as

would be found due to them, or even so much more as should,

as _ar as possible, equalize the accounts without increasing too

much the debt; and that payment might be made either by
funding those balances in thvor of the States themselves, or by
assuming a certain proportion of the debts owing to individuals

by, those creditor States. But it was unexpectedly proposed,
without waiting for the adjustment of the accounts, without
knowing which of the States had really advanced more than

their proportion, without examining whether the debts they then

owed arose from the greatness of their exertions during the war,
or from their remissness in paying taxes; it was proposed that

the Union should at once, indiscriminately, assume the payment
of all the debt.s then due by the several States in their individual

capacity. A measure so little expected, even by the creditors of
those States, that the evidences of the debts of some of them

had not appreciated in value since the establishment of the pres-
ent government, although, as has been remarked, the expectation
that the proper debt of the Union must be paid had raised the
market price of the evidences of that debt to four times what it

was when the Constitution was adopted.

This proposition was finally adopted, with the following
modifications : First. Instead of funding the arrears of interest at
3 per cent. and tile principal at 6 per cent., one-third of the

whole of both the principal and arrears of interest to the 1st of

January, 1792, was funded at three per ceut. ; two-thirds of the
remaining two-thirds were funded at 6 per cent., bearing interest
from the year 1792, and the other third of the said two-thirds

was funded also at 6 per cent., bearing interest from after the

year 1800. Secondly. The interest for the year 1791 was not paid,
as it was on the domestic debt_ but funded ; and the interest on

YOL. IIL--10
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three and six per cent. stocks paid only from tlle year 1792, that
is to say, one year later than upon the domestic debt. Thirdly.

The total amount of the debts of the individual States, and tile

proportion of tile debts of each State to be thus funded, were

limited to a certain sum fixed at random, each State tiTing to

make the best possible bargain. The sums actually fimded by
virtue of that assumption amount to dollars 18,271,814_;
which have produced dollars 8,120,836]_ 6 per cent. stock,

dollars 4,060,417_s_0- deferred stock, and dollars 6,090,560¢J_-
3 per cent. stock.

It was provided at the same time that the sums thus _sumed

for each State should respectively be charged to those States in

their accounts, and that the balances which upou a final settle-
•ment should be found due to the creditor States should be fimded

in their favor. The accounts lmve accordingly been settled by
three commissioners vested by law with full and conclusive
powers to tlmt effect. Those commissioners have declared the

aggregate of the balances due to certain States, including ir_terest

to the 1st of January, 1790, to amount to dollars 3,517,584;
and the aggregate of balances due by certain other States to
amount als_ to the same sum. The balances thus due to cer-

tain States have been funded in their _avor_ and have pro-
duced 2,345,056 dollars in six per cent. stock, and 1,172_528
dollars in deferred stock. The interest which accrued on the

six per cent. stock from the 1st of January, 1790, to the first

of January, 1795_ amounting to dollars 703,516_0-0_, was not
paid, but funded at three per cent. The six per cent. and de-

_hrred stocks, created both by the assumption and by the fund°
ing of balances, were, like those produced by the domestic debt,

declared to be convertible into an annuity of 8 per cent. and

of 23 years and some months, and irredeemably in any other
way.

Two reasons seem to have influenced the measure of assuming
the State debts before a settlement of acconnts had taken place :
firstly, the impatience of those States who labored under a

heavy weight of' debt, and who seem to have been apprehensive

either that they might not be found creditor to so large an
amount as the sums assumed for them, or that if they did not
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obtain immediate relief justice might afterwards be denied to
them ; secondly, an idea that government would be strengthened
by rendering all the creditors of the individual States dependent
upon the Union. And to these was added a suggestion that it
was more easy for the general government than for the several
States to discharge those debts.

The States, however, who had the largest debts to pay were
found in the issue to be the greatest creditor States, and would
therefore have experienced the same relief had they waited till a
final settlement had taken place. Experience has also shown
that tile additional debt laid upou the Union by the assumption,
so far from strengthening government, has created more discon-
tent and more uneasiness than any other measure ; and this not
only on account of the additional taxes which have thereby been
rendered necessary, but chiefly because a fear did thence arise
that there were some influential characters whose wish was to

increase and perpetuate tile debt, and because, from a variety of
circumstances, suspicions have been entertained that private in-
terest and speculation were amongst tile most powerful causes of
the measure. Finally, although it may, upon a superficial view,
have appeared a matter of indifference whether the money neces-
sary to discharge that debt was raised from the ireople of the
United States by the general government or by the individual
States, yet the difficulty experienced by the government of the
Union to increa_ their revenue by any internal duties, the rapid
progress heretofore made by several States in redeeming their
debts, and the present situation of those States whose debts (on
account of their being fimnd debtor States) would not have been
assumed, dearly prove that a considerable part of the additional
debt thus assumed by the Union would have probably, had no
assumption taken place, been discharged by this time by the
exertions of the individual States. What that additional debt
amounts to will now be shown.

In order to form a correct idea of the effect of the measure,
it is necessary to ascertain exactly, first, what is the present rela-
tive situation of the accounts of the States ; and, secondly, how
much debt it would have been necessary to assume or to fund
after the settlement of accounts in order not perfectly to equalize
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the accounts, I)ut to bring them exactly to tile same situation in
which they now are.

First. By fimding tile aggregate of balances which have been

found due to the creditor States, and at the same time by not
recovering fi'om the debtor States the balances due by them, it

is true that the different States have been put on a more equal

tboting than they were before; but the accounts are not yet
finally settled, and there are now new balances due from and to

certain States. :For, although by funding the balances the debt

due to the creditor States allay appear to have been paid, yet, as
that debt was due to them not by the Union, but by tbe debtor

States only, and as the debt is thus paid not by the debtor States,
but IW the Union, the creditor States and those States which

owed little or nothing are made (as part of the Union) to pay
tbemselves a part of the debt. Thus their aggregate of funded

balances must be considered as a tax laid upon the Union, as a
charge to be paid by the several States, and therefore to be
credited to them respectively in the same manner as other ad-

vances nmde by them have been. Dividing that aggregate
amongst the several States in proportion to their Federal num-

bers as _sce_ttained by the census of 1791, the quota thus falling
on each State being respectively carried to the credit of each and

compared with the balance which was before due by or to each
State, will ascertain tim balance now due I)y or to each State.

By that proc_s, which is exhibited in the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and
7th coluums of the statement No. XV., it appears that the
aggregate of balances respectively due to and from certain States

now amounts to dollars 2,450,3901-%%; and it mu_t be recollected
that in order to come to that result the United States have

assumed and funded a debt of dollars 22,492,888_0- _.
Secondly. A process nearly similar to the one just now men-

tioned will show what balances should have been found against
or in favor of the several States if no assumption had taken
place. The effect of the assumption on the aceouuts and on the
final balances returned by the commissioners has been to debit

each State respectively with the amount assumed for that State,
and to credit each State with the proportion or quota of that
State (the said proportion being determined by the federal hum-
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bets of the State) of the aggregate sum assumed by the Union.
As both the federal numbers of and the sum assumed for each

State are known, the amount of tile debit and credit created by
the assumption against and for each State is also ascertained,
and nothing more is nect_sary in order to find what result

should have taken place had there been no assumption than to
take away from the accounts (o5 which is the same thing, from
the result of those accounts as expressed by the balances returned
by the commissioners) the debit and credit thus ascertained.
The 2d, 8th, 9th, and 10th columns of the statement No. XV.

exhibit the details of that process, from whence it appears that
the aggregate of the balances which would have been found due

to or from the several States had no assumption taken place
amounts to dollars 8,047,300_!0-. Tile next step is to find how
much it would theu have been necessary either to assume or to

fund in order to reduce, that aggregate of balances to the sum
of dollars 2,450,390_]_, which has been stated to be the true
amount of balances now due to and fro/n the several States.

Another process, nearly similar to the preceding, and which is
exhibited in the llth, 12tb, 13th, and 14th columns of the state-
ment :No. XV., showeth that in order to obtain that result it

would have been necessary to assume State debts, or to fund bal-

ances in favor of the creditor States, as might have best suited

their convenience, only to the amount of dollars 11,609,259_]¢-,
instead of the dollars 22,492,888_7-_ which have been a_ssumed
and funded. Thus, had the United States waited to assume

State debts till the accounts had been finally settled, instead of
a.c._uming at random before a settlement had taken place, the
very same result which now exists might have been effected, the

accounts of the Union with the individual States might have

been placed in the same relative situation in which they now
stand by assuming eleven millions instead of twenty-two. The
additional and unnecessary debt created hy that fatal measure

amounts, therefore, to dollars 10,883,628_s_-. _

1 But 708,516is_o_of this sum arise not from the assumption itself, but
from having funded the interest accrued from 1790 to 1795 upon the
balances.
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It will further appear, from an inspection of the same state-
ment :No. XV., that those States which labored under the

heaviest burden of debts would have in a great degree been re-
lieved; for tile amount which in that ease should have been

respectively assumed for the States of Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, Connecticut, and South Carolina is dols. 3,843,573_,
299,89214o70, 1,528,0421_oso, and 4,603,8531-s_; on the other
hand, tile States of Pennsylvania and Maryland, for which about

1,300,000 dollars have been assumed, would have been placed
in a better relative situation had that plan, by which nothing

would have been a_sumed for them, taken place; and they were
so fiar able and willing to pay their own debts that they gave
more to their creditors than was offered to them by Congress.
The same ability and willingness existed in :New York, for
which about 1,200,000 dollars were assumed, and which was, in
the issue, found to be a debtor State to the amount of more than

1,700_000 dollars.

The debt having thus been fuuded, it became important,
chiefly on account ot" the speculations of foreigners, to raise its
price as soon as possible to its nominal value. This was accel-

erated by th_ establishment of the sinking fnnd and of the bank.

The purchases made by tile commissioners of tile sinking fund,

partly with moneys borrowed in Europe and partly with the
domestic revenues, as stated in statement :No. XI., haste already
been mentioned.

The nominal capital of the bank incorporated by Congress in
1791 consisted of ten millions of dollars, two millions of which

were subscribed by the United States, but borrowed by them

from the bank itself at an interest of six per cent. and payable
in ten yearly instalments of two hundred thousand dollars each.

Of the remaining eight millions subscribed by individuals, only
one-fourth part was payable iu cash, and the other three-fourths
in six per cent. stock. Thus a demand was created for six mil-

lions of dollars in that species of stoek, which, added to one mil-

lion of dollars in different species purchased in the same year
(1791) by the commissioners of the sinking fund, was sufficient

to raise the price of the whole debt, consisting of six per cent.

stock, to its nominal value. It operated farther, indeed, than
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was desirable; for private speculators, excited by the rapidity
of the appreciation, launched with so little caution in the busi-

ness that, after an artificial rise had taken place through their

means, the stock within leas than two months sunk again from
25 per cent. advance to its nominal value.

The establishment of the bank was al_ beneficial in some

other points of view. The accommodations which government

receives from that institution in almost all its financial operations
are not only useful when resorted to with moderation, but under

our present system and in our situation may be deemed neces-

sary. :Nor can any person doubt that, like all other banks,
this is of great commercial utility, by bringing into circulation

moneys which otherwise would remain inactive, and especially
by increasing the rapidity of the circulation. Banks, indeed,
are perhaps still more useful for this purpose in America than in
Europe. There the different nations may he considered as one

great commercial pcop]e, who can easily relieve each other's
temporary wants of money; whilst here the sudden drains of

specie, to which we are as liable as any other commercial nation,
to which we are perhaps, on account of our extensive trade to

the East Indies, more expo_d than most of them, cannot, by
reason of our great distance, be replaced within any short period
from the redundanee in any quarter of Europe.

The assistance to be received from the bank may, however,
be abused both by government and by individuals; and i_ has

certainly been abused hy government. Instead of raising suf-
ficient revenues, or abstaining from expenses, they have, as has

already been observed, recurred too freely to loans and anticipa-
tions; have, in some instances, paid too dear for them; and
now, from the demand made by the bank of the whole of the

debt due them by the public, they find themselves in the same
situation with an individual who has too freely made use of

discounts and from whom they are suddenly withdrawn. The

fear of those abuses, an apprehension, which perhaps has in
some degree and in some instances been justified, that the bank
might become a political engine in the hands of government,

and a conviction with many that Congress had not, by the Con-
stitution, a power to incerporate any public bodies, created a
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serious opposition to this measure, and has left many enemies to
the institution.

Until the year 1795 no other provision was made for the re-
demption of the domestic debt (including therein tlle assumed

debt) than that of the occasional purchases by tile commission-
ers of the sinking fund. By an Act passed in that year tile six
per cent. and deferred stock have both been converted into short

annuities of eight per cent., beginning from the year 1795 for

the six per cent., and from the year 1801 for the deferred stock ;

and the faith of tile Union is now pledged to pay those eight
per cent., which will extinguish the six per cent. debt in the
year 1818, and the deferred debt in tile year 1824. The first

payment of dollars 515,972:r7_- on tile six per cent. stock was
accordingly made on the 1st of January. This sum added to

dollars 2,307,6611- _ in different species of stock redeemed by

1)urchases makes an aggreg_ate of dollars 2,823,634_]_ extin-
guished on tile domestic and assumed debt, and left the amount
of six per ceDt. stock, on the 1st of January, 1796, dollars

28,284,260_]_-, that of deferred stock dollars 13,960,984_,
and that of.4hree per cent., stock dollars 19,360,838_, making
altogether dollars _ 61,606,083_.

Of the debt due to ibreign officers, dollars 122,333T_ _ have

been paid out of moneys borrowed in Europe, leaving the
amount of that debt on the 1st of January, 1796, dollars
75,984_.

The debt to France may be considered as extinguished. The

greatest part, viz., dollars 5,870,400_0-_, have been paid with
moneys borrowed in Holland ; and that part of the debt which

was not yet demandable has been commuted into two new spe-
cies of domestic stock, bearing interest at 5_ and 4½ per cent.,

and redeemable at pleasure. The inconvenience experienced by
the United States in being obliged to pay in Europe the interest

and instalments of the principal of the whole of the foreign debt
induced them, in 1795, to offer to the holders of that debt to

exchange it for a species of stock rcdeenmble at the pleasure of

1 Including the balances funded in favor of certain States and the esti-
mated amount of the unfunded debt.
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government, and payable, both principal and interest, in Amer-
ica, but bearing respectively one-half per cent. interest more

than the debt then due. France was the only foreign creditor

who accepted that proposal. The amount of 5½ per cent. stock
thereby created is 1,848,900 dollars, and that of 4½ per cent.
stock 176,000 dollars. The statement :No. XVI. exhibits the

situation of that debt on the 1st of January, 1790, and the
manner in which it has bcen extinguished.

The Spanish debt, amounting to dollars 241,681_0-_, one million

two hundred thousand dollars of the principal 9f the debt con-
traeted by tbe late government in Holland, 124,000 dollars of

the premiums due on the same debt, and 600,000 dollars of the

debt due to the bank for the subscription to the bank stock,
have also been paid out of mon_.s borrowed in Holland. Those

sums, together with the dollars 450,395_ unfunded debts here-
tofore stated, have been discharged in specie, constitute the whole

of the payments made by the present government before the 1st
of January, 1796, in part of the principal of the public debt.

The balance of the principal of the old debt due to Holland

amounts to 2,400,000 dollars; the premiums still due on the

same to 139,000 dollars, which, calculated on the same principle
of a short, irregular annuity abovb mentioned, are worth dollars
104,400a-_. These two sums added to 9,400,000 dollars, which

have been borrowed by the present government in Amsterdam

and Antwerp, constitute the present foreign debt, amounting, on
the 1st of January, 1796, to dollars 11,904,400]_.

That debt bears an interest that varies from 4 to 5 per cent.,
and is payable by instalments, as appears in detail by the state-
ment :No. XVII.

The debts contracted by the present government in America

consisted on the 1st of January, 1796, of 3,800,000 dollars in
anticipations, 1,400,000 dollars still due on the bank stock loan,

and 1,000,000 dollars borrowed to defray the expenses attending
the intercourse with foreign nations and principally applied to
the purpose of effecting a treat), with Algiers. These sums,

amounting altogether to 6,200,000 dollars, were all due to the

Bank of the United Stat_.s, excepting only 200,000 dollars due to

the Bank of :New York. Out of this sum, 4,600,000 dollars (to
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wit, the 3,800,000 dollars anticipations, 400,000 dollarspart of the
bank stock loan and making the two instalments due thereon for
the year 1795 and 1796, and 400,000 dollars part of the million
of dollars lean obtained for foreign intercourse) were dema,ldable
during the year 1796, and the remaining 1,600,000 were pay-
able after that year in five yearly instalmonts, the three first of
400,000 dollars, and the two last of 200,000 dollars each. The
Bank of the United States having demanded the payment of the
4,400,000 which were due to them and payable in tile year 1796,
Congress were obliged, in order to provide for the payment of
that debt, and also of the 200.000 dollars due to the Bank of
New York, and of an instalment of 400,000 dollars on the
Holland debt, which fell due during the year 1796, to open the
five million dollars loan which has been mentioned in the pre-
ceding section. By the terms of that loan they offer to give, for
the moneys borrowed, a stock bearing six per cent. interest and
irredeemable for 24 years. Whether this loan will be filled, or
whether it will be necessary for the commissioners of the sinking
fund to sell a part of that stock under par or a part of the bank
stock belonging to the United States_ according to the powers
vested in them for that purpose, is not ascertained.

The statement marked (B) exhibits two comparative views of
the public debt on the first days of January, 1790 and 1796,
respectively.

The first is grounded upon a supposition that the State debts
assumed by the Union (including therein the balances funded
in favor of the creditor States) were actually debts due by the
United States. The nominal amount of the debt is stated, on
the first of January, 1790 (after deducting the cash in hand
on that day, and tile old debts due to the Union, which have
been since recovered), at dollars 72,613,254-_0- , and on the
first of January, 1796 (after making a similar deduction for
the cash in the Treasury or in the hands of the collectors and
for the bank stock belonging to the United States), at dolhrs
78,697,410_, and the increase of debt during those six years
at dollars 6,084,155_1f_0-.

This increase of debt arises, lstly, from the excess of ex-
penditures over the revenues received; and, 2dly_ from such
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parts of tile interest accrued on the debt since the 1st of January,
1790, as have been funded instead of being paid.

The exceas of expenditures beyond the revenues received has

been stated at dollars 3,228,9613_0- , but is liable to the following
deductions :

:First. The excess of the nominal amount of the stock purchased
by the commissioners of the sinking fund beyond the amount of
moneys applied to purchases, which excess amounts to dollars

688,7"25_070. (See statement :No. XI.)

Secondly. The premiums paid on the old Dutch debt, which

are not set down in the account of expenditures as a payment in
part of the principal, but as one of the annual charges on the

debt. It has already been stated that, calculating those pre-
miums on the principle of a short annuity, they were worth on
the first of January, 1790, dollars 171,175_, and on the first

of January, 1796, dollars 104,400_. The difference between
those two sums is dollars 66,775_0s0, and must be considered as
a reduction of the debt.

Thirdly. The moneys which, although not yet regularly passed

in the accounts of the Treasury, had actually been collected from
the people on the 1st of January, 1796, being then either in-

formally paid in the Treasury or in the hands of the collectors,
are also an actual payment by the people, and must be considered,

when contrasted with the public debt, as a set-off, being either
cash in hand or a real debt due to the public by the collectors.

The amount of moneys in that situation on the 1st of Januaryj
1796, may be estimated at about 600,000 dollars.

These three sums, amounting together to dollars 1,355,501_0_0,
which, deducted from the sum of dollars 3,228,961_0_0, hereabove
stated as the excess of the expenditures beyond the revenues

received, leaves dollars 1,873,459_4_.

The interest which has accrued during those six years without
being paid, and has been funded, consists of three items :

1st. The interest upon the proper domestic debt which re-

mained unpaid during the year 1790, and, being funded at three
per cent., created an increase of debt equal thereto, and which

has been before estimated at 1,680,000 dollars.

2dly. The interest upon the assumed debt which remained
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unpaid during the years 1790 and 1791, and, being also fimded
(one-third at three per cent., four-ninths at six per eent., and
two-ninth parts also at six per cent., but in deferred stock), has
created an increase of debt equal thereto. As the principal
and interest of that debt were blended together when funded, it
is only by estimation that tile principal and interest accruing
thereon can be valued. Supposing, which is thought not to
be far from the truth, that five-sixths of the assumption con-
sisted of principal, two years' interest on that principal (which,
on that supposition, would amount to dollars 15,226,489_z_)
would be equal to dollars 1,827,178_050.

3dly. The interest which accrued for five years upon the
balances funded in favor of the creditor States, viz., from the
1st of January, 1790, to the 1st of January, 1795, has also
been funded at three per cent. instead of being paid, and has
created another increase of debt amounting to dollars 703,516_0-.

These three items amount together to dollars 4,210,6951_0_0,
which being added to the above-stated sum of dollars 1,873,-
459a9_ (being the excess of expenditures over the revenues,

after makin_ the proper.deduction) give for the whole increase
of debt dollai's 6,084,155_, the same sum which is stated in
the first view of the statement (B).

This view of the subject being grounded on a supposition that
the debts assumed for the different States and the balances funded

in favor of certain States were proper debts of the Union, no
account is taken of the balances due by the debtor States, which,
if due on the 1st of January, 1796, were also due on the 1st day
of January, 1790. If, however, those balances, together with
interest from after the year 1789, ever happen to be recovered
from the debtor States, then the interest paid by those States
upon those balances will be an equal set_off against the increase
of debt arising from the interest funded upon the balances of
the crediter States, and above stated in the third item of increase
of debt arising from interest unpaid.

For the same reason it would be improper to take into con-
sideration the effect wMeh would have resulted upon the settle-
ment of the accounts of the States, had the interest which accrued
upon the assumed debt during the year 1790 and 1791 been paid
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instead of being funded. It is true that that interest (which has

been stated as the .d item of increase of debt arising from in-

terest unpaid) was charged to the several States, being part of
the assumption ill the settlement of accounts, and therefore

changed the result which otherwise would have taken place in
the final balances if it ]lad not been charged. But it would have
been equally just to charge that interest to the several States in

case it had been paid in specie by the Union instead of being
fimded. For, ill i_act, it should not have been charged to the
several States; for the commissioners appointed to settle the
accounts were directed by law to strike the balance due to each

State on the 31st of December, 1789, by calculating the interest
to that day upon the respective debits and credits of the accounts
of the said States. The provision which at the same time

directed that the whole of the debts respectively assnmed for the
several States, and therefore including interest thereon to the

31st of December, 1791, should be charged to the said States,
was perfi_ctedly contradictory to the general law, and has rendered
the whole transaction irregular and the final settlement incorrect.

In order, however, to give every possible view of the subject,
the effect produced upon the final balances found in favor of and

against certaiu States, by having charged to the said States re-

spectively the interest accrued on the assumed debts during the
years 1790 and 1791, is exhibited in the last columns of the

statement No. XV. From thence it appears that if that interest
had not been charged, the aggregate of the balances due to the
creditor States and which wouhl have been funded would have

amounted to dols. 3,904,351_0_ 6- (still upon the same supposition
that the interest for those two years amounted, as hereabove

estimated, to dollars 1,827,178_-), instead of 3,517,584 dollars,
which have been returned by the commissioners; making, there-
fore, a difference of dollars 386,767_.

Upori that increase of debt it is proper to remark that, the
present government having been organized only in 1789, it

might have been found difficult, especially after the assumption
of the State debts had been agreed upon, to provide at once a

revenue sufficient to pay the interest upon the whole debt, which

accounts for the non-payment and consequent funding of a part
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of that which fell due during the years 1790 and 1791. Al-

though it was practicable to pay a part of it with that surplus
of the revenue of 1790 which was applied to purchases of the

public debt, the propriety of having preferred this last appli-

cation is not disputed. Yet when taking an account of the
progress of the debt, as whatever part has been redeemed is a

deduction from its present amount, and as no part of the prin-
cipal would have been redeemed had the whole interest for 1790

and 1791 been paid, it is evident that, in order to have a correct
idea of the whole, the increase of debt which arises from that

non-payment must be taken into consideration.

If, instead of taking the nominal amount of the debts, their

supposed real value is estimated, it will be found that, estimating
the six per cent. and deferred _ stocks at par, the three per cent.
stock at sixty per cent. (or 12 shillings in the pound), and the

bank stock belonging to the United States at 25 per cent. ad-

vance, the increase of debt upon this view of the subject is only
dollars 4,591,869_0s 0.

The second view of the subject, as exhibited in the statement

(B), is grounded upon the principle already established, that the
State debts we_ not due by the Union, and that it would have

been sufficient, for the sake of equalizing the accounts between

the different States, to assume an aggregate of only dollars
11,609,259_9v; which last sum is therefore stated as the only
part of the State debts and balances in favor of the creditor

States actually due by the Union ou the 1st day of January,

1790. The nominal amount of the whole debt on that day is

upon that principle only dollars 64,260,294_0-; and the nomi-
nal increase of debt during the six years amounts to dollars
14,437,11   .

i Although the deferred stock is every day rising in value, although it
is now worthmuch morethan it wassix years ago, and will not be equal
in value to a six per cent. stock till the year 1801,yet, as nothing will be
donetoward its redemptionbefore that time, and a.qit will then be worth
par to the public, it is more correct to estimate it at that rate both in 1790
and 1796. If it was estimatedat its present market price, the increaseof
debtwould appeargreater_becausetheamount dueby the United States in
that speciesof stockhasbeen diminished.
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Effects of the Public Debt, and Resources applicable to its .Ex-
tinguishment.

Almost all the expenses of government, but especially that
species which most usually engenders a public debt, viz., the

expenses of war, are a destruction of the capital employed to
defray them. The labor of the men employed in the public

service, had it been applied in the pursuits of private industry,
would not only have supported them, but probably afforded them
some reward beyond mere sustenance, and therefore would have

produced an excess beyond their consumption, an addition to the

national wealth, an increase of the capital of tile community.
Tile whole of their labor, however usefill and necessary it may
be, being totally unproductive_ not only the community is de-
prived of that increase of capital which otherwise would have

taken place, but their consumption, tx)gether with all that waste

which necessarily attends the most economically managed war,

must be supplied out of the resources of the community at large,
out of some capital which is annihilated by being applied to that
purpose. This evil, an evil of the first magnitude, is the con-

sequence of the expenditure itself, and not of the means by which
that expenditure is discharged. The capital, whether it has been

raised l)y taxes or by loans, is destroyed on account of its being
applied to an unproductive purpose I and that destruction of

capital is to be charged to the object of expense, to the war, and

not to the public debt which is commonly contracted for supply-
ing the expense, for procuring the capitol thus devoted to de-

struction. In that point of view, the only evil which arises from

a habit of recurring to loans is that, by facilitating the means of
raising capital, it tends to enlarge the scale of expenses, it en-

courages unnecessary ones ; it thus indirectly promotes a greater

destruction of capital than would otherwise have taken place.
If it was possible, however, to defray the expenses of a war

by applying thereto a capital which would at all events have

been consumed, it is evident that such a mode would in a great
degree repair the evils occasioned by the war. This effect is

produced to a certain extent by tares, which ahvays fall in part
upon such parts of the revenue of the nation as would have been
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consumed in as unproductive a way as the expenses of the war
itself. But ]cans unlformly are supplied not by a revenue which

would have been expended, but by a capital which was before

that time employed to some useful and productive purposes. To
support a war, to defray any kind of public expense by taxes,

is to do it by the resources of economy, by retrenching the con-
sumptiou of individuals, the consumption of the nation. To

defray it by loans is the mode of the spendthrift; it is irretrievably
to destroy the principal rather than to diminish our immediate

consumption and enjoyments. But this evil is the consequence
of contracting and not of funding a debt.

When the first nleasnres of the present government in relation

to the public debt were _dopted, seven years had elapsed since
the conclusion of the war. It was that war which had consumed

the capital of the nation ; it was during, or at least ill consequence
of, that war that the debt had been contracted. The most sensible

evils which usually accompany a public debt had preceded by

many years the provisions made for the American debt ; they
were already in a great measure cured by the exertions of private
industry. The flmding of the debt was therefore attended with

_ °

no immediate ewl, except that arising from the taxes necessary

to pay the interest. But was that measure productive of any
positive good ?

It has been said that it had created a large productive capital
which did not exist before. How this could have been effected

does not appear. The owners of the debt have in their posses-
sion certificates, bonds given by the community, but if they are

richer than they were before they had obtained that security for
a regular payment of interest, the community who gave the
bonds are certainly the poorer. If those certificates of debt are

a capital more to the holders, they are a capital less to the debtors;

and the nation is exactly_ in that point of view, in the same
situation in which they were before; with this difference, however,

that the taxes necessary to pay the interest tend in part to prevent
an accumulation of capital, fall perhaps in some degree upon the

necessaries of the industrious part of the community, to a certain
extent oppress and impoverish the nation, are paid but in part

out of a revenue which would at all events have been consumed,
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whilst their whole amount is consumed by the holders of the

debt. There is no more capital created by those certificates, by
those bonds, than would be created if a number of individuals
were, in consequence of any contract, to be indebted to other
members of the community and to give them their bonds to an
amount equal to that of the public debt. If a holder of the
public debt sells his certificates to another member of the com-
munity, he acquires indeed a capital, but he does not create it.

The purchaser must pay it with a capital previously existing in
the country. A_ public debt does not increase the existing
amount of cultivated lands, of houses, of consumable com-
modities ; it makes not the smallest addition either to the wealth

or to the annual labor of a nation. It does not appear that it
can in any way be an additional national capital, unless it be

supposed to operate, like money, as the means of facilitating ex-
changes ; unless it be supposed to supply the place of a circulating
medium.

Supposing that to be the case, it would not be to a larger
amount than the demand of the country for that medium ; and
as the amount of the debt is much greater than the quantity of
circulating specie required, it foll-ws that only a part of it
could be employed to that purpose, and that whenever a greater
part was put in circulation than was required by the actual
demand, its price would sink, and it could no longer answer
the very purpose to which it was designed. In fact, the paper
money of the banks and the increase of circulation they produce
are in general fully sufficient for the demands of the country.
Whenever, from some sudden drains of specie, or from that most
common evil in America, "over-trading," a greater demand for
specie takes place, one of the first effects is to sink the price of
the public debt. So far from adding to the capital of a nation,
it would seem that a nation must have a large capital in order
to support the price of a public debt, in order to give to that
price that fixture which is an essential requisite to render it a
proper substitute for a circulating medium. It is well known
that that part of the capital of the Bank of the United States
which consists of public stock does not answer to that institu-

tion the purpose of a capital in specie, of a circulating medium ;VOL.lII.--ll
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that it does not enable them to increase their discounts. Al-

though the evidences of tile debt may occasionally and when at

a fixed price answer the purposes of money, yet generally, and
whenever variations take place in that price, it becomes an

article of barter, an object of speculation, calls for, instead of

giving, additional supplies of money, and is well known upon
many occasions to have caused some of the greatest distresses
which the mercantile world has experienced.

But although the funding of the American debt neither could

nor did create any additional capital, yet it became the means
of drawing to America a foreign capital to a large amount. It

may be seen by the statement (B) that the foreign debt properly

so called, that is to say, the debt immediate]y consisting of
moneys borrowed abroad, and upon which the interest must be
paid in Europe, amounts at this time to about the same sum

which it did when the present government was established.

But very large sums in the present domestic debt of the United

States are owned by foreigners residing in Europe. The two

millions of dollars, five and half and four and half per cent.
stocks, created in order to extinguish the debt due to France,
are principally_ held by foreigners. A large amount of the

original domestic debt was purchased by citizens of Holland
before it had raised to its nominal value; and from that time

it has been usual for merchants to make remittances to Europe
in public stock. The government of the United States alone

have remitted during the year 1795 near one million and a half
of dollars in six per cent stock. Thus America has received

from foreigners a capita_ of several millions of dollars, which

has appeared in the light of a great acquisition of wealth, which
has had some dazzling temporary effect, but which has been an

acquisition of wealth to the speculators in stock alone_ and not

to the nation. :For the nation owes to foreigners those millions;
the nation must yearly pay to Europe the interest of those

millions, and it cannot get rid of the payment of that interest
and of the taxes necessary to pay it until it shall have returned

to Europe not only the capital received by America, but a capital

equal to the nominal amount of the public stock purchased by
Europe.
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If it be insisted that the sales of stock to Europeans, being
nothing more than a certain mode of borrowing money in
Europe, are advantageous to America, since we have so much

demand for capital and can employ it in so profitable a way,
still two circumstances must concur in rendering borrowing use-

ful,--a low rate of interest and a proper application of the cap-
ital borrowed. The rate of interest, as it depends upon the
price obtained for the stock, is uncertain. Yet it must be recol-

lected that the purchases by foreigners began at a very early
period, and that during the six years that have elapsed since the
funding system was proposed, the six per cent. stock has not

been at par or above par more than eighteen months, viz., from
the latter end of July, 1791, to the beginning of January, 1793.

The probability is that we pay from 7 to 8 per cent. on the capi-
tal which we have thus borrowed. Had, however, the whole

of" that capital been applied to productive purposes, it would

have enabled the nation to pay the interest, high as it wag and
perhaps to make some profit. But it cannot be denied that a

small proportion, indeed, has been so applied as to increase the
cultivation and improvement of lands, the erection of manufac-

tures, the annual income of the nation. Acquired suddenly by
individuals, that capital has been applied in the same manner

as every other sudden acquisition of wealth ; it has enabled

those individuals to consume, to spend more, and they have
consmned and spent extravagantly. Taking in the great num-
ber of elegant houses which have been built within a few vears

in all the large cities, and which, however convenient to the in-

habitants, afford no additional revenue to the nation, it may be
asserted that the greater part of the capital thus drawn from

Europe for purchases of stock has been actually consumed,

without leaving in its stead any other productive capital, and
that as the nation still owes the whole, it has been impoverished
even by the only consequence of the fimding system that has
made any temporary aAdition to the apparent wealth of the

country. That wealth is, in a great degree, consumed and
destroyed, and the whole debt remains to be paid. Still it is
not astonishing that those who have been thus enabled to con-
sume that capital should not have attended much to the manner
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in which it was to be replaced and repaid by the nation, and
should have finally persuaded themselves and many others that

the funding of the debt was a real and permanent increase of

the national capital, a national acquisition of wealth.
Let it not be supposed that any of those reflections are in-

tended to convey a censure on that part of the funding system

which provided for the payment of the interest of the proper
debt of the United States. They are designed merely to show

that the propriety of that measure must have depended solely
on its justice. Whether the debt had been funded on the plan

of discrimination in favor of the original holders of those who
had performed the services, or, as has been the case, in favor of

the purchasers of certificates, the general effects would have been
nearly the same; and unless the American govern ment had chosen

to forfeit every claim to common honesty, it must necessarily

provide for discharging the principal or paying the interest to
one or the other of two descriptions of persons.

Whatever difference of opinion may heretofore have existed

on that subject, on the propriety of paying those who had pur-
chased the debt so much under its value, it now exists no more,

it has ceased with the cause ; for all the present owners have, or
may be supposed to have, purchased the debt at the market

price, which, since it has been funded, has been obtained for it.
The solemn obligations, superadded by the present government to
those contracted before, never can be set aside without the most

flagrant and pernicious breach of public faith and of national
morality.

If the public debt is not an additional national capital, no
other disadvantage can result from its extinction except the in-
crease of taxes necessary for that purpose, and the annual loss

which will be suffered by replacing to Europe the capital bor-
rowed there, either under the denomination of foreign debt or

by the sales of domestic debt. So far as the taxes necessary for
that purpose will cheek consumption, the capital to be thus re-

paid abroad will be supplied by economy, and it_ payment will
in no shape whatever impoverish the country. So far as those
taxes will fall, not on that portion of the annual revenue which

would have been consumed, but on that part which would have
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been saved and have become an addition to the permanent wealth

of the nation, so far the progress of the country will, in a certain

degree, be checked by the withdrawing and paying the capital
due to Europe. To do this too suddenly would certainly be in-
jurious to the community. But any evil that may arise from a

gradual extinction of the debt, from a gradual repayment of the
capital borrowed in Europe, will be more than counterbalanced

by the natural progress of America, will free us from the pay-
ment of interest upon that capital, and will, at the same time,

strengthen the bonds of our Union and give additional vigor
and respectability to the nation.

It may have been supposed by some that the debt, by render-
ing the creditors dependent on government, gave it an additional

stability. But it should be recollected that although an artificial
interest is thereby created, which may at times give an useful
support, it may at some future period lead its assistance to bad
measures and to a bad administration. So far as that interest is

artificial, so far as it is distinct from the general interest, it may
perhaps act against that general interest and become as pernicious
as it is supposed to have been useful. At all events, who can
doubt that the jealousies, the apprehensions, the discontents ex-

cited by the public debt have been more injurious to our domes-

tic peace, have gone farther to weaken our real union, than any
other internal cause ? It is a lamentable truth that the Ameri-

cans, although bound together by a stronger government, are

less united in sentiment than they were eight years ago. Every
source of discontent, every permanent cause of taxation which
can be removed, adds to the strength of the Union and to the
stability of its government.

But, in regard to our strength and consequent respectability
and independence in relation to other nations, as speedy an ex-
tinction of the debt as circumstances will admit becomes indis-

pensable. As there is not the smallest probability that we ever
shall be involved in any war except in self-defence, and as the

exhausted situation of all the European nations seems to warrant,

at the conclusion of the present war, a continuance of peace for
at least t_n or twelve years, we should by all means improve
that period to discharge the heaviest part'of our debt. It re-
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quires no argument to prove, it is a self-evident truth, that,
in a political point of view at least, every nation is enfeebled

by a public debt. Spain, once the first power of Europe,-

Spain, with her extensive and rich possessions, Holland, not-
withstanding her immense commerce, still feel the effects of the
debts they began to contract two centuries ago, and their present

political weakness stands as a monument of the unavoidable
consequences of that fatal system. Yet what are those instances

when compared with that of France, where the public debt,
although once discharged by the assistance of a national bank-

ruptcy, has at last overwhelmed government itself! The debt
of Great Britain, which began at a later period than that of any

of those three nations, has not yet produced such visible effects.
The unexampled prosperity of that country has heretofore been

sufficient to support its strength and to increase its wealth, not-

withstanding the weight of that hurden. Yet the revenue now
necessary to discharge the interest annually payable on that debt
and to support the peace establishment of that nation, that is to

say, the annual revenue now raised by taxes in Great Britain_
would, if unencumbered, discharge the yearly expenses even of

the war in which she is now engaged.

The sum necessary to pay the annuity and interest on the
debt of the United States constitutes more than two-thirds of

their yearly expenditure; and it is presumable that we would
not be much exposed to the wanton attacks, depredations, or

insults of any nation was it not known that our revenue and
resources are palsied by an annual defalcation of five millions
of dollars. It does not seem that any possible object of expense,

without even excepting the creation of a navy, can be so emi-

nently useful in adding to our external security and respecta-
bility as that which, by paying the principal of our debt, will

give us the command of an unimpaired revenue_ and enable us

to dispose, if necessary, of all our resources.
A circumstance which seems to render this still more requi-

site in America, is the difficulty for the United States of raising

moneys by loans, except in time of profound peace. It is well
known that the great demand for capital in America, the usual

high market rate for interest, the peculiar circumstances of tlie
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country, render it nearly impossible to borrow any large sums
at home; and experience has lately proved that the circumstance
of an European war, even though we ourselves were not en-
gaged_ was suffieient to prevent us from any farther loan in

Europe. Hence it results that as we cannot in case of any
emergency put much reliance on that resource, we should during
our state of peace and prosperity hasten to disencumber our

domestic resources. We have, indeed, severely felt the obliga-
tion of repaying during the present European war the anticipa-
tion at home and the instalments of the foreign debt abroad.
We have thereby been compelled to borrow on the most disad-

vantageous terms, to contract the obligation of paying an interest
of at least six per cent. tbr 24 years, and to remit to Europe
stock purchased at par, and which will probably sell there under
its nominal value. The_ considerations, supported, it is be-

lieved, by the general opinion of the people of America, forcibly
point out the necessity of an immediate recourse to our domestic
resources, of an immediate increase of revenue.

It has already been shown that our present receipts are hardly
adequate to our present expenditure; in fact, that we have

heretofore made only a nominal provision for paying the prin-
cipal of any part of our debt. For although (supposing the
present receipts to be equal to the present rate of expenditure)
it may be said that we have provided for the yearly payment of
2 per cent. on the principal of our six per cent. debt bearing a
present interest, yet we have not made any provision whatever
for the payment of the annuity payable after the year 1800 on
the deferred stock. Indeed, the interest (exelusively of the

additional 2 per cent.) payable on this stock exceeds the yearly
payment of 2 per cent. upon the six per cent. stock ; and the

fact is that our present revenue is not even sufficient to pay
after the year 1800 the interest on our debt. Our faith is now

pledged to pay from after that year an annuity of 8 per cent.
upon both stocks ; and whatever difference of opinion may exist
upon the extinguishment of other parts of the debt, it is neces-
sary to increase our revenue from after that year by a sum
sufficient to discharge that annuity, which has already been
stated at about 1,100,000 dollars.
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This increase will enable the United States to extinguish the

whole of the six per cent. stock by the year 1818, and the whole

of the deferred stock by the year 1824. No i_arther provision
seems necessary on that part of the debt, which amounts to

about forty-two millions of dollars, except the very important
one to find the additional revenue of 1,100,000 dollars.

The parts of the debt which will remain unprovided for
are :

1st. The foreign debt, which on the 1st of January, 1796,
consisted of about twelve millions of dollars, but which, by the

payment of the instalment that falls due during the year 1796,
and has been provided for by the five million loan, will be
reduced to about 11,600,000 dollars.

2dly. The five and a half per cent. and four and a half per
cent. stocks, amounting to about 2,000,000 dollars.

3dly. The instalments due after the year 1796 to the bank,
and not provided for by the five million loan, amounting to

1,600,000 dollars.

4thly. The anticipations necessary during the years 1796 and
1797 (exclusively of the loans that may be requisite to pay any

part of the principal of the debt), estimated at 800,000 dollars.
5thly. The new five million loan, which, being irredeemable

for twenty-three years, cannot be extinguished except by pur-
chases.

6thly. The three per cent. stock, amounting to about 19,-

300,000 dollars, which, on account of its low rate of interest,
is not susceptible of any extinguishment, except by purchases or

by a new modification of the debt.
Those different sums somewhat exceed forty millions of dollars;

but the four first items, which seem alone to be the object of

redemption by an application of revenue, amount altogether to
sixteen millions of dollars. They are all, the five and half per

cent. and four and half per cent. stocks excepted, payable by instal-
ments due before the year 1810; and although the amount of the

yearly payable instalments is not equal every year, yet as some of
the Dutch loans may, according to the terms of the contract, be

discharged by government as much earlier as they please, the
total sum to be paid each year may be so equalized and modified
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as to render the discharge of the whole practicable before the

year 1810, with an uniform revenue. It is proposed to make

provision for that payment during that period by an additional

revenue, and as it is not possible that any new revenue, even if
raised by Congress at their next session, can be productive before

the year 1798, the term proposed for the redemption of those

sixteen millions will be twelve years from the first of January,
1798, to the first of January, 1810.

The interest payable on those sixteen millions may, when
calculating the revenue necessary to discharge the principal, be
estimated at an average of about five per cent. A_debt of six-

teen millions, bearing an interest of five per cent., will be dis-

charged in twelve years by a revenue somewhat exceeding one
million of dollars. :But as the eleven hundred thousand dollars

necessary to pay the annuity on the deferred stock will not be

wanted till the year 1801 for that purpose, and, if raised from

the year 1798, may in the mean while be applied to discharge
three millions and a half of the debt of sixteen millions; this,
being thus reduced to twelve millions and a half, will be dis-

charged in twelve years by a revenue of about 800_000 dollars.
This sum added to tile 1,100,000 dollars, which are at all events

necessary to pay the annuity on the deferred stock, form an

aggreg_ate of 1,900_000 dollars, the revenue necessary to be raised
for twelve years.

Through the means of that revenue not only sixteen millions

of the debt shall have been redeemed, but an annuity equal to
about 780,000 dollars, the interest payable thereon, will be liber-
ated and form an actual addition to our present reveuue. If
during the same period the resources to be derived from the

lands of the United States, which will next be taken under con-
sideration, are applied to the three per cent. stock so as to liberate

an annuity of 320,000 dollars, these two sums will be sufficient

to pay the annuity on the deferred stock, and the whole of the

additional revenue of 1,900,000 dollars may cease after the year
1809. On the other hand, if only the 1,100,000 dollars are
raised from the year 1801, that additional revenue must con-

tinue till the year 1824. The difference between raising what

must at all events be raised, to wit, 1,100,000 dollars, only from
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after the year 1800, putting of the increase of taxes and revenue
to the last moment, and raising 1,900,000 dollars from the year
1798, consists in the difference between taxes of 1,100,000

dollars for twenty-four years and taxes of 1,900,000 dollars for
twelve years; or (as 1,100,000 dollars must by both plans be

raised for twelve years) it consists in the difference between im-
mediate taxes of 800,000 dollars for twelve years and taxes of
1,100,000 dollars also for twelve years, but beginning twelve

years hence. Supposing the country to be so fast progressing in

prosperity that 1,100,000 dollars of taxes will not be more heavy
twelve years hence than 800,000 dollars now are, still the sole
advantage which arises from a postponement is present enjoy-

ment, and putting of a burden which must necessarily come at
that time. The loss is manifest ; for although the same burden

must then be borne, the debt remains unpaid. Should we not

raise that revenue at present, to a momentary relief we shal| have
sacrificed sixteen millions of dollars, we shall have lost the present
time, we shall have lost an almost certain period of peace and

prosperity ; and although we cannot command future events, we
shall have toencounter them at that time as unprovided and as
enfeebled as we now are.

Independent of any additional revenue to be raised by taxes,
the lands of the United States will afford another resource.

Those now at the disposal of Congress do not amount to ten

millions of acres; but the quantity might be enlarged without

any difficulty was there any real demand for more. Lauds are
so much more valuable to us than to the Indians, that whenever

they are actually wanted we may aford to pay for them a much
higher price than they ever do ask. The actual demand, which

must regulate the price that may be obtained by Congress for
the lands belonging to the public, is determined itself by the

increase of population and by the direction of emigrations.
Lands of good quality and in actual demand for settlers will

fetch about four dollars per acre, payable in about five years by
instalments. If sold upon shorter terms of credit, or in large

tracts, the persons who settle the lands and can afford to give the
highest price are generally excluded from the competition, and

the lands will only bring such a price as will leave to the pur-
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chaser (who is to sell again to settlers) the usual profit upon
capital employed in similar speculations. Should the lands be

sold before there is an actual demand by settlers, they will bring

a price proportionably less as the prospect of settlement may be
farther distant. Congress have directed their lands to be sold

partly in small and partly in large tracts ; one half of the pur-
chase-money to be paid at the time of sale, and the other half

within one year after; no lands to be sold under two dollars per

acre. The credit is so short that the class of people who usually
begin settlements will be nearly altogether excluded. The pro-

vision which fixes the price at two dollars at least will exclude,
to a certain degree, the speculators. And the sales will prob-
ably fall short of the actual yearly demand for settlers and be
confined to the very best tracts.

About ten thousand families migrate every year to the west-
ward of the AlIeghany Mountains. Although all of them can-

not purchase lands, all of them increase the demand for land,
as they enable those who can purchase to cultivate more and

therefore to purchase more. Of those ten thoumnd families,

three-fourths at least will be fixed in the States of Tennessee,
Kentucky, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, and in those parts of
the :North-West Territory already ceded by the United States
and by Virginia. The yearly migration to the lands of the

United States will be probably about 2600 families ; the yearly
actual demand for lands may vary from 500,000 to one million

of acres. Although various circumstances render it impos_sible

to form any tolerably correct conjecture on the amount of sales,
it is not probable that, ou the plan which has been adopted,

they will upon an average exceed 250,000 acres, yielding a
revenue of 500,000 dollars. The first year, on account of the
great demand for the valuable low lands on the Ohio and other

rivers, will perhai_s be more productive than the succeeding
ones,

The lands may be applied in two ways to the payment of the

debt, either indirectly or immediately : indirectly, by selling the
lands for the best price that can be obtained, and applying the

moneys to the redemption of the debt; immediately, by in-
ducing the holders of some species of debt to exchange it for
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lands, by making the price of lands payable in certificates of
debt of that species. By the first mode it is probable that a
higher price will be obtained for the lands, as they will only be
sold from time to time as they rise in value, and as some advan-
tages must be given to the holders of the debt to induce them
to make the exchange. But, on the other hand, the second
mode will secure a proper application of the proceeds of the
land ; the land itself will pay the debt without coming into the
Treasury in the shape of money, which, upon the first emer-
gency, might be applied to some other purposes. Another
peculiar advantage would arise if the land was immediately
applied to the extinguishment of the debt bearing an interest
of three per cent. Was a redemption of this debt to be at-
tempted by purchases, it would necessarily raise its price beyond
its usual market price and beyond what it is supposed to be
really worth. It would, therefore, require so much larger a
sum for its redemption. Supposing that stock to be worth sixty
per cent. upon its nominal value when six per cent. stock is at
par, the 19,300,000 dollars now existing are worth only some-
thing more than eleven millions and a half of dollars. But
although the lands should bring that money, it would undoubt-
edly require a greater sum to purchase the whole of the stock.
A variety of plans might be formed for a commutation of that
stock into lands. The following sketch is offered merely to show
in what manner the operation might be effected.

Let the lands, after they shall have been surveyed, be divided
into ten large lots of 960,000 acres each, as equal in quality and
value as the nature of the ease will admit ; and each of the said
large lots be subdivided into townships, and these into tracts of
640 acres. Let then a subscription be opened for the sale of
the large lots suceessively, beginning with the most valuable;
each purchaser to subscribe for at least a tract of 640 acres; the
price of the subscription to be two dollars per acre, with interest
at the rate of three per cent. a year from the time of the sale,
payable in any species of stock of the United States at its nomi-
nal value; with liberty to the purchaser to discharge the debt in
specie at the rate of one dollar and a half per acre; one-tenth
part of the purchase-money to be paid at the time of the sub-
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scrlption, and the remainder part in nine yearly instalments, or
sooner, at the option of the purchaser: possession of the land to

be given immediately, but the ]and to remain mortgaged in se-
curity for the purchase-money. As soon as the subscription to
one of the large lots is filled, let the stlbscribers draw lot for
their respective shares, under such modifications as will secure

to subscribers for one township, or quarter of a township, the
whole in one tract.

The most weighty objection against this plan is, perhaps, the

lottery and speculation to which it will give rise; yet it will be
found difficult to devise any plan for the sale of lands and for

the redemption of the public debt which will not, in some de-

gree, be liable to the same objection. The number of acres,
price, interest, time of payment, &c., in the above have been in-

serted merely for the sake of conveying clearer ideas ; but they

should be considered as blanks that can be filled only upon an
investigation of all the details of the subject.

The advantages for the public, supposing the whole of the

subscription to be filled, would be the certainty of the redemp-
tion of the whole debt bearing an interest of three per cent. and
an immediate liberation of the annuity of 580,000 dollars neces-

sary to pay the interest thereon, since the interest payable for
the ]and would always be equal to the interest payable on the

three per cent. stock in circulation.' This sum might, therefore,
be applied in part of the additional revenue of 800,000 dollars

wanted to extinguish the debt of sixteen "millions ; I say of
the 800,000 dollars, for it could not be applied in par_ of the
1,100,000 dollars necessary to pay the annuity on the deferred

stock, the faith of the Union being pledged to discharge that

annuity out of the revenues of the Union, and to apply, in ad-
dition to {t, the proceeds of the public lands towards the extin-

guishment of the public debt. Thus, if that subscription was
to be filled, the lands would in twelve years extinguish both the
debt bearing three per cent. interest and a great part of the

1Ten lots of 960,000acres each are 9,600,000acres; which, if all sold at
two dollarsper acre, would bringdollars 19,200,000. The amount of three
percent. stock is about 19,300,000.
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above-mentioned sixteen millions of dollars; it being necessary
to add (for that purpose and exclusively of the 1,100,000 dollars

requisite to pay the annuity on the deferred stock) only a yearly
revenue of 220,000 dollars for those twelve years. Those ad-

vantages would more than counterbalance to the public the
advantages offered to the subscribers by the low rate of the
lands.

The advantages to subscribers would be obvious. The aver-

age price of lands equal in situation and quality, but either set-
tled or capable of being immediately settled, is now four dollars

per acre. In all probability ten years, and at farthest fifteen,
will settle the whole of the ten millions of acres offered for sale,
or at least will rai_ the whole of it to what may be called the

settlement price, an average of four dollars per acre. A part
might now be sold above that price ; a great proportion of the
lands will attain it within a shorter period than ten years ; the

most remote situation will be worth it at the expiration of that
time. And this must take place, according to the natural course

of events, by the natural increase of population, without giving
any farther trouble of management to the purchasers than that

of selling the qands again to actual settlers. Those amongst the

purchasers who will become settlers will affix that price to the
land as soon as they improve it; and at the price they give will
be enabled to pay thrce-fourths of the purchase-money out of

the proceeds of the land itselfi The land may therefore be con-

sidered as being, upon an average, worth four dollars per acre
within eight years after the time of purchase; which, discounted
at the rate of six per cent. compound interest, is equal to about
two dollars and a half at the time of purchase. For this the

subscribers will give, at most, one dollar and a half, bearing, in

fact, only four per cent. interest, payable in nine years, and 'not
worth much more than one dollar and a quarter at the time of
purchase.

Although the success of a plan something similar to this may
not be complete, yet so far as it will succeed, so _ar the extin-

guishment of the debt bearing an interest of three per cent. will
be promoted_ and so far the amount of the additional revenue

necessary for the payment of the annuity on the deferred stoclr_
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and for the extinguishment of the above-mentloned debt of six-

teen millions of dollars, may be diminished. The sources from

which that additional revenue, whatever its amount may be,

can be derived remain to be examined ; still recollecting that at
least 1,100,000 dollars must necessarily be raised, and that the

ability of the United States to raise the highest required sum,
viz., 1,900,000 dollars, cannot be denied.

This revenue may be raised either by indirect or direct taxes.

A_ dil_iculty, inherent in the Constitution, will always render a

recurrence to direct taxation the last resort of the general gov-

ernment. For, it being provided that such taxes shall be ap-
portioned among the several States according to their respective
population, those States who have a less extent of territory in

proportion to their numbers will think themselves aggrieved by
a species of tax which must reach their lands, not in the ratio of
their value, but in that of the whole number of inhabitants.

Labor being the only source of wealth_ the annual quantity
and produce of labor was the best general rule which could be

established for fixing the respective ability of paying taxes in
the several States. l_or does it appear that any better criterion

could have been adopted_ in order to ascertain that annual pro-
duce of labor, than the number of inhabitants_ making the same

allowance with the Constitution by estimating the net produce
of the labor of five slaves (after deducting that part necessary
for their sustenance) equal to the net produce of the labor of

three freemen. Yet that general rule, like all others, is liable
to some exceptions. The labor of the same number of men

may, according to the differences in the nature of their employ-
ment, in their skill and industry, in the government under

which they live, in the quantity of active capital existing in the
country, and in several other circumstances, vary in different
countries. The labor of the inhabitants of Great Britain is cer-

tainly far more productive than the labor of the inhabitants of

Poland, who are at least equal in number. It does not, how-
ever, appear that the differences existing in the respective cir-
cumstances of the several States are so great as to render the

operation of the rule more unequal than the operation of most
indirect taxes. Their government is similar_ and the most sen-
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sible difference is, that the Southern States have a larger capital
in land, and the Northern States have both more industry and

a larger circulating capital. Hence it results that a tax merely
on lands might perhaps bear more heavily oil the landholders of
the North than on those of tile South ; not but that a tract of

land, without reference to its size, is usually equally productive
in both places when cultivated by all equal number of persons ;

but because there is a less proportion of the inhabitants employed
in the cultivation of land to tile North than to the South. The

operation of a tax merely on land might therefore be unequal
on that description of persons in the several States, but not on

the States themselves. _&direct tax upon the whole property,
although perhaps liable to still greater objections, would not, in

that point of view, be unequal either on the States or on any
particular description of people. And it is worthy of remark
that, whatever inequality may result from the operation of direct

taxes proceeding from the difference ill the nature of the capital
and in the application of the labor in the different States, as
great a one, but operating in the very reverse, must result from

indirect taxes on consumable commodities imported into the

Union. For,jf taxes on land, laid according to the rule pre-
scribed by the Constitution, bear more heavily in some one

quarter because the proportion of persons employed in the culti-
vation of lands is less there than in other parts of the Union, on

the other hand the proportion of persons employed in manufac-
tures in the same place must be greater.

The cousumption, thereforej of imported manufactures, and

the amount of duties paid ou that consumption, will be propor-
tionably less. If a land tax presses harder upon the landholders

of the North, it is because the proportion of cultivators is less
and that of manufacturers is greater than to the South. If the

proportion of manufacturers is less to the South, the people there
must consume a greater quantity of foreign goods and pay a

larger proportion of the impost. By combining the two modes
of taxation, a more equal effect will probably be produced than
can be by either singly. This opinion is confirmed by the ex-

perience of all other nations ; it is not believed that any instance
can be adduced of a nation raising any considerable revenue
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without having resorted to direct taxation, to land taxes. Nor

have these, when laid judiciously and with moderation, ever

been complained of as unequal or oppreasive. It is, however,
proper to examine what additional resourea_ can be derived
from indirect taxes.

The duties upon importations are, of all others, those which

seem best adapted to our situation. As we import more and
manufacture less, in proportion to our consumption, than almost

any other country, the impost must necessarily be far more pro-
ductive than any internal dutie_ on our own manufactures. The

collection of the impost, being confined to a few seaports, requires
but few officers and a small expense. The merchant is liable to

no vexation from the officers except at the time of landing the
goods and on board of his vessel ; and he is always a man of

sufficient information to understand thoroughly the duties re-

quired of him by the law, and to repel any attempt by the
officer to oppress. In those particulars the manufacturers who

pay internal duties are generally placed in a worse situation, for

the act of manufacturing not being, like that of landing goods,
the work of a day, but that of the whole year, it is necessary,

in order to know the quantity manufactured, that the workshop
of the manufacturer should be perpetually opened to the ino

quisitorial inspection of the collector. :Nor must it be forgotten
that, in America, the few extensive manufactures are carried on

by a great number of persons, many of whom, _ from their situa-

tion in life, may often involuntarily omit some of the numerous
duties prescribed by the most complex of all revenue laws, and

are also more exposed to the oppressions of subaltern officers.

Although few manufactures are yet carried on upon a large scale
in the United States, yet a great proportion of the most essen-

tially necessary articles are made at home, and the greater part of
the importations may justly be termed luxuries, and are amongst
the most proper objects of taxation. Thus the impost, at the same

time that it possesses the same general advantages with other taxes
upon consumption, is free of the most weighty inconveniences

which may be objected to the other species; it is, in our present

1 Distillation of spirits and tanning leather, chieflysouth of the Delaware.
VOL.III.--12
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situation_ of all others the most productive_ the cheapest to col-
lect_ the least vexatious_ and in general the least oppressive.

This resource has_ therefore, been resorted to and carried

already pretty generally as far as its own limits will permit.

For there is a certain rate of duty beyond which the high
temptation offered to smuggling or a diminution of consumption
must necessarily decrease the revenue. It cannot be said that

the present duties havej upon all those articles which are fit
objects of taxation_ been carried to the utmost extent of which

they are susceptible. Perhaps a judicious selection may be made
amongst the most bulky of those articles which now pay ten per

cent. ad valorem_ and tlm duty increased to the same rate paid
upon printed cotton goods, vlz, twelve and a half per cent

perhaps sugar, which is now flmught to pay the lowest duty
amongst those articles charged with specific duties, might_ with-
out oppression_ as it can without danger, be taxed half a cent.

higher; perhaps some of the articles which now pay duties ad

valorem might be classed amongst those paying specific duties, so
as to be made to contribute something more to the revenue; per-

haps the system is susceptible of some farther improvements. But
it will be genccmlly allowed that there would be a great risk of

diminishing, instead of inereasing_ the revenue was any consider-
able extension of the impost to be attempted_ and that it would
be a large computation to suppose that 300_000 additional dollars

could be raised in that manner. Yet it may be safely predicted
that, unless recourse be had to direct taxes_ the unavoidable con-

sequence will be an undue and dangerous augmentation of the

present duties on importation_ amongst which the most oppress-

ive, viz, an increase of that upon salt_ is already contemplated.
The next class of indirect taxes are the internal duties on the

use or consumption of consumable articles. The only tax which
has been suggested_ in addition to that on carriages, upon the
use of anything is one upon horses; but it must be remembered

that, in order to be an indirect tax_ it should be c_)nfined to

saddle-horses. 1 For the horses employed in agriculture or in

1 The use of coach-horses is already taxed by the duty on pleasurable
carriages.
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the transportation of merchandise are not an object of expense,
but a productive capital, all object of revenue, an object of
direct taxation only. It is presumable that a tax confined to
saddle-horses would be difficult in its execution, liable to be

evaded, and very unproductive.
The little success which taxes upon consumption, laid on the

manufactures, have heretofore met with does not seem to afford

much encouragement for similar attempts in future. Men who

are earne_stly wishing to derive new revenues from internal
sources and by indirect taxes have not been able to suggest, in
addition to those already liable to the excise, more than two

American manufactures productive enough to be proper objects
of taxation, that of leather and that of hats.

The manufacture of leather is, without doubt, one of the

most extensive in the United States. It is presumed that a

duty of ten per cent. on that article might, if duly collected,

yield about 500,000 dollars. It is liable to two weighty ob-

jections: it is a tax which would, at least id the first instance,
fall with nearly equal weight on every individual; it is properly
a tax upon labor, always oppressive in its first operation, and
the final effect of which cannot be calculated. In the next

place, it does not seem practicable to raise the duty in any other
mode than upon the tanner himself; and the manufacture in
many parts of the Middle and almost universally in the South-
ern States is a _amily one, carried on by every planter and

farmer. Its collection would therefore be expensive, and a gre_t

proportion of the duty evaded.

A tax upon hats would be less unequal and more easily col-
lected; but, on the other hand, far less productive. It is be-
lieved that a duty of ten per cent. on this article would not in

practice yield more than 100,000 dollars.
The last tax of indirect taxes includes all the duties laid upon

a variety of transactions in life, which are commonly taxed by

the operation of licenses or of stamps3 Amongst these, law

1Duties upon sales at auction, and licenses to retailers when no consider-
ation is paid to the quantity retailed, cannot be said to be duties upon con-
sumption, and must be ranked in this class.
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proceedings, transfers of property, and contracts or obligations
for money are the most usual objects of taxation. Taxes upon

law proceedings may deservedly be ranked amongst the most

unequal, unjust, and oppressive. Those upon contracts in gen-
eral, although always to a certain degree unequal, are, perhaps,
liable to less objections than most other indirect taxes. Yet in

America they could not, without injustice, be extended to all

species of contracts. Transfers of all real property especially
are so much more frequent in those parts of the Union which

are newly settled, that a stamp duty upon them would be in

proportion not to the wealth, but to the poverty, of the con-
tributors. A necessity of limiting the number of species of
contracts to be taxed would diminish the productiveness and
increase the expense of collection; and as in mere contracts for

money the only penalty attached to the omission of taking out

a stamp depends on the subject-matter of the contract becoming
a subject of discussion in a court of justice, the confidence of

the parties in one another will sometimes, and their negligence
often, tend to diminish the revenue. From those causes this

class of duties has not been supposed to be likely to produce

more than 150,000 dollars at most, and would not probably
yield above 100,000.

It therefore appears that the only new indirect taxes that can

be resorted to are an addition to the impost, an excise on leather

and hats, and a stamp duty; all of which would not yield above
one million of dollars, and would therefore fall short of the

revenue wanted) Yet could a sufficient sum he raised by those
means, the people of the United States may decide which would

1 No notige is taken here of a duty of two per cent. proposed during the
last session of Congress upon testamentary dispositions_ descents_ and suc-

cessions. As it is not intended to extend to those to parents, husbands and

wives_ and children_ it is evident that in the present state of society in the
United States it would be quite unproductive. But a tax of this kind is

to all intents and purposes a direct tax. It falls upon capital_ upon reve-

nue, and not upon expense. Should the definition of direct taxes_ given in

the first section_ be thought incorrect_ yet it is believed that_ upon whatever

prineiple a classification is attempted_ this must necessarily be arranged

under the head of direct taxation. Thus it falls finally and solely upon
the person who pays it.
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be most oppressive, these including an additional duty on salt,
or a direct tax. The objection arising from a supposed inequality
has already been noticed, and it must be farther observed that if

some States have stronger objections against that species of tax-

ation than others, they are generally those which have been
mostly relieved, by the assumption of the State debts, from the

heaviest individual burden. Had not that assumption taken
place, the Union, indeed, might have proceeded to the extin-

guishment of their proper debt without wanting additional
revenues and without resorting to direct taxation. :But those

States who were oppressed under the weight of their own debts
must, in that case, have raised a larger revenue than will now

be" their proportion of a general tax. After having urged, as
the most powerful argument in favor of the assumption, that it
would liberat_ the resources of each State from local demands

and enable the Union to use them all, it would seem unfair, at
present, to refuse to the general government the command of the

most productive internal branch of revenue. In fact, the very
objections against that assumption which have been so much in-

sisted upon must lose a great part of their strength if an ade-
quate revenue is raised. They are mostly grounded upon the

increase of the general debt and the greater difficulty for the
Union effectually to command all the resources of the country.

Give the Union that command, prove that its ability of pay-
ing the principal of the debt is not impaired by having assumed

the State debts, and the measure will stand almost justified.
How far the lands belonging to the United States, the addi-

tional resources to be derived from indirect taxes, and the savings
which may be effected in our present rate of expenditure, may

reduce the amount of revenue to be raised by a direct tax, can-
not be ascertained. :But it cannot be supposed that even a tax

of 1,600,000 dollars could be oppressive in the smallest degree.
:From the year 1785 to the year 1790, at a time when the situa-
tion of the United States was less prosperous than now, when

their population, the quantity of cultivated land and of circu-

lating capital, the annual income of the people, and their conse-
quent ability to pay, may fairly be stated as inferior to what they

now are, a tax was raised in :Pennsylvania without oppression
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and paid with punctuality, the amount of which was nearly
equal to the present proportion of that State of a Federal tax

of 1,600,000 dollars. 1 Perhaps it would not be amiss, in order

to insure the greatest possible economy, to make all the payments
of the interest and principal of the public debts out of the duties

on imports, appropriating the surplus of those duties, the in-

ternal existing duties, and the new taxes, to the discharge of all

the current expenditures, and especially of the military and
naval establishments.

A direct tax imposed by the Union may be laid either uni-

formly on the same species of property in all the States, or upon
that species in each State which has usually heen directly taxed
there. In favor of the last mode it may be said that it will

altogether remove the inequality apprehended from a land tax,
and, above all_ that it will better accommodate to the habits and

prejudices of each State. This last argument carries so much

weight with it that the Itouse of :Representatives have directed

the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare a plan upon that princi-
ple, to be laid before them at the ensuing session. The materials
which will then be collected may enable Congress to form a final

• • "_.

determmatmn on the subject; and it is not the intention of this

sketch to anticipate, by any remarks on details, the deliberations

which must then take place. Yet, opinions having been ex-
pressed here upon most spe(.ies of taxation, a general remark will
also be added on the comparative merits of the two modes of

laying direct taxes, without any reference to the local causes
which may influence a final decision.

A direct tax is laid upon property in proportion either to its

capital value or to the revenue it affords• :It is, therefore, neces-
sary not only to collect the tax, but previously to assess it; in

other words, to estimate the value of the property or of the in-

come derived from it. The collection of the tax itself is every-
where cheaper than that of any other tax, because the officers

employed may always be temporary ones, there being no neces-

1 During the war :Pennsylvania raised some enormous taxes_far beyond
her abilities_ the arrearages of whichare not yet finally paid. These, which
were certainly highly oppressive_were often collected at the same time with
the tax here mentioned, but should by no means be confounded with it.
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sity, as in the case of indirect taxes, to keep a watch over the
contributors. It costs less to collect in England and in France
than any other species of tax. Even in Pennsylvania, where
the system was complained of on account of its being expensive,
the charges of collection were but five per cent. But the assess-
ment must necessarily increase to a certain degree the expense,
and this will vary according to the species of property taxed.
Real property, being of a permanent nature, may be valued once
in five or ten years without any great inequality resulting there-
from. The assessment of England, which, it is true, is now
very unequal, has stood for near a century without variation.
Personal property, perpetually shifting, requires a yearly valua-
tion. But it is not only in the article of expenses in collecting
that direct taxes upon real property possess a great comparative
advantage. In order to assess, to estimate tim capital or the in-
come of an individual, that capital, that income, must be known.
His real property is visible and can always be estimated with
certainty. But the grcatest part of his personal property may
with propriety be denominated invisible. His capital employed
in commerce, the debts which are due to him (from which must be
deducted those he owes), his money, and even his stock in goods,
must either be assessed according to his own declaration, or be
estimated in an arbitrary manner. And when the tax is laid
upon the revenue and not upon the capital of persons, when the
profits of their industry are also to be calculated, it may truly be
asserted that, was it not for the permanence of the vexations of
excises, the most odious of these would be less oppressive, un-
equal, and unjust than a direct tax levied in that manner. Ex-
perience justifies those assertions. In England, where direct
taxes fall almost exclusively upon lands and houses, they never
have given cause to any just reason of complaint. In France,
the taxes called personal, tail& and capitation, which were laid
with a regard to the conditions of persons, and assessed according
to a conjectural proportion of fortunes, industry, and professions,
were equally oppressive to the contributors and injurious to the
nation. Although there are some species of personal property
which may be estimated and taxed in a more certain and less arbi-

trary manner than others, yet it may be laid down as a general
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rule, liable only to local exceptions, that lands and houses are the

proper objects of direct taxation, that almost every other species
of property must be reached indirectly by taxes on consumption.

To conclude : the resources to which it appears that the Union

should resort are those of the most general nature_ leaving all
the lesser, all the local subjects of taxation, to the individual

States. There are at present but two species of wealth of a

general nature in the United States, viz., lands and capital em-
ployed in commerce. It has already been stated that in propor-
tion to our population we were one of the first commercial

nations. It cannot be denied that we are by far the first agricul-
tural nation. It must be acknowledged that we are not yet a
manufacturing nation. Our capital in commerce is great ; our

capital in lands is immense; it can hardly be said that we yet
have any capital in manufactures. Taxes nmst be raised from

that fund which can afford to pay ; taxes must be laid, even in

the first instance, where capital does exist. The impost is pro-
ductive, because our commerce is extensive ; every effort, in our
present situation, to raise a considerable revenue from our manu-

factures will prove abortive, because there is no capital there to
pay it; because the income drawn from those manufactures

which are proper objects of taxation is yet inconsiderable. The

same taxes upon consumption, which in manufacturing countries

are raised by excises, are in America very properly raised by
impost. 1 When the impost is carried as far as prudence will

dictate, the great source of taxes upon consumption may, in this

country, be considered as nearly exhausted, and the other general
species of American capital, the other great branch of national
revenue, lands, must be resorted to ; must be made to contribute
by direct taxation.

1If soap, leather, and beer pay a duty in England which is not paid in
the United States, on the other hand, a great proportion of our clothing of
every description pays a duty to which the inhabitant of Great Britain is
not subject.
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No. I.

Schedule of the Population of the United States in 1791.

States. Free Slaves. Total. Federal Number.
Persons. Tenths,

Vermont ...... 85,523 16 85,539 85,532 6
New Hampshire . . . 141,727 158 141,885 141,821 8
Massachusetts 475,327 none 475,327 475,327 0
l_hode Island .... 67,877 948 68,825 68,445 8
Connecticut ..... 235,182 2,764 237,946 236,840 4
New York ..... 318,796 21,324 340,120 331,590 4
New Jersey ..... 172,716 11,423 184,189 179,569 8
Pennsylvania .... 430,636 3,737 434,378 432,878 2
Delaware ...... 50,207 8,887 59,094 55,539 2
Maryland ...... 216,692 103,036 319,728 278,513 6
Virginia ...... 454,983 292,627 747,610 630,559 2
Kentucky ...... 61,247 12,430 73,677 68,705 0
North Carolina .... 293,179 100,572 393,751 353,522 2
South Carolina .... 141,979 1077094 249,073 206,235 4
Georgia ....... 53,284 29,264 82,548 70,842 4
Tennessee 32,274 3,417 35,691 34,324 2

Total ...... 3,231,629 697,697 3,929,326 3,650,247 2

The population of the :North-West Territory, which is not

included in the above, was not supposed to exceed, in 1791, a few
thousand souls.

Of the 3,231,629 free persons, 3,173,922 were white, the

57,707 others were free negroes and persons of color.

The direct taxes and representation are in proportion to the

federal numbers, which last are ibund by adding three-fifths of

the slaves to the number of free persons.
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:No. II.

Statement of the Revenue arising from Duties on Imports and Tonnage.

:From the 1st of August, 1789, to 31st December, 1791. [ Dola. Cts.
Gross amount of duties: Dols. Cts.

IOn imports. . 6,494,225 42
On tonnage. . 375,828 28_

:Fines and forfeitures 4,234 95_
6,873,783 66

Deduct, viz. :

Drawbacks on merchandise exported 69,805 85
Bounties on salt fish and provisions 29,682 31
:Expenses of collection . 239,541 03_

Ditto of prosecution 490 62_
339,519 82

:Net amount of duties 6,534,263 84
Overpaid by collectors 42 09_

Receipts in the Treasury • • . 4,399,472 99
Balance to be acccounted for, viz.

Paid in Treasury, but not yet
stated . . . 86,025 42

In hands of collectors 220,518 25
Duties outstanding 1,828,289 28

2,]34,832 95

6,534,305 94 6,534,305 93J

_, 1792. Dols. Cts. Dols. C_.
Gross amount of duties :

On imports . 4,938,074 65
On tonnage . 157,365 25

:Fines and forfeitures 479 61

5,095,919 51
Deduct, viz. :

Drawbacks on merchandise exported 137,861 57
Bounties on salt fish and provisions 44,772 17
:Expenses of collection 161,754 79

Do. of prosecution. 178 15

344,566 68
:Net amount of duties
Balance from last year . 4,751,352 83
Overpaid by collectors 2,134,832 95

391 8_

Receipts in the Treasury (including drawbacks
on spirits charged to that revenue) • 3,579,499 06_

Balance to be accounted for, viz. :
Paid in Treasury, but not yet

stated . . 44,905 96
In hands of collectors 364,548 84
Duties outstanding 2,897,623 0

--- 3,307,077 80

6,886,57686_ 6,886,57686_
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No. II.--Contlnued.

1793. Dols. Cts. Dols. CYs.

Gross amount of duties :
On imports 6_598,445 31
On tonnage . 120,608 82

Fines and forfeitures 1,931 49
6_720,985 62

Deduct, viz. :
Drawbacks on merchandise exported 279,809 88
Bounties on salt fish and provisions 16,731 16
Allowances to fisheries . 72,965 32
:Expenses of collection . 188,362 13

Do. of prosecution 552 89
558,421 33

Net amount of duties 6,162,564 29
Balance from last year . 3,307,077 80
Overpaid by collectors . 322 30

Receipts in the Treasury (including drawbacks
on spirits) ...... 4_344,358 26

Balance to be accounted for, viz. :
:Paid in Treasury, but not yet

stated . . . 45,886 94
In hands of collectors 462,906 51
Duties outstanding 4,616,812 68

5,125,606 13

91469,964 39 9,469,964 39

1794. Dols. Cts. Dols. C_ts.

Gross amount of duties :
On imports . 8,588,382 98
On tonnage . 80,113 38

Fines and forfeitures 2,699 27
81671,195 63

Deduct, viz. :
Drawbacks on merchandise exported 1,615,574 44
Bounties on salt fish and provisions 13,767 85
Allowances to fisheries 93,768 91
Expenses of collection . 221,090 23

Do. of prosecution 11038 37 1_9451239 80

Net amount of duties 6,725,955 83
Balance from last year . 5,125,606 13

Receipts in the Treasury (including drawbacks
on spirits) . . . 4,843,707 25

Repayments to collectors 19 30
Balance to be accounted for, viz. :

Paid in Treasury, but not yet
stated . . . 113,447 98

In hands of collectors 664,446 87
Duties outstanding (a) 6_229,940 56

7,007,835 41

11_851,561 9_ 11,851,561 96

(a) This sum liable to great deductions by drawbacks.
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No. III.

Abstract of the most Imporfant Exports of the United States for Six Years_

respectively ending on the 30th September of each Year.

Articles of the Growth or _anufaeture of the United States.

Years ending on 30th 1790.(a) 1791. 1792. 1793. 1794. 1795.
September.

Pot and pearl ashes, tons 8,598 6,354 7,824 6,167 7,191 4,980
Lumber . thousand feet uncertain. 50,134 60,647 65,846 34.342 40,736
Timber ..... tons do. 18,775 19,391 21,838 5,709 9,043

Do ..... pieces do. 38,680 18,374 12,272 6,122 14,223
Staves, shing's, hoops, thsd 105,641 104,688 103,397 112,851 56,164 72,373
Shooks and casks, number 54,919 42,329 48.860 44,807 66,344 93,514
]_asts aod spars . de. uncertain. 5,430 1,59i 5,052 1,286 4,056
Fiaxseed .... casks 40,019 58,492 52,381 51,708 38,620 58,752
Fish, dried . . quintals 378,721 383,237 364,899 372,825 418,907 400,818
Do. pickled . . barrels 36,840 57,424 48,277 45,440 36,809 55,999

Oil, whale & oth. fish, gals. uncertain. 447,323 436,423 512,780 970,6').8 81o,524
Do. spermaceti . . do. do. 134,595 6.3,383 14_1,056 82,493 80,856
Whalebone . . . pounds 121,281 124,829 154.407 202,620 313,467 410,664
Spermaceti candles, b_xes nncertain. 4,560 3,938 5,874 5,162 5,998
Wheat .... bushels 1,124,458 1,018,339 853,790 1,450,575 695,797 141,273
Other gr. and pulse, do. 1,268,058 2.046,419 2,291,465 1,354,570 1,726,648 2,187,831
Flour ..... barrels 724,623 619,687 824,464 1,o74,6-39 828,405 687,369
_Ieal ..... do. 99,973 101,313 73,252 97,815 53,782 108,191
Bread ..... do. 75,667 100,279 80,986 76,653 68_479 71,331
Crackers .... kegs uncertain. 15,:_6 37,645 43,306 40,916 37,462

l_ice ..... tierses 100,845 uncertain. 141,762 134,611 uncertain._ 138,526
Beef, pork, lard . barrels (b) 73,000 (b) 94,0_1 (b)120,(_J (b)120,000 (b)156(_00 '.(b)201,0_J
Butter ..... fir_ins 8,379 16,670 11,76l 9,190 36,932 28,389
Cheese ..... Ovt. 1,447 1,299 1,259 1,462 15,769 23,4_1
Potatoesandonions, bnsh. uncertain. 64,68.3 131,841 (c_89,747 (c)786,192 (c)695,559
Horned cattle . number 5,44)6 4,627 4,_51 3,728 3,495 2,510
Horses and mules do. 8,865 7,419 6,757 5,718 3,445 4,052
Other live-stock . do. 15,362 27,180 33,444 21,998 14,990 11,416
Hides ..... do. 230 704 1,602 978 35,146 27#65
_eather .... pounds 22,698 5,424 19,536 uncertain 746,853 1,819,224
Tallow .... do. 200,020 317,195 152,622 309,366 130,012 49,515
Tallow candles . boxes uncertain. 2,745 3,997 9,857 20,381 28,695

Boots and shoes . lmir 5,862 7,528 9,254 16,269 99,009 (b)160,000
Furs and skins number uncertain. 4,406 21,442 27,446 38,776 79,296

Do. do. Imckages do. 889 1,758 1,123 1,329 1,196
Do. do. pounds do. 49,011 16.3,067 426,:i18 uncertain. 24,903

Ginseng .... do. 29,208 42#10 71,550 22,232 17,460
Do .... packages 813 13 189 327

Iron ..... tons 3,755 4,553 3,633 2,879 2,926 3.572
Naval stores . barrels 121,929 uncertain ]46,909 114,971 uncertain 132,866
_pirits . . . gallons 370,371 513.987 948,115 665,522 274,401 685,167
Tobacco . . hogsheads 118,460 uncertain. 112,428 59,947 uncertain 61,050
Snuff and tobacco, pounds 15,350 96,811 127#16 173,343 56,785 149,699
Wax ..... do. 231,158 226,810 299,598 273,073 330_871 312,845
Wax candles . . boxes uncertain. 533 357 66 179 792

_d) Indigo . . . casks 462 _ 2,097
Do .... pounds 612,119 uncertain 858,996 690,989 ) uncert. 666#26

id) Cotton . . . do. 189,316 138,328
Do .... bags 2,027 2,438 7,222 20,921

(a) The exportations ending the 30th September, 1790, are for thirteen months and a haiti

(b) These are reduced to round numbers, some articles, which make part of the whole, being
estimated.

(c) These are bushels of potatoes and bushels and bunches of onions.

(d) These articles are also imported in large quantities, and the exportations of the quantities
of the growth of the United States are not distinguished from those which had beeu imported.

The following are the quantities imported
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Years endingon last Dec. 1790. 1791. 1792. 1793. 1794.

Indigo ..... pounds _,186 51,867 12,777 29g,673 544,173
Cotton..... do. 97,357 260,011 530,743 2,630,239 2,450,673

E_l_ortation of the most Important Articles not of the Growth of the
United States.

Yearsending on Sept.30. 1790. 1791. 1792. 1793. 1794. I 1795.
I

Coffee . hhds, tierces,__
barrels,and bags [ 17,773 30,657 89,61_

Do...... pounds 254,752 962,977 2,136,742 10,764,54922,762,575 21,596,375
Cocoa .... do. 10,632 8,322 6,000 (b)200,000 1,141,802 525,43_
Sugar(oth.thanloaf) do. 33,358 74,504 1,176,156 4,539,809 17,563,811 (b)22,000,0_
Pimento andpepper do. uncertain 142,193 351,675 128,616 60,959 543,664
_Ierchandlse . packages 1,439 1,701 4,136 5,451

Do. val. in dolls. 2,815,600 2,879j9E
Nankeens .... pieces uncertain. 7,072 12,340 10,972 40,742 186,52_

No. IV.

Revenue arising from Duties on Do'nestle Distilled Spirits and St_Us so far

as the Accounts have been settled at the Treasury.

:From 1st July to 31st December, 1791. DoUs. C_s. Dolls. Cts.

Gross amount of duties, abatements deducted 171,819 17
Deduct expenses of collection 8,797 65

Net amount of duties ..... 163,021 52
Balances due to supervisors on 31st December,

1791 ..... 1,575 93
Balance to l_e accounted for, viz. :

In hands of collectors 18,655 71
Outstanding duties 145,941 74

164,597 45 164,597 45

N.B.--Pennsylvania and Kentucky not included.
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No. IV.--Contlnu_.
1792. Dolls. Ct& Dolls. C_.

Gross amount of duties, abatements deducted 457,334 79
Deduct, viz. :

Drawbacks on spirits exported 136,428 21½
Expenses of collection . . 41,266 94

177,695 15_

Net amount of duties ...... 279,639 63_
Payment by Pennsylvania (accounts unsettled) . 1,594 95
Balances due to supervisors on 81st December, 1792 651 58
Balance from last year . 164,597 45

Receipts in the Treasury, drawbacks de-
ducted - • • 72,51459_

Balance to be accounted'for, viz. :
In Treasury, but not yet

stated. . . 5,979 92
In hands of collectors . 158,871 37
Outstanding duties 207,541 80

372,398 09
Balances due to supervisors on 31st Decem-

ber, 1791 1,575 93

446,483 61_ 446,483 61½

:N.B.--Pennsylvania and Kentucky not included_ but a partial payment
of dollars 1594_ made by Pennsylvania.

-_ 1793. Dolls. Cts Dolls. 5Ys.

Gross amount of duties, abatements deducted 284,986 25
:Fines and forfeitures 16 49

Deduct, viz. : 285,002 74

Drawbacks on spirits exported 89,051 70
:Expenses of collection . 34,883 25

Do. of prosecutions 312 60

124,247 65

:Net amount of duties .... 160,755 19
Payment by Pennsylvania (accounts unsettled) 6,000 00
Balances due to supervisors 31st December_ 1793 . 827 20
Balance from last year . 372,398 09

Receipts in Treasury, drawbacks deducted 248,654 00
Balance to be accounted tbr, viz. :

Paid in Treasury, but not
yet stated . . 3,154 04

In hands of collectors 127,953 44
Outstanding duties. 159,562 42

290,669 90
Balances due to supervisors 31st December,

1792. 651 58

539,975 48i 539,975 48

N.B.--Pennsylvania and Kentucky not included, but partial payment
of dollars 6000 made by Pennsylvania; New Jersey and North Carolina
settled only to 31st March, 1798, and Virginia to 30th June) 1798.
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No. IV.--Continued.

1794. Z_o/s. C_s. Do/s. 6_s.

Gross amount of duties on spirits and stills,
abatements deducted 120,241 21

Deduct, viz. :
Drawbacks on spirits exported 42,641 97
Expenses of collection . . 20,883 26

63,525 23

l_'et amount of duties ...... 56,715 98
Payment by Pennsylvania (accounts unsettled) [ 500 00
Balances due to supervisors 31st of December, 1794 313 35
Balance from last year .... 290,669 90
Amount of duties for carriage tax, tax on

sales at auction, and licenses on retailers of
wines and spirits in South Carolina . 6,055 88

Receipts in Treasury, drawbacks deducted 231,447 65
Balance to be accounted for, viz. :

Paid in Treasury, but not yet
stated 200 00

In hands of collectors " 5,346 49
Outstanding duties 116,433 77

121,980 26
Balances due to supervisors 31st December,

1793 827 20

854,255 11 354,255 11

N.B.--Pennsylvania, Kentucky, New Jersey, North Carolina, Virginia,
Delaware, and _aryland not included ; but a partial payment of 500 dollars
made by Pennsylvania. New York settled only to 30th June, 1794, and

Rhode Island to 30th September, 1794. But dollars 24,531_0_, part of the
receipts in Treasury for this year, have been paid by Delaware, Maryland,

New York, and Rhode Island, which are not credited to the supervisors,

and may arise either from the duties here stated as outstanding or from
those accrued during the periods not included in the account.
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No. V.

Gross Amount el Duties upon Stills and Spirits Distilled within the United

States for Four Years Respestively, ending on the Last Days of June I
1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795.

Duties upon Spirits Distilled in Cities, Towns, and Villages.

ApparentGrossAmount of Duties.

Deductfor Gross
Estimated Drawbacks. AmountofSettled Ac- Amount Un- Total Duties.

•counts, settled AC- Amount,
count.

Dols. Cts. Dols. G"ts. Dols. Cats. Dols. Guts. Dols. C_.
1791-1792 . 330,940 90 330,940 90 107,193 60 223,747 30
1792-1793 . 277,455 43 5,052 O1 282,507 44 68,501 31 214,006 13
1798-1794 . 196,035 66 5,108 89 200,144 55 32,801 52 167,843 03
1794-1795 . 1181114 24 22,552 43 1351666 67 26,666 67 109,000 O0

l_OT_.--The drawbacks are, in the above, the amount paid by the col-
lectors in each calendar year; those for 1795 being estimated. In state-
ment No. IV. the whole amount of drawbacks is charged to this revenue ;
but in this statement only that part which properly belongs to it, viz., 11

cents for the first-year and 10 cents for the others, the remaining 8 cents
per gallon being iu fact a drawback of the duty paid on the importation of
molasses.

Duties upon Spirits Distilled in the Country.

Estimated Amount
Settled Accounts. for Unsettled Grc_ Amo_mt

Accounts.

Dols. Cxts. Dols. C_s. Dols. C_s.

1791-1792 .... 601690 73 5,798 46 66,489 19
1792-1793 .... 123,487 84 10,705 73 134,193 57
1793-1794 .... 80,884 04 63,424 92 144,308 96
1794-1795 .... 11,531 92 148,468 08 160,000 O0
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No. VI.

Estimate of the net amount of Duties upon Stills and S_irlts distilled within

the United States for the year ending on the last day of June, 1795.

Gross Amount of Duties.

Districts. Expenses
of

Town Distilleries. CountryDistillerie& Collection.

Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts. 1)ols.
New Hampshire ..... 159 91 1,050
Massachusetts ...... (b) 82,651 74 (d) 32 93 12,000
Rhode Island ...... 32,449 76 2,700
Connecticut ....... 4,354 13 1,060 37 1,900
Vermont ........ 415 96 940
New York ....... 5,884 68 2,356 38 3,600
New Jersey ....... 59 88 (d) 10,167 18 2,090

Pennsylvania ...... (c) 2,700 40 /__ 56,200 01 9,320Delaware ........ 1,192 04 890
Maryland ........ 5,426 82 (f) 10,159 13 5,900
Virginia ........ 87 29 (f) 54,869 09 14,680

_e ) Ohio ........ 1,200
nnessee

North Carolina ...... 35 57 (/) 13,701 10 7,790
South Carolina ...... 2,016 40 7,541 30 4,500
Georgia ........ (d) 2,149 60 1,440

Total ........ 135,666 67 160,000 00 70,000
Deduct for drawbacks 26,666 67

Town distilleries ....... 109,000 00
Country do ........ 160,000 00

Gross amount ........ 269,000 00
:Expenses of collection ..... 70,000 00

Net amount ......... 199,000 00

(a) That district includes Kentucky and the North-West Territory.

(b) One quarterly return estimated.

(c) Three quarterly returns estimated.

(d) One half-yearly return estimated.

(e) Estimated from partial statements.
(f) Estimated, being the sum accrued in each of those States during the

last year, the accounts of which have been settled.
YOL, III.--13
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:No. VII.

JEstlmate of all the Internal Duties for one year, ending on the last day of
June, 1795.

Apparent Expensel
Gross Draw- Gross of Net

Amount. backs. Amount. CoIlectiov Amount.

Dols. Dols. Dols. Dols. Dols.
City distilleries .... 185,667 26,667 109,000 16,000 98,000
Country do ...... 160,000 160,000 54,000 106,000
Licenses to retailers 55,000 55,000 1,875 53,625
Sales at auction .... 31,000 31,000 775 80,225
Refined sugar .... 34,000 300 88,700 1,700 32,000
Snuff ....... 20,000 25,000 700
Carriages ...... 42,000 42,000 2,100 39,900

430,700 854,750Deduct for excess of ex-
penses on snuff tax be-

yond its proceeds . 5,000 5,700

Total ...... 477,667 51,967 [ 425,700 76,650 849,050

No. VIII.

Estimate of the annual revenue to be hereafter derived from all t_e Internal

Gross Expenses o lqet
Amount. Collection. Amount.

Dols. Dols. Dols.
City distilleries .......... [09,000 16,000 93,000
Country do ........... L90,000 60,000 180,000
Licenses to retailers ........ 60,000 1,500 58,500
Sales at auction .......... 35,000 875 34,125
Refined sugar .......... 40,000 2,000 88,000
Carriages ............ 60,000 8,000 57,000

Total ............ 494,000 83,375 410,625
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No. IX.

Statement of the Revenue arising from the _Postage of Letters.

I
Expenses of I Net Amount

Gro_ Amount made to theTransportation, I Payment

of Poatage. Compe_mtion, of Revenue. [ Trewury.

I
Dols. Ots. Dols. Ols. Dols. Ots.[ Dols. Cts.

1st of October, 1789, to I
30th June, 1791 71,295 93 67,113 66 4,182 27

1st of July, 1791, to 31st
December, 1792 92,988 40 76,586 60 16,401 80

1793 ....... ]03,883 ]9 74,161 03 29,722 16 11,020 51
1794 ....... ]29,185 87 95,397 53 33,788 34 29,478 49

Total ..... 397_353 39 818,258 82 84_094 57 40_499 00

Balance due by postmasters on 31st December, 1794 43,595 57

Net amount of revenue ............. 84,094 57
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_]'O. X.

Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure, or Disbursements, from the Es-

tablishment of the present Government_ in March, 1789, to the 1st day of
January, 1796, including all the Reeeifts and Payments, whether made in
Europe or America.

From the establishment of the present government to 31st December, 1791.

Receipts. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.

Balances due on account of late government,
_)iz. :

Balance unexpended in hands of commis-
sioners in Holland . . . 132,475 31

Balances paid on sundry accounts 11,001 11

Revenues, vlz. : 143,476 42

Duties on imports and tonnage . 4,399,472 99
Incidental, viz. :

Fines and forfeitures for crimes . . 811 00
Arms and ammunition sold. government

France . . . 8,962 00
Profits on sundries, viz. :

Interest on notes of sun-
dry persons . . . 17 54

On a remittance from

Philadelphia to New
York 6 28

Onguilders_Z_4,44_11
drawn from Holland to
America, sold for dols.
361,391 34, and at 40 cts.
were worth dols. 357,-
777 42 . 3,613 92

On livres 15,513,1()4 3
remitted from Holland

to France, which, at
18_ cents per livre,
are dols. 2,815,628 40,
and cost only guilders
6,463,793 8, which, at 40
cents, are dollars 2,585,-
517 36 .... 230,111 4

On 100,000 guilders remit-
ted from America to

Holland, at 40 cents per
guilder are dols. 40,000,
and cost only dols.
85,087 71 4,912 29

288,661 07

Loans, viz. : 247,934 07
Domestic loans contracted in anticipation

of the revenues 246,608 81

Carried forward 246,608 81 4,790,883 48
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No. X.--Gontinusd.

From 1789 to 31st December, 1791, continued.

Receipts, continued. Dols. CXts. Dols. Cts.
Brought forward . 2461608 81 4,790,883 48
Loans, continued, viz. :

For_Jn loans e_ected in Amsterdam and
Antwe_la , viz. :

1790, February, at 5 per
cent. interest and 4½
per cent. charges,
Amsterdam . 1,200,000

1791, March, at 5 do. and
do. do. 1,000,000

_Tovember, at i_ do:
and 4 do. Antwerp. 820,000
December, at 5 do.
and 4 do. Amsterdam 2,400,000

5,420,000
5,666,608 81

10,457,492 29

EzT_wlitures. Dols. Cis. Dols. Cts.

C-_vil list, viz. :
Compensation to President

United States . . . 72,150 00
Expenses incurred for his

temporary accommoda-
tion in 1789 and 1790 13,667 83

85,827 83
Compensation of the Vice-President. . 14,000 00
Judiciary Department, including judges,

attornies, marshals, clerks, and jurors . 79,491 48
Legislative do., including clerks, officers,

and contingent expenses . 364,559 08
Publi_ o_ices, viz. :

Treasury Department 80,720 47
Department of State 12,459 37

Do. of War . 17,388 72
Commissioners for set-

tling the accounts of the
several States . 22,384 11

Commissioners of loans . 13,658 66
146,611 33

Governmen_ of th_ Territoriss, viz. :
North-West Territory . 10,042 67
South-West do. 6,187 90

16,230 57
706,720 29

Carried forward 706,720 29
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No. X.--Continued.

From 1789 to 81st December, 1791, continued.

Expendifares , continued. Dols. Uts. Dols. Cts.
Brought forward .... 706,720 29
Pensions, Annuities, a_ Grants, viz. -

Pensions to military invalids . . 175,813 88
Annuities and grants to sundry persons 13,102 96

Military Establishment, viz. : 188,916 84
Army, viz. :

]_oneys advanced to the Secretary at
"War, Paymaster-General, and com-
missioner of army accounts (a) . 373,441 50

:Do. to contractors "for the supply of the
army on Western frontiers. 181,000 00

Do. to contractors for clothing . . 59,767 17
Do. sundry supplies in several places . 6,580 95
Do. for rent and purchase of West Point 12,014 41

632,804 03
Indian Department • . • 27,000 O0
Intercourse with foreign nations, viz. :

Moneys advanced for the support of minis-
ters abroad . . 1,733 33

Recognition of treaty with'Morocco 13,000 00

Sundries, viz. : 14,733 33
Light-house, beacons, buoys, and public

piers ._ • • • 22,591 94
:Enumeration of inhabitants of U:nited

States ...... 20,590 71
Other contingent and miscellaneous ex-

peases 7,752 44
50,935 09

Interest on public debt, viz. :
On domestic temporary loans 2,598 12
On domestic debt for the year 17'91 1,140,177 20
On foreign debt, viz. : Dols." 6Y_s:

On the French debt
for 1790,livres 1,606,703 5 4
for 1791, 1,622,29113 4

3,228,99418 8
586,062 57

On the Dutch d_bt
fo_"1790,guilders 348,81810 0
for 1791, 555,680 7 8

861,799 55
947,862 12

2,090,637 44
Uhar#es on public debt, vlz. :

Premium on tlie old guilders 2,000,000
loan paid in 1791 . . . 36,000 00

Charges on the four loans effected in Am-
sterdam and Antwerp, as per above re-
ceipts 222,800 00

258,800 O0

Carried forward 3,970,547 02
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No. X.--Continued.

From 1789 to 31st December, 1791, continued.

Expenditures, continued. Dols. 6_. Dols. Cts.

Brought forward 3,970,547 02
P_v_,,_in p_t o]p,_,_apdofi_bl_'a,U:

1)iZ. :

On the French debt, including arrears of
interest previous to the year 1790 remit-
ted from Holland, livres 12,333,486 12 10 2,238,527 83

Reimbursement of domestic temporary loans 246,608 81
Paid to the commissioners of the sinking

fund [being part of the surplus of the
revenue of 1790], and applied by them in
purchases of domestic debt . 699,984 23

Unfunded debts incurred under the late
government and paid in specie (including
dollars 20,000 for supplies furnished by
France in the West Indies, and not in-
cluded in the general account of the
French debt) (b) 298,479 94

3,483,600 81
Balance to be accounted for next year, viz. :

In Treasury of _merica, viz. :
Balance in cash per official

statement 973,905 65
Moneys repaid" by ()lucy

& lqourse 857 83
974,763 4._

In hands of commissioners in Holland,
guilders 5,071,452 9 (c) . . 2,028,580 98

3,003,844 46

10,457,492 29

Receipts of 1792. Dols. 6_s. Dols. Cts.

.Balance from last year, viz.
Cash in Treasury and Holland, as per

above ....... 3,003,844 46
Overcharged to Treasurer in his accounts 10
Repayment by the Secretary at War of

part of the moneys advanced to him the
preceding year for the military establish-
ment (a) . 2,30t 38

3,005,648 94
Balances paid on accounts which originated

under the late government . 4,702 82
.Revenues, viz. :

Duties on imports and tonnage . . . 3,579,499 065
Do. on stills and domestic distilled spirits 72,514 595

Dividend on bank shares belonging to the
United States (a) 40,000 00

3,692,013 66

Carried forward 6,702,865 42
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No. X.--Oontinued.

Receipts of 1792, continued. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.

Brought forward 6,702,365 42
Incidental, viz. :

Fines and forfeitures for crimes 118 00

Arms sold to State of South Carolina 4,240 00
Profits on bills of exchange, viz. :

On guilders 1,351,109 13 1
drawn from Holland to
America sold for dollars
545,902 89, and at 40
cts. were worth dols.

540,443 86 5,459 03
On livres 8,679,901 11

remitted from Holland
to France, which, at
18_ per livre, are dols.
1,575,40213, and cost
only 3,616,625 13 guil-
ders, which, at 40 cts.,
are dols. 11446,650 26 . 128,751 87

134,210 90
188,568 90

Loans, viz. :
Domestic loan contracted to pay the sub-

scription to the bank .... 2,000,000 00
Domestic loans in anticipation of revenues 556,595 56
Foreign loan_ejfeeted in Amsterdamj viz. :

1791, December, at 4 per
cent. interest and 53
per cent. charges . 1,200_000 00

1792, August, at 4 do.
and 5 do. 1,180,000 00

2,380_000 00
4,986,595 56

11,777j529 88

ExTenditures. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.

_vil list, viz. :
Compensation of the President of the

United States . . . 22,500 00
Do. of the Vice-President 5,340 00
Judiciary Department 62,161 54
Legislative do. 144,805 30
Public o_iees, viz. :

Treasury Department 60,679 90
Department of State 8,097 61

Do. of War 9,190 90

Carried forward 77,968 41 234,306 84
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No. X.--Contlnued.

Expenditures of 1792, continued. Dols. Ors. Dols. Ors.

Brought forward . . 77,968 41 234,306 84
Civil list, continued, vie.

-Public of/ices, continued, vlz. :
Commissioners for set-

tling the accounts of the
several States . . 12,799 75

Commissioners of loans 82,396 74
123,164 90

Government of the Territories, viz. :
North-West Territory 4,972 22
South-West do. 5,375 90

10,348 12
368,319 86

Pensions, Annuities, and Grants, viz. :
:Pensions to military invalids . . 109,243 15
Annuities and grants to sundry persons 5,597 72

114,840 87
Military establishment, vlz. :

Moneys advanced to the accountant of the
War Department . 829,595 56

Do. to the Treasurer for pay of the army
and sundry other expenses . . 303,240 00

Do. to Quartermaster-General's Depart-
ment .... 120,939 25

Do. to the contractors for the supply of the
army on Western frontiers 126,760 67

Do. for clothing of the army . 160,889 14
Do. for supplies in several places 477704 34
Do. for rifles 3,792 00

1,092,920 96
Indian Department. . . 13,648 85
Intercourse with foreign nations 78,766 67
Sundries, viz. :

]_Iint establishment . . 7,000 00
Light-houses, beacons, piers, &c: 387976 36
Enumeration of inhabitants of I_nited

States ..... 22,904 69
Other contingent and miscellaneous ex-

penses 5,951 96
74,833 O1

Interest on public debt, viz. :

On domestic loans (a) 31,972 00
On domestic debt . . 2,373,6"11 28
Deduct paid to comnns-

sioners of sinking fund . 60,561 46
2,313,049 82

On debt due to foreign officers ; three years'
interest, for the years 1790, 1791, and

1792 (d) • • 33,657 87On foreign (lebt, viz. :
On French debt 233,111 54
On Holland and Antwerp

debt, including commis-
sion 486,247 54

669,359 08
3,048,038 77

Carried forward 4,791,368 99
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I_o. X.--Contlnued.

:Expenditures of 1792, continued. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.

Brought forward ...... 4,791,368 99
Charges on the two loans e_eoted this year at

Amsterdam. . . 125,000 00

VtZ. :

On the French debt, viz. :
Remitted livres 8,679,901-

11 2 from Holland to

France . . . 1,575,402 13
Payments by the Treasury

in America . . . 202,152 29
1,777,554 42

On the debt due to foreign
officers, viz. :

Remitted guilders ] 05,000
from Holland to France 42,000 00

Payments by the Treasury
in America . 18,354 79

60,354 79
(1) Advance to General La

Fayette (remitted from
Holland) . . . . 4,000 00

64,354 79
Deduct 3 yehrs' interest per

above 33,657 87
80_696 92

Paid to the commissioners of the sinking fund
and applied to purchases of domestic debt,
viz. :

Surplus of revenue of 1790 257,786 42
Interest on stock vested in

said fund as per above 60,561 46
318,347,88

Unfunded debts incurred und_.r the late gov-
ernment and paid in specie, including a bal-
ance of account to France, not included in
the general account of the French debt (b) 136,877 84

2,263,477 06
Subscription to the bank stock of the United

States ...... 2_000,000 00
_alance to be accounted for next year, viz. :

In Treasury of America . . 783,444 51
(cl In hands of comnfissioners in Hoiland:

guilders 4,535,598 5 13 . 1,814,239 32
2,597,683 83

11_777,529 88
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NO. X,--Conlinued.

:Receipts of 1793, Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.

Balance from last year ..... 2,597,683 83
Balances paid on accounts which originated

under the late government .... 8,448 58
.Revenues_ vlz. :

Duties on imports and tonnage . . . 4,344,358 26
Do. on stills and domestic distilled spirits 248,654 00
Do. on the postage of letters . . . 11,020 51

Dividend on bank shares belonging to tile
United States (a) 152,500 00

Incidental, viz. : 4,756,532 77
Fees on letters patent. . . 660 00
Cents and half cents coined at tl_e mint (a i 17281 79
Profits on bills of exchange, viz. :

On guilders 2,909,067 18 2
drawn from Holland to
America sold for dollars

1,197,272 01, and at 40
cents were worth dollars

1,163,627 16 33,644 85
On guilders 91,913 15

drawn from Amster-
dam to Antwerp cost
only guilders 88,941 9,
difference is in dollars 11188 92

On dollars 268,033 62 re-
mitted to Spain from
Holland cost guilders
615,307 11 3, which, at
40 cents, are dollars

246,123 02 . 21,910 59
On guilders 536,565" 4 re-

mitted to Holland from
America at 40 cents are
dollars 214,626 08, and
cost dollars 213_669 30 10,956 18

67,701 14

.Loans, vlz. : 69,642 93

Domestic loan in anticipation of revenues 600,000 00
Foreign loan effected at Amsterdam at 5

per cent interast, bein,, a re-loan of an

instalment due this year . 400,000 00
1,000,000 O0

8,482_.308 11
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No. X.--C.ontinued.

Expenditures of 1793. .Dols. CY.s. .Dols. Cts.

Oivll list, viz. :
Compensation of the President of the

United States . . . 27,500 00
Do. of the Vice-President 5,000 O0

Judiciary Department 54,020 54
Legislative do. 97,481 22
Public oj_ces, viz. :

Treasury Department 65,454 87
Departmeut of State 7,930 12
War Department . . 11,470 95
Commissioners to settle

the accounts of the sev-

eral States . . 9,327 27
Commissioners of loans . 46,580 24

140,763 45

Government o/the Te_ritories, viz.:
North-West Territory . 4,462 50
South-West do. 5,035 58

9,498 08
334,263 29

Pensions, Annuities, and Grants, viz. :
Pensions to military invalids . 80,087 81
Annuities and grants to sundry persons 5,329 51

85,417 32
Military establishment, viz. :

]Koneys advanced to the Treasurer 449,434 04
Quartermaster-General . . 160,045 00
Contractors for the supply of the Western

army • • • 190,000 00
Clothing of the army. . . 111,550 02
Agent for supplies in Philadelphia 74,000 O0
Supplies furnished in Georgia and South"

West Territory . . 116,286 91
Do. in several other places 28,933 11

1,130,249 08
Indian Department (a) . . 27,282 88
Intercourse with foreign nations 89,500 O0
Sundries, viz. :

Mint establishment (a) 18,648 28
Light-houses, piers, &c ..... 12,061 68
:Enumeration ofinhabitants of United States 881 88
Other contingent and miscellaneous ex-

penses 4,645 61

Interest on public debt, viz. : 36,237 45
On domestic loans (a). 132,753 41
On domestic debt . . 2,()79,1()5 76
Deduct paid to commis-

sioners of sinking fund . 73,906 09
2,005,199 67

Carried forward . 2,187,953 08 1,692,949 97
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No. X.--Uontinued.

Expenditures of 1793, continued. Dols. 62s. Dols. Cts.

Brought forward .... 2,137,953 08 1,692,949 97
Interest on public debt_ continued, viz. :

On foreign debt, viz. :
On French debt 165,616 23
On Holland and Antwerp

debt 527,284 98
On Spanish debt, arrears

from 1st January, 1790 26,351 67
719,252 88

Charges on foreign debt, viz. : 2,857,205 96
Premium on the old guilders 2,000,000 loan

due this year ..... 40,000 00
Commissions, brokerage, charges for sun-

dries by the bankers of the United States
m Holland 17,948 28

Payments in part of the principal of the public 57,948 28
debt, viz. :

On domestic loans, viz. :
First instalment of the

bank stock loan . . 200,000 00
l_eimbursement of antici-

pations. 556,595 56
756.595 56

On the foreign debt, viz. :
First instalment of Dutch

debt 400,000 O0
On the French'debt'(paid

in America). • 11172,265 09
On the Spamsh delft re-

mitted from Holland

including dollars 67,-
670 95 arrears of inter-
est accrued before the

year 1790 241,681 95
1,813,947 04

On the debt due to foreign officers paid in
America ...... 39,000 47

Paid to the commissioners of tile sinking
fund, and applied to purchases of do-
mestic debt, viz. :

Moneys arising from for-
eign loans . . . 334,901 89

Interest on stock vested
in said fund. 73,906 09

4081807 98
Unfunded debts incurred under the late

government (b) 7,120 29
3,0251471 34

Balance to be accounted for next year, viz. :
In Treasury of America . . 753,661 69
In hands of commissioners in Hoiland:

guilders 87,677 8 8. 35,070 87

788,732 56

8,4321308 11
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No. X.--Contlnued.

Receipts of 1794. Dols. Cls. Dols. Cts.

.Balance from last year, vlz. :
Cash in Treasury and Holland, as per

above ..... 788,732 56
Repayment of moneys advanced in 1793 to

the Iridian department (a) 12,942 77
801,675 33

23alances paid on accounts which orlglnated
under the late government . 693 50

Revenues, viz. :
Duties on imports and tonnage . . . 4,843,707 25

Do. on stills and domestic distilled spirits 231,447 65
Do. on postage of letters 29,478 49

Dividend on bank shares (a) 157,500 00

Incidental, vlz. : 5,2623188 89
Fees on letters patent .... 570 00
Cents and half cents coined at the mint (a i 9,593 21

10,168 21
Loans, vlz. :

Domestic loan obtained from the'Bank of

New York in order to defray certain ex-
penditures relative to the intercourse with
foreign nations .... 200,000 O0

Other domestic loans in anticipation of
revenues ....... 8,200,000 00

Foreign loan effeeted at Amsterdam in
January, 179_at 5 per cent. interest and
4_ per cent. charges 1,200,000 O0

4,600,000 00

10,674,665 48

Expenditures of 1794. Dols. 6-_s. Dols. _.

Civil list, viz. :
Compensation of President of United

States . . . 24,000 00
Do. of Vice-President 5,000 00
Judiciary Department 60,454 16
Legislative do. (a) . 209,602 19
Public offices, viz. :

Treasury Department 61,779 48
Department of State 9,776 82
War Department . . 13_479 18
Commissioners to settle

accounts of the several
States . . . 160 08

Commissioners of loans . 86,110 72
121,306 28

Carried forward 420,862 68
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_o. X.--C.qnffnucd.

Expenditures of 1794, continued. Dols. Cts. Dols. 6_s.

Brought forward . . 4201362 63
Civil list, continued, viz. :

Government of the Te_ritorles_ viz. :
-North-)Vest Territory 6,486 84
South-West do. 5,150 00

11,636 84
481,999 47

-Pensions 1 Annuities, and Grants, viz. :
Pensions due to military invalids 81,899 24
Annuities and grants to sundry persons 61417 72
Grant to indemnify General Greene's es-

tate (c) 27,504 15
115,321 11

Military establishment_ viz. :
moneys advanced to the

Treasurer • . 930,661 93
Quartermaster-General 232,100 00
Contractors for supply of the

army . . 360,026 00
Clothing of the army" . 109,597 31
Distilled spirits purchased

for do. . . 13,038 33
Supplies in Georgia, South:

West Territory I &c. 217,637 24
Supplies by agent in Phila:

delphia . . 320,000 00
211831055 81

]lfoneys advanced to the quartermaster-
general of the militia employed to sup-
press the Western insurrection and for

supplies to the same (a) . 265,844 90
:Military supplies . 148_647 22
Fortifications of harbors (a) 42,049 66
_aval armament 61_408 97

2,700,506 56
Indian Department .... 131042 46
Intercourse wilh foreign nations_ viz. :

Moneys advanced tbr the support of minis-
ters abroad 741995 00

Extraordinary expenses 56,408 51
1311403 51

Sundries 1viz.:

:Mint establishment (a) 32,746 33
:Light-houses, &c ..... 37,496 36
Relief to the inhabitants of'San Domingo 151000 00
:Miscellaneous and contingent 19,174 99

104,417 68
Interest on the public debt, viz. :

On dome_-tic loans (a). 1501694 44
On domestic debt 2,_t55,8"56 65
Deduct paid to commis-

sioners of sinking fund . 721840 76
2,3831015 84

Carried forward 21533_710 28 31496_690 79
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lifo. X.--ffontlnued.

Expenditures of 1794, continued. Dots. _. Dots. Cts.
Brought forward .... 2,533,710 28 3,496,690 79
Interest on the pubde deb't, continued, viz. :

On foreign debt, viz. :
French debt 144,292 50

OOn Holland do. (tie in"
terest on Antwerp debt
not paid) 602,271 87

746,664 37
Charges on foreign loan obtained this year (in- 3,280,274 65

eluding dollars 62 20for eopiss) 54,062 20
Payments in part of the TrineiTal of the pu'b-

lie debt, viz. :
On domestic loans, viz. :

2d instalment of the bank

stock loan . . . 200,000 00
Reimbursement of antici-

pations 1_100,000 O0
1,300,000 00

On foreign debt, viz. : .
2d instalment of the Dutch

debt 400,000 00
On the Freneh'debt'(paicl

in America . 380,700 81
780,708 31

On the debt due to foreign officers (paid in
America) .... 44,752 35

Applied to purchases of domestic debt by
sinking fund, viz. :
Moneys arising from for-

eign insurgeace . . 100,000 00
Interest on stock vested

in said fund. 72,840 76
172,840 76

Unfunded debts incurred under the late
government (b) 3,855 86

Losses on sundries, viz. : 2,302,149 28
On balance of account be-

tween Amsterdam and

Antwerp 197 49_-
On guilders 1,990,0()0 re-

mitted to Holland from
America cost dollars
818,778 32, and at 40
cents are 796,000 00 22,778 32

22,975 81½
Deduct profits on guilders

1,496,885 drawn to
America from Holland

sold for dollars 607,950-
72, and at 40 cents were
dollars 598,754 9,196 78

13,779 033
_alance to be accounted for next year, viz. :

In Treasury of America .... 1,151,924 17
(f) In bands of commissioners in Hol-

land guilders 939,463 5 4 375,785 30_
1,527,709 47½

10,674,66543
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lifo. X.--Contlnued.

Receipts of 1795. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.
Balance from last year 7vlz. :

Cash in Treasury and Holland as per
above .....

Repayment moneys advanced in "1794: 1,527,709 47t
viz. :

To civil list for legisla-
tive department (a) . 7,528 98

To military establish-
ment (a) . 11,336 60

Balances paid on accounts which originated 18,865 53 1,546,575 001_
under the late government . 5,317 96"

l_evenues, viz. :
Duties on imports and tonnage (deduct-

ing drawbacks for domestic spirits ex-
ported) .... 5,588_961 26

Internal duties (including drawbacks for
domestic distilled spirits exported) 337,255 86

Duties on postage of letters 22,400 00
Dividend on bank shares (a) . 160,000 00

Incidental, vlz. : 6,108,616 62
Fees on letters patent . 600 00
Interest till 30th Septem-

ber, 1795, on 660,000
dollars in six per cent.
stock purchased from
the Bank of United
States and remitted to

Holland . . . 27,800 00
Deduct loss upon the said

stock, which cost, in-
cluding 22,500 dollars
interest repaid to the
bank, dollars 682,873.-
88, and supposing the
same to have sold at par
in Holland, is a loss of. 22,873 88

4,426 67

Interest till 80th Jun% 1795, on 800,000
dollars, six per cent. stock, obtained as
a loan from the Bank of the United

States, having been rated at par and
being the loafi here below mentioned . 24,000 00

:Profits on guilders 240,449 8 drawn to
America from Holland, sold for dollars
96,424 00, and at 40 cents were dollars
961179 76 244 24

Loans, vlz.: 29,270 91
Domestic loan obtained from the Bank of

the United States, in six per cent. stock
at par, in order to defray certain expen-
ditures relative to intercourse with for-

eign nations ..... 800,000 00
Other domestic loans in anticipation of

revenue . 2,500,000 00
3,300_000 00

VOL. IIr.--14 10,989,780 50_
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No. X.--Gontinued.

Expenditures of 1795. Dols. C2s. Dols. C_s.
Civil list . • • 859,762 29
Pensions to military invalids . . 68,673 22
Annuities and grants to sundry persons 2,970 20
Army, militia, military supplies, Indian De-"

partment . . . 2,488,837 28
Fortifications of harbors 81,885 13
:Naval armament . . 410,562 03
Diplomatic Department 15,005 00
Extraordinary expenses of the intercourse

with foreign nations. 897,680 12
Mint establishment • • . . 22,400 00
Light-houses, &e ...... 29,861 30
Miscellaneous and contingent expenses . 46,825 41
Interest on public debt, viz. :

On domestic loans (a) 243,099 99
On domestic debt 2[727,9"59 0Deduct paid to sinking

fund 534,927 91
2,198,081 16

On foreign debt, viz.:
On French debt . . 152,418 88
On Dutch debt (includ-

ing that on Antwerp
debt for 1794) . . 617,110 00

769,528 88
8,205,654 53

Charges on public debt, viz. :
Premium on the old guilder 2,000,000 loan

due this year. 48,000 00
Commissions dn the payment of the instal:

ment and premium 4,480 00
52,480 00

Payments in part of the prlnciTal of the public
debt, viz. :

Third instalment of bank stock loan 200,000 00
Reimbursement of anticipations . 1,400,000 00
Third instalment of the Dutch debt 400,000 00
On French debt (paid in America) . 801,352 66
On the debt due to foreign officers . : 11,883 68
On the domestic debt by the sinking fund,

viz. :
Interest on stock vested in said fund to

April, 1795 . 18,955 19
Two per cent. paid on

per cent. stock . 515,972 72
534,927 91

Unfunded debts incurred under the late gov-
ernment (b) 61 59

2,848,225 84
Balance to be accounted for next year, vlz. :

In Treasury of America . . 516,442 61
(b) Deduct estimated deficient in Holland

guilders 6,211 2 12 2,484 45
513,958 15_

10,989,780 50_
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NOTES TO STATEMENT No. X.

(a) This statementdiffersfrom the general statement marked (A) in
threeparticulars,viz.:

1st.The repayments of moneys are not setdown amongst the receiptsof

the statement(A), but are deducted from the expendituresof the proper
department.

2d. The centsand halfcentscoinedatthe mint are not setdown amongst

the receipts of the statement (A), but deducted from the expenditures rela-
tive to that establishment.

3d. In this statement the whole amount of dividends received upon the
hank stock, and the whole amount of interest paid upon the bank stock

loans, are set down ; but in the statement (A) the excess only of the divi-

dends beyond the interest paid on that loan is set down amongst the receipts.

The general and final balance of the statement (A) is right ; but, on

account of this mode being adopted (in order to show the actual receipts

and expenditures), the balance at the end of each year would be different i_t
the two statements.

(b) As the unfunded debts incurred under the late government and paid

in specie are not always distinguished in the official statements from the

other miscellaneous expenses, it-is possible that some of the items belo_lging

to those two heads are not properly arranged in this statement. Tl_is applies

especially to the accounts of the year 1795; but on the whole no great dif

ference can result from any mistakes on that head. Perhaps, also, a part of

the sums set under this head as old debts paid consisted of interest accrued

since the year 1789, and should have been charged to that head.

(c) As the accounts of moneys paid and received in Holland are blended

together for the years 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, and 1793, in the yearly official
statements, the balances of moneys remaining in the hands of the commis-

sioners in Holland at the end of the years 1791 and 1792 may not be quite
accurate; they are partly abstracted and partly deduced from other occa-

sional public statements. As the balance at the end of 1793 agrees with that

of the official statements, no real difference can result from any mistake there.

(d) The whole of the arrears of interest on the debt due to foreign officers

is here stated as paid. It is, however, probable that a part is still due, but

that a larger amount of the principal has been discharged than is stated.

But this cannot alter the balance which remains unpaid. The payments
of principal are not distinguished in the official statements from those of

interest upon this debt.

(¢) Although this grant was made on account of a transaction which

took place under the late government, it was not a debt of that government.

The moneys for which General Greene was security had been actually paid
by Congress to the persons to whom government was indebted, hut was not
applied by these persons to discharge that debt contracted by them for which

the general had become security.

(.f) This balance in the hands of the commissioners in Holland is stated

in the official statements at guilders 730,373 17 4, being guilders 209,089 8
less than the balance here stated. The difference arises from a sum of
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guilders 1,705,974 8 being stated in the said official statements as drawn by

the Secretary of the Treasury, whilst only guilders 1,496,885 are stated

here, in conformity to the state of the Treasury in America. The difference

is charged here to the accounts of the commissioners for the year 1795.

(g) The yearly official statements of receipts and expenditures not being

yet published, this statement is abstracted from a partial statement of the

Secretary of the Treasury, and from the Treasurer's accounts.

(h) This balance is deducted as follows, viz. : Guilders.
The balance in the hands of commissioners in Holland at

the end of 1794 was 939,463 5 4

The remittances made to Holland during 1795 were :
Six per cent. stock (supposing the same will sell at par

there), dollars 660,000, make . 1,650,000 0 0

Sugar and coffee, the amount not stated ; but the moneys
paid, either for the whole or on account of that ship-
ment in America, were dollars 127,500. What the

West India produce or the six per cent. stock will sell

for in Holland is not ascertained, but supposing also the

sugar and coffee to bring the same money they cost,
will make 318,750 0 0

N.B.--Perhaps a larger amount of West India produce

was shipped than was paid for, and this would then

leave a balance in the hands of the commissioners ; but
then that surplus was due in America on the 1st of Jan-

uary, 1796, and should so far decrease the balance stated
in the Treasury.

Balance stated_as deficient in Holland 6,211 2 12

Guilders 2,914,424 8 0

The payments to be made in Holland during 1795 are : Guilders.
Bills drawn by the Secretary of the Treasury amounted

altogether, for 1794 and 1795, to guilders 1,737,334 8, of

which 1,496,885 are accounted for in 1794, leaving. 240,449 8 0

The payments to be made in Holland for one year's in-
terest on the debt, one instalment of the principal, the

premium and commissions are stated by the Secretary

of the Treasury at guilders 2,580,802 10, to which add-
ing one year's interest, with commission on the Ant-
werp debt, not paid for 1794, and equal to guilders

93,172 10 . 2,673,975 0 0

Guilders 2,914,424 8 0

N.B.--This supposes the interest, which fell due on the 1st of January,
1796, in Holland, to be paid, it being interest of the year 1795.

(i) These 4000 dollars paid on account to General :La Fayette are charged

both here and in the general view of expenditures marked (A) to the ac-
count of payments made to foreign oflicer% but in the statement of debts

marked (B)they are placed under the head of "Unfunded debts paid in
specie."
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No. XlI.

Rec_iTls and Expenditures of the Domestic Fund.

To the 31st December, 1791.

Reeeipts_ viz. : Dols. Cts. Dols. Cts.
Balances of old accounts 11,001 11
Revenues 4_399,472 99
Incidental . 5,247 11
Domestic loans . 246,608 81

Expenditures, viz. :
Civil list, pensions and grants, military 4,662_330 02

establishment, intercourse with foreign
nations, sundries . 1,621_109 58

Interest on public debt, viz. :
In part of Dutch debt for

1790 . . 40,000 O0
On domestic loans 2,598 12
On public debt for 179l 1,656,895 28

1,6997493 40
Reduction of public debt, viz. :

Sinking fund . 699,984 23

Unfunded debts 298,479 94 02

Domestic loans 246,608 81
--- 1,245,072 98

Balance in favor of the fund 96,654 06

47662,330

For the year 1792.\
l_eceipts, v_z. : Dols. C'_s. Dols. C_s.

Balance from last year .... 96,654 06
Overcharged in Treasurer's accounts. 10
Balances of old accounts . 4,702 82
Revenues . 3_692.013 66
Incidental . 6,662 38
Domestic loans . 2_556,595 56
Balance deficient 856,308 26

JExpenditures_ viz. :
Civil list, pensions, and grants, military 7,212_936 84

establishment, intercourse with foreign
nations, sundries . . . 1,743,330 22

Interest on public debt (that to foreign
officers excepted) . . 3,014_380 90

Reduction of public debt, viz. :
Sinking fund . 3i8,347 88
Unfunded debts 136,877 84

455,225 72
Subscription to the bank stock . 2,000,000 00

7,212,936 84

From 1st of January, 1793_ to 1st January 3 1796.
Receipts_ viz. : Dols. Cts. ] Dols. Cts.

Balances of old accounts • • I 14,460 05
Revenues ..... 16,227,282 78
Incidental and repayments I 68,513 30
Domestic loans 7,300,000 00

Carried forward ! _- 13
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1_o. XII.--Continued.

Years 1793-1796, continued. Dols. fits. Dols. fits.

Receipts, brought forward 23,510,256 13
Expenditures, viz. :

Balance deficient from last year . . 856,308 26
Civil list, pensions, and grants, military

establishment, intercourse with foreign
nations, sundries . 9,554,102 74

Interest on public debt . . 9,334,434 59
Reduct{on of public debt, viz. :

Domestic loans 8,056,595 56
Unfunded debts 11,037 74
Sinking fund . . 165,702 04
Two per cent. on six per

cent. stock 515,972 72
3,749_308 06

Balance in favor of fund on 1st January,
1796 16,102 48

23,510,256 13

No. XIII.

Reevipts and Expenditures of the Foreign Fund.

To 31st December 1 1791. Dols. fits. Dols. fits.
Receipts, viz. :

Balance in Holland 132,475 31
Arms and ammunition sold" to France 8,962 O0
Foreign loans . . . 5,420,000 00
Profits on bills of exchange 233,724 96

Ezpenditures, viz. :
Interest on foreign debt for 1790. 391,144 04
Charges on foreign debt . . 258,800 00
Paid in part of the French debt 2,238,527 83
Balance in favor of the fund, viz. :

In Holland . . . 2,028,580 98
In Treasury of America 878,109 42

2,906,690 40

5,795,162 27 5,795,162 27

For the year 1792. Dols. fits. Dols. fits.
Receipts, vlz. :

Balance from last year . 2_906,690 40
Foreign loans .... 2,380,000 00
Profits on bills of exchauge 134,210 90

Expenditures, vlz. :
Charges on foreign debt 125,000 00
Paid in part of the French'debt" 11777,554 42
Do. do. of the debt due to foreign ot]icers:

including interest . . 64,354 79
Balance in favor of the fund, viz. :

In Holland . . . 1,814,239 32
In Treasury of America 783,444 51
Applied to domestic ex-

penses. 856,308 26
3,453,992 09

5,4201901 30 5_4201901 30
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No. XIII.--L_rntinued.

From the 1st of January, 1793, to the 1st of January, 1796.

Receipts, viz.: Dols. Gts. Dols. Ots.

Balance from last year 8,453,992 09
Foreign loans • • " " 1,600,000 00
Profits on bills of exchange, &c: 58,593 02

Expenditures, viz. :

Interest on Spanish debt for 1790 8,700 55
Charges on foreign debt 164,490 48
Payments on the French debt 1,854,818 06
Do. on the Dutch debt 1,200,000 00
Do. on the Spanish debt : . . 241,681 95
Do. on the debt due to foreign officers 95,636 50
Do. on the bank stock loan. 600,000 00
Do. to the sinking fund 434:901 89
Relief of the inhabitants of St. "I)omingo 15,000 00
Balance in favor of the fund, viz. :

In Treasury of America . 500,348 13
Deduct deficient in Holland 2,484 45

497,855 68

5,112_585 11 5,112;585 11

No. XIV.

:Estimate of the Receipts and :Expenditures for 1796.

Receipts, viz. : Dols. C_s. Dols. G-'is.
Duties on imports and tonnage 5,770,000 00
Internal duties 850,000 00
Duties on postage . 80,000 0O
Dividends on bank stock . 160,000 00
Interest on stock vested in sinl_ing fund 88,242 79
Moneys to be raised by 5 million loan 5,000;000 00
Deficient, to be provided by anticipation 671,069 24

Expenditures as per a}rpropriations, vlz. :
CiVil list, including deficiencies of 1795 . 506,871 12
Annuities to sundry persons . . . 8,157 73
Grant to indem. General Greene's estate. 55,000 00
Military pensions . 114,259 00
Army and fortifications . 1,171fl90 84
:Naval armament 801,917 82
Indian Department .... 71,000 00
Intercourse with foreign nations (in:

cluding treaties) . 512,672 06
Light-houses 82,000 00

Carried forward . 2,768;668 57 12;069,812 08
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No. XIV.--Contlnued.

Estimates of the Receipts and Expenditures for 1796, continued.

Expenditures aster atrtrropriations , continued, Dols. 6Xts. Dols. 6_ts.
viz. :

Brought forward .....
Mint establishment, including deficiencies 2,768,668 57 12,069,812 03

of 1795 ....... 61,864 00
Establishment of trading-houses with

Indians ...... 150,000 00
Miscellaneous and contingent expenses 86,672 09

Interest and charges on public debt, viz. :
On foreign debt 668,641 00
On domestic debt I in-

cluding annuity on 6
per cent. stock . . 3_018_282 03

Two per cent. on balance
due to several States for
1795 .... 46,901 12

Interest on unfunded debt 51,333 22
On domestic loans and an-

ticipations 372,000 00
4,052,107 37

Payment of publle debt, provided for by the
.five million loan s viz. :

Anticipations . . . 3,800_000 00
Two instalments on bank

stock loan . . . 400,000 00
First instalment of 8001000

dollars loan . . . 200,000 00
Due to Bank of New York 200_000 00
Fourth instalment on

Dutch debt 4001000 00
5,000,000 00

12,069,312 03 12,069,312 03



No. XV.

Statement relative to the assumptionof the State Debts.

•= 8 o_= _*_- .=o,= _. _ =o u.
- o-no *_- _o_ o=_ oo

Against _ Duo to Due by _ Infavorof Against =_= °+'q _ _" _u o _ ..... o o o _ __ _ Due to Due by _ ¢_in favor el
umbers. _ States. States. _ _ _ _

T_,ths. Dols. C_s. Dols. Dols. Dols. Cts, Dols. Cts, Dols. Cts. Dols. Olz, Dols. C_s. Dols. Ctm. Dols. C'ts. Dols. Ols. Dols. Cls. Dols. Cts. Dols. Cls. Dols. Ors. Dols, Cl_. Dols. C_.

New Hampshire ..... 41,821 8 282,595 51 75,055 141,307 34 141,307:14 734,008 85 376,358 34 466,363 75 90,005 41 28,259 55 73,400 89 29,913 66

Massachusetts .... t75,327 0 3,981,733 _ 1,248,801 473,602 76 473,6@2 76 2,460,088 81 2_770,445 24 3,843,573 74 1,5_3,055 06 489,926 56 398,173 31 246,008 88 1,400,965 43Rhode Island ..... 68,445 8 200,000 299,611 68.197 51 68,197 51 354,246 12 145,364 88 299_892 47 225,fl75 69 70,548 10 20,0_0 00 35,424 61 284,186 39
Connecticut ..... _6,840 4 1,600.000 00 619,121 2:_5,981 27 235,981 :.)7 1,225,784 39 993,.°,36 61 1,528,042 58 778,820 87 244,114 99 160#00 (_) 122,578 44 656,542 56
New York ...... _31,590 4 1,183,716 69 2,074,846 330,.°,8756 1,744,458 44 1,716,169 78 2,607,299 09 1,090,394 72 1,516,904 37 118,371 67 171,616 98 2,128,091 31
New Jersey ..... [79,569 8 695.202 70 49,030 178,918 42 178,918 42 _ 929,376 32 185,143 63 220#64 60 590,493 46 185,085 24 69,520 27 92,937 63 25,612 64

Pennsylvania .... _2,878 2 777,983 48 76,709 431,307 95 354,598 95 ! 2,240,392 02 1,539,117 54 1,423,467 3-5 115,650 19 77,798 35 224,0.39 20 222,949 85Delaware ...... 55,539 2 59,161 65 612,428 55,337 73 557,090 27 287,447 09 840,712 44 182,633 91 658,078 53 5,916 20 28,744 71 C_15,_5645
Maryland ...... _/8,513 6 517,491 08 151,640 277,503 30 125,863 30 i 1,441,467 01 1,075,615 93 915,858 12 159,757 81 51,749 1l 144,146 70 244,037 59

"Virginia and Kentucky . )99,264 2 2,934,416 _5 100,879 696,727 64 595,848 I_ I 3,619,091 77 785,554 77 79.3,148 61 2,299,445 3_ 720,741 94 293,441 60 361,909 18 169,.M6 58North Carolina .... _.53,52"22 1,793,803 501,082 352,239 81 148,842 19 1,829,679 38 536,957 53 261,176 69 1,162,514 364_380 56 179,380 39 182_967 94 504,669 55
South Carolina .... _06,235 4 3,999,651 73 1,205,978 205,487 29 205,487 :.)9 1#67,386 03 4,138,243 70 4,603,853 86 678,180 212,569 88 399,965 _ 106,738 60 1,499,204
Georgia ....... 70,842 4 246,030 73 19,988 70,585 42 70,585 42 366,649 90 100,631 17 59,307 14 232,956 62 73,018 31 24,603 36,664 99 7,926

Total ...... 3,530,390 4 18,271,787 47 3,517,584 3,517,584 3,517,584 00 2,450,390 90 2,_450,39090 18,271,787 47 8,047#90 43 8,047,390 43 11,609,259 69 11,609,259 69 2,4_0,390 90 2,450,390 90 1,827,178 75 1,827,178 75 3,904,351 _ 3,904,351 33I

Example. Pennsylvania has been found a debtor State for ..... Dols. 76,709 00 Pennsylvania, by the settlement of accounts by the commissioners, has been credited Had no assumption taken place before the settlement of accounts, a balance would
Which sum subtracted from the snm sloe must pay as her proportion of the for 1wx proportion of the aggregate of tim assumption, viz ....... 2,240,392 02 have been found against Pennsylvania of ......... 1,539,117

aggregate of the balances funded by the Union in favor of certain States, And has been charged with the amount assumed for her, viz ....... 777#83 48 IIad then an assumption of dollars 11,609,259 69 taken place for the States, and in theproportions of this statement, nothing being assumed, for Pennsylvania, the above
viz ................. 431,307 95 She he_s,therefore, been credited with the difference, viz ....... 1,462,408 54 stated balance subtracted from the sum she must pay us her proportion of the dollars

I_ave_ a balance now due to Pennsylvania of ...... 354,598 95 Which credit would not have existed had not the assumption taken place, aud added, 11,609,9£9 69 thus assumed, viz ............ 1,423,467 35
ther_fore, to the balance found due against her, viz ........ 76,709 00

Would have left an ultimate balance due by that Stats of ....... 115,650 19
Gives _he balance which would have appeared against that State had no assumption

taken place, viz .............. 1,539,117 54
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No. XVI.--Continued.

The United States in account wlth France_ Cr.

By payments in Europe, viz.: Livres. Dols. Cls.
1790 )Bills exchange remitted

"_ to France from Am-
1791.J sterdam . . . 6,463,793 8
1792. Do. from Amsterdamand

Antwerp 3,616,6'25 13

Guilders 10,080,419 1 produced 24,193,005 14 4
Which 10,080,419 1 guilders, at 40 cents,

are ..... d_Is. 4,032,167 62
By profits and losses on the above remit-

tance% viz. :
Tile above liv. 24,193,005 14 4, at

18 15-100 cents, are. dols. 4,391,030 5.3
And cost, as per above, only . 4_032,167 62

Difference gained .... ,358,862 91
By payments in America, viz.:
1791. By tile Departm_t of _,Varforarms,am-

munition, &c., delivered do/s. 8,962 00
1792. By tim Treasury of tile

United States dols. 435,263 83
1793. By ditto 1,337,881 32
1794. By ditto 524,992 81
1795. By ditto 453,766 04

2,751,904 00
2,760,866 00

Which dollars 2,760,866, at 18 15-100 cents, are . . 15,211p382 18 0
By certificates of funded domestic debt issued in favor of

Jas. Swan, agent of the French government, viz. :
1795. By stock bearing interest at 51/_ per

cent. from 1st Jannary, 1796 dols. 1,848,900 00
By stock bearing interest at 41/_ per

cent. frvm 1st January, 1796 176,000 00
2,024,900 00

Which dollars 2,024,900 at 18 15-100 cents, are 11,156,473 16 7

Li_e_ 50,560,862 8 II 9,176,796 53
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II_TI_ODUCTIOI_

TO THE COLLECTION OF

LAWS, TREATIES,AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

HAVING OPERATION AND RESPECT TO

THE PUBLIC L_l_IDS.



INTRODUCTION.

T_m collection is divided into two parts :. the first embraces

such public acts as relate to the t///e of the United States to the
public lands; file second consists of the Resolutions and Acts of

Congress respecting the disposal of the lands.
Under the first head are included: 1. Treaties with foreign

nations, so far as they relate to the acquisition of territory or to
the boundaries of the United States.

2. Cessions of territory to the United States by individual

States, members of the Union, and Acts of Congress relative
thereto.

3. Treaties with Indian tribes, so far as they relate to the

extinguishment of the Indian title to the public lands.
The treaties with foreign nations, by which territory has been

acquired or which relate to boundaries, are those of 1783 and

1794 with Great :Britain, of 1795 with Spain, and of 1803 with
France.

The treaty of peace (of 1783) with Great Britain, which

designated the boundaries of the United States, let_, however,
some unsettled points. The question relative to the true river
St. Croix, the eastern boundary of the United States, has been

determined in pursuance of the treaty of 1794. That respecting

the rights of the two nations over certain islands at or near the
mouth of that river has not yet been adjusted. But as the dis-

puted territory in both cases belongs to the State of Massachu-
setts, neither of those questions aflhcts the public lands of the
United States. The same observation applies to certain islands

in the river St. Lawrence, which continued to be claimed by

Great Britain, and which are presumed to belong to the State of
:New York. The claims of the two nations to some other islands

in the lakes and rivers west of that State hav.e not yet been
VOL.XIL--15 209
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adjusted. But file principal undecided question arising from
that treaty relates to that part of the boundary therein described

as a line drawn due west from the most north-western point of
the Lake of the Woods to the river Missi_ippi. It is ascer-
tained that a line drawn in that manner cannot intersect that

river, which does not extend as far northward as the latitude of

the north-western extremity of the Lake of the Woods. And

nothing more was agreed on in that respect by the treaty of 1794

than a mutual engagement to make a survey of the country,
and to regulate by negotiation the boundary-line according to "
justice, mutual convenience, and the intent of the treaty of 1783.

The southern boundary 0fthe United States was, by the same
treaty, fixed at the 31st degree of north latitude. But Great

Britain, having, by her treaty of the same date with Spain, ceded

to that power West :Florida, which under the British govern-
ment extended as far north as the Yasous River, Spain, then in

possession of the country between that river and the 31st degree
of north latitude, refused at first to deliver it. Yet the title of

the United States was indisputable; for their provisional treaty
with Great Britain, a public instrument, signed on the 30th of

:November, 1782, and which was to take effect as soon as peace

should be made between Great Britain and France, had already
established the 31st degree of latitude as the southern boundary
of the said States. Spain, thereibre, when receiving :Florida fi'om
Great Britai_ b a cession which cannot bear an earlier date than

the 20th of January, 1783, the day on which the preliminary
articles of her treaty of peace were signed, accepted that province

with the boundary thus previously established ; the territory
lying north of the 31st degree, which might, prior to the 30th

:November, 1782, have made part of West ]_'lorida, having on
that day, with the knowledge of Spain, been ceded by Great

Britain to the United States. Spain did accordingly acquiesce,
after a delay of some years. She made no cession of territory
by the treatv of 1795, which simply, and without reserve or ex-

ception, recognizes the same boundaries which had been fixed by
the treaty of 1783 between the United States and Great Britain.

The United States, by the treaty of 1803 wifll :France, ac-

quired Louisiana without any direct definition of its boundaries,
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but as fully and in the same manner as it had been acquired by
France from Spain, in virtue of the Treaty of San Ildefonso, of

the 1st of October, 1800. By this treaty Spain had retroc_led
:Louisiana to France, "with the same extent that it then had in

the hands of Spain, and that it had when France possessed it,

and such as it should be after the treaties subsequently entered
into between Spain and other states."

By the grant of Louis XIV. to Crozat, dated 14th September,
1712, _ all the country drained by the waters emptying directly

or indirectly into the Mississippi is included within the bound-
aries of Louisiana. The discover), of that river by the French,

the general principles adopted by the European nations in rela-
tion to the rights of discovery, the publicity of the grant, and

the long acquiescence of Spain, establish the claim of the United
States to that extent. But the western boundary on the sea-shore,

and south of the waters emptying into the Red River, is still a

subject of controversy between the two nations; the territory
called by Spain "Province of Texas" being claimed by both.

The claim of France, now transferred to the United States, ex-
tended at least as far west as the bay of St. Bernard, in virtue

of the settlement made there by La Salle, in 1685, in the vicinity
of the river Guadeloupe, at a time when Spain occupied no part

of the territory east of the Rio No_te. That settlement was
destroyed, and, notwithstanding the repeated orders of the

French government, was not resumed by the local authorities.
In the mean while (in 1717), the Spaniards sent some priests

among the Indians, and slmrtly after established a small military

post at Adayes, afterwards transferred to Nogodoches, on whic h
rests their claim to the country east of Ira Salle's settlement. By

an arrangement made in 1806 by the commanding officers in
that quarter, it was agreed that for the present the Spaniards
should not cross the Sabine, and that the Americans should no{
extend their settlements as far as that river. And in order to

prevent any collisions until the difference should be finally ad-

justed, instructions have been given that the public lands should

not be surveyed west of a meridian passing by :N'atchitoches.

z See that document in the Appendix to the Collection of Laws, etc.
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East of the Mississippi, the United States claim, by virtue of
the treaty of 1803, all the territory south of the 31st degree of
north latitude, and extending eastwardly to the small river

Perdido, which lies between Mobile and Pensacola, and was,

when Louisiana formerly belonged to France, the boundary
between that colony and the Spanish province of Florida. That
territory, together with the residue of Louisiana east of the

Mississippi, was, by the treaty of 1763, ceded by France to

Great Britain, who by the same treaty acquired also Spanish
Florida. The preliminary articles of that treaty were signed on
the 3d day of November, 1762, and on the _me day France, by
a separate Act/ceded to Spain all the residue of Louisiana west

of tile Mississippi, and including the city and island (so called)
of New Orleans. By the treaties of 1783, Great Britain ceded

to the U_fited States all that part of the former colony of Louisi-
ana east of the Mississippi which lay north of tile 31st degree
of north latitude, and to Spain, under the name of West and

East Florida, both that part of Louisiana east of the Mississippi
which lay south of that parallel of latitude, and the old Spanish

province of Florida. The 31st degree of latitude was, by the
subsequent treaty of 1795, between the United States anti Spain,
confirmed as the boundary between the possessions of the two

nations. The title of the United States to the territory in ques-

tion, under the treaties of San Ildefonso and of 1803, is fully
established by those facts.

Louisiana was retroceded to France "with the same extent

that it then had in the hands of Spain ;" and the territory in
question, by whatever name Spain chose to call it, was then
substantially in l_er hands.

Louisiana was retroceded "with the same extent that it had

when France possessed it;" and not only was that territory part
of Louisiana when France possessed it, but she never owned

that province a single day without that territory as part of it.
For, as has been stated, she ceded on the same day the eastern

part of Louisiana to England, and the western part to Spain.

• This Act or treaty of cession has never been made publicsbut its date is
ascertained by the letter of the King of France to D'Abbadie, inserted in
the Appendix to the Collection.
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Louisiana was retroceded "such as it should be after tile treaties

subsequently entered into between Spain and other states;" and

Spain never ha(t, since she acquired Louisiana in 1762, made
any treaties relative to Louisiana but that of 1783 with Great
Britain, and that of 1795 with tile United State.s; she had

entered into no treaty whatever which affected Louisiana west of
the Mississippi. This member of the description can therefore

only apply to the territory in question east of the 5_ississippi_

and there it has full effect; the territory having been acquired
by Spain by her treaty of 1783 with Great Britain, and its

boundaries having been finally established by her treaty of 1795
with the United States, " Louisiana, such as it should be," &c.,

can only mean, including East Louisiana as restored by the treaty
of 1783, but extending no further north than the southern bound-

ary of the United States as recognized by the treat)- of 1795.
The spirit of the treaty equally supports the construction

necessarily derived from its letter. Spain retrocedes to _France
the colony which France had ceded in 1762, and she must, there-

fore, yield all in her possession which France had formerly given
up. The cession by France of West Louisiana to Spain was to

compensate for the loss of Florida. The cession of East Louisi-
ana to England was to make_ together with Florida, an equiva-

lent for Cuba, which, on that condition, was restored to Spain.
France ceded the whole for the benefit of Spain, and Spain

having recovered Florida by the treaty of 1783, having herself
ultimately lost nothing, it is a natural consequence that France,

in obtaining a retrocession, should take back all she had lost for
the sake of Spain. It is hardly necessary to axld that no private

explanation between those two nations, made subsequent to the
Treaty of San Ildefonso, can affect the right of the United States

derived from a public treaty; such supposed explanation not
having been communicated to them by France when the treaty
of 1803 was concluded, nor even afterwards by Spain when she

acquiesced in the acquisition of Louisiana by America. 1

xFor that act of acquiescent%see, in the Appendix to the Collection_
Cevallos's letter to 5It. Pinkney_ of 10th February_ 1804. These remarks
have been introduced for the purpose of repelling certain large claims to
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All the Acts of Congress which relate to Louisiana, and,
amongst others, those respecting the public lands, have been so

expressed as to become immediately applicable to that Territory,
whenever possession should be obtained by the President accord-
ing to the powers vested in him by law to that effect.

All the vacant lands in Louisiana have, by the acquisition of
that country, become the property of the United States. But
those east of the Mississippi, and contained within the bounda-

ries designated by tlle treaty of peace with Great Britain, were
claimed by individual States; and the title of the United States

is, in that respect, principally, if not altogether, derived from
cessions made by" those States. The documents relative to that

branch of tile subject have been arranged under two sections,-
the first consisting of extracts from the charters and other Acts

establishing or affecting the boundaries of the States which made

cessions ; the other including the Acts of cession to the United
States and the Acts of Congress relative thereto. These cessions

embrace three distinct tracts of country.
1. The whole territory north of the. river Ohio and west of

the State of Pennsylvania, extending northwardly to the north-
ern boundary of the United States, and westwardly to the Mis-

sissippi, was claimed by Virginia ; and that State was in posses-
sion of the French settlements of Vincennes and Illinois, which

she had occupied and defended during the Revolutionary war.
The States of Massachusetts and Connecticut claimed all that

part which was within the breadth of their respective charters ;
and the State of :New York had also an indeterminate claim to

the country. The United States have obtained cessions from

the four States, and thus acquired an indisputable title to the

whole. The State of Virginia, amongst other conditions of her
Act of cession, made provision for securing the old French set-

tiers in their possessions, and reserved two tracts of land,--one
of 150,000 acres, near the rapids of the Ohio, for that portion of

her State troops which had reduced the country, and the other,

between the rivers Scioto and Little Miami, containing about

lands in that territory, said to be derived from grants made by the Spanish
officerssubsequent to the cessionof Louisiana to the United States.
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3,500,000 acres, to satisfy the bounties in land which she had
promised to her troops on the continental establishment. The
State of Connecticut reserved a tract on Lake Erie, bounded on
the south by the 41st degree of north latitude, and extending
westwardly one hundred and twenty miles from the western
boundary of the State of Pennsylvania. The cessions of Massa-
chusetts and New York included an insulated tract commonly
called "the Triangle," lying on Lake Erie, west of the State of
:New York, and north of that of Pennsylvania, and which has
since been sold by the United States to Pennsylvania.

2. :North Carolina has ceded to the United States all her va-

cant lands beyond the Alleghany chaln of mountains within the
breadth of her charter; that is to say, between the 35th degree
and 36th degree 30 minutes of north latitude, the last parallel
being the southern boundary of the States of Virginia and Ken-
tucky. That territory which now forms the State of Tenne._see
was, however, subject to a great variety of claims, described in
the Act of cession. And Congress has, by tlle Act of April 18,
1806, ceded to the last-mentioned State the claim of the United

States to all the lands east of a line described in the Act, leaving
the lands west 9f that line still liable to satisfy such of the claims
secured by the cession from North Carolina as cannot be located
in the eastern division.

3. South Carolina and Georgia were the only States which
had any claim to the lands lying south of the 35th degree of
north latitude. By the cessions from those two States the
United States have acquired the title of both to the tract of
country now forming the 1_Iississippi Territory, extending from
the 31st to the 35th degree of latitude, and bounded on the west
by the river Mississippi, and on the east by the river Chatahoo-
thee, and by a line drawn from a place on that river, near the
mouth of Uchee Creek, to :Niekajack, on the river Tennessee.
As a condition of the cession from Georgia, the Indian title to
the lands within her present boundaries will be extinguished at
the expense of the United States, and she is also entitled to re-
eeive 1,250,000 dollars out of the proceeds of the first sales of
lands in the ceded territory.

Cessions having thus beeu obtained from all the States claim-
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ing any part of the "public lands," it is now immaterial, so far
as relates to those States, to examine the foundation of their re-

spective titles. But, although the State of Georgia has no longer

any immediate interest in the question, certain large claims pre-
tended to be derived from that State, and known by the name

of "Yazoo Claims," render it important for the United States

to prove that a considerable portion of the territory thus claimed
was not within tile I)oundaries of Georgia nor of any other State
at the date of the treaty of peace with Great Britain, and be-

came, therefore, immediately vested in the United States by
virtue of that trcaty.

The charter of Carolina having been surrendered to the Crown

by the proprietors, South Carolina became a regal colony, the

boundaries of which might be altered by the Crown according
to circumstances. Georgia was accordingly erected into a sepa-

rate government, and, her charter having been surrendered by
the trustees, she also became a regal colony. Her southern
boundary was originally the Alatamaha River, and thence west-

wardly a parallel of latitude passing by the source of that river.
The territory between the rivers Alatamaha and St. Mary's was

annexed to it by the King's proclamation of the 7_h October,
1763 ; and, though not positively expressed by that instrument,

it appears by the commission of Governor _,Vright, dated 20th
January, 1764, that the jurisdiction extended to the river Mis-

sissippi as far south as the 31st degree of north latitude, which,

according to the proclamation, formed the northern boundary of

the new British province of West Florida. But, on the repre-
sentation of the board of trade, the boundaries were altered, and
it appears from the second commission of Governor Johnstone,

of that province, and from those of" the subsequent governors,
Eliot and Chester, that West Florida, from the 6th day of
June, 1764, and thence as long as it continued under the British

government, was bounded on the north by a parallel of latitude

passing by the mouth of the river Yasous, or about 32 degrees
30 minutes of north latitude. The jurisdiction of the governors

of West Florida did accordingly, in fact, extend to the territory
lying between that parallel and the 31st degree, as well as south

of this. Lands were granted by them within those boundaries,
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and, when not subsequently forfeited, continue to be held under

that title. That portion of territory (viz., between the 31st de-
gree and about 32 degrees 30 minutes of latitude) appears, there-

fore, to have been acquired not by any of the States as lying
within its boundaries, but by the United States as part of West
:Florida, and for the benefit of the whole Union. All the docu-

ments which could be procured on that subject are inserted in
the 2d Section, and amongst them tlle recital of the seco,ld com-

mission of Governor Johnstone, which was very lately obtained,

and is now for the first time published. 1
The last section of the first part of this collection includes all

the articles of treaties with Indian tribes which relate to the"

extinguishment of their title to the public lands of the United

States. Those tribes are in some respects considered as inde-
pendent communities. They govern themselves without being

subject to the laws of tile United States, and their right to re-
main in possession of the lands they occupy, and to sell them only

when they please, is recognized. On file other hand, the United

States have the exclusive right of pre-emption, and all sales to
foreign nations or to individuals, whether citizens or foreigners,

are null by law; a provision as necessary for the protection of the
Indians as for that of the public domain. This principle is

generally acknowledged by themselves, and recognized in several
of their treaties. Nor can it be disputed that even if their own

right to sell was entire, the United States have that to forbid any
one to purchase. The sales to the United States are, however,

altogether voluntary, and never made without a compensation

1The title of the State of Massachusetts to the territory north of the o/d
province of Maine, between New Hampshire and the river Kennebe%is
not understood. The northern boundary of that province is, by the charter
of 1691, fixed at 120 miles from the sea, and no subsequent document has
been seen extending the province to the northern boundary of the United
States. Thence it wouldseemthat the territory west of the Kennebec, and
north of the boundaryestablishedby the charter, vestedby the treaty of
peace in the United States, and not in the State of Massachusetts. The
same observationspplies to a small tract in the possessionof New Hamp-
shire lying north of the 45th degreeof north latitude, that perallel appear-
ing to have been the northern boundaryof the province whilst under the
British government.
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more valuable to the Indians than the use of the land which

they cede. Nor has, in any instance, the general government
attempted to dispose of lands prior to their being purchased

from the natives. :For although it will appear that a portion of
the lands ceded by them, in 1795, by the Greenville Treaty, had

been previously sold by Congress to tile Ohio Company and
to J. C. Symmes, that treaty was only a confirmation of others
made ill 1784 and subsequent years, which had been violated
by tile Indians.

The treaties inserted areonly such as relate to the public lands
of the United States; and those for the purchase of land not
ceded 1)y the States to the Union are omitted. In several in-

stances tlle same land will be found to have been purchased from

different tribes, the purchase not being considered complete until

all their conflicting claims have been acquired. The Indian
title to the following tracts of country has thus, by successive
treaties, been completely extinguished.

1. All the lands in the State of Ohio and in the Indiana and

Illinois Territories_bordering on the river Ohio, extending from
the western boundary of :Pennsylvania to the mouth of that
river, and thence up tile Mississippi to the river Illinois. The

depth of that tract is not, on an average, less than 120 miles; and

it is estimated to contain, exclusively of the Virginia military
reservation, more than thirty-two millions of acres, of which

more than twenty-four remain at the disposal of the United
States.

2. A tract extending along the Mississippi, from the Illinois

to the river Ouisconsing, and supposed to contain near twenty
millions of acres.

3. A tract in the Michigan Territory, bordering on Lakes
Huron, St. Clair, and Erie, estimated to contain about four

millions of acres. It is separated from the "Connecticut Re-

serve" and from the other public lands of the United States by
a tract still held by the Indians, extending along Lake Erie from

the river Miami of the Lakes to Sandusky Bay.
4. A small triangular tract of 322,000 acres in the north-

ern part of the Mississippi Territory, and in what is called the

Great Bend of Tennessee, extending from a point on that river,
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northwarflly, to the southern boundary of the State of Ten-
nessee.

5. The lands in the Mississippi Territory bordering on the
river Mississippi, fi'om the mouth of' the river Yasous to the 31st
degree of" latitude, thence extending along that parallel of lati-

tude to the river Mobile, and fllence about sixty miles up the

branch of that river called "Tombigby." This tract, having an
inconsiderable breadth on the Mississippi, is not estimated to
co,ltain more than six millions of acres.

A large tract of country in Upper Louisiana appears also to

have been ceded by the Sacs and Foxes, and by the Osages. No
other treaties have been made by the United States with I,idian
tribes west of the Mississippi. It is, however, believed that the

Indian title is extinguished to all the lands bordering on the
west bank of that river as high up at least as the Missouri, but
on what depth is not understood.

The second part of this collection consists of the Acts of Con-

gress for the disposal of the public lands, and those have been
arranged under four sections : 1. General provisions. 2. Dona-

tions. 3. Special sales north of the Ohio. 4. Adjustment of

private claims. But this being a collection, and not a digest, of
the laws, and the text of the law having therefore been uoiformly
preserved, it has not been practicable to follow in tile details as
methodical an arrangement as wonld have been desirable.

_A considerable part of the country had been successively
subject to several foreign powers : the Territories of Michigan,

Indiana, and Illinois to France, and then to England; the south-
ern part of the Mississippi Territory first to France, afterwards
to England, and finally to Spain; Louisiana to France, and then

to Spain. A part of the land was claimed by the inhabitants
and others either by right of occupancy or under titles said to

be derived from those several governments or from the local

authorities. Eight boards of commissioners were instituted by

various Acts of Congress for the purpose of investigating those
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claims, one for each of the Territories of Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, and Louisiana, two for the Mississippi, and two for tlle
Orleans Territory. The rules prescribed by law to the commis-
sioners have varied according to the nature of the claims respect-
ively coming before them. But the object appears uniformly to
have been to guard against unfounded or fraudulent claims, to
confirm all bona fide claims derived from a legitimate authority,
even when the title had not been completed, and to secure in
their possessions all the actual settlers who were found on the
land when the United States took actual possession of the
country where it was situated, though they had only a right of
occupancy. In some'cases, also, a right of"pre-emption has been
granted to persons who had occupied lands in the M:ississippi
Territory subsequent to the time when the United States had
taken possession. The comrhissioners in that Territory were
authorized to decide finally on the claims ; they have completed
their work, and the boards are dissolved. The commissioners

for the Territories of Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois were only
authorized to investigate the claims and to report their opinion
to Congress. Their respective reports have been received, all
their confirmations have been ratified by Congress, and the whole
business has been completed in Michigan and Indiana. But it
remains for Congress to decide on a great number of claims in
the Illinois Territory rejected as fraudulent by the commissioners.
In the Territories of Orleans and Louisiana, the commissioners
have been authorized to decide finally on all claims not exceed-
ing one league square, and to report their opinion to Congress on
those of a greater extent or for lead mines. Their reports have
not yet been made; but those for Louisiana and the eastern part
of the Orleans Territory are expected within a short time.

The laws included under the head of "Donations" are those

respecting the bounties in land given to the officers and soldiers
of the Revolutionary war, the grants made to the refugees from
Canada and Nova Scotia in compen_tion of their losses and
services, certain donations for public purposes in the State of
Ohio, and mi.w.ellancousgrants made by Congress to the United
Brethren, to A. H. Dohrman, to the French inhabitants of Gal-
liopolis, to General La :Fayette, to Captains Lewis and Clarke,
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to Isaac Zane, and to some Indian tribes now residing within the
boundaries of the lands to which the Indian title has been ex-

tinguished. These, together with the donations to actual settlers
above mentioned, with another donation of 100,000 acres to

settlers in the tract sold to the "Ohio Company," and with the
reservations for schools and seminaries of learning hereafter
noted, include all the lands g/yen by the United States. The
laws providing for granting patents to persons entitled to land

in the Virginia military reservation, between the rivers Seioto
and Little Miami, have also been inserted under this head.

Three tracts of land had been sold by contract prior to the
adoption of the present form of government; that is to say : 1.

To the State of Pennsylvania, the triangular tract on Lake Erie
above mentioned, containing 202,187 acres. 2. To an associa-

tion called "the Ohio Company," a tract on the rivers Ohio and
Muskingum, originally intended to contain about two millions

of acres, but afterwards reduced, at the request of the parties, to
964,285 acres. 3. To John Cleves Symmes and his associates,

a tract on the Ohio between the rivers Little and Great Miami,

originally supposed to contain one million of acres, but which,
by an alteration and then a failure in the contract, has been
reduced to 248,540 acres. All those lands were sold at the rate

of two-thirds of a dollar an acre, payable in evidences of the
public debt of the United States, and a part of the two last
tracts was paid for in military land-warrants, each acre in such

warrant being received in payment for one acre and a half of

land. A right of pre-emption, at the rate of two dollars an
acre, has been allowed to persons who had made purchases from
J. C. Symmes within the boundaries of his first contract. The

laws respecting those subjects, those authorizing the sale of lots

at Cincinnati and Shawnee Town, those allowing a right of pre-
emption of 640 acres to George Ash, and of 320 acres to Wil-
liam Wells, and that for the sale of 2560 acres to John James

Dufour, are arranged under the head of "Special Sales."
All the other public lands sold by the United States have

been sold under general laws. l'qo more than 121_540 acres had

thus been sold prior to the Act of 10th May, 1800, viz. : 72,974
acres at public sale at New York_ in the year 1787_ for 87,325
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dollars, in evidences of the public debt; 43,446 acres at public
sale at Pittsburg, in the year 1796, for 100,427 dollars; and

5120 acres at :Philadelphia, in the same year, at two dollars an
acre. The system now in force was organized by the Act last

mentioned, but has received some subsequent modifications. Its
general outlines, as it now stands, are as followeth :

1. All the lauds are surveyed befi_re they are offered for sale,

being actually divided into townships six miles square, and

these subdivided into 36 sections one mile square and contain-
ing each 640 acres. All the dividing lines, running according to
the cardinal points, cut one another at right angles, except where

fractional sections are formed by the navigable rivers, or by an
Indian boundary-line. The subdividing lines of quarter-sections

are not actually surveyed, but the corners, boundaries, and con-

tents of these are designated and aw_ertained by fixed rules pre-
scribed by law. This branch of the business is conducted under

the superintendence of two principal surveyors, who appoint
their own deputies. The powers and duties of the first--who is

called surveyor-general--extend over all the public lands north
• • _ , • ,

of the river Ohio, and over the Territory of Lomslana. The
other--known by the name of surveyor of the public lands

south of the State of Tennessee---superintends the surveys in the
Mississippi and Orleans Territories. Both make returns of the

surveys to the proper land office and to the Treasury.
2. The following tracts are excepted from the sales, viz. : 1.

One thirty-sixth part of the lands, or a section of 640 acres in

each township, is uniformly reserved and given in perpetuity for
the support of schools in the township. 2. Seven entire town-

ships, containilig each 23,040 acres, viz., two in the State of

Ohio, and one in each of the Territories of Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, Mississippi, and Orleans, have been also reserved and

given in perpetuity for the support of seminaries of learning.
3. All salt springs and lead mines are also reserved, but may be
leased by the :president of the United States. Three other sec-

tions were formerly reserved in each township for the future

disposition of Congress ; but this reservation has, since the Act
of 26th March, 1804, been discontinued. One section was also

reserved in each township within the boundaries of the tracts
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respectively sold to the Ohio Company and to John Cleves

Symmes, and was given in perpetuity for religious purposes;
but this reservation has not been extended to any other part of
the public lands.

The Mississippi, the Missouri, and the carrying-places be-
tween them, the Ohio, and all the navigable rivers and waters
leading into either of those three large rivers, or into the river

St. Lawrence, or the Gulf of Mexico, remain common highways,
and forever free to all the citizens of tile United States, without
any tax, impost, or duty therefor.

3. All the other public lands not thus excepted are, after the

rightful private claims have been ascertained and confirmed,
offered for sale at public sale in quarter-sections of 160 acres
each, but cannot be sold for less than two dollars an acre. The

lands not purchased at public sale may, at any time after, be
purchased in quarter-sections at private sale, and at the rate of
two dollars an acre, and without paying any fees whatever. The

purchase-money, whether the land be bought at public or at pri-
vate sale, is payable in four equal instalments,--the first within

forty days, and the three others within two years, three years,
and four years after the date of the purchase. :No interest is
charged if the payments be punctually made ; but it must be

paid from tim date of the purchase, at the rate of six per cent. a
year on each instalment nc;t paid on the day on which it is due.
A discount at the rate of eight per cent. a year is allowed for

prompt payment, which, if the whole purchase-money be paid
at the time of purchasing the land, reduces its price to one dol-
lar and sixty-four cents per acre. Tracts not completely paid
for within five years after the date of purchase are offered for

sale at public sale for a price not less than the arrears of princi-
pal and interest due thereon ; if the land cannot be sold for that

sum, it reverts to the United States, and the partial payments
made therefor are forfeited ; if it sells for more, the surplus is
returned to the original purchaser.

4. All the lands to which the Indian title has been extin-

guished are, for the convenience of purchasers, divided into dis-
tricts, in each of which a laad office is established. Ten of these

districts are in full operation, viz. : those of Steubenville, Can-
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ton, Zanesville, Marietta, Chillicothe, and Cincinnati, in the

State of Ohio ; those of Vincennes and Jeffersonvi]le, in the In-

diana Territory; and those of :Nashville (for Madison County,
in the Great Bend of the river Tennessee) and _,Vashington (near

:Natchez) in the Mississippi TerritoD.. Tile sales have not yet
commenced, tile surveys not being yet completed, or the private
claims not yet being decided upon, in the four districts of De-

troit, in the Michigan, of Kaskaskia, in the Illinois, of Mobile,

in the Mississippi, and of Opelousas, in the Orleans Territory.
:None have yet been authorized in the Territory of Louisiana
and in the eastern part of the Territory of Orleans. Each land

office is under the direction of two officers,--a register, who

receives the applications and sells the land, and a receiver of
public moneys, who receives the purchase-money, unless the pur-

chaser prefer_ paying it into the Treasury. Those two officers
operate as a check one on the other. Transcripts of the sales
and of the payments, tbgcther with the original receipts and

assignments, are transmitted to the Treasury ; and no patent
issues till after the calculations have been examined and it has

been ascertained t]iat the party has paid the whole purchase-

money and interest. The system, as it relates to the accounta-
bility of the receivers, is better checked than that of any other
branch of the public revenue; but the various and contingent

provisions respecting the credits, interest, discount, forfeitures,
and other conditions of sale, render it rather complex, and tbr
that reason liable to delays in the final settlement of the accounts
of the receivers.

The total quantity of land sold under that system at the

several land offices from 1st July, 1800, to 1st July, 1810, and
including pre-emption rights in Symmes's purchase and the Mis-

sissippi Territory, amounts to 3,386,000 acres, which have pro-
duced 7,062,000 dollars. Of this sum, 4,888,000 dollars have

been paid, in specie or evidences of public debt, into the Treas-
ury or into the hands of the receivers of public moneys; the

balance is due by the purchasers.
All the laws respecting that branch of the subject are inserted

under the head of "General Provisions," where will also be

found the Acts to prevent intrusions on the public lands, which
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are equally forbidden under various penalties, whether the lands

still continue in the possession of the Indians or have been pur-
chased from them. Intrusions subsequent to the 3d March,

1807, work a forfeiture of title or claim, if the intruder had any
such, not previously recognized and confirmed by the United

States, and the President is authorized to remove such intruders,

and to employ, if necessary, military force for that purpose.
An Appendix has been added, which consists principally of

various documents connected with the title of the United States,

or explanatory of certain extensive claims, either already rejected
or requiring a critical investigation. The most important claims

of that nature which have come within the knowledge of the
Treasury will now be briefly stated.

1. Illinois and Wabash Companies. This is a claim for

several millions of acres on those rivers, derived solely from
Indian purchases made in 1773 and 1775 by unauthorized in-
dividuals. Exclusively of other considerations, such purchases
were expressly forbidden by the proclamation of 1763 of the

King of England. Yet it has been lately reported that the
claimants intended to institute suits for the land.

2. Some large grants by Colonel Wilkins, a former English

commanding officer at Illinois. These were also forbidden by
the proclamation of 1763, and are recognized by the grantor as
null, unless confirmed bv his government.

3. A great number of claims in the Illinois Territory reported

by the commissioners as fraudulent, and subject to the ultimate
decision of Congress.

4. An unlocated township, included in Symmes's patent, and
granted for the support of a seminary of learning, has never been

applied to that purpose. Congress has given another township

in lieu thereof, and directed that legal steps should be taken to
recover the first.

5. The Yazoo claims, so called, embracing about 35 millions

of acres in the Mississippi Territory, and derived from a pre-
tended sale by the Legislature of Georgia, but declared null, as

fraudulent, by a subsequent Legislature. The evidence, as pub-
lished by the State of Georgia and by Congress, is inserted in

the Appendix, and shows that that transaction, even if considered
VOL. IIt.--16
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as a contract, is as such, on acknowledged principles of law and
equity, null ab initio; it being in proof that all the members of

the Legislature who voted in favor of the sale, that is to say, the

agents who pretended to sell the property of their constituents,
were, with the exception of a single person, interested in and
parties to the purchase. Much litigation must, however, be ex-

pected; and orders have lately been given for the removal of
c_rtain intruders, some of whom claimed the land under this

supposed title.
6. British grants in ttle Mississippi Territory derived from

the Governor of West :Florida. These have not been confirmed,

unless the claimant had made an actual settlement; but the lands

thus claimed have by law been for the present excepted from the
sales.

7. Doublehead's Reserve, so called, is a small tract on the

river Tennessee, excel)ted by a treaty with the Cherokees from a
cession of territory made by them. It remains Indian property,
and is also claimed by the Chickasaws. The Cherokees, for

whose use it was e%xceptedfrom the general cession, seem to have
supposed that they had thereby acquired the right of selling or
leasing it to citizens of the United States, who now claim it, and
whose removal, as intruders on Indian lands, has been ordered

by the President.
8. Bastrop's claim on the river Washita, in the Territory of

Orleans. This is only a contract between the Spanish governor

of Louisiana and Baron Bastrop, by which a tract twelve leagues
square was promised to him on condition of his settling thereon

five hundred families, to each of which four hundred arpens of
the land was to be allotted gratis. The execution of the contract

was suspended by the Spanish government, and if it be still

binding on the United States, it is only the residue of the land,
after the families of the settlers shall have been first provided
for, which can possibly be claimed. Yet tile whole tract is

claimed as a fee-simple estate held under a complete title.
9. Maison-rouge's claim, also on the river Washita, is of the

same nature with the preceding. But the contract was approved

by the King of Spain, and a certificate was, subsequent to the
cession to the United States, obtained from the Spanish officers
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stating that the conditions had been fulfilled by the claimant.

There is no patent in either case; and the assent of the King,
which, from its being obtained to the contract with Maison-

rouge, seems to have been requisite in large grants, has not been

produced for the contract with Bastrop. It may be generally
observed that the archives and documents relative to the domain

of Louisiana not having been left, in conformity with the treaty,

in the possession of the United States, the extent of the powers
of the governors or intendants to grant land, beyond the usual

concessions to settlers, is not understood, and the difficulty of
deciding on the validity of many claims has been greatly
increased.

10. Houmas's claim on the island of New Orleans. This is

originally founded on a title to a tract about a league in length,
oll the left bank of the Mississippi, on a depth of about half a
league. The owner, having no timber, asked and obtained from
the Spanish governor of Louisiana a back coneessiort as far as the

vacant lands extended. The obvious intention of the grant
was that it should preserve a breadth equal to that of the tract

on the river. But the upper and lower lines of this happening,
on account of a bend in the river, not to be parallel, but to
diverge, making an angle of 120 degrees, the owners now claim
all the land contained between those lines protracted on one hand

to Manshak at the mouth of the Iberville, and on the other to
the lower extremity of Lake Maurepas; which would include
about 120,000 acres of the most valuable vacant land on the
island.

11. A permission was granted by a Spanish governor to the

inhabitants of Opelousas, in the Territory of Orleans, to cut
wood wherever they pleased in the vacant cypress forest, re-

serving, however, the fee of the soil to the Crown. This grant,
from its nature, would seem to be revocable at will, and, if con-

tinued unrestricted, will prove equally injurious to the public
domain, and ultimately to the settlement itself.

12. Lead mines near Genevieve and other settlements in
Louisiana. Two extensive claims of a doubtful nature are laid

to some of these. The first derived from Philip Renaut, to

whom a grant had been made in 1723 by the local authorities,
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and who returned to France in 1744, from which time his claim

had lain dormant till the year 1807. The power of the officers

who made the grant is doubted; and if the charter of the
French Western or Mississippi Company was similar to that of

Crozat, mines on being abandoned for three years reverted to
the Crown. The other rests on an application of St. Vrain
Lassus to the Governor of Louisiana for ten thousand acres, to

be located on lead mines, salt springs, &c., where and in as

many tracts as the applicant might choose. The governor, in

February, 1796, writes at the bottom of the petition "Granted."
But no warrant of survey was given nor any attempt made to

take up any land during the continuance of the Spanish author-
ities. The present holder of the supposed grant claims, by
virtue of it, and has taken possession of', a number of the most

valuable mines belonging to the public.

13. Dubuque's lead mines in Louisiana, about 500 miles
above St. Louis. The claim to these, and including 140,000

acres of land, is derived from a cession by the Indian tribe of

Foxes, which appears to have been a mere personal permission
to Dubuque to occupy and work mines as long as he pleased.
The confirmation by the Spanish governor of Louisiana only

grants the petitioner's request to keep peaceable possession ac-
cording to the tenor of the Indian permission. There was
neither order of survey or patent, but the land is nevertheless
claimed as if held under a perfect title.

14. The :New Orleans Batture. The documents respecting

this claim, which rests on a supposed right of alluvion, were too
voluminous for insertion. And exclusively of other considera-

tions, derived from the nature of the Batture, and from the laws
of Louisiana, it is sufficient here to observe : 1st. That no title

or survey has been produced proving that the land was bounded

by the river. 2dly. That that land was converted into a suburb,
and all the front lots sold to individuals. 3dly. That if the

first purchasers from the Crown had any right to the Batture,
this does not appear to have been legally vested in the present
claimants. 4thly. That it is incontestably proven that during a

period of near forty years, which elapsed between the purchase
of the plantation from the Crown and the cession to the United
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Sta_s, the Batture was neither possessed nor claimed by the
owners of that plantation, and was during the whole time in the

exclusive and undisturbed possession of the public.
Some other vague claims to the public lands have been men-

tioned, respecting which no documents have been obtained ; and
it is probable that the reports of the commissioners for the

Territories of Louisiana and Orleans will exhibit others as yet
unknown.
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NEW YORK, January 1, 1831.
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CO I_ SID ERATI 0 I_IS_ &c.

THE framers of the Constitution of the United States were
deeply impressed with the still fresh recollection of the baneful

effects of a paper money currency on the property and on the

moral feeling of the community. It was accordingly provided

by our :National Charter that no State should coin money, emit
bills of credit, make anything but gold and s/h,er co/n a tender

in payment of debts, or pass any law impairing the obligation
of contracts; and the power to coin money and to regulate the

value thereof, and of foreign coin, was, by the same instrument,

vested exclusively in Congress. As this body has no authority
to make anything whatever a tender in payment of private
debts, it necessarily follows that nothing but gold and silver
coin can be made a legal tender for that purpose, and that Con-

gress cannot authorize the payment in any species of paper cur-
rency of any other debts but those due to the United States, or

such debts of the United States as may, by special contract, be

made payable in such paper. All the engagements previously
contracted at home by the United States were expressed in
Spanish dollars ; all the moneys of account of the several States

were estimated and payable in that coin ; there might be some
uncertainty as to the precise weight of pure silver which it con-

tained ; and the assays made at the time may not, for want of

proper means, have had all the accuracy of which that process
is susceptible. But they were made in good faith ; and the Act
of Congress of the year 1791, which declared that the dollar of

the United States should contain 371¼ grains of pure silver, has
irrevocably fixed that quantity as the equivalent of a dollar of

account and as the permanent standard of value, according to

which all contracts must be performed. The relative legal value
235
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of gold and foreign coins to that standard may from time to
time be varied, provided that neither shall be so overrated as to
authorize the payment of a debt with an amount in such coin of
a less actual value than that of the silver to which it may be

made to correspond.
The provisions of the Constitution were universally consid-

ered as affording a complete security against the danger of paper
money. The introduction of the banking system met with a
strenuous opposition on various grounds ; but it was not appre-
hended that bank-notes, convertible at will into specie, and

which no person could be legally compelled to take in payment,
would degenerate into pure paper money, no longer paid at sight
in specie. At a later date, although occasional bankruptcies had
taken place, and might ag_ainbe anticipated, there was no appre-
heusion of a general failure of the banks in three-fourths of the
States. Still less was it expected ; and it was the catastrophe of

the year 1814 which first disclosed not only tile insecurity of the
American banking system, as then existing, but also that when
a paper currenc):_driving away and supel_eding tile use of gold
and silver, has insinuated itself through every channel of circu-
lation and become the only medium of exchange, every indi-
vidual finds himself, in fact, compelled to receive such currency,
even when depreciated more than twenty per cent., in the same
manner as if it had been made a legal tender. The establish-
ment of the Bank of the United States was recommended by

the Treasury, and that institution was incorporated by Congress,
for the express and avowed purpose of removing an evil which
the difference in the rate of depreciation between the paper cur-
rencies of the several States, and even those of different places
in the same State, had rendered altogether intolerable. Tile

object in view has been obtained. Tile resumption of specie
payments, which the State banks had been unwilling or unable
to effect, took place immediately after that of the United States
had commenced its operations. And it has for a number of

years supplied the country with a currency safer and, it must
at least be allowed, more uniform than that which the State
banks could filrnish. The question, whether the charter, which

expires in a few years, should be renewed, has been brought by
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the President before Congress, with a suggestion that a national

bank, founded upon the credit and revenues of the government,
might be advantageously substituted to that now in existence.

Reports favorable to the continuance of the present bank have

been made by committees of both Houses of Congress. An-
other report, on the relative value of gold and silver, and in-
timately connected with the subject of currency, has also been

made by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Senate. Availing
ourselves of the information affbrded by those documents, and
particularly of the arguments adduced in Mr. MeI)uffie's able

report, we intend to examine this important question principally
in reference to the currency of the country, considered as the
common standard by which the value of all the other commodi-

ties is estimated and every contract is performed.

Whatever commodity or species of paper may, by law or gen-

eral consent, be universally received in any country in exchange
of every other commodity and in payment of all debts, is the

circulating medium or currency of such country, or, in other
words, its common standard of the value of all commodities

whatever, and that which regulates the performance of all con-

tracts not specially excepted. It is therefore of primary impor-
tance that the commodity or substitute which may be selected
for that purpose should be of a value as permanent as practica-

ble, and the same in every part of the same eoufitry; and it is
also highly desirable that the same circulating medium should
be common to all countries connected by commerce. Gold and

silver are the only substances which have been, and continue to
be, the universal currency of civilized nations. It is not neces-

sary to enumerate the well-known properties which rendered

them best fitted for a general medium of exchange. They were
used not only as ornaments and objects of luxury, but also for
that particular purpose, From the earliest times. We learn from
the most ancient and authentic of records that Abraham was

rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold; that he purchased a field

for as much money as it is worth, and in payment weighed four
hundred shekels of silver, cm_rent (money) with the merchant.

And when we see that nations, differing in language, religion,
habits, and on almost every subject susceptible of doubt, have,
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during a period of near four thousand years, agreed in one

respect ; and that gold and silver have, uninterruptedly to this

day, continued to be the universal currency of the commercial
and civilized world, it may safely be inferred that they have

also been found superior to any other substance in that perma-

nency of value which is the most necessary attribute of a cir-
culating medium, in its character of the standard that regulates

the payment of debts and the performance of contracts.
There is not, however, in nature any perfect or altogether

permanent standard of value. There is not a single commodity
the relative value of which, as compared to that of all other

commodities, is not subject to great and permanent changes as

well as to temporary fluctuations. But it will be found that
the nature of the demand for precious metals, the comparative

regularity of the supply, and especially their much greater
durability and intrinsic value than those of any other substance
otherwise fitted for a circulating medium, restrain the fluctua-
tions to which their relative value is liable within far narrower

limits than is tl_e case with any other commodity which might
have been selected for a currency.

It is well known that the discovery of America was followed

by a great and permanent change in the price of the precious
metals, which reduced it to one-fourth of their previous relative

value as compared to all other commodities. This great revo-
lution was due to a simultaneous vast increase of the supply

and corresponding reduction in the cost of produetioa of the
metals. The American mines of silver do not lie nearer the

surface of the earth than those of other countries; the ore rarely

yields more silver than one-fourth per cent. of its weight, nor
was there at the time any improvement adopted that tended

materially to lessen the expense of extracting the silver from
the ore. 1 The superiority of the silver mines of America

appears to consist principally in the magnitude of the beds and
the much greater quantity of ore which can accordingly be dug
out with the same labor. The annual labor of one miner at

the mine of Valenciana, the most fertile of Mexico, was suffl-

I Humboldt'sNew Spain.
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cient, in 1803, to extract from the bowels of the earth four

hundred quintals of ore, which produced one quintal of silver,
and the annual produce of file mine exceeded three millions of

dollars in value (about 220,000 lbs. troy weight); whilst at
the richest mine of Saxony the annual labor of eleven miners

was necessary to extract the ore sufficient to produce a quintal
of silver, and the annual produce was less than ninety thousand

dollars (about 6200 lbs. troy weight). Although the money-
price of mining labor appears to be five times greater in Mexico
than Saxony, and notwithstanding the want of fuel and other

circumstances which increase the current expenses, the cost of
production was still much leas at the Mexican than at the Saxon

mine, and left a considerable rent to the owner. The Saxon

mine, though probably as rich as any that was in operation in

Europe prior to the discovery of America, could not, on account
of the difference in the rate of wages, be worked if situated in
Mexico. It follows that all the American silver mines are

superior to it in fertility, though in that respect differing from
each other, and gradually decreasing from that of Valeneiana

down to the poorest, which probably affords no rent to the
owner.

The American mines or washings of gold are in the same

manner more fertile, or with the same labor produce mush

greater quantities of pure metal, than those of Europe. But
the difference must have been less with respect to gold than to

silver mines. The relative value of gold to silver was, before
the discovery of America, at the ratio of 11 or 12, and is now
at that of 15 or 16 to 1. If the depreciation in the value of

silver has been at the rate of 4 to 1, that of gold has been only
at the rate of about 3 to 1; and this may afford some reason

to think that of the two metals gold is probably the most per-

manent standard of value. It must be observed that, though
wanted for similar purposes, the relative value of gold to silver
does not depend on any supposed similarity or con nection between

the two metals, but is the result of their respective prime cost,
which determines the value of each in relation to that of all
other commodities.

As the total importation of precious metals from America to
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Europe had not, prior to the year 1596, exceeded a quantity
equal to that contained in eight hundred millions of dollars, and

the depreciation was then already at the rate of about 3½ to 1,
it is probable that the total amount of gold and silver existing

in :Europe prior to the discovery of America, though worth then
four times as much, did not in quantity exceed that contained
in three lmndred millions of dollars, money of the present
times.

The total amount of gold and silver produced by the mines

of America to the year 1803, inclusively, and remaining there
or exported to Europe, has been estimated by Humboldt at
about five thousand six hundred millions of dollars; and the

product of the years 1804-1830 may be estimated at seven
hundred and fifty millions. If to this we add one hundred

millions, the nearly ascertained product to this time of the mines
of Siberia, about four hundred and fifty millions for the African

gold-dust and for the product of the mines of Europe (which
yielded about three millions a year in the beginning of this cen-

tury) from the discovery of America to this day, and three
hundred mdhons for the amount existing in Europe prior to the

discovery of America, we find a total, not widely differing from
the fact, of seven thousand two hundred millions of dollars. It
is much more difficult to ascertain the amount which now re-

mains in Europe and America together. The loss by friction

and accidents might be estimated, and researches made respect-

ing the total amount which has been exported to countries beyond
the Cape of Good Hope; but that which has been actually con-

sumed in gilding, plated ware, and other manufactures of the
same character, cannot be correctly ascertained. :From the im-

perfect data within our reach, it may, we think, be affirmed
that the amount still existing in Europe and America certainly
exceeds four thousand and most probably falls short of five
thousand millions of dollars. Of the medium, or four thousand

five hundred millions, which we have assumed, it appears that

from _- to _ is used as currency, and that the residue consists of

plate, jewels, and other manufactured articles. ]:t is known
that of the gross amount of seven thousand two hundred mil-
lions of dollars, about 1800 millions, or ¼th of the whole in
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value, and _-th in weight, consisted of gold. Of the four thou-

sand five hundred millions, the presumed remaining amount in

gold and silver, the proportion of gold is probably greater, on
account of the exportation to India and China having been ex-

clusively in silver, and of the greater care in preventing every
possible waste in an article so valuable as gold.

In order, therefore, to produce a revolution in the price of
gold and silver, such as was caused by that event, mines must

be discovered which in thirty or forty years should produce,

in addition to the supply required by the increasing demand,
thirteen or fourteen thousand millions of dollars, or three times

the quantity now existing; and this increased supply must be

accompanied with a corresponding reduction in the cost of pro-
duction. It is obvious that the discovery of one hundred new

mines, even superior in magnitude and equal in other respects
to that of Valenciana, would only cause min_ of inferior fer-

tility to be abandoned, and could produce no greater effect on the

price of silver than reducing it to the actual cost of production
at the mine of Valenciana. The expense of extracting the silver
from ore of a given quality, once brought to the surface of the

earth, bears too small a proportion to the whole expense of work-
ing a mine to render it possible that any improvement in that

process should cause any great reduction in the price of the metal.
It does not appear that such reduction can be effected other-

wise than either by the discovery of numerous and large beds

of ore, much richer in silver than any yet worked, or by a great
reduction in the money-price of labor in America. Judging
from analogy, the first event, at least to a sufficient extent, is
altogether improbable; and the last contingency cannot take

place but slowly and gradually. On the other hand, the dimi-

nution in the annual supply for the last twenty years, having
been exclusively caused by the convulsions attending the revo-

lutions of the new American states_ is but temporary ; and the
successive numerous discoveries of new mines, during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, render it highly probable that,
after order and security shall have been restored in those states,

a similar progress will take place, and continue, as heretofore,

to produce an increasing annual supply, corresponding with the
vor. III.--17
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increasing demand. This demand, also, being always propor-
tionate to the wealth and prosperity of the civilized world, can

increase but gradually. It is, therefore, highly improbable that

any new revolution should again occur producing effects in any
degree similar to those which followed the discovery of America,
or that there should be any other permanent alteration in the

price of the precious metals, but such slow and gradual changes
as cannot substantially affect the due performance of the great

mass of ordinary contracts. Before we examine the temporary
fluctuations in price to which both gold and silver are liable, it

is necessary to inquire into the nature of the demand for those
metals.

Mines, being, like tillable land, private property and of dif-

ferent fertility, the rent of either, as well as the intrinsic value

of their respective produce, are regulated by analogous laws.
But there is an essential difi_hrenee between the demand for

corn and that for the precious metals. That for corn, or the
ordinary article of food, is for an amount in quantity, without

much regard to value. That for gold and silver is for an amount
in value, and no'in quantity. More food is consumed and may

be wasted in plentiful years than in those of scarcity. But there
is always a certain quantity of corn or other usual article of
ibod determined by population, and which must necessarily be

supplied at any price, without any other limits than actual de-

ficiency in the supply or absolute inability to pay the market-
price; and in either case a portion of the suffering population

must perish. In a country requiring annually at least fifty
millions bushels or any other quantity of corn for the necessary
subsistence of its inhabitants, there is a most imperative demand

for that amount, or a substitute for it; and this must be satisfied
if the amount can be procured at all, and at any price, provided

the country can by any means pay for it. The demand for corn

is, therefore, for a certain quantity regulated by the population,
and not for a certain value proportionate to the income, capital,
or wealth of the country.

But the demand for gold and silver is either for plate, jewels,
and other manufactured articles, such as plated ware, gilding,

&c., in which those metals are used, or for currency. It is evi-
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dent that all or nearly all those objects of demand being, with
the exception of currency, articles of luxury, the effective de-

mand for them, including both the wish to possess and the means
to pay, must be proportionate to wealth, and therefore for a cer-

tain amount in value and not in quantity. :No individual can
lay out more than a certain portion of his income or capital in
plate and jewels. If the price of the precious metals is reduced

to one-fourth of what it previously was, as happened during the
latter end of the sixteenth century, he wi]! be able _ith the

same income to obtain four times the quantity of plate and gold
ornaments which he formerly possessed, because their value

remains the same. But the increased cheapness will in a very
inconsiderable degree, if at all, have a tendency to increase the
amount in value of gold and silver articles which will be used.

An individual may be induced, by such great reduction in the

price of silver, to substitute silver spoons or forks to those made
of inferior metal; but so long as silver spoons or forks are dearer

than those of any other metal, he cannot, his income remaining

the same, indulge his wish without retrenching his expenses in
some other respects and without depriving himself of some other

comforts. What is true of every individual in every country is
equally so of the aggregate of individuals or of every country.
The demand for an increased value of plate, jewels, and other

articles manufactured, in whole or in part, of gold or silver,

with the exception, perhaps, of a few articles in general use
amongst all classes, will everywhere be nearly in proportion to

the wealth of each country ra_pectively. And what is nearly
correct as regaMs the demand for nmnufactures of gold and
silver, is strictly true as applied to the demand for those metals
for currency.

As a silver dollar, or dollar bank-note, passing from hand to
hand, effects in a given time, a year for instance, a great number

of payments, the amount of currency wanted in any country is
always much less than the gross amount of payments made in
currency within the same time. The amount thus wanted is

that which is necessary and sufficient for the payment of all

such purchases of ]and, labor, and product of labor (embracing
every species of commodities and capital) as are paid with cur-
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rency. Its value must always, therefore, bear a certain propor-

tion to the aggregate value of the ]and, labor, and all objects
whatever thus paid for with currency. That proportion, as

well as that which the value of the annual purchases effected

with currency may bear to the value of the whole amount of
annual exchanges and purchases of the country, whether effected
with currency or by any other means, must vary, and cannot be

precisely ascertained. But whatever either of these two ratios
may be, the average value of the various objects purchased,

which are paid for in currency within a given time, a year for
instance, will always require a certain proportionate value of

currency. The average value of the objects thus annually paid
for determines the total average amount in value of currency

which is requisite, and in the case before us the average value

of precious metals which is wanted for currency, and for which
there is an actual demand for that purpose.

Let it be supposed that the amount of currency wanted in a

country is one-tenth part of the whole amount of the annual
payments made there in currency, and that the currency con-

sisting exclusivel_r of silver, there are annually in that country
one million of bushels of wheat sold and paid for in currency.
It is clear that if the relative value of silver to wheat be such

in such country that one ounce of silver is the equivalent and

common price of a bushel of wheat, one hundred thousand ounces
of silver will be necessary and sufficient to effect the payment

of all the wheat annually _ld and paid for in currency. If on
account of a reduction in the cost of its production, or from any

other cause, the value of silver, as compared to that of all other
commodities, should be reduced to one-half of what it previously

was, the value of wheat, as compared with that of all other
commodities, silver excepted, remaining the same as before, two

hundred thousand ounces of silver would be necessary to effect

the payment of the one million of bushels of wheat sold for
currency during the year. But although the quantity of silver

(or nominal amount of currency) wanted was twice as great as
before, the value would remain precisely the same, two hundred

thousand having become worth no more than one hundred thou-
sand ounces had previously been. If, instead of this, the value
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of silver had undergone no change, and either the quantity of
wheat, annually sold and paid for in currency, had increased to

two millions of bushels, its price remaining the same, or, the
quantity thus sold remaining the same, the value of wheat as

compared to all other commodities had doubled, as the two hun-

dred thousand ounces of silver, wanted to effect the payments of
the sales of wheat, would actually be worth twice as much as the

one hundred thousand ounces had been, the va/ue of currency
wanted would be twice as great as theretofore.

What is true of the proportionate value of the currency,

wanted to effect the payment of the quantity of wheat annually
paid for in currency, to the value of that wheat, is equally true
of the proportionate value of the currency, wanted to effect the

payment of the whole amount of land, labor, and products of
labor, annually paid for in currency, to the aggregate value of

all those objects. Although the proportion may vary, according
to the rapidity of the circulation, and to the means used in order

to economize the currency, it is always that aggregate value

which determines the value of the currency wanted in any
country. Whilst that aggregate value remains the same, any
great variation in the amount in quantity of the currency must

be due to a change, or cause a change, in its value, as compared
with that of all other commodities. Where gold and silver are

the only currency, any great and permanent increase in the

quantity of those metals used as currency (the aggregate value

of the objects ammally paid for in currency remaining the same)
must be due to a corresponding reduction in the cost of produc-
tion of gold and silver; which cost, leaving to the owners of

mines a greater or less rent according to their fertility, deter-
mines the value of those metals as compared with that of all
other commodities. Where a paper has been substituted to a
metallic currency, any similar considerable increase in its amount

must cause a corresponding depreciation in its value, if the

aggregate value of the objects, annually paid for in currency,
remains the same.

The amount in value of the currency wanted to effect the

necessary payments, though but a comparatively small portion,

is one of the most important_ productive, and necessary portions
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of tile capital of a nation. Its use is substituted to an incon-

venient barter or exchange of one commodity fbr another; it
enables every individual to dispose at all times, and with facility,

of the whole surplus of the products of his industry, and to

purchase with the proceeds any of the products of the industry
of others which he may want; it promotes the division of labor,
and vivifies the industry of the whole country. But whenever

the precious metals used as currency exceed in any country the
value wanted to ettbct the necessary payments, the surplus he-

comes a dead and unproductive stock; and it will accordingly
be either converted into manufactured articles of those metals,

or be exported to other countries. If, oll the contrary, the cur-

rendy should consist of an irredeemable paper, having only an
artificial and local value, and none whatever either in other

countries or for any other purpose, it is evident that any excess
in the nominal value of such currency, beyond the actual value
sufficient to make the necessary payments, must cause a cor-

responding depreciation in that nominal value. If fifty-five
millions of ounces of pure silver, at its present value as com-

pared with all other commodities, are sufficient on an average
to effect all the payments made in the United States in cur-

rency, the whole quantity of a paper currency substituted to
silver cannot, on an average, whatever its nominal amount may

be, exceed in value fifty-five millions of ounces of pure silver,
or about seventy-one millions of dollars in our present coin.

Whether such currency amounted nominally to seventy-one, one
hundred, or one hundred and forty millions of dollars, its value

would not, on an average, exceed that of the seventy-one mil-
lions of silver dollars wanted to effect the necessary payments ;

and the paper money would generally depreciate at least in pro-

portion to the excess of its nominal amount beyond seventy-one
millions of silver dollars. Having recurred to numbers by way

of illustration, it is proper to observe that we do not mean to
assert that the total value of currency wanted in any country

is a fixed sum. :Even when no alteration has taken place in the

industry and commerce of a country, the amount of currency

may occasionally, to a certain extent, exceed that which is actu-
ally wanted without affecting its price. An approximation of
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the average amount, which always fluctuates within certain
limits, is all we pretend to give.

It is obvious that the aggregate value of the annual payments

made in currency, which regulates the value of the currency
wanted, must itself principally depend on the aggregate value
of the land, labor, products of labor, and in short of all the

objects which are or may be annually sold or exchanged. The
amount of the value of currency wanted, or the demand for

currency in every country, depends, therefore, principally on its

wealth, but is modified in some degree by the state of society.
The wages of labor and the rent of land are in most countries

no inconsiderable portion of the objects which must be paid for
in money. Countries where slave is generally used instead of

free labor, or where, as in the United States, the greater part
of the land is occupied and tilled by the owners, or, when

rented, let generally on shares, will, therefore, with equal wealth,
require a less proportionate amount of currency in value. Less

is also wanted in purely agricultural countries, and everywhere

by those engaged in agriculture, than in any other profession.
As a far greater part of the income of almost every individual

is expended on articles of food than on the product of any other

one branch of industry, farmers consume a much greater part
of the products of their own industry, and they therefore have

a less proportionate amount of those products to exchange for

the products of the industry of others than any other profession.
Barter continues also to be a principal mode of exchange in the

country, at least in a great portion of the United States, where

the planter and farmer obtain from time to time their supplies
from the merchant, and pay him annually with their crop. It

may be said generally that, with respect to the state of society,
the want and demand for currency increase in proportion to the

density of the population, the consequent multiplication and

growth of towns, and the division of labor. And these being
almost exclusively the result of the increasing growth, pros-
perity, and wealth of a country, it may be correctly asserted

that the demand for currency in any country is generally pro-
portionate to its wealth.

That demand increases in proportion to that of population
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only in as far as population is a principal element of wealth; and
both will increase together, nearly in the same proportion, in a

country which in other respects is nearly stationary. But the
ratio of the population to the actual amount of currency, which

always corresponds nearly with tile demand for it, will be found
to differ materially in various countries, according to the pro-
ductiveness of labor, to the accumulated amount of products of

labor or capital, and generally to the wealth of each respectively.

The perpetual melting of coins makes, indeed, the amount of
coinage alone, and without many subsidiary investigations, a very

imperfect criterion of the amount of gold and silver coins ex-
isting in ally country. A much more correct estimate may be
made where paper or debased coin, neither of which can be

advantageously exported or used for any other purpose, con-
stitute the whole or greatest part of the currency. And resort-

ing to both means, an approximation sufficient for the purpose
may be obtained.

We learn from Storeh that the paper money of Russia
amounted, in 1812-1814, to five hundred and seventy-seven

millions of rubles_and the copper currency to about twenty-five

millions. Both being depreciated to one-fourth part of their
nominal value, were equivalent to one hundred and fifty mil-
lions of silver rubles ; to which adding the estimated amount of

twenty-five millions of silver rubles still in circulation, gives a
total of one hundred and seventy-five millions, equal to less

than one hundred and thirty-two millions of dollars. The

paper circulates almost through the whole empire, from Arch-

angel to Odessa, and from the banks of the Dwina to the con-
fines of Asia. Excluding Riga, Courland, and the Asiatic

provinces, the one hundred and thirty-two millions of dollars
are the total value of currency for at least thirty-five millions

of souls, that is to say, at the rate of less than four dollars a
head.

It will hereafter be shown that the amount of currency of the
United States did not, in 1829, probably exceed seventy-three

millions of dollars, or at the rate of about six dollars a head; a

result nearly the same as that of the year 1819. The reasons

why the amount is less than might have been inferred, from the
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extensive commerce of the United States and the wealth of our

large cities, have already been briefly indicated.
In France, where great pains have been taken to ascertain

the facts, as far as it is practicable, in a country nine-tenths at
least of the currency of which consist of the precious metals, the

estimates vary, for different years and different amounts of popu-
lation, from two thousand to two thousand five hundred millions

of francs, but only from seventy-two to eighty francs, or from
thirteen and a half to fifteen dollars, a head.

The bank-notes of the Bank of England, and of country banks,
amounted, in the year 1811, to forty-four and a half millions

sterling, and those of Scotland to three millions and a half,
equivalent, together, to about forty-four millions specie, to which

adding about four millions' worth of debased silver, gives, on a

population of about twelve millions of souls, about £4 sterling,
or 19 dollars, a head. In 1829, the amount has been stated to

be twenty-two millions in gold, eight millions in silver, and

twenty-eight millions in English bank-notes, to which adding
four millions of Scotch notes, gives sixty-two millions, or about

the same result in proportion to the population ; since this,
allowing the same rate of increase since 1821 as between 1811

and 1821, must now amount to between fifteen and sixteen mil-

lions of souls. But, including the population and the bank-

notes of Ireland, we would have a population of about twenty-

three millions, and a currency of about sixty-six millions sterling,
or, as in France, about fourteen dollars a head.

From these and more imperfect data in relation to other

countries, we believe that the total amount of currency in Europe
and America may be estimated at two thousand to two thousand

three hundred millions of dollars; three-fourths of which con-
sist of the precious metals, and the residue of bank-notes and

irredeemable paper money.

The amount in weight or quantity of gold and silver is now

fifteen times as great in Europe and America as it was prior
to tim discovery of the last country. But the three hundred
millions previously existing were then worth as much as twelve

hundred millions at this time. The increase, so far as it con-

sists only in amount, and has been caused by the reduced cost
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of production, is, with respect to currency, of no importance
whatever. It is quite immaterial to the community whether
one thousand ounces of' silver will, on an average, purchase

one thousand or four thousand given measures or weights of

every other commodity. Had not that reduction taken place,
four hundred thousand millions of dollars in currency would

have answered the same purpose as is now effected by sixteen

hundred thousand millions, without any other difference than

probably the use of coins of base metal instead of our dimes
and half-dimes. But the increase from twelve hundred millions

(the present worth of the former three hundred millions) to
four thousand five hundred millions is an increase in value,

and indicates a corresponding, and, on account of the numer-
ous substitutes for currency introduced by commerce and credit,

a still greater proportionate increase of the wealth and prosperity

of Europe and America together during the two last centuries.
That increase of value has no otherwise contributed to this in-
creased wealth than as far as it has added to the amount of ex-

changeable commodities ; and the same effect would have been

produced by a similar increase in any other commodity. The
increased wealth and prosperity of Europe and America are the

cause, and not the effect, of the increased amount in value of
gold and silver which they now possess. The causes of that

great increase of wealth are not to be found in the fertility of
the mines of America, but in the general progress of knowl-

edge, skill, and every species of industry, in the consequent
improvement of governments, laws, and habits in all that con-
stitutes what is called civilization. The influx of precious

metals follows in every country, and does not precede the cor-

responding increase of wealth.
As the regularity of the annual supply of the precious metals

is not affected by the seasons, the changes in the amount of that
supply had, during the two last centuries, been gradual and

hardly sensible from year to year. That which has taken place
within the last twenty years has been greater than had been ex-

perienced since the first great revolution caused by the discovery
of America. The annual supply of the mines of America, Asiaj

and Europe had reached its highest point in the years 1803-1810,
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and amounted then to fifty millions of dollars, or to about one

and one-fourth per cent. of the whole quantity of precious metals
then existing in Europe and America. The convulsions of the

former Spanish colonies have, for the last twenty years, reduced
the total annual supply to about twenty-seven millions, or to

about three-fifths per cent. of the whole amount now existing.
2k diminution of one-half of the ordinary supply of any other

commodity, the demand remaining the same, would have pro-
dueed a still greater proportionate increase in its price. Con-
tinued during twenty years, this diminished supply of the

precious metals, whilst the demand is still gradually inereasing,
cannot but have affected, in some degree, their price; and if
prolonged much longer the effect would be visible ; but it has

been gradual, from year to year imperceptible, and affecting in
no sensible manner the performance of contracts. This is ob-

viously due to the comparative small amount of the ordinary
supply, which does not exceed one hundredth part of the stock
on hand, whilst the annual supply of corn and of most other
natural products always exceeds, and that of most manufactured

articles often equals, the amount of the old stock. The superior

durability and value of the precious metals over every other
substance (including even iron, copper, and other metals) fitted
for a circulating medium, which produce and preserve the great

aceumulation of gold and silver, are the principal cause of their

great superiority over every other commodity as a permanent
standard of value.

For the same reasons, any accidental inequality in the dis-

tribution of the precious metals amongst the several countries,
in proportion to their respective wants, is promptly and easily

repaired; and any extraordinary demand from a particular

country met without difficulty or sensibly affecting the price
of the metal required. The general supply of stock on hand

is always sufficient to meet such demand, and the expenses and
charges of transportation are, on account of the greater value of

an equal bulk, far less than those of any other commodity, hardly
ever exceeding in time of peace one per cent. on the value, even
when brought from the most distant countries of the civilized

world. During the four years which immediately followed the
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resumption of specie payments in England, that occurrence
caused an extraordinary demand of more than twenty millions

sterling in gold, or about twenty-four millions of dollars, a year,
being near three times as much as the annual supply of that

metal ; and this demand was met without any difficulty or sen-
sibly enhancing the price of gold. As the gold coins of France

are, by the mint regulations of that country, a little underrated
in relation to those of silver, they always command a small pre-

mium, varying generally from one-fifth to one-half per cent.
This premium never exceeded the last rate during the years of

that demand ; which is a conclusive proof that it could not at
most, and at any time, have enhanced the price of gold more
than three-tenths per cent. ; since, in that case, the advance

would have also taken place in France, whence, in fact, a con-

siderable portion of that demand was supplied. This decisive
fact also shows that it is erroneously that the exportation of

American gold coins, which commenced in the year 1821, has
been ascribed to that extraordinary demand. The exportation
has been continued uninterruptedly, after that cause had ceased

to operate, and, as_will be seen hereafter, is due to the alteration

from that epoch in the rate of exchanges.
But it is nevertheless true, that as the value of the various

objects exchanged or sold annually in a country, and, what is
still more important, as the proportion of that value to the
amount of the actual payments which must be made in cur-

rency, are both subject to variations, the amount of currency
wanted in a country does, exclusively of the gradually increas-

ing demand caused by an increasing prosperity, vary at different
times in the same country. That amount ought, therefore, in

prosperous seasons, to exceed that which is then necessarily
wanted in order to be able to meet the greater demand which

at times takes place. There are, in every country, banks,

bankers, and great dealers, in whose hands the currency of the
country accumulates, to be thence ag_ain distributed amongst the
members of the community according to their respective wants.

Obliged to meet those demands, it is their interest and duty to
keep always those reservoirs sufficiently full. In countries where
no artificial substitute has rendered the task more difficult, and
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where specie is the sole or principal currency, although there
may be occasional varieties in its value, they are of rare occur-
rence and restrained within narrow limits, and an actual want
of specie is hardly ever known.

The substitution of a paper currency to the precious metals
does not appear to be attended with any other substantial advan-

tage than its cheapness ; and the actual benefit may be calculated
with tolerable accuracy. If in a country which wants and does

possess a metallic currency of seventy millions of dollars a paper

currency to the same amount should be substituted, the seventy
millions in gold and silver, being no longer wanted for that

purpose, will be exported, and the returns may be converted
into a productive capital, and add an equal amount to the wealth

of the country. If the banking system, founded on the prin-
ciple of a paper currency convertible at will into specie, should

be adopted, and notes of a very low denomination be excluded,
it will be found that the circulation would consist of about sixty
millions in bank-notes and ten millions in silver. 1 But in that

case the banks, in order to sustain specie payments, must, on an
average, have in their vaults about twenty millions in specie.
This is believed to be nearly the state of things at this time in

the United States, if, according to common usage, we consider

bank-notes as constituting the whole of the paper currency.
There have been, therefore, on that principle, only forty millions
of dollars saved and added to the productive capital of the coun-
try. This, at the rate of 5 per cent. a year, may be considered
as equal to an additional annual national profit of two millions
of dollars. The substitution of bank-notes to a metallic cur-

rency produces the same effect as an addition of two millions

a year to the exports of the United States, or as a diminution

l It has been lately stated that the bank-notes of everydescription in Eng-
land amount to twenty-eight millions sterling, and the bullion in the vaults
of thebank to thirteen millions. If this is correct, the capital sawedis only
fifteen millions, and the annual profit,derived from the paper currency, six
hundred thousand pounds sterling.
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of taxes to the same amount. Being inclined to think that the

credits on the books of the banks, called deTos/ts in the United
States, constitute to all intents and purposes a part of their cur-

rency, we believe that the benefit derived from the banking sys-

tem is still greater_ and is tantamount to an annual national
saving, or additional profit, of near five millions of dollars. I

This is certainly an important advantage, provided the system
is conducted so as to afford complete security; and it would be

altogether free of objection if the banks were only banks of de-
posit and issued no paper. Barns are certainly a very expensive

implement of agriculture. The capital expended on those build-
ings in the l_,[iddle and Northern States is more than the value

of one year's crop of the farms 2 and causes therefore a deduc-
tion of more than 5 per cent. on the annual gross produce of

the earth. To dispense with barns would be a greater annual

saving than that which arises from the substitution of a paper
to a metallic currency. Some favorable seasons occur when the
farmer might thresh his wheat on a temporary floor exposed to

the weather, and dispense with a barn. Yet, in our climatej

every prudent farmer prefers security to a precarious advantage_
and would consider it a most wretched economy not to incur the

expense necessary for that object. 'Similar is the economy of
that expensive instrument, the precious metals, if the substituted
paper currency is insecure. To unite that security, which is de-

rived from a uniform and permanent standard of value, with the
acknowledged and considerable saving arising from the substitu-

tion, is the difficult problem to be solved in every country that

resorts to that cheaper species of circulating medium.
A paper currency is either convertible at will into specie, or

redeemable at some future time, or altogether irredeemable. The
two last descriptions are excluded by the Constitution of the

United States, and require examination only because experience

1 We do not take into consideration the annual amount wanted to repair
the lossoccasionedbyfriction in goldand silver coins. This hasbeen greatly
overrated by respectable British writers ; but, according to the various opin-
ions deduced from actual experiments_ cannot exceed, taking the highest
computation, and is probably lessthan_ seventy thousand dollars a year_on
a coinage of forty millions.
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has shown that a currency of the first description may degen-
erate into one not convertible into specie without, on that ac-

count, ceasing to be the only currency of the country. Some

persons are yet found who contend for issues of paper money to
an indefinite amount, without regard to the fundamental prin-
ciple that the demand is for value, and that it is impossible to
increase the amount of currency beyond certain limits without
producing a corresponding depreciation in its value. _4.recur-

rence to that principle is sufficient to dissipate the singular
illusion under which that opinion is advanced.

_Ve find in a paper laid before the Senate during their last
session, that, according to the increase of population since the
year 1820, there ought to have been, since that time, a demand

for thirty-two millions of acres of the public lands, which, at

the present price of 1[ dollars per acre, would have yielded
lorry millions of dollars (or four millions a year), whilst the
annual sales amount only to one million, "the reason for which

is want of money to purchase." The remedy proposed in the

sequel is an issue of paper money by government, the general
benefit of which, according to the writer, would be stupendous.

"Were our own government to increase our circulating medium
only fifty millions of dollars, income-yielding property would
rise two thousand millions of dollars."

The word "money" is used as synonymous with specie and

currency. But as currency is the thing by which everything

else is valued, the value of every species of property is expressed
in currency. A planter possessed of property which, in usual
times, might be sold for one hundred thousand dollars, is accord-

ingly said to be worth one hundred thousand dollars, though he
may not at any one time have in his possession one thousand
dollars in currency. The word money comes thus to be used as

synonymous with wealth, and in that sense of the word we agree
with the respectable writer of the paper in question, that the
reason why the sales of the public lands have not far exceeded

one million of dollars a year has been the want of money, that
is to say, of wealth on the part of those who would have wished

to purchase. :From the other writings of the same author we

had concluded that he was in favor of issues of paper money
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almost to an indefinite amount. But it appears by this paper
that he is perfectly aware that a very limited amount of cur-

rency is sufficient, since he avers that an additional issue of fifty

millions would produce, on the value of the productive property
of the country, an effect forty times as great as that issue. This
reduces the question to one of quantity, and whether the amount

of currency supplied by the banking system now existing is in-
sufficient and ought to be increased by an issue of government

paper. As it is the interest of the banks to issue as many notes

as can be kept in circulation, and as they are authorized by their
charters to issue more than three times the present amount, it is
clear that the obligation to pay their notes in specie on demand

is the sole reason why that amount is not greater. It is, there-

fore, absolutely necessary, in order to enlarge it, that the pro-
posed new issue should consist of a government paper money

not convertible into specie on demand. It could not, according
to the Constitution, be made a legal tender for the payment of

debts between individuals, and might only be made receivable
in payment of debts due to the United States. It is evident

that such paper _uld not circulate a single day in competition
with that of the banks, which is received not only for that pur-
pose, but in payment of all debts, and is at all times convertible
into specie. The new paper would be immediately depreciated
in proportion to its amount, and produce no other effect than

that of lessening the revenue of the United States in the same

proportion. It would be much more simple, if that was the

object, to reduce the rate of existing taxes; with respect to the
public lands, to reduce the price at which they are now sold.

We believe that this last measure would be equally just and
consistent with sound policy, and that the great change of cir-

cumstances which has taken place, and principally the super-
abundant supply of public lands compared with the effective

demand at the present price, imperatively require a reduction
of that price. Those lands are the property of the people of
the United States at large, and cannot be given gratuitously

either to particular individuals or to particular States. But they

should not be kept out of market by persevering in a price that
was adapted to the time when it was fixed, and no longer accords
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either with the greatness of the supply or with the wealth of the

natural purchasers, of those who want them for their own use,
and who may, if the expression is admissible, be considered as
the consumers of that commodity.

But supposing, for the sake of argument, that this additional

issue of paper by government should not experience ally depre-
ciation, aud should circulate at the same rate as bank-notes con-

vertible on demand into specie, not tlle slightest advantage would
accrue to the purchaser of public lands or to any other individual.

If not depreciated, the same quantity of labor, of wheat, or of
any other commodity, will be necessary, and must be given, in
order to obtain an equal quantity either of that paper, of bank-

notes, or of specie. If depreciated and circulating, the farmer
might indeed obtain two dollars of that paper, i,_stead of oue in
specie, for a bushel of wheat, and the laborer receive one dollar

nominal, instead of half a dollar in specie, for a day's labor.
But what benefit would arise to either ? Since the farmer would

be obliged to pay also a double nominal price for the labor he

wanted, and the laborer a similar double price for the i_armer's

wheat, and since both would likewise be obliged to give a double

price for any article they might want when paid with that paper.
This is so simple and obvious, that we are entirely unable to un-
derstand on what grounds the contrary doctrine can be sustained.

After having tried to discover what was meant by those who pre-

tend to argue in support of excessive issues of paper money, we
have found nothing but a repetition of the erroneous assertions

on which the thmous Law attempted to build the stupendous
scheme which bears his name and desolated France in the

year 1720. He asserted, 1st, that gold and silver were only the
representative or sign of wealth ; 2d, that paper might be that

sign as well as the precious metals; 3d, that by doubling or
trebling the amount of that sign the national wealth would be

_ncreased to that amount ; 4th, that such increase of the currency

would reduce the rate of interest and thereby promote industry.
It is hardly neccssary to show that those assertions are a series

of errors. The precious metals are not merely the sign or repre-
sentative of wealth ; they have an intrinsic value, on accou,lt of
the cost of their production and of the demand for other uses

YOL. IH.--18
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than currency, and are therefore wealth itself. It is beczuse they

have an intrinsic and comparatively stable value that they have
become the standard of the value of ever), other commodity, or,

according to Law's vocabulary, the representative or sign of
wealtll. .4. certain quantity of those signs is necessary for a
circulating medium; but the quantity used adds nothing more

to the wealth of' any country than the intrinsic value of that

quantity. Paper, having no intrinsic value, never can, whatever
its amount may be, add anything directly to the national wealth.

Its utility consists in the substitution of a sign of no value for a

sign which has an intrinsic value, and which may, on that ac-
count, be used advantageously for other purposes than that of a

sign. Having performed that office, the increase of paper, be-
yond the amount of the valuable sign of which it takes the place,
neither adds nor produces any wealth. The multiplication of the

signs beyond the amount in value wanted can have no other effect
than that of depreciating their nnmhml value, and has none on
the rate of interest, which depends, not on the amount of those

signs or of currency, but on the proportion between the amount
or supply of capital which may be loaned and the demand for

that mpital. The result of Law's scheme was a fatal illustration
of his doctrines. By a series of arbitrary acts on the part of

government, and by connecting some splendid and illusory
schemes with the bank, he succeeded in putting in circulation

about four hundred and twenty millions of dollars in bank-

notes, or more than twice the amount of the currency then
wanted in France. This paper was made a legal tender, to the

total exclusion of the precious metals. But the laws and all the

power of the French government were unequal to the task of

sustaining that excess of currency. The price of every species
of merchandise naturally rose 100 per cent. Government, with

a view probably to prevent a total catastrophe, reduced by a de-
cree the notes to one-half of their nominal vahm. The bubble

burst instantaneously. The whole currency of the country, the
four hundred and fifty millions dollars of bank-notes, could not,

the next day, have been sold for the value of the paper on which

they were printed. They were subsequently funded at the rate

of eighty for one. The public creditors, who had been paid in
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notes, lost one hundred and fifty millions of their capital. Some
speculators in shares were enriched; all the actual stockholders

were ruined; and the calamity extended to all the industrions

and productive part of the community. Since that time banks

]lave not been connected with such gross coam_erclal bubbles.
But ill EJ_gland the South Sea scheme and the joint stock com-
panies of the year 1825 were erected on the model of the Mis-

sissippi Company of Law; and the Assignat_s of the ]?reuch
revolution, as well as all the other attempts to substitute an

excessive issue of pure paper money to a metallic currency, have
been bnt copies of his bank-notes.

It has been contended by distinguished writers of a very
different description that an irredeemable paper currency, not

exceeding in its nominal amount that in value which is actually
wanted, nfight be altogether substituted to gold and silver, pro-
vided that government should always regulate the indues so as

never to exceed or fall short of that amount. The advantage
of such paper, over notes con_'erfible on demand ia specie,
would consist in saving the expense of the gold and sliver

necessary to pay such notes at the will of the holders, and in
protecting the currency against both a panic and the conse-

quences of any great drain of the precious metals from abroad ;

dangers to both of which notes payable in specie are exposed.
:It nmst, in the first place, be observed that the unavoidable

effect of an increased or diminished value of the currency,
arising from contraction or excess of its amount beyond certain

limits, is ultimately to shlk or to raise the price of every other
commodity. But this change may not affect immediately the

price of the commodities or of the labor applied to objects not
susceptible of being exported ; and that of exportable commodi-

ties is ohen affected by variations in the relative amount of sup-
ply and demand, which are altogether foreign to the state of the

currency. The wisest government, with the purest views, never
has any other means of ascertaining whether the amount of a

paper money is too limited or excessive than the price of the
precious metals in such paper, because those metals are, of all
others, the commodity least liable to variations in its value.

The rate of exchanges may occasionally be a more sensitive test,
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but is in reality a more circuitous and less certain mode of re-

sorting to the same standard of value. Thus government has
no means to ascertain whether its issues are too contracted or too

large till after the evil has actually taken place; whilst banks,
obliged to pay their notes in specie, and skilfully directed, are

constantly employed in preventing its occurrence. But sup-
posing government to be endowed with such skill as to be able

always to adjust the proper amount of currency,--an amount
which, if this is metallic, adjusts itself, and which, by banks

properly conducted, may be tolerably well regulated,--there is
still an ingredient inherent to paper not convertible on demand

in specie which no human skill can control. This is lmblic
opinion with respect to filture contingencies, and therefore purely

conjectural.

It has been a_erted that the value of an irredeemable paper
money is altogether regulated by its amount, aml does not, or at

least ought not to, depend on confidence in the solvency of the
government by which it is issued. The last assertion may be

strictly true, though we believe that, in point of fact, there has
hardly been any_issue of paper which in its origin was not

founded on an explicit or implied promise to redeem it. But,
if not depending on confidence in the solvency, the value of the

paper will most certainly be aflhcted by the public confidence
in the skill, discretion, and probity of government, these being

the only guarantees against excessive issues, and experience
having but too well proved the natural disposition of every gov-

ernment which ever did issue paper to resort, whenever pressed

by its exigencies, to that resource, without regard to amount and
consequences. Our principal concern, however, is with paper

originally convertible on demand in specie, and which has de-
generated into a paper the redemptiou of which is indefinitely

postponed. It is evident that the value of such currency must
depend, at least in part, on the probability of its being ever
redeemed, or of specie payments being resumed, and of the

time when this will take place. And as there lies the danger

to which the currency of the United States is exposed, we will
illustrate that position by some instances.

The paper money issued by Congress during the war of the
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American independence experienced no sensible depreciation
before the year 1776, and so long as the amount did not exceed

nine millions of dollars. A paper currency, equal in value to

that sum in gohl or silver, could therefore be sustained so long
as confidence was preserved. The issues were gradually in-
creased during the ensuing years, and in April, 1778, amounted

to thirty millions. A depreciation was the natural consequence ;

but ]lad the value of the paper depended solely on its amount,
the whole quantity in circulation would have still been equal in
value to nine millions, and the depreciation should not have

been more than 3_ to 1 ; instead of which, it was then at the
rate of six dollars in paper for one silver dollar, and the whole

amount of the paper in circulation was worth only five millions
in silver. It is obvious that the difference was due to lessened

confidelme. The c-apture of Burgoyne's army was followed by
the alliance with France, and her becoming a party to the war
against England. The result of the war was no longer consid-
ered as doubtfil], and sanguine expectations were formed of its

speedy termiuation. The paper accordingly rose in value; and
in June, 1778, although the issues had been increased to more

than forty-five million._, the depreciation was at the rate of only
four to one. :From the end of April of that year to the month
of February, 1779, although the issues had been increased from

thirty-five to one hundred and fifteen millions, the average value
in silver of the whole amount of paper in circulation exceeded

ten millions, and it was at one time nearly thirteen millions, or
considerably more than that which could be susmhmd at the out-
set of the hostilities. :But when it was discovered that the war

would be of longer continuance, confidence in the redemption

of a paper money, daily increasing in amount, was again sud-
denly lessened. The depreciation increased from the rate of 6

to that of 30 to 1 in nine months. The average value in silver

of the whole amount of paper in circulation from April to Sep-
tember, 1779, was about six millions, and it sunk below five

during the end of the year. The total amount of the paper was
at that time two hundred millions; and although no further
issues took place, and a portion was absorbed by the loan offices
and by taxes, the depreciation still increased, and was at the
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end of the year 1780 at the rate of 80 dollars in paper fi)r 1

in silver. The value in silver of the paper currency was then
less than two millions and a half of dollars ; and when Congress,

in March following, acknowledged the depreciation, and offered
to exchange the old for new paper at the rate-of 40 for 1, the

old sunk ill one day to nothing, and the new shared the same
i_ate.

The aggreg-ate of banl_-notes of the Bank of :England and
country banks was nearly the same ill tile years 1810, 1813,

and 1818, being, for each of those years respectively, about forty-

six millions, forty-six millions two hundred thousand, and forty-
six millions seven hundred thousand pounds sterling; and the

value in gold of the aggregate amount of notes was, for each
of those years respectively, forty, thirty-five and a half, and
forty-five and a half millions. A result nearly similar will be

found by comparing periods of years. The average amount of
the notes in circulation was about forty-six millions for the years

1810, 1811; forty-five millions two hundred thousand for the

years 1812 to 1816; and forty-four millions four hundred thou-

sand for the years 1817 to 1819; and the average value in gold
of those notes for each of those periods respectively was forty-

one, thirty-six, and forty-three millions. It is obvious that
those differences in the respective value in gold of the whole

amount of the currency did not depend on its amount, but on

the opinion entertained either of tlle probable increase or con-
traction of the notes, or of the resumption of the specie pay-

ments. Had the depreciation of the notes depended solely on
their excess, it would have been nearly the same in the years

1810, 1813,. and 1818, when that amount was nearly the same.
Reducing into gold the value of the whole currency, no other
reason can be assigned but a greater or less degree of confidence

why a paper currency worth forty-five and a half millions could
be sustained in 1818, whilst no greater value than thirty-five
and a half millions circulated in 1813. It is indeed evident

that the confidence in the resumption of specie l)ayments must

have been greater in 1810, and much greater in 1818, than in

1813 ; and that, independent of the intrinsic value of the bank-

notes, as regulated by their amount, they must, whenever depre-
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ciated, acquire stone additional value, according to the opinion
entertained of their being again converted into specie and of lhe
proximity of that event.

A still more striking instance of the sudden alterations in

value to which notes not convertible into specie are liable is to

be found in that which took place in England, in the spring of
1815, on the landing of Bonaparte from tile island of Elba. The

bank-notes had gradually risen in value .since the peace, and

were not depreciated more than 12½ per cent. in the beginning
of March. Towards the end of that month, and within less than

a fortnight, tile depreciation was 25 per cent., although there

had been, during that time, neither additional issues of paper
nor exportation of the precious metals. We will quote only one

more instance of a similar nature. During the general suspen-
sion of specie payments in the United States, tile depreciation
of the bank-notes varied in the several seaports. Those of the

Baltimore banks were at 20 per cent. discount in January, 1815.
The treaty of peace was ratified and published in the month of

February; and as the suspension of specie payments had not

lasted six months, and was caused by the war, a general expec-
tation immediately prevailed that those payments would be

forthwith resumed. Accordingly, bank-notes rose everywhere
in value, and in March the discount on those of Baltimore was

only 5 per cent. As that expectation was disappointed, the notes

again sunk in value, and in July those of Baltimore were again
at a discount of 20 per cent. It is believed that no doubt can

remain that a paper currency liable to fluctuations like those,
and originating in causes that baffle all calculation, never can,
by any skill whatever, be made a stable standard of value.

Tim paper currency of the United States is of a very dif-

ferent character, and, according to the general acceptation of
that term, consists almost exclusively of bank-notes payable on
demand in specie. It may, however, be questioned whether there

are not other species of paper fi)unded on credit which ought
to be considered as making part of the currency, and not merely
as substitutes.

There are in England, where incorporated country banks,
issuing paper, are as numerous and have been attended with
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the same advantages and the same evils as our country banks,

some extensive districts, highly industrious and prosperous, where
no such bank does exist, and where that want is supplied by

bills of exchange drawn on London. This is the case ill Lau-

caslfire, wtfich includes Liverpool and Manchester, and where
such bills, drawn at ninety days after date, are endorsed by each
successive holder, and circulate through numerous persons before

they reach their ultinmte destination and are paid by the drawee.
It has been contended that these substitutes for currency, and

in one respect performing its office, must be considered as form-

ing part of it; and this aa_.ertlon has been carried so far as to
hlsist that there was in England a circulation of one hundred

and fifty millions of dollars in bills of exchange which was of
the same character. As this view of the subject would materially

affect tim result of any inquiry respecting currency, the question
must be examined, and extended to private notes and to bank

deposits.

It is difficult to distinguish a note on demand drawn by a
private individual from a bank-note in countries where every
individual is le{:t at liberty to throw such notes in circulation as

part of the currency. The discrimination has always been made
on the Continent of Europe, where it is not believed that any
paper of that description has ever been permltted to be issued

by any person or company not specially authorized to that effect.
We are not aware that any similar general restriction exists in

Great Britain, or that others are to be found there, than the
clause, in favor of the Bank of England, which forbids banking
associations to consist of more than a limited number of part-

ners, and the late laws forbidding, except in Scotland, the issue
of notes under five pounds. The same liberty seems to have

originally existed in the United States, but has subsequently been
restrained by their several laws to incorporated banks. A soli-

tary ex_ptlon is to be found in :b[r. Stephen Girard's bank,
which was previously established, and which, from his great

wealth, skilful caution, and personal character, is justly entitled
to as much credit as any chartered bank in the United States.

Congress has not, however, passed any law preventing the issue
of notes by the corporation of the city of Washington_ and there
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is still a small amount of paper in circulation issued by the State
of North Carolina. In every other respect the currency of the
United States, so far as it consists of notes, is strictly confined to
bank-notes issued by chartered companies.

A bill of exchange, drawn by an individual or individuals

who do not issue notes having the character of currency, ap-
pears to us to be clearly distinguishable from a bank-note, though
it is a substitute, and lessens the amount of currency which
would otherwise be required. A payment made in bank-notes
is a discharge of the debt, the creditor having no further re-
course against the person from whom he has received the notes,
unless the bank had previously failed. The bill of exchange
does not discharge the debt, the person who receives it having
his recourse against the drawer and every preceding endorser,
in case the drawee should fail or refuse to pay. But the essen-

tial distinction is, that the bills of exchange are only a promise
to pay in currency, and that the failure of the drawers, drawe_,
and endorsers does not in the slightest degree affect the value
of the currency itself, or impair that permanent standard of

value by which the performance of all contracts is regulated.
The case is, however, quite different when the bills are drawn

by a bank authorized to issue bank-notes which make part of
the currency. We perceive no difference between such drafts,
particularly when paid at sight, and either post-notes or ordinary
notes. Five-dollar drafts, drawn by the'branches of the Bank
of tlle United States on the bank, circulate at this moment in

common with the usual five-dollar notes. Similar drafts, varying
in amount to suit the convenience of purchasers, are daily
drown by the bank on its offices, and by those o_ces on each

other, or on the bank. Many of those drafts pass through sev-
eral |lands, and circulate several months, in distant parts of tile
country, before they are presented for payment. The holders
of those bills have the same recourse against the bank as the

holders of bank-notes. Those bills are of the same character,
depend on the same security, and in ease of failure would share

the same fate with bank-notes. Though not usually included
in the amount of the circulation of the bank, we cannot but

consider the average amount in actual circulation as making
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part of the currency of the country. A question somewhat more
difficult arises with respect to credits in account current on the
books of the banks, commonly designated in the United States

by the name of "deposit.%" and which may perhaps be more

easily solved by reducing it to its most simple form, that is to
say, by first considering banks purely of deposit.

That of Hamburg, which still exists, is the most perfect of
the kind. It neither issues bank-notes nor discounts notes or

bills of exchange, but only receives silver in bars on deposit.
For every bar containing a certain weight, called " marc of

Cologne" (equivalent to 3608 grains troy weight), of silver of a
certain standard, 1 the bank gives a credit on its books of 442

]uhs B c°"(27 mares 10 ]ubs B_') money of account. Any person
having a credit on the books of the bank may be paid in shni-

lar bars at the rate of 444 lubs Bc°"for a marc weight of Cologne
of silver of the same standard. The difference, which is less

than one-half per cent., defrays the expenses of the establish°
ment. All the large payments are effected in Hamburg by

checks on the bank, and by a corresponding transfer of the
credit on its booI_s from one individual to another. The utility

of the establishment consists not only in the greater convenience

and rapidity with which the payments are effected, but also in
having substituted silver of an uniform standard to a currency
which consisted of Germau coins, vary;ng in standard, weight,

and denomination. The aggregate amount of credits on the

books of the bank being at all times precisely equal, at the rate
above mentioned, to the quantity of silver in its vaults, it would

be incomprehensible and, indeed, absurd to suppose that such
large capital, having an intrinsic value, should voluntarily be

buried in the vaults, unless its representative or the credits on
the books of the bank performed every office oi_ currency. It

is undeuiable that this is the fact in every respect, every pay-

ment being effected by transfers of those credits, and their con-
vertlbility at any time into a determined weight of pure silver,

affording the best possible standard of value. This, indeed, regu-

1 Containing_ according to most authorities_ forty-seven parts pure silver
and one part of alloy.
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lates exclusively the value of all the coins, whether in circulation
for small payments or brought to market as bullion.

Let it be supposed now that it had been found from long ex-

perience that the quantity of silver in the vaults, through all
its fluctuations, had never been less than a certain stun, equiva-
lent, for instance, to two millions of dollars. The directors of

the establishment might conclude that this amount would under

no circumstances whatever be withdrawn, or, ill other words,
that this sum was the minimum of the currency wanted to effect

the payments made in hank. They might, therefore, think them-

selves justifiable in withdrawing that dormant capital from the

vaults and converting it into an active capital, by lending it to
individuals. In this case, the amount of credits on the books of
the bank would remain the same as if that sum in silver had

not been withdrawn from its vaults; and all the payments
effected by the transfers of those credits would continue to be
made precisely as theretofore. The amount of those credits

would therefi)re continue to be, in every respect, the currency
of Hamburg, differing from what it was formerly only in being
sustained by a less amount in specie, and depending for its
ultimate security on the solidity of those to whom the silver
withdrawn from the vaults had been loaned.

What we have stated as a supposititious case actually took
place in the Bank of Amsterdam, constituted on nearly the same
principles as that of Hamburg; and from which the directors

secretly withdrew more than four millions of dollars, which they
lent principally to the provinc_ of Holland and to the city of
Amsterdam. And it is, as is well known, what is always done

openly and in perfect good faith by all our banks, as well as by
the Bank of England and by that of France. The credits in

account current or "deposits" of our banks are also, in their

origin and effect, perfectly assimilate_t to hank-notes. Any per-
son'depositing money in the bank, or having any demand \vhat-
ever upon it, may at his option be paid in notes, or have the
amount entered to his credit on the books of the bank. The

bank-notes and the deposits rest precisely on the same basis:

for immediate payment on the amount of specie in the vaults;
for ultimate security on the solidity of the debtors of the bank.
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In ease of a run upon a bank, or of its fiailure, the security of
the holders of notes is lessened in proportion to the amount of

deposits due by the bank. We can in no respect whatever per-

ceive the slightest difference between the two; and we cannot,
therefore, but consider the aggregate amount of credits payable
on demand, standing on the books of the several banks, as being

part of the currency of the United States. This, it appears to
us, embraces not only bank-notes, but all demands upon banks

payable at sight, and including their drafts and acceptances.
But in order that such deposits, bills of exchange, or other paper

founded on credit should make part of the currency, it seems
necessary that they should constitute a demand upon banks that

do issue currency, or that, as at Hamburg, a transfer of credit on
the books of the hank should be a legal tender. If, ill comparing

the amount of currency in different countries, we have only in-

cluded specie and actual issues of paper, it was partly in conform-

ity with received usage, and partly from want of information
respecting the amount, in other countries, of the bauk credits,

wliich may be considered as perfectly similar to our deposits.
Credit is essential to commerce: but whenever it receives a

shock, a commercial revulsion and distress must necessarily

ensue. This will always affect the currency to a certain extent,
since there must be a greater demand for it in proportion as the
resources arising from credit are impaired. But where, as in the

United States, the currency itself rests on credit, and the same

institutions which issue that currency are those from which ac-
commodations are expected_ want of credit is most liable to be
mistaken for a want of currency.

Although the causes of such distre._% and of a real or pre-

sumed scarcity of currency, are of the same nature, they may,
as somewhat dissimilar in their immediate effects, be distin-

guished as external or internal. As the imports and exports
of a country are now but rarely effeeted by the same persons,

there are always, in consequence of the commercial intercourse
between two countries, creditors and debtors ou both sides. It

is obviously the interest of both to exchange or sell those debts,

when the exporter does not want to import nor the importer to
export merchandise. 2k bill of exchange, drawn from the United
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States on Eugland, is an obligation on the part of the drawer to
exchange, for a sum paid to him in tile United States, an equiv-
alent in England. When the credits and debits respectively
payable at the same time are nearly equal, the exchange is made
on equal terms. In proportion as tile debt of the United States

to England is greater than that of England to the United States,
the demand for bills on England will become greater than tlle
supply ; and the drawer will obtain a greater sum in tile United

States than that which by his bill he obliges himself to pay in
England. Whenever the difference becomes so great as to ex-
ceed the expense and risk of transporting precious metals to
England, those metals will be exported in preference to a remit-
tance in bills. When the commercial transactions between two

countries are comparatively small and the stock of gold and
silver large, their exportation, particularly in neighboring coun-
tries, soon pays tile balance and restores the equilibrium. When,
as between the United States and England, the respective im-
ports and exports are very large, tlle balance due may be in-
creased in proportion ; and as the stock of the precious metals
in the United States is comparatively small, the exchange may
remain for years unfavorable, and the precious metals continue

to be exported, until the balance is actually paid from the pro-
ceeds of the exports generally, or converted, by the sale of
American stock, into a debt not immediately demandable. This
apparently continued drain was considered, in former times, as
an evil of great magnitude; and severe laws were, in most coun-
tries, enacted against the exportation of specie. Experience has
shown not only that those laws were inefficient, but also that the

best, if not only, means to insure a uniform and sufficient sup-
ply of any foreign product, when there is no other object in
view, is to lay no restraint whatever on its importation and
exportation. Commerce, when not interrupted by war or other
causes, is always found to supply the amount of precious metals
which may be wanted. Numerous striking proofs might be
adduced: it is sufficient to recollect that the average rate of
exchange on England from the beginning of 1821 to the end
of 1829 has been $4.87 per pound sterling (about 9_- per cent.
premium on nominal par), or 2} per cent. above the true par ;
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that it never was, during tile whole of that time, below $4.60,
at which rate gold, being underrated by our mint regulations,

commences to be exported, and that that period was in no degree
remarkable for scarcity of specie.

Being obliged to refer to the rate of exchange, it must be
recollected that what is universally meant by par is the promise
to pay, in another place, a quantity of pure silver or gold equal

in weight to the quantity of pure silver or gold contained in tile
coins with which the drawer of the bill of exchange is paid.

When bills are drawn at long dates and payable at a distant
place, the time which elapses between the purchase of the bill

from the drawer and its payment by the drawee must be taken
into consideration, in order to calculate what would be an equal

exchange, as distinguished from the par of exchange. There

is no other difficulty but that of ascertaining their respective
weights, in order to calculate the par of exchange between coun-

tries having the same standard of value, or in which payments
are usually made with the same metal. This being the case in
the United States and in France, and the French kilogramme

being equivalen_to about 15,435 grains troy weight, the _par

of exchange of the United States on France is at the rate of
about 5 francs and 34½ centimes for a dollar, since the French
franc contalns 4½ grammes and the United States dollar 371_

grains of pure silver. Allowing 1_ per cent. on account of the

90 days which will usually elapse between the day on which the
value of a bill payable 60 days after sight is, in our country,

paid to the drawer, and the day on which that bill is paid in the

other country by the drawee, it will be found that the equal ex-
change between the United States and France is, on such bills,
at the rate of francs 5.41 if drawn from the United States on

France, and at the rate of francs 5.28 for one dollar if drawn
from France on the United States.

But if one of the two metals is, by mint regulations, under-
rated or excluded in one country, whilst the other metal is in

the same manner excluded in another country, the usual pay-
ments will be made in different lnetals in those two countries ;

and the par of exchange between them must then, as is the case

between the United States and England, depend ou the relative
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value of gold and silver at the time, and vary with every fluc-
tuation of that relative value. These fluctuations are, however,

confined within narrow limits ; and tile medium par of exchange
between the United States and England, deduced from the aver-

age premium on gold over silver coins ill France, is about $4.75
for one pound sterling, or near 7 per cent. above the nominal

par assumed in the usual quotations of exchange. It is ill those

quotations supposed that one pound sterling is equal to $4.44_,
or, in other words, that one dollar is equal to 4s. 6d. sterling.

It is not necessary to investigate whether this presumed equality
or par was derived from the intrinsic value of some a,lcicnt

Spanish dollar, no longer current, or whether it was adopted as
convenient for the conversion of most of the currencies of the

British colonies into British currency. It is certain that this

imaginary par does not even correspond with that which, though
erroneously, might be deduced from comparing separately the
gold and silver coins of the two countries with each other re-

spectively; since this would be, if comparing gold to gold, about
$4.56, and if comparing silver to silver (at the former rate of 62

shillin_ sterling for one pound troy weight of silver, old British

standard), about $4.63 for a pound sterling. The dealers in ex-
change are at no loss to make their calculations, whatever rate

may be assumed as par in the usual quotations; but this puzzles
and in various respects misleads those who, without investiga-
tion, naturally suppose that what has been assumed as such is

the true par of exchange.

The causes of the fluctuations of exchange between distant

places in an extensive country, or between different countries,
are of the same nature, and may occasion a similar transporta-
tion of the precious metals from one place to another. We will
hereafter examine how that from one part of the United States
to another has been effected by the Bank of the United States.
But there is this difference between a commercial distress and

presumed scarcity of currency, due to internal causes, whilst
the foreign exchanges remain favorable, and a similar distress

arising from large foreign debts, and accoml)anied by an un-
favorable rate of exchange, that in the last case there is an ex-

portation of the coins of the country which cannot take place in
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the first. If the same effects in ,other respects are nevertheless
the same in both eases; if in both the same, and sometimes

general, distress equally prevails; if the same difficulty occurs

in the payment of debts ; if the same complaint is made of want
of money, whether specie is exported or not, it is obvious that

there must be another cause, besides an actual scarcity of cur-
rency, for tile real distress which is felt, and that what is called

"want of money" is not " want of currency." It will be found
that this cause is universally overtrading, and that the want of

money, as it is called, is the want of exchangeable or salable
property or commodities, and the want of credit. The man who
says that he wants money could at all times obtain it if he had
either credit or salable commodities.

Overtrading consists in undertakings or speculations of every

possible deseription whieh fail altogether, or of which the re-
turns are slower than, under sanguine expectations, had been

ealeulated, or the proceeds of which (too many, tempted by"
temporary high prices or profits, having embarked in the same

branch of business) greatly exceed the demand, and glut the

market. A great loss may be experienced by those who have
entered into any such undertakings with their own resources;

but when resting principally on credit; and pursued at the same
time by a great portion of the dealers or men of enterprise, a

general impossibility of fulfilling previous engagements takes
place: which affects even those who are ultimately solvent.
When that mutual confidence which is the sole foundation of

credit is once shaken, the _pitals that are usually loaned can

no longer be obtained, the usual amount of bills of exchange_
discounted notes, or other commercial papers founded on credit

is lessened, and specie or currency itself becomes comparatively

scarce, partly because some is hoarded, principally because a
portion of its substitutes is withdrawn from circulation. Yet

specie, under those circumstances, acts but a subordinate part
its scarcity being the effect, and not the cause, of the evil, and

the remedy to this eonsisting in restoring credit an d confidence,
which will always procure a sufficient amount of currency, and

not in an attempt to increase the quantity of currency, which
can produce no substantial benefit until confidence is restored.
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When it consists of paper founded on credit, any increase is
inefficient for remedying the evil, unle_ it be issued by an insti-
tution the credit of which has, in the general wreck, remained
unaffected and unimpaired.

The commencement of the year 1793 was, in England, a
season of great and universal commercial distress. It had, as

usual, been preceded by a period of great apparent prosperity,
which had stimulated overtrading; and this had been followed
by its unavoidable consequences. More than one hundred coun-
try banks failed or suspended their payments; the distress was
general, the credit of solvent houses was affected, the usual
accommodations which enabled them to have their bills dis-

counted, and to meet the demands against them, were withdrawn,
and the complaint of want of money was universal. Under those
circumstances, government interfered, and loaned, or offered to

loan, to solvent dealers five millions sterling in exchequer bills.
The remedy was effectual ; the whole amount offered to be loaned
was not even applied for; and in a very short time confidence

was restored, and every one who was not actually insolvent was
able to meet his engagements. But exchequer bills are not cur-
rency, but only a promise to pay currency at the end of one

year. Government did not lend currency or add a single shil-
ling to its amount. The credit of individuals had received a

severe and general shock, and that of government, which was
unimpaired, was substituted for private credit. Those who had

capital to lend, and would not advance it on private security, or
who, in other words, would not discount the bills of individuals,
lent that capital, or the currency which was wanted, on public
security, or, in other words, discounted the exchequer bills, that
is to say, the bills of government. The distress, the pretended
want of money, was relieved, not by any additional issues of
currency, the amount of which must therefore have been suffi-
cient, but by restoring private confidence and private credit.

It is also evident that what was then effected by government
might have been done by the Bank of England, had that in-

stitution, more sparing of its resources during the preceding
period of prosperity and incautious enterprise, been enabled,
when the revulsion took place, to lend its credit to solvent houses,

VOL.III.--19
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by discounting their bills, and increasing its issues of paper cur-
rency. It may be presumed that, having already overstrained
its resources, the bank could not have done this without endan-
gering its own credit and running the risk of being unable to
pay its own notes, if their amount was increased. But the mode
adopted by government, and which proved so efficacious, makes
it obvious that, had the bank been enabled, ,without the aid of
the treasury, to relieve the distress, and what was called the
want of money, the relief afforded would have been the result
much less, if at all, of the enlarged issues of bank-notes, than of
the bank lending its credit to those solvent dealers whose credit
was impaired.

As a bank cannot increase its discounts without increasing its
circulation, the two operations, being in its hands inseparable,
are generally confounded. The manner in which the British
government afforded relief in the year 1793 conclusively proves
that they are essentially distinct, even in a country where the
currency consists principally of paper founded on credit, and
that the demand always made on banks in times of pressure,
for enlarged issugsof bank-notes, is not a demand for currency
but for credit. Cautious and well-directed banks will always

afford great relief in such times, if enabled by the previous pru-
dent administration of their affairs to lend their credit to solvent

dealers; which cannot be done without enlarging their issues.
If, on the contrary, this has already been done to its utmost ex-
tent, if during a period of high prices and great apparent pros-
perity, the spirit of enterprise, naturally excited by that state of
things, and which required then to be checked, has, on the con-
trary, been stimulated by incautious loans and consequent issues
of paper on the par_ of the banks, the result will be, and has
everywhere always been, as fatal as unavoidable. When the
revulsion takes place, when, from excessive competition or im-
prudent speculation, the market becomes glutted with a super-
abundance of any species of commodity, often in the United
States of land itself, or when, from want of skill or any other
cause, undertakings have altogether failed, or when the slow
returns of such undertakings require years to be realized, and
both capital and credit are exhausted ; at the very time when
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the aid of banks would be most wanted, those institutions,
prematurely disabled, instead of simultaneously enlarging their

issues, and lending their credit to solvent but embarrassed dealers,
manufacturers, and farmers, are compelled in self-defence to con-

tract their issues and loans, and thus greatly to aggravate the
evil which they had at least neglected to check, if they were
not instrumental in its growth.

In countries, therefore, the currency of which consists princi-
pally of bank paper, banks will have a beneficial or pernicious

influence on credit, and on a currency depending on credit, ac-
cording to the manner in which they may be administered ; use-
ful when their operations, in prosperous times and whilst under

their control, are regulated by probity, great discretion, and

skill, pernicious when their administration is defective in any
of those respects. But in countries where the currency consists
wholly or principally of the precious metals, and where bankers

lend money or dlseount bills, but do not issue a paper currency,
the two operations are never confounded ; and ahhough not ex-
empt from commercial revulsions, these will be of less common

occurrence, and have little or no influence on currency itself. _
It may be confidently affirmed that the precious metals, under

any circumstances whatever, and amidst all the temporary
fluctuations arising from a disproportion between supply and
demand, continue to be a more permanent standard of value

than any other commodity, or any species of paper resting on
an element so variable as credit.

We cannot conceal from ourselves that specie-paying banks
are not only exposed to extraordinary drains from abroad, but
are also occasionally controlled by moral causes, the effects of

which cannot be calculated, nor without great skill and discre-
tion be always prevented. These never affect a metallic cur-

rency, which has an intrinsic value, varying less than that of

any other commodity, and not at all depending, as paper, on
confidence, fear, conjectures, or any of the fluctuations of public

opinion. It is equally clear that extraordinary drains of specie,

Seehereafter :Mr.Baring's evidence,and Mr. Tooke,respecting the effect
of a metallic currency in France.
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occasionally inconvenient when the currency is purely or prin-
cipally metallic, may be fatal to one which consists of bank-

notes convertible at will into specie. Supposing the currency

of a country to consist of one hundred millions, a drain of
twenty millions from abroad would produce great inconveni-

ence, but not beyond that of contracting the metallic currency

to that extent, until commerce had supplied the deficiency. But,
if consisting of bank-notes, sustained by twenty millions of specie
in the vaults of the banks, the basis being withdrawn, the whole

fabric is at once overthrown, and specie payments must be sus-
pended.

One of the most fatal effec_ of that suspension is the great
and unavoidable distress which attends a return to a specie

currency, particularly when the suspension has been of long
continuance. Whilst this lasts, the loss falls on the creditors;

but new contracts are daily made, founded on the existing state

of the currency ; and should the suspension continue twenty
years, as was the case in England, as almost all the contracts in

force and not yet executed, at the time when specie payments

are resumed, mus_ have been made when the currency was de-
preciated, the obligation to discharge them in specie is contrary
to equity, falls on the debtors, who are always the part of the
community less able to bear the burden, and proves more calam-
irons than the suspension had been. Short in duration as this

had been in the United States, the effect was sensibly felt; and
to this cause, which also occasioned the failure of a number of

new banks, must in a great degree be ascribed the general dis-
tress of the years 1818-1819. The relief laws of some of the
States, and in England the corn laws, may be traced to the same

source. In that country, after so long a suspension of specie
payments, the calamity has necessarily been far more extensive

and lasting. It is yet felt, and many still seek for remedies

worse than the evil, and call for small notes, excessive issues,
and all those measures which would necessarily lead again to
an inconvertible paper money.

Considera'Aons of this nature may well have suggested to the
committee of the House of Representatives the question whether
a metallic currency would not, in the United States, have been
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preferable to one consisting of bank-notes. We would incline

to the affirmative if the system was not already established,
and if we believed that an attempt to return to a pure metallic

currency, which could not, without producing great evils, be
carried suddenly into effect, was at all practicable. Were not
this the case, we would think that a system of"commercial credit

founded on deposits, bills of exchange, and other negotiable

paper, such as is carried on by the bankers of London, and by
all the bankers of the Continent of Europe, neither of whom

issues any notes in the shape of currency, would afford to com-

merce, at least in commercial cities, nearly, if not altogether, tile
same accommodations and advantages which are found in the
present system. Commercial revulsions and numerous failures

amongst dealers, as they may occur wherever there has been

excessive overtrading, though less frequent, do nevertheless

occasionally take place in countries which have only a metallic

currency. But their effect is generally confined to the dealers,
extending but indirectly and feebly to the community, and never
affecting the currency, the standard of value, or the contracts
between persons not concerned in the failures. It must be al-

lowed at the same time that in the country, where the system
of deposits cannot exist to the same extent as in cities, banks

soberly and skilfully administered stimulate industry by the
facility which their loans afford to men of enterprise, and that
the ability of those banks to make those advances would be

much curtailed if altogether precluded from issuing notes.

A very ingenious plan was proposed by Mr. Ricardo, and has
since been expounded and defended with great talent by Mr.

McCulloch, intended to afford security against the dangers to
which eveJT system of paper currency heretofore devised is ex-

posed. It is not applicable to the United States, as it is founded

on the exclusion of gold and silver coins, which, by our Consti-

tution, are alone a legal tender. Some plausible objections have

been made to it, which, for that reason, it is not necessary to
discuss ; a,_d we will only give the outline of the plan.

It consists in the total exclusion of a metallic currency, with

the exception perhaps of the silver necessary for small payments,
in making the notes of the Bank of England a legal tender, and
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in imposing on that institution the obligation to pay them, on

demand, in gold bars of the proper standard. This last pro-

vision would be sufficient to prevent any depreciation of the notes,
whilst, on the other hand, the gold bars paid by the bank could

not, either directly, or by being converted into coin, take their
place and add anything to the amount of the currency. Any

call on the bank for gold would therefore necessarily lessen
that amount, and must also necessarily cease whenever this was

somewhat less than the amount in value, which is indispensable
in :England for the payments in currency. :For whenever this
point is reached, the notes must be worth at least as much as

their nominal value in gold at its ordinary price; and, in the

case of unfavorable exchanges, the drain must altogether cease
as soon as the currency is sufficiently contracted to have raised

its value to a rate corresponding with that of exchange. The

inconvenience of that contraction would not, it seems, be greater
than if the currency was purely metallic. Supposing forty mil-
lions sterling to be the minimum of the absolutely necessary

currency under an unfavorable state of foreign exchanges, the

community woul_be protected against the danger of any depre-
ciation in the nominal value of the notes, and the bank, under

any circumstances whatever, against a drain that could compel it
to suspend its payments, provided the value of the gold bars in

its vaults was always equal to the excess of its issues over forty

millions. The plan was carried into effect, during a short
period, by the Bank of England, and then discontinued, for

reasons which have not been explained, and which it would be
interesting to understand.

It is well known that the Bank of England, three banks in

Scotland, and the Bank of Ireland are the only chartered bank-
ing institutions in the United Kingdom. The capital of the

Bank of England, amounting now to fourteen millions pounds
sterling, has been loaned altogether to government, at an inter-

est of 3 per cent., and is not to be reimbursed till the expiration

of the charter. All the other banks of England, commonly
called country banks, consist of private copartnerships, without
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any determined capital, and the members of which are liable to

the _me responsibilities as any other commercial houses. With
the exception of ]_r. Girard's bank, all the hanks established in

the United States are joint stock companies incorporated by law,
with a fixed capital, to the extent of which only the stockholders
are generally responsible. 1 The business of all those banks con-

sists in receiving money on deposit, in issuing bank-notes, and

ill discounting notes of hand or bills of exchange. /k portion of
the capital is sometimes vested in public stocks; but this _ not

obligatory; and in this they differ essentially from the Bank of

England. The capital of this institution, being loaned to gov-
ernment, and not depending on the solidity of the paper dis-
counted, affords a stable guarantee to the holders of notes and to

the depositors. The bank can loan to individuals, or advance

to government (beyond its capital as above mentioned), nothing
but the difference between the aggregate of its notes in circula-

tion, and of the credits in account current on its books, and the
amount of specie in its vaults. But the American banks lend

to individuals not only that difference, but also the whole

amount of their capital_ with the exception only of such portion
as they may find it convenient but are not obliged to vest in
public stocks. It follows that the security of the holders of
notes, and of the depositors generally, rests exclusively on the

solidity of the paper they have discounted. It might seem,

on the other hand, that, as the Bank of England cannot apply
it._ original capital to any immediate use, whilst the American

banks may, by curtailing their discounts, call in their capital on
any emergency, they might, without risk, put in circulation a
greater proportionate amount of notes. But such curtailment

can never be made to any considerable extent without causing
much distress; and, in point of fact, a large portion of their
loans consists of what the merchants consider as permanent ac-

commodation, and, in the country, often rests on real security.
This departure from what has been generally deemed the true

banking principle must, it is believed, be ascribed to the original
disposition of the capital.

, The stockholders are made personally responsible in some of the States.
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Whenever, therefore, an American bank is in full operation,
its debts generally consist, 1st, to the stockholders, of the capital;
2(t, to the community, of the notes in circulation and of the

credits in account current, commonly called deposits; and its
credits, 1st, of discounted notes or bills of exchange and occa-
sionally of public stocks; 2d, of the specie in its vaults and of
the notes of, and balances due by, other banks; 8d, of its real
estate, either used for banking purposes or taken in payment of
debts. Some other incidental items may sometimes be intro-
duced; a part of the capital is occasionally invested in road,
canal, and bridge stocks, and the debts, secured on judgments,
or bonds and mortgages, are generally distinguished in the offi-
cial returns of the banks. In order to give a clear view of the
subject, we annex an abstract of the situation of the thirty-one
chartered banks of Pennsylvania in November, 1829.

Capital 1 • • . $12,032,000

Notes in circulation $7,270,000 ],
:Deposits . . 8,758,000 j . 16,028,000
Surplus funds . • . 1,142,000

_" $29,202,000

Bills discounted .... $17,526,000
Public stocks _ . "_

Road, canal, and bridge stocks _ . . 4,620,000Debts secured on mortgages, &¢.
Real estate ....... 1,310,000
Notes of other banks )

And due by other banks _ " " " 3,338,000

Specie .... 2,408,000

$29,202,000

It will be easily perceived, 1st, that what is called the surplus,

l Deducting so much of their own stock as has been purchased by the
banks. :For want of materials, a similar deduction has not been made in
the subsequent statements.

The public stocks are not distinguished from others in the statement of
the Bank of Pennsylvania. Those held by the other banks amount to
$1,588,000.
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and sometimesthereservedorcontingentfund,isnothingmore
thanthatwhich balancesthe account,or thedifferencebetween

the debits and credits of the banks ; and that, in order to be

enabled to repay, at the expiration of the charter, to the stock-
holders the full amount of their stock, that fund or difference
ought in every sound bank to be sufficient to cover all the bad

debts and all the losses which may be incurred on the sale of

the various stocks held by it, and of its real estate ; 2dly, that
the deposits may at any time be converted into bank-notes, and
that both ought, in correct language, to be included under the
denomination of circulation; 3dly, that the notes of other banks

on hand form no part of the circulation, and ought, when con-
sidering the banking system as a whole, to be deducted from
the amount of the notes in circulation ; and that for the same

reason, inasmuch as the balances due to other banks by the

several banks are included in the deposits, the balances due by
such other banks ought also to be deducted from that item,
which would reduce the aggregate of those two items in the

preceding statement from 16,028,000 to 12,690,000 dollars;

4thly, that the capital is the only item in the account appar-

ently invariable, though it may occasionally be increased by
legislative permission, and lessened by purchases of their own

stock by the banks ; and that all the other items are variable,

and do vary according to the operations of the banks; 5thly,
that supposing the second and third items of credits to remain

the same, the circulation or aggregate of deposits and notes in
circulation cannot be either increased or decreased without a

corresponding decrease or increase either of the bills discounted,
or of the specie, or of both ; 6thly, that by limiting by law the
amount of the debts due to the banks, as included in the two

first items of the credits, to a sum bearing a certain ratio to the

capital, and by likewise limiting in a similar manner the gross
amount of the notes in circulation, both which limitations are

always under the control of the banks, excessive issues may be
prevented; 7thly, that if the situation of the banks of Penn-

sylvania in the aggregate be taken as a proper basis for those

limitations, the whole amount of debts due to a bank ought not
to exceed twice, nor the gross amount of its notes in circulation
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two-thirds of, the amount of its capital. But it must not be for-
gotten that, although those limitations would be useful in check-

ing the amount of loans and issues, the ultimate solvency of a

bank alwayg depends on the solidity of the paper it discounts.

The capital of the State banks existing in the year 1790
amounted to about 2,000,000 of dollars. The former Bank

of the United States was chartered, in 1791, with a capital of

10,000,000. The charter was not renewed; but in January,
1811, immediately before its expiration, there were in the

United States eighty-eight State banks, with a capital of 42,-

610,000 dollars, making then, together with that of the national
bank, a banking capital of near 53,000,000. In June, 1812,

war was declared against England; and in August and Sep-

tembei', 1814, all the banks south and west of New England
suspended their specie payments.

It has always 'been found difficult to ascertain with precision

tile ealmes which in each special ease produce an extraordinary
drain of specie and compel a bank to suspend its payments.

Although it clearly appears that very large and unforeseen

advances to government were the immediate cause of the sus-
pension of the payments of the Bank of England in the year
1797, it would seem at this distance of time to have been easy
to prevent that occurrence. The bills of exchange from abroad

on government or any other floating debt, for the payment of

which the bank was required to make those advances, might
with facility have been converted into funded debt. And when

we find that in less than seven months after the suspension the
bank declared, by a solemn resolution, that it was enabled to

issue speei% and could with safety resume its accustomed func-

tions if the political circumstances of the country did not render

it inexpedient, it is hardly possible to doubt that the suspension,
in its origin as well as in its continuance, was a voluntary act

on the part of government. Opinions are, however, divided
to this day on that subject, and some distinguished English
writers ascribe that event to some unaccountable panic. There

can be no doubt that there was a great and continued run on
the bank for specie prior to the suspension; and what renders

the transaction still more inexplicable is that almost imme-
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diate]y, and during some years after the suspension had actually
taken place, the bank-notes, though no longer convertible into

specie, were at par. The question is not free of difficulty as
respects the similar event in the United States.

The following reasons were assigned by the directors of the
chartered banks of Philadelphia in an address to their fellow-

citizens, dated the 30th of August, 1813 :

"From the moment when the rigorous blockade of the ports
of the United States prevented the exportation of our produce,
foreign supplies could be paid for in specie only, and as the im-

portation of foreign goods in the Eastern Stat_s has been very
large, it has for many months past occasioned a continua] drain

from the banks. This trade has been much increased by a
trade in British government bills of exchange, which has been

extensively carried on, and has caused very large sums to be
exported from the United States.

"To meet this great demand for specie, the course of trade

did, for a considerable time, enable us to draw large supplies
from the Southern States; but the unhappy situation of afl_airs
there having deprived us of that resource, and circumstances

having occurred which have in a considerable degree occasioned
alarm and distrust, it became a serious consideration whether the
banks should continue their exertions to draw within their vaults

the specie capital of the country, and thus facilitate the means

of exporting it from the United States, or whether they should
suspend the payment of specie before their means were ex-
hausted."

The great drain from the East, alluded to by the Philadelphia
banks, is proved by the comparative view of the specie in the

vaults of the hanks of l_Iassachusetts in June, 1814, immediately
before the suspension of payments, and on the same days of the
preceding and succeeding years.

This amounted on the 1st of June, 1811, to $1,709,000
" " " 1812, " 3,915,000

" " " 1813, " 6,171,000
" " " 1814, " 7,326,000

" " " 1815, " 3,915,000
" " " 1816, " 1,270,000
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And the fact that a large amount of British government bills

was sent to this country from Canada in the yearn 1812-1814

and sold at 20 and 22 per cent. discount, is corroborated by
authentic information from several quarters. Other eatlses, how-

ever, concurred in producing the suspension of specie payments.
1. The circulating capital of the United States, which must

supply the loans required in time of war, is concentrated in the
large cities, and principally north of" the Potomac. The war

was unpopular in the Eastern States ; they contributed less than

from their wealth might have been anticipated ; and the burden

fell on the Middle States. The proceeds of loans (exclusively

of Treasury notes and temporary loans) paid into the Treasury
from the commencement of the war to the end of the year 1814
amounted to forty-one millions ten thousand dollars.

Of that sum the Eastern States lent $2,900,000
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and the)

District of Columbia, f 35,790,000

The Southern and Western States 2,320,000

The floating debt, consisting of outstanding Treasury notes and

temporary loans u_j)aid, amounted, on the 1st of January, 1815,
to eleven millions two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, about
four-fifths of which were also due to the Middle States. Almost

the whole of the large amount advanced to government in those

States was loaned by the cities of New York, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore, and by the District. The banks made advances be-

yond their resources, either by their own subscriptions or by
enlarging their discounts in favor of the subscribers. They, as

well as several wealthy and patriotic citizens, displayed great
zeal in sustaining government at a critical moment, and the

banks were for that purpose compelled to enlarge their issues.

2. The dissolution of the Bank of the United States deprived
the country of a foreign capital of more than seven millions of

dollars vested in the stock of that institution, and which was

accordingly remitted abroad during the year that preceded the

war. At the same time the State banks had taken up a c_)n-
siderable part of the paper formerly discounted by that of the

United States. As the amount of this exceeded fifteen millions,
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theiraid in thatrespectwas absolutelynecessaryin orderto
preventthe greatdistresswhich must have otherwiseattended

suchdiminutionof theusualaccommodations.

3. The creationof new Statebanksin ordertofillthechasm

was a naturalconsequenceof thedissolutionof theBank ofthe

UnitedStates.And, asisusualundersuch circumstances,the

expectationof greatprofitsgave birthtoa much greaternum-

berthanwas wanted. They wereextendedthroughtheinterior

partsof thecountry,createdno new eapit_l,and withdrewthat

which might have been otherwiselentto government,or as

profitablyemployed. From the 1stof January,1811,to the

IstofJanuary,]815,notlessthanone hundredand twentynew

banks werecharteredand went intooperation,witha capitalof

aboutforty,and making an additionof nearthirtymillionsof

dollarsto the banking capitalof the country. That increase

tookplaceon the eve of and duringa war which did nearly

annihilatetheexportsand boththeforeignand coastingtrade.

And, asthesalutaryregulatingpower oftheBank oftheUnited

Statesno longerexisted,the issueswere accordinglyincreased

much beyondwhat the othercircumstancesalreadymentioned
renderednecessary.We haveobtainedreturnsofthecirculation

andspecieforthelatterend of theyears1810,1814,and 1815,
thoughnot allof thesame precisedate,of a sufficientnumber

of bankst_enableus tomake an estimateof thewhole,which

cannotvary essentiallyfrom the truth. Our returnsof the

amount of depositsare too partialforinsertion;our authentic

returnsembrace generallythe Statesof Massachusetts,:New

Hampshire,Rhode Island,Pennsylvania,:Maryland,Virginia,

and theDistrictof Columbia,and givethefollowingresult:

Ca" " I Notes in

pltat, l Circulation Specie.

On or near 1st January,1811-- 50 State banks . . . 24,618fi._1 _ 13,170,401 5,673,442
1815--120 " " . . . 45,272,076 | 23,617,090 11,5o5,077

1816--134 " " . . . 47,987,826 | 31,702,050 8fl58,133

Having the amount of the capital and a few general returns

of all the other banks, partly guided by analogy and partly by
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their respective dividends, we annex the following estimate of
the whole :

Capital. Notes in Specie._irculation

1st Januaryj 1811--Bank of the United States . . . 10_000,0O0 5,400_000 5,800_000
88 State banks 42,610,601 22,700,000 9,600,000

Total . . . 52,610,601 28,100,000 15,400,000

1815--208 State banks ....... 82,259,590 45,500,000 ]7,000,000
1816---246 " " ....... 89,822,422 68,000,000 19,000,000

The unequal distribution of the specie on the 1st of January,
1815, must be recollected.

Capital. Circulation. Specie.
At that time the banks of the four States of Maine,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire _ _15,6901000 5,30_0,000 81200,000had ...........

The States of Pennsylvania and Maryland, with t 26,000,000 13,750,000 3,000,000the District of Columbia, had .....
And _11the other Stat_ ...... 40,9301000 25,630,000 5,800,000

The increase of issues from forty-five and a half to sixty-
eight millions, or of about 50 per cent., within the first fifteen

months of the sus]_ension of specie payments, was the natural
consequence of that event. We must observe that, where we
were obliged to resort to an estimate, the amount of bank-notes

is set down rather too low than too high. Yet we are confident
that for the three dates we have given the actual amount cannot

have exceeded thirty, forty-seven, and seventy millions respect-
ively. This last sum falls very short indeed of the one hundred

and ten millions which were supposed to have been put in cir-
culation by the banks, but is quite sufficient to account for the

depreciation. It is equal to the present amoun t of the currency ;

and as the increaseof wealth during the last fourteen years has
at least been in the same proportion as that of the population,

the amount which could have been wanted at that time may be
estimated at about forty-six millions, including both paper and
specie. It is therefore clear that the equal amount in bank-notes

alone, which had been put in circulation by the State banks be-
fore the year 1815, was more than could have been long sus-

tained, preserving at the same time their convertibility into

specie. Under those circumstances the alarm caused by the
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capture of Washington and tile threatened attack on Baltinmre

was sufficient to cause a suspension of specie payments. It took

place at that particular crisis, and appears to have originated in
Baltimore. The example was immediately followed ill Phila-
delphia and :New York ; and it is indeed known that an attack

was apprehended on both those places, and that some of the

banks of Philadelphia had sent their specie to Lancaster.
We have stated all the immediate and remote causes within

our knowledge which concurred in producing that event; and
although the effects of a longer continuance of the war cannot

be conjectured, it is our deliberate opinion that the suspension

might have been prevented at the time when it took place had
the former Bank of the United States been still in existence.

The exaggerated increase of State banks, occasioned by the
dissolution of that institution, would not have occurred. That

bank would, as before, have restrained within proper bounds
and checked their issues ; and, through the means of its offices,
it would have been in possession of the earliest symptoms of tile

approaching danger. It would have put the Treasury Depart-
ment on its guard; both acting in concert would certainly have

been able at least to retard the event, and, as the treaty of peace
was ratified within less than six months after the suspension took
place, that catastrophe would have been altogether avoided.

We have already adverted to the unequivocal symptoms of
renewed confidence shown by the rising value of bank-notes

which followed the peace. This would have greatly facilitated

an immediate resumption of specie payments, always more easy
and attended with far less evils when the suspension has been of

short duration. The banks did not respond to that appeal nmde
by public opinion ; nor is there any evidence of any preparations

or disposition on their part to pay their notes in specie until
after tile Act to incorporate the new Bank of the United States

had passed. We are inclined to ascribe this principally to the
great difficulty of bringing the various banks in our several

commercial cities to that concert which was indispensable. But
it cannot be concealed that, in such a situation, the immediate
and apparent interest of the banks is in opposition to that of the

public. It is well known that tile Bank of :England, though
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apparently disposed at first to resume its specie payments, found
a continued suspension extremely convenient and profitable ; that

during that period of twenty years its extraordinary profits_ be-
sides raising the usual dividend from 7 to 10 per cent., anaounted

to thirteen millions of pounds sterling, and that it accordingly
threw obstacles in the way of the resumption. The State banks

of the United States were only inaetlve in that respect, and did
not impede that desirable event; but they used file advantages

incident to the situation in which they were placed ; and to what
extent their issues were generally increased has already been
shown.

It will not be asserted that any reasonable expectation could

have been entertained of a voluntary return on the part of the
State banks to a sound currency, unless the depreciation had

become so great as to induce the community at large to reject

their notes. Whether this arose from inability or unwillingne_,
a remedy was equally necessary. Congress does not appear to

have inquired whether they had the right to exercise any im-
mediate control over the issues of those banks; and the question
seems to have lain between the establishment of a national bank

and an attempt to for_e the State banks to pay in specie, by the
refusal of their notes in payment of debts and duties due to the

United States so long as those notes were not on demand dis-
charged in specie. It is dear that such an attempt must have

failed altogether during the year that followed the peace, and

so long as the expenses of government greatly exceeded its
receipts. The bank was chartered in April, 1816, and it must
forever remain e_njeetural whether_ if that measure had not

been adopted, and after the floating debt and all the arrearages
of the war had been paid or funded_ and the receipts of the

Treasury had become greater than its disbursements, an attempt
on the part of the government to collect the revenue and to dis-

charge the public expen._s in specie would have compelled the
State banks to resume generally specie payments. It cannot, at
all events, be doubted that the result was quite uncertain, and
that the attempt might have failed at the very outset from the

want of any other currency than bank-notes. It is indeed quite

probable that in that case the impossibility to collect the revenue
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might have induced government merely to substitute an issue of
its own paper to that of tile banks.

It will be found by reference to the report of the Secretary
of the Treasury of December, ]815, that his recommendation

to establish a national bank was in express terms called "a

proposition relating to the national circulating medium," and

was exclusively founded on the necessity of restoring specie
payments and the national currency. He states it as a fact,
incontestably proved, that the State banks could not at that time
be successfully employed to furnish an uniform national cur-

rency. He mentions the failure of one attempt to a_ociate them

with that view; that another attempt, by their agency in circu-
lating Treasury notes, to overcome the inequalities of the ex-

change has only been partially succa_ful ; that a plan recently
proposed, with the design to curtail the issues of bank-no_es, to
fix the public confidence in the administration of the affairs of

the banks, and to give to each bank a legitimate share in the
circulation, is not likely to receive the general sanction of the

banks ; and that a recurrence to the national authority is indis-

pensable for the restoration of a national currency. Such was
the contemporaneous and deliberate opinion of the officer of the

government who had to struggle against the difficulties of a

paper currency not only depreciated, but varying in value from
day to day and from place to place.

_It was not till after the organization of the Bank of the

United States, in the latter part of January, 1817, that delegates

from the banks of :New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and

Virginia assembled in Philadelphia/br the purpose of agreeing
to a general and simultaneous resumption of specie payments. A
compact proposed by the Bank of the United States, acceded to

by the State banks, and ratified by the Secretary of the Treasury,
was the result of that convention. The State banks engaged
to commence and continue specie payments on various conditions

relative to the transfer and payment of the public balances on

their books to the Bank of the United States, and to the sum

1The followingdetails are borrowedfrom the pamphlet signed - :Monitor,"
which is well known to have come from an authentic source.

YOL. III.--20
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which it engaged previously to d_count for individuals_ or under
certain contingencies for the said banks, and also with the ex-
press stipulation that the Bank of the United States_upon any
emergency which might menace the credit of any of the said
banks_would contribute its resources to any reasonable extent
in support thereof, confiding in the justice and discretion of the
banks respectively to circumscribe their affairs within the just
limits indicated by their respective capitals, as soon as the in-
terest and convenience of the community would admit. To
that compact, which was carried into complete effect, and to the
importation of more than seven millions of dollars in specie
from abroad by the Bank of the United States, the community
is indebted for the universal restoration of specie payments, and
for their having been sustained during the period of great diffi-
culty and of unexampled exportation of specie to China which
immediately ensued.

Among the difficulties which the bank had to encounter must
be reckoned the effort made to alleviate the distress which

always attends the return from a depreciated to a sound cur-
rency. The Western States having le_s capital are in the course
of trade gen,erally indebted to the Atlantic seaports. Whether
owing to larger purchases of public .land than usual, to an ex-
cited spirit of enterprise, or to any other cause, it appears that
at that time the amount of debts due by the West, either to
the East or to government, was unusually large. The several
Western offices of the Bank of the United States discounted

largely, probably to too great an extent. The Eastern creditors
were generally paid, the Western State banks relieved, and the
debt transferred to the bank. Thus we find that the issues of
the Bank of Kentucky, which in 1816 exceeded one million
nine hundred and fifty thousand dollars, were in 1819 reduced
to six hundred and seventy thousand dollars. This could not
be done without large issues of branch notes or of drafts on the
parent bank and the :Northern offices, which drained these of
their capital) Although great curtailments had taken place,
near six millions and a half of dollars of the capital of the bank

1Mr. Cheves'sExposition.
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were, in the spring of the year 1819, distributed amongst the in-
terior Western offices, whilst the whole amount allotted to the

offices north and east of Philadelphia was less than one million.
The proper equilibrium could not be reinstated without a revul-

sion and an uncommon pressure on the West, in order to lessen
the amount of its debt. The attempts to counteract that effect
by the creation of a great number of local banks could not but

fail, and must have aggravated instead of relieving the evil. The
unpopularity which attached to the Bank of the United States

when it found itself compelled to enforce the payment of such a

large debt, and the attempt to alleviate the distress by relief

laws, which, though injudicious, ought not in that state of things
to be too severely judged, are well known, and were the natural

consequences of. the course which had been originally pursued.

The year 1819 having been one of great difficulty, we annex
an estimate of the situation of the banks for the latter end of it.

The Secretary of the Treasury gave a partial one in his report
on currency of the year 1820, to which we have made some ad-

ditions and corrections from bank returns of a nearer date to the

1st of January, 1820, than he had then obtained. The portion
on estimate embraces almost the whole of the banks of Connec-

ticut, :New Jersey, :New York, and Maryland, Mr. S. Girard's,
about one-half of those of South Carolina, Louisiana, and Ala-
bama, and one-fourth of those of Kentucky. The returns of
those of the other States are complete.

1st January, 1820. Capital. Notes in
Circulation. Deposits. Specie.

212 ascertained State

95 estimatedbanks. State $62,735,842 $26,641,574 $19,444,959$10,672,263

banks . 393374,769 14,000,000 11,800,000 6_000_000

307 State banks . . $102,110,611$40,641,574 $31,244_959$16_672,263United States
Bank . . 35,000,000 4,221_770 4,705,511 3,147,977

Total .... $137_110_611$44_863,344$35,950,470 $19,820,240
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It appears from that statement that the amount of notes in

circulation was only about one million less than immediately be-
fore the suspension of specie payments, whilst on the other hand

the amount of specie in the vaults of the banks was nearly two
millions greater. But it has been seen that on the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1816, the paper currency amounted to sixty-eight millions.
So great a reduction in the issues of the banks could not have

been effected without a corresponding diminution of their dis-

counts. Debts contracted during the suspension of specie pay-
ments, and whilst the currency was depreciated, became payable

at par. The distress, therefore, that took place at that time may
be clearly traced to the excessive number of State banks incor-
porated subsequently to the dissolution of the first Bank of the

United States and to their improvident issues. Those of the

country banks of Pennsylvania alone amounted, in :November,

1816, to $4,756,460, and had been reduced in November, 1819,

to $1,318,976. A committee of the Senate of that State, ap-
pointed in December, 1819, to inquire into the extent and causes

of the present general distress, ascribe it, as we do, to the im-
provident creation of so jnany banks, as will appear from the
following extract from their report:

"At the following session the subject was renewed with in-

creased ardor, and a bill authorizing the incorporation of forty-

one banking institutions, with capitals amounting to upwards of

seventeen millions of dollars, was passed by a large majority.
This bill was also returned by the governor with additional

objections; but two-thirds of both Houses (many members of
which were pledged to their constituents to that effect) agreeing
on its passage, it became a law on the 21st of March, 1814, and

thus was inflicted ulgon the Commonwealth an evil of a more dis-

astrous nature than has ever been experienced by _ citizens.
Under this law thirty-seven banks, four of which were estab-

lished in Philadelphia, actually went into operation."

The numerous failures which had preceded the year 1819, or

have since taken place, have also been principally due to the
same causes. We have an account of 165 banks that failed

betwcen the 1st of January, 1811, and the 1st of July, 1830.

The capital of 129 of these amounted to more than twenty-four
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millions of dollars stated as having been paid in. The whole
amount may be estimated at near thirty millions; and our list
may not be complete. The capital of the State banks now ex-

isting amounts to about 110 millions. On a total capital of
one hundred and forty millions the failures have amounted to
thirty, or to more than one-fifth of the whole. Of the actual
loss incurred we can give no a_ount. There are instances in
which the stockholders, by paying for their shares ill their own
notes, and afterwards redeeming their notes with the stock in

their name, suffered no loss; and this fell exclusively on the
holders of bank-notes and depositors. In many cases, where
the whole stock has been lost, the holders of notes have never-
theless experienced a partial loss. In the most favorable cases

the stockholders lost a cousiderable portion of their stock;
and all the debts will be ultimately paid. But even then there

has been a heavy loss on the community, the notes having been
generally sold by the holders at a depreciated rate at the time

when the failure took place. We believe that the pecuniary
loss sustained by the government on the loans raised during the
suspension and from bank failures exceeded four millions of
dollars.

The active industry of the country has enabled it to "recover
from that depressed state; and we will now give a view of the
situation of the State banks and of that of the United States
at the close of the year 1829. We have returns of two hun-

dred and eighty-one State banks, which have a capital of
95,003,557 dollars. Of the forty-eight other banks we have
only the capital, amounting to 15,188,711 dollars, and some
incomplete returns; and of thirty banks of the State of New

York, of which we have complete returns, fourteen only are for
the 1st of January, 1830, the sixteen others being for the 1st of
January, 1828. This last circumstance makes the amount of
specie appear probably one million of dollars less than it actu-

ally was at the end of the year 1829. The forty-eight banks
of the situation of which we have no return are distributed as
follows, viz.:

In Connecticut 3
:New York. 7
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In New Jersey 13
Pennsylvania 1 1

Delaware 1
Maryland . 4

South Carolina . 4

Louisiana (branches of) 1
Alabama 1
Ohio (all) . 11

Michigan and Florida 2

Estimating these in the same manner as in the preceding
statements, we have the following results :

I. :For the Sta_es of Maine, :New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas-
sachusetts, and Rhode Island:

Capital . $30,812,692

:Notes . . 7,394,566
Deposits 4,203,895

Specie. 2,194,768

For the States of Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey:
Capital _. . $26,585,539

:Notes . 12,737,539
Deposits . 14,594,145
Specie. 2,841,476

For the States of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and
the District of Columbia :

Capital . • . $25,566,622

Notes . . 11,274,086
Deposits 10,850,739
Specie. 4,170,592

For the four Southern States:

Capital . $17,600,129
:Notes . 12,183,863
Deposits 6,952,194

Specie 8,046,141

1 Mr. Girard's bank, the capital of which is rated at $1,800,000,being'the
sum on which the stamp duty was formerly paid.
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For the Western States: 1

Capital $9,629,286

:Notes . 4,684,860
Deposits 4,180,146
Specie 2,686,396

II. Distinguishing the cities of Boston, Salem, :New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and :New Orleans from
the rest.

Remainder
Seven Cities. of the United States.

Capital . $53,211,605 $56,980,663

:Notes 17,144,422 31,130,492

Deposits 23,137,129 17,643,990
Specie 7,258,025 7,681,618

III. Situation of the Bank of the United States on the 1st
of :November, 1829.

Cr. Dr.

Funded debt ......... $11,717,071 Capital ........... $34,996,270
Notes discounted . . _32,541,124 Notes in circulation ...... 13,048,084
Domestic bills . . . 7,476,321 Deposits . 14,778,809

-- 40,017,445 Balance in .........transltu from bank and
Foreign account ....... 1,161_001 offices on each other 732,082
Due from banks . . 843.551 .....

Surplus fond afterdeducting losses
:Notes of ditto .... 1,531,528 a ready chargeable to it, includ-

2,375,079 lag that of Baltimore .... 2,766,129
Specie ........... 7,175,274

Real estate ......... 3,876,404 $66,322,274

_'66,322,274

IV. The progressive improvement of the Bank of the United

States, and the talent with which it has been administered, are

exhibited in the following comparative view of the principal
items of its situation on the first days of :November, 1819 and
1830 :

:November 1_ 1819. 1830.

:Notes discounted on bank stock . $7,759,980 $719,195

:Notes discounted on personal security 21,423,6"92 32,665,035
Domestic bills 1,386,174 7,954,290

Deposits. 4,705,512 12,650,752

xThere are not now any State banks in operation in the States of Ken-
tucky, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri.
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Specie . $3,147,977 $11,436,175
Due to Baring Brothers & Co.. 2,333,937

Due from ditto 2,778,653

Bank-notes issued 4,221,770 18,004,680
Deduct in transitu 411,659 2,823,135

In actual circulation. . $3,810,111 $15,181,545

V. The following estimate gives the general result for the end
of the year 1829 :

Capital. :Notes. Deposits. I Specie.
]
I

281 banks ascertained . $95,008,557 $39,174,914 $32,531,119 1511,989,643
48 do. estimated 15,188,711 9,100,000 8,250,000 2,950,000

3291 ....... $110,192,268 $48,274,914 $40,781,119 $14,939,643
United States Bank 35,000,000 13,048,984 14,778,809 7,175,274

$145,192,268 $61,323,898 $55,559,928 $22,114,917

It will be perceived by the last item of :No. IV. that there
is always a large amount of the notes of the Bank of the United
States, issued and inserted in the usual returns, which are not

in actual circulation. They consist of notes received in pay-

ment of duties, or otherwise, by other offices than those by which

they had been issued, and transmitted back to them. The
amount at the end of 1829 is that of the net circulation. On

the other hand, the drafts from the bank on offices, and from

these on the bank, and on each other, in actual circulation,

should, as has been observed, be considered as making part of it.
The total annual amount of those drafts is about twenty-four
millions of dollars, and they are on an average paid within

fifteen days after being issued. The amount always in circula-
tion may, therefore, be estimated at one million, which, added to

the thirteen millions of bank-notes, gives fourteen millions for

1 We have not included in this amount several banks lately chartered, but

not in operation on the 1st of January, 1830.
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the actual circulation of the bank. We may, therefore, estimate
the total amount of the paper currency of the United States on

the 1st of January, 1830, at about sixty-two millions and a half.

All the banks receive notes issued by the other institutions,
the returns of which, that have been obtained, being incom-
plete, have not been inserted in the preceding statements. From
an examination of a number of these in various sections of the

country, and embracing banks with an aggregate capital of
more than twenty millions of dollars, we think that the notes
of that description make more than one-fifth of the total amount

of their issues in those situated north of the Potoma% and about

one-eighth in the Southern States. The average of notes of
State banks on hand, in the Bank of the United States and its

offices, amounted, during the )'ear 1829, to about one million

and a half. There is, therefore, always a sum of about nine or

ten millions of dollars, or not less than one-seventh part of the
whole amount issued, which is not in actual circulation. If the

banks did not receive any notes but their own, it would seem

that a nearly equal amount of these would be returned upon
them, and that the real amount of those in actual circulation

should not be estimated at more than fifty-three and a half

millions of dollars. We have, however, adopted throughout the
usual mode of computation.

If to the amount of notes we add the deposits, we will have
a total of either one hundred and eighteen or one hundred and
nine millions, according to each of those two modes of com-
puting, for the circulation of all the banks. This is sustained

by a sum of twenty-two millions in specie, which makes no part
of the circulation. There are no means of ascertaining correctly
the portion which consists of the precious metals. The silver

coinage of England forms nearly one-seventh part of the whole
circulation of that country. At that rate, that of the United

States, allowing for the various considerations which may affect
the question, cannot be estimated at more than ten millions. It

is well known that gold has been altogether excluded by the
mint regulations.

We have, therefore, the following results, according to the view
of the subject which may be adopted :
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Gross amount of notes issued $62,500,000

Silver coins . . 10,000,000

Usual mode of computing 1 $72,500,000
And if deposits are included , 55,500,000

2 . $128,000,000

But if the bank-notes of other banks on

hand are deducted, the notes in circulation

will be . . $53,500,000

Silver . . 10,000,000

3 $63,500,000

And if deposits are included 55,500,000

• 4 . $119,000,000

Which last appears to us the most correct mode of computation.

Although we have freely expressed our opinion that, taking
into consideration all the circumstances which belong to the sub-
ject, it might have been preferable in the United States to have

had nothing but a metallic currency, we are quite aware that

this is not at this time the question. We are only to inquire
whether any other or better security can be found than that
which is afforded by the Bank of the United States against
either the partial failures of banks, the want of an uniform cur-

rency, or a general suspension of specie payments. The great

difficulty arises from tlle concurrent and perhaps debatable juris-
diction of the general and State governments : and we are to ex-

amine not only what are the provisions necessary to attain the

object intended, but also by what authority the remedy must be
administer_t.

The essential difference between banking and other commer-
cial business is that merchants rely for the fulfilment of their
engagements on their resources, and not on the forbearance of

their creditors, whilst the banks always l_ly not only on their
resources, but also on the probability that their creditors will

not require payment of their demands. Vc'e have already seen
that this probability is always increased or lessened in propor-
tion as the issues of the banks are moderate or excessive. One

of the most efficient modes to reduce the amount of bank-notes,
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as compared to the total amount of the currency of the country_
consists in the increase of the metallic currency which circulates

amongst the people, independent of that which is kept in reserve

in the vaults of the banks. It is evident that_ inasmuch as only
a certain amount of sound currency is wanted and can be sus-

tained, that part which consists of bank-notes must be lessened,
and thereby made safer, as the metallic portion is increased.

Whenever, also, the specie of the banks is drained by any ex-

traordinary demand whatever, delays and often difficulties may
arise in the importation of a supply from abroad; which is, how-

ever, the only resource when the circulating metallic currency
has nearly disappeared.

We have had an opportunity to witness in :France the salu-

tary effects of a currency consisting principally of the precious
metals, not only in cases of great national difficulty, but also for

the specific purpose of reinstating a bank momentarily endan-
gered by over-issues of paper. But we prefer referring to the
evidence of a very able and practical witness, who was also
deeply interested in the issue, and we will extract this from the

work of another distinguished and practical writer. 1

"Of the comparative facility with which the coffers of a bank

which has suffered too great a reduction of its reserves by im-
prudent issues of paper may be replenished out of a circulation

consisting in great proportion of coin, notwithstanding a coinci-

dent demand for large payments abroad, a strong instance is
afforded in the ease of the Bank of France in 1817 and 1818.

The circumstance is thus stated in Mr. Baring's evidence in
March, 1819. (Vide Report of Lords' Committee on the Re-

sumption of Cash Payments, page 103.) Speaking of a drain
which that bank had experienced, he says :

" ' Their bullion was reduced by imprudent issues from one

hundred and seventeen millions of francs to thirty-four millions
of francs, and has returned, by more prudent and cautious meas-
ures, to one hundred millions of francs, at which it stood ten

days ago, when I left Paris. This ecnsiderable change took
place since the first week in :November_ when the amount of

aTooke on Currency.
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specie in that bank was at its lowest. It must, however, be
always recollected that this operation took place in a country
every part of the circulation of which is saturated with specie,
and therefore no inference can be drawn in favor of the possi-
bility of so rapid an operation in this country, where, owing to
the absence of specie in circulation, the supply must entirely
come from abroad; for in Paris, though some portions may
have come from foreign countries, the great supply must un-
doubtedly have come through all the various small channels of
circulation through that kingdom.'

"Again, in the same evidence, page 105 :
"'Q. Has not France, after two years of great scarcity in

corn and two years of foreign contribution, been able to con-
tribute a proportion of the precious metals to the wants of Russia
and Austria ?

"_A. Undoubtedly the precious metals have been supplied
from France to Russia and Austria, and shipped, to a consider-
able amount, to America, notwithstanding the payments to for-
eign powers, and very large payments for imported corn, whilst
at the same time, wine having almost totally failed for several
years Pasb they were deprived of the most essential article of
their export.'

"And in reference to these payments in the preceding answer,
Mr. Baring states that they

"'Produced _1oderangement whatever of the circulation of
that country (France).'

"It may not be unimportant further t_rremark that the state
of the currency in France ever since the suppression of the as-

signats appears to be decisive of the great advantages attending
a metallic circulation in times of political difficulty and danger.
On no one great occasion did her efforts appear to be paralyzed,
or even restricted, by any derangement of the currency; and in
the two instances of her territory being occupied by an invading
army there does not appear to have been any material fluctua-
tion in its value."

We perceive but two means of enlarging the circulating
metallic currency : 1st, the suppression of small notes ; 2d, the
measures necessary to bring again gold into circulation.
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The flint measure is that which, after long experience, a most

deliberate investigation, and notwithstanding a strenuous oppo-

sition by the parties interested, has been finally adopted and

persevered in by the government of Great Britain. By the sup-
pression of all notes of a denomination less than £5 sterling in
England, Wales, and Ireland, the amount of the circulating me-

tallic currency has become equal to that of bank-notes of every
description. That metallic currency consists of eight millions
sterling in silver, which is receivable only in payments not ex-

ceeding forty shillings, and of twenty-two millions sterling in
gohl. This measure has given a better security against fluctua-

tions in the currency and a suspension of specie payments than

had been enjoyed during the thirty preceding years. In France,
where the Bank of France is alone authorized to issue bank-

notes, and none of a denomination under five hundred francs,
its circulation hardly ever reaches teu millions sterling, or about
one-tenth part of the currency of the country. In ttle United
States all the banks issue notas of five dollars. The States of

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, and perhaps some others,
have forbidden the issue of notes of a lower denomination, to the

great convenience of tile community, and without experiencing
any of the evils which had been predicted. We have seen in

Pennsylvania tlle chasm occasioned by that suppression instan-
taneously filled by silver without the ]east diminution in the

amount of currency. We cannot but earnestly wish that the

other States may adopt a similar measure, and put an end to the

circulation of the one-, two-, and three-dollar notes, which is of
no utility but to the banks. Those small notes are, as a cur-
rency, exclusively local, and a public nuisance ; and, in case of

the failure of any bank, the loss arising from them falls most

heavily on the poorest class of the community. We have no
other data to estimate the proportion they bear to the whole
amount of notes than the returns of the banks of Massachusetts

and Maine subsequent to January, 1825, by which it appears that

in those States those small notes make one-fifth part of the whole

paper currency. But we would wish to go further than this,
and, in order to bring gold more generally into circulation, that

all notes under the denomination of ten dollars might be sup-
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pressed. The five-dollar notes of the Bank of the United States

constitute less than one-sixth part of its circulation, and amount
in value to two-thirds of that of its ten-dollar notes. From

those data, taking into consideration the amount of currency of

the States where the small notes do not circulate, and allowing
that a portion of the five- would be supplied by ten-dollar

notes, the reduction in the amount of the paper currency arising
from a suppression of the small notes may be estimated at six,
and that produced by the suppression of the five-dollar notes at

about seven, millions. Both together would probably lessen the

paper currency by one-fifth, and substitute silver and gold coins
in lieu thereof.

We have already adverted to the erroneous value assigned to
gold coins by the laws which regulate the mint of the United

States. The relative value of that metal to silver was, by the

law of 1790, fixed at the rate of 15 to 1. In England it was
at that time at the rate of 15.2 to 1 ; and it had in France, after

an investigation respecting the market price of both metals, been
established at the rate of 15½ to 1, as early as the year 1785.

From that to this ti(ne gold coins have never been below par in

that country, and have generally commanded a premium, vary-
ing from one-fifth to one per cent., but which, on an average, has
been rather less than one-half per cent. This ratio in all those

instances is that of gold to silver coins, but the difference is

greater between gold and silver bullion. Whether the expense
of coinage is defrayed gratuitously by government or a seignior-
age is charged to individuals, coins not debased or deteriorated

will almost always command a higher price than bullion con-
mining the same quantity of pure metal, on account of their

greater utility and of the cost of coinage, It is only when

there is at the same time a redundancy of coin, a scarcity of
bullion, and a great demand for plate or other manufactures,

that, when the general coinage is sound, coins will be melted,
and the price of bullion be equal to that of coins. Should,
however, the coinage be deteriorated, new good coins will be
melted as soon as they issue from the mint, and there is no

remedy but a general recoinage at the public expense. .4_ccord-

ing to the mint laws of England, an ounce of standard gold (con-
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taining, like ours, eleven-twelfths pure and one-twelfth alloy) is
coined into £.3 17s. 10½d. sterling; and, in the present sound
state of its gold coinage, the average price of bullion of the

same standard may be estimated as 77s. 7½d. :No solid reason

can be assigned why the actual cost of coinage should not be
charged by government. In point of fact, the delay of two
months which elapse between the deposit of bullion in the mint

of the United States and the delivery of the coins, is nearly

equal to a charge of one per cent. ; but does not assist in defray-
ing the expenses of the mint, and has the disadvantage of being
the same on both metals. When the annual silver coinage of

our mint reaches three millions of dollars, the expense may be
estimated at 1 per cent. The expense on the same value of gold,

no silver being coined, would amount to about one-half per cent.

The coinage of six millions, half in silver and half in gold_
might be estimated at 1 per cent. on the first and one-fifth per

cent. on the gold. It is obvious, indeed, that it is more expen-
sive to coin five silver pieces, worth one dollar each, than one
gold piece worth five dollars. A seigniorage at the last-mentioned

rate might be advantageously substituted to the present mode, and

would only require a moderate constant appropriation, that might
enable the mint to pay for the bullion at the time, or at least
within ten days of its delivery.

In :France, the mint allows 3091 francs for each kilogramme
of standard gold. This is coined into gold coins of the nominal

value of"3100 francs, being a deduction or seigniorage of less than
three-tenths per cent. The mint price of standard silver is 197
francs the kilogramme, which is coined into silver coins of

tile nominal value of 200 francs ; the deduction or seigniorage
amounting to 1½ per cent. This is too great, and is, at least

in part, the cause of the almost constant premium on gold coins.
Whilst the relative value of gold to silver coins is fixed at the

rate of 15½ to 1, that of gold to silver bullion is at the rate of
3091 : 197, nearly equal to 15.69 : 1. This last ratio cannot

essentially (lifter from the true average market relative price of
the two metals, since the mint has been abundantly supplied
with both for the last forty-five years..

But whether we estimate that relative value by deducing it
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from the premium on the French gold coins, or by assuming

that of gold to silver bullion as purchased by the French mint,
or at the apparent marke_ rate in England during the three or
four last years, which would give respectively the ratios of about

15.6, 15.7, and 15.85 to 1, it is evident that our gold coins are
underrated at least 4 per cent. The necessary consequence is

the disappearance of gold coins, and their exportation to Europe
whenever tile exchange will admit of it. According to that

regulation, a ten-dollar gold coin, or eagle, contains 270 grains

of standard gold ; and as the 20 shillings sterling gold coin, or
sovereign, contains --_6231¢_171grains of gold of the same standard,
about $4.56 in gold coin of the United States contain a quan-

tity of pure gold equal to that contained in a sovereign. Allow-
ing 1 per cent. for charges and transportation, our gold coins
may commence to be exported to England as soon as the ex-

change rises to $4.61 per pound sterling ; which rate corresponds

with nearly 3_ per cent. above the nominal and 3 per cent.
below the true par, calculating this at the ratio of near 15.6

to 1, or $4.75 per pound sterling. We find, by the tables of

exchange annexed to the report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
that, with the exeeptton of the ),ear of the embargo, unless in-
cidentally for a few days, the exchange on London, from 1795

to 1821, never rose to $4.62 per pound sterling, or about 4 per

cent. above the nominal par; or, in other words, that during
the whole of that period the exchange was constantly favorable
to the United Stem% having- never been higher, with the ex-

ception aforesaid, than 2 per cent. below the true par. This is
the reason why our gold coins, though underrated, were not
exported till the year 1821, when the exchange rose from $4.60

to $4.98 per pound sterling, and our gold coins began to be

exported, a premium of one-half per cent. upon them being

given, when the premium on the nominal par of exchange was
5 per cent., corresponding to an exchange of near $4.67 per
pound sterling. :From that time to the end of the year 1829
the exchanges have, with few short exceptions, been unfavorable

to the United States ; and the exportation has continued not only
during that period, but also during the last nine months, though
the exchange has this year been but little, if any, above the true
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par. It is perfectly clear that, whilst our gold coins are thus

underrated, they will be exported whenever the exchange rises

above $4.61 to $4.64 per pound sterling, and that, if rated

according to the true or approximate relative value of gold to
silver, they would not be exported to England till the exchange
had risen to at least $4.80 to $4.83, or more than 1 per cent.
above the true par.

If the intention is to exclude the gold coins altogether, it is

quite unnecessary to coin gold. If it is intended that they
should make part of the circulation, they must be rated at or

near their true relative value. Unless this is done, the circu-
lating metallic never can be sufficiently enlurged to insure to
the country a sound currency. The question, whether the two
metals should circulate simultaneously, has never been made a

matter of doubt when there has been no paper currency. Both

are then indispensable, gold for large payments and principally
for remittanccs and travellers, and silver for small daily pay-
ments. The Secretary of the Treasury correctly states that "if
there were no paper medium like that of the Bank of the

United States circulating freely in all parts of the Union, and

everywhere convertible into the standard at a very moderate
cliscount, gold coins would be almost indispensable. Without
them every traveller, even from State to State, and often from

one county to another, must encumber himself with silver, or

he exposed to vexatious embarrassments and impositions." A
country which wisbes to make gold the only standard of value

is still compelled to admit a silver coinage for small payments.
Where silver is the standard, gold would still be found neces-

sary unless supplied by paper. It is true that so long as five-
dollar notes, exchangeable everywhere for specie, do circulate,
gold, though rated at its value, will be less in demand, and
that many persons will prefer the notes. But even in that

case both may at least be permitted to circulate concurrently,
leaving to every individual the option of either. At all events,
if thus rated, they would assist in filling the vaults of the
banks, and thereby throw a larger quantity of silver in cir-
culation.

It has been objected to the simultaneous circulation of the
VOL. III.--21
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two metals that tile fluctuation in their relative price increases
the uncertainty of the standard. This is true, but not to the

extent which a first view of the subject may suggest, and even

to that extent producing so small an effect that it may be alto-
gether neglected.

There are four contingencies which may cause a fluctuation

in the relative price of gold and silver, as e/thee may e/thee rise
or fall, as compared to the value of all other commodities.

Supposing a country where silver is made the only legal tender,
it is clear that in two of those contingencies, namely, if the

price of gold should rise, or if that of silver should fall, every
payment would have still been made in silver if both metals

had been a legal tender and the option given to the debtors to
pay with either. As the probability of those several contin-
gencies is perfectly equal, it follows that in one-half of the

fluctuations which may take place in the relative price of the
two metals, it is perfectly immaterial whether one or both are
made a legal tender. With respect to the two other contin-

gencies: if the price of silver should rise, that of gold re-
maining the same as compared to all other commodities, the

debtors in the country where both metals were a legal tender
would pay in gold, and therefore in perfect conformity with
the original contract, whilst in the country where silver alone

was a legal tender they would be obliged to pay in that metal,
that is to say, to pay a greater value than according to the

original contract; and, on the other hand, if the price of gold
should fall, that of silver, as compared to all other commod-

ities, remaining the same, the debtors would in the country
which admitted only silver as a legal tender be obliged to pay
in that metal in conformity with the contract, while in the
country where both metals were a legal tender the debtors

would pay in gold, that is to say, a sum less than according

to the contract. Whatever may be the amount of fluctuation,
the stability of the standard of value is not, by adopting only
one metal as such, improved to a greater extent than has now
been stated. :But the t:act is, that the fluctuations in the rela-

tive price of gold and silver coins are so small in a country

where the mint is open to all individuals, and under proper
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regulations, that, when compared with the variations to which

coins issuing from the same mint are liable, they may be alto-
gether disregarded.

It has been sometimes erroneously supposed that governments
might alter by their own regulations the actual relative value

of the two precious metals. This might be done to a consider-

able extent if these had no intrinsic value; that is to say, if
they could be obtained without capital or labor, or if, whatever

the cost of production might be, they were of no utility what-

ever except for currency. Ill the first case, governments might
attach any value they pleased to either metal, in the same maimer

as is now done with paper money. In the latter case, there

being no other demand except that of governments, the price
of either metal might be reduced so low as to compel an aban-

donment of all the poorer, but not lower than the cost of pro-
duction at the most fertile mines. But the intrinsic value of

the precious metals, combined with the general demand for

them, determines their market-price. Governments are among
the principal, but not the only, consumers. If the demand for

either gold or silver for the purpose of currency was to cease

altogether, it would have an effect on the market-price of the
metal excluded; but a government which uses both as cur-

rency cannot affect their permanent relative value. It may,
however, to a certain extent prevent great fluctuations by coin-
ing at all times for all individuals who may bring in bullion,

allowing always the same regular price, and paying for it
without delay, and without any other charge than the actual
cost of coining.

It has already been stated that the relative mint-price of

gold and silver bullion in France (about 15.7 : 1) is very near

the average market-price of those two metals. And by giving
always the same regular price for each, government has to a

certain degree prevented a_y great fall in the price of either.
:It is only during short and extraordinary periods that the flu_

tuations have been so great as that the gold coins did either

fall to the par of silver coins or rise to a premium of one per

cent. During by _ar the greater part of the period of forty-
five years which has elapsed since that regulation took place_
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this premium has fluctuated from one-fifth to one-half per
cent. ; so that tile variations in the relative price of the two
metals have, with the few exceptions above mentioned, been
less than one-third per cent. And even these would have been

less had not, as has already been stated, the silver coins been

overrated by charging about one-half per cent. too much on
their coinage.

It is believed that there is no mint which issues more faithful

and perfect coins than that of the United States. The extreme

variation from standard fineness, as determined by the annual

assay, does not exceed one-fifth per cent. on the silver coins;

on the gold coins it is too small to be appreciated. On a large
sum, as delivered from the mint, the weight, if not precisely
accurate, would almost uniformly be found to fail in excess.

But trivial deviations in weight on single pieces are unavoid-

able; they rarely exceed one-third per cent. on the heaviest

silver, and are less than one-sixth per cent. on the gold coins.
If to those unavoidable deviations be added the loss which coins

experience by friction, it will be found that they exceed in value
the fluctuations in the relative markel>-price of the gold and
silver coins issued_under proper mint regulations, and therefore

that these are a quantity which may be neglected, and which, in

fact, is never taken into consideration at the time of making the
contract.

The importance of preserving a permanent standard of value
is the leading principle which we have tried to enforce in this

paper; and it is for that express purpose that we consider an

alteration in the mint regulations, which alone can bring gold
into circulation, as absolutely necessary. The rate heretofore
adopted had its origin in a mistake, and was not at all intended

for the purpose of excluding gold. It did not produce that
effect for thirty years, on account of the favorable rate of ex-

changes. To persist in it, now that experience has shown the

evils it produces, and amongst others the undeniable exportation

of gold and of gold coins at a time when the exchanges may
be three per cent. under the true par, instead of being adherence
to the original plan, is an obvious deviation from its avowed

object. We are sacrificing reality to a pure shadow when for
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the sake of an abstraction, and in order to avoid a contingent
and doubtful fluctuation of one-half per cent. in the standard

of value, we promote, by the total exclusion of gold from cir-
culation, that increase of the paper currency which alone can
materially endanger that standard.

But even this objection may be removed by raising the mint-
price of gold only to that rate which will render it almost im-

possible that its legal value should ever be higher than its

market-price. We would therefore suggest the adoption, in the
relative legal value of the gold and silver coins, of a ratio not

much above that of 15.6 : 1, rather than one nearer to the average
relative value of the two metals. As the exchange must rise
more than one per cent. above the true par derived from the

legal relative value which may be adopted before American

gold coins can be exported, this would not take place to Eng-

land until the exchange had risen to at least $4.81 per pound
sterling. On the other hand, that ratio being lower than that

of the relative value of gold and silver bullion either in Eng-
land or in France, there would be no danger of the price of
the gold falling below that of the silver coins. On the con-

trary, it is extremely probable that the gold coins would gener-
ally, as in France, command a small premium, and be used with

great convenience as subsidiary to silver, which would remain,
as heretofore, our standard of value. Either of the ratios of

2700 : 173 (equal to about 15.6069 : 1) and of 125 : 8 (equal to
15.625 : 1) would answer that purpose. According to the first,

the weight of the eagle would be in standard gold 259.5, and
according to the second 259.2_ grains.. The last ratio is the most

simple_ and is capable of a definite expression in decimals. The

only advantage of the first, the expression of which, though less

simple, is, however, perfectly definite, consists in making the cor-
responding value of the pound sterling almost equal to $4.75
(nearly 4.7505), which would afford much convenience in the

calculations of duties and exchange. The corresponding value
of the pound sterling, according to the second ratio, would be
near $4.75.6. We think that, at all events, the ratio should

not exceed that of 675 : 43 (nearly equal to 15.7 : 1), which would
give two hundred and fifty-eight grains for the weight of the
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eagle in standard gold, and about _;4.77.8 for the corresponding
value of the pound sterling. _

Another consideration may be adduced in favor of the pro-
posed reform of our gold coins. It seems to be well ascertained

that the United States contain one of the most extensive deposits
of gold that has yet been discovered. It extends from the cen-

tral parts of Virginia, in a southwest direction, to the State of
Alabama. It is said to have yielded the value of near half a

million of dollars this year, and it is not improbable that it will

ere long afford an annual produce of several millions. It appears
but just to afford to those employed in collecting that natural
product a certain and the highest home market of which it is

susceptible. This cannot be the case so long as gold is only a
merchandise for exportation, and will be effected by making it
a eurreut coin, and reducing the charge of coinage in the manner

which has been before suggested. In evel T point of view, we

consider this last measure, that of enabling the mint to pay
immediately for the bullion, and of substituting, to the delay

of two months, a small duty on the coinage not higher than its
cost, as of no incousiderable importance.

Great Britain, in adopting gold as the _ole standard of value,
has found it, however, absolutely necessary to admit silver coins
for payments not exceeding forty shillings. This limitation

would, it seems, have been suflqcient for the object intended.

But, whether in order to prevent tile exportation_ or only the
better to assert the adherence to an abstract principle, the new

silver coinage has been overrated about nine per cent. by coining
the troy pound weight of standard silver into sixty-six instead
of sixty-two shillings. This debased coin is attended with the

same inconvenience as a paper currency i_ued by government.
There is, on account of the profit, a temptation to issue too

much, and no sure means can be found of ascertaining the
amount wanted for effecting the payments to which that portion
of the currency is applicable. It is worthy of remark that

England, from a scrupulous adherence to a single standard,

should have actually established two distinct standards of value_

aSee Note A.
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one for wholesale and the other for retail transactions. It is

obvious that, since a debased coin can be neither profitably ex-

ported nor applied to other purposes, any considerable excess,
beyond what is actually wanted for effecting small payments,
must cause a depreciation. Should government be ever so

moderate in its issues, the facility with which that coin may be,

not counterfeited, but illegally imitated and put into circulation,

must ultimately defeat the object intended. In the mean while,
should the excess be such that the retailers of every description,
who are obliged to take in payment silver inapplicable to whole-

sale purchases, could not dispose of the surplus, they must, to

indemnify themselves, add something to their prices. We

believe this to be already the fact, and that this, like every

other depreciated currency, operates as a tax, which affects prin-

cipally all those who are compelled to purchase everything byretail.

These two measures, suggested for the purpose of enlarging

the circulating metallic currency, recommend themselves by
their simplicity, and are founded on the beneficial experience
of almost evelT other country. In Europe, England alone has

resorted to a single standard, and that nominally, since her silver
circulation amounts to eight millions sterling, or to more _han

one-third of her gold, and almost to one-third of her paper
currency. We believe that small notes or tokens circulate no

longer anywhere but in Russia, Sweden, and Scotland. The

situation of two of those countries is in no wise parallel to that
of the United States. Twenty-shilling notes continue to circu-

late in Scotland ; but the solidity of the banking system of that

country offers an anomaly which has not been satisfhctorily ex-

plained. The numerous failures of country banks in England
have been sometimes ascribed to their not being incorporated
companies, which is disproved by the solidity of the numerous

Scotch banks of the same description, and by the repeated l_ail-
ures of our own chartered banks, and sometimes to their not

being permitted by law to consist of a sufficient number of part-
ners. But of the twenty-nine banks of Scotland which are not

chartered, seventeen are voluntary associations, consisting of

from three to nineteen partners, the credit of which is as good
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as that of the other twelve unincorporated and of the three
charteredbanks of that country. We believe that, il_dependent
of the peculiarities which distinguish the Scotch banking system,
its superior stability must be principally ascribed to the perse-
vering but cautious enterprise, to the great frugality, and gen-
erally to the habits of that nation. 1

It is difficult to devise the more direct means by which the
over-issues of banks may be checked. Several of the States have

as yet taken no measures to that effect. Many appear to have
tried to apply rather penal than preventive remedies. The laws
by which it has been attempted to limit either the loans or the

issues made by the banks have generally been intended to pre-
vent what never can take place. Amongst more than three
hundred banks, either now existing or which have failed, and
of which we have returns, we have not found a single one the
loans of which amounted, so long as specie payments were in
force, to three times, or the issues to twice, the amount of their
capital. It is clear that provisions applicable to such improbable
contingencies are purely nominal. The statements we have given
show that the averse amount of notes issued by the State banks
does not, taken together_ exceed forty-four per cent., nor the
aggregate amount of their notes and deposits eighty-one per
cent., of their capital. The loans made by those banks, of
which we have returns in that respect, amount to 129,815,441,
and their aggregate capital to 89,779,557 dollars. Those facts

afford sufficient data to form an opinion of the necessary pro-
visions in that respect. The restrictions can only be made in
reference to the capital actually paid in, and apply to the
amount of loans and issues, which, with the exception of de-

posits, are the only items that can be always limited by the
banks. And the deposits, independent of being voluntary, could
not without much inconvenience, both to the banks and their
customers, be restricted to a fixed amount. We think that no

bank should be permitted to extend its loans, including stocks
of every description, and every species of debt in whatever

manner secured, beyond twice the amount of its capital. We

1See Note B.
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find provisions to that effect in the laws of Massachusetts and

Louisiana. That proportion is forty per cent. greater than that

of the banks above mentioned, and greater, as we fllink, than

is consistent with the safety of almost any bank. The aggre-
gate of the loans made and of the stocks owned by the former

Bank of the United States never amounted to seventy per cent.,
nor that of the existing bank to fifty per cent., beyond the amount

of their respective capitals. This restriction alone necessarily
checks the aggregate amount of the issues and deposits of a
bank; which, in that case, never can together exceed the amount
of its capital, beyond the specie in its vaults, and the nominal

value of its real estate. But we believe that a positive restriction
on the issue of notes, so that they never should exceed two-thirds

of the capital, would be highly beneficial. The only objection

is with respect to count_ banks, which have not the same pro-
portionate amount of deposits as the city banks, and may on that
account claim a greater latitude with respect to notes. But it
will be perceived by the following statement, which includes
thirty banks of the State of New York that have more than

three-fourths of the whole banking capital of the State, and all

the chartered banks of Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, that,
taking into consideration both notes and deposits, the proportion
of these to the capital is far greater in the country than in the
city banks. The relative proportions are, in New York and in
Pennsylvania as seven to four, and in Massachusetts as three to

two. A_ reduction in the amount of notes to two-thirds of that

of the capital would not affect this State, and would still leave

in Pennsylvania and New York the proportion of notes and

deposits to capital much greater in the country than in the city
banks. The circulation of these is, in both States, le_s than their
capital. The restriction proposed would still leave the circula-

tion of the country banks in Pennsylvania of 4,235,000 on a

capital of 3,506,000 dollars, and in New York of 6,737,000 on
a capital of 4,926,000 dollars.

Massachusetts, city. Co.ntry.

Specie . $747,684 $239,526

Capital 13,450,000 5,702,400
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:Notes $2,357,678 $2,160,000

Deposits 2,202,092 658,190

Circulation 4,559,770 2,818,190

Pennsylvania,
Specie 1,639,134 775,537
Capital 9,903,930 3,506,403

Notes 3,648,719 3,659,650

Deposits 5,046,183 1,795,266

Circulation 8,694,902 5,454,916

:New York,

Specie 1,169, 581 390,710

Capital 10,711,200 4,926,153

:Notes 3,394,257 4,5(37,023

Deposits 6,662,1.74 3,692,326

Circulation 10,056,431 8,259,349

We do not wish, by the preceding observations, to be under-
stood as objecting generally to the extension of the banking

system to the country, but only to the indiscriminate establish-
ment ot" banks without regard to the actual wants and means of

the districts which may apply for that lmrpose. There is a

general spirit of enterprise in the United States, to which they

are greatly indebted for their rapid growth, and it is difficult to
ascertain in all cases to what extent it should be encouraged and

when it ought to be checked. The remarks apply particularly

to the newly-settled parts of the country, which present a state
of things different from that found in any other part of the
civilized world, and to which, therefore, even the most generally

admitted principles of political economy will not always apply.

Amongst the first emigrants there are but few possessed of
much capital, and these, generally employing it in the purchase
of land, are soon left without any active resources. The great

mass bring nothing with them but their industry and a snmll
stock of cattle and horses. 3_ considerable t)ortion of the annual
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labor is employed in clearing, enclosing, and preparing the land

for cultivation. Those difficulties and all the privations incident
to their new situation are encountered with unparalleled spirit

and perseverance. Within a very short time our numerous new
settlements, which in a few years have extended from the Mo-

hawk to tile great Western lakes, and from the Alleghany to the
Mississippi and beyond it, afford the spectacle of a large popula-
tion with the knowledge, the intelligence, and the habits which

belong to civilized life, amply supplied with the means of sub-
sistence, but without any other active capital but agricultural

product.s, for which, in many instances, thev have no market.
It is in this last respect that their situation essentially differs
from that of any other country as far advanced in civilization.

We might even add that there is, in several ancient settlements
of the United States, a less amount of active capital than in the

interior parts of many European countries. The national in-
dustry, out of the seaports, has, at least till very lately, been
exclusively applied to agriculture, and circulating capital will

rarely be created out of commercial cities without the assistance
of manufactures.

With the greatest abundance of provisions, it is impossible for
a new country to purchase what it does not produce unless it
has a market for its own products. Specie is a foreign product,

and, though one of the most necessary, is not yet always that
which is most imperatively required. We may aver from our

own knowledge that the western counties of Pennsylvania had
not_ during more than twenty years after their first settlement,

the specie necessary for their own internal trade and usual trans-
actions. The want of communications and the great bulk of

their usual products reduced their exports to a most inconsider-
able amount. The two indispensable articles of iron and salt,

and a few others almost equally necessary, consumed all their

resources. The principle, ahnost universally true, that each
country will be naturally supplied with the precious metals
according to its wants, did not apply to their situation. House-

hold manufactures supplied the inhabitants with their ordinary
clothing, and the internal trade and exchanges were ahnost ex-

clusively carried on by barter. This efthetually checked any
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advance even in the most necessary manufactures. Every spe-

cies of business required the utmost caution, as any failure in
the performance of engagements in the way of barter became,

under the general law of the land_ an obligation to pay money,
and might involve the part)-in complete ruin. Under those

circumstances even a paper currency, kept within proper bounds,
might have proved usefld. We know the great difficulties

which were encountered by those who first attempted to estab-
lish the most necessary manufactures, and that they would have

been essentially relieved and some of them saved from ruin by
moderate bank loans. Yet there were instances where those

difficulties were overcome, and the most successful manufactures

of iron and glass were established and prospered prior to the
establishment of any bank; but the general progress of the

country was extremely slow, and might have been hastened by
such institutions soberly administered. It is obvious that in
this and other similar cases where there is an actual want of

capital, this should, in order to insure success, be obtained from

the more wealthy parts of the country, either by subscriptions

to local banks or by the establishment of branches of the city
banks. _"

Some of the first settlements in other parts of the country
were, for a length of time, in a similar situation. The progress
of others, under more favorable circumstances, has been much

more rapid. The western parts of the State of New York have
always enjoyed a nearer and more accessible market. The ac-

quisition of Louisiana, the invention of steamboats, and the im-

proved communications by land and water, have entirely changed
the state of things west of the Alleghany Mountains. Still_ and
notwithstanding the unparalleled increase of population and the

rapid progress in every respect of the new States or settlements,
their wealth does not, in any degree, correspond either with

that population or with their advances in agriculture. All new
colonies, either from Europe to America or from the ancient

settlements to the more interior part of America, have, under
different modifications, been ever placed in a similar situation.

To this must be ascribed the issues of paper money by the
several States whilst under the colonial government. This cur-
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rency, in many instances useful, was, as usual_ often carried to

excess, and depreciated accordingly. The same causes continue

to produce similar effects. The eagerness for country banks is

natural, but often mistakes its object. They may be safely
established in flourishing towns or villages, either commercial or

manufacturing, provided their issues are r_strained within proper
bounds. It is to the abuse, and not to the use, that we object.
The profits of agriculture are so moderate, at least in the Middle

States, and the returns so slow, that even loans on. mortgages are
rarely useful. But when made by banks on notes at sixty days,

without any other substantial security than real estate, they never
can be relied on as an immediate resource, and, when payment
is urged, they almost always prove ruinous to the borrowers, and

are often attended with heavy losses to the banks. The example
of Pennsylvania has clearly shown that the calamities inflicted

by the failures of country banks, established in unfit places, or
for want of experience improperly administered, have been still

more fatal to the inhabitants of the districts in which they were
situated than to the State at large. It is well known that the

same observation applies with equal, if not greater, force to
other States than Pennsylvania.

The revised statutes of the State of :New York, besides several
salutary provisions for the bona fide payment of the stock sub-

scribed, to prevent any dividend greater than the actual profits,

and generally for the prevention of frauds, contain one of pri-
mary importance, adopted also in Maryland and some other
States, by which the charter is forfeited whenever the bank re-

fuses or declines to pay on demand its notes or deposits in specie.
:But the restriction on loans and discounts, which limits their

amount to three times that of the capital, is purely nominal,

and the responsibility imposed on stockholders, though already

adopted in some other States, has been considered as objection-
able. As a substitute, and with a laudable intent to protect the
community against partial failures, a "safety fund" has since

been established by law, consisting of a tax of one-half per cent.

on the capital of every bank, and which is applicable to the pay-
ment of the notes of any that may fail. This must have a

tendency to encourage excessive issues of paper, which could not
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be sustained if resting only on the credit of the bank by which
they are made. But, unacquainted as we are with the reasons

alleged in favor of that measure, it appears to us unjust, 1st, by
making institutions properly managed responsible for tile con-

duet of others at a great distance, and over which they have no
control ; 2d, because, on account of the disproportion between

the aggregate of the circulation and deposits of the city and
country banks respectively, the first are made to pay in the

safety fund about twice as much ill proportion as the country
banks. This will appear evident by referring to tile last state-

ment, and does not accord with the principles of a government
founded on the equal rights of all. x

One of the most efficient securities afforded by the State laws
against improvident issues of notes is to be found in that of

Massachusetts, by which banks are obliged to pay interest at the

rate of 24 per cent. a year on all notes or deposits which they
may neglect or refuse to pay in specie on demand. A similar
provision, but at tlle rate of 12 per cent., has been enacted by
the State of Louisiana, and is also inserted in the charter of the

Bank of the United States. Another great guarantee against
improper management is the obligation to make and publish

annual statements of the situation of the banks. The mystery
with which it was formerly thought necessary to conceal the
operations of those institutions has been one of the most prolific

causes of erroneous opinions on that subject, and of mismanage-
ment on their part. It is highly desirable that this measure

should be adopted in the States where those returns are no_ yet
made obligatory. The annual statements of the Bank of the

United States, and of the banks of all the New England States,

of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, and others, to Congress, and
to the States respectively, have in no instance injured any insti-

tution that was properly administered. Publicity is, in most

eases, one of the best cheeks which can be devised; it inspires
confidence and strengthens credit, whilst concealment begets
distrust and often engenders u,,just suspicions.

There is still another measure, better calculated perhaps than

1See l_ote C.
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any othertogivecompletesecurityagainstthedangerof insol-
vency. It hasbeenalreadyobserved_hattheorighmlcapital
of the Bank of England, amounting to mare than fourteen mil-

lions sterling, has been loaned to government, and, remaining in
its hands, affords the best security to the holders of notes and to

depositors. The propriety of extending a similar provision to
country banks has been strongly urged in England ; and the
same measure, with respect to our banks generally, has also been
suggested. It is quite practicable, and seems unobjectionable, in
a country possessed of so large a capital as England, and where
the large amount of public debt would enable the banks to
comply with the condition without any difficulty. But this
might not be practicable here, where the banking capital is
much larger than the amount of all other public stocks, and we
apprehend that mortgages on real estate must, if such provision
becomes general, be resorted to for want of such stocks. We

must also refer to our former observations respecting the nature
of our banking capital. Should this be permanently vested in
mortgages or stocks, the accommodations which the banks afford

to individuals might be too much curtailed. If these objections
can be removed, the plan proposed would give to the banking
system of the United States a solidity, and inspire a confidence,
which it cannot otherwise possess.

The constitutional powers of Congress on the subject are the
next and principal object of inquiry.

We have already adverted to the provisions of the Constitu-

tion, which declare that no State shall either coin money, emit
bills of credit, make anything but gold and silver coins a tender

in payment of debts, or pass any law impairing the obligation
of contracts, and which vest in Congress the exclusive power
to coin money and to regulate the value thereof, and of foreign
coin. It was obviously the object of the Constitution to con-

solidate the United States into one nation, so thr as regarded
all their relations with foreign countries, and that the internal
powers of the general government should be applied only to
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objects necessary for that purpose, or to those few which were

deemed e_sential to the prosperity of the country and to the

general convenience of the people of the several States. Amongst
the objects thus selected were the power to regulate commerce

among tile several States, and the control over the monetary
system of the country.

This last-mentioned power is, and has ever been, one of pri-
mary importance. It is for want of such general power that
Germany has always been inundated with coins often debased,

and varying from state to state in standard and denomination ;
the same defect was found in the former United Provinces of

the Netherlands ; and the banks of deposit of Hamburg and
Amsterdam were originally established for the purpose of cor-

recting that evil. Even under the Articles of Confederation,
Congress had already the sole and exclusive right and power of

regulating the alloy and value of coins struck by their own
authority, or by that of the respective States. It was on a most

deliberate view of the subject that the same powers were con-
firmed and enlarged by the Constitution, and the individual

States excluded from any participation which might interfere
with the controlling_power of the general government. With

the exception of those which are connected with the foreign rela-
tions of the United States, either in war or in peace_ there are

no powers more expressly and exclusively vested in Congress of
a less disputable nature, or of greater general utility, than those

on tile subject of currency. Arbitrary governments have, at
various times, in order to defraud their creditors, debased the
coin whilst they preserved its denomination, and thus subverted

the standard of value by which the payment of public and pri-
vate debts and the performance of contracts ought to have been
regulated. This flagrant mode of violating public faith has

been long proscribed by public opinion. Governments have, in

modern times, substituted for the same purpose issues of paper
money, gradually increasing in amount and decreasing in value.
It was to guard against those evils that the provisions in the

Constitution on that subject were intended, and it is the duty_

not lea_ than the right, of the United States to carry them into
effect.
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The firstparagraphof theeighthsectionof the firstarticle

providesthatCongressshallhave power "to lay and collect

taxes,duties,imposts,and excises,topay thedebtsand provide

for the common defenceand generalwelfareof the United

States;but allduties,imposts,and excisesshallbe uniform

throughouttheUnitedStates."

It has sometimesbeen vaguelyasserted,though,aswe be-

lieve,neverseriouslycontended,thatthewords "to providefor
the common defencean(]genera]welfare"were intendedand

might be construedas a distinctand specificpower given to

Congress,or,in otherwords,thatthatbody was therebyin-

vested with a sweeping power to embrace within its jurisdic-
tion any object whatever which it might deem conducive to
the general welfiire of the United States. This doctrine is ob-

viously untenable, subversive of every barrier in the Constitu-

tion which guards the rights of the States or of the people,
expressly contradicted by the tenth amemlment, which provides
that the powers not delegated to the United States by the Con-
stitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively or to the people, and tantamount to an

assertion that there is no Constitution and that Congress is
omnipotent. Mr. Jefferson stigmatizes this construction as "a

grammatical quibble which has countenanecd the general gov-
ernment in a claim of universal power. :For (he adds) in the
phrase to lay taxes to Tay the debts and provide for the general
welfare, it is a mere question of syntax whether the two last
infinitives are governed by the first, or are distinct and co-ordi-

nate powers; a question unequivocally decided by the exact
definition of powers immediately following."

The words "to provide fi_r the common defence and general
welfare of the United States" are as obligatory as any other
part of the Constitution ; they cannot be expunged, and must

be so construed as to be effective. Mr. Jefferson did not deny
this, which is indeed undeniable; and he only contended that

the words did not convey a distinct power, but were governed by
the preceding infinitive; that is to say, that this clause in the Con-

stitution, instead of giving to Congress the three distinct powers,

1st, to lay taxes, &e.; 2dly, to pay the debts; 3dly, to provide
VOL.IIt.--22
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for the common defence and general welfare of the United

States, gave only that " to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts,
and excises in order to pay the dehts and provide for the co:n-
mort defence and general welfare of the United States." He

states the question as one of syntax, susceptible of only two
constructions; one which would give, as a distinct, a sweep-
ing power inconsistent with the spirit and other express pro-
visions of the Constitution, and which he accordingly rejects;
the other, which he adopts, and which admits, but confines the
application of the words "to provide fi)r the general welfare"
to the only power given by that clause, viz., that of laying taxes,
duties, &e.

This appears to have been the construction universally given
to that clause of the Constitution by its framers and contempo-
raneous expounders. Mr. Hamilton, though widely differing in
another respect front Mr. Jefferson in his construction (,f this

clause, agrees with him in limiting the application of the words
"to provide for the general welfare" to the express power given
by the first sentence of the clause. In his report, on manufhc-
tures, he contends for the power of Congress to allow bounties
for their encouragemhnt, and, after having stated the three quali-
fications of the power to lay taxes, viz., 1st, that duties, imposts,
and excises should be uniform throughout the United States;
2d, that no direct tax should be laid unless in proportion to the
census; 3d, that no duty should be laid on exports; he argues
on the constitutional question in the following words:

"These three qualifications excepted, the power to raise money
is plenary and indefinite, and the objects to which it may be
appropriated are no le, s comprehensive than the payment of the
public debts and the providing fbr the comnmn defence and gen-
eral welthre. The terms 'general welfare' were doubtless in-
tended to signify more than was expressed or impor_d in those
which preceded; otherwise numerous exigencies, incident Lothe

affairs of"a nation, would have been left without a provision.
The phrase is as comprehensive as any that could have been

used, because it was not fit that the constitutional authority of
the Union to appropriate its revenues should have been restricted

within narrower limits than the 'general welfare,' and because
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this ne _cessarily embraces a vast variety of particulars, which are
susceptible neither of specification nor of definition.

" It is, therefore, of necessity ]eft to the discretion of the

national Legislature to pronounce upon the objects which concern

the general welfare, and for which, under that description, an
appropriation of money is requisite and proper. And there seems

to be no room for a doubt that whatever concerns the general in-
terests of learning, of agriculture, of manufkctures, and of com-

merce are within the sphere of the national councils, as _ar as
regards an application of money.

"The only qualification of the generality of the phrase in

question which seems to be admissible is this, that the object to
which an appropriation of money is to be made be general and

not local; its operation extending, in fact, or by possibility,
throughout the Union, and not being confined to a particular
spot.

"No objection ought to arise to this construction from the sup-
position that it would imp|y a power to do whatever else should

appear to Congress conducive to the general welfare. 2k power
to appropriate money with this latitude, which is granted, too,

in express terms, would not carry a power to any other thing
not authorized in the Constitution, either expressly or by fair
implication."

Mr. Hamilton insisted that the power to lay and collect taxes

and duties implied that of appro]_riating the money thus raised
to any object which Congress might deem conducive to "the

general welfare." But he confiners throughout the application

of those words to the power given, a_ he understood it, by the
first sentence of the clause, l_r. Jefferson, who agreed with

him in that respect, denied altogether that the power to lay
taxes implied that of applying the money thus raised to objects
conducive to the general welfare. It cannot be objected to this
construction, which is the most literal, that the words " for the

general welPare" are thereby rendered of no effect. For there

are several cases in which the laying a tax or duty does alone

effect the object in view, without the aid of an appropriation

or of any other distinct act of the Legislature. On that point,

however, and on that alone, they differed. But it is foreign to
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the object now under consideration, and we do not mean to dis-

cuss it. All that is necessary for us is that, as admitted by both,
the power to lay duties and taxes is vested in Congress, and may

be exercised to provide (or in order to provide) for the general
welfare of the United States, without any other limitation than
the three qualifications specified by the Constitution, and above
stated.

It has, indeed, been lately contended by some distinguished
citizens that the words "general welfare" referred only to the
powers expressly vested in Congress by the Constitution, or, in
other words, that the power to lay duties and taxes could not

be exercised but for the purpose of carrying into effect some of

those specific powers. It seems to us that this, if intended,

would have been distinctly expressed, instead of using the words
"general"welfare." And, although it is undeniable that a con-

structive power cannot be legitimately claimed unless neces-

sary and proper for carrying into execution or fairly implied in
a power expressly delegated, we do not perceive why it should

be necessary in order to justify the exercise of a power expressly
given that it should be exercised in reference to another similar

power. But we do"not mean to discuss this question, which is

also foreign to our object. Allowing, for thesake of argument,
the validity of the objection, it does not apply to cases where the

object ill reference to which the duty or tax is laid is clearly
embraced within the powers of the general government. Al-

though, because the power to protect manufactures is not expressly

vested in Congress, that to lay taxes in order to effect that object
should be denied, the power of laying a tax or duty for the pur-
pose of carrying into effect an express provision of the Constitu-
tion would still be undeniable.

Congress has the power to lay stamp duties on notes, on bank-

notes, and on any description of bank-notes. That power has
already been exercised, and the duties may be laid to such an

amount and in such a manner as may be necessary to effect the

object intended. This object is not merely to provide generally

for the general welihre, but to carry into effect, in conformity
with the last paragraph of the eighth section of the first article,
those several and express provisions of the Constitution which
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vest in Congress exclusively the control over the monetary
system of the United States, and more particularly those which
imply the neeeasity of a uniform currency. The exercise of the

power for that object is free of any constitutional objection, pro-

vided the duties thus laid shall be uniform and applied to the
Bank of the United States as well as to the State banks. The act

of laying and collecting the duties, which is expressly granted,
is alone efficient to effect tile object. As no appropriation of
money is wanted for that purpose, the exercise of power which
is required is purely that of laying duties, and it is not liable

to the objection that to assert that the authority to lay taxes
implies that of appropriating the proceeds is a forced construc-

tion. It is equally free of any objection derived from any pre-
sumed meaning of the words "general welt:are," since the power

to lay duties will in this instance be exercised in order to carry

into effect several expressed provisions of the Constitution having
the same object in view. Congress may, if it deems it proper,
lay a stamp duty on small notes, which will put an end to their
circulation. It may lay such a duty on all bank-notes as would

convert all the banks into banks of discount and deposit only,
annihilate the paper currency, and render a bank of the United

States unnecessary in reference to that object. But if this last

measure should be deemed pernicious, or prove impracticable,

Congress must resort to other and milder means of regulating
the currency of the country. The Bank of the United States,

as has already been shown, was established for that express
purpose.

An act incorporating a bank is not an act either to raise or
appropriate money. The power to e_stablish the bank cannot

in any way be founded on that clause of the Constitution which
has reference to the general welfare of the United States. It is

sanctioned exclusively by that clause which gives to Congress

power to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying into execution any of the powers vested in the

government of the United States. And the first object of in-

quiry is the meaning of the words "necessary and proper" in
that clause.

We are aware that it has at times been suggest_ that the
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word "necessary," in its strict sense, means "that without

which the specific power cannot be carried into effect," and

ought to be so construed. If appeal be made to verbal criti-

cism, it may be answered that, if such was the meaning of the

word "neces_ry" in that sentence, the word "proper" would
not have been added, since that which is necessary ill that strict
sense is of necessity proper. This last expression must, there-
fore, be taken in connection with the first ; and since it was con-

templated that what was called necessary might be proper or

improper, the words "laws necessary and proper" do not appear
to have been intended in that most limited sense, which implies
absolute impossibility of eflbcting the object without the law,

but to mean such laws as are fairly intended and highly useful
and important for that purpose. We believe this to be the fair

and to have been the uniform construction of the Constitution,
and that indeed without which it couhi not have been carried

into effect. In order to prove that this has ever been deemed
the natural and clear construction, we will not resort to the

establishment of light-houses, or to other numerous precedents,

the authority of which may be disputed. We will appeal to the
most general and iulportallt law of the United States, such as it

was enacted from the first organization" of the government under
the Constitution, and to a provision in it which, under its various

other modificatioas, has uninterruptedly and without any consti-

tutional objection remained in force to this day.
The laws to lay and collect duties on import_s require, and

have always required, a variety of oaths, and particularly that
of the importers and consignees, with respect to the correctness

of the invoices of goods imported, both as to quantity and as
to cost or value. Yet this provision, however usefifl and im-
portant, is not so absolutely necessary, in that strict sense of

the word, as that the laws could not possibly be carried into

effect without it. There are countries, France, for example, where
those duties are efficiently collected without the assistance of

similar oaths. This may be done at least as effectually by an
appraisement of the merchandise as by resorting to the oaths of

the parties. In point of fact, there has always been a discre-
tionary power to appraise, which has lately been enlarged. Since
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it is on that provision and not on the oath that the ultimate re-

liance for the t:aithful collection of the duties is place<l, those

duties might be collected without the assistance of oaths, by sub-
stituting ill every instance all appraisement or valuation. Oaths

are not, therefi)re, necessary for the collection of duties, in that
strict sense which is contended for; the), are not that without
which the duties couhl not be collected. Tile observation in<led

applies to various other provisions of the revenue laws. Any

one who will give them a perusal will find several implying
powers not specially vested in Congress, the necessity of which

was not absolute, and without which the object of the law might
still have been effected. The oaths and various other provisions

have been resorted to as means only highly useful, important,

an;:l proper, but not as being of absolute necessity for carrying
the law into effect)

Wheuever 'it becomes the duty of Congress to carry into
effect any of the powers expressly defined by the Constitution, it
will generally be found that there are several means to effect the

object. In that ease, and whenever there is an option, each of

the means proposed ought not to be successively objected to as

not being strictly necessary because other means might be re-
sorted to, since this mode of arguing would defeat the object
intended, and prevent the passage of any law for carrying into

efti_ct the power which it was the duty of Congress to execute.

If every provision of a revenue law was successively opposed
on that ground, no efficient revenue law could be passed. In the

present case it is proposed to resort either to a stamp duty or to
a bank of the United States in order to regulate the currency.
Unless some other equally efficient mode can be suggested, this

important object will be defeated, if both means are successively
rejected as not strictly necessary. But, on the other hand, the

means proposed for carrying into effect any special or expressed

power vested in Congress should be highly useful and important,

1The opinion of the Supreme Court in the case of McCulloch vs. State of
Maryland had not been seen by the writer of this essay when it was com-
mitted to the press, and the important inference drawn from the useof the
words "absolutely necessary," in another clause of the Constitution_ had
escaped his notice.
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having clearly and bona fide that object in view which is the

avowed purpose, and not be intended, under color of executing
a certain special power, for the purpose of effeeting another
ohject.

It was on this ground that the former Bank of the United

States was at first opposed. That bank had not been proposed
for the express purpose of" regulating the currency, but as inci-

dent to the powers of regulating commerce, of collecting the

revenue, of the safh-keeping of public moneys, and, generally,
of carrying on tile operations of the Treasury. There had been

at that time but three banks e._tal)lished in tile United States ;
their operations were confined within a very narrow sphere ;

there had been no experience in the United States of the utility
of a bank in assisting the operations of government, but that

which, during a short time, had been. a_Jrded by the Bank of

North America, incorporated, in the first instance, by Congress,
under the Articles of Confederation. The Bank of the United

States was considered by its opponents as not being intended

for the purpose alleged, but as having for its object the consoli-
dation of a moneyed aristodracy, and to filrther the views at

that time ascribed _h)a certain party and to its presumed leader.

And the fears then excited respecting that object, and the sup-
posed influence of the bank in promoting it, though long since

dissipated, have left recollections and impressions which may
still have some effect on public opinion in relation to the consti-
tutional question.

Experience, however, has since confirmed the great utility and
importance of a bank of the United States in its connection with
the Treasury. The first great advantage derived from it consists

in the safe-keeping of the public moneys, securing, in the fimt

instance, the immediate payment of those received by the prin-
cipal collectors and affording a constant check on all their trans-

actions, and afterwards rendering a defalcation in the moneys
once paid, and whilst nominally in the Treasury, absolutely im-
possible. The next and not less important benefit is to be found

in the perfect facility with which all the public payments are
made by checks or Treasury drafts, payable at any place where

the bank has an office ; all those who have demands against gov-
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ernment are paid in the place most convenient to them, and the

public moneys are transferred through our extensive territory,

at a moment's warning, without any risk or expense, to the
places most remote from those of collection, and wherever

public exigencies may require. From the year 1791 to this day
the operations of the Treasury have, without interruption, been

carried on through the medium of banks ; during the years 1811

to 1816, through the State banks ; before and since, through the
Bank of the United States. Every individual who has been at

the head of that Department, and, as we believe, every officer

connected with it, has been made sensible of the great difficul-
ties that must be encountered without the assistance of those

institutions, and of the comparative ease and great additional

security to the public with which their public duties are per-
fi)rmed through the means of the banks. To insist that the

operations of the Treasury may be carried on with equal/_acilitv
and safety through the aid of the State banks without tbe in-

terposition of a bank of the United States, would be contrary to
f_et and experience. That great assistance was received from

the State banks, while there was no other, has always been freely
and cheerfully acknowledged. But it is impossible, in the nature
of things, that the necessary 'concert could be made to exist be-

tween thirty different institutions ; and in some instances heavy
pecuniary losses, well known at the seat of government, have
been experienced. To admit, however, that State banks are

necessary for that purpose, is to give up the question. To admit

that banks are indispensable for carrying into effect the legiti-
mate operations of government, is to admit that Congress has
the power to establish a bank. The general government is not

made by the Constitution to depend for carrying into effbct
powers vested in it on the uncertain aid of institutions created
by other authorities and which are not at all under its control.

It is expressly authorized to carry those powers into effect by

its own means, by passing the laws necessary and proper for
that purpose, and in this instance by establishing its own bank,
instead of being obliged to resort to those which derive their
existence from another source and are under the exclusive con-

trol of the different States by which they have been established.
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It nmst at the same time be acknowledged that, inasmuch ,as

the revenue may be collected and the public moneys may be

kept ill public chests and transferred to distant places without

the assistance of banks, and as all this was once done in the

United States, and continues to be done ill several countries,

without any public bank, it cannot be asserted that those insti-

tutions are absolutely necessary for those purposes, if we take

the word " ,mcessary" in that strict sense which has been alluded

to. All this may I)e done, though with a greater risk and in a

more inconvenient and expensi_',e manner. :Public chests might

be established, and public receivers, or sub-treasurers, might be
appointed, in the same places where there are now offices of the

Bank of the United States, and specie might be transported from

place to place, as the public service required it, or inland bills

of exchange purchased from individuals. _ The superior security

and convenience afl])r(led I)y the bank in the fiscal operations of

government may not be considered as sufficient to make its

establishment constitutional, in the opinion of those who construe

the word "necessary" in that strict sense.

But it is t:ar from being on that ground alone that the ques-

tion of constitution_i_ity is now placed. It was not at all antici-

pated, at the time when the former Bank of the United States

was first proposed, and when constitutional objections were raised

against it, that bank-notes issued by multiplied State banks,

gradually superseding the use of gold and silver, would become

the general currency of the country. The effect of the few

banks then existing had not been felt beyond the three cities

where they had been established. The States were forbidden by

1With the exception of the power of receiving private deposits 7the object
of which provision is not perceived, this is precisely the species of national
bank which has been suggested in the President's last message. The ques-
tion whether the purchase of drafts would, as we think_ be a charge on tho
Treasury_ or prove, as seems to be expected, a source of profit_ is one of
secondary importance. :It is sufficient to observe that the issues of the State
banks could not, nor indced is it anticipated in the message that they would,
be checked by this plan. It would not, therefore, effect the great object
contemplated by the Constitution_ to carry which into effect is enjoined by
that instrument, and for which we principally contend, viz., that of securing
a sound and uniform currency.
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the Constltution to issue bills of credit; bank-notes are bills of
credit to all intents and purposes, and the State could not do

through others what it was not authorized to do itself; but the

bank-notes, not being issued on the credit of the Sta_s, nor guar-
anteed by them, were not considered as being, under the Con-

stitution, bills of credit emitted by the States. Subsequent events

have shown that the notes of State banks, pervading the whole
country, might produce the very effbct which the Constitution

had intended to prevent by prohibiting the emir,on of bills of
credit by any State. The injustice to individuals, the embar-

rassments of" government, the depreciation of the currency, its
want of uniformity, the moral necessity imposed on the com-

munity either to receive that unsound currency or to suspend
every payment, purchase, sale, or other transaction incident to

the wants of society, all the evils which followed the suspension
of specie payments have been as great, if not greater, than those

which might have been inflicted bv a paper currency i_ued
under the authority of any State. We ha_e already adverted to

the several provisions of the Constitution which gave to Congress
the right and imposed on it the duty to provide a remedy; but
there is one which deserves special consideration.

Whatever consequences may have attended the suspension of
specie payments in Great Britain, there still remained one cur-

rency which regulated all the others. All the country bankers
were compelled to pay their own notes, if not in specie at least
in notes of the Bank of England. These notes were, as a

standard of value, substituted fi)r gold ; and if the currency of
the country was depreciated and fluctuating in value from time

to time, it was at the same time uniform throughout the country.
There was but one currency for the whole, and every variation
in its value was uniform as to places, and at the same moment

operated in the same manner everywhere. But the currency of
the United States, or, to speak more correctly, of the several

States, varied, during the suspension of specie payments, not
only from time to time, but at the same time from State to State,

and in the same State from place to place. In :New England,

where those payments were not discontinued, the currency was
eqlml in value to specie; it was at the same time at a discount
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of seven per oent. in :New York and Charleston, of fifteen in

Philadelphia, of twenty" and twenty-five in Baltimore and Wash-

ington, with every other possible variation in other places and
States.

The currency of the United States, ill which the public and
private debts were paid and the public revenue collected, not

only was generally depreciated, but was also defective in respect
to uniformity. Independent of all the other clauses in the Con-

stitution which relate to that subject, it is specially provided, 1st,
that all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States ; 2d, that representative and direct taxes shall

be apportioned among the several States according to their

respective numbers, to be determined by the rule therein speci-
fied ; and that no capitation or other direct tax shall be laid,

unless in proportion to the enumeration. Both these provisions
were violated whilst the suspension of specie payments con-

thmed. It is clear that after the quota of the direct tax of

each State had been determined according to the rule prescribed
by the Constitutiofi_ it wa.s substantially changed by being col-
lected in currencies differing in value in the several States. It

is not less clear that the clause which prescribes a uniformity of

duties, imposts, and excises was equally violated by collecting
every description of indirect duties and taxes in currencies of

different value. The only remedy existing at that time was

the permission to pay direct and indirect taxes in Treasury
notes. But those notes did not pervade every part of the
country in the same manner as bank-notes; they were of too

high denomination to be used in the payment of almost any
internal tax ; they were liable also to vary in value in the dif-

ferent States ; and they could operate as a remedy only as long

as their depreciation was greater than that of the most depre-
ciated notes in circulation.

_re will now ask whether, independent of every other con-

sideration, Congress was not authorized and bound to pass the

laws necessary and proper for carrying into effect with good
faith those provisions of the Constitution? and whether that

could.or can be doae in any other manner than either by re-

verting to a purely metallic, or by substituting a uniform paper
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currency to that which had proved so essentially defective in
that respect, and which, from its not being subject to one and
the same control, is, and forever will be, liable to that defect ?

The uniformity of duties and taxes of every description, whether
internal or external, direct or indirect, is an essential and fun-
damental principle of' the Constitution. It is self-evident that
that uniformity cannot be carried into effect without a corre-

sponding uniformity of currency. Without laws to this effect,
it is absolutely impo_ible that the taxes and duties should be

uniform, as the Constitution prescribes ; such laws are therefore
necessary and proper, in the most strict sense of the words.

There are but two means of effecting the object, a metallic or a

unifi)rm paper currency. Congress has the option of either;

and either of the two which may appear the most eligible will

be strictly constitutional, because strictly necessary and proper
for carrying into effect the object. If a currency exclusively

metallic is preferred, the object will be attained by laying pro-
hibitory stamp duties on bank-notes of every description and

without exception. If it is deemed more eligible under existing
circumstances, instead of subverting the whole banking system
of the United States, and depriving the community of the
accommodations which bank loans a/ibrd, to resort to less harsh

means ; recourse must be had to such as will insure a currency
sound and uniform itself, and at the same time check and regu-
late that which will continue to constitute the greater part of the
currency of the country.

Both those advantages were anticipated in the establishment

of the Bank of the United States, and it appears to us that the

bank fiflfils both those conditions. As respects the past_ it is
a matter of fact that specie payments were restored and have

been maintained through the instrumentality of that institution.
It gives a complete guarantee that under any circumstances its

notes will preserve the same uniformity which they now possess.

Placed under the control of the general government, relying for
its existence on the correctness, prudence, and skill with which

it shall be administered, perpetually watched and occasionally

checked by both the Treasury Department and rival institutions,
and without a monopoly, yet with a capital and resources ade-
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quate to the object for which it was established, the bank also

affords the strongest security which can be given with respect to

paper not only/'or its ultimate solvency, but also for the unin-
terrupted soundness of its currency. The state.ments we have
given of its progressive and present sltnation show how f_arthose
expectations have heretofore been realized.

Those statement._ also show that the Bank of the United

States, wherever its operations have been extended, has effectu-
ally checked excessive issues on the part of the State banks, if

not in every instance, certainly in the aggregate. They had
been reduced, before the year 1820, from sixty-six to less than

forty millions. At that time those of the Bank of the United
States fell short of four millions. The increased amount re-

quired by the increase of population and wealth during the ten

ensuing years has been supplied in a much greater proportion
by that bank than by those of the States. With a treble capital,
they have added little more than eight millions to their issues.

Those of the Bank of the United States were nominally twelve,

in reality about*eleven, millions greater in November, 1829,
than in November, 1819. The whole amount of the paper

currency has during those ten years iucreased about forty-five,
and that portion which is issued by the State banks only twenty-

two and a half per cent. We have, indeed, a proof, not very
acceptable, perhaps, to the bank, but conclusive of the f_act, that

it has performed the office required of it in that respect. The
general complaints on the part of many of the State banks,

that they are checked and controlled in their operations by the
Bank of the United States, that, to use a common expression,

it operates as a. screw, is the best evidence that its general
operation is such as had been intended. It was for that very

purpose that the bank was established. We are not, however,

aware that a single solvent bank has been injured by that of
the United States, though many have undoubtedly been re-
strained in the extent of their operations much more than was

desirable to them. This is certainly inconvenient to some of

the banks, but in its general effects is a public benefit to the
community.

The best way to judge whether, in performing that unpopular
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duty, the Bank of tile United States has checked the operations

of the State banks more than was necessary, and has abused,

in order to enrich itself at their expense, the l)ower which was
given for another purpose, is to compare their respective situa-

tions in the aggregate. In order to avoid any erroneous infer-
ence, we will put out of question those banks of which we couhl
only make an estimate, and compare with that of the United
States those only of which we have actual returns.

The profit of banks beyond the interest oll their own capital
consists in that which they receive on the difference between

the aggregate of their deposits and notes in circulation and the

amount of' specie in their vaults. We have given the aggreg:lte

situation for the end of the year 1829 of 281 banks, with a eal)i-
tal of 95,003.557 dollars, the deposits and circulating notes of
which amounted together to $71,706,033
from which deducting the specie in their vaults, 11,989,643

leaves for the ,said difference $59,716,390

or 62.8 per cent. on their capital.
Tile notes in circulation of the Bank of the United Stat(s

(addin_ one milliou for its drafts in circulation) amounted, i,i
November, 1829, to $14,042,984, and together with the de-

posits to $28,827,793
fi'om which deducting the specie in its vaults, 7,175,274

leaves for the difference $21,652,519

or 61.8 on its capital.

It is clear that those State banks, taken in the aggregate, have
no just reason to complain, since that of the United States im-
poses no greater restraints on them than on itself. It will also

be perceived that it had in specie more than one-fifth part of"
the aggregate of its notes in circulation and deposits, whilst the
State banks had little more than one-sixth; and the Bank of
the United States had in addition a fired of about one million

of dollars in Europe. The difference would have been more
striking had we taken a view of the situation of all the State

banks, including those on estimate; for the differetlce between

the aggregate of their notes and deposits and their specie is 67¼
on their capital.
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This view of the suhject applies to the present time, when the
Bank of the United States has surmounted the difficulties which

it had in its origin to encounter, and has reached a high degree
of prosperity. It did not go into operation till tile commence-
ment of the year 1817, and such were the lo_es which it first

experienced that its dividends during the first six years of its
existence fell short of 3½ per cent. a year. Tile dividend has

since gradually increased from 5 to 7 per cent. ; but the average
during the thirteen years and a half ending on the 1st of July,
1830, has been but 4_]_ per cent. a year. An annual dividend
of about 9 per cent. during the residue of tile time to which the
charter is limited would be necessary in order that the stock-

holders should then have received, on an average, 6 per cent. a

year on their capital. The dividends of the State banks vary
too much, and our returns are too imperfect in that respect,

to enable us to estimate the average; but it has certainly /hr
exceeded that of the Bank or" the United States.

Tlle manner in which the bank cheeks the issues of the State

banks is equally, simple and obvious. It consist_s in reccivi_lg

the notes of all those which are solvent and requiring l)ayment
from time to time, without suftlering the balance due by any to

become too large. Those notes on hand, taking tile average of
the three and a half last years, amount always to about a million

and a half of dollars; and the balances due by tile 1)anks in
account current (deducting balances due to some) to about nine

hundred thousand. We think that we may say that on this
operation, which requires particular attention and vigilance and

must be carried on with great firmness and due t'orbearance,

depends almost exclusively the stability of tile burrency of the
country.

The President of the United States has expressed the opinion
that the bank had failed in tile great end of establishing a uni-

form and sound currency, and has suggested the expediency of
establishing "a national bank, founded upon the credit of the

government and its revenues." He has clearly seen that the

uniformity of the currency was a fundamental principle derived
from the Constitution, and that this, unless the United States

reverted to a purely metallic currency, could not be effected
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without the aid of a national bank. But it appears to us that

the objection of want of uniformity, which may be supported in
one sense, though not in the constitutional sense, of the word,

applies generally to a paper curreacy, and not particularly to
that which is issued by the Bank of the United States. And
although we are clearly of opinion that the United States at

large are entitled to the pecuniary profit arising from the sub-
stitution of a paper for a metallic currency, we are not less con-

vinced that this object cannot be attained in a more eligible
way and more free of objections than through the medium of

a national bank constituted on the same principles as that now
existing. On both those topies we will make but few observa-

tions, those branches of the subject having been nearly exhausted

in their report by the committee of the House of Representatives.

It has already been ohserved that the substitution of paper to
gold and silver is a national benefit, in as _ar as it brings into
activity an additional circulating capital equal to the difference

between the amount of paper and that of the reserve in specie
necessary to sustain the par value of that paper. But it is clear
that the community derives no other immediate benefit from
the substitution than the accommodations which the banks are

thereby enabled to afford, and for which the borrowers pay the
usual rate of interest. The immediate profit derived from the

paper currency is received exclusively by the banks,--about
three-fourths by the State banks, and one-fourth by that of the

United States. So far as relates to profit, it is only to that one-

fourth part of the whole that the measures of the general gov-
ernment are intended to apply. Several of the States, by levy-

ing a tax on the capital or on the dividends of their own banks,
receive the public share of those profits. Other States have re-

sorted to the mode suggested by the President, and have estab-

lished banks of the State exclusively founded on its resources
and revenue.

The proposition has not been suggested to resort to a third,
though the most simple, mode : that of issuing, without the aid

or machinery of any bank whatever, a government paper pay-
able on demand in specie. We unite in considering it altogether

inadmissible. Government may put it_ paper in circulation by
vol.. iIi.--23
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lending it, like banks, to individuals; and this is, in fact, the
proposition which has been suggested. :But unless this mode is

adopted, to issue paper ill any other way is to borrow money;

and the United States at this time wish to discharge and not to
contract a debt. Nor would sneh a paper, without a mixture of
banking operations, control in the least the issues of State banks

and assist in establishing a general sound currency.
The general objections to a paper issued by government have

already been stated at large. Yet it must be admitted that

there may be times when every other consideration nmst yield
to the superior necessity of saving or defending the country. If
there ever was a time or a cause which justified a resort to that

measure, it was the war of the independence. It would be doing
gross injustice to the authors of the Revolution and founders of

that independence to confound them with those governments

which, from ambitious views, have, without necessity, inflicted
that ealamity on their subjects. The old Congress, as the name

purports, were only an assembly of plenipotentiaries delegated

by the several _:olonics or States. They could only recommend,
and had not the power to lay taxes ; the country was compara-

tively poor ; extraordinary exertions were necessary to resist the
formidable power of Great Britain ; those exertions were made,

and absorbed all the local resources; the paper money carried

the United States tl_rough the most arduous and perilous stages
of tile war; and, though operating as a most unequal tax, it
cannot be denied that it saved the country. Mr. Jefferson was

strongly impressed with tlLe recollection of those portentous times

when, in tile latter end of the year 1814, he suggested the pro-
priety of a gradual issue by government of two hundred mil-

lions of dollars in paper. He had, from the imperfect data in

his possession, greatly overrated the amount of paper currency
which could be sustained at par; and he had, on the other
hand, underrated the great expenses of the war. Yet we doubt

whether, in tim state to which the banks and the currency had
been reduced, much greater issues of Treasury notes, or other
paper not convertible at will into specie, would not have become

necessary if the war had been of much longer continuance. It

is to be hoped that a similar state of things will not again occur;
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but, at all events, the issue of a govermnent paper ought to be
kept in reserve for the extraordinary exigencies.

The proposition then recurs to issue a paper currency payable
on demand in specie through the medium of a hank founded on
the revenue of tile United States ; or, in other words, to convert

the general government or its Treasury Department into a bank-
ing institution. The experiment has been made in four of the

States, and may have succeeded on a smaller scale, and where

all the agents are personally known to government and are not
merely in name but in reality under its immediate superintend-

ence. But if thirty-five millions of dollars are to be placed at

the disposal of three hundred bank directors selected by the
government of the United States and living in twenty-five dif-
ferent States or Territories, with the authority to contract debts
in behalf of the public to an equal amount and to lend the

whole to individuals at their discretion, we must inquire how
and over whom that enormous power will be exercised. How-

ever th.ey may have dii_hred with respect to removals from offices

the various Administrations, with some exceptions commanded

by the public interest, have all preferred, in appointing to office,
their friends to their opponents ; and in making the selections

at a distance there is not perhaps, out of ten officers who are ap-
pointed, one who is personally known either to the President or

to any of the heads of the Departments. It is morally impossi-
ble that the direction of the branches of the proposed bank
should not fall into the hands of men generally selected from

political considerations, often of a local nature. Without salary

or any personal interest in the concern intrusted to their care,
they would also be altogether irresponsible. The duties of the

other officers of government may always be, and always are,

defined by law; for any wilful official misconduct, for any act
of oppression towards individuals_ they may be prosecuted and
punished. But the power vested in a bank director is in its

nature discretionary, and error of judgment may always be
pleaded for having improperly granted or withdrawn an accom-

modation. The exercise of that arbitrary power over the prop-

erty and private concerns of individuals would be so odious that,
if the attempt was made, we are confident that it would not be
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long tolerated. Considered as a source of profit, which is its

only recommendation, it is equally obvious that the plan could

not succeed ; that whenever there was a temporary pressure and
what is celled a want of money, the debtors would ask and

obtain relief, and that the same measure of indulgence would
gradually be extended to every quarter of the Union. It seems
indeed self-evident that a government constituted like that of

the United States cannot by it.self manage and control a bank-

ing system spread over their extensive territory ; and we know,

on the other hand, that the same object may be attained through
the means of a bank governed and controlled as that of the

United States. It may be added that, if an objection is raised
against that institution because the power to incorporate a bank

is not expressly granted by the Constitution, it appears to be

equally applicable to the plan that has been suggested ; since
there is no clause in that instrument that expressly authorizes
the government of the United States to discount the notes of

individuals or to become a trading company.

The United States are, however, justly entitled to participate
in the advantages which the bank derives from its charter, by
being permitted to issue paper and to extend its operations over

the whole country ; and that institution must also be allowed_
in addition to the usual interest on its capital, a reasonable profit,
since it incurs all the risks and is .liable for all the losses inci-

dent to those operations. The government receives already a
portion of the profits in the shape of those services which are
rendered here gratuitously, and form in England no inconsider-
able part of the benefit allowed to the bank. But for the
residue we would pretbr to a bonus either a moderate interest

on the public deposits or a participation in the dividends when

exceeding a certain rate. There can be no doubt that, inde-

pendent of perfect security, the United States would in that way
derive greater pecufiiary advantages than from any bank man-
aged by its own officers.

In order to attain perfect uniformity, the value of a paper
currency should in the United States be always the same as

that of the gold and silver coins of which it takes the place.

It is impossible to fulfil that condition better than by makiug
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that currency payable on demand in specie and at par. This
cannot be done but at certain places designated for that purpose.

The holder of a bank-note cannot at any other place give such
note in payment of a debt, or exchange it for specie, without
the con_nt of another part)-. Strictly speaking, it is not, there-

fore, at any other place of the same value with specie. This

is equally true of any bank-note or convertible paper in any
other country. _h note of the Bank of England, being only

payable in London, will not be of the same value with gold or
silver in Scotland, Ireland, or even at Liverpool, unless the
exchange between those places respectively and London should

be at par. This defect is inherent to every species of paper
currency, even when payable on demand. There were three

hundred and twenty-nine State banks and twenty-two offices of

the Bank of the United States in operation on the 1st of Jan-
uary, 1830. We had, therefore, three hundred and fifty-one
distinct currencies, all convertible into specie, but each at differ-
ent places. A note of the Bank of the United States or of the

Bank of North America, beth payable at Philadelphia, was no

more exchangeable for gold or silver at Bedford, in Pennsyl-
vania, than at Cincinnati; the only difference consisting in the
greater distance from the place of payment, which renders a

fluctuation in thd rate of exchange more probable. When, there-
fore, it is objected as a want of uniformity that the notes issued
by the Bank of the United States and its several offices are not

indiscriminately made payable at every one of those places, the
objection does not go far enough. In order to attain perfect

uniformity, or to render those notez everywhere precisely equal
in value to specie, they should be made payable at every town

or village in the United States. But although it may be ad-
mitted that the notes of the Bank of the United States now

consist nominally of twenty-four currencies, each payable at a
distinct place, they still fulfil the condition of uniformity re-

quired by the Constitution; and the defect complained of is not
peculiar to them, but would equally attach to any other possible

species of bank-notes or paper currency.
Those notes, wherever made payable, are, by the charter, re-

ceivable in all payments to the United States ; and as the bank
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is obliged, without any allowance on account of difference of ex-

change, to transfer the public funds from place to place within
the Unit_l States, any loss arising from that cause falls on the

institution. For that purpose, therefore, all tlle notes issued by
the bank constitute but one uniform currency, with which all

the duties, taxes, imposts, and excises may be paid. Not only
the condition of uniformity imposed by the Constitution is

strictly fulfilled, but by far the greater part of the notes which

may happen to circulate out of the States in which they are
made payable is also absorbed by that operation. The objection
is reduced to the simple fact that individuals who may still hold

such notes cannot always exchange them at par at a place dis-
tant from that where they are payable. In answer to this it

must, in the first place, be observed that notes are never found

in that situation but by the act of the parties themselves. The

banks .and its officers never issue or make payments in notes
payable at another place than that of issue but at the request of
individuals whose convenience it may suit to apply for such

notes. Throug_ whatever channel a man residing in New
Orleans may have come in possession of ten thousand dollars in

notes payable at Charleston, it has always been with his own

consent, and never by the act of the bank. When this objection
is made, what in fact is complained of is, that the bank will not,
or cannot, transfer the funds of* individuals, as well as those of

tbe public, from place to place gratuitously,--an operation which

has no connection with the uniformity of currency. Supposing
there were no bank-notes in circulation and there was no other

but a uniform metallic currency, the man who had taken a cargo
of flour from Louisville to New Orleans must, in order to trans-

fer the proceeds back to Louisville, either have l)urchased a bill
of exchange or transported the specie. This he may still do

since the institution of the bank; and he has no more right to
ask from the office at New Orleans to give him in exclmnge for

the specie bank-notes payable at Louisville, than to require that
it should pay the freight of his flour from Louisville to New
Orleans.

But supposing there was any weight in the objection, it is

inherent to the nature of a paper which cannot, in that respect,
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be made better than a metallic currency. If A contracts to pay

a certain sum to B, it must be at a certain specified place. He

cannot engage to do it at five or six different places at the option
of B, since it would compel him to provide funds at all those
different places, and therefore to five or six times the amount of"

his debt. It is true that the Bank of the United States has,
through its extensive dealings in exchange, facilities to give
accommodations in that respect which no individual can have.

But it is its interest to extend, as t:ar as is safe and practicable,
the circulation of its notes, and one of the best means to effect

that object is to pay everywhere their notes, wherever issued,

whenever that is practicable. The five-dollar notes are already

made thus payable; and, in reality, payment of notes of every
denomination, wherever made payable, is rarely refused at any

of the offices. The bank may be safely relied on for giving the
greatest possible extension to a species of accommodation which
it is its interest to give ; but the condition can never be made

obligatory either on that institution or on any other bank, by

whatever name designated or on whatever principle constituted,
without endangering its safety. It is obvious that no bank

which has branches can have funds at every place sufficient to
meet a sudden demand for the payment of a large amount of

notes payable elsewhere which may fortuitously or designedly
have accumulated at some one place. Even supposing this to
be practicable, the condition imposed must necessarily occasion
an additional expense, much greater than the benefit derived

from it; and if this was done through the means of a bank
founded (m the public revenue, it would be a tax laid on the

community for the advantage of a few individuals.

A similar objection has been made with respect to the dealings
in domestic exchange of the bank. These consist of two cor-

relative but distinct operations. The bank purchases at Phila-

delphia and at. every one of its offices bills of exchange payable
at different dates and on all parts of the United States where
there are such offices, and the bank and its offices sell their

drafts on each other payable at sight. The amount of both has
been progressively increasing to the great convenience of the

public. That of bills of exchange was 29,335_254 and that of
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bank drafts 24,384,232 dollar_ during the year 1829. In the
same year the transfers of public moneys which are effected by
Treasury drafts, analogous to bills of exchange at sight, have
amounted to 9,066,000 dollars. The three items together make
a total of 62,785,486 dollars transmitted by the bank in one
year through the medium of bills and drafts, which are thus
substituted to the transportation of specie to the same amount.
The purchase of bills of exchange is an operation similar, as
relates to interest, to the discounting of notes. The interest
accruing from the time of purchase or discount to that when
they become due is equally allowed in both cases. Deducting
this, the gross profit on the purchase of bills, arising from the
rate of exchange at which they were purchased, amounted, in
the year 1829, to 227,224 dollars, or less than three-fourths per
cent. The premiums on the sale of bank drafts amounted to

42,826 dollars ; but to this must be added the interest accruing
on the drafts actually in circulation, and which, estimating, as
before stated, the time during which, on an average, they remain
so, at fifteen day_, amounts to near sixty-one thousand dollars.
The profit on those drafts is therefore near one hundred and four
thousand dollars, or about three sevenths per cent. The interest
lost by the bank on the Treasury drafts is from fifteen to twenty
thousand dollars, and the charges for transportation of specie,
postage, and incidental expenses amounted, in the year 1829, to
49,847 dollars. The net profit of the bank on the aggregate of
those transactions is, therefore, about two hundred and sixty-four
thousand dollars, or a fraction more than two-fifths per cent. on
tile whole amount.

There is not, it is believed, a single country where the com-
munity is, in that respect, served with less risk or expense. It
is obvious that no one will sell his bills to the bank unless that

institution purchases them at a higher or at least as high rate
as any other person, and that no one will purchase its drafts
unless they are as cheap as any others at market or are con-
sidered safer. There is no other ground of complaint, unless
it be that the bank can afford to purchase bills dearer and to
sell its draits cheaper than anybody else. This is certainly a
l)ublie benefit.,and the only consideration which has been urged
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with some degree of plausibility is, that one of the reasons

which enables the bank to obtain a higher price for its drafts

is the greater degree of security which they offer, whilst at the
same time its peculiar situation would enable it to sell them

cheaper than other persons. Without admitting the validity of

this observation or denying that the current rate of exchange
ought to regulate the price of those drafts, we would wish that

they might be sold at par whenever it happens that the opera-
tion, from tile situation of its funds, is in no degree inconvenient

to the bank. Government receives its full share of the profits on
those operations. As its business is clone gratuitously, it not only
saves the interest, as above stated, but also the premium which

it would otherwise have to pay on the sale of its drafts. This,

calculated at the same rate as for other bills of exchange, would
amount t6 more than seventy, and together with the interest to
about ninety, thousand dollars a year.

We have also heaM complaints made against the purchase of
foreign bills by tile bank at the South, and the sale of their own

bills on Europe at the East. That this may interfere with the

business of capitalists who deal in exchange is true; but the
principal public consideration seems to be whether the bank

confers a benefit on the Southern planters or merchants by en-
tering into competition for the purchase of their bills, and on the

public hy offering for sale cheaper or safer means of making

remittances abroad. Another great advantage is found in the

tZacility thereby afforded to the bank of having a fund in Eng-
land on which it receives interest, and which, on an emergency,
answers the same purpose as specie. That branch of business,

either for the year 1829 or for the average.of that and the two
preceding years, amounted to 3,580,000 dollars.

The principal advantages derived from the Bank of the United

States, which no State bank and, as it appears to us, no bank

established on different principles could afford, are, therefore,
first and principally, securing with certainty a uniform and,

as far as paper can, a sound currency; secondly, the complete

security and great facility it affords to goverument in its fiscal

operations ; thirdly, the great convenience and benefit accruing
to the community from its extensive transactions in domestic
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bills of exchange and inland drafts. We have not adverted
to the aid which may be expected from that institution in time
of war, and which should, we think, be confined to two objects:

First. The experience of the last war has sufficiently proved
that an efficient revenue must be provided before or immedi-
ate!y after that event takes place. Resort must be had for that
purpose to a system of internal taxation not engrafted on taxes
previously existing, but which must be at once created. The
utmost diligence and skill cannot render such new taxes produc-
tive before twelve or eighteen months. The estimated amount
must be anticipated, and advances to that extent, including at
least the estimated proceeds of one year of all the additional
taxes laid (luring the war, may justly be expected from the Bank
of the United States.

Secondly. It will also be expected that it will powerfully
assist in raising the necessary loans, not by taking up on its own
account any sum beyond what may be entirely convenient and
consistent with the safety and primary object of the institution,
but by affording facilities to the money-lenders. Those who
in the first instance subscribe to a public loan do not intend to
keep the whole, but expect to distribute it gradually with a
reasonable profit. The greatest inducement in order to obtain
loans on moderate terms consists in the probability that, if that
distribution proceeds slower than had been anticipated, the sub-
scribers will not be compelled, in order to pay their instalments,
to sell the stock, and, by glutting the market, to sell it at a loss;
and the assistance expected from the bank is to advance, on a
deposit of the scrip, after the two first instalments have been
paid, such portions of each succeeding payment as may enable
the subscribers to hold the stock a reasonable length of time.
As this operation may be renewed annually, on each successive
-loan, whilst the war continues, the aid afforded in that manner
is far more useful than large direct advances to government,
which always cripple the resources and may endanger the safety
of a bank.



:NOTES AND STATEME:NTS.

NOTE A.

RELATIVE VALUE OF GOLD AND SILVER.

It has already been observed that the intrinsic value and average market
price of current coins are greater than those of bullion of the same weight
and standard_ and thai the difference isy on account of the greater com-

paratlve expense of coinage, greater with respect to silver than to gold coins.
The ratio of 15.7 to 1 is nearly that of gold to silver bullion in France, and
it has been found to correspond, during a long period, with the market

price in that country ; whilst the average price of the gold and silver coins

has been in the ratio of about 15.6 to 11 making a difference of about _ per
cent. between the two ratios. The English market is, with respect to silver,
much more uncertain_ from the want of a constant demand and uniform

mint price. Silver is accordingly exported in preference to France, and

gold to England. The respective prices, as quoted in England, give the
ratio ofgold coins to silver bullion. If this average ratio is taken at 15.85

to l, and the average English market price of standard gold bullion at
77]7½,the ratio of gold to silver bullion will be found to be less than 15.8

to 1 ; and_ making the above-mentioned allowance of _ per cent. for the
difference between the two ratios, that of gold to silver coins_ as declared
from the British average market prices, does not exceed 15.7 to 1. It is

in order to guard against any exportation of silver in preference to gold
coins, and any possible.danger of altering the present standard of value r

that we are desirous that this ratio should not be exceeded. The premium

on gold coins in France has, in the text_ been generally rated at one-half

per cent. The true average taken for six years was only one-thlrd per cent.

347
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NOTE B.

ON SCOTCH BANKS.

Chiefly extracted from the Report of the Select Committee of the House of
Commons on Promissory Notes of Scotland and Ireland, May 26, 1826.

EXTRACT.

"There are at present thirty-two banks in Scotland , three of which are
incorporated by Act of Parliament, or by royal charter, viz., the Bank of
Scotland, the Royal Bank of Scotland, and the bank called the British
Linen Company.

"The National Bank of Scotland has 1238 partners.
"The Commercial Bank of Scotland has 521.

"The Aberdeen Town and County Bank has 446.
"Of the remaining banks, there arc three in which the number of part-

ners exceeds 100, six in which the number is between 20 and 100, and
seventeen in which the number falls short of 20.

" The greater part of the Scotch banks have branches in connection with
the principal establishment, each branch managed by an agent acting under
the immediate directions of his employers, and giving security to them for
his conduct.

"The Bank of S_otland had, at the date of the last return received by
your committee, sixteen branches, established at various periods between
the year 1774 and the present.

"The British Linen Company had twenty-seven branches.
"The Commercial Banking Company in Edinburgh, thirty-one.
"The total number of branches established in Scotland from the south-

ern border to Thurso, the most northerly point at which a branch bank
exists_ is one hundred and thirty-three.

"Speaking generally, the business of a Scotch bank consists chiefly in the
receipt and charge of sums deposited with the bank, on which an interest
is allowed, and in the issue of promissory notes upon the discount of bills,
and upon advances of money made by the bank upon what is called a cash
credit.

"The interest allowed by a bank upon deposits varies from time to time
according to the current rate of interest which money generally bears. At
present the interest allowed upon deposits is four per cent.

"It has been calculated that the aggregate amount of the sums deposited
with the Scotch banks amounts to about twenty or twenty-one millions.
The precise accuracy of such an estimate cannot of course be relied on.
The witness by whom it was made thought that the amount of deposits
could not be less than sixteen millions nor exceed twenty-five millions, and
took an intermediate sum as the probable amount.

"Another witness_ who had been connected for many years with differ-
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ent banks in Scotland, and has had experience of their concerns at Stifling,
Edinburgh_ Perth, Aberdeen, and Glasgow, stated that more than one-half

of the deposits in the banks with which he had been connected were in sums

from ten pounds to two hundred pounds."

"On sums advanced by the banks on the discount of bills of exchange

and upon cash credits an interest of five per cent. is at present charged.
"A cash credit is an undertaking on the part of a bank to advance to an

individual such sums of money as he may from time to time require, not
exceeding in the whole a certain definite amount, the individual to whom

the credit is given entering into a bond with securities, generally two in

number, for the repayment on demand of the sums actually advanced, with
interest upon each issue from the day on which it is made.

"Cash credits are rarely given for sums below one hundred pounds l the)-

generally range from two to five hundred pounds, sometimes reaching one
thousand pounds, and occasionally a larger sum.

"The bank allows the part,¢ having the cash credit to liquidate any por-

tion of his debt to the bank at any time that may suit his convenience, and

reserves to itself the power of cancelling, whenever it shall think fit, the
credit granted."

The amount of deposits on which the Scotch hanks allow interest may
be estimated at about £18,000_000 sterling. One-half is said to consist of

small sums deposited by mechanics, fishermen, and laborers, and that part
of the system may be considered as analogous to that of the saving banks
and as having the same beneficial effect.

The cash credits are generally for sums from 200 to 500 pounds, some-
times as high as .£1000, and sometimes as low as £50. The total amount

for which credits are opened is estimated at six, and the average amount

actually drawn and due to the banks at four, millions sterling. They are

generally granted to shopkeepers commencing business_ and to tradesmen
generally. The great advantage of this system, which is thus far substi-

tuted to the discounting of notes, is, that the borrower never draws more

from the bank than what is absolutely necessary for the purposes of his

business. The banks require that the capital loaned should be actively and

constantly employed. One of the witnesses says_ ,t I would say that no

cash account is at all well operated upon unless, at the close of it in a year,

the amount of the transactions on each side is, at the very leasty five times

the amount of the grant. When the account continues stagnant for any

length of time we intimate to the holder that_ at a fixed period, he must
pay it up."

The total amount of the notes in circulation is stated for 18°-5 :

In notes of £5 and upwards 1_230,000

In do. of under £5, never lower than £I 2_080,000

at _£3,310,000
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The great and efficient method of preventing the over-issuing of bank-
notes and the depreciation of their value consists in the practice, rigor-
ously adhered to by all the banks, of exchanging each other's notes twice
a week_ and paying immediately the balances. For that purpose "all the
banks of Scotland have agents at Edinburgh, who exchange their notes
twice a week,--l_Ionday and Friday_ . . . and the balances (are) paid by
short-dated bills (ten days) on London. The state of those balances is

looked at by the banks with the utmost jealousy and attention..., if
anything in any degres wrong were to appear, the banks would instantly
correct it, and force a bank acting improperly to alter its mode of conduct."
This method is the same which, though with less rigor and uniformity, is
successfully used by the allied banks of Boston, and by the Bank of the
United States_ for preventing excessive issues of paper.

It is asserted that the whole loss sustained in Scotland by the public by
bank failures through more than a century has amounted to no more than
_36,344; and this result seems to be altogether ascribed to the peculiar
features briefly noticed in this note.

__ NOTE C.

RESTRICTIONS ON PRIVATE BANKING.

It is also provided by a law of the State of New York (1818) that "no
person_ association of persons_ or body corporate, except such bodies cor-
porate as are expressly authorized by law_ shall keep any office for the
purpose of receiving deposits or discounting holes or bills, or issuing any
evidence of debt to be loaned or put in circulation as money ; nor shall
they issue any bills or promissory notes or other evidences of debt as pri-
vate bankers for the purpose of loaning them or putting them in circula-
tion as money, unless thereto specially authorized by law."

The prohibition to issue any species of paper that can be put in circula-
tion as money is perfectly proper, and indeed necessary ; but that to receive
deposits or discount notes or bills must have had some special and tem-
porary object in view_ and does certainly require revision. Why individ-
uals should not be permitted to deposit their money with whom they please
is not understood. In such cases interest is generally allowed_ and this
practice promotes frugality_ and should rather be encouraged than for-
bidden. So long as credit is deemed essential to commerce_ the discount-
ing of notes or bills by private individuals creates competition and is a
public benefit. Incorporated banks cannot conveniently alter either the
rate at which they discount or the time at which the notes discounted

must be paid or renewed. Private capitalists may and do modify their
loans in both respects according to the state of the money market and to
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the wants of the community. They will discount at the rate of four or

five per cent. when the use of capital is worth no more; and, being still
controlled by the general law of the land, they never can legally receive
more than the legal rate of interest. And they may, to the great benefit
of commerce, discount business notes due at three and six months' date.
The advantages, if not the necessity, of this accommodation are such that

it is understood that the law in question is_ in that respect, daily disre-
garded. The prohibition alluded to has no other effect than that of de-

terring some prudent capitalis_s from engaging in that business, and of
enhancing the premium which those who, in order to meet their en-

gagements_ negotiate the evidences of debt due to them, must pay for the
discount.
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STATEMENT I.

A List of the State Banks in operation on the 1st of Janua_T, 1830.

Capital. Capital.
MASSACHUSETTS. HampshireManufact.. . 100,000

Housatonic ..... 100,000
Massachusetts .... 800,000 Leicester ...... 100,000
Union ....... 800,000 Lowell ....... 100,000
Phoenix ...... 200,000 Man. & Mechanics' (Nan°
Gloucester ...... 120,000 tucket) ...... 100,000
N ewburyport .... 210,000 Mendon ...... 100,000
Beverly ...... 100,000 Mercantile ..... 200,000
Boston ....... 900,000 Merchants' (New Bedford) 250,000
Salem ....... 250,000 Milbury ...... 100,000
Plymouth ...... 100,000 Norfolk ...... 200,000
Worcester ...... 200,000 North Bank ..... 750,000
Marblehead ..... 120,000 Oxford ....... 100 000
Pacific ....... 200,000 Sunderland ..... 100,000
State ....... ] ,800,000 Sutton ....... 75j000
Mechanics' ..... 200,000 Washington ..... 500,000
Merchants' (Salem) 400,000
Taunton ...... 175,000 66 banks . 20,420,000
:New England .... 1,000,000
Hampshire ..... 100,000 MAINE.
Dedham ...... 100,000
Man. & Meehs'. (Boston). 750,000 Portland ...... 200,000
Springfield . . :__ . 250,000 Saco ........ 100,000
Lynn Mechanics' . . 100,000 Cumberland ..... 200,000
Merrimack ..... 1501000 Bath ........ 100,000
Pawtucket ..... 100,000 Lincoln ...... 100,000
_uffolk ....... 750,000 Augusta ...... 100,000
Commercial (Salem) . 300,000 Kennebunk ..... 100,000
Bedford Commercial . 250,000 Gardiner ...... 100,500
Agricultural ..... 100,000 Waterville ..... 50,000
American ...... 750,000 Bangor ....... 50,000
Andover ...... 100,000 Casco 200,000
Asiatic ....... 350,000 Canal ....... 300,000
Atlantic ...... 500,000 Manufacturers' .... 100,000
Barnstable ..... 100,000 Merchants' . .... 150,000
Blackstone ..... 100,000 South Berwick .... 50,000
Brighton ...... 150,000 Thomaston ..... 50,000
Bunker Hill ..... 150,000 Union ....... 50,000
Cambridge ..... 150,000 Vassalborough .... 501000
Central. ' ...... 50,000
City ........ 1,0001000 18 banks. . 2,0001000
Columbian ..... 500,000
Commonwealth .... 500,000
Danvers ...... 120,000 NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Eagle ....... 500,000
Exchange ...... 3001000 Union ....... 1501000
Fall River ...... 200,000 Concord (Lower) . . . 80,000
Falmouth ...... 100,000 Portsmouth ..... 100,000
Farmers' ...... 100,000 Exeter ....... 100,000
Franklin (Boston) . . 100,000 Stratford ...... 100,000
Franklin (Greenfield) 100,000 Cheshire ...... 100,000
Globe ....... 1,000,050 New Hampshire. 165,500
Hampden ...... 100,000 Rockingham ..... 100,000
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STATEMENT I.--C'ontinued.

Capital. Capital.

Commercial ..... 100,000 Merchants' (Providence). 500,000
Piseataqua ...... 150,000 N.E. Commercial (New-)
Dover ....... 128,070 port) _ 75,000
Merrimack Co ..... 100,000 Phoenix (Westerly) . . 42,000
Farmers' ...... 65,000 R.I. Central ..... 66,275
Winnepisogee .... 83,100 Scituate ...... 15,660
Pemigewasset .... 50_000 Warwick ...... 20,000
Grafton ....... 100,000 Bank of N. America . 100,000
Claremont ...... 60,000 Mechanics' ..... 8947600
Connecticut River . 60,000 Mech. and Man'g (Prov). 103,990

Hight St. Bank .... 70,000
18 banks . 1,791,670 Smithfield Exchange . . 60,000

Village Bank ..... 40,000
VERMONT. Smithfield Lime Rock. 100,100

Cumberland ..... 65,750
Burlington ..... 63,000 R.I. Agricultural . . . 50,000
Windsor ...... 80,000 Mount Vernon .... 40,000
Brattleborough .... 50,000 N.E. Pacific ..... 83,750
Rutland ...... 60,000 Union (Bristol) .... 40,000
:M0ntpelier ..... 80,000 Hope (Warren) 100,000
St. Alban's ..... 20,000 North Kingston .... 44,485
Caledonia ...... 80,000 Centreville ..... 25,000
Vergennes ...... 80,000 Woonsoeket Falls . 51,269
Orange County .... 29,625 Mount Hope (Bristol) " 75,000
Bennington ..... 40,000

10 banks . 432¢625 47 banks • 6,158,397

CONNECTICUT.

RHODE ISLAND. New London ..... 146,437
Norwich ...... 150,000

Providence ..... 500,000 Hartford ...... 1,252,900
Rhode Island ..... 100,000 Phoenix 1,218,500Exchange ...... 500,000 .......

Bridgeport ...... 100,000
Bristol ....... 150,000 Union (New London). . 100,000
Washington ..... 75,000 Windham Co ..... 104,390
Warren ...... 105,350 Thames ....... 153,500
Smithfield Union . . 60,000 Fairfield Co ...... 133,000
Newport ...... 120,000 Mechanics' of N. Haven . 833,850
Roger Williams .... 499,950 Middletown ..... 400,000
Rhode Island Union . 200,000 New Haven ..... 339,600
Narragansett ..... 50,000 Stonington 58,000Commercial (Bristol) . 150,000 .....

Manufacturers' . . . . 220,000 13 banks 414851'i77Union (Providence) . . 500,000
Pawtuxet ...... 87,858
Burrillville Ag. and Man. 87,360 NEW YORK.

Cranston ...... 25,000 State Bank at Albany. 869,000
Eagle (Providence) . . 300,000 Geneva ....... 400,000
Eagle (Bristol) .... 50,000 Utica ....... 500,000
:Franklin . . .... 38,000 Mech'sandFarm.,Albany 812,000
Freeman's ...... 67,000 Catskill ....... 110,000
Kent ....... 20,000 Phoenix ....... 500,000
Landholders' ..... 50,000 New York ...... 1,000,000
Merchants' (Newport) 50,000 Merchants' • - • • • 1,490,000

YOL. III.--24
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STATEMENT L--Continued.

Capital. Capital.
Mechanics' ..... 2,000,000 PENNSYLVANIA.
Farmers' (Troy) . . 278,000
Albany ...... 240,000 :Pennsylvania .... 2,500,000
]Kohawk ...... 165,000 Philadelphia .... 1,800,000
Union ....... 1,000,000 North America . . . 1,000,000
America ...... 2,031,200 :Farmers' and Mechanics' 1,250,000
City Bank ..... 1,000,000 Chambersburgh 247,228
Troy ....... 352,000 Chester Cmmty 90,000
Ontario ...... 500,000 Delaware County . . . 77,510
Chenango ..... 100,000 Gettysburgh ..... 125,818
Auburn ...... 184,000 :Pittsburgh 346,155
Central (Cherry Valley). 86,000 Carlisle ...... 171,466
Jefferson County . . . 74,000 Easton ...... 187,380
Tradesmen's ..... 480,000 :Farmers' of Bucks Co.. 60,000
Dry Dock Co ..... 200,000 Farmers' of Lancaster . 400,000
North River ..... 500,000 Farmers' of Reading. 800,000
Commercial ..... 225,000 Harrisburgh ..... 158,525
Dutchess County . 75,000 Lancaster ..... 184,235
Rochester ...... 250,000 Monongahela Bank of 102,123
Long Island ..... 300,000 Brownsville f
I_ranklin ...... 510,000 Northampton .... 112,500
Newburgh ..... 120,000 Westmoreland .... 107,033
Orange County .... 106,000 York ....... 168,720
Lansingburgh .... 220,000 Germantown .... 129,500
Manhattan Co .... _. 2,050,000 Montgomery County. . 188,840
Delaware and Hudson ". 700,000 Northern Liberties 200,000
:Fulton ....... 750,000 Commercial ..... 1,000,000
Chemical ...... 500,000 Mechanics' of :Phila.. . 529,330

Schuylkill ..... 500,000
36 banks . . 19,677,200 Southwark 249,630

:Kensington ..... 124,990
:Penn Township . . . 149,980

NEW JERSEY. Columbia Bridge . . . 395,000

State Bank, Camden . . 266,050 Miners' B'k of :Pottsville 40,000
" " New Bruns- Erie ....... 20,000

wick. 71,984 Girard's ...... 1,800,000
, c, Elizabetht'n 132,550
" " Newark . 280,000 33 banks . . 14,609,963
,t " Morris . . 93,700

:Farmers' Bank N. Jersey 100,000
New Brunswick 90,000
:Newark Bank'g & Ins[Co. 350,000 DELAWARE.
Sussex ....... 27,500
Trenton Banking Co.. 214,740 DelawareB'k,Wilming'n 110,000
Cumberland ..... 52,025 Farmers' Bank of Del.. 500,000
Commercial ..... 30,000 Wilmington and Bran- )
Far's. & Mech's, Rahway. 30,000 dywine f 120,000
Orange Bank .... 50,000 Bank of Smyrna . . . 100,000
:People's do ...... 75,000 Commercial Bank of Del. not known
Salem Banking Co. . . 80,000 Wilmington ..... do.
Salem and :P. Man'g. 30,000
Washington Bank 93,460 4 banks . . 830,000

2 not known.
18 banks 2,017,009 -

6 banks.
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STATEMENT L--Continued.

MARYLAND. Capital. Capital.SOUTH CAROLINA.

Bank of Baltimore 1,197,550 Bank of State of S.C. . 1,156,000
Union ....... 1,500,000 Planters' and Mechan-)
Mechanics' ..... 384,000 ics', Charleston j_ 1,000,000
Commercial & Farmers' 318,400 State Bank ..... 800,000
Farmers' and Merchants' 414,045 South Carolina .... 675,000
Franklin ...... 406,500 Union ....... 1,000,000
Marine ...... 235,000

Hagerstown ..... 250,000 5 banks 4,631,000
Farmers' of Maryland . 820,000
Susquehanna Bridge . 175,000
Westminster .... 175,000 GEORGIA.

Frederick County. 175,000 Bank of State of Georgia 1,303,436
Bank of Maryland 200,000 Planters' Bank of do. 566,000

Marine and Fire Insur'e not given
13 banks . 6,250,495 Augusta ...... 600,000

Darien ...... 4847276
Central ...... 922,317

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Augusta Insurance 110,000
Macon ....... 75,000

Washington ..... 479,120 Merchants' and Planters' 142,000
Union (Georgetown) . . 478,230
Alexandria ..... 500,000 9 banks 4,203,029
Potomac ...... 500,000
Mechanics' of Alexandria 372,544
Farmers' of do. 310,000 LOUISIANA.

Metropolis ..... 500,000 Louisiana State Bank 1,248,720
Farmers' and Mechanics'

of Georgetown f 485,900 Orleans ...... 424,700
Bank of Louisiana 2,992,560

Patriotic ...... 250,000 Branch of Bank of(

9 banks . . 3,875,794 Louisiana j_ 1,000,000

4 banks 5,665,980

VIRGINIA.

Bank of Virginia . . 2,740,000 ALABAMA.

Farmers' of Virginia 2,000,000 Bank of State .... 495,503
Bank of the Valley . 654,000 Do. of Mobile 148,000

North-Western Bank }"of Virginia 177,100 2 banks . 643,503

4 banks . . 5,571,100

MISSISSIPPI.

NORTH CAROLINA. Bank of State of Missis- _
sippi and Branches J" 950,600

Cape Fear ..... 795,000 1 bank.
Newbern ...... 800,000 I

State Bank ..... 1,600,000I TENNESSEE.3 banks 3,195,000 Bank of State of Tenn. 737,817
1 bank.
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STATEMENT I.--C.on_inu, d.

Capital. Capital.

OHIO. Mount Pleasant 100,000

Chilicotbe ..... 500,000 Marietta ...... 72,000
Steubenville ..... 100,000

Western Reserve Bank . 82,386 11 banks 1,454,386

Belmont Bank of St.'_
Clairsville j 100,000 MICHIGAN.

Commercial of Seioto 100,000 Bank of :Michigan 100,000
Farmers' of Canton . . ]00,000 1 bank.
Farmers' and Mechanics' ]

of Steubenville j- 100_000 FLORIDA.

Franklin of Columbus . 100,000 Bank of Florida . 75,000
Lancaster Ohio Bank 100_000 1 bank.

RECAPITULATION.

Massachusetts ..... 66 20,_20,00( Louisiana ...... 5,665,980
Maiue ........ 18 2_050,00¢ Alabama ...... 643,503
New Hamlmhire .... 18 1,791,67{] Mississippi ...... 950,600
Vermont ....... 10 432,625 Tennessee ...... 737,817
Rhode Island ..... 47 6,158,397 Ohio ........ 1]. 1,454,386

Connecticut ...... 13 4,485,177 Michigan ...... i _ 100,000
New York ...... 36 19,677,200 Florida ....... 75,000
New Jersey ...... 18 2,017,o09

Pennsylvania ..... 33 14,609,963 i 328

........... ,  e,aw ......

Maryland ...... 13 6_250,495
District of Columbia . . 9 3,875,794
Virginia ....... 4 5,571,100 Do .......
North Carolina .... 3 3.195.000

South Carolina .... 5 I _t.5;_l.tKJO 109,695,745Georgia ....... 9 _.zo;_.u2_
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STATEMENT II.

_ilu, a_ion of State .Banks of which returns have been obtained.

1st of January, 1811.

state. No. ofBanks. Capital. Circulation. Specie.

Massachusetts .... 15 6,292,144 2,082,331 1,354,666
Maine ....... 6 1,250,000 496,077 255,998
Rhode Island ..... 13 1,917,000 542,508 394,470
New York ..... 1 269,760 227,423 49,474
Pennsylvania .... 4 6,153,050 3,221,948 819,322
Maryland ...... 6 4,895,202 2,730,000 850,000
District of Columbia . 4 2,341,395 927,397 450,000
Virginia ...... 1 1,500,000 2,942,717 1,499,512

50 24,618,551 13,170,401 5,673,442

1815.

Massachusetts .... 20 10,950,000 3,022,112 6,753,6_
Maine ....... 8 1,380,000 1,046,783 444,81
New Hampshire .... 10 941,l 52 596,323 475,6_
Rhode Island ..... 14 2,027,000 549,405 431,86
New York ..... 4 2,413,230 1,194,439 308,19
Pennsylvania .... 37 11,678,238 6,100,248 1,330,82
Maryland ...... 17 7,832,002 3,970,000 740,00
District of Columbia . . 7 3,266,457 1,546,540 259,07
Virginia ...... 2 4,029,097 4,616,240 760,94
Louisiana ...... 1 754,900 975,000

120 45,272,076 23,617,090 11,505,07'

1816.

Massachusetts .... 25 11,575,0()0 1,126,743 1,270,469
Maine ....... 11 1,410,000 901,991 312,079
New Hampshire .... I0 998,121 627,817 259,549
Rhode Island ..... 16 2,317,820 576,526 358,160
New York ...... 4 2,273,000 1,322,684 303,167
Pennsylvania ..... 38 12,880,397 11,401,390 4,005,644
Maryland ...... 20 8,406,782 5,615,000 760,000
District of Columbia . 7 3,311,544 2,173,453 283,838
Virginia ...... 2 4,090,762 6,031,446 774,031
Louisiana ...... 1 724,900 925,000 431,246

134 47,987,826 31,702,050 8,758,183
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STATEMENT II.--C, ontlnued.

1st of January, 1820.

sta_ INnof •
k

r
• I B_ks. mplml. Circulation Deposits. Specie. Loans.

..... I
Massachusetts • . [ 28 _,485,70¢ 2,460,697 3,378,565 _,337,172
Maine ..... | 15 t,654,9_ 1,380,582 278,924 521,317
New Hampshire • . | 10 4005,276 589,114 117,441 2'28,831
Vermont .... | 1 [ 44,955 185,342 46,121 49,690
Rhode Island. . . | 30 [ _982,026 738,192 503,512 406,867
Connecticut • . . | 2 ] 467,937 138,234 75,780 44,645
New York .... | 6 [ !,068,790 1,058,769 876.633 301,009
New Jersey . . . [ 1 [ 21_,740 110,624 152_603 21,413
Pennsylvania. . • I 35 [ !,881,780 3,282,020 4,297,034 • 2,003,295
Delaware .... ] 6 [ 974,900 405,972 211,4.54 115,502
Maryland .... I 1 [ 86,290 44,435 27,153 21,030
District of Columbia 13 i 525,319 838,030 1,444,902 265,234
Virginia ..... [ 4 [ _,212,192 2,733,746 882,050 993,673
North Carolina . • I 3 _ _,964,887 3,851,919 635,761 705,582
Sooth Carolina . . [ 3 [ 1,475,000 1,063,873 825,305 395.791
Georgia ..... _ 4 / :,401,510 3,477,071 1,268,982 813.750
Louisiana .... [ 2 [ 924,000 459,850 339,375 290,543
Alabama .... / 2 J 321,112 166,686 ] 958,381 192,708
Tennessee .... | 3 } ,545,867 898,129 ] 279,869 343,882

Kentucky .... I 18 } ,307,431 815,406 I 1,935,672 693,381

Ohio ...... [ 19 | ,697 463 1,203,669 454,452 43.3,612
Indiana ..... [ 2 | 202_857 276,288 216,748 86,350
Illinois ..... ] 2 ] 140,910 52,021 151,604 74,715
Missouri .... [ 1 ] 250,000 135,258 773,652 252,563

Mississippi • . . 1 [ 900,000 275,447 212,980 79,608

[
[ 212_I 62,735,842 261641,574 I 19,444,959 10,672,163

1st of January, 1830•

Massachusetts . . 66 20,420,000 4,747,784 2,545,_30 967,213 28,590,8_
Maine ..... 18 2,050,0(D 549,110 497,072 268,921 2,565,25(
New Hampshire. • 18 1,791,670 743,457 173,682 226,428 2,466,29]
Vermont .... 10 432,625 680,379 124,880 428,817 856,81_
Rhode Island. . • 47 6,118.397 673,836 861,031 343,389 6,909,70_
Connecticut . • . 10 3,692,577 1,503,460 452,444 337,788 4,195,69_
New York .... 30 15,637,353 7,959,280 10,354,500 ] ,560,291 20,370,69_
New _'ersey . . . 5 844,284 374,799 307,201 83,667 1,153,40_
Pennsylvania • . 32 12,810,333 7,308,398 6,841,448 2,414,669 21,474,17_
Delaware .... 4 830,000 376,000 300,000 170,000 not knowr
Maryland .... 9 5,525,495 1,733,669 1,664,397 777,009 6,627,27(
District of Columbia 9 3.875,794 946,059 564,894 228,914 3,837,27_
Virginia .... 4 5,571,100 3,857,964 1,974,171 832,732 7,698,90(
North Carolina . . 3 3,195,000 1,4.31,543 452,389 179,268 4,621,81(
South CaroUna 1• . 1,156,000 1,175,000 793,000 129,000 2,605,504

Georgia ..... 39 4,203,029 2,719,356 1,382,634 1,305,141 6,252,474Louisiana .... 4,665,980 1,301,483 2,016,560 1,492,674 6,796,35]
Alabama .... 1 495,503 522,637 136,656 127,596 237,06G
Mississippi .... 1 950,600 540,190 547,756 77,665 1,927,43_
renne_eo .... 1 737,817 30,550 339,174 78,461 628,43_

Total .... , 281 95,003,557 39,174,914 32,531_119 11,999,643

Capital on which
[cans are not given :
New York 4,394,000
Delaware 830,000

5,224,000
Capital on which

cans are given . . 89,779,557 129,815,441
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STATEMENT III.

Number and Caloital of the State Banks of the situation of wh_h returns
have not been obtained.

First of January_

States. 1811. 1815. 1816. 1820. 1880.

t

Massachusettg . 1 100,000 1 75,0(E I
Maine .... 3 450,0(E
:New Hampshire . 8 815,250
Connecticut
New York _ 1,933,000 10 3,655,750 1O 4,017,575

7,253,000 22 16,5.33,088 23 ]6.493,756 2_ 3,221,400• . 16,919,984 3 792,64• 4,446,0¢
New Jersey 3 739,74C n 2,121,932 11 2,072,115 13 1,916,209 13 1,172,7_

Pennsylvania 51 3,390,580 5 2,504,200 1 1,800,000 i 1,800,0(
Delaware . 5 966,990 5 974,500 * not know
Maryland . 13 6,621,841 725,0(
Dist. of Columbia 3 811,8381 3 982,469
Virginia. . . 2 421,415

92,0_ 13CNorlh Carolina 3 1,576,600 3 1,576,60_ 2,776,600

South Carolina 4 3,475,000 5 3,730,900 5 3,832,758 21 2,000,000 4 3,476,0C

Georgia . ll I 210,000 2 623,580 3 1,502.600I,ouisiana 754,000 2 677,400 2 597,400 2 1,673,420 1 1,000,0GAlabama

Mississippi 100,0001 1 148,000 1 148,00
Tennessee 1 100,000] 1 100,000 1
Kentucky 240,46(]1 22 212,962 573,9151959,175 24 815,281 52,057,000 24 4,500,000

Ohio .... 41 895,00G 12 1,434_,719 21 2,061,927 1 100,0001 11 1,454,38

Indiana ....
Illinois ....

Missouri ....
Michigan . . .
Florida .... 1 ' 100,0_

1 75,00_

38 17,992_050 88 36,987,514 41,834,596 39_474,769 48 15,188,711

• And Bank of Wilmington, not included 1
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STATEMENT IV.

A List of the .Banks which have failed or discontinued their business from

1st January, 18111 to 1st July, 1830.

Capital. Capital.
MASSACHUSETTS. Niagara ...... 108,000

Plattsburgh ..... 800,500
Essex ....... 300,000 Washington and Warren. 400,000
New Bedford ..... 150,000 NewYork Manuf'g Go.. 700,000
Northampton ..... 75,000 Franklin ...... 510,000
Farmers' (Belchertown) . 100,000 Middle District .... 487,776
Brighton ...... 150,000 Catskill Aqueduct Asso.
Sutton ....... 70,000 " " "

10 banks . 8,878,6766 banks . . 850,000

MAINE. NEW JERSEY.

Maine ....... 800,000 Jersey City Bank . . 200,000
Penobscot . . . 150,000 Paterson ...... 160,000
Wiscasset ...... 100,000 State Bank, Trenton . . 92,400
Hall6_vell ...... 150,000 Protection and Lombard 200,000
Kennebeck ..... 100,000 Franklin ...... 800,000
Passamaquoddy .... 50,000 Monmouth ..... 40,000
Castine ....... 100,000 Manufacturing .... 150,000
Lincoln and Kennebeck 200,000 Salem and Philadelphia ." Hoboken ......

8banks . . 1,150,000
7 banks . 1,142,400

RHODE ISLAND.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Farmers' and Meehan-}its', Pawtuxet 200,000 Washington ..... 92,070

Far's Exch., Gloucester . Farmers' and Mechan-ics' of Greencastle. 74,485J

1 bank. 200,000 Do. do. of Pittsburgh. . 65,337
Juniata ....... 164,478
Marrietta and Susque- )

239,480
NEW HAMPSHIRE. hanna Trading Co. J_

Pennsylvania Agr'l and
Coos ........ 100,000 Manuf 'g Bank } 110,102
Concord ...... 29,600 Delaware Bridge . . . 99,715

Allegheny ...... 144,807
2 banks . 129,600 Beaver ....... 78,985

Swatara ...... 75,075
CONNECTICUT. Centre ....... 159,610

Huntingdon ..... 123,122
Eagle ....... 500,000 Northumberland, Union
Derby ....... 100,000 and Columbia f 116,980

Northwestern Bank . 77,688
2 banks . 600,000 Union of Pennsylvania . 124,792

Silver Lake ..... 64,882
NEW YORK. Fayette, New Salem . .

Harmony ......
J. Barker's Exchange. 495,250 Wilkesbarre Branch . .
Utica Insurance Co. . 100,000
Columbia ...... 167,650 16 banks . . 1,811,558
Hudson ....... 110,000
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STATEMENT IV.--Cont_nued.

DELAWARE. Capital. Capital.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

Farmers' and Mechan-) Cberaw ....... 20,000
its' of Delaware. f 45,000 Hamburg ......

1 bank. 1 bank . 20,000

MARYLAND. GEORGIA.

Darien ....... 480,000Elkton ....... 110,000

Conococheague .... 157,500 1 bank.
Cumberland ..... 107,862
Somerset and W. . . 90,000
Somerset ...... 195,850 LOUISIANA.

Caroline ...... 103,045 Planters' Bank .... 200,000
Havre de Grace .... 132,075 Bank of Louisiana. 724,000
City ........ 838,540

Planters', F. George's Co. 86,290 2 banks 924,000

9 banks . 1,821,162
ALABAMA.

Planters' and Merchants' 164,175
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Tombeckbe ..... 156,937

Steamboat ...... 16,000
Columbia ...... 901,200
Unior_ of Alexandria . 840,000 3 banks . 837,112
Central ....... 252,995
Franklin ...... 163,265 TENNESSEE.

4 banks . . 1,657,460 Fayetteville Transfer . . 110,000

Farmers' and Mechs'.}of Nashville 180,200
VIRGINIA. Nashville and Branches . 994,560

Tennessee Bank (old) . 371,107
Ohio Co....... 60,000 Branches of do.. 800,000
Charleston M. and C. Co. 32,580 Nashville Branch of do. : 206,775
Winchester ..... 122,930 Rogersville Branch of do. 67,140
Monongalia ..... 25,000
Farmers' and Mechan- ] 4 banks and 5 branches 2,229,782

ies', Harper's Ferry j_ 19,480
South Branch .... 25,000
Farmers', Merchants'. _ KENTUCKY.

and Mechs'., Jeff. Co: j_ 26,425 F_rmers' and Meehs'. )
Warrentown ..... 60,000 of Lexington (stock _ 489,700
Leesburg Union. 20,000 and notes at2ar ) )
Loudon Co ...... 80,000 Versailles ...... 111,180

Kentucky and Branches . 2,756,220
10 banks 421,415 Flemingsburg .... 61,626

- Limestone ..... 135,825
Shepberdsville .... 55,880

NORTH CAROLINA. Hinkston Exporting Co. 50,120
New Castle ..... 40,520

Fayetteville ..... Cynthiana ...... 47,900
Bertie .......... Centre Bank of Kentucky. 126,000
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STATEMENT IV.--Continued.

CapitaL Capital.

Union of Etizabethtown 39,400 Cincinnati ..... 216,430
Farming and Commer-_ Dayton Manufacturing . 61,622

cial Bank . . . J 37,219 Lebanon Miami Bank-]
Greenville ..... 46,640 ing Company . . j 86,491
Newport ...... 54,700 Urbana Bankin_ Co.. . 49,685
Southern Bank of Ky. . 117:222 Farmers' and Mechs.'
Farmers' of Harrodsburg 81,000 Manui_g, Chilicothe f 99,575

" " Somerset . 22,379 Hamilton ...... 22,707
Lancaster Exporting Co. 39,900 Zanesville Canal and ]
Insurance ...... Manufacturing Co. f 79,125
Barboursville .... West Union ..... 100,000
Cumberland Bk. of Burk- Lake Erie ..... 100,000

ville ....... Steubenville ..... 100,000
Burlington ..... Muskingum of Zanesville 100,000
Bank of Columbia . . . Jefferson Ge .....
Frankfort ...... Bank of Xenia ....
Georgetown .....

Greensburgh ..... 18 banks . . 1,911,179
Green River .....
Christian Bank ....
Bank of Henderson . . INDIANA.

tL of _Vashington . .
Commer'l Bank of Louis- Farmers' and Mechs.' 130,000ville ....... Bank ..... •f
Mount Sterling .... Bank of Vincennes 127,624
Morgantown. . . K :
Monticello ..... 2 banks . 257,624
Farmers' Bk. of Jessamine
Owingsville .....
Petersburg Steam Mill ILLINOIS.
Farmers' Bnk. of Gallatin Illinois ...... 105,720
Farmers' and Mechanics' Edwardsville ..... 57,190

of Logan .....
Do. do. of Shelbyville. 2 banks . 162,910

Farmers' and Mechanics',
of Springfield . . .

Winchester Commercial MISSOURI.

Commonwealth Bank. . 2,000,000 Bank of Missouri . . . 250,000
(nominal.) " " St. Louis . . . 150,000

18 banks . 2,307,431 2 banks . 400,000

OHIO. MICHIGAN.

Miami Exporting Co., _ Munroe ...... 10,000
Cincinnati f 468,966

Columbia, New Lisbon . 50,000 1 bank .
Granville Alex'n Society 12,002

Farmers' Bank of New_.Salem ..... J 57,000 RECAPITULATION.
German of Wooster . 25,000 129 banks . $24,212,839
Muskingum ..... 97,800 66 do. . not known.
Farmers' and Mechs'. "l

of Cincinnati f 184,776 165
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STATEMENT V.

Depreciation, per cent., of _ank-Notes during the Suapension of Specie
Payments.

1814, September . . . 20 0 1815. December . . . | 18 121_

October .... 15 0 1816, January .... I _15 1_1_

November . . . 10 l February . . . 13
December . . . 14 1 March .... 121/_

1815. January .... 20 5 April ..... ]0
February . . . 5 2 May ..... | 20 121_
_d'arch .... 5 5 June 20

April ..... 1O 51/_2 July ..... I 15i 1621/_

_aY ° ..... 14 5 5 August .... 12 5
..... 16 9 l_/_ September . . . 10 3

•uly ..... 20 11 _ Oc_b...... _August .... 19 11 _1/_2 November . . .
September . . . 20 December . ". . 2_/_4

October . ..' 21_ 15 3 2_
N .... ber 15 16 _l_l 1817. January .... |

.... February . . . 21/_

STATEMENT VI.

Average Amount, for the Years 1819-1829, of the Principal Items of the
S_tuatlon of the _ank of the United S_ate3.

1819 32,211,674 336,760 7,2361,_3 39,784,587

38,593,568 J 5,214.773 6,51 628 ] 4,410,3321820 28,808,267 1,526,600 I 8,258:701 2.743,834 5,7:6821 5,056,829
1821 27,099,05{] 1,598,473 11,859,_96 t0,556,619] 245,846 6,469,224 6,9! 973[ 5,609.220
1822 28,574,893 2,394,688 13,ll6,004 14,085,7851 579,i52 3_711,145 6,3_ 570] 5,562,335
1823130,584,919 2,538,245110,911,700 t4,084.8641 736,370 4,899,686 10,44 786 I 4,671,271
1824 ] 29,478_255 2,5fi3,672 _ 13,373_095 [5 415 0221 1.393,193 5,909o351 12,9_ [08 [ 5,935,496
1825 [ 29,327,219 3,270,699 ] 19,807,665 i2 405,5831 1,566,728 4,686,557 12,8! 329 [ 8,836,646
1826 ]29,592,103 3,592,145 [17.885,210 ]1,069,458[ 1,745,566 5,174,643 12,5_ }23110,235,528
1827 127,948.592 4,568,297 ] 17,724,192 i0,244,081] 2,118,560 6,327,758 13,7' ,_74 | 10,808 244
1828 ]30,820,944 6,018,784 | 17,127077 i3_966,805 ] 2,298,352

8,417,021 _ 13,925:701 [69 | 12 414,3901829 132,703,280 6,205,107 14,4_
i5,046,002 [ 2,474,750 6,411,998 [5,1] 164 / 15,Ol 1,352

* The actual amount of circulation is generally four-fifths of the gross amount_ the r_t being
note_ in transitu, or accumulated in ofltc_ whore they are not payable.
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STATEMENT YII.

Actual _rcula_n of t_ Bank of the United _a_s in _er, 1880,
showing where the Notes were Pa_lable.

"WherePayable. Notel in Where Payable, Noteg inCirculation. Circulation.
Bank United States . 1_367,180 Amount brought forward 7,190_095
Portland ...... 79,280 Mobile ....... 940,825
Portsmouth ..... 101,985 New Orleans ..... 2,623,320
Boston ....... 271,180 St. Louis ...... 228,700
Providence ..... 113,920 Nashville ...... 1,235,275
Hartford ...... 171,532 Louisville ...... 662,375
New York ..... 834,738 Lexington ..... 908,625
Baltimore ...... 528,638 Cincinnati ..... 647,240
Washington ..... 647,602 Pittsburgh ..... 554,102
Richmond ...... 469,440 Buffalo ...... 258,180
Norfolk ...... 532,400 Burlington ..... 96,595
Fayettevi]le ..... 713,760 Agencies Cincinnati and _
Charleston 835,840 Chilicothe .... j 2,375
Savannah ...... 522,605

15,347,657
Amount carried forward 7_190,095
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

ALl, the banks of the United States are joint stock companies,
generally incorporated by the special laws of the several States ;

in a few ]ate instances established in conformity with the provi-
sions of a general law. In neither case are the shareholders

responsible beyond the amount of the capital subscribed. All
these joint stock companies are banks of deposit, discount, and
issue; they all discount negotiable paper, purchase and sell do-

mestic and occasionally foreign bills of exchange, receive depo-
sits, or open cash credits to individuals, and issue bank-notes,

always, nominally at least, payable on demand in specie. 1 These
notes have become the local and sole currency of the several

places or sections of country where they are respectively made
payable. Banking in America always implies the right and

the practice of issuing paper money as a substitute for a specie
currency.

On the 1st of January, 1830 and 1840, respectively, the
capital, liabilities payable on demand, and resources, of all the
chartered banks in the United States were, as far as can be

ascertained, nearly as follows, viz.:
1830. 1840.

Number of banks . 322 659

Capital $145,000,000 $343j000 000

Actual circulation and deposits, payable on demand 100,O00,0OO 158,000,000

Other liabilities . not great 44,000,000

245,000,000 545,000,000

Discounted paper, stocks_ and securities altogether . 210,000,000 513,000,000

Specie 2O,000,0O0 32,000,000

230,000,000 545,000,000

:Post-notes_ not payable on demand 7 may be sold and purchased as other

negotiable paper_ vary in value_ and do not form part of the currency

proper.
VOL. III.--25 369
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There can be no doubt that in their origin the banks were
instituted for the purpose of affording accommodations to the

commercial interest, and of supplying the want of a capital pro-
portionate to the extent of the legitimate commerce of the cohntry.
The prodigious increase of banking capital and accommodations

• within the last ten years, so much exceeding that which might
be actually wanted for promoting the productive industry of the

country, has been attended with consequences affecting all classes,
and so fatal, in reference to the currency, that it appears proper,
in the first place, to ascertain what are the benefits actually

bestowed on the community at large by the substitution of a

paper for a specie currency: and these advantages must be re-

duced to their true value, by distinguishing those which belong
exclusively to the issues of paper money from those which

might be equally enjoyed with banks and bankers issuing no

paper currency and carrying on every other species of banking
operations.

These advantages appear to be, commercial punctuality, and
the facilities afforded in effeeting payments, collecting debts, and

making remittances; the conversion of unproductive into pro-

ductive capital; tl/e saving of a capital tantamount to the enjoy-

ment of an additional capital, and bearing a certain proportion

to the amount of paper issues. All but the last might be equally
attained with banks or private bankers who issued no paper
currency.

Punctuality in fulfilling engagements should be practised by
all; but it is e_sentially a commercial virtue. Credit, at least to

a certain extent, is absolutely necessary to commerce. Every
merchant must for the fulfilment of his own engagements de-
pend principally on the punctual payment of the debts due to

him. This punctuality is so necessary, and the advantages
derived from it have become so habitual, that the memory of its
origin may be lost. It was indubitably due to the establishment

of banks. At. the close of the war of Independence, Philadel-
phia was the only place in the United States where commercial

punctuality was general, and that city was indebted for it to the

Bank of :North America. The same effect was successively
produced, as banks were established, in :New York, Boston,
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:Baltimore, and the other commercial cities; and finally almost
universally, or wherever country banking has penetrated.

It must be observed that a very small banking capital was

sufficient for that purpose, since that object was attained in each

of the several commercial cities by a single bank with a capital
of not more than five to eight hundred thousand dollars. The

merchant who did not pay his discounted note could no longer
receive accommodations from the bank; and the protest of a
note, either discounted or placed in the bank for collection, be-
came soon sufficient to prostrate his credit. But the result would

have been the same had the bank been only one of deposit and
discount and not of issue. Commercial punctuality is as indis-

pensable and universal in all the cities of continental Europe as

in Ameriea_ though no hanks of issue existed there except in
kmsterdam_ in :Paris, and very lately in some other towns of

France. This great advantage, though it had its origin here in
banks of issue, is not one which belongs exclusively to such
banks.

The same observation will apply to the conversion of unpro-
ductive into productive capital, which has been effected by our
banks. Every merchant, every person who enjoys or earns a
certain incom% always keeps on hand a certain amount of cur-

rency proportionate to his engagements, to his wealth, and to his

wants. So long as it remains in his possession it is altogether
unl>roductive. Deposited in bank, it becomes a part of the funds
applied by the banks to discounts, or, in other words, to advances

made to the commerce_ manufactures_ and generally to the pro-

ductive industry of the country. But in order to produce that
effect it is sufficient that the bank should be one of deposit, and

not that it should issue bank-notes. Throughout Europe the
same description of persons who here make deposits, or, which

is the same thing, who keep an account with our banks of issue_
do deposit or keep an account with private bankers who issue
no bank-notes. And those bankers give the same facilities in

effecting payments, collecting debts, and making remittances
which are afforded by the American banks of issue.

It is therefore principally, if not exclusively, in the substitution

of a paper currency, which costs little or nothing, for one in gold
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and silver, which has an intrinsic value, that the benefit derived
from the paper issues does consist. The actual circulation of

all the banks in the United States does not, when in a healthy

situation, much exceed eighty millions of dollars. Deducting
twenty millions in specie, which the banks must keep, on an
average, to meet demands on that part of their liabilities, there

remain sixty millions, which, instead of being applied to the
purchase of gold and silver currency, are applied to productive
purposes, and add as much to the productive capital of the

country. It may already be inferred that the deposits must not

be included in the computation, and that the profit consists only
of the difference between the actual issues and the specie kept to

meet demands on that account ; but this branch of the subject
requires further explanation.

Tile exchange of the commodities produced in different coun-

tries, or in different districts of the same country, is the basis of
all the commercial transactions between those countries or dis-

trlcts. As that commerce becomes more extensive and regular,

the principle of the division of labor is applied ; the purchase
and importation of the foreign and the exportation and sale of
the domestic com_modities given in exchange become distinct
branches of business; masses of respective credits and debits

are created ; and by far the greater part of the actual payments
is effected by the transfer of those credits through the medium
of foreign or domestic bills of exchange.

A small portion only is paid in currency, for when the balance

of indebtedness is large an extension of credit is generally granted.
In large transactions, even not of a commercial nature, such

as the purchase of land, it will be found that the payments
are also principally made by the transfer of credits accumulated

for that purpose, and rarely to a large amount in specie.

The deposits in banks are but occasionally made in specie.

They generally consist of transfers of credit from banks, or arise
from a note owned by the party and discounted in his ii_vor.

Whatever their origin may be, they are credits opened in the

books of banks in favor of individuals to whom they are pay-

able on demand. And as payments between country and coun-
try or district and district are effeeted by the transfer of credits
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through the medium of bills of exchange, so also payments in
all the transactions of any importance between inhabitants of

the same city or district are effected by checks on the banks,

that is to say, by the transfer of .those bank credits which are

called deposits.
These checks, like bills of exchange, may be considered as a

substitute for currency, or as a special currency between dealers
and dealers when the credit in bank (deposit) is in favor of a

dealer; between consumers and dealers when the deposit has

been made by a person not in active business. They differ from
bank issues in that they are not received, as bank-notes are, as

a full payment of a debt, and that if not paid by the bank the
drawer is still responsible. The bank-note is taken in payment

solely from the general confidence reposed in the bank; the
check, from the special confidence placed in the drawer.

But the deposits or cash credits on the books of a bank are a

liability of the bank, payable on demand, like bank-notes. In
reference to such bank, the actual issues and deposits, though

not always pressing on it at the same time and to the same ex-
tent, are liabilities of the same nature, and for which provision

must be equally made.
Of the great benefits derived from these deposits, considered

as substitutes for currency and effecting payments with much
greater facility than can be done with the precious metals, there

can be no doubt. The perpetual transfers of twelve millions of
dollars of individual deposits, that is to say, of credits in favor

of individuals, in the several banks of the city of :New York,

together with one or two millions of notes of a large denomina-
tion which pass daily from bank to bank and make no part of

the general circulation, are sufficient to effect annually payments
amounting to about twelve hundred millions. It appears by the
late statements of the Bank of France that although the private

deposits of that institution do not exceed seventy millions of

francs, the transfers (mouvemen_) of these were sufficient to
effect, in six months, payments (liquidations) amounting to sev-
enteen hundred and forty-two millions. By an analogous though

not perfectly similar process, the actual daily payment of an ulti-
mate balance of two or three hundred thousand pounds in specie
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or in notes of the Bank of England effects daily payments of
four or five millions sterling in the clearing-house of the Lon-
don bankers. The same benefits were derived from the ancient

Bank of Amsterdam ; and the Bank of Hamburg is founded on
the same principle. :Neither of these institutions ever issued

paper money or was even a bank of discount. It was only as
banks of deposit, and solely by the transfers of credits substi-

tuted for payments in specie, that they aecomplished the purpose
of discharging, with increased facility, almost all the engage-
mcnts growing out of the commercial transactions nf those two
cities.

It is important to observe that if all our State banks were

converted into banks only of discount and deposit, but not of

issue, the failure of one or more of them could affect only the
depositors, and not the community at large; and that, if even the
supposition of a general tMlure by all such banks were admissi-

ble, it would on!y derange the beneficial system of transfers of

credit, but would not affect the standard of value, which, since
no paper currency had been put in circulation, would, for the

community, continue to be the legal coin of the country, and

nothing else; wl_lst under the existing system the deposits,
blended, as liabilities payable on demand, with the issues of the

banks, contribute to endanger their safety, and may occasionally,
in our great cities, cause a suspension of specie payments.

On the other hand, since those deposits would still exist and

produce the same beneficial effects if there were no other banks

but only of discount and deposit, it does not appear correct to

reckon their amount as part of the additional capital acquired
by the establishment of our banks of issue. It may, however,

be objected that in rejecting, as not belonging to banks of issue,
the advantages which might have been obtained by banks only
of discount and deposit, it has been taken for granted that such

private banks or joint stock banking companies, issuing no paper
currency, might be established and sustained in America. This

position may be denied; and it may be asserted that banks giv-
ing sufficient accommodation to the productive industry of the

country could not exist here unless they had the right to issue
bank-notes.
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This assertion might have been quite correct fifty years ago,

and is partly true even now. It must be admitted, in the first

place, that there are, as yet, but few men in the United States

with a sufficient capital to carry on with safety banking opera-

tions, and fewer still who do not find more profitable employ-

ment for that capital. The necessity of concentrating for that

purpose small capitals and of forming banking associations is

obvious; and although the shareholders in such companies are

satisfied with dividends generally not exceeding the ordinary rate

of interest_ and always falling short of the profits of a private

banker, the machinery of such institutions is much more expen-

sive, and their gross profits must at least be sufficient to pay the

interest_ to defray those expenses, and to cover contingent losses.
An examination of the statements of the State banks will

show that the resources of those of the commercial cities, par-

tjcularly of those with a large capital, consist principally of their

deposit._; and that, though their profits would be somewhat

diminished, they would be still sufficient to enable the banks to

continue their legitimate operations.

On the 1st of January, 1841, the twenty-two chartered banks

of the city of :New York, with a capital of little more than

twenty millions of dollars, had more than twelve millions of

individual deposits, besides near two millions deposited by coun-

try or foreign banks_ and a gross circulation of apparently about
five but in fact of less than three millions. 1 Their loans anti

discounts exceeded twenty-seven millions, and the stocks owned

by them were less thau three millions. Had they been only

banks of discount and deposit, the aggregate of their assets bear-

ing interest, and amounting to thirty millions, would have been

lessened about three millions, or ten per cent. This would, in

1They had in their possession on the same day more than three millions_
in notes of each other or of other banks. The returns of the city banks
are made before they have exchanged the notes of each other received
during the day. On the 19th :Februaryy 1834_ the apparent circulation of
nineteen city banks amounted to 4_740_000_and the actual circulation after
the exchanges to 3_040,000. (Report of Union Committee.)--The daily
payments in notes and checks into the several city banks amount to about
4_000_000in ordir,ary times.
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the aggregate, have reduced their dividends from 6_ to 6 per
cent. But those returns embraced several banks which have

incurred heavy losses and made no dividend. The sound banks

would still have divided at least seven per cent., which is amply
sufficient; and, by converting the stocks owned by them into
discounts, there wouM have been no diminution in tile amount
of their commercial loans.

On the other hand, the countrv banks, under which denomina-
tion must be included those of all the interior States and of the

interior parts of the other States, depend principally on their
circulation ; and although, in many places, the dividends have

been extravagant, yet it must be acknowledged that, if the bank-

notes were altogether suppressed, the banking capital now em-

ployec1 in the country would be considerably reduced, and become
confined to those towns which are the principal centres of its
commercial transactions.

Strong reasons might be adduced to show that such a reduc-

tion would ultimately be beneficial. ]:t is extremely doubtful

whether the banking system, with its indispensable strict punc-

tuality, can, unddr any circumstances, be beneficially applied to
purely agricultural purposes. The only material improvement

which has during the last fifty years taken place in Virginia, her
having become one of the first wheat-growing States, cannot be

ascribed to her banks. ]:n every other Tespect, what has she

gained by the circulation of bank-notes; and what progress has
she made, since the introduction of banks, in agriculture, manu-

factures, commerce, or population ? The situation of the plant-
ers who cultivate the fresh and fertile soil of Alabama and of

Mississippi affords an irrefragable proof of the calamities in-

flicted on an agricultural country by an exaggerated banking
system and by excessive issues.

The inquiry might be pursued farther. Yet as those evils

may be ascribed to the abuse and not to the temperate use of

banks and bank-paper, and as the advantages of banking are

now considered independent of the evils it produces, it may for
the present be conceded that banks purely of discount and

deposit could not, in the interior parts of the country, be gen-

erally substituted for banks of issue; and that, in computing the
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additional capital acquired by the banking system, the deposits
in country banks may be added to the amount of issues. This
would make the whole addition to the capital ninety instead of
sixty millions. The estimate is founded on the present reduced
amount of issues and deposits, and not on that of the years
1836-87, when they were, together, fifty per cent. greater. _

The increase of capital, be it more or less, appears to be, if
not absolutely the only, at least the principal advantage derived
from a paper currency. It has been denied by some that even
this did confer any benefit on tile community at large. It has
been asserted that the whole profit was engrossed, by the issuers,
or at best shared only by those whom the issues of paper en-
abled to obtain additional loans of money; that this profit,
instead of being in any way advantageous to tile community,
was made at its expense; that it made the rich richer and the
poor poorer; and that the whole system was one of fraud and
iniquity.

It is not perceived on what ground the charge can be sus-
tained, unless it be insisted that the state of society in its present
civilization.is so unjust and nefarious that every addition to the
eapftal of a nation, every increase of national wealth, produces
the same baneful effects, and is a positive evil. That such in-
crease, when effected by the introduction of a paper currency, is
always dangerous, and may be attended with most calamitous
consequences, is fully admitted. But if a complete guarantee
could be obtained that the paper currency would ahvays remain

1 In the Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, of April, 1840, State-
ment JJ7 page 1874, it is thus estimated :

1st January,1837. 1st January, 1840.
Actual circulation 112,652,000 86,170,000
Deposits . . 127,397,000 757696,000

240,049,000 161,866,000

Our estimate is as follows :

Actual circulation 86,000,000
Country deposits. 37,000,000

123,000,000

Deduct specie in banks 33,000,000

Additional capital gained by our banking system 90,000,000
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equal in value to gold and silver, the danger would be avoided.

And so long as this is the fact, the additional capital thus sup-
plied operates in the same manner and is attended with tile same
effects as any other increase of national wealth.

The immediate benefits of any acquisition of wealth or capital
most certainly accrue to those who have acquired it. This ac-

quisition makes the rich richer, or, to speak more correctly, par-
ticularly in this case, it increases the number of those who
become rich or independent. But this is not done at the

expense of the community ; the process does not make the poor
poorer. On tile contrary, every increase of capital puts in activ-

ity a greater quantity, and, all other things remaining equal,
has a tendency to enhance the wages of labor. This is con-

sistent with theory and confirmed by experience. Production
is always increased in proportion to the increased wealth of a

country, labor is better paid, commodities are rendered cheaper,
and more comforts brought within the reach of the poor. In

America, the quantity of uncultivated land--a dormant capital
which perpetually calls for labor in order to render it produc-

tive-is the prin_ary cause of that greatest of all the worldly
blessings this nation enjoys. M_anual labor is better remuner-

ated in America than in any other country. _But even here
circulating capltal--that capital which consists of accumulated

consumable commodities--is necessary before labor can be em-

ployed. The agricultural laborer, who, without any capita],

migrates westwardly to a new-settled country, is immediately
employed, and receives competent wages. Yet the product of

his labor does not become available till after the ensuing crop;
he must in the mean while be fed and clothed ; and this would

be impossible, and he would have no means of existence, had
not the farmer who employs him an accumulated capital suffi-
cient for that purpose.

Since the principal advantage of a paper currency consists in

the additional capital it supplies, such currency is most useful,

above all most wanted, but unfortunately a more dangerous
expedient, in those countries and places where there is the least

amount of circulating capital as compared to the demand for it.

This is eminently the case in newly-settled countries with a
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rapidly-increasing population. We find, accordingly, the local

governments of America perpetually resorting to emi_ions of
paper money under the colonial regimen; and that at this

moment the excess of issues occurs principally in the _,Vestern
State.% and generally wherever country banks have been estab-
lished.

The converse of the proposition would seem to be equally

true, and that in countries saturated with capital the addition to
it by the issue of bank-notes does not compensate for the per-

petual fluctuations and alarms growing out of that system.
There may be substantial reasons why Great Britain perseveres
in it; they have not been fnlly explained, and are not understood

by the writer of this essay. But wherever a paper currency has

been introduced, the permanency of its value should be the
indispensable condition of its existence.

The unanimous assent of all civilized nations has made gold
and silver their universal circulating medium and standard of

value. By forbidding any other legal tender in payment of

debts, the Constitution of the United States, without absolutely
excluding every other circulating medium, has imperatively
rendered the precious metals the only standard of value. The

substitution of a paper for a gold or silver cqrrency is therefore
admissible only on the express condition that it shall always be

equal in value to the legal coin of which it is the representative;

and that equality cannot be maintained unless the paper be at
all times convertible, on demand, into such coin at its nominal

value. Any deviation from that principle is unjust in itself
and an evasion of the constitutional provision. It is a violation

of existing contracts, renders all subsequent engagements uncer-

tain, destroys confidence, and impairs private and public credit.
Banks of issue, deposits, and discounts have, therefore, a

double duty to perform : first, to be at all times ready to pay
their notes and deposits in specie, so as to preserve the constitu-

tional standard of value ; secondly, to give accommodations by
advances to the productive industry of the country ; for which

purpose, indeed, they were instituted. But the first duty is
positive and absolute; they are bound, in the first instance, to

fulfil their engagements; it is the express condition on which
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the banks were permitted to issue paper; they have no right
whatever to issue a depreciated currency. The second duty is
discretionary, and subordinate to the first; it can be exercised
rightfully only so far as can be done without running the risk
of placing themselves in a situation that would put it out of their
power to fulfil their engagements.

These two duties are, therefore, to some extent contradictory ;
and the question has been agitated in England whether they
ought not and might not be separated. This will not be now

discussed, as it is believed that, at least for the present, such
separation would, as a general, measure, be impracticable in the
United States.

The present situation of the banking system has proved but
too conclusively the general inclination to increase immoderately
the banking capital and the number of banks, and also the gen-
eral tendency of all the banks to extend their loans and discounts

beyond what prudence and their primary duty would dictate;
and it is believed that this defect is inherent to all joint stock
banking companies.

:Not only is it Re interest of the shareholders, so long as they
are not personally responsible beyond the amount of their shares,
to obtain as large a dividend as possible, but the evil grows out
of the manner in which joint stock companies must be governed.
The direction must necessarily be placed in the hands of a few
men who have comparatively but little interest in the bank.

Most of them are selected amongst men in active business, in
order that they may be able to judge of the solidity of the paper
offered for discount ; and, as they are not paid, it is impossible
to expect that they should attend without deriving some com-
pensation for the sacrifice of a portion of their precious time.
This may ecnsist in part from the discounts they obtain for
themselves, which may always be kept within reasonable bounds.
But the power and consideration attached to the office can be

obtained only by granting favors; whilst, on the contrary, a re-
fusal renders the directors unpopular. To this may be added a
want of sufficient moral responsibility. The honorable merchant
who would feel disgraced by his own individual failure is not

affected by that of the bank of which he may be a director. It
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is well known that this general observation does not apply to

bank directors alone, but to all public bodies. Of all the causes,

however, which contribute to an improper extent of discounts,
the most general and efficient, the most prolific source of the

errors of bank directors, is the natural sympathy which they
feel for men who are engaged in similar pursuits to their own.
It may, upon the whole, be affirmed that banks, though money-

lenders, are in fact governed rather by the borrowers than by
the lenders.

It is known to everybody that the liabiliti_ payable on de-
mand of the best-conducted banks are always necessarily much

grea..ter than their immediately available resources. In order
to be sustained, not only must they enjoy general confidence,

but their existence depends on the will of the commercial com-

munity. If, in a time of extraordinary pressure, those who are
deeply embarrassed should, under great excitement, either from

selfish motives or rather from error in judgment, think it de-
sirable to shelter themselves under a general relaxation, they

may, if sufficiently numerous and influential, force, and have, in
fact, occasionally lent their aid in forcing, banks to suspend or

to persevere in suspending specie payments.

Such a general suspension is therefore the natural general
disease of the banking system ; it is that to be most guarded

against, as it is also in its consequences the most fatal ; much
more so than the occasional failures of some individual banks,

which, though an evil, are rare, 1 local, and not contagious.
The example of the suspension by the Bank of England,

which continued more than twenty years, has sometimes been
adduced in proof that such an event was a very tolerable evil,

and an expedient to which resort might occasionally be had.
What were the inducements of the British government for

resorting to that expedient in the year 1797, after having, during

the next preceding one hundred yearn, carried on several wars
without having found such measure necessary, and what actual
advantages, political, financial, or eommereial, she derived from

1This will be adverted to hereafter. Not one of the city banks of New
York has failed sinee the year 1829.
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it, it is not necessary, or perhaps proper, to discuss in this place.
But it cannot be doubted that that act dissolved the charm; and
that since the resumption the alarms and inconveniences con-

nected with paper issues have been increased and aggravated by
the feeling that, as the bank had once, so it might again sus-
pend its specie payments. The effect in America has been to

familiarize the idea that a continued suspension might become
the ordinary state of things, and that banks might fail without
becoming bankrupts.

But the situation of the United States is very different from
that of Great Britain when a general suspension of the banks
takes place. Great Britain is governed by one and the United
States by twenty-six independent Legislatures. There a single
bank controls the whole system ; here it is left at the mercy of
an indefinite number of banks independent of each other. Ac-
cordingly, the issues of the irredeemable notes of the Bank of
England were at first kept within reasonable bounds, and the
depreciation for several years was almost insensible. It in-
creased gradually; and during the years 1811-1815 the notes of
the bank had sunk from 20 to 25 per cent. below their nominal
value. Even un_ler more favorable circumstances the evils
which follow a departure from sound principles could not ulti-
mately be averted.

The great difference,however, between the effects of a general
suspension in the two countries respectively is the uniformity of
the depreciation in England, whilst the reverse is the case in
America. The notes of the Bank of England were alone substi-
tuted there for the precious metals as a legal tender. All the
other banks of issue, the private bankers of England, and the
joint stock companies of Scotland were still obliged, when called
upon, to redeem their own issu_ in notes of the Bank of Eng-
land, or,which was the same thing, in drafts on London. What-
ever the depreciation might be, whatever evils might be caused
by its fluctuation, still that depreciation was at the same time
the same throughout every district of Great Britain and of Xre-
land; it affected in a direct manner all foreign exchanges and
transactions ; it had no immediate and direct effect on domestic
exchanges.
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In the United States the depreciation is different at the same
time in the different States, in different districts of the same

State, and occasionally in the different banks of the same dis-

trict. The effect is not confined to foreign exchanges; the dif-
ferent and fluctuating depreciation affects domestic exchanges

and every species of domestic transactions. Those evils have
increased with the protracted continuance of the suspension, and

the effect on the moral feeling of the community has been most
lamentable.

When banks suspend specie payments, their debtors have a

right to discharge the debt in the depreciated paper of those
institutions. But because the banks offer to pay their own debts

with the same paper, it is not perceived whence the right accrues
to individuals to pursue the same course towards each other.

They have not the legal right, since, in case of a suit, the debt

can only be discharged in the legal coin of the country; no-
thing but gold or silver is by the Constitution a legal tender.
Morally, every debtor is still bound to pay his creditors, the

suspended banks only excepted, in coin, or at least in the de-

preciated currency at its market-price in gold or silver. It
happens, however, that the great mass of merchants who reside

in the same place, being at the same time debtors and creditors,
find it more convenient still to pay each other by the transfer of
bank deposits, or to take and pay the bank paper at its nominal
value. This, whilst confined to those who have a common

interest in pursuing that course, may not be improper, and is
convenient. But it is utterly unjust towards those who are
creditors at home and debtors abroad, towards all those who

have only debts to collect and none to pay, or who, if they
have payments to make as consumers, are obliged to purchase

at enhanced prices. The loss falls heavily and most unjustly
on those who live on wages, which do not advance with the

enhanced prices of articles of consumption, but which, on

the contrary, generally fall during a period of universal de-
rangement.

The injustice is still greater between those different cities and
States where the depreciation is not the same. When the par-
ties have failed or are unable at once to meet their engagements,
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amicable arrangements must take place; and the creditors" in

such cases are satisfied to receive what the debtor can pay.
But those debtors, residing in States or places where the local

currency is most depreciated, who can pay, now begin to think

that, because they pay and are paid at home with that currency,
they are absolved from the obligation to pay in any other way
their creditors who reside in other places or States. It amounts

to this : you must receive this depreciated paper at par, or you
may institute a suit, and the creditor, who knows the expenses
and delays of the law, and who must realize his active debts in

order to meet his own engagements, is compelled to submit. In

process of time the people generally acquiesce; the banks seem

to forget altogether ill what consists their primary duty, and
under pretence of alleviating the distress consult only their own

convenience. The same feeling at last penetrates into the legis-
lative halls, and the State Legislatures, which at first had ap-
peared disposed to enforce a prompt return of the banks to their

duty, yield, and authorize, sometimes even encourage, an almost
indefinite continuance of the suspension.

It would be painful to pursue the subject any farther, and to
advert to the recklessness, gross neglect, inconceivable misman-

agement, amounting to a breach of trust, to the disgraceful and

heretofore unheard-of frauds which have'occasionally occurred,
or to that which is perhaps still worse, the apathy or lenity with
which those enormities are viewed.

:It may with truth be affirmed that the present situation of

the currency of the United States is worse than that of any

other country. The value even of the irredeemable paper
money of Russia has, during the last forty years, been more

uniform, and in its fluctuations the tendency has been to im-
prove and not to deteriorate that value. :No hesitation is felt

in saying that whatever may be the presumed advantages of a
moderate use of a paper currency convertible into specie on
demand, to have no issue of paper would be far preferable

to the present state of things. The object of this essay is to
inquire whether any practicable remedies can be applied to
the system.
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CAUSES AND INCIDENTS OF THE BANK SUS-

PENSIONS.

All active, enterprising, commercial countries are necessarily

subject to commercial crises. A series of prosperous years
almost necessarily produces overtrading. Those revolutions

will be more frequent and greater in proportion to the spirit
of enterprise and to the extension or abuse of credit. But

however prices may be affected, and whatever may be the evils

growing out of the crisis, there will be no violation of cou-
tracts, and the standard of value will not be affected, in coun-

tries where there is no paper currency. The danger of a

suspension of specie payments, which immediately deranges
that standard, is necessarily increased in proportion to the

amount of issues of paper of th.at description, and that amount
depends, in a great degree, on the denomination of the bank-
notes permitted to be issued as currency, on the number of the

banks of issue, and, in the United States, on the capital invested
in bank stock. 1

All these dangerous elements are found united in a greater

degree in the United States than in any other commercial
country. The large field opened for enterprise, the free institu-

tions of the country, and the indomitable energy of the people
have produced results astonishing and without parallel in the

history of other nations. A wilderness has within forty years
been converted into the abode of six millions of civilized and

most industrious people. Expensive communications have been
opened, superior in extent and importance to those of conti-

nental Europe. The American commerce and navigation extend

to every quarter of the globe, and are inferior to those of no
other country but England. But there are evils which, to a

certain extent, appear to be the necessary consequence of a state

1 The capital of the banks is in the United States universally loaned to
traders; generally speaking, the European banks and bankers lend only
the amount of their circulation and deposits. The capitals of the Bank of
England and of the Bank of France are vested in public securities.

VOL.HL--26
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of high commercial prosperity, and which in America are much

inereased by the want of a capital proportionate to the extent of
commercial and other undertakings.

Overtrading has been the primary cause of the present crisis
in America. Abundant proofs of the fact are found in the
immoderate use of foreign credit, as well as in the excessive

importations, and sales of public lands, in the years 1834-87.
Of imports :

During the nine years 1822-1830the average annual amount
was • " • $59,000_000

During the threeyears 1831-1833the averageannual amount
was • • 83,000,000

During the four years 1834-1837the average annual amount
was . 130,000,000

In the year 1836alone the amountwas . . 168,000_000

The average annual excess of imports over the exports
amounted to four millions during the first nine years; to
eighteen millions during the three next ensuing; to thirty-four
millions during the four last, and to sixty-one millions in the
year 1836 alone. _"

The average annual sales of public lands, which during the
first nine years did not exceed 1,300,000 dollars, and which
during the years 1831-35 had reached 4,500,000, amounted in

1835 to seventeen and in 1836 to twenty-five millions. Specu-
lations in unimproved town lots, mines, and every description of
rash undertakings increased at the same rate.

The fault, or error, originated with the people themselves.
The traders and speculators have attempted to ascribe their dis-
asters altogether to legislative acts; to those of the Administra-

tion, or to other collateral causes, which have indeed aggravated

the evils, but the effects of some of which have been exagger-
ated. Still, although it would be improper to abridge the
freedom of action which all individuals should be permitted to

enjoy, it is certain that the spirit of enterprise did not require
any artificial stimulus.

The prodigious increase of State banks was the result of State
legislation. From the 1st of January, 1830, to the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1837, three hundred new banks were created, with a capital
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of one hundred and forty-five millions of dollars. This increase
was undoubtedly due to the eagerness for capital applicable to

commercial accommodations or other purposes. It may be
ascribed in part to the expiration of the charter of the Bank of

the United States, and to the anticipation of that event. It
was thought necessary in some places to fill the chasm in capital
and commercial accommodations that must follow the dissolu-

tion of that institution. The same effect had been produced

in the years 1810-16 on the occurrence of the expiration of the
charter of tile former national bank; and in both cases the

increase far exceeded the apprehended lo_s and the wants of the

country.

The great increase of banks took place, accordingly, in the
Western States, where capital was most wanted. During the

years above mentioned the increase in the banking capital of the
North-Western States amounted to near twenty, and that of the
South-Western to almost fifty-five, millions of dollars. _

But that increase was far beyond what might have been

wanted for useful purposes. Near three-fifths of the foreign
merchandise imported into the United States are imported into

New York. That city is also the principal place of deposit for
the sale of the domestic manufactures of the country; and it

is also the centre of all the moneyed transactions of the United

States. In the year 1837 the capital of all the banks of that

city hardly exceeded twenty millions of dollars; and it was
sufficient for all the legitimate operations of commerce. When

an unexpected increase of the public deposits enabled and in-
duced those banks to expand their discounts beyond their ordi-

nary rate, that excess excited overtrading, and was applied to
extraordinary and dangerous speculations.

In order to obtain or to assist in obtaining the capital wanted

for the new banks, for internal improvements, and for some

other miscellaneous purposes, debts were incurred by several

1 The designations of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States
are adopted here as convenient for reference. According to thes% Ohio_

Indiana_ Illinois_ Michigan 2 _[issouri, and Kentucky are the North-West-
ern_ and Tennessee_ Alabama_ Mississippi, Louisiana_ and Arkansas the
South-Western_ States.
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States amounting, from 1830 to 1838, to near one hundred and

fifty milliorrs of dollars. The debt contracted by the Atlantic

States was almost entirely for internal improvements ; no part

of it for banking purposes; and it fell little short of sixty mil-
lions. That contracted by the :North-Western States amounted

to about thlrty-eight millions, of which thirty-one millions five

hundred thousand dollars were for internal improvements, and
the residue for banking capital. That incurred by the South-
Western States was about fifty-two millions, of which more than

forty-four millions were for banking capital, and the residue for
internal improvements.

The population of the United States by the census of 1840
exceeds seventeen millions, of whom ten millions seven hundred

and sixty thousand are in the Atlantic, four millions one hun-

dred and thirty thousand in the North-Western, and two mil-
lions two hundred and thirty thousand in the South-_Vestern
States.

It may be observed that the reason why so much more capital
was applied in the South-Western than in the :North-_,Vestern
States to bankings-purposes is to be found in the difference of

capital wanted for the employment of slave and free labor re-
spectively. The :Northern farmer advances no more than twelve

months' wages to the laborer he employs. The Southern planter
who wishes to increase the product of his land must advance the

price of the slave himself, which amounts perhaps to five or

six times the net product of his annual labor. The application

of banking accommodation to purely agricultural purposes has
accordingly been much greater and has been attended with far

more fatal effects in the South-Western States than in any other
section of the Union. But even the State debts created for in-

ternal improvements have co-operated in aggravating the evils

under which we now labor. :Not only were their proceeds all-
plied to purposes of which the returns were slow and uncertain,
but they also supplied the means of paying balances or obtain-

ing credits abroad. Thus, extravagant importations were en-
couraged, whilst at the same time some of those stocks became

objects of speculation at home, in which individuals and banks

were involved, and which proved injurious to all the parties
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concerned,--to the States as well as to the purchasers. Several

of the States neglected to provide a revenue sufficient to pay the
annual interest accruing on their debts. Additional loans were

resorted to for that purpose, and occasionally forced loans were
required by the States from the banks, which lessened their

resources and had a tendency to produce or to protract the
suspension of specie payments.

It has ever been the opinion of the writer of this essay that a
public debt was always an evil to be avoided whenever practica-
ble; hardly ever justifiable except in time of war ; to be resorted
to even then with sobriety; and never to be incurred without

providing at the same time an additional revenue sufficient to

pay the interest and ultimately to discharge the principal of the

debt. A long life of experience and observation has produced
an intimate conviction of the soundness of those principles. In-

dependently of the great, manifest, and permanent evils inflicted
by the abuse of public credit, every public debt absorbs a capital

which otherwise would have been applied to purposes at least as
productive as those for which the debt was incurred. It has a
tendency_ perhaps more than any other cause, to concentrate the
national wealth in the hands of a small number of individuals.

The interest must at all times be paid by taxes extracted from
the proceeds of the productive labor of the community, and it
feeds the drones of society.

These considerations do not by any means justify the sugges-
tion that a nation is not bound to discharge the engagements
contracted, even perhaps improvidently, by its government. A,

son who inherited a large estate might with as much propriety
think himself under no obligation to discharge the liens on his

inheritance. In the United States, where such engagements
have always been contracted by the immediate representatives
of the people, and those representatives elected by universal

suffrage, there is not even the color of a pretence for the suppo-
sition that the people are not bound by the acts of those repre-

sentatives. Any such suggestion should at once be indignantly

dismissed as dishonest and disgraceful. The errors of legislation
may be regretted, but they bind the nation.

The early agitation of the question respecting the renewal of
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the charter of the Bank of the United States, the veto of the bill

passed by the two Houses of Congress for that purpose, and the
removal of the public deposits long before the expiration of the
charter, ale the principal acts of the executive branch of the
general government which may have affected the state of the
currency.

Previous to any of these there had been an improper inter-
ferenee on the part of the Treasury Department in tile choice of

some of those officers whose appointment did by the charter be-

long exclusively to the directors of the mother bank. This, in-
stead of strengthening, had a tendency to weaken the natural

and legitimate influence of that Department over the general
management of the bank ; it was an unfortunate and novel

introduction of party feelings into the fiscal concerns of tile
nation.

The President had an undoubted right to put his veto on a
law which renewed the charter of an institution which, in his

opinion, was not constitutional. But there was no necessity for
the early attack on an institution the charter of wMch did not

expire till two y_ars after the end of the term for which the
President had been elected.

The currency of the country was as sound in the year 1829
as may probably be expected under any system which admits

the substitution of paper for the precious metals. It seems to

have been unwise to interfere with this without having pre-

viously weighed the probable consequences and without having
prepared a proper substitute. The President indeed suggested
the possibility not of dispensing altogether with a national bank,

but of establishing one founded on different principles. It ap-
pears, however, that he entertained only general views on the

subject, and "had not adopted any determinate plan of action.

In point of fact, no such plan or substitute was ever offered ;

and the final result was to leave the currency at the mercy of
State banks and State legislation.

The immediate consequences were to encourage the creation
of new State banks, to place the government and the Bank of

the United States in an unnatural hostile attitude to each other,

to dhange the character of that institution, which could not pre-
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viously be justly charged with any wilful misconduct, and to

convert every discussion connected with the subject into pure
party questions.

The early removal of the public deposits seems to have been
unnecessary; and the reasons alleged for it were altogether in-

sufficient. On a similar previous occasion those deposits had
been removed only a week prior to the expiration of the charter

of the former Bank of the United States. Not the slightest in-
convenience was felt on that account. And it may be generally

observed that the course pursued at that time by all parties was
such that the bank expired quietly without agitating the public

mind. The subject did not, as of late, absorb every other pub-
lic consideration and become the great political or party question

of the country.
The specie circular issued at a subsequent date, and which

directed the payments to the Treasury for public lands, and
only for public lands, to be made in specie, appears to the writer

of this essay to have been improper. The order was issued

several months before the suspension of specie payments by the
banks. Whether the President thought the practice of paying

in notes of specie-paying banks, generally acquiesced in for a
period of more than forty years, to be consistent with or con-
trary to the Constitution, the rule should have been general. It

is not seen on what principle two different rules were established

and a distinction made between payments into the Treasury on
account of duties on importations and those for purchases of

public lands; between those who claimed lands by entries
according to law or by actual settlement.

The only effect of that measure, so far as it has been ascer-

tained, was to cause a drain of specie on the banks of New
York at a time when it was important that that point should

have been strengthened. It transferred specie i'rom the place

where it was most wanted, in order to sustain the general cur-
rency of the country, to places where it was not wanted at all.
It thus accumulated so much in Michigan that, whilst it was

travelling from :New York to Detroit, the Secretary of the

Treasury was obliged to draw heavily on Michigan in favor of
:New York and other seaports. Had no interference taken place,
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and had the transactions of individuals been left to their natural

course, it is clear that the ]ands would have been paid for in
Eastern funds, and that the double transmission of specie where
it took place would at least have been avoided.

Independently of the objections to which premature and in-

termediate measures may he liable, the charge_ against the
President for having interfered in the currency resolve them-
selves into the single fact of having prevented the renewal of
the charter of the Bank of the United States. The direct and

immediate effects cannot be correctly a_ertained ; but they have
been greatly exaggerated by party spirit. That he found the

currency of" the country in a sound and left it in a deplorable
state is true ; but he cannot certainly be made responsible for
the aberrations and misdeeds of the bank under either of its

charters. The unforeseen, unexampled accumulation of the

public revenue was one of the principal proximate causes of
the disasters that ensued. It cannot be ascribed either to the

President or to any branch of government, and its effects might
have been the same whether the public deposits were in the

State banks, or _ad been left in the national bank, organized
and governed as that was.

By the provisions of the Act respecting the tariff, generally
called the Compromise Act, the reduction of the duties to the

amount deemed sufficient, after the final payment of the public
debt, to meet the national expenditures was made gradual, and

could at first operate but slowly. But in order to prevent the

accumulation of moneys in the Treasury, every foreign article

which did not compete with domestic industry was made duty
free; and this measure seems to have been deemed sufficient by
all parties to effect the purpose. This proved to have been a
mistake. It may be that the repeal of the duties on certain

articles encouraged too large importations in that respect; but

all the causes which excited overtmding were in full operation.
And it is probable that the danger of an accumulated revenue

did not sufficiently attract the attention of the Legislature.

_A_revenue consisting exclusively of" duties on importations
and of the proceeds of the sales of public lands must neces-
sarily be subject to great fluctuations; and such had been ex-
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perienced in the year 1817 and at other times. But they were

not felt, and therefore not particularly attended to, so long as,
in addition to an annual fixed appropriation, all the surplus

revenues were appropriated and applied to the payment of the

principal of the public debt. That payment was the safety-
valve which prevented any dangerous accumulation of moneys
in the Treasury. Whether any systematic arrangement, con-

nected with such of the expenditures for the defence of the
country as may be lessened or increased according to circum-

stances, might not have been devised, is an important question,

which will hereafter well deserve the consideration of govern-
ment. :No such prospective measures, however, had been deemed
necessary; and more than forty millions of accumulated revenue

became deposited in the State banks, thus affording a new ex-
traordinary fund for bank accommodations and expansions.

These were unfortunately encouraged by the Treasury Depart-
"ment, which seems on this occasion to have yielded to the

general clamor of those who represented the withdrawal of the
capital and loans of the Bank of the United States as threaten-

ing ruin to commerce. Apprehensive that the deposit banks of
the city of :New York could not, on account of the limitations

in their charters, sufficiently extend their discounts, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury had, before the Act of June, 1836, directed

those institutions to lend a part of the public deposits to the
other city banks.

This course was sanctioned by that Act, which directed that
the public deposits in any bank should not exceed three-fourths

of its capital; and the law, by directing that the banks should
pay interest whenever those deposits exceeded a certain sum,

rendered their partial application to discounts actually necessary.
But Congress, justly alarmed at that great increase of the

public moneys in the Treasury, thought proper to distribute it

among the several States. The propriety of this measure, and
its consistency with the spirit of the Constitution, may be ques-
tioned. Subsequent events have shown that the amount in-

tended to be withdrawn from the Treasury was too large, and
that, as might have been anticipated, the revenue of the next

ensuing years fell short of the current expenditures. But,
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viewed in reference only to the banking system and to the paper
currency of the country, the process, though protracted and spread
over fifteen months, was much too prompt. The Legislature was

not, and could not indeed be, aware how slow and gradual the
diminution of discounts must be in order that universal distress
may not ensue.

The public deposits in the city banks of New York amounted

to fourteen millions of dollars. At the same time that they were

ordered to be withdrawn, the state of the money market in Eng-
land arrested the progressive and exaggerated credits heretofore
granted to the American merchants, and on the continuance of

which they had relied. The consequent necessity of making
large remittances to England, while those expected from the
South-West began to fail, and the simultaneous withdrawal of

the public deposits, may be considered as the principal proximate
causes of the' suspension of specie payments in 1837. In the

city of :New York the great destruction of capital by the fire

of December, 1835, frauds committed ou one of tile principal

banks, _ and some other local incidents, co-operated in producing
that result. The Bank of the United States had but little share
in it.

It would be idle to inquire whether, if the charter of that

institution had been renewed, and if it had been the sole place
of deposit of the forty millions of public moneys, the suspen-

sion might have been prevented. That would have depended
entirely ou the manner in which the bank might have been
administered.

That institution had ceased to be a regulator of the currency
as early as the years 1832--33, when its discounts and other in-

vestments were increased from fifty-five to sixty-five millions,

that is to say, at the rate of 85 per cent. beyond its capital ;
whilst those of the sound banks of our great commercial cities

did not exceed the rate of 60 per cent. beyond their capital. It
is not necessary to inquire whether this expansion was the natu-
ral consequence of the course of trade, whether the Bank of the

United States was in any degree influenced by considerations

1:_Ianhattan Company.
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connected with its own existence, or whether the machinery
carried away the directors iustead of being governed by them.

It is obvious that it is only by.keeping its discounts at a lower
rate than those of the State banks that these can be its debtors;

and that it is only by enforcing the payment of the balances that
it can keep them within bounds and thus regulate the currency.

A contrary course will induce the State banks to enlarge their
own discounts, and will engender excessive issues, followed by
necessary contractions and unavoidable distress.

But a great change had taken place in the situation of that

bank. On its dissolution, in March, 1836, it accepted a new
charter on onerous conditions from the State of Pennsylvania,

and, contrary to what had been anticipated, the greater part of

its circulation was almost immediately returned to it for redemp-
tion. It now appears by a statement of its affairs dated 1st Feb-
ruary, 1836, and laid at the time before the stockholders, that

its actual circulation amounted on that day to $24,360,000,
and its deposits to $4,400,000. On the 1st January, 1837, the

actual circulation was reduced to $11,450,000, and the deposits
to $2,330,000. Those funds on which, in addition to its capital,

the bank must rely for making or continuing its discounts,
were in ten months reduced from near twenty-nine to about

fourteen millious_ or more than one-half. It was impossible to
have, within that short period, reduced the discounts to the same

extent. Accordingly, the bank had already incurred other lia-

bilities, not payable on demand, amounting to near seven mil-
lions of dollars; its specie had been lessened from $7,650,000

to $2,640,000, and it was as powerless and as unable to prevent
the suspension as the other State bauks. Its situation was not

known to the banks of _ew York when application for relief
was, at the moment of tlm crisis, made by that city to that insti-
tution. The manner, however, in which the relief was granted
did not weaken it.

It must be acknowledged that, great as was the distress during

that winter, and notwithstanding all the ominous circumstances
of the times, the danger of a general suspension was not antici-

pated by the banks or the merchants of New York_ nor indeed,
it seems, anywhere else, before the month of March, 1837.
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From that time the city banks made the most strenuous efforts

to avert the event, and so successfully as to arrest the drain of
specie, the amount of which in their vaults was not lessened

between the first and the last day of April. The comptroller

of the State and the other commissioners of the canal fund, on
being applied to and made acquainted with the imininent im-
pending danger, had also agreed to lend to the banks three mil-

lions five hundred thousand dollars of State stocks, which they
were authorized to issue, but the proceeds of which were wanted

only gradually within the two or three ensuing years. The loan
was on the express condition that the stocks of the State, which

were then above par in England, should be used as remittances,
and to that extent lessen the intense demand for specie for the

same purpose. The necessity of a law authorizing the banks to

purchase the stock caused an unavoidable delay, which pre-

vented the execution of the agreement: for, on the very day on
which the law was passed, the drain on the banks, which had

gradually increased, became so intense that they concluded the
same night to suspend their specie payments. It cannot be

affirmed that th_ drain was anything more than the result of a
general panic. Yet there were symptoms of combination in
the manner in which it was conducted. Such were the situa-

tion and feelings of the banks throughout the whole country that

they all, without any exception, and almost without deliberation,
instantaneously suspended, as fast as the mail could convey the
intelligence of the suspension in :New York.

The Legislature of :New York was on the eve of adjourning
when the suspension took place. Under the excitement of the

moment, and without sufficient deliberation, a law was passed,
commonly called the Suspension Act, altogether unnecessary, and
in some respects mischievous.

:By the general laws of the State, or by the charters of the
several banks, it was already enacted, 1st, that whenever a bank

suspended specie payment during ten days _ it should thence-

forth cease its operations, save only the collection and payment

i The term for the old banks7 whose charters were renewed about the
year 1881_was three months.
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of its debts, unless, on application to the chancellor or circuit

judge, and an examination of its affairs, it was permitted by that

officer to continue its operations; 2dly, that if, at the expiration
of one year, the bank did not resume its payments, it should be

deemed to have surrendered its rights and be adjudged to be
dissolved.

The Suspension Act released for the term of one year the
banks from any forfeiture of their charters incurred on account

of a suspension of specie payment. It left the general law to

operate at the expiration of the year as before provided. Its
only effect, in that respect, was to release the banks from the

obligation of submitting the statement of their affairs to the

chancellor, and to allow them to continue their operations with-

out his permission ; reserving, however, the power already vested
in the bank commissioners to apply for an injunction in any

special case, when the situation of the bank appeared to require
it. This alteration was quite unnecessary. It would have been

far more eligible to allow the general law to operate; and this
special provision conferred no real benefit oil the banks. _

The only other enactment of the law intended to favor the

banks was that which placed them on the same footing as indi-
viduals, by allowing no costs in suits under fifty dollars. But
nothing was more easy than to institute suits on ten five-dollar
notes together, and the result was the same as if the enactment

had not taken place. Tile city banks were compelled silently

to withdraw their five-dollar notes from circulation; and the
only effect was a substitution in the city circulation of notes
worse than theirs.

In another respect the special law was injurious to the city
banks, by compelling them to take in payment of their debts
the notes of the country banks.

But the moral effect of the law was bad. Though it had in

1One bank alon%wishing to rest on the general without any aid from a
special law_ applied to the vice-chancellor_and continued its operations by
virtue of his order to that effect. But the proof that the banks did not
want the Act is found {n the fact that the manhattan Company_which did
not comply with any of its provisions_continued its operations and passed
through the ordeal with the same facility as the other hanks.
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reality made no alteration in the existing law, it had the appear-
ance and was generally considered as sanctioning the suspension;

and the Act was quoted in other States and used as a pretence
for passing suspension laws of a very different character.

As soon, however, as the first shock was over, the banks of

the city of :New York adopted a course of action preparatory
to an early resumption; and in the month of August they
addressed a circular letter to the principal banks of the other

States, requesting their co-operation, and proposing a convention

of delegates from the banks of the several States, for the pur-
pose of agreeing on a uniform course of measures and on tile

time when the resumption should take place. The South-

Western States were not ready for any immediate action.
Encouraging answers were received from the other Western

and from tile Southern banks, as well as from some other quar-
ters. The Boston banks would not commit themselves, but at

tile last moment appointed delegates. The banks of Philadel-
phia adopted a resolution that it was inexpedient at that time to
appoint delegates, and the banks of Baltimore followed the same
example.

The principal reason alleged by the Philadelphia banks for
their refusal was ominous. They declared their belief that the

general resumption of specie payments depended mainly, if not
exclusively, on the action of Congress, without whose co-operation

all attempts at a general system of payments in coin throughout
this extensive country must be partial and temporary.

What was the action and co-operation of Congress which
was then alluded to ? The only subject of complaint at that

time against Congress, in reference to the currency, was its
refusal to renew the charter of the Bank of the United States.

:No other action on its part had been asked than a renewal of

that charter or the creation of a new bank. The employment
of the old bank under its new charter, as the fiscal agent of

government, was perhaps contemplated. Whatever the object
might be, any attempt or appearance of an attempt to coerce

Congress by a wilful continuance of the suspension was highly
improper. The banks of :New York insisted that, whatever

might be the action of Congress on the currency, the duty of
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resuming remained tile same, and must be performed by the
banks. The Philadelphia banks ultimately appointed dele-
gates to the convention, which met at New York on the 27th
November, 1837.

At that meeting, though allusion was still made to some ex-
pected action of Congress, it was principally urged, not that the
banks were unprepared for resuming, but that the state of the
country generally rendered a resumption inexpedient for the
present, that the time had not yet come when a day for that
purpose could be designated, and that tim continuance of a hasty
resumption would be precarious.

•The banks of New York insisted that it was monstrous to
suppose that, if the banks were able to resume and to sustain

specie payments, they should have any discretionary right to
discuss the question whether a more or less protracted suspen-
sion was consistent with their views of the condition and cir-

cumstances of the country. Numerous facts were adduced to
prove the ability of the banks to resume, that the British debt
was settled or postponed, that the danger of an extraordinary
exportation of specie was now out of question, and that no other
known causes existed which could prevent a general, though
not universal, resumption of specie payments within a very short
period.

In allusion to the action of Congress, and in reply to the
complaint that the banks of New York had improperly persisted
in calling the convention contrary to the opinion of those of
Philadelphia, it was answered with frankness that the objections
of the Philadelphia banks, or, to speak more correctly, of the
United States Bank of Pennsylvania, were viewed as nothing
more nor less than as an intended protracted suspension for an
indefinite period of time. In corroboration, the extraordinary
conduct of that bank was alleged in having put in circulation,
since the suspension, a large amount of the notes of the late
Bank of the United States, thus substituting the paper currency
of a dead and irresponsible body for its own.

Although the convention was nearly divided, nothing more
could be obtained than general professions and a resolution to
meet again in April for the purpose of considering and, if prae-
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tieable, determining on the day when specie payments might be
resumed.

The conflict was clearly between tlle United States Bank of
Pennsylvania and those of _New York. The other banks of

Philadelphia, though divided in opinion and sound, had yielded,
and Baltimore had thought proper to follow the same course.
On the other hand, the disposition of the North-_Vestern and

Southern States was generally favorable to an early resumption,
though they seem to have apprehended that they might not he

able to sustain specie payments if Philadelphia and Baltimore
persisted in suspending. No such apprehension was felt in the

Eastern States. Yet the banks of Boston, though earnestly

desirous that the resumption might be effected without delay,
and ready to co-operate, did, in the two conventions, and to the
last moment, sustain by their votes and influence the views of

the United States Bank. Such were the baneful effects of party
applied to the fiscal concerns of the nation, and such the con-

sequence of that institution having become, or been generally
viewed as, the great antagonist of the Administration and the

rallying-point orbits opponents.

The banks of :New York, determined in their course, had
persevered in measures which would have enabled them to re-

sume nearly two months earlier than they did. The exchanges
had become decidedly favorable, and the agreement with the
comptroller for a loan of the residue of the State stocks, _ghieh

was renewed and concluded in zNovember, 1837, enabled them,
according to the express terms of the contract, to replenish
without difficult), their vaults with specie. Aware, however, of

the importance of a co-operation on the part of the other banks,

they had, in the first convention, in vain asked that an earlier day
should be appointed for the adjourned meeting, and then waited

for its result. It was soon ascertained, when that assembly met,
that a simultaneous resumption could not be obtained, and it was
then only requested that the convention should recommend an

early day for that purpose. Fair as was the prospect at first,

the vote to recommend so late a day as the 1st of January, 1839,
was carried, and tim banks of Hew York were left to resume

alone and without any assurance of an earlier co-operation.
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But the circumstances of the times were eminently propitious.
Not only had the foreign debt been settled or postponed, and all

the exchanges, whether domestie or foreign, become decidedly
favorable, but one million sterling in specie had been imported,

under the auspices of the Bank of England, through the agency
of a commercial house. The city banks resumed with more

than seven millions of dollars in specie, their gross circulation
reduced to three millions, and their other liabilities payable on

demand considerably diminished. The public deposits of the
United States, which on the 1st of January, 1837, exceeded ten

millions of dollars, had all been paid. Their loans and discounts,
amounting on the 1st of January, 1837, to forty-six millions, had

been reduced to thirty-two. They had been admirably seconded

by the country banks of the State, whose specie and city funds
had been increased and the circulation and discounts reduced in

the same proportion. Much credit is due to the bank commis-
sioners for their efforts in promoting that result.

Above all, the sound and most powerful portion of the com-

merce of New York had now taken an active part in promoting
an immediate resumption. The debtor-interest, which, com-

bined with that of the United States Bank of Pennsylvania, and

with the mistaken views of some and the unfounded apprehen-
sions of others, had constantly attempted to impede the course
pursued by the banks, was silenced. They resumed, sustained

by that general support of the commercial community and by
that general confidence which are indispensable for the main-

tenance of specie payments. They resumed in good faith and in

full, redeeming the country paper which, during the suspension,
had become the general currency of the city, f_'eely substituting
their own circulation, and paying without distinction, when re-

quired, all their liabilities. The resumption was effected without

the slightest difficulty ; and it is but just to add that no attempt
was made to impede it, either by the United States Bank of
:Pennsylvania or from any other quarter.

The banks of Boston, and generally of :New England, were

the first to adopt the same course. Public opinion, operating
first on the Governor of Pennsylvania, compelled the United

States Bank to resume in the month of July, and the example
VOL. III.---27
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was soon followed South and West throughout almost all the
States. That happy state of things was of short duration. In

October, 1839, the United States Bank again suspended its pay-
ments; and again the South and tile West adopted, or were
obliged to pursue, the same course. After a short and vain

attempt on the part of that institution to resume in January last,
we are again reduced to the same situation. Boston and the

Eastern States, New York and the adjacent part of :New Jersey,

and of late Charleston, sustain specie payments. Everywhere
else, with perhaps some insulated exceptions, there is no other

currency but irredeemable paper, more or less depreciated; and

the suspension is almost everywhere sanctioned by the State
legislation.

The facility with which specie payments had been resumed
had produced in some quarters the erroneous belief that the

country had entirely recovered from the injuries inflicted by
years of overtrading and inflated prices. Commercial business

wa._ revived too early, and bank facilities were too easily granted.

The foreign importations of the year' 1839 again amounted to
one hundred and_ixty-two millions, the exports to one hundred
and twenty-one, and the excess to forty millions. But the sus-

pension of October, 1839, and its consequences to this day, must
be ascribed ahnost exclusively to the United States Bank.

It has already been seen that before the 1st of January, 1837,
and within the first ten months of its new position as a State

bank, its legitimate means of discounting, other than its capital,
that is to say, its circulation and deposits, had been reduced

fl'om twenty-nine to fourteen millions. Deducting the necessary
amount of specie, its available means applicable to discounts or

other investments did not, including its capital, exceed forty-

seven millions. Indeed, the onerous conditions imposed by the
State charter, and the purchase, at an advance of fifteen per
cent., of the seven millions held by the United States in the
stock of the old bank, made the truly available means consider-

ably less. In that situation, its loans and profits, under a wise
and cautious administration, should have been reduced to the

amount corresponding with the actual means.

Instead of pursuing that course, a bold attempt was made, as
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soon as the suspension of M:ay, 1837, had taken place, to take
advantage of that state of things for commencing a system of

operation foreign to the ordinary and legitimate transactions of

any bank, and which might eventually, according to the sanguine
expectations of the projectors, control the whole commerce of the
country, reinstate the circulation of the bank, and restore its
pristine preponderance. It is obvious that this could not be

carried into effect, even if the result had been as propitious as it

has proved to be fatal, without prolonging the general suspensiou
of specie payments. It became tile interest of the bank that this

should be the case; and here may probably be found the prin-
cipal cause, not at the time suspected, of the course pursued iu
that respect by that institution.

As early as the month of June, 1837, a considerable portion
of the available funds of the bank was diverted from their

legitimate object, and, instead of being applied to the gradual
reduction of its liabilities, was loaned, to the president and other
officers or directors of the bank in order to be employed in

advances on cotton shipped to Europe. A special agency, in
reference to that object, was established in London in the ensu-

ing month of November. The advances were greatly increased,
and continued during a period of near two years. Although no

loss may have been incurred by the bank, the gross impropriety
of loans to such an amount to officers of the bank is not the less

evident. The sequel is well known. Other improvident loans

were made. The bank overh)aded itselt_ by purchase or other-
wise, with stocks of every possible description. It has been
alleged that it was not the fault of the administrators of the

bank if those stocks subsequently fell in value. The fault con-

sisted in having converted the bank into a stock-jobbing asso-
ciation. In the mean while, as other means were wanted, an
enormous debt was contracted abroad.

On the 1st of April, 1839, the ibreign debt of the bank
amounted to twelve millions eight hundred thousand dollars,

and the various stocks owned by it to near twenty-three millions. I

1$6,300,000of which, consisting principally of Mississippi and Michigan
stocks, and previously contracted for, were not yet entered on the ledger.
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Its credit had indeed been artificially sustained, and its stock was
selling at a considerable advance. It was nevertheless on the
verge of destruction. In August of the same year it was com-
pelled to issue post-notes, which soon fell to a discount of more

than one per cent. a month. In September the bank drew
largely on Europe without funds, and partly without advice.

In order, if possible, to provide funds for that object, and also,
as has been acknowledged, for the purpose of breaking the
banks of New York, payment of the bills thus sold in that city
was suddenly required in specie, and the amount shipped to
Europe. The attempt was a failure in both respects ; the banks
stood, and the bills were dishonored. On the 9th of October

the United States Bank suspended its payments ; and it is not
improper to observe that, a fortnight later, another attempt was
made lmder its auspices by the debtor interest of :New York to

compel the banks to expand their discounts, and thus prepare the
way for another general suspension. The banks, as might well
be expected, unanimously refused to yield.

From that time the fate of that institution was considered as

sealed by evcry_.impart|al observer. Nevertheless, the other
banks of Philadelphia still persevered in sustaining it, and
suffered it to become largely indebted to them. The State pro-
tracted its existence, and, as an equivalent, exacted new loans
from it. In the mean while it could no otherwise meet its lia-

bilities abroad than by new loans obtained on onerous conditions,
and in order to sustain its expiring credit a resumption was at
last deemed absolutely necessary.

For that purpose the other banks of Philadelphia agreed to
return five millions of its circulation held by them, and to take
in lieu thereof post-notes, payable in about twelve months after
date. They thought that a loan of two millions and a half

would be sufficient to enable them to grant that accommodation,
and that with such aid they would be able to resume and main-

tain specie payments. The loan was obtained principally in
Boston, partly in :New York. As it was principally paid in
cheeks upon Philadelphia and in Baltimore funds, it added but
little to the available resources.

Besides this postponement of five millions of its debt, the
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United States Bank was rather unexpectedly assisted by a

further loan obtained abroad, which added more than three

millions of dollars to its immediately available resources. The

attempt to resume nevertheless failed; and it was impossible

that it should not have failed. The element indispen_ble for

sustaining any bank, confidence, was utterly lost. It seems in-

credible that it should not have been foreseen that, as soon as

the United States Bank paid in specie, every person who held

its notes would instantaneously seize the opportunity of con-

verging them into cash. 1

The principal liabilities of the United States Bank, payable

on demand, consisted of more than thirteen millions and a half

of bank-notes and post-notes, which, by the arrangement with

the other Philadelphia banks, were

Reduced to about $7,650.000
Due to banks of the several States 3,250,000
Due to individual depositors 2,970,000
Guarantee of bonds of Planters' Bank_ &e. 240,000

$14_110_000

During the three weeks that the bank paid in specie, its pay-

ments amounted to about five millions six hundred and thirty

thousand dollars, viz. :

Bonds of Planters' Bank 240,000
To individual depositors_ only 176_000
To State banks 1_044,000
And redemption of bank-notes 4_170,000

Of this last item, one million and a half were for notes in

the hands of the other banks of Philadelphia beyond tile five

The opinion of the writer of this essay was asked at the time when
application was made in behalf of the Philadelphia banks for the loan
mentioned in the text. It was decidedly against a compliance with the
request ; and the reason assigned was the total impossibility on the part of
the United States Bank of sustaining specie payments now that confidence
was entirely lost. The writer added that if the other Philadelphia banks
would discard that of the United States and resume alone_ not one_ but
three millions ought to be advanced for that purpose by the banks of the
city of New York.
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millions included in the agreement; five hundred thousand for
post-notes overdue, and eleven hundred thousand for accumu-

lated notes which had been protested and sued for. The drain,
instead of being extraordinary and such as could not have been
anticipated, was in reality less than, under all the circumstances

of the ease, might have been expected.
In the preceding sketch the acts of the bank have been con-

sidered only in reference to their effect on the currency of the
country. It may be affirmed that in this respect that bank,

subsequent to the first general suspension of May, 1837, has
been the principal, if not the sole, cause of the delay in re-
suming and of the subsequent suspensions. In every respect
it has been a public nuisance. The original error consisted in
the ambitious attempt to control and direct the commerce of the

country; in the arrogant assumption of a pretended right to
decide on the expediency of performing that which was an
absolute duty; and in a manifest and deliberate deviation from

the acknowledged principles of sound and legitimate banking.
It is not intended here to investigate the facts of a more cul-

pable nature which are laid to the charge of the administrators
_- o .

of tile bank. The appheatlon of nine hundred thousand dollars

secret service money should be made public. The mismanage-
ment and gross neglect, which could in a few years devour two-
thirds of a capital of thirty-five millions, are incomprehensible,

and have no parallel in the history of banks. The catastrophe
has had an injurious effect abroad on the securities of the several

States, impaired commercial credit, and shaken confidence be-

tween man and man. It is natural that tile shareholders, so
deeply injured, should cling to the hope of preserving the in-

stitution, and of thus partly repairing their losses. Every

facility consistent with the publie good should be granted, every
forbearance practised, every delay allowed, which may enable
them to save the remnants of the wreck. But it is due to the

moral feeling of the country, not less than to the security of its
fiscal concerns, that this disgraced and dangerous eorporation
should not be permitted any longer to exist. How, after so

many violations of its charter, its existence has been so long
protracted is indeed unintelligible!
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REMEDIES.

STATE LEGISLATIOl_.

It can hardly be expected that twenty-six independent States

shoald all adopt such systems of legislation as may secure a
sound and uniform currency. But there are some great centres

of commerce which necessarily control the banking operations
of the greater part of the country. In the present course of

trade the great importing seaports are generally creditor places,
and the principal centres alluded to will be found to be Boston,

New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, 0harleston and New
Orleans. Providence, on account of its manufactures, Savannah

and Mobile, on the sea-coast, Cincinnati, Louisville, and St.
Louis, in the interior, are the next most important points.

Some approximation of the relative importance of the great

centres may be derived from the aggregate of the foreign
imports and of the exports of each of them respectively. Sup-

posing the whole to consist of one hundred parts, Boston has
about twelve, New York forty-seven, Philadelphia and Baltimore
fourteen, Charleston and Savannah 8even, :New Orleans and

Mobile twenty. The influence of domestic manufactures, of

mines, and of other considerations must, of course, vary the
result.

Of those great centres the two first are secure ; and Charleston
appears to have adopted a correct course. The banking system
of :New Orleans is founded on principles so different from those

of tim Atlantic States, particular]y in reference to the large
amount loaned on real estate security, that it is difficult to form

a correct opinion of it. But the elements of wealth are so great

and the interest of sustaining a sound currency so obvious, that,
notwithstanding the embarrassed situation of the adjacent States,
great hopes are entertained of an ultimate favorable result in that

quarter. Under all the circumstances of our present situation it

seems that, provided a correct course should be adopted by the
banks of Philadelphia and by the Legislature of Pennsylvania,
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an early and nearly general resumption of specie payments would
naturally take place.

The first step that appears absolutely necessary does not apply
to Pennsylvania alone. All the States which have incurred

debts, and which have not yet adopted etIicient measures in that

respect, must provide for the punctual payment of the interest
and the gradual extinguishment of their debt. This must be

done by providing an actual revenue by taxes whenever neces-

sary, and not by any new loans or any other temporary expe-
dient. The States must rely on their own resources, neither on

any direct or indirect assumption of State debts by the general
government, nor on any assistance to be derived from the banks :

neither must the banks depend on the aid of the States for carry-
ing on their operations. The difficulties are greater in some States

than in others. A great error has been committed by those which

have advanced their credit for the especial purpose of establish-

ing banks in places where a very moderate banking capital was
su_cient for all legitimate purposes. Sanguine expectations
have induced others to undertake premature and far too exten-

sive internal improvements, which, in their unfinished state, are
nearly or altogetl_er unproductive. The honor and interest of

every State require, and justice demands, that its credit should

be restored. Public and private credit are intimately connected.

That of individuals is impaired when public i_ith is not pre-
served. A resumption of specie payments on the part of banks
and of individuals will at once inspire a greater confidence in
the stocks of the States where it may take place. There is none

whose resources are not adequate to the object in view.

Philadelphia had a sound capital, greater in proportion to its

commerce than that of :New York, or of almost any other city
in the Union ; its banks proper were sound and cautiously ad-

ministered : not one of them had ever failed. But they have
for several years been pressed by two great evils, the United

States Bank and the State Legislature. They have at last got
rid of the first burden, from which they ought to have detached

themselves long ago. Their available means are undoubtedly
impaired by the efforts they made to sustain the Great Bank and

by the debt due to them on that account. Still, provided they
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are sustained by the commercial community and by public opin-
ion, and provided the State Legislature ceases to oppress them
under color of granting them relief, there does not seem to be
any real obstacle to their soon resuming their former wonted
and honorable situation.

The suspension of specie payments of October, 1889, was
legalized by the Legislature of Pennsylvania on condition that
the banks thus indulged should make certain loans of money to
the State and resume their payments in January, 1841. To take
from them their most available resources had a direct tendency
to put it out of their power to resume their payments within the
prescribed time. Those resources, which should have been ap-
plied to the reduction of the liabilities of the banks and to the

measures necessary for a resumption, were diverted from their
legitimate object in order to defray the annual expenditures or
to pay the interest on the debt of the State.

The two last General Assemblies of Pennsylvania have, how-
ever, adopted efficient measures to arrest the progress of the debt
and to provide for the payment of the interest. A new annual
revenue, derived from taxation alone, and which is expected,
according to the most correct estimates, not to fall short of two

millions two hundred thousand dollars, is specifically pledged to
the maintenance of the public credit; and the interest on the

public debt cannot exceed two millions, and will probably fall
short of that sum. The ordinary expenses of government and
the repairs of the public works appear to be nearly, if not al-
together, provided for by the tolls and other revenues of the

State. Thus far, great praise is due to the Legislature for
having extricated the State from the difficulties in which it had
been involved, and for having fearlessly resorted to those direct
means which alone could effect the purpose.

After having accomplished the principal object, nothing else
remained than to provide for the payment of arrears and the
ordinary annual expenditures of the current year, amounting
together to three millions one hundred thousand dollars. It is

deeply to be lamented that, instead of also pursuing the simplest
and most direct course for this object, the Legislature should
have resorted to a novel, complex, and most condemnable plan.
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A loan for the sum thus wanted is authorized, for which a
five per cent. stock will be issued, to be redeemed at the end

of five years, or earlier at the pleasure of the Legislature. To
that loan certain banks 1 are alone authorized to subscribe to an

amount bearing, according to their respective capitals, a ratio

varying from eight to twenty-five per cent. to the capital. And
on paying into the State treasury the amount subscribed in their

bank-notes of one, two, and five dollars they are credited on the
treasury books for an equal amount of the stock.

The notes thus issued are payable only in the same stock, and
in the following manner. The holder of the notes to an amount

of one hundred dollars on surrendering the same to the issuing
bank receives an order on the auditor-general for a certificate
of an equal amount of the stock, and the not__ssurrendered are

cancelled. The State, until the notes are thus redeemed, pays
to the banks interest at the rate of one per cent. a year on the
stock for which they are credited on the treasury books. And
after the notes have been thus redeemed and funded, the State

pays, through the agency of the banks, the interest of five per
cent. to the holders of the stock which has been issued in pay-
ment of the notes_: That interest is paid out of the proceeds of

the tax on bank dividends ; and if this should not be sufficient,
the deficiency is paid out of the revenue provided by the Act.

All the notes issued under the provisions of the Act are re-

ceivable for debts due to the Commonwealth and to the issuing
banks respectively, and also on deposit by the said banks re-

spectively, payable in like currency, special contracts for deposits
excepted. All the notes may be reissued from the treasury and

from the issuing banks respectively; and the banks generally
may receive and issue any of the notes created by the Act.

All the banks, except that of the United States, which own

any portion of the funded debt of the State may, on transferring
the same as security to the auditor-general, issue notes to an
equal amount of the same denomination and receivable and

redeemable in the same manner as the notes before described.

1Viz., as appears from the subsequentprovisions, those banks which are
subject to a tax on their dividends.
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But the banks which are exempted from a tax on their divi-
dends shall not issue a greater amount of notes than in the

aforesaid ratio to their respective capitals; and the banks sub-
ject to that tax shall not, under this section of the Act, issue a

greater amount than seven per. cent. of their respective capitals.

The interest on the stock thus transferred is suspended during
the time the said stock remains in the hands of the auditor-

general.1

17th Sect. :No bank which shall comply with the provisions

of this Act shall be subject, by way of penalty or otherwise, to a
greater rate of interest than six per cent. per annum. The reso-

lution of April, 1840, which provided for the resumption of
specie payments, is repealed. And all the provisions of any
act of incorporation or of any law of the State which provided

for the forfeiture of ally charter l)y reason of the non-payment
of any of the liabilities of the bank, or which prohibited the

banks from making loans and discounts, issuing their own notes,
or declaring dividends, during the suspension of specie pay-

ments, are suspended until further legislative action, and until
the Legislature shall provide for the repayment of the loan of

three millions one hundred thousand dollars authorized by the
Act. But the dividends are limited to five per cent. during the
suspension.

The banks subject to a tax on their dividends, which shall

not take their due proportion of the loan, according to the ratio
fixed by law (not including, it seems, the seven per cent. ad-

ditional, whlch appears to be optional), and the other banks,
which shall not deposit at least five per cent. on their capitals

respectively, shall remain subject to the provisions of the laws
now in force, and be excepted from the benefit of the provisions
of the 17th section of the Act. :Nor shall the United States

Bank be entitled to the said benefits unless the stockholders

consent to be subject to any general laws to be ]_reafter passed

1 It appears_therefor% that all the banks_ whether subject to or exempt
from a tax on their dividends_are authorized to issue notes in the ratio to
their capitals fixed by the law_ and that_ in addition thereto_ the banks
subject to that tax may issue notes to an amount not exceeding seven per
cent. of their capital.
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for the regulation of the banks of the Commonwealth. There

are other provisions authorizing and facilitating the dissolution
and liquidation of that bank, with the consent of the stock-
holders.

The residue of the Act provides for raising an additional
revenue, and for appropriating the proceeds of the loan of three

millions one hundred thousand dollars, viz., about two millions
two hundred thousand for repairs and arrears on account of the

internal improvements, and about eight hundred thousand for

schools and the other ordinary annual expenses of government.
Those objects were evidently blended in the same law with the

provisions resHcting the banks in order to insure the adoption
of these provisions.

Viewed simply as a fiscal operation, it makes the banks only
the agents of the State. They sign the notes pro forma, and
redeem them in its behalf. The State puts the notes in circu-
lation, uses them for its own benefit, redeems them with its own

stock, pays the interest, and is bound at the end of five years to
pay the principal in specie with its own funds. The banks, for

their agency, receive the compensation of one per cent. a year
on the notes so long as they remain in circulation. The notes

are substantially an emission of bills of credit by the State and
for the use of the State. How far this operation may in itself
be proper or consistent with the Constitution of the United

States are questions which do not come within the scope of this
essay. The measure, consider_ only in reference to its effect

on the currency and on the resumption of specie payments,
hardly reqnires to be discussed. It is almost sufficient to have
stated the provisions of the law.

The banks of Philadelphia, notwithstanding the difficulties

which they had to encounter, had succeeded in keeping their
currency, their deposits, their liabilities payable on demand, all

which is generally called "Philadelphia funds," at a discount,
compared with specie, of less than five per cent. An emission

of a new species of currency is now authorized, which, being
only a promise to issue a State stock to the same amount, is, on
the day when it is issued, worth intrinsically no more than that
stock, or less than eighty per cent. of its nominal value. It
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may be that the demand created by having made that currency
receivable in payment of debts to the Commonwealth and to
the bank may enhance that value. This is altogether conjec-

tural, and it cannot certainly be expected that it will become

equal to that of the actual currency at this moment of the
Philadelphia banks. Under the most favorable aspect it is still
a legalized emission of a depreciated, flnetuating, and irredeem-

able paper, analogous to a falsification of the legal coin of the
country. And in order to carry this plan into effect it has been

deemed nece._sary to compel the banks to receive that paper in

payment of the debts due to them, and to give a solemn legis-
lative sanction to a protracted suspension of specie payments ;
that is to say, to a continued immoral and illegal violation of

engagements and contracts for a term which may be not less
than five years.

Had there been no other object in view than that of pro-

viding for the discharge of the arrears and necessary expenses
of the year for which a loan was indispensable, the simple and
direct course was to borrow the money on the best terms on

which it could be obtained. This is the cheapest and wisest, as

it is the most honest, mode. Every other complex and, as it is
called, ingenious contrivance is nothing but quackery, if not

something worse. There is, indeed, much difficulty, when heavy
_axes become necessary, in selecting those which will be most

equal and productive, least oppressive and arbitrary. But there
is no more mystery in directing in ordinary times the finances

of a nation than in arranging the fiscal concerns of a commer-

cial house. In both cases, if it becomes necessary to borrow,
you must pay for the money according to its market-price and
to the credit of the borrower. Indeed, in that respect the State

has the advantage of not being trammelled by its own absurd
usury laws, which may compel the individual to pay a dearer

price for the loan than he otherwise would.
In the year 1798 the United States borrowed five millions at

eight per cent. per annum. During the last war they gave
their six per cent. stock for money at the rate of eighty per

cent. of its nominal value. Which was the most eligible mode

is a debatable question. But on both occasions they were
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obliged to give, and gave without hesitation_ their stock for

the highest price it could command. It is what every govern-

ment which has any regard for its credit always does. The
State of New York wanted also three millions of dollars for the

service of this year. The market-price of her stocks is higher

than that of those of Pennsylvania. Yet she did not attempt
to borrow at five per cent., but has authorized a voluntary loan
at tile rate of six per cent. It is probable that a similar stock
issued by Pennsylvania could not at this moment have been

negotiated at par. But with the knowledge that efficient pro-
vision had been made for the payment of the interest of the

public debt, and that a course of measures had been adopted

which would prevent its increase, had the Legislature only taken
measures for hastening, instead of protracting, the resumption
of specie payments, the effect on the public credit of the State

would have been immediate, and a direct loan at six per cent.
might have been negotiated on favorable terms.

There is, indeed, no other remedy, so far as it depends on the
State, for the evils inflicted by the Act of the late General As-

sembly. :For if flae banks accept the proposal, they may claim,
as a condition of the contract, that all the suspending clauses of
the Act shall continue in force until provision shall have been
made for tile repayment of the loan. This cannot be done

otherwise than by negotiating a money loan in the ordinary
way. Whether this shall be done by the next Legislature de-
pends on the will of the people. At this time, and had it not
been for that most unfortunate impediment, there would have

been no more difficult), in resuming specie payments in Phila-
delphia within sixty days, provided the commercial community

of that city required it, than there is now in sustaining those
payments in New York. New England and New York should

at all times give every possible aid in promoting that object. It
is a national concern, on account both of the importance of that
city and of its great influence over the commercial transactions
and currency of the West and of the South.
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The dangers of a paper currency are such that it becomes

necessary to inquire whether the banking system adopted in
those States where the result has been most favorable may not

be susceptible of improvement. For that purpose the laws
which govern the banks of New York will now be examined.
They are better known to the writer than those of any other

State ; the system has been at least as successful here as in any
other part of the Union_ and it now embraces both restricted

chartered banks and free banking associations established under

a general law.
The various legal provisions by which the banks of the State

of :New York are governed consist principally of general laws

respecting moneyed corporations, partly of clauses inserted ill

the several charters, and nearly the same in all, but which it
would have been better to have included amongst the general
laws.

The privileges granted by the charters ar% 1st, the Act of

Incorporation itself, which enables the bank to contract, to sue
and be sued, and generally to act, in reference to the object for

which it is incorporated, in the same manner as might be done
by a natural person; 2dly, the limitation of responsibility to

the capital of the bank, thus rendering the shareholders irre-
sponsible in their personal capacity; 3dly, the monopoly, till

lately, of carrying on banking operations.

Those operations are not expressly defined by the general
laws of the land, but by the charters themselves, and substan-

tially as follows, viz., that the bank shall have power to carry
on the business of banking by discounting bills, notes, and other
evidences of debt, by receiving deposits, by buying and selling

gold and silver bullion, foreign coins, and bills of exchange, t)y

issuing bills, notes, and other evidences of debt, and by exer-
cising such other incidental powers as shall be necessary to carry
on such business.

It might be inferred by implication that the banks could not

legally carry on any other species of business. :For greater
security it is further expressly provided in all the charters, 1st,

that no bank shall hold any real estate but such as is requisite
for its immediate accommodation, or such as may be mortgaged,
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conveyed, or purchased in satisfaction of debts or for the purpose
of securing debts; 2dly, that it shall not, directly or indirectly,
deal or trade in buying or selling any goods, wares, merchan-

dises, or commodities whatsoever, or in buying or selling any

stock created under any Act of the United States, or of any
particular State, unless in selling the same when truly pledged,
by way of security, for debts due to the said corporation.

The location, duration, and capital of each bank respectively

are also determined by its charter. The other provisions refer
to the following objects, viz. :

1. Cap/ta/.--:No bank can commence its operations until the

whole of its capital has been paid in specie or current bank bills;
nor until an affidavit to that effect, and stating that no stock-

holder has paid any part of his shares by a discounted note, or
directly or indirectly with any loan from the bank, has been
made by the president and cashier of the bank and filed with

the comptroller. False swearing in that respect is deemed
perjury, and punished as such.

For the purpose of preserving the capital, the banks are for-

bidden, besides dCher provisions, to make any dividend except
from their surplus profits. In calculating the profits, all the
expenses, the interest due on debts contracted by the bank, and
all the losses, including therein all the debts due to the bank on

which no interest has been paid for one year, must be deducted ;
and if the amount of losses should exceed that of the profits then

possessed, the deficiency must be charged as a reduction of the
capital ; and no dividends can be paid until the deficit of the

original capital shall be made good. That capital cannot be
reduced without leave of the Legislature.

2. Restrictions on Banking Operations.--The banks are for-
bidden to have an amount of bank-notes in circulation exceed-

ing a rate which varies according to their respective capitals, so
as not to exceed once and a half its amount when that capital is

not more than one hundred thousand dollars, nor sixty per cent.
of that amount when the capital is or exceeds two millions ; to
extend their loans and discounts beyond twice and a half the

amount of their respective capital ; to issue notes not payable on
demand or bearing interest (post-notes); to issue not_ of a less
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denomination than one dollar; to purchase their notes for less
than their nominal value; to lend or discount on the security of

their own stock ; to charge more than six per cent. interest on

discounted notes payable within sixty-three days; to make, di-
rectly or indirectly, any loans or discounts to their directors re-

spectively, to an amount exceeding in the aggregate one-third of
their capital.

3. Directors.---Besides the limitation on their own discounts,
they are made personally liable, if consenting to any act in viola-

tion of the laws respecting moneyed corporations. Every director
must have a number of shares determined by the charter. No

director or officer of the bank is permitted to purchase, discount,

or loan money on a note which has been rejected by the bank.
4. Inspection and _Pwblieity.--It is the duty of three bank

commissioners, appointed by the governor and Senate, to inspect,
once at least in every four months, the affairs of every bank;
to examine all their books, papers, notes, bonds, and other evi-

dences of debt; to ascertain the quantity of specie on hand, and

generally the actual condition of the banks and their ability to

fulfil their engagements. The commissioners are authorized to
examine upon oath all the officers of the banks, or any other
person, in relation to their affairs and condition; and they must

report annually to the Legislature abstracts from the report made
to them, and such other statements as they may deem useful.

5. Suspension. and Dissolution.--All the banks created sub-

sequent to the year 1828 are, by provisions inserted in their
charters, directed, as has already been stated, to discontinue their

operations, unless permitted by the chancellor, if they shall neg-
lect or refuse for ten days to redeem- in specie any evidence of

debt issued by them. This special provision has not been in-
serted in the charters of the old banks which have been renewed

since that time. During a suspension of specie payments the

suspending banks are obliged to pay damages at the rate of ten
per cent. a year on every evidence of debt the payment of which
has been demanded and refused.

It is provided by the general laws that, if any bank shall

have lost one-half of its capital stock, or shall have suspended

the payment of its bills in specie for ninety days, or shall refuse
YOL. I I L---28
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to allow its officers to be examined upon oath by the commis-

sioners, the said commissioners may, and if they ascertain that the

bank is insolvent or has violated any of the provisions binding
on such bank they shall, apply to the Court of Chancery for an

injunction against such bank and its otilcers. The attorney-gen-
eral, and every creditor, director, and, in some cases, stockholder

of the bank may also apply for an injunction.

The chancellor upon any such application may, according to
circumstances, suspend or dismiss any of the officers of the

bank, restrain it from exercising its corporate powers, scques-
tmte its property, dissolve it as an insolvent corporation, and
appoint a receiver for the liquidation of its affairs.

It is further provided by the Act of 3d December, 1827, which

sanctioned the first part of the Revised Statutes, that "the char-

ter of every corporation that shall thereafter be granted by the
:Legislature shall be subject to alteration, suspension_ and repeal,
in the discretion of the Legislature. 1

Finally, it is enacted by the third part of the Revised Statutes,
passed as one Act on the 10th December, 1828, that "whenever
any incorporated _ompany shall have remained insolvent for one

whole year ; or for one year shall have neglected or refused to

pay and discharge its notes or other evidences of debt; or for
one year shall have suspended the ordinary and lawful business
of such corporation, it shall be deemed to have surrendered the

rights, privileges, and franchises granted by any Act of incor-
poration or acquired under the laws of this State, and shall be
adjudged to be dissolved. ''_

6. Safety .Fund.--Every bank chartered, or the charter of

which has been renewed, subsequent to the Act of April 2d,
1829, pays annually, during six years, to the treasurer of the

State a sum equal to one-half of one per cent. on its capital.

These payments, called the "bank fund," are appropriated to
the payment of such of the debts of any of the said banks

which shall become insolvent as shall remain unpaid after ap-
plying the property and effects of such insolvent bank. And

1 Revised Statutes, Part I., Chap. xviii.j Title 3d, Section 8.
2Revised Statutes 3Part III., Chap. viii._ Title 4th, Art 2d_Section 38.
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whenever the fund shall be reduced by the payment of such

debts to less than three per cent. upon the aggregate capital, of

the banks, every hank shall a_ain renew its 'annual payments of
one-half of one per cent. on its capital, until the fund shall

again amount to three per cent. ou the aggregate capital.
It cannot be denied that the banking system of the State of

:New York, since it has been subject to these regulations, has

proved superior to most and inferior to none of the plans adopted
in other States. The banks, though they did suspend, were the
first to resume, and have ever since maintained specie payments.

Since the year 1830 only two banks subject to the regulations
have been dissolved. One of these, having a capital of oue hun-

dred thousand dollars, was for some irregularity dissolved by Act

of the Legislature. It paid all its debts, and the whole of its cap-
ital to the stockholders. The other (the City Bank of Buffalo)
was dissolved by process of law, and its entire capital of four

hundred thousand dollars is sunk. During the same period of
ten years, and under a regimen till lately much less severe, not

less than nine banks in Boston, with a capital of three millions

six hundred thousand dollars, have failed or been dissolved;
but in five of those cases the creditors suffered no ultimate loss.

The provisions which define and limit the legitimate opera-
tions of the banks, as well as those which insure the actual pay-

ment of the capital, or are intended to preserve it entire, have
proved efficient and do not seem to require any alteration. It

has been often suggested, and instances have been adduced to

prove, that provisions for insuring the actual payment of capital
might be evaded. The instances adduced have occurred when

the provisions were inadequate. :None has taken place amongst
the :New York banks subject to the present system. It will not

be asserted that such instances may not occur ; but when they
are so extremely rare, to argue thence that the provisions are

unnecessary or inefficient, is as illogical as an attempt to prove
that because some criminals escape, laws for the punishment of
crimes are unnecessary and inefficient.

:For the enforcement of those provisions and .of the other

restrictions on banking operations, an inspection and thorough
in'_estigation of the affairs of the banks by officers unconnected
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with those institutions were necessary; and those investigations

by the bank commissioners, as well as the publicity given to
their statements, have proved eminently useful. No further

provision in this respect seems necessary.
Two additional regulations only, of primary importance, will

be suggested. The first relates to the restrictions on the amount

of loans and discounts; the other to the provisions in case of
suspension of specie payments.

The restriction on the amount of issues was originally almost

nominal, inasmuch as it far exceeded the amount which any
bank might or did issue. The amount now permitted is still

too great, at least for banks which have but a small capital.
This condition may still be retained ; but it will lose much of

its importance, provided the restriction upon the loans and
discounts shall be modified.

All the debits and credits of a bank may, for the sake of
perspicuity, be reduced, on the one side, to the capital, circula-

tion, and deposits; on the other, to the real estate, the amount

of loans, discounts, and other investments bearing interest, and

the specie. For_ll the other items, of which the principal are
the notes of other banks on hand ancl the balances due to and

from other banks, may be included under some of the general
heads above mentioned. Thus, for instance, all the balances

due to other banks are deposits; and all the notes of other

banks, or balances due by them, should, if the bank has been
properly administered, be available resources, tantamount to

specie. It is obvious that the maximum of the investments

bearing interest will regulate all the other varying items.
Supposing, for instance, that the maximum of discounts,

loans, and other investments bearing interest should never ex-
ceed once and three-fifths of the capital of the bank, and that

the statement of a bank, having a capital of one million, should
on any given day be as follows, viz. :

Capital ...... $1.000_000 Real estate .... $100s000
Circulation and deposits 1_000.000 Loans_diseounts_stocks,

&c....... 1_600_000
Specie ...... 800_000

2,000_000 2_000_000
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it is evident that, since the capital and real estate are constant

quantities, and the amount of loans, &c., is at its maximum, any

increase in the circulation and deposits, or any other liabilities of
the bank, must necessarily produce a corresponding increase of
specie or available resources of the bank. And the effect of this

would be to strengthen instead of weakening the bank ; since
the ratio of available resources to liabilities payable on demand

would thereby be increased. The efficiency of the provision
depends entirely on the reduction of the maximum of loans and

discounts so that they shall not exceed the amount necessary to
insure a sufficient dividend.

That maximum is now fixed at twice and a half the amount

of the capital, which would yield a gross profit of at least fifteen

per cent. ; and, after deducting three per cent. for expenses, tax,

and contingencies, leave a dividend of twelve per cent. on the
capital; and a dividend of even fifteen per cent. has accordingly
been sometimes realized by country banks with a small capital.

Considered as a whole, the excessive and fatal expansions of the

years 1836-1837 could not have taken place had the maximum
been properly regulated. On the 1st of January, 1837, the

loans, discounts, and stocks of the ninety banks subject to the
bank fund law, and having a capital of thirty-two millions five
hundred thousand dollars, amounted to sixty-nine millions, that

is to say, to twice and one-eighth of their capital. The conse-

quence was an amount of circulation and deposits of forty-five
millions, with less than six millions in specie. 1

As the legal interest of New York is seven per cent., the
average interest on discounts may, independent of occasional

profits on exchange, be estimated at six and a half per cent. If,
therefore, the maximum of loans, discounts, and all other invest-

ments bearing interest was reduced to once and a half the amount
of the capital, the gross profits would amount to nine and three

quarters per cent., and, after deducting three per cent. for ex-
penses, &c, leave a dividend of six and three-quarters per cent.

1 The 3_anhattan Company, which was not subject to the law, with a
capital of $2,050_000,had extended its loans and discounts to $5,450,000,
and its circulation and deposits amounted to $4,920,000.
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on the capital. In point of fact, a reference to the numerous

bank statements of different States, which have been lately pub-

lished, will show that the average amount of the loans, discounts,
din., of well-administered banks is nearly in that ratio.

On the 1st January, 1840, the loans, discounts, and stocks of
the ninety banks of the State of :New York subject to the bank
fund law, and having a capital of thirty-two millions five hundred

and fifty thousand dollars, amounted to fifty-three millions four

hundred and twenty thousand dollars, that is to say, in the ratio

of one hundred and slxty-four to one hundred of their capital.
The capital of the eighteen city banks of the same description
amounted to sixteen millions six hundred thousand dollars, and

their loans, discounts, and stocks to twenty-five millions and

forty thousand dollars., that is to say, in the ratio of one hundred
and fifty-one to one hundred of their capital. The aggregate
dividend of the eighteen city banks was 6.87 per cent. and that

of the seventy-two country banks 8.82 per cent. on their capital.

The great importance and practicability of a provision fixing
that maximum are obvious. The ratio, at most, of one hundred

and sixty to one hatndred of the capital may be proper, as, under

that, banks will hardly ever exceed one hundred and fifty to one
hundred.

With respect to suspensions, the provision which compels all

the new banks to discontinue their operations, except the se-
curing and collecting of' debts, whenever they shall decline for

ten days to redeem in specie any evidence of debt issued by

such banks respectively, should, in the first place, be expressly
extended to all their liabilities payable on demand, and be made
applicable to all the banks without exception.

This being done, and in case the chancellor should permit
any bank thus suspended to proceed in its business, the alteration

proposed is that, notwithstanding the leave thus given, the bank

Should, until it had resumed payments in specie, be prohibited
to issue any of its notes, to increase the aggregate of its loans

and discounts, or to increase the amount of loans previously

obtained by any of its officers or directors. :For the purpose
of rendering the first of these provisions efficient, it would be
further necessary to prohibit any bank whatever to issue the
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notes of any bank which had suspended specie payments. The
following advantages would ensue :

In the first place, it is a natural remedy. Since the banks have
been permitted to issue a paper currency on the express condition
of its being at all times redeemable in specie, the permission
should cease whenever the condition is not performed. The
prohibition would also have a direct tendency to enable the
solvent banks to resume within a short time. And, finally, it
would make it the interest of all the parties immediately con-
cerned, and of the whole community, to prevent a suspension,
or to make it of the shortest possible duration.

Experience has shown that persons laboring under embarrass-
ments, or from some temporary, selfish, or erroneous motives,
may promote or protract a general suspension. If they are made
certain that such a measure will make money more scarce, as it
is called, instead of more abundant, and that their situation will
be worse instead of being improved, one of the causes which
most seriously endangers the banking system will be removed.

Other improvements of less importance might be suggested.
The amount discounted for any one director might be limited;

the banks might be prohibited from making any loans to the
president or cashier, and these two officers should not be per-
mitted to deal in stocks.

The annual tax of one-half per cent., imposed under the name
of "safety fund," is unjust towards the banks which are well ad-
ministered, and injurious to the community at large. To make
a bank responsible for the misconduct of another, sometimes very
distant, and over which it has no control, is a premium given to
neglect of duty and to mismanagement, at the expense of the
banks which have performed their duty and been cautiously ad-
ministered. That provision gives a false credit to some institu-
tions, which, not enjoying perfect confidence, would not otherwise
be enabled to keep in circulation the same amount of notes ; and
it therefore has a tendency unnecessarily to increase the amount
of paper money. The fund would be inadequate in case of any
great failure ; and it provides at best only against ultimate loss,
and not at all against the danger of a general suspension.

It has been suggested that, although every legislative attempt
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to make a paper currency payable at different places, a general
and uniform currency for an extensive country, is improper and
must fail, 1 yet the safety fund tax might be rendered less im-

proper by applying it to each county, or other district of country
prescribed by law, respectively. Thus the banks would each be

made responsible to the extent of the tax for the banks only

within the same county or district. They would all thereby be
induced to watch and regulate those in their own vicinity.

In connection with this branch of the subject there is a measure
which, though belonging to the administration of banks rather

than to legal enactments, is suggested on account of its great
importance. :Few regulations would be more useful in prevent-

ing dangerous expansions of discounts and issues on the part of
the city banks than a regular exchange of notes and checks, and
an actual daily or semi-weekly payment of the ba]ances. It

must be recollected that it is by this process alone that a bank

of the United States has ever acted or been supposed to act as a

regulator of the currency. Its action wouht not, in that respect,
be wanted in any city the banks of which would, by adopting

the process, regulate themselves. It is one of the principal ingre-
dients of the system of the banks of Scotland. The bankers of

London, by the daily exchange of drafts at the clearing-house,
reduce the ultimate balance to a very small sum, and that balance

is immediately paid in notes of the Bank of England. The
want of a similar arrangement amongst the banks of this city
produces relaxation, favors improper expansions, and is attended

with serious inconveniences. The principal difficulty in the way
of an arrangement for that purpose is the want of a common

medium other than specie for effecting the payment of balances.

These are daily fluctuating; and a perpetual drawing and re-
drawing of specie from and into the banks is unpopular and
inconvenient.

In order to remedy this it has been suggested that a general

cash ofl_e might be established, in which each bank should place
a sum in specie proportionate to its capital, which would be

a This subject will again be adverted to in reference to a bank of the
United States.
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carried to its credit in the books of the office. Each bank

wourd be daily debited or credited in those books for the
balance of its account with all the other banks. Each bank

might at any time draw for specie on the officefor the excess of
its credit beyond its quota, and each bank should be obliged to
replenish its quota whenever it was diminished one-half, or in
any other proportion agreed on.

It may be that some similar arrangement might be made in
every other county or larger convenient district of the State.
It would not be necessary to establish there a general cash office.
Each of the banks of Scotland has an agent at Edinburgh, and
the balances are there settled twice a week, and paid generally
by drafts on London. In the same manner the balances due by
the banks in each district might be paid by drafts on New York,
or any other place agreed on; and the notes of the several banks
in the same district would be received by all, and be a common
and uniform currency for the whole district. But the process
which is practicable for a country of no greater extent than that
portion of Scotland where banks are established cannot be ex-

tended beyond certain limits. It cannot certainly be applied to
the whole of the United States, nor, it is believed, to the whole
State of New York, so as to make the notes issued by all the
banks a uniform currency for the whole.

Paper money is from its nature a local currency, confined to
the place where it is made payable and to its vicinity. The
selection of the place or places where it is made payable may be
left to each bank respectively; but they should not be compelled
by law to make it payable or redeemable at more than one place.
In order to obviate this difficulty the country banks of the State
of New York have been enjoined, by a late law, to redeem their
notes at New York or Albany at a certain fixed disceunt. This
is, in fact, an attempt to regulate the rate of exchange; which
is not a proper object for legislation, and should be left to be
regulated by the course of trade.

Although the former general laws prohibited only notes under
one dollar, a subsequent Act did, for a short time, extend the
prohibition to all no_s under five dollars. This is in itself a
proper measure; inasmuch as it lessens the gross amount of
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issues, contributes, as far as it goes, in making the wages of
labor and the articles of consumption which are daily retailed
payable only in specie, and protects the poor classes of the com-

munity against the contingency of a depreciated currency. The
prohibition would be still more useful and efficient if it could be

extended to all notes under twenty dollars. But there has been

a universal demand for notes under five dollars not only in this
but in many other States, and the issue of notes of that descrip-
tion has again been permitted by a law of this State.

It is believed that this demand may be principally ascribed to
the Act of Congress which has rated silver under its true value

as compared with gold. It seems to be at all times improper to

give a !egal relative value to the two precious metals different
from their respective market-price. This indeed varies accord-

ing to the variations in the respective demand and supply in
different countries. But _hese variations are small, and an aver-

age ratio may be assumed sufficiently correct for all practical
purposes during a number of years. :If a contrary course be
pursued, the precious metal which is underrated will cease to

eircu.late freely, "_!ndwill become a merchandise. It may also

be observed, as regards the United States, that gold is imported
from countries where it is not produced, and can therefore be
naturally imported only when exchanges are favorable ; whilst

silver is imported directly from Mexico and other parts of

/kmeriea, of which it is the natural annual product, and must,

as the cotton of the United States, be necessarily exported an-
nually without regard to price or rate of exchange. Before
the Act of Congress alluded to, the silver crop of Mexico did
naturally flow into the United States; it now seeks the more
favorable market of England.

But the immediate effect of that Act on the currency of the

country has been to give to the silver necessary for change or
small payments a legal nominal value less than its actual worth. 1

It is believed that a similar experiment had never before been
attempted in any country. Everywhere else, as well as in

America, the silver coins daily wanted for exchange had been

i This has been changed.
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made either to correspond or to be inferior in value to gold
coins or to silver coins of a higher denomination. The neces-
sary result is to drive silver from circulation ; and that inconve-

nience has been in part obviated only by permitting small foreign
silver coins, though depreciated from five to ten per cent., to
pass at their nominal value. Hence the demand for notes of

one and two dollars was so urgent that foreign notes of that de-

nomination became a general circulating medium in open viola-
tion of the laws of this State. To permit its banks to issue small

notes became in Sact a measure necessary in order to protect the
community against a worse description of paper.

There seem to be but two remedies for that evil, and they de-
pend on the action of Congress. The first, and it is believed the

most proper, would be to alter the ratio of gold to silver accord-

ing to their true relative value. This would render a new gold
coinage necessary, and might cost about three hundred thousand

dollars, in order to redeem the existing coinage at its nominal

value. The other mode would be to adopt the British plan, and

to issue as tokens, not as a legal tender, but as a voluntary cur-
rency, a silver coinage depreciated by alloy five to ten per.cent.

In that ease the coinage must, like that of copper coins, be made
by government, and not for individuals; and it is necessary, in

order to prevent, any excess beyond the amount actually requi-
site for the wants of the community, that the mint should at all

times, when required, redeem such coinage at its nominal value.
According to a return made to the State's Senate, the amount

of the different denominations of the notes issued by the several
banks of this State was, on the 1st of January, 1836, as follows :

Under five dollars $2,589,714
Of five do. 6,029,933
Of ten and twenty 5,687,004
Of fifty and one hundred 8,181,175
Of aboveone hundred. 3,451,100

$20,888,926

The country banks had in circulation only twenty-five thou-
sand dollars in notes of a higher denomination than one hundred
dollars.
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FREE BANKING.

Notwithstanding the comparatively favorable result of the
New York restrictive system of chartered banks, it has been
strenuously assailed, and the attempt has been made to substitute
for it that which has been calledfi.ee banking.

A monopoly, embracing all the ordinary banking operations,
had in this State been created in favor of the chartered banks.
By an Act passed in 1818 and confirmed,as included in the first

part of the Revised Statutes, by the Act of December 3, 1827,
it was enacted that "no person, association of persons, or body
corporate, except such bodies corporate as are expressly author-
ized by law (the chartered banks), shall keep any office for the
purpose of receiving deposits, or discounting notes or bills, or
issuing any evidences of debt to be loaned or put in circulation
as money ; nor shall they issue any bills or promissory notes or
evidences of debt as private bankers for the purpose of loaning
them or putting-them in circu]ation as money, unless thereto
specially authorized by law."

So much of that law as forbade any person or association of

persons to keep offices for the purpose of receiving deposits or
discounting notes or bills was repealed by a law passed February
4, 18872 It is not believed that any such prohibition, that
of receiving deposits or discounting notes or bills, has ever ex-
isted in any of the other States or in any other country. It was
denounced by the writer of this essay more than ten years ago.
And it must be well understood that in the discussion respecting
free banking the only question at issue relates exclusively to the
power of substituting bank-notes or paper money for a specie
currency. It is now universally agreed that, with that single
exception, every other species of banking operations not only
must be open to all, but requires no more restrictions than any
other species of commerce.

a But any corporation, created by the laws of any other State or country,
is still forbidden to keep any office for the purpose of receiving deposits,
discounting notes or bills, or issuing bank-notes.
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The term "free banking," or, to speak more correctly, free

issuing of paper money, embraces two distinct propositions:
first, that all persons, or associations of persons, should be per-
mitted to issue paper money on the same terms ; secondly, that

paper money may be issued by all persons or associations without
any legislative restrictions.

The exclusive right of issuing a paper currency, granted to
the chartered banks, was a monopoly; and monopolies can never

exist without violating, to a certain extent, individual rights.

But the actual evils produced by that particular monopoly have
been greatly exaggerated, and should be reduced to their true
value.

The right of issuing paper money as currency, like that of
issuing gold and silver coins, belongs exclusively to the nation,

and cannot be claimed by any individuals. If it be insisted that
government has no right to part with it, unless it be granted to

alI, it must be recollected that a right which from its nature
cannot be exercised by an individual is for him a nullity. The

right in question can be exercised only by men of wealth or by

impostors. The poor classes cannot enjoy it: the right claimed
is only that all wealthy persons should be placed on an equal
footing.

The monopoly also is in that case limited to the formation of

the banks. The favored or original subscribers expect to make

a profit of about five per cent. upon their shares; and thus far
the monopoly extends. From the moment the bank has been

organized the monopoly ceases ; every person may participate

and become an associate in the banking business who can pur-
chase bank shares ; and these, being generally of twenty-five or
fifty dollars each, are within the reach of almost all the sober

and industrious members of the community.

Competition amongst the monopolists had also rendered the
privilege valueless. There is not a single city bank, chartered
subsequent to the year 1833, the stock of which is not below

par. The small profit anticipated by the original subscribers has

not been realized. On the other hand, the partiality exhibited
by the Legislature in granting charters had prevented any im-

moderate increase of the banking capital of this city, and that
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was a beneficial result; for the permission of issuing paper
money, when given to all, has a tendency to increase its quan-

tit)-, and the dangers to which such issues are always liable.
The opposition to tile banking system was originally, in this

State, as much against paper currency, by whomsoever issued,

as against the monopoly enjoyed by the banks; and the pre-

ceding observations have been introduced principally because,
in pursuing too eagerly that which was almost a shadow, the

opponents seem to have lost sight of the principal object, and to
have remained _tisfied that there should be a dangerous excess
of paper money, provided everybody should be permitted to
issue it.

But, even if it should be satisfactorily proved that the mo-
nopoly of chartered banks has been attended with favorable results

as regards the soundness of the currency, the dangers of special,

substituted for general, legislation are a paramount objection.
The very essence of law consists in its being equal and general;

and, although there are some necessary exceptions, special legis-
lation should nirver be resorted to whenever it can possibly be
avoided.

The danger of special laws is greatest when they relate to

moneyed institutions or to special appropriations of money. It is

generally believed that the original charters of some of the city
banks were, about thirty years ago, obtained by direct corrup-

tion. Although, in latter years, nothing more has been alleged
against the Legislature than the influence of party spirit, or
yielding to personal solicitations, yet the danger, and even the

suspicion, of being controlled by more degrading motives should
be avoided. The fatal consequences of the baneful influence of
the banking interest in other States are but too well known. In

the case now under consideration it is believed that a general
law may be substituted for special legislation. The principal

object will be obtained provided the law be equal, that is to say,
provided that all may be permitted to issue a paper currency on
the same terms. :But it is at the same time the firm conviction

of the writer that it is necessary, in order to secure a sound cur-

rency, that restrictions should be imposed upon all those who do
issue the paper.
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The proposition that a paper currency may be issued by al
without any legislative restrictions, appears to be founded on an
erroneous application of the principle of free trade. Free com-
petition in producing or dealing, in any commodity causes a re-
duction in the cost or au improvement in the quality of the
commodity. In money dealings, the same competition furnishes
the use of money and procures discounts of negotiable paper on
the cheapest possible terms. But issuing a paper currency is
not dealing in money, but making money. The object, with
respect to such currency, is not to produce a commodity cheaper
or varying in value, but, on the contrary, to furnish a substitute
perfectly equal to gold or silver, and therefore of' comparatively
invariable value. Competition cannot make a cheaper currency,
unless by making it worse than the legal coin of which it is the
representative. In that case it becomes analogous to a debased
coin, and, if permitted to circulate, the bad generally drives away
the faithful currency.

The general currency is always the standard of value of the
country. To fix that standard is as important and nec_sary
as to fix the standard of weights and measures. Both are pre-
liminary enactments which regulate and govern the freest possible
trade. Gol_t and silver are the only standard of value recognized
by the Constitution. The power to regulate the value of gold
and silver coins, as well as that of fixing the standard of weights
and measures, is vested in the general government. If any State
Legislature permit the substitution of a paper for a gold or silver
currency, it is bound so to regulate that currency that it shall
not alter the constitutional standard of value. The unrestricted

right of coining gold or silver might be claimed with as much
propriety as that of coining a paper currency.

:No restrictions should be imposed on the acts of individuals
or associations but such as are necessary to secure the rights of
others or to protect the whole community. But thus Sat the
restrictions are proper and necessary. It will not be denied that
the evils of a depreciated currency, and those resulting from
either the failure or the suspension of payment of those who
issue a paper currency, universally fall most heavily on the
poorer classes and the most ignorant members of society. Re-
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strictive laws are necessary for their immediate protection, as
well as in order to guard against the general evils of an irre-
deemable currency.

It has been asserted, but not a single argument has been ad=
dueed in support of the assert.ion, that an indefinite number of
unrestricted banking associations or private bankers would se-

cure the community against the dangers of depreciation, suspen-
sion, or failure. If we appeal to experience, we find that the

attempt to introduce that system in Michigan has been a com-
plete failm'e, and has been the source of innumerable frauds.
In some States banks have been so unrestricted and charters so

liberally granted that the result differed but little from complete
free banking. Indeed, what more unrestrained system can be
devised than one which has produced nine hundred banks and

branches, and under which all the restrictive laws are suspended
in one-half of the States ! The evils under which we labor are

principally due to the want of proper restriction upon the banks.
The result has been favorable in proportion as the restraints
have been most e_cient.

Abroad, the privilege of issuing bank-notes or private nego-
tiable paper as currency has nowhere, except in the British
dominions, been considered as belonging of right to private in-

dividuals or to joint stock associations. The experiment of free

banking has been made only in Great Britain. With respect
to the country bankers, the experiment may be considered as a
failure. The number of bankruptcies and the amount of losses

have been as great as under the former loose system of the banks

of the several States ; and, in proportion, far greater than in
New York under its better regulated system. 1 The establish-

ment of joint stock banking associations in :England is of too
recent a date to form any definitive opinion of their eventual suc-
cess. As yet the example of the banks of Scotland can alone

be appealed to in favor of free banking.

1The commissionsof bankruptcy in England against bankers amounted
to ninety-two during the years 1814-16; to sixty-five during the year 1825
and the three first months of 1826. The annual average was eight) from
1817to 1824,inclusive.
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These banks cannot be compared to those of our large cities.

They are, in fact, subordinate to the Bank of England, depend-
ent for the payment of their balances on their London funds,

hardly ever called on for specie, and suspending their specie
payments whenever the Bank of England does suspend. But
there must be a difference of habits between Scotland and even

England, such as to have induced Parliament not to include the

first in the general regulation which prohibits the lame of notes
of a less denomination than five pounds. The difference is still

greater between Scotland and America.
The spirit of enterprise will always be proportionate to its

field, to the prospects open to it by the extent, geographical situ-
ation, and other circumstances of the country. The Scotch are

an enterprising people; but the great and indeed extraordinary

progress they have made in agriculture, manufactures, and com-
merce has been gradual and regular, obtained by persevering in-

dustry, and accompanied by a degree of prudent caution and of
frugality altogether unknown in America. The population of

Scotland is so far stationary that it consists almost exclusively

of natives of the land. The property, standing, and character
of every member of the commercial community are generally
known. All persons may nominally establish banks, but their

notes could not circulate unless received by the old banks; and

these perfectly check each other by the regular payment of their
respective balances. There is another ingredient belonging to all

the free banks of Great Britain which will be immediately ad-
verted to, and which would, it is believed, present an insur-
mountable obstacle to the introduction of unrestricted banks in

America.

It would not be fair to draw general inferences against free

banking from the consequences of the defective system of New
York. It will be perceived that the preceding observations
have no reference to that system, and apply generally to the

most perfect plan which might be devised. The provisions of

the Free Banking Act of New York will now be examined.
That law was passed in April, 1838, at a time when the gen-

eral prejudice against chartered banks, growing out of the war-
fare waged against them, had received additional strength from

"VOL. IIL--29
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the suspension of specie payments, and when their monopoly
was generally deprecated. Unfortunately, no substitute or ra-

tional plan of free banking had been prepared by its advocates.

The Act bears internal evidence that it was prepared by specu-

]atom, who took advantage of the opportunity for procuring a
law that would suit their purpose.

There was, however, an intrinsic difficulty in passing a law
founded on correct principles. The condition alluded to, as
common to all private bankers who have ever been permitted
to issue a paper currency, and to all the free banking associa-

tions of the same description which have ever existed, is tlle

personal responsibility, to the whole extent of their fortune, of

the private bankers and of all the shareholders in the banking
associations. That responsibility is and has always been deemed

essentially necessary. But whilst there were in existence ninety
chartered banks spread over the whole State, whose shareholders
were not subject to that responsibility, it would have been a

mockery to authorize nominally free banks with that responsi-

bility attached t_ tile associates. We may go farther and say
that such a plan would not be practicable even if banks of a
different description had not existed.

That degree of reciprocal confidence does not and cannot exist

here which would induce men of property to risk the whole of
it for the sake of obtaining the interest, or very little more than
the ordinary interest, on their share in the association. That

which is actually the fact in Scotland is not practicable here.
The laws, habits, and public opinion are not the same. Ameri-

can merchants, indeed, give large and often indiscreet credits,
but always in the expectation of a large profit. The shareholders

of the Bank of Commerce, consisting of some of the most wealthy
and respectable merchants and other men of capital of this city,
aware of the greater confidence placed in chartered banks than
in the new banking associations, have authorized the directors to

accept a charter if it could be obtained ; but with the express

condition that it should not impose personal responsibility on
the shareholders. :No stronger proof can be given of the insur-
mountable reluctance to such a provision.

It is evident that some other guarantee is necessary when
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there is no personal responsibility. That guarantee has hereto-

fore always been that of the actual payment in specie of a

capital fixed by law. This is the substitute which has always
been required from the chartered banks, and which should have
been the essential condition imposed on the contemplated bank-

ing associations. The omission of any efficient provision for
that purpose is the fundamental error of the law. It declares,

indeed, that the capital shall not be less than one hundred thou-
sand dollars, but does not specify of what that capital shall con-
sist nor when or how it shall be paid. The principal provisions

of the Act are the following:

The persons associated must file in the office of the Secretary
of.State a certificate specifying the name, place, duration, and

capital of the association, and they may provide, by their articles
of association, for an increase of their capital.

The banking business which the associations may carry on is

defined nearly in the same words used in the charters of the old
banks, and they are in the same manner forbidden to hold real
estate otherwise than as is provided in the same charters.

:No association shall, for the space of twenty days, have less
than twelve and a half per cent. in specie on the amount; of its

circulation ; nor, if its capital should he reduced, make dividends
until the deficit shall have been made good; nor issue bank-notes
of a denomination less than one thousand dollars, payable at any

other place than that where its business is carried on. By a sub-
sequent amendment to the law the associations are forbidden to

issue post-notes, and the provision respecting specie is repealed.
The associations shall pay damages at the rate of fourteen per

cent. per annum for non-payment only of every note in circu-
lation the payment of which shall have been demanded and
refused.

The bank-not_ which any association may issue must be pre-

pared and countersigned by the comptroller of the State, and he
is not to deliver to any association notes to a greater amount than

that of State stocks or of mortgages previously deposited with him

by the associations respectively. The stocks, &c., thus deposited

are pledged for securing the payment of the notes put in circula-
tion, and shall be sold accordingly whenever required for that
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purpose. By a subsequent law, mortgages and the stocks of the
State alone are receivable.

Semi-annual statements of the affairs of every association,
verified by the oath of the president or cashier, must be trans-
mitted to the comptroller and published by him.

Upon the application of creditors or shareholders, Che chan-
cellor may order a strict examination to be made of all the

affairs of any association; and the result of such examination,
together with his opinion thereon, shall be published in such
manner as he may direct.

If any association shall neglect to transmit to the comptroller
the statements required, or if it shall have made dividends in

violation of the provision above stated, or if it shall violate any
of the provisions of the Act, such association may be proceeded
against and dissolved by the Court of Chancery.

The shares of the associations shall be transferable on their

books; and every person to whom such transfer shall be made

shall succeed to the rights and liabilities of prior shareholders.

:No shareholder sl_all be liable in his individual capacity for any
contract or debt of the asgociation unless declared to be so liable

by the articles of the association; and no association shall be

dissolved by the death or inmnity of any of the shareholders.

All contracts made and notes issued by any such association

shall be signed by the president, or vice-president, and cashier.
All suits, actions, and proceedings brought or prosecuted in be-

half of such association may be brought or prosecuted in the

name of the president ; and all persons having demands against
the association may maintain actions against the president.

Such suits or actions shall not, in either case, abate by reason of

the dcath_ resignation, or removal from office of sueh president,
but may be continued and prosecuted to judgment in the name
of or against his successor in office, who shall exercise the
powers and enjoy the rights of his predecessor.

All judgments and decrees rendered against such president

for any liability of the association shall be enforced only against
the joint property of the association. :No change shall be made

in the artic]es of association by which the rights, remedies, or

security of its existing creditors shall be weakened or impaired.
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The original certificate filed with the comptroller affords no

security that the capital has been paid. It does not appear to

require the sanction of an oath; and there is no penalty for
making a false certificate. There is no provision declaring of
what the capital shall consist, or in what manner it shall be

paid. The only provision in that respect is the obligation to

deposit the stocks or mortg_ages equal in amount to that of the
bank-notes issued by the association. Beyond that deposit,

which by the supplementary law must amount to one hundred
thousand dollars, no provision whatever is made for the residue

of the capital. This may be nominal or real, consisting, at the

will of the parties, of specie, mortgages, or stocks of any descrip-
tion_ of nominal debts, or of nothing at all. There is no pro-

vision to prevent the shareholders from paying their shares by

giving their own notes. Even the minimum of securities de-
posited with the comptroller, and intended as a guarantee for

the payments of the issues, was not determined by the original
law. An association depositing ten thousand or one thousand
dollars in stock of the most equivocal character, and announcing

a capital of some millions of dollars that did not exist, was per-
mitted to begin its operations. Heretofore it had been deemed
essential that the whole capital should be paid in specie. An

honest institution with a capital consisting of nothing but mort-

gages has nothing to lend, and must necessarily begin its opera-
tions by contracting a debt. And those mortgages afford no
available resources to meet the liabilities to which a banking

association must necessarily be liable.

The dangers of an excessive capital concentrated in associa-
tions invested with the attributes and privileges of a corporate

body are undeniable, and have been lately sufficiently exempli-
fied. 'That danger is greatly increased if the duration of such
associations is indefinite. This had always been attended to.
No bank had ever been chartered in this State with a capital

exceeding two millions of dollars; and none could either in-
crease or reduce it without the consent of the Legislature. With

the exception of two institutions, incorporated for other objects,
the duration of a bank did not exceed twenty-five years. :No

provision was made in either respect by the free banking law;
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and as a specimen of the expectations of the first projectors, we
annex a statement of the applications made during the first six
months after the law had gone into operation.

Name and Style of Company. Where located Capital May be m Char-
subscribed, creased to tered for

Dollars. DoUar_ _ears.
Bank of Western Now York . Now York City 500,000 500,00¢ 100
Bank of Western New York . . . Rochester 180,000 180,00(J 100
North American Trust and Banking Co. New York City 2,000,000 50,000,00_ 463
Bank of the United States in New York New York City 200,000 50,000,000 62
Mechanics' Banking Association . . New York City 128,175 10,000,000 99
Staten Island Bank ..... Port Richmond 100,000 5,000,000 100
Erie County Bank ..... Buffalo 100,000 100,000 112
Loekport Bank and Trust Company Lockport 500,000 2,000,000 262
Bank of Central New York . Utica 100,000 2,0G0,000 4050
Bank of Syracuse ..... Syracuse 100,000 1,000,000 500
American Exchange Bank New York City 500,000 50,000,000 100
Farmers' Bank of Orleans Gaines 200,000 500,000 25
St. Lawrence Bank . . _ _ _ Ogdensburgh 100,000 2,000,000 1(30
Merchante' and Farmers' Bank . . Ithaca 150,000 2,000,000 201
Willoughby Bank ..... Brooklyn 100,0O0 100,000 100
Stuyvesant Banking Company . . New York City 300,000 2,000,000 199
New York Banking Company . . New York City 1,000,000 20,000,000 100
East River Bank of the City of New York New York City 100,000 25,000,000 152
Chelsea Baok . New York City 1,000,000 10,000,000 150
Fa_ers' Bank o_Oiad : : : : Ovid IO0,O00 1,000,O00 112
Tenth Ward Bank ..... New York City I00,000 10,000,000 462
Bank of Waterville ..... Watervillo 100,000 1,000,000 1000Millers 1Bank of New York .

Clyde 300,000 1,000,000 1000
Albany Exchange Bank . . _ _ Albany 100,000 10,000_000 602
Exchange Bank of Genese_ . . . Alexander 100,000 500,000 162Farmers* and Mechanics' Bank of Gen-

eseo ....... Batavia 100,000 1,000,000 162
Genesee County Bank .... Lo Roy 100,000 1,000,000 ]6I
United States Bank of Buffalo Buffalo 100,000 5,000,000 200Bank of Kinderhook

• • Kinderhook 125,000 300,000 50
Merchants' Exchange Bank of Butfalo _ Buffalo 200,000 5,000,000 100
Le Roy Bank of Genasee . . . Le Roy 100,000 1,000,000 161
Mechanics' and Farmers' Bank Ithaca 100,000 1,000,000 362
Genesea Central Bank .... Attica 100,000 1,0_0,000 300Wool-Growers' Bank of the State of New

York New York City
Bank of I_wvil'lo ..... 100,000 2,000,000 100

..... Lowville 100,000 500,000 463
Erie Canal Trust and Banking Company Buffalo 200,000 10,0041,O0o _00
Hndson River Bank .... New York City 100,000 20,000,000 150
Powell Bank ...... Newburgh 130,000 1,000,000 I00
Patriot Bank of Genesee .... Batavia 100,000 1,¢D0,000 161
Bank of Broekport ..... Brockport 150,000 1,000,000 160
Ithaca Bank ...... Ithaca 250,000 1,000,000 662
Deposit Bank of Albany • . . Albany 100,000 5,0U0,000 161
Bank of Waterford Waterf,)rd 100,000 5,000,000 161
Silver Lake Bank of Gencsee. Perry Village 100,000 1,000,000 161
Bank of the City of New York New York City 100,000 50,000,000 500
Fort Plain Bank Fort Plain 100,000 500,000 161
Troy Exchenge Bank" _ _ _ _ Troy 100,000 lO,O00,O00 661
United States Trust and Banking Co. . New York City 1,000,o00 50,0_0,000 500
Railroad Bank of Coxeaekie . Coxesckie 100,000 1,O00,|DO 161
James Bank Jamesville* 106,000 1,000,000 661
North Bank _ _ _ _ " " New York City 100,000 10,000,000 462
Bank of Warsaw . . . _ " Warsaw 100,000 1.000,oO0 161
Bank of North America .... New York City 100,000 50,000,000 200
State Stock Secumty Bank . . . New York City

• Saratoga Co. 12,319,175 487,680,000

It is sufficiently apparent from the provisions of the Act that
the free banking associations, though not designated by the ob-
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noxious name of corporations, and though organized under a

general law and not by a special charter, have all the essential

and necessary attributes of a corporation. From the moment

they are organized they are in character assimilated with the

chartered banks. They ar_, as joint stock companies, governed
in the same manner and with the same defects inherent to such

companies which have already been mentioned. They have the

same power and privileges, are liable to the same abuses, and

differ only in name, and in that they are exempted from the

restrictions imposed on the chartered banks.'

It must be kept in mind that all the arguments in favor of

banking not simply free to all, but fi-ee also of any restriction,

are founded on the presumption that the character and personal

responsibility of the banker or bankers afford a sufficient seeurity,
and preferable, as is asserted, to any derived from restrictions.

It is evident that when the shareholders are not personally re-

sponsible, as was the case in every system of free banking ever

attempted anywhere prior to the :New York experiment, some

other permanent guarantee, and not depending exclusively on

the character of directors, who are not always the same, must be

provided. It is on that account that precautions are necessary

not only for the payment, but also for the preservation of the

capital, which is the guarantee substituted for that responsibility.

This is, in f_act, the object of the restrictions imposed on the
chartered banks.

The original Free Banking Act did not forbid the issuing of

1The free banking law is_ at least, so generally understood. The new
associations have, by the judgment of the Court for the Correction of
:Errors, been declared not to be bodies politic or corporate within the spirit
and meaning of the Constitution. The decision thus expressed mighL seem
to leave it doubtful whether they were not, however_ moneyed corporations
within the spirit and meaning of the Revised Statutes ; in which case they
would be subject to all the general laws respecting such corporations. But
it was provided by the Act of 14th )Iay_ 1840_ that no such association
should issue notes not payable on demand and without interest_ and that all
those associations should be subject to the inspection of tbe bank commis-
sioners; which would have been unnecessary had those institutions been
considered as moneyed corporations, since all of those having banking
powers were made subject to both those provisions by the Safety :Fund Act.
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post-notes ; it has in that respect been amended; but the la%
as it now stands, contains no provision forbidding the dealing in
stocks, nor in relation to the amount either of loans, discounts_
and other investments, or of the debts which the new banking
associations may contract. They are authorized to loan money
on real security, and are generally, with respect to their opera-
tions, left still more free than the United States Bank of Penn-

sylvania. Those restrictions might, by the ardent friends of
free banking, be deemed useless if the shareholders were per-
sonally responsible; they become necessary when there is no
such responsibility. There are other provisions now in force
with respect to chartered banks the propriety of which, in refer-
ence to the new associations, cannot, it is believed, be disputed.

Although the law was passed during the general suspension
of the banks, no efficient provision is found in it to guard against
the recurrence of the same catastrophe. The only penalty in
that respect is the obligation to pay damages at the rate of four-
teen per cent. per year on bank-notes the payment of which is
demanded and r_used. And experience has proved that a simi-
lar provision was, in case of a general suspension, almost nuga-
tory. But there is none in the Act either for constraining the
associations which shall have suspended their payments to dis-
continue their operations, nor for a dissolution as the necessary
consequence of not resuming specie payments within a year.
The chancellor is authorized to dissolve the institution only in
case it shall have violated some of the provisions of the Act;
that is to say, in case it should not have the amount of specie
required, or should have made dividends with a reduced capital,
or have failed in transmitting the semi-annual statements to the
comptroller.' But under the law, as it now stands, there is
nothing to prevent associations which have suspended their pay-
ments from continuing their operations during an unlimited term
of years.

The only object which seems to have attracted the attention
of the Legislature is, not the danger of a suspension, but the

1Eventhosestatementsarecomplex_partlyunintelligible_anddifferently
understoodand preparedby the severalassociations.
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ultimate redemption of the notes put in circulation. The pro-
vision in reference to that object is the only condition not im-
posed on the chartered banks to which the new associations are

subject. They must deposit with the comptroller certain securi-

ties, equal in amount to that of the bank-notes which they are
permitted to issue.

This provision, even as now amended, secures the ultimate

redemption of about nine-tenths of the circulation ; it is no pro-
tection against the immediate depreciation of the notes whenever

the banking association fails or suspends. Those only who can
wait realize that portion which is ultimately recovered by the

sale of the securities. In the mean while, the notes dispersed in

very small sums amongst a number of persons, generally those
who are least able to discriminate, are sold at a lower price than
even their actual worth, and the loss falls on those least able to
bear it and who require protection. It is the belief of the writer

that this provision is in thct injurious; inasmuch as it gives an
unmerited credit to institutions which do not deserve it, and

inspires a general unfounded confidence on the part of those

who from their situation cannot have the information necessary
to discriminate between a good and a doubtful bank-note2 On

one point, at least, there can be but one opinion : nominal restric-

tions or provisions which do not fulfil the object for which they
were intended ought to be repealed.

The consequences of the Act have been nearly such as might
have been expected. Several respectable associations have been

formed under the law with the intention of carrying on honestly

legitimate banking business. Three such arc now in operation
in this city, one of which has committed the error of having

part of its small capital paid in mortgages. All three carry on
their business and are governed on the .same principles and in the

same manner as the chartered banks. It may be added, that
they have also been formed in the same manner. A number of

persons unite themselves in order to establish a bank, take a part

It would be extremely desirable that the people might be persuaded to
adopt as a general rule never to receiveor offer in payment a bank-note not
payable at the place where it is offered.
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of the capital, invite afterwards others to unite with them, and
generally preserve the control of the bank. Whether it be the

ehartered Bank of the State of :New York or the free Bank of

Commerce, the process in the formation of both is the same. The

only difference in that respect is that the founders of the one were

obliged to obtain the special leave of the Legislature, and that

those of the other were enabled to make their arrangements
under the auspices of a general law. There can be no doubt that

under such a law, if new, real and honest banks are wanted, they
will be formed, and that when they are found not to be profit-
able there will be no desire to increase their number. Under the

present imperfect system of free banking there is, however, this

difference between the two species, that tile confidence placed
in the new associations rests exclusively on the personal stand-
ing and character of those who control them, whilst that which

is placed in the chartered banks is founded not only on the
personal elmraeter of the directors and officers, but also on the

guarantee offered by the restraints imposed on them by law.

Limited confidence only can be placed in joint stock companies
which are not laid under efficient restrictions and subject to

strict inspection and examination. The character of the presi-
dent and directors of tile Bank of the United States was as

irreproachable as that of the directors and officers of any of the
banking institutions of New York.

But if some banks, ibrmed and governed on sound principles,

have been established under the free banking law, it may also
give birth to associations of a different character. Some have

their origin in ignorance, others in the sanguine expectations of
bold speculators; occasionally they may be founded in fraud.
One of the most common errors has been the belief that an

association the capital of which consisted exclusively of mort-

gages could carry on profitably ordinary banking cperations.
It is clear that such an institution has nothing to lend but the

notes which it may be authorized to issue and the deposits which
it may receive; and that, whatever confidence may be placed in
its ultimate means, there can be none ill its available resources.

The largest association of this description has hardly attempted
to put its notes in circulation; it has hardly been known as
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a banking institution, properly so called. But whatever may

have been the nature of its operations, and although it is
hardly possible that its mortg_ages should be worth less than

one-half of their nominal value, the market-price of its stock
is not more than ten or twelve per cent. In this case the loss,
so far as is known, falls only on the shareholders. But the

conclusive proof of the unsoundness of the system is found in
the fact that, out of about eighty associations formed under the

law, more than twenty have l_ailed in the course of two years

and a half; 1 whilst, as has already been stated, two only out
of the ninety chartered banks have failed during a period of
ten years.

The numerous failures of country bankers in England in par-
ticular years have already been alluded to. A more correct

view of the subject will be obtained by taking the average of a

number of years. The number of commissions of bankruptcy
issued during the twelve years 1814 to 1825 against bankers

amounted to one hundred and ninety-four; the number of
bankers was estimated to amount to about one thousand. The

ratio of failures to the numher of bankers was, therefore, six-
teen per cent. in ten years. The ratio of failures to the number
of chartered banks in the State of :New York has been less

than two and a quarter per cent. during the last ten years.

Here we compare personally responsible private bankers with

banks in which the capital actually paid has been the guarantee
substituted for personal responsibility, and which have been
regulated by efficient restrictions. The assertions that the com-

munity will be better protected, and individuals of all classes
less likely to be imposed upon, under a system in which there is

neither personal responsibility, nor auy assurance of a sufficient

and real capital actually paid, nor any legal restrictions that
may prevent the dilapidation of that capital, is a pure theoretical

opinion wholly unsustained by experience.
Whenever an application is made either for the reduction

of the capital of a chartered bank, or for the renewal of the

1 The securities of twelve of these, which had been deposited with the
comptroller, are at this moment advertised for sale by him, in order to pay
their circulation.
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charter, or even for changing the location of a bank from

one street to another, these banks continue to be represented
as privileged bodies; and they are invited to surrender their
charters and to convert themselves into free associations under

the general law.

It is extraordinary that intelligent men should still consider

the chartered banks as enjoying exclusive privileges. The mo-

nopoly is now destroyed ; and all persons or associations of per-
sons may now establish banks on more easy terms than those

imposed on the chartered institutions, and with all the privileges

enjoyed by them. If any importance be attached to the obliga-
tion of depositing an amount of State stocks or mortgages equal

to that circulation, though useless and even injurious, it may
easily be extended by a legislative Act to the chartered banks.

But if the enemies of monopolies will only take the trouble to

examine tile general laws respecting moneyed corporations and
the special charters of the banks, they will find that these banks
do not enjoy a single privilege which is not common to the free

banking associations: and that what they are pleased to call
privileges consist, on the contrary, altogether of restrictions.

There is not now the slightest foundation for the assertion, and
it has become quite senseless.

Two things are requisite in order that the chartered banks

may convert themselves into free associations ; first, that a law

should be enacted for that purpose; secondly, that the free
banking law should be so modified as to make the conversion
proper.

There is not now any other legal mode by which the con-

version can be effected than by a dissolution of the corporation
and a subsequent association of the shareholders. The manner

in which a corporation can be voluntarily dissolved is prescribed
by law. The process would last one or two years, during which
the bank must suspend all its active operations; and in order to

accomplish the object it must pay all its liabilities before the
shareholders can have access to the capital and either divide it

or form with it a new association. It must therefore, in the

first instance, lose all its deposits and redeem all its circulation,
and then, at the end of two years, begin anew without either.
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Every person practically acquainted with banking knows that
under this process five or six years would elapse before the bank
could recover its former situation.

But even if a law were passed authorizing the immediate
transmutation, no sound bank would, or at least ought to, avail

itself of the provision ; for if it did, it would immediately lose
the public confidence. It would at once be presumed that a
bank pursuing that course wanted to be free of restrictions, to

launch into some speculative operation, and to escape responsi-
bility. The fact is that the greater confidence placed in the

chartered banks is entirely due to the restrictions imposed by
law upon them.

It is at the same time highly desirable that all the banks and

banking associations should be placed under the same regimen,

and by virtue of a general law instead of special charters or any
special legislation. It seems that this might have been done
with great facility at the time when the free banking law was

enacted. Nothing more was necessary in order to destroy the
monopoly than a short Act authorizing the forming of free asso-

ciations with all the corporate attributes given by the present

law, but precisely on the same terms which are imposed on the
chartered banks by the general laws of the State. This would

at once have placed all on an equal footing. This having been
done, an examination of those laws and the lessons of experience

would have enabled the Legislature to select and modify such
of the existing restrictions and to add such new conditions as in

its opinion were proper and necessary. Whether the system
thus adopted had embraced few or many restrictions, or had re-

pealed them altogether, that which was proper and necessary for
the new associations was equally so for all the chartered banks

carrying on the same business. The power reserved by the
Legislature to modify and alter any charter extended to all the

chartered banks, with the single exception of the Manhattan,
and perhaps of the Dry Dock Company. The four other banks

not under the safety fired are understood to have assented, in

conformity with the Suspension Act, that the Legislature might
modify or repeal their charters.

There does not seem to be at present any serious obstacle to
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the same course of proceeding. No special Act affecting singly
any one of the new banking associations can be passed; but
the Legislature may at any time alter or repeal the Act itself.

Vested interests must be respected ; and f'or that purpose it
would be sufficient to limit the duration of all such existing
associations to a limited term of years, and their capital to the
amount actually paid at the time when the new amended law

did pass. The restrictions deemed necessary and proper by the

Legislature would then be extended to all the existing free as-
sociations and chartered banks, as well as to all other free asso-

ciations which might thereafter be formed. The object should
be that all. the charters should merge in the general law, and

that the law should be precisely the same for all those engaged

in the same pursuit. What restrictions should, in the opinion

of the writer, be preserved or added have already been fully
stated.

It is believed, and the belief is corroborated by the result of

private banking in England and by what is known respect-
ing the new joint stock companies of that country, that there is

danger in gran_']ng the unrestricted power of issuing a paper

currency, even when accompanied by the personal responsibility
of those who issue the paper. :But this applies only to notes of
a certain denomination. Notes of one hundred dollars and of a

higher denomination circulate almost exclusively between dealers

and dealers, and might, like bills of exchange, be permitted to
circulate without any restrictions or other guarantee than the

personal responsibility of the persons or associations by whom
they were issued.

ACTION OF CONGRESS.

The objects to which, in reference to currency, the powers
vested in the general government may, it is believed, be applied,

and which will probably become at this time subjects of discus-
sion, are the Sub-Treasury, a bank of the United States, and a
bankrupt law.
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The government of the United States has the undoubted right

to intrust the custody of the public moneys to its own officers ;
and this is sometimes necessary. It may also, and every indi-

vidual has the same right for debts due to him, require the pay-
ment of taxes and other branches of the revenue to be made

exclusively in gold or silver. And it is bound to carry into
effect the provision of the Constitution which directs that all
duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the
United States.

From the time when the government was organized till very
lately it had been thought safer, whenever it was practicable, to

commit the custody of the public moneys to banks rather than
to intrust them to the officers of government; and there is no

doubt in that respect whenever the money can be deposited in
sound and specie-paying banks. In that opinion the whole

community coincides. The character of the late as well as that
of the present receiver for the city of :New York is irreproach-
able. Yet it would be difficult to find any individual in his

senses who would not deposit his money in a sound city bank
rather than in the hands of the receiver. The capital of the

bank is a better security than the bonds of any private person ;
and the hanks are answerable for contingent losses, such as fire

or robbery, for which a public officer cannot be made responsi-

ble. So long, also, as the bank currency remains equivalent to

the precious metals, it is much more convenient both for govern-
ment, for those who have duties to pay, and for all the parties

concerned_ to conform to the general usage rather than to require
payments in specie.

But the depreciated currency of banks which have suspended

specie payments cannot be received in payment of duties and of
other taxes without a violation of the principles of justice and

of the positive injunction of the Constitution. And instances

may occur in some sections of the country where it would be
unsafe even to make a special deposit of the public moneys
in any bank in that section. At a time when one-half of the

public revenue is collected in places where all the banks have

suspended specie payments, Treasury notes appear to afford the
most convenient means of complying with the Constitution and
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of rendering the duties uniform throughout the United States.'

Some other means of accomplishing that object must be devised,
if it should please Congress to suppress the use of those notes
and to repeal altogether the Sub-Treasury Act.

The specie clause, as it is called, of the Act is, however,

liable to serious objections. It had already been previously

provided that the Secreta .ry of the Treasury should not employ
any bank which had suspended specie payments. The new
provision, which extended the prohibition to all the banks

without exception, was in fact operative against those banks
alone which continued to pay in specie. Those who had duties

to pay might be annoyed ; but it was quite immaterial to the

banks which had ceased to pay any of their liabilities in specie
whether the duties were paid in coin; the demand for it did

not fall upon them. It was quite otherwise in the places where

specie payments were sustained; and the law in that respect,
though probably not thus intended, was a warfare directed ex-

clusively against those institutions which performed their duty

and not without some diffieulty sustained a sound currency. It
is true that in the actual state of things, and whilst the revenue

falls short of th_ _expenses, the law, though occasionally annoy-
ing, does not produce any sensible effect; but this also proves
that it was not necessary.

Whenever the revenue shall exceed the expenditure the law

will operate, and if the excess should again be considerable, the

drain of specie this would occasion might indeed break any
bank, and render the suspension of specie payments universal.

It cannot be perceived in what manner the measure can in any
way whatever have a tendency towards restoring a general sound
currency. It is utterly iml)o_ible to substitute, otherwise than

very gradually, a currency consisting exclusively of the precious

metals for that which now pervades the whole country.

1 The Treasury notes are a mere transcript of the English Exehequer
bills. Used as soberly as they have been of late years by the Treasury De-
partment, and provided they are kept at par_ they are the most convenient
mode of supplying a temporary deficiency in the revenue, as well as the
most convenient substitute for currency in the payment of duties during"a
suspension of specie payments.
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Any greataccumulationof the publicmoneys isattended
with such evilsthatitmust atalleventsbe averted. If con-

sistingof gold and silver accumulated in the Treasury chest, it

is an active capital taken from the people and rendered unpro-
ductive. If deposited in hanks, or consisting of hank paper, it
may again produce a fatal expansion of the discounts and issues

of the banks, attended by overtrading and followed by contrac-

tions and a general derangement.
Another objection to the law was that, with the exception of

Congress and of the officers of the general government, it
seemed as if the whole community was opposed to the measure.

If necessary and proper for that government, it was equally so
for that of every individual State. And yet it was not adopted

or even proposed by the Legislature of a single State. On the

contrary, even in some of those most friendly, and to the last
most faithful, to the late Administration, a direct and legal
sanction was given to the collection of the State revenue in a

depreciated and irredeemable currency, instead of requiring

payment in specie, as was done by the Act of Congress.
This country had a sound currency, and there was no general

suspension of specie payments, so long as either of the two
Banks of the United States was in existence. The refusal to

renew the charters was in both instances followed by a large

increase of State banks, and shortly after by a general suspension

of payments. The resumption which took place in 1817 im-
mediately followed, and has been generally ascribed to, the
establishment of the second national bank. Notwithstanding

the efforts of the banks of New York and of New England

subsequent to the suspension of 1837, a general resmnption
has not yet taken place. A considerable portion of the com-

mercial community therefore hopes that a new Bank of the
United States will accelerate such resumption and again secure

a currency equivalent to gold and silver. This confidence, if
sustained by a proper administration of the conteml)lated bank,

might go far towards attaining the object in view. Confidence

is certainly a most powerful element in sustaining any system of
paper currency.

On the other hand, a national bank has ever been, and from
VOL. III.--30
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its nature must be, generally unpopular. It will always be as-

sailed by those who are opposed generally to banks ; by many,
as not warranted by the Constitution ; and at present from cou-
siderations connected with the state of parties. It must also be

admitted that great power is always liable to be abused, and it
cannot be doubted that the catastrophe of the United States

Bank has shaken confidence, and given additional strength to
the arguments against a bank of that name and character and

with such a large capital.

These considerations render it necessary to act with great
caution and due deliberation, to form a just estimate of the ad-

vantages which may be expected from the intended bank, and

to inquire by what provisions the substantial objections against
the institution may be obviated.

The opinions of the writer respecting the constitutional powers
of Congress, the great utility of a national bank as the fiscal

agent of government, and the aid which may be derived from

it to regulate the general currency of the country, are the same

as heretofore. The constitutional question has been so long and
in so many shapes under consideration that the subject appears

to be exhausted,_and nothing needs be added in that respect.
]:ndependently of the temporary accommodations which a bank

of the United States affords to government when required to
supply a temporary deficiency in the revenue, and of the ad-
vances which it may in extraordinary times make to the con-

tractors of public loans, there cannot be any doubt that, as

regards the security and transmission of public moneys and the
general convenience of the Treasury, a national bank is far

preferable to those of individual States. The experience of the
writer under both systems permits him to make the assertion
with perfect confidence.

The only way in which a bank of the United States can

regulate the local currencies is by keeping its own loans and

discounts within narrow bounds, and rigorously requiring a
regular payment of the balances due to it by the State banks.

The object might be attained without its aid in places where the
local banks will, by adopting the same course, check each other

and regulate themselves. Where this does not take place, the
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interference of the national bank is of great importance and

highly useful. But the measure is practically difficult and gen-
erally unpopular, though it might be rendered more palatable
if the bank was forbidden to use the public deposits beyond a
certain amount for its own benefit.

This favorable result may be reasonably expected whenever
a general resumption shall have taken place. But doubts may
be entertained whether, under existing circumstances, tlle bank
can cause a general resumption without the aid of State legis-
lation or the co-operation of the State banks; and it is perfectly
clear that it cannot act as a regulator of local currencies in those
places where the banks from any cause whatever continue to
suspend their specie payments. It would seem necessary to
ascertain in what places, and particularly in which of the great
centres of commerce, a national bank is desired, and, fi'om the
confidence it might inspire, would induce a resumption.

Some other advantages, of a more doubtful nature, seem to be
expected from a bank of the United States; such as an increase
of commercial facilities, a greater uniformity in domestic ex-
changes, and a hope that its notes may, to a great extent, advan-
tageously supersede those of the local banks.

An increase of the mass of commercial loans is not at all
desirable. The number of banks and the amount of their dis-

counts is alrcady too great, and in order to be useful the effect
of the loans and of the circulation of the national bank should

be to lessen, and not to increase, the gross amount of both.
The great inequality and fluctuations of the domestic ex-

changes, so far as they are the result of depreciated currencies,
cannot be remedied by a bank of the United States as long as
they continue to be the local circulating medium. After that
evil shall have been removed by a resumption of specie pay-
ments, the bank cannot and ought not to interfere any farther
than as purchasers and sellers of exchange and drafts in the
same manner as other money dealers. It is only as an ad-
ditional dealer, with greater funds and facilities than any other,
that the hank may bring exchange nearer to par, or, in other
words, transmit on cheaper terms funds from one place to
another_ as they may be wanted.
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But it is a great error to suppose that it can afford a generally
uniform currency, or one which shall at the same time be of the

same value in all places. This is to confound exchange and
currency, and to suppose that paper money may not only be a
true representative of gold and silver, but can perform that
which gold and silver cannot accomplish.

The fluctuations in the rate of exchange, like those in the
market-price of commodities, depend on the relative amount

of supply and demand; and these again on the relative indebt-

edness and the actual means of making remittances. When
American coins can purchase in New York bills on London

which will produce there an amount of British coins containing
as much pure gold as was contained in the American coins with

which the bills were purchased, it is called the true par of ex-
change. If the amount of British coins obtained in London for

the bills contain less pure gold than the American coins paid

for the bills, it is a clear proof that the same quantity of pure
gold is worth less in New York than in London; and this can-

not be altered _ substituting in New York for coin a paper
money which has no other property than that of being converti-
ble into coin at :New York at its nominal value. The case is

precisely the same between :New Orleans and :New York, or
between any two places whatever.

A national bank may find it possible and convenient to give
occasional facilities in that respect. But it can no more issue a

currency necessarily payable, at the option of the holder, in sev-

eral places than a merchant can bind himself to be ready to pay
a debt at five or six different places at the option of his creditor
and without notice.

If the bank should issue all its notes payable at one place,
they would be currency at the place of issue; and in every other

place they would be worth more or less than the local currency,
or than gold or silver, according to the rate of exchange between

such places respectively and the place of issue where alone they
were made payable. If the notes are, as heretofore, made payable

at various places, such issues will make part of the local currency
of tlle places where they are respectively made payable, and can-
not pay debts elsewhere any more than the notes of local banks.
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It would seem generally to follow that the circulation of a
bank of the United States cannot be otherwise extended than

in as far as it may supersede the local currencies of the several
States. In former times that circulation was principally in the
South and in the West, as will appear by the following authentic

statement of the places where the notes in actual circulation of
the Bank of the United States were payable in September, 1830 :

Payable in/gew :England . $834,492
" :New York 834,733

" Philadelphia 1,367,180

" Baltimore and Washington 1,176,240
" the Southern States. 8,074,045

" the :North-Western States, including Buffalo and

Pittsburg 3,261,547
" the South-Western States 4,799,420

$15,347,657

It may be doubted whether a similar proportionate amount

can now be circulated in quarters which have become saturated

with paper money. It is not impossible that this may take place
in those States where the evils of a depreciated currency have
become intolerable.

An additional demand to a moderate amount for notes, prin-
cipally of five dollars, payable at :New York or Philadelphia,

may also be expected on account of their great convenience in

travelling and for small remittances. Checks and bills of ex-
change are safer and more convenient than bank-notes for large
remittances.

If a bank of the United States can, notwithstanding the ob-
stacles of conflicting opinions and interests, be again created by

Congress, it will be necessary to guard against the evils which
such an institution may produce. The views of the writer, such

as they are, have already been stated in the preceding pages.
Those provisions that seem most important in reference to a

national bank will be recapitulated.
The danger of an abuse of the power which must necessarily

be given is increased in proportion to the magnitude of the cap-

ital. This should not be greater than is necessary for the object
intended. The bank is not wanted in order to increase the
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amount of commercial accommodations. A small capital would
suffice for its operations in its character of fiscal agent of the

government. :For the purpose of regulating, as far as practica-

ble, the local currencies, it is not necessary that, at least at first,
it should be extended beyond the great centres of commerce.

The power hereafter, if found requisite, to increase the capital
might be reserved by Congress. A. large capital is not wanted

for the purpose of sustaining an adequate circulation ; and this

may be increased without danger beyond its ordinary limits,
provided the amounts of loans and discounts be kept within
narrow bounds. The Bank of England, with a capital of four-

teen millions sterling, sustains a circulation of at least eighteen

millions. The Bank of France, with a capital of sixty-eight
millions of francs (about thirteen millions of dollars), has a cir-

culation of two hundred and forty millions, and generally in its

vaults two hundred and thirty millions of specie. It may be
added that, under existing circumstances, the plan may fail
altogether unless the amount required be moderate. 1

It is believed that a capital of fifteen millions of dollars, paid
altogether in specie or in bank-notes equivalent to specie, would

be amply sufficient. To this may be added, if deemed eligible,
and to be viewed as an ultimate guarantee, five millions of dol-
lars in a five per cent. stoek of tile United States. The bank

should not be authorized to dispose of that stock without the

leave of Congress, or perhaps of the Treasury Department. :No

other description of stocks should be admitted as part of the
capital.

Besides the restrictions imposed by the charter of the late

bank, the amoufit of loans, discounts, and all other investments
bearing an interest should be limited so as not to exceed once

and a half the amount of the capital, or, at most, sixty per cent.

beyond it. It has already been shown that with that limitation,
after the maximum of such investments has been reached, the
amount of specie must necessarily increase with that of eircula-

I Theviews of the writer have, in that respect, been moditied since the
year 1811by observationsabroad, by practicalbanking experienceat home_
and by the aberrations of the late Bank of the United States.
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tion and deposits. When such reciprocal increase takes place
naturally it produces no inconvenience. If it should be the re-

sult of a considerable increase of accumulated revenue, it will

produce the same evils which under any circumstances are the
consequence of such an increase. Taxes to a large amount

would be intolerable if they were not expended, and if the

money drawn from the people was not immediately restored to

circulation. But if, notwithstanding the measures which may
be adopted by government in order to prevent an undue accu-

mulation, this should occasionally take place, the restriction on

the amount of loans and discounts will prevent the application
to that object of tile excess of public deposits. Whether the
amount of specie in the bank should be increased from that

cause, or by a natural extension of its circulation and individual

deposits, that specie will afford an ample security for the pay-
ment of all tile liabilities of the institution. In that ease the

bank would be tile great reservoir which might, if applied
properly, supply sudden demands, and at critical times sustain

the other banks, protect the local currency, and lessen the com-
mercial distress.

It is presumed that the ordinary restrictions forbid4ing to
deal in real estate, merchandise, or stocks will be retained, and

that the bank will be confined strictly to pure and legitimate
banking operations.

The provisions which have been already suggested in case of
a suspension of specie payments appear indispensable, as well as

one which will declare the bank to be necessarily dissolved if
the suspension continues more than a year.

Whether the bank should absolutely be forbidden to issue

post-notes, and whether a limitation on the amount of dividends,
which in fact will be limited by the restrictions on the amount

of loans and discounts, be necessary, are questions which may
deserve consideration. But in order to enforce the restrictions

and conditions of the charter, whatever they may be, a rigorous
and regular inspection by officers appointed by government is
absolutely necessary. The power to make occasional examina-

tions by committees of either branch of the Legislature may be

reserved, but is not adequate to the purpose. In that respect
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the law of :New York for the establishment of bank commis-

sioners may serve as a model. It has been tested by the expe-
rience of ten years, and has been attended with none but bene-

ficial results. The power given to them to inspect all the books
and papers, without excepting the accounts of individuals, and

that of examining upon oath all the officers of every bank and

every other person concerning its affairs, are both necessary, and
have never been abused. In the case under consideration the

commissioners would naturally be placed under the superintend-
ence of the Treasury Department. The appointment of directors
by government may be useful, but is less important.

Amongst many suggestions that have been made, and which

deserve consideration, there is one which appears important,
principally in order that tile bank may have a truly national

character and not degenerate into a local institution. It is pro-
posed that the general control of the bank should be separated
from the local business of the place where it may be located.
:Nothing more is meant by this than that the office of discount

and deposit f_ that place should be as distinct from tile general

direction as the branches which are located in other places,
and that such office should be considered simply as one of the
branches. In that case the members of the general direction

might be but few,--no more than one or two from any one
State,--and it would therefore be necessary, in order to secure
the constant attendance of those from other States than that in

which the main bank was located, that they should receive a

competent and even liberal salary. But this general board,
though separated from the office of discount, must still neces-
sarily sit in a great commercial city.

The Constitution of the United States provides that Congress
shall have power to establish an uniform rule of naturalization

and uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies throughout the
United States.

The true meaning of the word "bankruptcies" has been ques-
tioned. But whether, according to the sense in which the word
wa_ generally used and understood at the time when the Con-

stitution was adopted, it embraces all persons unable or un-

willing to pay their debts, or is confined only to traders and
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dealers, it is conceded on all hands that it is applicable to all
who are universally admitted to be traders or dealers. And it

cannot be denied that bankers or dealers in money are included
within that description.

In other respects the power is given in express terms and in

the most general manner. It is to pass laws on the subject of
bankruptcies. Congress is not, therefore, bound by the specific

provisions of the pre-existing laws on that subject of any
country. It may define what acts shall constitute bankruptcy ;
what shall be the remedy in reference both to the creditor and

to the debtor; and what shah be the mode of proceeding. The

question to be examined is, whether the law shall apply to

banking corporations. The intrinsic propriety of including
those institutions can hardly be denied, and no Act of Congress

could be more useful and efficient for the purpose of securing a
general sound currency.

The general evil under which the whole country labors is

that, owing to the dissimilar, imperfect, fluctuating, or relaxed

legislation of the several States, those institutions or corporate

bodies which have been permitted to issue a paper currency,
on the express condition that it should be at all times redeem-

able on demand in gold or silver, are suffered with impunity to

break their engagements, and to pay their debts in a depreciated
paper, not equivalent to that which, by the Constitution, is

declared to be the only tender in payment of debts. A law

which shall declare it to be an act of bankruptcy, on tile part
of all those who issue notes or evidences of debt to be put in
circulation as money, 1 to continue for a certain length of time
to decline or refuse to redeem in specie such notes or bills,

would afford the most general and efficient preventive and
remedy that can be devised. It would alone be sufficient to

arrest the evil, to place all tlle States on a footing of equaiity,
and to restore and maintain the soundness of all the local
currencies.

The laws of the same purport enacted by :New York and by

These are the technical words used in the law of New York in relation

to the issuing and circulation of bank-notes.
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someotherStatesare,in_act,bankruptlawsappliedtothatspecial
object.ThoseStates,and allthosewhichmaintalnoraredesirous

of maintaining specie payments and a sound currency, are deeply
interested in making the law general. It must also be observed

that incorporated banks enjoy already all the privileges which a
bankrupt law can afford to debtors ; that is to say, that on sur-

rendering all the property which belongs to the corporation no
further demand can be made either against it nor, in their indi-

vidual capacity, against its members. It is, therefore, strictly
consistent with justice that they should be made subject to the
provisions of that branch of the bankrupt law which is intended

to protect the creditors. In point of fact the whole, or almost
the whole, banking business of tbe United States is carried on

by incorporated banks. To exempt them from the operation of a
general law is not only the grant of a banking monopoly, but an
exclusive privilege in favor of a special class of dealers; and the

occupation of those dealers, that of substituting a paper for a
specie currency, is, of all others, the most dangerous to the eom-

munlty, and that which requires to be most strictly restrained by
legal enactments, instead of being exempt from the provisions of
a law which applies to every other description of dealers.

Although the great utility and strict justice of the application
of a general bankrupt law to incorporated banks may not be

denied, it seems that the power of Congress in that respect has
been questioned by some persons as an infringement of the

rights of the States, and as not being warranted by the Constitu-
tion. The object of this essay is to suggest such provisions as
appear useful and practicable on subjects which are familiar to

the writer, rather than to discuss constitutional questions which

may be beyond his competency. :But in this instance the objec-
tion. seems so extraordinary that some desultory observations may
be permitted.

The power to establish uniform laws on the subject of bank-
ruptcies throughout the United States is not implied, but ex-
press, and it is given in the most general and extensive terms

that could be devised, without any other limitation than that

which may be deduced from the meaning of the word "bank-

ruptcies," and which does not apply to the question under con-
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sideration. The laws must be uniform. Itnmy perhaps be said

that the condition of uniformity is not violated by exempting

from the operation of the law a certain class of dealers, pro-
vided all the dealers of that description are exempted. But this

would be a dangerous principle. The power of passing laws
on the subject of bankruptcies, like that to regulate commerce

among the several States, of which it is in fact only a part, must

be uniform in every respect. To permit every other species of
property to be freely carried from one State to another, and to
except slaves by forbidding their being transported from one

slavekolding to another slaveholding State, would certainly be
considered as a direct violation of the Constitution.

The power of the several States to create corporations or

artificial bodies is universally acknowledged. And, ahhough

the privilege may not be absolutely essential, yet, as by usage it
is almost universal, the power to confine the responsibility to
the property owned by the corporation as such and to make its

members irresponsible is also admitted. But it is not perceived

on what principle those artificial bodies can in any other respect
be, any more than natural persons, rightfully exempted from the

legitimate general laws of the United States. Such exemption
has not heretofore been claimed. The incorporated banks may,
in many instances, be sued in the courts of the United States.

Judgments may be obtained in those courts against them, and
execution levied on their corporate property. Their real estate

is liable to taxation whenever the United States lay a direct tax
on property of that description. Their notes were made liable

to the stamp duty in common with the notes of private indi-

viduals. The individual States might have claimed the right
to exempt those institutions in all those respects with. as much

propriety as in reference to a bankrupt law. The claim might
be extended to all other associations of persons incorporated for
establishing manufactures or for any other enterprise whatever;
and associations not only for carrying on manufactories, but

also fisheries, the fur-trade, and other species of business, have
actually been incorporated by some of the States.

A system of free banking has been introduced into the State

of :New York by authorizing associations t'or that purpose which
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are not by law considered as corporations, and it is hoped that
the system will become general and operate a conversion of all

the chartered banks into free and not incorporated associations.

"Would it be just that the)- should be subject to the bankrupt law
whilst the chartered banks remain exempted from its operation ?

It may perhaps be alleged that, inasmuch as the States have

respectively passed laws providing for the manner in which the

property of the incorporated banks may be sequestered, placed

in the hands of trustees or receivers, and he distributed amongst
the creditom, the United States have no right to interfere and
to provide other means for the same purpose. But it ha_ been

generally admitted, and the doctrine is sound and rational, that

so long as Congress does not exercise a discretionary power,
given to it by the Constitution, the laws of the States on such

subjects are legitimate and obligatory; but that they are super-
seded by the laws of Congress whenever that body thinks it

proper to exercise such discretionary power. This has happened
very lately in the provisions respecting pilots: the sanction of

Congress has _een given to the quarantine laws of the several
States: it has been adjudged that the), had the right to natu-
ralize aliens, until Congress had passed a general law on that
subject, and that from that time the right ceased.

Some difficulties may be suggested respecting the practicability
of applying the provisions of a bankrupt law to corporations;
but it is believed that they may be easily surmounted.

There are some acts, considered by the English laws as acts of

bankruptcy, which could not be done by a corporation. The
only consequence would be that, since the act could not be done,

the law in that respect could not be applied to the incorporated

banks. But Congress is not at all bound by the special pro-
visions of the English bankrupt laws. It is generally authorized
to pass laws on the subject of bankruptcies, and it may therefore

define what. shall be considered as acts of bankruptcy, and adapt

the definition to the object in view. It has already been sug-
gested that nothing more was wanted in reference to banks than

to make it an act of bankruptcy for all those who issue paper
money, to refuse for a certain length of time to redeem it in
specie.
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There are a|so some penalties which are inapplicable to cor-
porations, and from which they would, of course, be exempted.
But there is a point which deserves consideration. No bank-

rupt law would be passed in this age and in this country which

would condemn a bankrupt to death. By parity of reasoning
it may be insisted that the act of Congress which will not inflict

the pain of death on the natural pemon ought not to kill, or_
in other words, to dissolve, the artificial body. This may be
granted : the power of dissolving may be left to the State which

created. The essential object of a bankrupt law, with respect

to the creditor, is to preserve from dilapidation the property in
the possession of his debtor, and to make an equal division of
it amongst all the creditors. This may be attained without

putting to death the person or dissolving the corporate body. _

I The establishment of a mint in :New York would have a tendency to
sustain the currency. Foreign coins are generally exported in preference

to those of the United States. A very considerable proportion of the foreign

gold and silver coins which pass through the banks of the city of New York
would be converted into American coins if it could be done without the

expense, risk, delay, and inconvenience of sending them to Philadelphia.

The practical injury is much greater than may be generally supposed. It

must not be forgotten that New York is the principal place of importation_

and still more so of the exportation, of the precious metals ; and that it is

also_ as being the most exposed, that which it is most important to protect
against the danger of a suspension of specie payments.
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DOCUMENTS RESPECTING THE RESUMPTION OF SPECIE

PAYMENTS IN TtIE YEAR 1838.

CIaCULAR.--To the Principal Banks in the United States.

NEw YoaK, August 18, 1837.

Sra,--At a general meeting of the officers of the banks of the city of
New York, held on the 15th of th_s month, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted, viz. :

Resolved_ Tha_a committee be appointed to correspond with such banks
in the several S_ates as they may think proper, in order to ascertain at
what time and place a convention of the principal banks should be held
for the purpose of agreeing on the time when specie payments should be
resumed_ and on the measures necessary to effect that purpose.

Having been appointed a committee in conformity with that resolution 7
we beg leave to call your attention to the important subject to which it
refers.

The suspension of specie payments was forced upon the banks imme-
diately by a panic and by causes not under their control_ remotely by the
unfortunate coincidence of extraordinary events and incidcnts_ the ultimate
result of which was anticipated neither by government or by any part of
the community.

But it is nevertheless undeniable that_ by accepting their charters, the
banks had contracted the obligation of redeeming their issues at all times
and under any circumstances whatever ; that they have not been able to
perform that engagement ; and that a depreciated paper, differing in value
in different places_ and subject to daily fluctuations in the same place_ has
thus been substituted for the eurreney_ equivalent to gold or silver_ which_
and no other_ they were authorized and had the exclusive right to issue.

Such a state of things cannot and ought not to be tolerated any longer
than an absolute necessity requires it. We are very certain thatyou unite
with us in the opinion that it is the paramount and most sacred duty of the

462
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banks to exert every effort7 to adopt every measure within their power
which may promote and accelerate the desired result ; and that they must
be prepared to resume specie payments within the shortest possible notice
whenever a favorable alteration shall occur in the rate of foreign ex-
changes.

We are quite aware of the difficulties which must be surmounted, and
of the impropriety of any premature attempt. No banking system could
indeed be tolerated which was not able to withstand the ordinary and un-
avoidable fluctuations of exchange. But the difference is great between
continuing and resuming specie paymeuts _ and we do not believe that the
banks in the United States can, without running the imminent danger of
another speedy and fatal catastrophe, resume such payments before the
foreign debt shall have been so far lessened or adjusted as to reduce the
rate of exchanges to true specie par, and the risk of an immediate exporta-
tion of the precious metals shall have thus been removed.

The appearances in that respect have become more flattering ; and it is
not improbable that the expected change may take place shortly after the
next crop of our principal article of exports shall begin to operate. Yet
we are sensible that we must not rely on conjectures_ and that the banks
cannot designate the time when they may resume before the ability to sus-
tain specie payments shall have been ascertained by the actual reduction
in the rate of the exchanges.

But even when the apprehension of a foreign drain of specie shall have
ceased_ the great object in view cannot be effected without a concert of the
banks in the several sections of the Union. Those of this city had the mis-
fortune to be_with few exceptions_ the first that were compelled to declare
their inability to sustain: for the time: specie payments. It appears that
it became absolutely necessary for the bther banks to pursue the same
course _ and it would be likewise impracticable for those of any particular
section to resume without a general co-operation of at least the principal
banks of the greater part of the country. A mutual and free communica-
tion of their respective situations_ prospects: and opinions seems to be a
necessary preliminary step_ to be followed by a convention at such time
and place as may be agreed upon.

_ks relates to the banks of this city_ we are of opinion that_ provided the
co-operation of the other banks is obtained: they may_ and ought to, we
should perhaps say that they must_ resume specie payments before next
spring: or: to be more precise, between the first of January and the middle
of March_ 1838.

Both the time and place of meeting in convention must of course be de-
termined in conformity with the general wishes of the banks. In order
to bring the subject in a definite shape before you: we merely suggest the
latter end of October as the proper time and this city as the most eligible
place for the proposed convention.

A sufficient time will have then elapsed to enable us to judge of the
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measures which Congress may adopt in reference to the subject. Whatever
may be its action on the currency, the duty of resuming remains the same,
and must he performed by the banks. If anything indeed can produce an
effect favorable to their views, it will be the knowledge of their being sin-
cerely and earnestly engaged in effecting that purpose. An early indica-
tion of the determination of the banks will have a beneficial influence, by
making them all aware of the necessity of adopting the requisite prelimi-
nary measures ; and the information is also due to all the varied interests
of the country.

We address this letter to no other bank in your city or State than those
herein designated ; and we pray you to collect and ascertain the opinions
of the othcrs_ and to communicate the general result as early as prac-
ticable.

We have the honor to be_ &c._

ALBERT GALLATIN,
GEORGE NEWBOLD_
C. W. LAWRENCE_

Committee.

Extract from the Minutes of the Board of Delegates of the Banks of the
City and Incorporated Districts of the County of Philadelphia.

"_ .
At a special meeting of the delegates of all the banks in the city and

the incorporated districts of the county of Philadelphia_ held on Tuesday
evening, August 29_ 1837, the following preamble and resolutions were_
on motion_ unanimously adoptedy viz. :

WHEREAS,A proposition has been submitted to this meeting, on behalf of
the officers of the banks of the city of New York, for calling a convention
of delegates from the principal banks in the United States, to be held in
New York in the month of October next_ for the purpose of adopting
measures for the resumption of payments in specie by the banks } after
mature reflection upon this proposal, and the reasons assigned for it_ this
meeting has not been able to adopt the views presented in the communi-
cation_ and they deem it proper to state briefly and without reserve the
reasons of their dissent.

The banks of Philadelphia fully concur with the banks of New York in
their anxiety for a general resumption of specie payments with the least
practicable delay_ and they would cordially unite in the proposed convention
if they thought it at all adapted to promote that object. But they believe
that the general resumption of specie payments depends mainly_ if not ex-
clusively, on the action of Congress_--the body charged with the general
power over commerce, and the exclusive power over the coinage, and with-
out whose co-operation all attempts at a general system of payments in
coin throughout this extensive country must be partial and temporary.
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That body is on the point of assembling, being expressly convened to
deliberate on this very subject.

Now, the banks of Philadelphia are of opinion that, at such a moment, a
convention of the banks of the United States would be superfluous at least,
if not injurious. It seems superfluous, because the banks can do nothing,
and ought to promise nothing, until they know what the action of Congress
will be. The communication from l_TewYork mentions a precise period
when the banks of New York may, and ought to, and must, resume specie
payments. With every respectful deference to the better judgment of the
signers of the communication, the banks of Philadelphia are not prepared
to make any pledges, nor to name any time for the resumption, because
they think that the whole matter depends much more on Congress than
on themselves. They do not wish to excite expectations which they may
not be able to realize, and they believe that a premature effort might be
followed by a relapse, which would be permanently fatal to the credit of
our banking institutions. If, moreover, such a convention, composed of
delegates from sections of the country of very unequal resources and in
very different stages of preparation, should not agree upon any general
systenTuf action, these very discussions would weaken confidence in the
convention; while, if they could agree, their union upon any course of
measures might not recommend that course to public favor, because it
would be considered as one specially favorable to the interests of banks
themselves. It is thus that the convention might prove not merely useless,
but injurious. The mere assemblage of a body more numerous probably
than Congress itself, meeting at the same time, deliberating on the same
subject, might easily be made to wear the appearance of an attempt to
interfere with or to influence the movements of that body. The avowed
object of the convention too---to fix a time for resuming specie payments
independent of Congress--might have the effect of misleading both Con-
gress and the country. If the resumption be practicable by the banks
alone, Congress might consider itself under no obligation to interpose,--a
very erroneous and dangerous conclusion. If the banks confidently name
a day when they not only may but must resume, whatever be the action of
Congress, or the state of the country, or the condition of the foreign ex-
changes, they promise what they may not be able to perform, and so lose
rather than gain credit by the effort. A more prudent course, in tile delib-
erate judgment of this meeting, would be for the banks of the United States

to continue steadily their present preparations for resuming specie pay-
ments, to wait quietly the action of Congress without interference of
any kind, and be ready to give an immediate and zealous co-operatlon
in any measures which that body may adopt for the common benefit of
the country. Under these impressions, they are constrained to adopt the
following resolutions :

Re_olved, That, in the opinion of the banks of Philadelphia, it is inex-
pedient at this time to appoint delegates to the proposed convention.

VOL.11I.----31
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Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, certified by the president and
secretary of this meeting, be forwarded to the banks of New York, with an
assurance that while the banks of Philadelphia reluctantly differ from those
of New York as to the specific measure proposed, they do ample justice to
the zeal and patriotism which have dictated it ; that they are not the less
anxious to accomplish the common object, and that if the proposed conven-
tion should suggest anything which promises to be useful to the country,
the banks of Philadelphia will as cordially co-operate in executing it as if
they had been fully represented in the convention.

Extract from the minutes.

W. MEREDITH, President.
J. B. TREVOR, Secretary.

C_RCULAR.--Tothe Princifal Banks of the United States.

Nsw YORK,October20, 1837.

Sm,--A_ a general meeting of the officers of the banks of the city of
New York, held on the 10th of this month, the committee appointed on the
15th of August last lald before the meeting the communications received
from banks in tl_e several States, in answer to the circular of the com-
mittee of the 18th of August last.

Whereupon it was unanimously '_Resolved, That the banks in the several

States be respectfully invited to appoint delegates to meet on the 27th day
of November next, in the city of New York, for the purpose of conferring
on the time when specie payments may be resumed with safety, and on the
measures necessary to effect that purpose."

We pray you to communicate this letter to. such other banks in your
State as you may deem proper, and, leaving the number of delegates entirely
to yourselves, we only beg leave to urge the importance of having every
State represented.

We have the honor to be_ respectfully, your most obedient servants,
ALBERT GALLATIN,
GEORGE NEWBOLD,
C. W. LAWRENCE,

Committee.

Extract from the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Bank Convention held
at ArewYork on the 27th _hrovember tOthe 2d December, 1837.

Present,---Delegates of banks from the following States, viz. : Maine,
Vermont_ New Hampshire_ Massachusetts_ Rhode Island_ Connecticut_
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New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, District of Columbia,

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky, and
Indiana.

Thursday, November 30, 1837.

The convention met according to adjournment.

Mr. Van Ness, from the committee appointed to report upon the proper

measures to be pursued t, to effect a general resumption of specie pay-

ments," &c._ reported the following resolutions, and requested that they

should be considered a report in part:

1st. Resolved, That it be recommended to the banks of the several States

to resume specie payments on the first day of July next, without.precluding

an earlier resumption on the part of such banks as may find it necessary

or deem it proper.

2d. Resolved, That a committee of -- delegates be appointed, whose

duty it shall be to correspond with the several banks, and to collect all

the necessary information concerning their respective situations and the

rate of foreign exchanges, and who shall be authorized, if they deem it

necessary, to call, on giving thirty days' notice, another meeting of this

convention, inviting the attendance of delegates from the banks of the
States not represented at this meeting.

3d. __esolved, That (notwithstanding the foregoing resolutions) it will

be the duty of each and every bank in the United States to resume specie
payments at the earliest period when their own means and the state of

the exchanges will enable them to do so with a proper regard to their own

safety and the interesLs of the community.

On motion of Mr. Eyre, of Pennsylvania, the resolutions were laid on

the table_ to enable him to present a report and resolutions from a minority
of the same committee.

Mr. Eyre then submitted the following report and resolutions:

The minority of the committee to whom the resolution of Mr. Howard,

of Maryland_ was referred_ submit the following report and resolutions as

expressing briefly their views upon the subject referred :

That they have proceeded in their deliberations upon the subject

committed to them under a deep sense of its momentous importance in

relation to the particular interests represented in this convention; still

more to the general welfare, with unaffected respect to public expectation,

and a thorough conviction that nothing can excuse the continuance of

suspension after the necessity which demands it shall have ceased. It
wiU not be denied that the banks are prompted by their own interest to

a resumption at the earliest possible period, when it is known that since
the month of May last they have been steadily contracting their business

to an unprecedented amount and to the utmost limit short of general

bankruptcy.

It will b'e conceded that the resumption_ accompanied by a revival of
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confidence, to be more and more firmly reinstated, is demanded by every
consideration of the public welfare, and the banks, sustained as they have
been in the face of penalties and forfeitures by a candid, just, and generous
community, cannot fail to be alive to the duty of cultivating the favor
and regarding most respectfully the opinion and general expectation of
their fellow-citizens. Nor can it be overlooked that as their justification
is, and has been from the beginning, necessity and self-preservation for the

country as well as themselves, it will lose its force whenever the appre-
hended dangers are at an end.

It will be conceded that an efficient and maintained recurrence to specie
payments requires a simultaneous action throughout the country, and it
is admitted on all hands that your resolves will be only advisory, not
compulsory.

In order to this, the restoration of domestic exchanges to their natural
and regular condition and action is indispensable, and this must mainly
depend upon the ability of the Southern and Western States ; for resump-
tion is not a measure of mere volition.

It cannot, therefore, but be a matter of much regret that in your delib-
erations you are not assisted by the counsels of delegates from the im-
portant points of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and some
other States.

Yet the ability of these States and their willingness to concur and co-

operate with you_in every reasonable and judicious measure which you
may recommend cannot be questioned, although the want of certain in-
formation leaves you at a loss to know with desirable precision at what

period or to what amount their staples, on which their ability depends_
will be brought into activity.

In regard to the question of resumption, the first thing which presents
itself to our consideration is the time when it is to be attempted.

Shall it be now ?

In the present condition of foreign and domestic exchanges it is believed
that an immediate resumption of specie payments is-utterly impracticable ;
none, even the most sanguine, have ever been heard to impugn or even to
express doubt of the undeniable truth of this position. This measure will
therefore he passed by.

Shall it then be at a future period, now to be fixed by this convention?
Against such a measure many objections exist in the minds of the

minority of your committee, some of which will be stated.

No one can foretell with satisfactory probability when our domestic
exchanges will be restored to order and regularity.

It must depend upon the value and quantity of the staple products of
the Southern and Western States l and the same dependence attaches to
our foreign exchanges.

Until our foreign debt shall have been reduced, the present high rate of
exchange must necessarily continue _ so long, too, the demand for specie
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for the purposes of remittances must 1,'mr,and, while it lasts, the opening
of your vaults would be to impair your means and to drain the country
of its specie to a ruinous extent. Again, to fix now a period of specie
payments would be to count with dangerous confidence upon speculative
opinions and contingencies.

Who can assure us that, at a day not so remote as to be for that reason
inadmissible, our foreign debt will be sufficiently liquidated to bring down
exchange and check the exportation of specie?

Who can say what is to be the quantity or prices of our staples of this
year's crop in the foreign market?

There must be much allowance for the time necessary for getting them
there, and for their sale also; much, too, as regards their value, to the
vacillation of prices, and to the force of the foreign policy by which it has
been attempted, and with too much success, to break them down.

Besides these considerations_ we cannot but look with apprehension to
the insufficiency of the domestic supply of breadstuffs.

That there will be a large importation is presumed, and to that extent
your means will be impaired, the foreign debt kept stationary or possibly
increased. Again, if the reliance upon cont]ngeneles should embolden
you to fix a day, and in it you should be disappointed, you will have
repeated the distress occasioned by severe curtailment, without accom-
plishing the object proposed, and with certain ruin to many. You
will shake public confidence in your disposition or your ability t6 its
foundation.

How and when can you hope to restore it?
Again, in the intervM which would elapse until the arrival of the period

you may fix upon, may it not happen that in some instances there will be
an expansion of circulation, which will aggravate public calamity ? Then,
too, may not the measure now under consideration tempt to large im-
portation of foreign goods by your own merchants ? May it not encourage
the foreign manufacturer to force his goods upon the country and glut
the market? Either of these would necessarily keep you in a state of
indebtedness proportionally, and to keep up the exchanges; nor is the
ardent commercial spirit of enterprise round the Cape to China, &o., to be
lost sight of.

Afford the specie, and it will be extended to a dangerous excess, for the
temptation is great.

Again, if you fix an early day of resumption, you increase the hazard
of disappointment. If you fix upon a distant day, may it not happen that
you postpone resumption beyond the period when in justice you ought to
have resumed?

• Finally, are you prepared to dismiss the hope that Congress will aid
in relieving the country ?

Entertaining these views, briefly expressed, but which your intelligence
will carry out, the minority of the committee cannot advise the determina-
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tion at this time of the precise period when the resumption of specie pay-

ments may be effected. Natural causes are in operation which, by judi-
cious action, you may assist ; but you may retard their progress by rash

and imprudent attempts to force them ; and you will, moreover, be able to

assure yourselves and the public that the resumption, so anxiously desired

by all, will be accomplished as soon as it is practicable, and then certainly.
In accordance with what has been said, the minority of your committee

offer the following resolutions :

Resolved, That this convention will appoint a committee of dele-

gates, to whom shall be confided the important trust of diligently inquiring
and deliberately judging when the condition and circumstances of the

country shall have been such as to justify an early resumption of specie
payments by the banks at a fixed period.

2d. Tha_ when the said committee shall, in the exercise of sound dis-

cretion, be satisfied that such period has arrived, it shall be their duty to
make it known to the presiding officer of this convention, and that it shall

be his duty thereupon to summon a meeting of this convention, with due

notice to its members, at _ to the end that the measure of resump-
tion may be promptly adopted.

Saturday_ December 2, 1837.

The convention met according to adjournment_ when the following
resolutions were hdopted :

1st. Resolved, That the convention entertains a deep anxiety and a firm

determination to accomplish the resumption of specie payments at the
earliest period when it may be permanently practicable.

2d. t_esolved, That in the opinion of this convention the present circum-

stances of the country are not such as to make it expedient or prudent
now to fix a day for the resumption of specie payments.

3d. t_esolved, That when the convention terminates its present session,
it shall be adjourned to meet in the city of New York on the second

Wednesday of April next, for the purpose of considering and, if practi-
cable, determining upon the day when specie payments may be resumed.

4th. Resolved, That this convention strongly recommends to all the

banks in the United States to continue by proper measures to prepare

themselves for a return to specie payments within the shortest practicable
period after the next meeting of the convention.

5th. Resolved, That the banks in those States not now represented be

earnestly requested to send delegates to the adjourned meeting of this
convention, and that the several delegates from all the States be desired

to procure all such information in regard to the condition of the banks in
their respective States as may be attainable.
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At a meeting of the officers of the banks of the city of New York, held
on the 15th December, 1837,

The delegates appointed to represent the said banks in the convention
of the banks of the several States which met at New York on the 27th of

November last, and on the following days to the 1st of this month, made
the following report. Whereupon it was

Resolved, That the said report be accepted and published.

PETER STAGG, Ghairman.
W. M. YERMILYE, Secretary.

REPORT.

The delegates appointed to represent the banks of the city of New York
in the general bank convention held in the said city on the 27th of No-
vember, 1837, respectfully submit, together with a copy of the proceedings
of the convention, the following report, explanatory of their votes in that
body :

The banks of the several States have been vested with the power and,
in most of the States, especially in that of New York, with the exclusive
privilege of issuing a paper currency, on the express condition that they
should at all times, and whenever the demand was made, redeem it in
gold or silver, the only constitutional legal tender or currency with which
debts may be discharged. Nothing, therefore, but the inability to perform
the condition can justify a suspension of specie payments on the part of
the banks.

The immediate causes which thus compelled the banks of the city of
New York to suspend specie paymente on the 10th of May last are well
known. The simultaneous withdrawing of the large public deposits and
of excessive foreign credits, combined with the great and unexpected fall
in the price of the principal article of our exports, with an import of corn
and breadstuffs such as had never before occurred, and with the conse-
quent inability of the country, particularly of the South-Western States,
to make the usual and expected remittances, did at one and the same time
fall principally and necessarily on the greatest commercial emporium of
the Union. After a long and most arduous struggle, during which the
banks, though not altogether unsuccessfully resisting the imperative for-
eign demand for the precious metals, were gradually deprived of a great
portion of their specie, some unfortunate incidents of a local nature, oper-
ating in concert with other previous exciting causes, produced distrust and
panic, and finally one of those general runs which, if continued, no banks
that issue paper money payable on demand can ever resist; and which
soon put it out of the power of those of this city to sustain specie pay-
meats. The example was followed by the banks throughout the whole
country with as much rapidity as the news of the suspension in New York
reached them, without waiting for an actual run, and principally, if not
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exclusively, on the alleged grounds of the effects to be apprehended from
that suspension. Thus, whilst the New York City banks were almost
drained of their specie, those in other places preserved the amount which
they held before the final catastrophe.

If the share of blame which may justly be imputed to the banks be

analyzed, it will be found to consist in their not having at an early period
duly appreciated the magnitude of the impending danger and taken in
time the measures necessary to guard against it ; in their want of firmness

when the danger was more apparent and alarming; in yielding to the
demands for increased or continued bank facilities, instead of resolutely
curtailing their loans and lessening their liabilities. Whether the most
acute foresight and the most powerful exertions could have enabled the

banks to have averted the blow, is a question which we are not called uponto discuss.

Whatever explanations may be given concerning the past, since nothing
but actual inability can be alleged as an excuse for having ceased to per-
form the express condition on which the privilege to issue a paper cur-
rency had been granted, it is equally obvious that nothing can justify a
protracted suspension but the continued inability to resume and sustain
specie, payments. This principle is indeed so evident that, as an abstract
proposition, its correctness is universally admitted ; and all agree in ex-
pressing their " thorough conviction that nothing can excuse the continu-
ance of suspension after the necessity which demands it shall have ceased."

But, in enumerating the objections to an early resumption or to fixing a
day for it, the discussion was not confined to arguments derived from a
supposed continued inability on the part of the banks to resume; but an
appeal was also made to considerations of presumed expediency connected
with the general situation of the country, and on which the simple fact of
the ability of the banks to resume and sustain specie payments does not
depend.

It is but too well known that a general suspension of specie payments

by the banks is not confined to them alone, but extends instantaneously
to the whole community. As they had substituted their paper for the
metallic currency, and as even the portion of specie which still circulated

disappears at once when the general bank suspension takes place, the
depreciated bankpaper currency alone remains, both as the only medium
of payment and, by a necessary consequence, as the practical standard of
value. Thus, by a strange anomaly, whilst the courts of law can consider

nothing but gold or silver as the legal payment of debts_ every individual,
without exception, who is not compelled by process of law, or who does
not resort to the tribunals for redress, pays all his debts with and receives

nothing in payment but an irredeemable, depreciated currency. A gen-
eral usage openly at war with law usurps its place; and the few cases

where the laws are enforced are only exceptions to the universal practice.
Instead of the permanent and uniform standard of value provided by the
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Constitution, and by which all contracts were intended to be regulated,
we have at once fifty different and fluctuating standards, agreeing only in
one respect,--that of impairing the sanctity of contracts. Even restrictive
and penal laws are openly and daily violated with impunity by everybody
in circulating notes forbidden by law. It is impossible that such a stats
of things should not gradually demoralize the whole community ; that a
general relaxation in the punctual and honorable fulfilment of obligations
and contracts should not take place ; that that which operates as a general
relief law should not be attended with the same baneful effects which have

always attended positive laws of the same character _ and that, if the pres-
ent illegal system be much longer continued, the commercial credit and
prosperity of the country, and more particularly of this city, should not be
deeply and permanently injured.

When we see such extensive, genera], and we may say intolerable evil
flowing from a general suspension of specie payments by the banks, it is
monstrous to suppose that, if they arc able to resume and sustain such pay-
ments, they should have any discretionary right to decide, or even to dis-
cuss, the question whether a more or less protracted suspension is con-
sistent with their own views of "the condition and circumstances of the

country." There would be no limit to such supposed discretion. Thus,
for instance, should the hope of a favorable action of Congress on the cur-
rency be still alleged as a motive for delay, would not this he tantamount
to protracted suspension for an indefinite period of time ?

The banks are bound by the strongest legal and moral obligations to re-
sume specie payments whenever they are able to maintain such payments.
It is the paramount duty to which every other consideration must yield.
Their ability to perform that duty is the only question which they have a
right to discuss, and which they are bound to examine with the utmost
care and candor.

Strictly speaking, the power to issue paper money should cease when-
ever the express condition on which the privilege was granted cannot be
performed. It is only through the indulgence of the Legislature and of
the community that the banks are still permitted for a while to continue
their issues. If there be, indeed, any considerations affecting the general
welfare which can render the continuance of an irredeemable currency de-
sirable after the time when the banks are or shall think themselves able

to resume specie payments, the application for a further protraction must
come from the parties interested, and not from the banks ; and it must be
made not to the banks, but to the Legislature.

It was urged that some respectable merchants here and in other places
were opposed to an early resumption. During the late trying crisis some
of the most respectable and solvent members of the commercial community
might have been under the necessity of requiring some indulgence, at least
in point of time. But there is not one of those honorable men who would
not think himself disgraced and degraded if, after having obtained the
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requisite time, he delayed the fulfi_ment of his engagements a single day
after he had become able to do so. That which they require from the
banks is, therefore, unjust and unreasonable ; for they ask them to do that

from which, in their own caB% they would shrink, and which, if done by
any one in his individual capacity, they would consider as disgraceful anddishonorable.

It was indeed insisted that some of" the general considerations to which
we have alluded made it dangerous for the banks to attempt to resume
specie payments. We will advert to all the objections truly of that char-
acter, but deem it unnecessary to take further notice of that founded on an

expected action of Congress, or to dwell on those clearly arising from local
or particular interests, such as the want of extended bank accommodations
and the supposed facilities afforded by a protracted suspension for the col-
lection of debts. Ye_ we must not be understood as admitting that such
protraction would, in any respect, be advantageous to the community at
large ; believing, on the contrary, as we do_ that its general and perma-
nent interests would be sacrificed to temporary ease and particular classes

should the suspension be continued any longer than absolute necessityrequires.

Amongst the considerations deemed by us to be irrelevant to the true

and only question before the banks, that most strongly urged was the
alleged necessity of a previous "restoration of domestic exchanges to their
natural and regular condition and order." This is confounding cause and
effect. The obligation to pay specie is the check which regulates the ex-
changes and prevents them from rising much above the specie par. The
suspension of specie payments and the consequent great difference in
value, as compared with specie, of the several local bank currencies are

the cause of the great corresponding inequalities of the domestic exchanges
so justly complained of; and the evil cannot otherwise be overcome than

by a general resumption of specie payments. If A, in Philadelphia, is
obliged to lose ten per cent. in order to draw his funds from Nashvill% it
is because (whether owing to excess in circulation or to great indebtedness
is immaterial) the Tennessee bank currency is worth ten per cent. less
than that of Philadelphia. If specie payments were resumed in both

places, he would lose, at most, two or three per cent. on the exchange.
But A is now permitted by general usage to pay his debts at home in

Philadelphia bank paper, worth six per cent. less than specie. He appre-
hends that if the Philadelphia banks should resume specie payments be-
fore those of Tennessee, being obliged to pay his own debts in paper equal
to specie, he would lose 16 instead of 10 per cent. on the Tennessee ex-
change. The argument derived From the present condition of domestic
exchanges resolves itself', therefore, into one of' expediency. It is founded
on the inadmissible supposition that in order to accommodat_ special in-
terests and to benefit certain classes the banks, though from their situa-
tion and resources able to resume specie payments, have a right to protract
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the suspension, to postpone the payment of their own debts_ and to delay
the performance of the paramount duty they owe to the community at
large of restoring a currency equal to gold or silver.

The only question on which the convention wascalled upon to deliber-
ate being the ability of the banks to resume and sustain specie payments_
it appeared to the delegates of both the city and country banks of New
York that an early day might at this time be designated for that purpose.

In their first circular of the 18th of August, the committee of corre-
spondence of the city banks had pointed out such a favorable alteration
in the rate of foreign exchanges as would remove the danger of an im-
mediate exportation of the precious metals_ and a concert on the part of
the principal banks of the country_ as the only requisites for resuming
with safety.

In reference to the first point_ several estimates of the amount of foreign
debt still du% neither provided for nor postponed_ and which probably
would be demanded and must be paid before the first of July next_ were
alluded to in the course of the discussion. Those estimates varied from

five to twenty millions of dollars.. The lowest calculation appeared to
rest on correct data; but, if somewhat too low_ the difference might be
readily provided for by the first proceeds of the cotton crop and by the
sale of State stocks. But it was not at all necessary to resort to calcula-
tions of the amount of our foreign debt. Its effect on foreign exchanges
and on a consequent drain of specie for exportation is the only point in
which the banks are concerned 7and which could affect the question under
consideration.

At the very time when the convention was deliberating_ the exchange
on London, which had been as high as 121, had fallen to 114 nominal 7
and_ the true par being a fraction above 1093 nominal, the exchange was
in fact but four per cent. above par in city bank paper. But that paper
was itself at five per cent. below specie, and the rate of exchange was,
therefore, one per cent. below specie par. In other words, any given
quantity of New York bank-notes could purchase bills on London ex-
ceeding by one per cent. the corresponding amount in specie which the
same quantity of bank-notes could purchase. Ninety-nine gold sovereigns
cost as much as a bill on London of one hundred pounds sterling. Under
such circumstances specie could not be exported without a loss, and ac-
cordingly the exportation had altogether ceased. It is well known that
within a week after the adjournment of the convention a further fall had
reduced the rate of exchange to lll½ nominal ; that is to say_ to 23 per
cent. below the true specie par, and within less than 2 per cent. of being
at par with New York bank-notes. But, reverting to the time when the
convention was sitting_ the requisite alteration was no longer a matter of
c_onjecture_ and the fact that the exchange had fallen below the true
specie par r and that the exportation of specie had ceased_ had actually
taken place.
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Apprehensions were nevertheless expressed of the effect which large
importations of grain and merchandise might hereafter have on the foreign
exchanges, and of an expected drain of specie for the China trade. It
appeared to us that if, after the principal acknowledged cause of the sus-

pension, and which presented the greatest obstacle to the resumption, had
actually ceased to operate, we were permitted to allege conjectures and
contingencies as a proper ground for protracting the suspension, there
was no time at which some plausible reasons of a similar character might
not be adduced and the resumption be indefinitely postponed.

With respect to the danger of excessive importations, it might indeed
be apprehended that, whenever the pressure of the foreign debt was re-

moved, the commercial community might, with its characteristic energetic
spirit of enterprise, resume its business too soon and on too large a scale.
And it is on that account highly important that the banks should seize
eagerly that eventful moment, and, as it may be called, the turn of the
tide, for an immediate resumption, before new undertakings may raise
new obstacles to the accomplishment of that object.

The danger of unfavorable exchanges and of an extraordinary exporta-
tion of specie being now out of question, what other causes could impair
the ability of the hanks generally, or in some sections of the country, to
resume specie payments within a very short period ?

The four great South-Western States were not represented in the con-

vention, and it will be admitted that some of them may not be ready as
early as the other parts of the Union. It is on that point sufficient to
okqerve,--lst. Tha_, being largely debtors, their not resuming immediately
cannot in any way affect the stability of specie payments by the other
States. 2d. That the resumption by other States will not in the slightest
degree impair the productive industry of those districts whose great
natural resources will, notwithstanding the peculiar situation of their
banks, early and powerfully promote the payment of debts and the re-
newal of sound business.

By no other portion of the country was it intimated that there were

any banks whose particular situation required a longer time than might
be wanted by these of New York, unless this should have been implied
in some allusions to the respective indebtedness to each other of the

several cities or districts. In such cases justice requires_ and it may be
done in a very short time, that the necessary curtailments should b_ made
in the debtor places, and the resources thus obtained should be applied
to the discharge of such debts, and, when necessary, to the purchase of
specie. This is, in fact, the course pointed out by the resolution unani-

mously adopted by the convention: "That this convention strongly
recommends to all the banks of the United States to continue by proper
measures to prepare themselves to return to specie payments within the
shortest practicable period after the next meeting of the convention."

We have every reason to believe that the banks represented in the con-
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vention were in a sound state, and in every respect as well prepared and
able to resume specie payments as those of the city of New York. It
would indeed be strange that it should be otherwise. New York suffered
incomparably more than any other city; the failures were far more nu-
merous ; its banks were subject more than any others to the causes which
produced the suspension7 and alone to a run of domestic origin, alone
drained of the greater part of their specie, whilst banks in other places
preserved the greater part of theirs.

The only reason which remains to be examined is the apprehension
that confidence may not have-been sufficiently restored to insure a per-
manent resumption. The causes which occasioned the distrust, the panic_
and the run on some of the banks have ceased to operate. Such co-
incidence of extraordinary events and unfortunate incidents as produced
the catastrophe must be rare, and may never again occur. It must be
conceded that it is impossible that confidence should be restored until the
banks shall have resumed specie payments_ or designated an early day
for that purpose. Combined with the conviction of the ability of the
banks to resume, and with the fact that their paper shall have become
equal, or nearly equal, in value to specie_ nothing is wanted for restoring
entire confidence but the simultaneous resumption by the principal banks
acting in concert.

Although the convention could not be prevailed upon either to fix at
this time a day on which to resume, or to meet again on an earlier day
than the l lth of April; although it is peculiarly to be regretted that,
from incidental considerations, it should not have yielded to our request
to meet in the first days of March ; yet the conference has been attended
with considerable advantages. There has been a free and mutual inter-
change of opinions. The serious attention of all the banks has been
drawn to the absolute necessity of an early resumption, and the suggestion
of a postponement for an indefinite time, if ever seriously entertained,
has been abandoned. We may now rely with confidence on a great
unanimity from the Eastern, Southern, and North-Western sections of
the Union in fixing at our next meeting the earliest practicable day for
the resumption of specie payments. It is true that the banks of Phila-
delphia and Baltimore appeared to contemplate a more remote time than
we did 7not certainly because of being less able or prepared than our-
selves or others, but on general grounds. It now appears from official
returns that the banks of Pennsylvania are in every respect better pre-
pared than those of the city of New York. And it has been announced
by the highest authority in that State, that "the banks of Pennsylvania
are in a much sounder state than before the suspension, and that the
resumption of specie payments, so far as it depends on their situation
and resources, may take place at any time." The great fall at this early
day in the rate of foreign exchanges_ which has exceeded our most
sanguine expectations 7 had not been anticipated by them. A fact so
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important, and which gives a new aspect to the whole subject, cannot fail
to have a powerful influence on their decision. We entertain sanguine
hopes that this and the course of events will remove their objections, and
induce them to unite and act in concert with us. We are under the firm

conviction that the result depends on their determination, and tl_at, if
they agree to it, the resumption may with facility be effeeted at an early
day. Should they persevere in the opinion that an early resumption is
inexpedient and dangerous, it may, considering the magnitude of their
capital, prove difficult for the other banks, and particularly for those of

this city, with their resources alone, to maintain permanently speciepayments.

In the mean while, the line of our duty is obvious ; and we have only to
continue, by every measure in our power, to strengthen ourselves, and to
be prepared, at the earliest possible day, to fulfil our engagements and
to resume and maintain specie payments. To the early completion of the

measures now in train for that purpose we respectfully but most earnestly
call the immediate attention of the eity banks as an indispensable requisite
before a day can be fixed for resumption. The country banks, with most
laudable exertions, have taken all the necessary steps, and are prepared to
resume at any time.

ALBERT GALLATIN,
GEO. NEWBOLD,

C. W. LAWRENCE,
CORNS. HEYER,
JOHN J. PALMER,
PRESERVED FISH,
G. A. WORTH.

December ]5, 1837.

At a meeting of the officers of the banks of the city of New York, held
on the 28th of February, 1838, the committee on the "resumption of specie
payments" submitted the following report, in part, viz. :

In contemplation of the resumption of specie payments by the banks of
the city of New York on or before the tenth day of May next, and under
the uncertain condition of a simultaneous or early resumption by the banks
of some of the other great commercial cities, it is incumbent on those of

New York to adopt all the measures, within the limits of their resources,
which may enable them not only to resume but also to maintain speciepayments.

Much has already been done in that respect, the result as well of causes

not under the control of the banks_ as of positive action on their part.
I. It appears by the annual returns of the bank commissioners that,

exclusively of the Dry Dock Bank, which is not included in the return of
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this year, the gross amount of all the liabilities of the city banks, payable
on demand, deducting therefrom the notes and checks of other banks held

by them, and the balances due to them by other banks, amounted_

On the 1st of January, 1836, to . $26,918,105
" " 1837, to 25,485,287
" " 1838, to 12,920,694

making a diminution in the liabilities of more than twelve millions and a
half during the year 1837.

2. The detailed statement for the 1st of January, 1838, rendered by the
several city banks to their standing committee, shows a balance to their
credit of more than four millions, due to them by banks out of the State 7
and of more than two millions in account with all the banks out of the

city. Ample means, as also appears by those statements, have been pro-
vided by the country banks of the State for the redemption of their notes
which circulate in the city.

On a view of the whole subject, we may confidently say that the relative
strength of the banks is, and at the time of the resumption will be, greater
than it was during the last two years, and probably at any former time.

The fall in the rate of foreign exchanges, now considerably below par in
our city paper, renders it absolutely certain that no exportation of specie
can take place, and more than probable that a considerable influx may be
expected. This fact, now indisputable, must have an effect on public
opinion, and ought to remove the apprehensions of those who may have
believed our efforts for an early resumption premature. Secure as all
the banks in the United States are against foreign demands, we arc
justified in expecting their co-operation. If this is obtained, we do not

perceive any obstacle to an early, easy, and safe resumption of specie
payments.

A continued suspension on the part of some of the other great com-
mercial cities can alone render the resumption on our part difficult, and
may prevent a free application of the legitimate banking resources of New
York. Yet such is the favorable relative state of the balances between

this and the other parts of the Union, that_ for the present at least, but
little need be apprehended from the effect of natural causes. Of deliberate

acts of hostility_ as there could be no motive for such_ there should be no
apprehension on our part. We trust that, supported by the community
of the city and by this State, the banks will be able to surmount all
obstacles, and, on or before the tenth of May, to resume and maintain
specie payments.

The preparatory measures on their part appear to be, 1st, a reduction of
their liabilities out of the State and drawing in their foreign funds ; 2d,
an equalization of the balances due to and from each other, and a mutual
return of their notes_ which may enable all to resume on an equal footing
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and with equal safety ; 3d, a sufficient increase of their specie. On these
points the committee will submit a separate report.

Signed ALBERT GALLATIN,
PETER STAGG,
GEO. NEWBOLD,
CORNS. HEYER,
JOHN J. PALMER,
C. W. LAWRENCE,
F. W. EDMONDS.

Whereupon the report was unanimously adopted by the meeting.
On motion, Resolved, That the same be published.

Signed, BENJ. M. BROWN_ Chairman.
W. M. VERMILYE, Secretary.

Extracts from the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Adjourned Meeting of
the Bank Convention held at Zrew York on the llth to the 16th April,
1838.

Present---Delegates of banks from the following States, viz. : Maine,
Vermont, New Ha4npshire,X Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,l District of Columbia_ Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, Indiana_ Illinois_ Missouri, Mississippi_ and from
Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania). 2

The following letter_ among others, was placed upon the minutes of the
convention :

PSILADELPHIA, April 4, 1838.
SIR,--At a meeting held this day of committees from all the banks of the

city and liberties of Philadelphia, a notice was received from you of the
adjourned meeting of the convention of banks, to be held at New York on
the 11th of this month. The banks of Philadelphia having declined to send

delegates to that adjourned meeting, I have been instructed to apprise you
of their determination, and, as a just mark of respect to the convention as
well as to yourself perecnally_ to state the reasons of their absence. This
duty I hasten to perform.

On the 19th of August, 1837, an invitation was given to the banks of
Philadelphia, in behalf of the banks of the city of New York, to meet in con-
vention at the city of New York, "for the purpose of agreeing on the time
when specie payments should be resumed, and on the measures to effect
that purpose." The reason assigned for the invitation was that "it would

x The delegates from :_aryland and l_'ew Hampshire withdrew.
2And those from Pittsburgh declined voting on the final question.
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be impracticable for those of any particular section to resume without a

general explanation of at least the principal banks of the great porte of the
country ; a mutual and free communication of their respective situations,

prospects, and opinions seems to be a necessary preliminary step." To this
the banks of Philadelphia answered on the 29th of August, stating their
belief that "the general resumption of specie payments depends mainly_

if not exclusively, on the action of Congress, the body charged with the
general power over commeree_ and the exclusive power over the coinage i

and without whose co-operation all attempts at a general system of pay-
ments in coin throughout this extensive country must be partial and tem-

porary 1" and they concluded with a declaration "that it is inexpedient at

this time to appoint delegates to the proposed convention."
At a subsequent period, on the 21 st of October, 18377 a second invitation

was received from the banks of the city of New York for a similar meeting

on the 27th of November. Although entertaining precisely the same opin-

ions as to the inexpediency of any resumption without previously under-

standing the intentions of the government, the banks of Philadelphia are
yet unwilling to do anything which might seem to be discourteous to the
banks of the city of New York_ and accordingly sent delegates to the con-

vention. After remaining in session for a week_ that body was unable to

name any day for the resumption_ but adjourned to meet again the llth of

April. "for the purpose of considering and, if practicable, determining

upon the day when specie payments may be resumed i': at the same time
resolving "that the banks in those States not now _epresented be earnestly
requested to send delegates to the adjourned meeting of this convention i

and that the several delegates from all the States be desired to procure all

such information in regard to the condition of the banks in their respective

States as may be attainable."
On the 26th of January a delegation from the banks of the city of New

New York visited Philadelphia_ and while there addressed a letter to the

Philadelphia banks, stating that they were desirous of ascertaining "if the

Philadelphia banks will agree with them to name a day, not later than the
period mentioned (May)_ when they will simultaneously adopt the same
measure."

To this the Philadelphia banks answered_ on the 31st of Januaryy stating
that "it is undoubtedly true that any resumption to be easy must be simul-

taneous_ and to be effectual must be general. Nor is it less true that a

partial resumption by any party to the convention must derange the rela-
tions of the whole to each other_ and disturb the preparations which all are

making to produce an uniform result at the period fixed by the convention.
The banks of Philadelphia_ thereforey consider it scarcely just or respectful
to the banks of other States_ whose co-operation was in the first instance

invited_ to take any steps in opposition to what was settled by the con-
vention without full concert with the other members of that body, who

separated under conviction that no action would take place on a matter so
YOL. III.--32
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important to their interest, until they were reassembled;" and added_ "on
a careful consideration of all these circumstances the banks of Philadel-

phia think it premature to name any day for the resumption of specie
payments until the adjourned meeting of the convention."

Soon after the return of that delegation the banks of the city of New

York published, on the 28th of February, a declaration that_ "in contem-

plation of the resumption of specie payments by the banks of the city of
New York on or before the tenth of May next_ and under the uncertain

contingency of a simultaneous or early resumption by the banks of some
of the other great commercial cities, it is incumbent on those of New York

to adopt all the measures within the limits of their resources which may
enable them not only to resume but also maintain specie payments." And

immediately a general meeting of the citizens of New York adopted the
following resolution : "That this meeting hails with great satisfaction the

declarations on the part of the New York city banks of their purpose to
resume specie payments on or before the 10th of May next."

From this review it is manifest that the convention contemplated was

one embracing delegates from every part of the Union, meeting in good
faith to confer on subjects of equal interest to them all_ exchanging opinions
frankly_ giving information as to the conditions of the respective sections

they represented_ so as to fix some scheme of action which might unite all
interests and combine all efforts. That was the design of the original meet-

ing of the convention ; that ought to be the object of the adjourned meet-

ing. It was, therefore_ seen with equal surprise and regret that the banks

of New York announced their determination to resume on a day named.

This was done without waiting for the meeting of the delegates which they

had themselves invited to New York. It was done in obvious opposition
to the spirit of consultation and inquiry, which were presumed to be the

whole purpose of the convention. It was done in disregard of the friendly
but decided opinion of the Philadelphia banks that it would be neither just

nor courteous to act until the convention were reassembled. Of the pro-
priety of this determination by the hanks of the city of New York the
banks of Philadelphia do not presume to offer an opinion. But it is mani-
fest that this decision gives an entirely new character to the convention.

The party _ho convoke the assembly to confer with the other banks on the

several interests of all has, without waiting for their arrival_ decided the
question exclusively in reference to his own peculiar interests. It meets

them to discuss what is already settled; and the only point which remains
will be, not whether the banks of New York and the banks of all the other

States should resume specie payments, but simply whether_ the banks of

the city of New York having decided to resume specie payments on a day
named, the banks of the other States must do the same. In that question
the banks of Philadelphia desire to take no part. They do not wish to

give any advice in regard to the course which the banks of the city of New
York have resolved to pursue ; they do not wish to receive any from those
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banks touching their own course. Accordingly, they deem it better to ab-
stain altogether from a meeting in which their delegates can no longer find
an appropriate place.

I need scarcely add that this determination implies not the slightest
want of respect to the convention or to its highly respectable presiding
officer, but is founded exclusively on considerations of duty to themselves
and to the general interests of the country.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
Signed W. MEREDITH, Chairman.

SAMUELHUBBARD,ESQ.,
_President of the Convention.

Attest, J. B. TREVOR, Secretary.

At a meeting of the association of the delegates of the banks of the city
of Philadelphia and districts, held on the 4th day of April, 1838, the
following resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, That it is inexpedient to send delegates to the adjourned meet-
ing at New York, of the bank convention, on the llth of this month.

Resolved, That the following letter be transmitted by the chairman of
this meeting to the president of that convention, to explain the reasons of
the absence of the delegates from Philadelphia.

Extract from the minutes.

J. B. TREVOR, Secretary.

On motion of Mr. Brockenbrough, of Virginia, it was
Resolved, That the correspondence furnished to the convention by Mr.

Newbold, of New York, with the Secretary of the Treasury, be placed upon
the minutes of the proceedings of this convention.

(co_Y.)
[PRIV_kTE.] BANKOr A_EaICA,April 7, 1838.

DEARSIR,--So much is said in the public press and daily repeated else-
where of the hostile disposition of the government towards the banks, and
of the measures in contemplation by the Treasury Department calculated,
it is said, to injure and embarrass the banks, and to retard, if not prevent,
their resumption of specie payments, that I am induced to address you on
the subject. Not, however, that anything is necessary to satisfy me that
those assertions and assumptions are wholly unfounded, but that you may,
if you shall deem it expedient and proper, take measures to correct the
misrepresentations and remove the fears and apprehensions that they may
have excited in the community, and especially in the minds of many honest
and honorable men.

It is loudly and confidently asserted, and widely and industriously circu-
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lated, that the measures that will be pursued by the Treasury in the collec-
tion and disbursements of the public money will render it difficult for the

banks to resume and maintain specie payments. Fears and apprehensions
are thus excited, confidence impaired, and the best efforts of the banks are

in some degree paralyzed. Designing men avail of this state of things to
promote and effect their special purposes, and industry and talent are not
wanting to make their efforts essentially mischievous. Permit me, there-
fore, to ask whether there is no way by which the mischief may be abated
and successfully counteracted. Of this you will best judge and determine

yourself. My present object is more immediately in reference to the ap-
proaching convention of bank delegates to be held in this city on the llth
inst. i and, being satisfied that efforts will there be made to impress the belief
that the fears and apprehensions alluded to are well founded, and that it

would therefore be unsafe and inexpedient for the banks to fix a day for
the resumption of specie payments, I consider it to be of the utmost im-
portance l_at such efforts should be effectively met and that all unfounded

suspicions and suggestions should be removed or successfully confronted.
I beg, therefore, respectfully to suggest for your consideration whether
you will not be pleased to enable and authorize me to communicate to the

convention, if it shall be necessary, your views and wishes on the subject
of the resumption of specie payments, and the course, or probable course,
of the Treasury in reference to the banks after they shall have resumed.It is " _ " "

an Important crisis for this city and this State,--indeed_ for the whole
Union ; and, being anxious to do everything in my power to promote and
accomplish the right result,--a general resumption of specie payments,--I
am sure that you will excuse me for these suggestions, be your conclusions
respecting them what they may.

I am, with great respect, dear sir, your obedient servant,
Signed GEORGE NEWBOLD.

HON. LEVI WOODBURY, ,_ecretary Treasury U. S.,
Washington.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT_ 9th April_ 1838.

SIR_I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th inst.
In order that you may fully understand the views and wishes entertained

by this Department on the subject of a resumption of specie payments by
the banks, and the course to be pursued by the Treasury towards them, I
herewith enclose copies of two private letters written some weeks since in
answer to inquiries similar to yours.

It is only necessary to add that the same views are still cherished, and
that the notes of specie-paying banks at par where offered are now received

for duties, and will undoubtedly continue to be. Thev are and will be paid
out when acceptable to the public credltors_ and no accumulation of them
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beyond our current expenditures is anticipated at any point whatever during
the present or ensuing year.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Signed LEVI WOODBURY.

G_-ORG_.NF-WBOLD_E_._ _P'res/dent of _ Bank of America.

WaSUINaTON,18th March, ]838.

DEAR SIa_--In reply to yours of the 14th inst., I hasten to remark that

the Treasury Department has long been anxious as yourself and many
others for the resumption of specie payments by the banks. All has been
and will be done by it which comes within its limited powers, to promote,
at the earliest day possible, so desirable an event.

I do not hesitate to say fully and frankly that the impression is altogether

erroneous that specie is to be purchased and hoarded by the government.
Only a few thousand dollars of it have yet been raised on Treasury notes,

and none is intended to be hereafter, except to the extent needed to sup-
ply the current demands of the government. Whatever may be thus
obtained or received for public dues of any kind will be forthwith paid out

again to defray the appropriations; and the settled policy of the Depart-
ment has been and will be to keep nothing idle in the Treasury while the
power exists to issue Treasury notes to meet contingencies and deficiencies

as they may hereafter occur.

Respectfully yours,
Signed LEVI WOODBURY.

NATHA_ APPLETON, E_._

Boston, Mass.

WASmNOVON, March 18, 1838.

D_.AR SIR,--In reply to yours of the 16th inst., I hasten to remove any
erroneous inferences from the rumor mentioned.

The settled policy of the Department, and one which it makes known to

all inquirers, is to promote the resumption of specie payments by the
banks, so far as its limited powers may permit.

Consequently it has not and will not hereafter purchase specie beyond
what may be needed for immediate disbursements ; and in that way will

neither hoard it nor compete with others for its possession.
All we receive in any way will immediately be paid out again to defray

appropriations.
I make these statements explicitly and promptly, and have forwarded

similar ones to Boston, in order that no injurious apprehensions need be
entertained as to the financial operations of the government.

Respectfully yours,
LEVI WOODBURY.

J. D. B_.ERS, EsQ._
New York City.
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-F'ridag, ApriZ 13, 1838.

Mr. Ware, of Maine, from the committee of one for each State, made
the following report :

That said committee have adopted the following resolutions, which they
recommend to the convention for consideration and adoption, viz. :

.Re_olved, That it be recommended to all the banks of the several States

to resume specie payments on the first Monday in October next, without
precluding an earlier resumption on the part of such banks as may find it
necessary or deem it proper.

Resolved, That it is important to the success of the effort to return to
specie payments and to restore the currency to a sound condition that the
banks should be sustained by the general government.

Monday, April 16_ 1838.

The convention proceeded to the consideration of the report and resolu-
tions, when Mr. Brockenbrough, of ¥irginia, moved to amend the same
by striking out all after the word "Report" and insert in lieu thereof the
following :

WHSRSAS, It is found necessary, in order to simultaneous action by the
banks in the resumption of specie payments, so to proceed in designating
a period for that purpose as to secure the nearest approach to unanimity ;
and whereas, whilst_ in the judgment of this convention, the return to
specie payments ILnd preservation of the currency in a sound condition

will depend essentially on the course of the general government_ yet this
convention regards it as the duty of the banks to make the effort in good
faith, exclusive of any direct reference to the prospective measures of the
government. At the same time_ the convention has been happy to observe
in recent letters of the Secretary of the Treasury specific assurances of an
intention to sustain the banks, so far as it may be done through the fiscal
operations of that department of the government.l

Resolved, That it be recommended to all the banks of the several States

to resume specie payments on the first day of January next, without pre-
cluding an earlier resumption on the part of such banks as may find it
necessary or deem it proper.

Which preamble and resolution were adopted by the convention.

[The banks of New York, finding that a majority of the convention was
against a general resumption so early as May, had only requested that at

least the day recommended should be the 1st of July. This was refused;
they resumed alone on the 10th of May ; and, although the convention had

thought it unsafe to recommend an earlier day than the 1st of January,
1839, public opinion compelled almost all the banks to resume in July.]

] The allusions to the course of the general government referred prin-
cipally to the threatened Sub-Treasury plan, which was considered as hos-
tile to the banks which intended to resume specie payments.
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ATproximate Statement of the Population, nominal Banking C.aloital , and
Debts of the several 8tafvs at the end of the year 1840.

January, 1840. I January, 1840. July, 1841. TaxablePopulation. Bank Capital. Interest. Debts. Property.
|

Maine ..... 501,793 4,671,500 5 & 6 550,000 (1')
New Hampshire . 284,574 2,939,5_18 None. 72,560,000
Vermont .... 291,948 1,325,530 None.
Massachusetts . . 737,699 34,485,600 5 st. 4,290,000 (r) 208,360,000
Rhode Island . 108,830 9,880,500 None. 32,640,000
Connecticut . . 310,015 8,832,223 None. 97,120,0(D
New York .... 2,428,921 52,028,793 (a) 5 21,0_0,000 (d) 641,360,000 (9)New Jersey . . 373,306 4,822,667 None.

Pennsylvania.. 1,724,022 59,286,405 (b) 5 38,350,000 (e) 400,000,000 (9)Delaware .... 78,085 1.071,318 None.
Maryland .... 469,232 10,571._30District of Columbia 5 • 6 11,490,0O0(F) 100,000,000 (g)43,712 :1,768,074 None.

Virginia .... 1,239,797 8,471,856 5 & 6 6,320,c_0 (r), 206,900,000 (9)North Carolina . . 753,110 3,100,750 None.
South Carolina . . 594,398 11,584,355 5&0eL 5,560,000 (v) 200,000,000
Georgia ..... 689,690 15,119,219 Not known.
Florida ..... 54,307 4,619,&36 Not known.
Alabama ..... 600,000* 11,996,232 5 _t. 11,500,000
Mississippi .... 375,651 30,379,403 (c) 5 sL 7,000.000
Louisiana .... 351,176 41,736,768
Arkansas 95,642 1,951,888 55_ 23,730,000 (F).... 3,000,000 (l,)
Tennc_ee .... 829,210 7,687,&56 6 2,150,000 (r) 121,ooo,ooo (g)
_entucky .... 78.5,000_ 8,939,_3 5 3,790,000 272,000,000
Mimouri .... 381,102 1,116,123 5 2,500,000 (1')
illinois ..... 474,404 5,423,185 6 st. 12,210,000
Indiana ..... 683,314 2,595,221 5 11,890,000 (F) 97,000,000
Ohio ...... 1,510,467 10,507,521 6 12,940,000(f) I 126,000,000
Michigan 211,705 lj229,200 6 5,340,000 (r) [
Wisconsin _ : _ _'_ 30,752 200,000 None.
Iowa ...... 43,068 100,000 None.

Total' .... 17,063,830 358,441,804 183,610,C00
[

• Partly on estimate.

(a) Including 15,227,321 free I_nks, half of which nominal.

(b) Including 35,000,000 United States Bank, two-tlairde of which destroyed.
(c) Great part of this annihilated.

(d) Debt proper, deducting 2,054,0(O---01d debt provided for .... _13,320,000
Issued to companies ..... 2,845,000
In part of authorized do., estimated 1,830,000
Loan authorized last session . 3,000,000

21,000,000

(s) Mr. Reed estimates interest on old 5 per cents, at 1,762,500, making principal 35,250,000;
loan authorized last session, 3,100,000; total, S38,350,000.

(f) May be increased two or three millions for completing the works; but the tells and taxes
are sufficient to pay the interest.

(g) In all these States the taxable property is assessed less than its value.

(r) All the amounts thus designated are taken from Mr. Flagg's statement.

(st.) The debts thus designated are in part or wholly payable, interest and principal, at 4s. 6d.
st. per dollar, or at 9_/_per cent. above their nominal value. Thus the State of Mississippi will
have to pay in London £1,575,000 sterling, equal to _7,665,0¢0 for the 7,000,000 which it hasreceived.
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THE OREGON QUESTIOI_.

NUMBER I.

I rrAD been a pioneer in collecting facts and stating the case.

The only materials within my reach consisted of the accounts of
voyages previously published (including that of Maurelle, in

Barrington's "Miscellanies"), of the varied and important in-
formation derived from Humboldt's "New Spain," and of the

voyage of the Sutil and 1Vfexicano, the introduction to which
contains a brief official account of the Spanish discoveries. The
statement of the case was the best I was able to make-with the

materials on hand, and may be found defective in many respects.

Since that time manuscript journals of several of the voyages
have been obtained at Madrid. l_'ew facts have thus been added;

others have been better analyzed, and some errors rectified.

Arguments which had been only indicated have been enforced,
and new views have been suggested. The subject, indeed, seems

to be exhausted ; and it would be difficult to add anything to

the able correspondence between the two governments which has
been lately published.

Ministers charged with diplomatic discussions are not, how-

ever, in those official papers intended for publication, to be
considered as philosophers calmly investigating the questions
with no other object but to elicit truth. They are always, to a

-certain extent, advocates, who use their best endeavors to urge

and even strain the reasons that may be alleged in favor of the

claims set up by their governments ; and in the same manner to
repel, if not to deny, all that may be adduced by the other party.

491
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Such official papers are in fact appeals to public opinion, and

generally published when there remains no hope to conclude for
the present an amicable arrangement.

But, though acting in that respect as advocates, diplomatists

are essentially ministers of peace, whose constant and primary
duty is mutually to devise conciliatory means for the adjustment

of conflicting pretensions, for the continuance of friendly rela-
tions, for preventing war, or for the restoration of peace. It

has unfortunately happened that on this occasion both govern-
ments have assumed such absolute and exclusive grounds as to
have greatly increased, at least for the present, the obstacles to
an amicable arrangement.

It is morally impossible for the bulk of the people of any

country thoroughly to investigate a subject so complex as that
of the respective claims to the Oregon territory; and, for obvious

reasons, it is much less understood by the great mass of the popu-
lation in England than in the United States. Everywhere, when
the question is between the country and a foreign nation, the

people at large, impelled by natural and patriotic feelings, will

rally around their government. For the consequences that may
ensue those who are intrusted with the direction of the foreign
relations are alone responsible. Whatever may be the cause, to

whomsoever the result may be ascribed, it appears from the

general style of the periodical press that, with few exceptions,
the people, both in Great Britain and the United States, are

imbued with the belief that the contested territory belongs ex-
clusively to themselves, and that any concession which might be

made would be a boon to the other party. Such opinions, if

sustained by either government, and accompanied by correspond-
ing measures, must necessarily lead to immediate collisions, and
probably to war. Yet a war so calamitous in itself, so fatal

to the general interests of both countries, is almost universally
deprecated, without distinction of parties, by all the rational

men who are not carried away by the warmth of their feelings.
In the present state of excitement, an immediate amicable

arrangement is almost hopeless ; time is necessary before the two

governments can be induced to recede from their extreme pre-
tensions. In the mean while, nothing, as it seems to me, should
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for the present be done which might increase the excitement,

aggravate the dimculties, or remove the only remaining barrier

against immediate collision.
The United States claim a right of sovereignty over the whole

territory. The pretensions of the British government, so far as

they have been heretofore exhibited, though not extending to a

claim of absolute sovereignty over the whole, are yet such as
cannot be admitted by the United States, and, if persisted in,
must lead to a similar result.

If the claim of Great Britain be properly analyzed, it will be

found that, although she has incidentally discussed other ques-

tions, she in fact disregards every other claim but that of actual

occupancy, and that she regards as such the establishment of
trading i:actories by her subjects. She accordingly claims a par-

ticipation in the navigation of the river Columbia, and would
make that river the boundary" between the two powers. This

utter disregard of the rights of discovery, particularly of that of
the mouth, sources, and course of a river, of the principle of

contiguity, and of every other consideration whatever, cannot be
admitted by the United States. The offer of a detached defence-

less territory with a single port and the reciprocal offel_ of what
are called free ports cannot be viewed but as derisory. An ami-

cable arrangement by way of compromise cannot be effeeted
without a due regard to the claims advanced by both parties,

and to the expediency of the dividing line. 1

An equitable division must have reference not only to the
extent of territory, but also to the other peculiar advantages

attached to each portion respectively.
From and including Fuca Struits the country extending

northwardly abounds with convenient seaports. From the 42d
degree of latitude to those straits there is but one port of any
importance, the mouth of the river Columbia, and this is of dif-

ficult and dangerous access, and cannot admit ships of war of a

I allude hereonly to the compromise proposed by Great Britain. Her
actual claim_asexplicitly stated by herself_is to the whole territory_limited
to a right of joint occupancyin common with other states_leaving the right
of exclusive dominion in abeyance.
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large size. It is important only as a port of exports. As one
of common resort for supplies, or asylum in case of need for the
numberless American vessels engaged in the fisheries or com-
merce of the Pacific, it would be almost useless, even if in the
exclusive possession of the United States. It must also be ob-
served that the navigable channel of the river, from its mouth

to Puget's Island, is, according to Vancouver, close along the
northern shore. Great Britain proposes that the river should
be the boundary, and that the United States should be content
with the possession of the port it offered, in common with her-
self. It is really unnecessary to dwell on the consequences of
such an arrangement. It is sufficient to say that, in case of
war between the two countries, it would leave the United States

without a single port, and give to Great Britain the indisputable
and exclusive control over those seas and their commerce.

The first and indispensable step towards an amicable arrange-
ment consists in the investigation not so much of the superiority
of one claim over the other, as of the question whether there be

sufficient grounds to sustain the exclusive pretensions of either
government.

If the claim of the United States to the whole of the contested

territory can be sustained against Great Britain, or if the pre-
tensions of this power can to their full extent be maintained

against the United States, it must be by either party assuming
that the other has no opposite claim of any kind whatever, that
there are no doubtful and debatable questions pending between
the two countries. This, if true and maintained, must necessa-
rily lead to war, unless one of the two powers should yield what
it considers as its absolute right. But if there be any such de-
batable questions, the way is still open for negotiations; and
both powers may recede from their extreme pretensions without
any abandonment of positive rights, without disgrace, without
impairing national honor and ¢lignity.

It has been asserted that the title of the United States to

the whole Oregon territory was maintained by,irrefragable facts
and arguments. These must be sought for in the correspond-
ence lately published. They consist, first, of the assertion of the
ancient claim of Spain to the absolute sovereignty over the whole
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north-west coast of America as far north as the 61st degree of

north latitude; secondly, of the cumulated proofs which sustain

the claims of the United States to the various portions of the
territory (whether in their own right, or as derived from the

acquisition of :Louisiana and the Spanish discoveries), and of the
refutation of the arguments adduced by the other part),. The

first-mentioned position would, if it could be sustained, be suf-
ficient to prove, and is, as I think, the only one that could

prove, the absolute and complete right of the United States
to the whole contested territory.

It is undoubtedly true that "Spain considered the north-west

coast of America as exclusively her own ;" that this claim "had
been asserted by her and maintained with the most vigilant

jealousy ever since the discovery of the American continent, or

nearly three centuries, as far north as her settlements or missions
extended." There were two ways of examining the soundness

of that claim: an investigation of the principles on which it
was founded, and an appeal to precedents. The Secretary of

State has abstained from discussing the principle; but he has
said that the claim of Spain to sovereignty "had never been

seriously questioned by any European nation ; that it had been
acquiesced in by all European governments." This appears to

me the most vulnerable part of his arguments.
The early charters of the British monarchs to the colonies

bordering on the Atlantic extended from sea to sea, from the

Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, with the single exception which
excluded from the grants the places actually occupied by the"

subjects of any Christian nation. The right of prior occupancy
was recognized; but the general claim of Spain to the sover-

eignty of the whole coast bordering oll the Pacific was utterly

disregarded. Had that claim been considered as unquestion-
able, had it been acquiesced in, it never could have been sup-
posed that, in ally case whatever, England could have a right to

bestow on her subjects a single foot of land bordering on the
Pacific.

Coming down to modern times, the only nations which have

set up any claims or attempted any settlements on the Pacific
north of the country actually occupied by the Spaniards are
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Russia, Great Britain, and the United Stages. All three have

asserted claims to the north-western coasts of America irrecon-

cilable with the universal sovereignty claimed by Spain; Russia

and England from the time when their flags first floated along
the coast and their subjects landed on its shores; the United

States from a similar date, or at least from the time when they
acquired Louisiana.

If the right of Spain was absolute and exclusive to the whole,
there was no reason why it should not have extended beyond
the 61st degree of latitude. The right of Russia was founded

only on her discoveries and the establishment of some trading
factories. She respected the right of Spain only as far as it did
not interfere with her own claim. She has, in fact, extended
this more than six degrees further south, and to this the United

States, who had acquired all the rights of Spain, have assented

by a solemn treaty. Whatever might be the boundary acqui-
esced in by Spain, it was not Russia which recognized the claim
of Spain; it was Spain which recognized that her claim was not

unlimited. And let it be also observed that, since Spain still

claimed as fa_. north as the 61st degree of north latitude (the

southern limit of the Russian factories when first visited by
Spanish navigators), the United States, if they believed the
Spanish right absolute and exclusive, ought not to have ceded

to Russia a country extending more than six degrees of latitude
along the shores o£ the Pacific.

Great Britain contested the exclusive claim of Spain from the

year 1778, the date of Cook's third voyage; and he was the
first British navigator that had for more than two centuries
appeared on those coasts. This doctrine she has maintained

ever since. She did not resist the exclusive claim of Spain by
virtue of the Nootka convention, but prior to it. It was on

that ground that she imperiously demanded indemnity and
restoration for the property and factory of one of her subjects,
which had been forcibly taken by the Spanish government. She
even threatened war; and the Nootka convention was the result

of those transactions. Whatever construction may at this time

be given to that instrument, it is certain at least that Spain by
it conceded a portion of the absolute and sovereign right she
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had till then asserted; that she yielded tile right of trade with

the natives on all that part of the coast lying north of her

actual settlements ; and that, by suffering the ultimate right of
sovereignty to remain in abeyance, she made that pretension

questionable which she had contended could not be called in
question.

With respect to the United States, without recurring to former

negotiations which were not attended with any result, it is suffi-
cient to advert to the convention between them and Great Britain

of the year 1818, concluded prior to the date of the treaty by
which they acquired the claims of Spain to the territory north

of the 42d degree of north latitude.
The United States at that time distinctly claimed, in their

own right and independent of the Spanish claims, that the

boundary along the 49th parallel, which had been agreed on as
that between them and Great Britain, from the Lake of the

Woods to the Stony Mountains, should be extended to the
Pacific. To this division of territory Great Britain would not

accede, and the provision for a joint occupancy during the next
ensuing years was substituted. A clause was inserted that the

agreement should not be taken to affect the claims of any other
power or state to any part of the country west of the Stony
Mountains. This provision clearly referred to the claims of

Russia and Spain. The northern and southern boundaries of

the country, which the two contracting parties might claim,

were left undefined; Great Britain probably thought herself
bound by the Nootka convention to respect the Spanish claims
to the extent provided by that instrument; the United States

could not but recognize those derived from discovery, with

which they were at that time but imperfectly acquainted, since
their own claims were in a great degree derived from a similar

source. But the convention decisively proves that the United
States did not acquiesce in the antiquated claim of Spain to the
absolute and exclusive sovereignty of the whole country ; since,

if they had recognized that prior claim to the whole, they could
have had none whatever to any portion of it.

It is, therefore, undeniable that the assertion of the Spanish
claim of absolute sovereignty cannot be sustained by a pre-

VOL.HI.--33
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sumed acquiescence on the part of the only nations which now

claim the country. It may, perhaps, be said that their oppo-
sition came too late, and that they neglected too long to protest
against the Spanish pretension on the Pacific. :No stress will
be laid on Drake's voyage, which had a warlike character. But

the British charters to their colonies show that those pretensions
were disregarded at a very early date. There was no occasion

for opposition or direct denial with respect to the Pacific until
the attention of other nations was directed towards that remote

country. This was neglected, because all the commercial na-

tions were, in their attempts to colonize or to conquer the
foreign and till then unexplored regions, attracted by countries

i_ar more accessible, and were exclusively engaged in pursuits
much more important. The East Indies and the West India

Islands offered a vast and lucrative field for commercial enter-

prise and territorial acquisition. With respect to the continent

of America, France, England, and Holland most naturally
planted their colonies on the nearest opposite shores of the

Atlantic, and they did it in opposition to the pretended claim

of Spain, wh_h extended to the whole of America. Although

strenuously engaged in extending those colonies westwardly,
these, in the year 1754, twenty years only before Cook's third

voyage, hardly extended beyond the Mississippi. What imme-

diate interest could then have impelled either :France or England

to enter a formal protest against the antiquated claim of Spain
to a country with which they had never attempted even to

trade? And what opportunity had occurred for doing it prior
to Cook's voyage ?

But, what is still more conclusive, the country in question

was equally neglected by Spain herself. Some exploring voy-

ages, few of which are authentic, were indeed made by Spanish
navigators, and the claims which may be derived from their

discoveries have now been transferred to the United States, so
far as discovery alone can give a claim, and no further. But

during more than two centuries that Spain had no competitor

on the Pacific, there was on her part no occupancy, no settle-
ment, or attempt to make a settlement. She had some missions

on the western coast of the peninsula of California; but her
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missions or settlements in Northern or New California are of

quite recent date; that of the most southern (San Diego) in
1769, and that of the most northern (San Francisco) in 1776,
two years only before Cook's arrival at Nootka Sound.

In point of fact, the contested territory had been utterly neg-
lected by Spain. All the energies, such as they were, of her

Mexican colonies were much more advantageously applied to

the improvement of the vast and rich countries which they had
conquered, principally to the discovery and working of the

richest and most productive mines of the precious metals as yet
known.

knson's expedition was purely military, and confined to

southern latitudes. But the narrative drew the public attention

towards the Pacific Ocean, and gave a new impulse to the spirit

of discovery. Almost immediately after the peace of 1763 voy-
ages were undertaken for that purpose by the governments of

England and France; the Pacific was explored; the Russians,
on the other hand, had, more than thirty years before, ascer-

tained the continuity of the American continent from Behring's
Straits to Mount St. Elias. It was then, and not till then, that

Spain, or rather the Mexican government, awakening from its
long lethargy, extended its missions to New California. In the

year 1774, Perez, with his pilot, M_rtinez, sailed as far north

as the northern extremity of Queen Charlotte's Island, having
anchored in Nootka Sound, and, as Martinez asserts, perceived
the entrance of Fuca's Straits. New and important discoveries

were made by Quadra and Heeeta in the year 1775. The
sequel is well known.

But on what foundation did the claim of Spain rest ? If she

had indeed an absolute right to the whole country bordering
on the Pacific, derived either from natural or international law,
or fl'om usages generally recognized, it matters but little, as re-

spects right, whether other nations had acquiesced in or opposed
her claim. If there was no foundation for that absolute and

exclusive right of sovereignty, Spain could transfer nothing
more to the United States than the legitimate claims derived
from her discoveries.

The discovery gives an incipient claim not only to the identi-
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cal spot thus discovered, but to a certain distance beyond it. It

has been admitted that the claim extends generally, though not

universally, as far inland as the sources of rivers emptying into
the sea where the discovery has been made. The distance to

which the right or claim extends along the sea-shore may not
be precisely defined, and may vary according to circumstances.

But it never can be unlimited; it has never been recognized be-

yond a reasonable extent. Spain was the first European nation
which discovered and occupied Florida. A claim on that ac-

count to the absolute sovereignty over the whole of the Atlantic

shores as far as Hudson's Bay or the 60th degree of latitude

would strike every one as utter|y absurd. A c]aim on the part
of Spain to the sovereign.ty of all the shores of the Pacific, de-

rived from her having established missions in California, would
be similar in its nature and extent, and equally inadmissible.

It cannot be sustained as a natural right, nor by the principles
of international law, nor by any general usage or precedent.
The claim of Spain rested on no such grounds.

It was derived from the bull of Pope Alexander VI., which

the Spanish m_narchs obtained in the year 1493, immediately
after the discovery of America by Columbus. By virtue of that

bull, combined with another previously granted to Portugal,
and with modifications respecting the divlsion-line between the

two powers, the Pope granted to them the exclusive sovereignty

over all the discoveries made or to be made in all the heathen por-
tions of the globe, including, it must be recollected, all the coun-

tries in America bordering on the Atlantic, as well as those on

the Pacific Ocean. Yet even at that time the Catholic Kings of
England and France did not recognize the authority of the Pope
on such subjects; as evidently appears by the voyages of Cabot
under the orders of Henry VII. of England, and of Cartier

under those of the King of France, Francis I. Subsequently
the colonies planted by both countries from Florida to Hudson's

Bay were a practical and continued protest and denial of the

Spanish claim of absolute sovereignty over the whole of Amer-
ica; whilst the acquiescence of Spain was tantamount to an
abandonment of that claim where it was resisted. Ridiculous

as a right derived from such a sourc_ may appear at this time,
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it was not then thus considered by Spain; and the western

boundary of Brazil is to this day regulated by the division-llne
prescribed by the Pope.

:[ am not aware of any other principle by which the claim

ever was or can be sustained, unless it be the idle ceremony of
taking possession, as it is called. The celebrated Spaniard who

first discovered the Pacific Ocean, "Balboa, advancing up to the
middle in the waves, with his buckler and sword, took posses-
sion of that ocean in the name of the King his master, and

vowed to defend it, with his arms, against all his enemies."m
(l_ober_on.)

I have dwell longer on this subject than it may seem to
deserve. The assertion of the solidity of this ancient_ exclusive

Spanish claim has had an apparent effect on public opinion fatal

to £he prospect of an amicable arrangement. I am also fully
satisfied that the resort to vulnerable arguments, instead of

strengthening, has a tendency to lessen the weight of the multi-
plied proofs by which the superiority of the American over the
British claim has been so fully established.

NUMBER II.

It has, it is believed, been conclusively proved that the claim

of the United States to absolute sovereignty over the whole

Oregon territory, in virtue of the ancient exclusive Spanish
claim, is wholly unfounded. The next question is, whether the

other facts and arguments adduced by either party establish a
complete and absolute title of either to the whole; for the United

States claim it explicitly; and, although the British proposal of
compromise did yield a part, yet her qualified claim extends to

the whole. It has been stated by herself in the following words :
"Great Britain claims no exclusive sovereignty over any portion

of that territory. Her present claim, not in respect to any part,

but to the whole, is limited to a right of joint occupancy, in
_ommon with other states, leaving the right of exclusive dominion
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in abeyance." And, again : "The qualified rights which Great

Britain now possesses over the whole of the territory in question
embrace the right to navigate the waters of those countries, the

fight to settle in and over any part of them, and the right freely
to trade with the inhabitants and occupiers of the same ....

It is fully admitted that the United States possess the same
rights; hut beyond they possess none."

In the nature of things it seems almost impossible that a com-

plete and absolute right to any portion of America can exist,
unless it be by prescriptive and undisputed aetna/ possession
and settlements, or by virtue of a treaty.

At the time when America was discovered, the law of nations

was altogether unsettled. More than a century elapsed before
Grotius attempted to lay its foundation on Natural Law and the

moral precepts of Christianity; and, when sustaining it by pre-
cedents, he was compelled to recur to Rome and Greece. It

was in reality a new case, to which no ancient precedellts could

apply, 1 for which some new rules must be adopted. Gradually,
some general _principles were admitted, never universally, in

their nature va_ue and often conflicting. For instance, discovery
varies, from the simple ascertaining of the continuity of land to
a minute exploration of its various harbors, rivers, &c. ; and the

rights derived from it may vary accordingly, and may occasion-
ally be claimed to the same district by different nations. There

is no precise rule for regulating the time after which the neglect
to occupy would nullify the right of prior discovery; nor for
defining the dxtent of coast beyond the spot discovered to which
the discoverer may be entitled, or how far inland his claim ex-

tends. The principle most generally admitted was, that, in case

of a river, the right extended to the whole country drained by

that river and its tributaries. Even this was not universally
conceded. This right might be affected by a simultaneous or
prior discovery and occupancy of some of the sources of such

fiver by another party ; or it might conflict with a general claim

of contiguity. This last claim, when extending beyond the

1Grotius,however_sustains the right of occupationby a maxim of the
Civil RomanCode.
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sources of rivers discovered and occupied, is vague and unde-
fined: though it would seem that it cannot exceed in breadth

that of the territory on the coast originally discovered and

occupied. A few examples will show the uncertainty resulting
from those various claims when they conflicted with each other.

The old British charters, extending from sea to sea, have
already been mentioned. They were founded, beyond the sources

of the rivers emptying into the Atlantic, on no other principle

than that of contiguity or continuity. The grant, in 1621, of

Nova Scotia, by James the First, is bounded on the north by
the river St. Lawrence, though Cartier had, more thigh eighty-
five years before, discovered the mouth of that river and as-

cended it as high up as the present site of Montreal, and the
French, under Champlain, had several years before 1621 been

settled at Quebec. But there is another case more important
and still more in point.

The few survivors of the disastrous expedition of Narvaez,
who, coming from Florida, did in a most extraordinary way
reach Culiacan, on the Pacific, were the first Europeans who

crossed the Mississippi. Some years later, Ferdinand de Soto,
coming _lso from Florida, did in the year 1541 reach and cross
the Mississippi at some place between the mouth of the Ohio

and that of the Arkansas. He explored a portion of the river

and of the adjacent country, and, after his death, Moscoso, who
succeeded him in command, did, in the year 1543, build seven
brigantines or barques_ in which, with the residue of his fol-

lowers, he descended the Mississippi, the mouth of which he

reached in seventeen days. Thence putting to sea with his frail

vessels, he was fortunate enough to reach the Spanish port of
Panuco, on the Mexican coast. The right of discovery clearly
belonged to Spain; but she had neglected for near one hundred

and fifty years to make any settlement on the great river or any
of its tributaries. The French, coming from Canada, reached

the Mississippi in the year 1680, and ascended it as high up as
St. Anthony's Falls; and La Salle descended it in 1682 to its

mouth. The French government did, in virtue of that second

discovery, claim the country, subsequently founded New Orleans,
and formed several other settlements in the interior on the Mis-
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sissippi or its waters. Spain almost immediately occupied Pen-
sacola and Nacogdoohes, in order to check the progress of the
French eastwardly and westwardly ; but she did not attempt to
disturb them in their settlements on the Mississippi and its trib-
utaries. We have here the proof of a prior right of discovery
being superseded, when too long neglected, by that of actual
occupancy and settlement.

The French, by virtue of having thus discovered the mouth
of the Mississippi, of having ascended it more than fifteen hun-
dred miles, of having explored the Ohio, the Wabash, and the
Illinois from their respective mouths to their most remote
sources, and of having formed several settlements as above men-
tioned, laid claim to the whole country drained by the main
river and its tributaries. They accordingly built forts at Le
Bceuf, high up theAlleghany River, and on the site where Pitts-
burgh now stands. On the ground of discovery or settlement
Great Britain had not the slightest claim. General, then Colonel
Washington, was the first who, at the age of twenty-two, and in

the year 1754, l_lantedthe British banner on the Western waters.
The British claim was founded principally on the ground of
contiguity, enforced by other considerations. The strongest of
these was that it could not consist with natural law that the

British colonies, with a population of near two millions, should
be confined to the narrow belt of land between the Atlantic and

the Alleghany Mountains, and that the right derived from the
discovery of the main river should be carried to such an extent
as to allow the French colonies, with a population of fifty thou-
sand, rightfully to claim the whole valley of the Mississippi.
The contest was decided by the sword. By the treaty of peace
of 1763 the Mississippi, with the exception of New Orleans
and its immediate vicinity, was made the boundary. The French
not only lost all that part of the valley which lay east of that
river, but they were compelled to cede Canada to Great Britain.

It may, however, happen that all the various claims from

which a title may be derived, instead of pertaining to several
powers; and giving rise to conflicting pretensions, are united,
and rightfully belong to one nation alone. This union, if entire,
may justly be considered as giving a complete and exclusive title
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to the sovereignty of that part of the country embraced by such
united claims.

The position assumed by the British government, that those
various claims exclude each other, and that the assertion of one
forbids an appeal to the others, is obviously untenable. All that
can be said in that respect is, that if any one claim is alone suf-
ficient to establish a complete and indisputable title, an appeal to
others is superfluous. Thus far, and no farther, can the objection
be maintained. The argument on the part of the United States
in reality was, that the government considered the title derived
from the ancient exclusive Spanish claim as indisputable ; but
that, if this was denied, all the other just claims of the United
States taken together constituted a complete title, or at least far
superior to any that could be adduced on the part of Great
Britain.

It is not intended to enter into the merits of the question,
which has been completely discussed, since the object of this
paper is only to show that there remain on both sides certain

debatable questions ; and that therefore both governments may,
if so disposed, recede from some of their pretensions without
any abandonment of positive rights, and without impairing
national honor and dignity.

Although Great Britain seems, in this discussion, to have
relied almost exclusively on the right derived from actual occu-
pancy and settlement, she cannot reject absoh.vtely those derived
from other sources. She must admit that, both in theory and
practice, the claims derived from prior discovery, from contiguity,
from the principle which gives to the first discoverer of the mouth

of a river and of its course a claim to the whole country drained by
such river, have all been recognized, to a certain though not well-
defined extent, by all the European nations claiming various por-
tions of America. And she cannot deny the facts that (as Mr.
Greenhow justly concludes) the sea-shore had been generally ex-
amined from the 42d and minutely from the 45th to the 48th

degree of latitude, :Nootlm Sound discovered, and the general
direction of the coast from the 48th to the 58th degree of lati-
tude ascertained by the Spanish expeditions, in the years 1774
and 1775, of Perez, tteceta, and Bodego y Quadra; that the
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American Captain Gray was the first who, in 1792, entered
into and ascertained the existence of the river Columbia and

the place where it empties into the sea ; that, prior to that dis-
covery, the Spaniard tteceta was the first who had been within

the bay, called Deception Bay by Mcares, into which the river
does empty ; that, of the four navigators who had been in that

bay prior to Gray's final discovery, the Spaniard I-Ieceta and the

American Gray were the only ones who had asserted that a great

river emptied itself into that bay, I:[eceta having even given a
name to the river (St. Roe), and the'entrance having been desig-
nated by his own name (Ensennada de Heceta), whilst the two
English navigators Meares and Vancouver had both concluded

that no large river had its mouth there ; that in the year 1805
Lewis and Clarke were the first who descended the river Colum-

bia, from one of its principal western sources to its mouth ; that
the first actual occupancy in that quarter was by Mr. Astor's

company, on the 24th of March, 1811, though Mr. Thompson,
the astronomer of the British Northwest Company, who arrived
at Astoria on the 15th of July, may have wintered on or near

some northern _0urce of the river in 52 degrees north latitude ;

that amongst the factories established by that American company

one was situated at the confluence of the Okanagan with the
Columbia, in about 49 degrees of latitude; that the 42d degree

is the boundary, west of the Stony Mountains, established by
treaty between Spain, now Mexico, and the United States; that
the 49th degree is likewise the boundary, from the Lake of the

Woods to the Stony Mountains, established by treaty between

Great Britain and the United States ; and that therefore the right
of the United States, which may be derived from the principle

of contiguity or continuity, embraces the territory west of the

Stony Mountains contained between the 42d and 49th degrees of
latitude.

Omitting other considerations which apply principally to the

territory north of Fuea Straits, where the claims of both parties
are almost exclusively derived from their respective discoveries,
including those of Spain_ it may be rationally inferred from the

preceding enumeration that there remain various questions which

must be considered by Great Britain as being still doubtful and
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debatable, and that she may therefore, without any abandonment
of positive rights, recede from the extreme pretensions which

she has advanced in the discussion respecting a division of the
territory. But, although conjectures may be formed, and the

course pursued by the government of the United States may

have an influence on that which Great Britain will adopt, it
does not belong to me to discuss what that government may or
will do. This paper is intended for the American and not for

the English public; and my attention has been principally di-
rected to those points which may be considered by the United
States as doubtful and debatable.

It was expressly stipulated that nothing contained in the con-

ventions of 1818 and 1827 should be construed to impair or in

any manner affect the claims which either of the contracting par-

ties may have to any part of the country westward of the Stony
or :Rocky _¢[ountains. After the most cool and impartial inves-

tigation of which I am capable, I have not been able to perceive

any claim on the part of Great Britain, or debatable question,
respecting the territory south of Fuca's Straits, but the species

of occupancy by the British fur companies between the year
1813 and October 20, 1818; and this must be considered in

connection with the restoration of "all territory, places, and pos-
sessions whatsoever taken by either party from the other during
the war," provided for by the Treaty of Ghent. To this branch
of the subject belongs also the question whether the establish-

ment of trading factories with Indians may eventually give a
right to sovereignty. My opinion was expl:essed in the Ameri-
can counter-statement of the case, dated 19th December, 1826 :

"It is believed that mere factories, established solely for the

purpose of trafficking with the natives, and without any view to
cultivation and permanent settlement, cannot of themselves and

unsupported by any other consideration give any better title to
dominion and absolute sovereignty than similar establishments

made in a civilized country." However true this may be as an
abstract proposition, it must be admitted that practically the

modest British factory at Calcutta has gradually grown up into

absolute and undisputed sovereignty over a population of eighty
millions of people.
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The questions which, as it appears to me, may be allowed by
the United States to be debatable, and therefore to make it

questionable whether they have a complete right to the whole
Oregon territory, are:

1st. The Nootka convention, which applies to the whole, and
which, though not of primary importance, is nevertheless a fact,

and the inferences drawn from it a matter of argument.
2dly. The discovery of the Straits of Fuca.

3dly. North of those straits, along the sea-shores, the discov-
eries of the British contrasted with those of the American and

Spanish navigators; in the interior, the question whether the
discovery of the mouth and the navigation of one of its principal

branches from its source to the mouth of the river implies with-

out exception a complete right to the whole country drained by
all the tributaries of such river; and also the British claim to

the whole territory drained by Frazer's River,--its sources

having been discovered, in 1792, by Sir Alexander Mackenzie ;

factories having been established upon it by the British as early
as the year 1806; and the whole river thence to its mouth

having been for_-a number of years exclusively navigated by
British subjects.

It appears to me sufficient generally to suggest the contro-
verted points.. That which relates to Fuca's Straits is the most

important, and deserves particular consideration.

If Fuca's voyage in 1592 could be proved to be an authentic

document, this would settle at once the question in favor of the
United States; but the voyage was denied in the introduction
to the voyage of the Sutil and Mexicano. This was an official

document, published under the auspices of the Spanish govern-

ment, and intended to vindicate Spain against the charges that

she had contributed nothing to the advancement of geography
in those quarters. This negative evidence was confirmed by
Humboldt, who says that no trace of such voyage can be found
in the archives oi" Mexico. Unwilling to adduce any doubtful
fact, I abstained from alluding to it in the statement of the

American case in 1826. Later researches show that, although
recorded evidences remain of the voyages of Gali from Macao
to Acapulco in 1584, of the Santa Anna (on board of which
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was, as he says, :Fuca himself) from Manilla to the coast of

California, where she was captured in 1587 by Cavendish, and
of Vizcaino in 1602-1603, and even of Maldonado's fictitious

voyage in 1588, yet no trace has been found in Spain or
Mexico of :Fuca's, or any other similar voyage, in 1692, or
thereabout.

On reading with attention the brief account published by
Purchas, I will say that the voyage itself has much internal
evidence of its truth, but that the inference or conclusion throws

much discredit on the whole. The only known account of the

voyage is that given verbally at Venice, in 1596, by Fuca, a
Greek pilot, to Mr. Lock, a respectable :English merchant, who
transmitted it to Purchas.

Fuca says that he had been sent by the Viceroy of Mexico

to discover the straits of Anian and the passage thereof into
the sea, which they called the North Sea, which is our North-
West Sea; that between 47 and 48 degrees of latitude he

entered into a broad inlet, through which he sailed more than

twenty days, and being then come into the North Sea already,
and not being sufficiently armed, he returned again to Aeapulco.
He offered then to Mr. Lock to go into England and serve her
Majesty in a voyage for the discovery perfectly of the :North-

West passage into the South Sea. If it be granted that the
inlet through which he had sailed was really the same as the

straits which now bear his name, that sea into which he emerged,
and which he asserts to be our North-West Sea, must have been

that which is now called Queen Charlotte's Sound, north of
Quadra and Vancouver's Island, in about 51 degrees of lati-
tude. Our North-West Sea was that which washes the shores

of New :Foundland and Labrador, then universally known as
far north as the vicinity of the 60th degree of latitude. Hud-

son's Straits had not yet been discovered, and the discovery of

Davis's Straits might not be known to Fuca. But no navigator
at that time, who, like he, had sailed across both the Atlantic

and the Pacific Oceans, could be ignorant that the northern
extremity of New :Foundland, which lies nearly in the same

latitude as the northern entrance of :Fuca's Straits, is situated
sixty or seventy degrees of longitude east of that entrance.
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The only way to reconcile the account with itself is to suppose
that Fuea believed that the continent of A/neriea did not on
the side of the Atlantic extend further north than about the

60th degree, and was bounded northwardly by an open sea
which extended as far west as the northern extremity of the
inlet through which he had sailed. It is true, nevertheless,
that between the years 1774 and 1792 there was a prevailing
opinion amongst the navigators that Fuea had actually dis-
covered an inlet leading towards the Atlantic. Prior to the

year 1787 they were engaged in seeking for it, and the Spaniards
had for that purpose explored in vain the sea-coast lying south
of the 48th degree; for it is well known that _Fuea's entrance
lies between the 48th and 49th, and not between the 47th and
48th, degrees of latitude, as he had announced.

The modern discovery of that inlet is due to Captain Barclay,
an Englishman, commanding the Imperial Eagle, a vessel owned
by British merchants, but which was equipped at and took
its departure from Ostend, and which sailed under the flag of
the Austrian East India Company. The British government,
which has objected to the American claim derived from Cap-
tam Gray s discovery of the mouth of the river Columbia on
the ground that he was a private individual and that his vessel

was not a public ship, cannot certainly claim anything in virtue
of a discovery by a private Englishman sailing under Austrian
colors. In that case, and rejecting Fuea's voyage, neither the
United States nor England can lay any claim on account of the
discovery of the straits.

Subsequently, the Englishman Meares, sailing under the Por-
tuguese flag, penetrated, in 1768, about ten miles into the inlet,
and the American Gray, in 1789, about fifty miles. The pre-
tended, voyage of the sloop Washington throughout the straits,
under the command of either Gray or Kendrick, has no other
foundation that an assertion of Mcares, on which no reliance can
be placed.

In the year 1790 (1791 according to Vancouver) the Span-
iards Elisa and Quimper explored the straits more than one
hundred miles, discovering the Port Discovery, the entrance of
Admiralty Inlet, the Deception Passage, and the Canal de Haro.
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In 1792, Vancouver explored and surveyed the straits through-
out, together with their various bays and harbors. Even there

he had been preceded in part by the Sutil and Mexicano; and
he expresses his regret that they had advanced before him as far
as the Canal de :Rosario.

Under all the circumstances of the case it cannot be doubted

that the United States must admit that the discovery of the

straits, and the various inferences which may be drawn from it,
are doubtful and debatable questions.

That which relates to a presumed agreement of commissioners

appointed under the Treaty of Utrecht, by which the northern
boundary of Canada was, from a certain point north of Lake

Superior, declared to extend westwardly along the 49th parallel
of latitude, does not appear to me definitively settled. As this

had been assumed many years before as a positive fact, and had

never been contradicted, I also assumed it as such, and did not
thoroughly investigate the subject. Yet I had before me at least

one map (name of publisher not recollected), of which I have a
vivid recollection, on which the dividing lines were distinctly
marked and expressly designated as being in conformity with

the agreement of the commissioners under the Treaty of Utrecht.

The evidence against the fact, though in some respects strong, is
purely negative. The line, according to the map, extended from

a certain point near the source of the river Saguenay, in a west-
erly direction, to another designated point on another river

emptying either into the St. Lawrence or James's Bay; and
there were, in that way, four or five lines following each other,
all tending westwardly, but with different inclinations north-

wardly or southwardly, and all extending from some apparently
known point on a designated river to another similar point on
another river ; the rivers themselves emptying themselves, some

into the river St. Lawrence, and others into James's Bay or
Hudsoffs Bay, until, from a certain point lying north of Lake

Superior, the line was declared to extend along the 49th degree
of latitude, as above stated. It was with that map before me
that the following paragraph was inserted in the American state-
ment of December, 1826 :

"The limits between the possessions of Great Britain in North
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America and those of France in the same quarter, namely_ Can-

ada and Louisiana, were determined by commissioners appointed
in pursuance of the Treaty of Utrecht. From the coast of Lab-

ruder to a certain point north of Lake Superior those limits
were fixed according to certain metes and bounds; and from

that point the line of demarcation was agreed to extend indefi-
nitely due west, along the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude.
It was in conformity with that arrangement that the United

States did claim that parallel as the northern boundary of Louis-

iana. It has been accordingly thus settled, as far as the Stony
Mountains, by the convention of 1818 between the United States

and Great Britain ; and no adequate reason can be given why
the same boundary should not be continued as far as the claims

of the United States do extend, that is to say_ as far as the
Pacific Ocean."

It appears very extraordinary that any geographer or map-
maker should have invented a dividing line with such specific
details without having sufficient grounds for believing that it

had been thus determined by the commissioners under the Treaty
of Utrecht. It is also believed that Douglass's Summary (not at
this moment within my reach) adverts to the portion of the line

from the coast of Labrador to the Saguenay. Finally, the allu-

sion to the 49th parallel as a boundary fixed in consequence of
the Treaty of Utrecht had been repeatedly made in the course
of preceding negotiations, as well as in the conferences of that

of the year 1826 ; and there is no apparent motlve_ if the asser-
tion was known by the British negotiators not to be founded in

fact, why they should not have at once denied it. It may be,
however, that, the question having ceased to be of any interest

to Great Britain since the acquisition of Canada, they had not
investigated the subject. It is of some importance, because, if

authenticated, the discussion would be converted from questions
respecting undefined claims into one concerning the construction
of a positive treaty or convention.

It is sufficiently clear that_ under all the circumstances of the

ease, an amicable division of the territory, if" at all practicable,
must be founded in a great degree on expediency. This of

course must be left to the wisdom of the two governments. The
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only natural, equitable, and practicable line which has occurred

to me is one which, running through the middle of :Fuca

Straits, from its entrance to a point on the main, situated south
of the mouth of Frazer's River, should leave to the United

States all the shores and harbors lying south, and to Great

Britain all those north of that line, including the whole of

Quadra and Vancouver's Island. It would be through :Fuca's
Straits a nearly easterly line, along the parallel of about 48:}

degrees, leaving to England the most valuable and permanent
portion of the fur-trade, dividing the sea-coast as nearly as

possible into two equal parts, and the ports in the most equi-
table manner. To leave Admiralty Inlet and its sounds to

Great Britain would give her a po_ession in the heart of the

American portion of the territory. Whether from the point
where the line would strike the main it should be continued

along the same parallel, or run along the 49th, is a matter of
secondary importance.

If such division should take place, the right of the inhabitants
of the country situated on the upper waters of the Columbia to
the navigation of that river to its mouth is founded on natural

law; and the principle has almost been recognized as the public
law of Europe. Limited to commercial purposes, it might be
admitted, but on the express condition that the citizens of the
United States should in the same manner, and to the same

extent, have the right to navigate the river St. Lawrence.

But I must say that, whatever may be the ultimate destinies

of the Oregon territory, I would feel great regret in seeing it in
any way divided. An amicable division appears to me without

comparison preferable to a war for that object between the two

countries. In every other view of the subject it is highly ex-
ceptionable. Without adverting for the present to considerations
of a higher nature, it may be sufficient here to observe that the
conversion of the northern part of the territory into a British

colony would in its efl[bcts make the arrangement very unequal.

The United States are forbidden by their Constitution to give a
preference to the ports of one State over those of another. The

ports within the portion of territory allotted to the United States

would of course remain open to British vessels ; whilst American
70L. HL---34
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vessels would be excluded from the ports of the British colony,
unless occasionally admitted by special acts depending on the
will of Great Britain.

NUMBER III.

Beyond the naked assertion of an absolute right to the whole
territory, so little in the shape of argument has been adduced,
and so much warmth has been exhibited in the discussion of

the subject, that it cannot be doubted that the question has now

become on both sides one of feeling rather than of right. This
in America grows out of the fact that in this contest with a

European nation the contested territory is in America and not

in Europe. It is identical with the premature ofl[icial annun-
ciation that the United States could not acquiesce in the estab-

lishment of an)- new .colony in North _A_merieaby any European
nation. This sentiment was already general at the time when
it was first publicly declared, and now that it has been almost

universally avowed_ there can be no impropriety in any private

citizen to say, as I now do, that I share in that feeling to its
full extent. For the _h_merleans Oregon is or will be home;
for England it is but an outpost, which may afford means of

annoyance rather than be a source of real power. In Aaneriea

all have the same ultimate object in view; we differ only with
respect to the means by which it may be attained.

Two circumstances have had a tendency to nourish and excite

these feelings. The British fur companies, from their position,
from their monopolizing character_ from their natural influence

upon the Indians, and from that, much greater than might have
been expected, which they have constantly had upon the British
government in its negotiations with the United States, have for
sixty years been a perpetual source of annoyance and collisions.

The vested interests of the Hudson Bay Company are at this

moment the greatest obstacle to an amicable arrangement. It is

at the same time due to justice to say that_ as far as is known_
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that company has acted in Oregon in conformity with the terms
of the convention, and that its officers have uniformly treated

the Americans, whether visitors or emigrants, not only cour-
teously, but with great kindness.

If the British colonies on the continent of America were an

independent country, or were they placed in their commercial

relations, at least with the United States, on the same footing as
the British possessions in Europe, these relations would be regu-

lated by the reciprocal interests and wants of the parties imme-

diately concerned. Great Britain has an undoubted right to
persist in her colonial policy ; but the result has been extremely
vexatious, and to the United States injurious. All this is true.

But feelings do not confer a right, and the indulgence of excited
feelings is neither virtue nor wisdom.

The Western States have no greater apparent immediate in-

terest in the acquisition of Oregon than the States bordering on
the Atlantic. These stand iu greater need of an outlet for their

surplus emigrating population, and to them exclusively will for
the present the benefit accrue of ports on the Pacific for the
protection of the numerous American ships employed in the
fisheries and commerce of that ocean. It is true that in case

of war the inhabitants of the Western States will not, if a

naval superiority shall be obtained on the upper Lakes, feel those

immediate calamities of war to which the country along the
sea-shore is necessarily exposed; but no section of the United

States will be more deeply affected by the impossibility of find-
ing during the war a market for the immense surplus of its
agricultural products. It must also be remembered that a direct

tax has heretofore been found as productive as the aggregate
of all the other internal taxes levied by the general govern-

ment; that, in case of war, it must necessarily be imposed ; and
that, as it must, in conformity with the Constitution, be levied

in proportion to the respective population of the several States,

it will be much more oppressive on those which have not yet
accumulated a large amount of circulating or personal capital.
The greater degree of excitement which prevails in the West

is due to other and more powerful causes than a regard for self-
interest.
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Bordering through the whole of their northern frontier on the

British possessions, the Western people have always been per-

sonally exposed to the annoyances and collisions already alluded

to; and it may be that the hope of getting rid of these by the
conquest of Canada has some influence upon their conduct. In-

dependent of this, the indomitable energy of this nation has been
and is nowhere displayed so forcibly as in the new States and

settlements. It was necessarily directed towards the acquisition
of land and the cultivation of the soil. In that respect it has
performed prodigies. Three millions of cultivators of the soil

are now found between the Lakes and the Ohio, where, little
more than fifty years before, save only three or four half Indian

French settlements, there was not a single white inhabitant.

Nothing now seems impossible to those men; they have not

even been sobered by fresh experience. Attempting to do at
once, and without an adequate capital, that which should have

been delayed five-and-twenty years, and might have then been
successfully accomplished, some of those States have had the

mortification to find themselves unable to pay the interest on

the debt they had contracted, and obliged to try to compound
with their creditQrs. Nevertheless, undiminished activity and

locomotion are still the ruling principles; the Western people
leap over time and distance ; ahead they must go; it is their

mission. May God speed them, and may they thus quietly take
possession of the entire contested territory!

All this was as well known to the British government as to

ourselves. A public and official declaration by the President of
the United States was unnecessary and at least premature. Mr.
:Rush's correspondence of 1824 bears witness of its unfortunate

ef_hcton the negotiations of that year. These feelings had grad-
ually subsided. But whatever may be the cause, the fact that
an extraordinary excitement on this subject has manifesf_d itself
and does now exist on both sides cannot be denied. Time is

absolutely necessary in order that this should subside. Any
precipitate step now taken by either government would be at-

tended with the most fatal consequences. That which, if done

some years ago, might have been harmless, would now be highly
dangerous, and should at least be postponed for the present.
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The first incipient step recommended by the Executive is to

give the notice that the convention of 1827 shall expire at the
end of one year. This measure at this time, and connected with

the avowed intention of assuming exclusive sovereignty over the
whole territory, becomes a question of peace or war.

The conventions of 1818 and 1827, whilst reserving the rights
of both parties, allowed the freedom of trade and navigation
throughout the whole territory to remain common to beth ; and

the citizens or subjects of both powers were permitted to occupy

any part of it. The inconveniences of that temporary arrange-
ment were well understood at the time. The British fur com-

panies had established factories on the banks, and even south of

the river Columbia, within the limits of that portion of the

country which the United States had', whenever the subjeet was
discussed, claimed as belonging exclusively to them. The con-

ditions of the agreement were nominally reciprocal ; but though
they did not give, yet they did in i_aet leave the British company
in the exclusive possession of the fur-trade. This could not be

prevented otherwise than by resorting to actual force; the
United States were not then either ready or disposed to run the

risks of a war for that object; and it was thought more eligible

that the British traders should remain on the territory of the
United States by virtue of a compact and with their consent

than in defiance of their authority. It is but very lately that
the Americans have begun to migrate to that remote country; a
greater number will certainly follow; and they have under the

convention a perfect right to occupy and make settlements in

any part of the territory they may think proper, with the sole
exception of the spots actually occupied by the British company.

What. is, then, the object in view in giving the notice at this

time ? This has been declared without reserve by the Presi-

dent: "At the end of the year's notice, should Congress think
it proper to make provision for giving that notice, we shall have

reached a period when the national rights in Oregon must either
be abandoned or firmly maintained. That they cannot be aban-

doned without a sacrifice of both national honor and interests, is
too clear to admit of doubt." And it must be recollected that

this candid avowal has been accompanied by the declaration that
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"our title to the whole Oregon territory had been asserted and,
as was believed, maintained by irrefragable facts and arguments."

Nothing can be more plain and explicit. The exclusive right of

the United States to absolute sovereignty over the whole territory
must be asserted and maintained.

It may not be necessary for that purpose to drive away the

British filr company, nor to prevent the migration into Oregon
of British emigrants coming from the British dominions. The

company may, if deemed expedient, be permitted to trade as

heretofore with the Indians. British emigrants may be treated
in the same manner as the other sixty or eighty thousand who

already arrive yearly in the United States. They may, at their

option, be naturalized or remain on the same footing as foreign-

ers in other parts of the Union. In this case they will enjoy
no political rights ; they will not be permitted to own American

vessels and to sail under the American flag ; the permission to

own real property seems, so long as Oregon remains a territory,
to depend on the will of Congress. Thus far collision may be
avoided.

But no foreign jurisdiction can be permitted from the moment
when the sovereignty of the United States over the whole terri-
tory shall be asserted and maintained. To this all those who

reside in the territory must submit. After having taken the

decisive step of giving the notice, the United States cannot, as

the President justly states, abandon the right of sovereignty
without a sacrifice of national honor.

It had been expressly agreed by the convention that nothing
contained in it should affect the claims of either party to the

territory. The all-important question of sovereignty remained
therefore in abeyance. _egotiations for a division of the terri-

tory have failed ; the question of sovereignty remains undecided,
as it was prior to the convention. If the United States exercise

the reserved right to put an end to the convention, and if, from
the time when it shall have expired, they peremptorily assume
the right of sovereignty over the whole, it cannot be doubted
that Great Britain will at once resist. She will adhere to the

principle she had asserted prior to the Nootka convention, and

has ever since maintained, that actual occupancy can alone give
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a right to the country. She will not permit the jurisdiction of

the United States to be extended over her subjects; she will

oppose the removal, arrest, or exercise of any other legal process
against her justices of the peace, against any other officers who
directly or indirectly act under her authority, against any of her

subjects ; and she will continue to exercise her jurisdiction over
all of them throughout the whole territory. Whatever either

power asserts must be maintained ; military occupation and war
must necessarily ensue.

A portion of the people, both in the West and elsewhere, see
clearly that such must be the consequence of giving the notice.

Such men openly avow their opinions, prefer war to a longer
continuation of the present state of things, are ready to meet all

the dangers and calamities of the impending conflict, and to
adopt at once all the measures which may insure success. With

them th_ discussion brings at once the question to its true issue :

Is war necessary for the object they have in view ? Or may it
not be attained by peaceable means ? It is a question of war or
peace, and it is fairly laid before the nation.

But many respectable men appear to entertain hopes that peace
may still be preserved after the United States shall have assumed,
or attempted to assume, exclusive sovereignty. The reverse

appears to me so clear, so obvious, so inevitable, that I really
cannot understand on what grounds these hopes are founded.

Is it thought that the President will not, after the assent of

Congress has been obtained (and whether immediately or at the
end of this session is quite immaterial), give the notice which he

has asked Congress to authorize .9 Or is it supposed that a change
in the form which, in order to avoid responsibility, would give
him a discretionary power, could lead to a different result, or be
anything else but a transfer by Congress to the Executive of the
power to declare war ..9

Can it be presumed that when, after the expiration of the term

of notice, the convention shall have been abrogated, the President

will not assert and maintain the sovereignty claimed by the United
States.9 I have not the honor of a personal acquaintance with

him ; I respect in him the first magistrate of the nation ; and he

is universally represented as of irreproachable character, sincere,
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and patriotic. Every citizen has a right to differ with him in

opinion ; no one has that of supposing that he says one thing
and means another. I feel an intimate conviction of his entire
sincerity.

Is it possible that any one who does not labor under a singu-
lar illusion can believe that England will yield to threats and

defiance that which she has refused to concede to our argu-
ments ? Reverse the case: Suppose for a moment that Great

Britain was the aggressor and had given the notice, declaring at
the same time that at the expiration of the year she would as-

sume exclusive sovereignty over tile whole country and oppose

the exercise of any whatever by the United States, is there any
American, even amongst those who set the least value on the

Oregon territory and are most sincerely desirous of preserving
peace, who would not at once declare that such pretension on the
part of Great Britain was outrageous and must be resisted ?

It is not certainly the interest, of Great Britain to wage war
against the United States, and it may be fairly presumed that

the British government has no such wish. But England is, as

well as the United States, a great, powerful, sensitive, and proud
nation. Every effusion of the British press which displays hos-
tility to the United States .produces an analogous sentiment and
adds new fuel to excitement in kmerica. A. moment's reflection

will enable us to judge of the inevitable effec_ of an offensive

and threatening act emanating from our government ; an act

which throws in the face of the world the gauntlet of defiance
to Great Britain. Her claims and views, as laid down in her

statement of December, 1826, remove every doubt respecting
the steps she will take. "Great Britain claims no exclusive

sovereignty over any portion of that territory. Her present
claim not in respect to any parg, but to the whole, is limited to

a right of joint occupancy in common with other States, leaving

the right of exclusive dominion in abeyance .... The preten-
sions of Great Britain tend to the mere maintenance of her own

rights, in resistance to the exclusive charae2er of the pretensions

of the United States .... These rights embrace the right to
navigate the waters of those countries, the _ght to sdgle in and
over an_ l_arg of them, and the right freely to trade with the
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inhabitants and occupiers of the same. It is fully admiYzd that

the Unit_ States possess the same rigl_. But beyond these
rights they possess none. To the interests and establishments

which British industry and enterprise have created Great Britain

owes protection. That protection will be given, both as regards

settlement and freedom of trade and navigation, with every
attention not to infringe the co-ordinate rights of the United
States."

Thus, the United States declare that they give notice of the
abrogation of the convention, with the avowed determination of

asserting their assualed right of ahsolute and exclusive sovereignty
over the whole territory of Oregon. And Great Britain has
explicitly declared that her pretensions were in resistance to the

exclusive character of those of the United States ; and that pro-
tection will be given, both as regards settlement and freedom of
trade and navigation, to the interests and establishments which

British industry and enterprise have created.

How war can be avoided if both powers persist in their con-
flicting determinations is incomprehensible. Under such cir-

cumstances negotiation is morally impossible during the year
following the notice. To give that notice with the avowed de-

termination to assume exclusive sovereignty at the end of the

year is a decisive, most probably an irretrievable, step. "After

that period the United States cannot abandon their right of
sovereignty without a sacrifice of national honor."

The question of sovereignty has never been decided. Simply
to give notice of the abrogation of the convention would leave

the question in the same situation,--it would remain in abey-
ance. But when the President has recommended that the notice

should be given with the avowed object of assuming exclusive
sovereignty, an Act of Congress in compliance with his recom-

mendation necea_arily implies an approbation of the object for

which it is given. If the notice should be given, the only way
to avoid that implication and its fatal consequences is to insert

in it an explicit declaration that the sovereignty shall not be as-

sumed. But then why give the notice at all ? A postponement
is far preferable, unless some other advantage shall be obtained

by the abrogation of the convention. This must be examined,
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and it is necessary to inquire whether any and what mcasures

may be adopted without any violation of the convention that
will preserve the rights and strengthen the position of the
United States.

:NUMBER IV.

The acts which the government of the United Stat_s may do,

in conformity with the convention, embrace two objects: the
measures applicable to the territory within their acknowledged
limits which may facilitate and promote migration, and those

which are necessary for the protection of their citizens residing
in the Oregon territory.

It is a remarkable fact that, although the convention has now

been in force twenty-seven years, Congress has actually done

nothing with respect to either of those objects. Enterprising\
individuals have, without any aid or encouragement by govern-

ment, opened a wagon-road eighteen hundred miles in length
through an arid or mountainous region, and made settlements

on or near the shores of the Pacific, without any guaranty for

the possession of the land improved by their labors. Even the
attempt to carry on an inland trade with the Indians of Oregon
has been defeated by the refusal to allow a drawback of the

high duties imposed on the importation of foreign goods abso-
lutely necessary for that commerce. Thus the fur-trade has

remained engrossed by the Hudson Bay Company ; missionaries

were, till very lately, almost the only citizens of the United
States to be found in Oregon; the United States, during the

whole of that period, have derived no other advantage from the
convention than the reservation of their rights, and the express

provision that these should in no way be affected by the con-
tinuance of the British factories in the territory. And, now

that the tide of migration has turned in their favor, they are

suddenly invited to assume a hostile position, to endure the ca-
1amities and to run the chances and consequences of war in order
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to gaiu an object which natural and irresistible causes, if per-
mitted to operate, cannot fail ultimately to attain.

The measures applicable to the territory within the acknowl-

edged limits of the United States have generally been recom-

mended by the President. A very moderate appropriation will

be sufficient to improve the most difficult portions of the road,
and block-houses or other temporary works, erected in proper

places and at convenient distances, and garrisoned by a portion
of the intended additional force, will protect and facilitate the

progress of the emigrants. However uninviting may be the
vast extent of prairies, destitute of timber_ which intervene
between the western boundary of the State of Missouri and

the country bordering on the .Stony Mountains, it seems im-

possible that there should not be found some more favored spots
where settlements may be formed. If these were selected for

military posts, and donations of land were made to actual settlers

in their vicinity, a series of villages, though probably not a con-

tinuity of settlements, would soon arise through the whole length
of the road. The most important place, that which is most

wanted, either as a place of rest for the emigrants or for military
purposes, is one in the immediate vicinity of the Stony Moun-
tains. Reports speak favorably of the fertility of the soil in

some of the valleys of the upper waters within our limits,---of
Bear's River, of the Rio Colorado, and of some of the northern

branches of the river Platte. There, also, the seat of justice
might be placed of the new territory, whose courts should have
superior jurisdiction over Oregon.

The measures which the United States have a right to carry
into effect within the territory of Oregon must now be con-
sidered.

The only positive condition of the convention is that the

territory in question shall, together with its harbors, bays,
and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers within the same,
be free and open to vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two
powers.

:For the construction put on this article by Great Britain it is

necessary to recur again to the statement of her claim as given
by herself, and to her own acts subsequent to the convention.
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The acts of England, subsequent to the convention of 1818,
are to be found in the various charters of the Hudson Bay

Company (observing that some of their most important pro-
visions, though of a much earlier date, stand unrepealed)and
in the Act of Parliament of the year 1821, which confirms and

extends a prior one of the year 1803. It must also be recol-
lected that, by grants or Acts subsequent to the convention, the

ancient Hudson Bay Company and the Northwest Company of
:Montreal have been united together, preserving the name of

Hudson Bay Company.
This company was and remains a body corporate and politic,

with provisions for the election of a governor and other officers,

who direct its business; and amongst other powers the company

is empowered to build fortifications for the defence of its pos-
sessions, as well as to make war or peace with all nations or
people, not Christian, inhabiting their territories, which now

embrace the entire Oregon. By the Act of Parliament of
1821, the jurisdiction of the courts of Upper Canada is ex-

tended in all civil and criminal cases to the Oregon territory;

provision is n_ade for the appointment of justices of the peace
within the said territory, with a limited jurisdiction, and power
to act as commissioners in certain cases, and to convey oflbnders

to Upper Canada.
It must also be observed that although the company is for-

bidden to claim any exclusive trade with the Indians, to the

prejudice or exclusion of any citizen of the United States who
may be engaged in the same trade, yet the jurisdiction above

mentioned is_ by the letter of the Act, extended to any persons
whatsoever residing or being within the said territory. The

British plenipotentiaries did, however, explicitly declare, in the
course of the negotiations of 1826-1827, that the Act had no

other object but the maintenance of order amongst British sub-

jects, and had never been intended to apply to citizens of the
United States.

It is perfectly clear that, since it has been fully admitted that

the United States possess the same rights over the territory as
Great Britain, they are fully authorized, under the convention,

to enjoy all the rights which Great Britain claims for herself,
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and to exercise that jurisdiction which she has assumed as being
consistent with tile convention.

The citizens of the United States have, therefore, at this time

a full and acknowledged right to navigate the waters of the

Oregon territory, to settle in and over any part of it, and freely
to trade with the inhabitants and occupiers of the same. And

the government of the United States is likewise fully author-
ized to incorporate any company or association of men for the

purpose of trading or of occupying and settling the country;
to extend the jurisdiction of the courts of any of its Territories
lying within its acknowledged limits, in all civil and criminal

cases, to the territory afora_aid ; to appoint within the same

justices of the peace and such other officers as may be neces-
sary for carrying the jurisdiction into effect; and also to make

war and peace with the Indian inhabitants of the territory,
including the incidental power to appoint agents for that
purpose.

On the other hand, it seems to be understood that, so long as

the convention remains in force, neither government shall lay
duties in the territory on tonnage, merchandise, or commerce;
nor exercise exclusive jurisdiction over any portion of it; and

that the citizens and subjects of the two powers residing in or
removing to the territory shall be amenable only to the juris-
diction of their own country respectively.

It has been contended by the British government that the

establishment of any military post, or the introduction of any
regular force under a national flag, by either power would be

an act of exclusive sovereignty which could not be permitted to
either whilst the sovereignty remained in abeyance. Under ex-
isting circumstances it is believed that such an act would be

highly dangerous and prove unfavorable to the United States.
But the establishment by the United Stat_ of a territorial

government over Oregon is also objected to on the same prin-
ciple. The want of such government appears to be the only

serious inconvenience attending a continuance of the convention,
and requires special consideration.

The United States have the same right as Great Britain, and
are equally bound, to protect their citizens residing in the Ore-
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gon territory in the exercise of all the rights secured to them

by the convention. It has been fully admitted that these rights

embrace the right to settle in and over any part of the territory,
and that they are to be, in all cases whatever, amenable only to

tlle jurisdiction of their own country. The subjects of Great
Britain who are not in the employ of the Hudson Bay Company

are forbidden to trade with the natives; and the company does
in fact control and govern all the British subjects residing in
the territory. This gives a strong guaranty against the viola-
tion by rash individuals of the rights of tlle citizens of the

United States. Should any of them, however, be disturbed in

the exercise of their legitimate rights, and the company should
be unable or unwilling to relieve and indemnify them, the

United States would be justly entitled to appeal to the British

government for the redress of a violation of rights secured by
the convention ; for the British government has preserved a con-

trol over the Hudson Bay Company, and does in fact, through
it, govern the British subjects who reside in the territory.

The United States are placed, in that respect, in a very differ-
ent situation._ It is not believed that the general government is
authorized to incorporate, as a political body, a commercial com-
pany with such powers as would give it an efficient control over

the private citizens residing in the territory. Such delegation

of powers, either by any of the States or by Congress, is wholly

inconsistent with our institutions. The United States may in-
deed give to their citizens in Oregon a regular and complete
judiciary system; and they may also extend to them, as the

British government has done on its part, the laws of an adjacent

territory. But an executive local power is wanted in this case,
as it is everywhere else, under any form of government what-

ever, to cause the laws to be executed and to have that general

control which is now exercised through the Hudson Bay Com-
pany by the British government. There are, besides, various acts
of a public though local natur% such as opening roads, making

bridges, erecting block-houses for protection against the natives,
providing for the destitute, &e., all which are performed by the

Hudson Bay Company, and cannot be accomplished by insulated
individuals bound by no legal association or government.
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Whether any measures may be devised other than a territorial

government that will be sufficient for the purpose intended;

whether all the American citizens residing in Oregon might not

be incorporated and made a body politic, with powers equivalent
to those vested in the Hudson Bay Company, and with the res-
ervation by the general government of a check or control analo-

gous to that reserved by the government of Great Britain, are
questions worthy of serious consideration. But Great Britain

has the same interest as the United States to prevent collision

during the continuance of the convention ; and it is believed that,
if negotiations should be renewed, with an equal and sincere de-
sire on both sides to preserve friendly relations, there would be

no difficulty at this time in coming to an understanding on the
subject. It would seem sufficient that this should be accom-

panied with provisions preventing the possibility of the powers
exercised by the United States being ever applied to British sub-

jects, and with an explicit declaration that these powers should

never be construed as an admission by Great Britain of any
claim of the United States to exclusive sovereignty.

There is another important subject which has not, it is be-
lieved, ever been discussed by the two powers. This is the
claim to the ownership of the places settled and improved under

the convention. It seems to me that, on the principles of both

natural and international law, these rights, to a defined extent,

should be respected by each power respectively whose sovereignty
over the portion of the territory in which such improved settle-

meats may be situated will ultimately be recognized. It appears
also that the United States may, in conformity with the conven-

tion, and without affecting in any shape the claims advanced by
Great Britain, pass a law declaring that they abandon or grant
without warranty, to such of their citizens as shall have made

actual and bona fide settlements in any part of Oregon under

the convention, all the rights of and claims to the ownership of
the soil, on which such settlements shall have been made, which

the United States may now or hereafter claim or acquire, limit-
ing and defining the extent of the grant in the same manner as

would be done if such grant was absolute, and promising that
the title should be confirmed in case and whenever the sover-
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eignty of the United States was recognized or asserted and
maintained.

The prolongation, in 1827, of the convention of 1818 was

evidently intended as a temporary measure, since it was made
revocable at the will of either party. The plenipotentiaries of
the two powers had been unable to agree on the terms of a de-
finitive arrangement, or even in defining with precision the con-
ditions on which the convention of 1818 might be continued for
a determinate period. It will be seen by reference to the proto-
cols and correspondence that, although it was generally admitted
that neither part), ought during such continuance to exercise any
exclusive sovereignty over the territory, the American plenipo-
tentiary declined to agree to any convention containing an ex-
press provision to that effect, or accompanied by the insertion in
the protocol of a declaration for the same purpose by the British
plenipotentiaries. The reason was not only because an exclusive
right over Astoria and its dependencies was claimed by, the
United States, but principally because it was anticipated that,
in order to have in fact an authority equal to that exercised by
the Hudson _ay Company, it would become necessary for the
United States to perform acts which the British government
might contend to be forbidden by such express provision or
declaration. The consequence was that the convention recog-
nizes some certain rights and imposes no positive restrictions,
but only such as may be supposed to be implied in the clause
which declares that nothing contained in it should be construed

to impair or affect the claims of either party. The probability
that it might become necessary for the United States to establish
a territory or some sort of government over their own citizens
was explicitly avowed; the deficiencies of the renewed conven-

tion of 1827 and the inconveniences which might ensue were
fully understood; and the continuance of that of 1818, made
revocable at will, was agreed on, with the hope that the two
powers would embrace an early opportunity, if not to make a
definitive arrangement, at least to substitute for the convention

another defining with precision the acts which both parties
should be allowed or forbidden to perform so long as the sover-
eignty remained in abeyance.
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The inconveniences alluded to have been fairly stated in tMs

paper, and some of the means by which they may be avoided
have been suggested. It is not, therefore, on account of the in-

trinsic value of the convention that its abrogation is objection-
able and dangerous. It is because nothing is substituted in its

place; it is beeause_ if the two powers are not yet prepared to

make a definitive agreement, it becomes the duty of both gov-
ernments, instead of breaking the only barrier which still pre-

serves peace, to substitute for the existing convention one adapted
to the present state of things, and which shall prevent collisions
until the question of sovereignty shall have been settled. The

inconveniences which were only anticipated have become tangi-
ble from the time when American citizens, whom the United

States are bound to protect, began to make settlements in the

territory of Oregon. The sudden transition from an agreement,
however defective, to a promiscuous occupancy, without any pro-

visions whatever that may prevent collisions, is highly danger-
ous. When this is accompanied by an avowed determination
on the part of the United States to assume that exclusive sover-

eignty which Great Britain has positively declared she would
resist, war becomes inevitable.

NUMBER V.

It may not be possible to calculate with any degree of cer-
tainty the number of citizens of the United States who, aided

by these various measures, will within any given period remove
to the territory beyond the Stony Mountains. It is certain that

this number will annually increase, and keep pace with the rapid
increase of the population of the Western States. It cannot be

doubted that ultimately and at no very distant time they will
have possession of all that is worth being occupied in the ter-

ritory. On what principle, then, will the right of sovereignty
be decided ?

It may, however_ be asked whether, if this be the inevitable
VOLo III.--35
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consequence of the continuance of the convention, England Ml!

not herself give notice that it shall be abrogated. It might be
sufficient to answer that we must wait till that notice shall have

been given, and the subsequent measures which England means
to adopt shall have been made known to us, before we assume

rashly a hostile position. The United States may govern them-
selves; although they may irritate Great Britain, they cannot

control the acts of her government. The British government

will do whatever it may think proper; but for the consequences
that may ensue it will be alone responsible. Should the abro-

gation of the convention on her part be followed by aggressive
measures; should she assume exclusive possession over Oregon
or any part of it, as it is now proposed that the United States

should do, America will then be placed in a defensive position ;

the war, if any should ensue, will be one unprovoked by her,--
a war purely of defence, which will be not only sustained, but

approved, by the unanimous voice of the nation. We may,

however, be permitted to examine what motive could impel
England, what interest she might have, either in annulling the
convention or_in adopting aggressive measures.

When it is recommended that the United States should give
notice of the abrogation of the convention, it is with the avowed

object of adopting measures forbidden by the convention, and
which Great Britain has uniformly declared she would resist.

But, according to the view of the subject uniformly taken by
her, from the first time she asserted the rights she claims to this
day, the simple abrogation of her convention with the United

States will produce no effect whatever on the rights, relations,
and position of the two powers. Great Britain, from the date

at least of Cook's third voyage, and prior to the _Tootka con-
vention, did deny the exclusive claim of Spain, and assert that

her subjects had, in common with those of other stat_s, the right
freely to trade with the natives and to settle in any part of the

north-western coast of America not already occupied by the sub-
jects of Spain. The bTootka convention was nothing more than
the acquiescence, on the part of Spain, in the claims thus asserted

by Great Britain, leaving the sovereignty in abeyance. And
the convention between the United States and Great Britain is
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nothing more nor less than a temporary recognition of the same

principle, so far as the two parties were concerned. England
had, prior to that convention, fully admitted that the United

States possessed the same rights as were claimed by her. The

abrogation of the convention by her will leave those rights
precisely in the same situation as they now stand, and as they

stood prior to the convention. It cannot, therefore, be perceived
what possible benefit could accrue to Great Britain from her

abrogation of that instrument ; unless, discarding all her former
declarations, denying all that she has asserted for more than

sixty years, retracting her admission of the equal rights of the
United States to trade, to occupy, and to make settlements in

any part of the country, she should, without cause or pretext,

assume, as is now threatened on the part of the United States,

exclusive sovereignty over the whole or part of the territory. It
may be permitted to believe that the British government enter-
tains no such intention.

It may also be observed that England has heretofore evinced

no disposition whatever to colonize the territory in question.
She has, indeed, declared most explicitly her determination to

protect the British interests that had been created by British

enterprise and capital in that quarter. But, by giving a mo-
nopoly of the fur-trade to the Hudson Bay Company, she has

virtually arrested private efforts on the part of British suhjects.
Her government has been in every other respect altogether in-

active, and apparently careless about the ultimate fate of Oregon.
The country has been open to her enterprise at least fifty years;
and there are no other British settlements or interests within its

limits than those vested in or connected with the Hudson Bay
Company. Whether the British government will hereafter make

any effort towards that object cannot be known ; but as long as
this right to colonize Oregon shall remain common to both

powers, the United States have nothing to apprehend from the
competition.

The negotiations on that subject between the two govern-
ments have been carried on on both sides with perfect candor.

The views and intentions of both parties were mutually com-

munieated without reserve. The conviction on the part of
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honor or wounding national pride ; and that the way is therefore
still open for a rene_al of negotiations.

2. That the avowed object of the United States in giving no-
tice of the abrogation of the convention is the determination to

assert and maintain their assumed right of absolute and exclu-
sive sovereignty over the whole territory ; that Great Britain is

fnlly committed on that point, and has constantly and explicitly
declared that such an attempt would be resisted and the British
interests in that quarter be protected ; and that war is therefore

the unavoidable consequence of such a decisive step,ran war not
only necessarily calamitous and expeusive, but in its character

aggressive, not justifiable by the magnitude and importance of
its object, and of which the chances are uncertain.

3. That the inconveniences of the present state of things may

in a great degree be avoided ; that, if no war should ensue, they
will be the same, if not greater, without than under a conven-

tion ; that not a single object can be gained by giving the notice

at this time, unless it be to do something not permitted by the

present convention, and therefore provoking resistance and pro-
ductive of war. If a single other advantage can be gained by
giving the notice, let it be stated.

4. That it has been fully admitted by Great Britain that,
whether under or without a convention, the United States have

the same rights as herself to trade, to navigate, and to occupy

and make settlements in and over every part of the territory ;
and that, if this state of things be not disturbed, natural causes
must necessarily give the whole territory to the United States.

Under these circumstances, it is only asked that the subject
may be postponed for the present; that government should not

commit itself by any premature act or declaration ; that, instead
of increasing the irritation and excitement which exist on both

sides, time be given for mutual reflection and for the subdual or

subsidence of angry and violent feelings. Then, and then only,
can the deliberate opinion of the American people on this mo-

mentous question be truly ascertained. It is not perceived how

the postponement for the present and for a time can in any shape
or in the slightest degree injure the United States.

It is certainly true that England is very powerful, and has
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often abused her power, in no case in a more outrageous manner

than by the impressment of seamen, whether American, English,
or other foreigners, sailing under and protected by the American

flag. I am not aware that there has ever been any powerful

nation, even in modern times and professing Christianity, which
has not occasionally abused its power. The United States, who
always appealed to justice during their early youth, seem, as
their strength and power increase, to give symptoms of a similar

disposition. Instead of useless and dangerous recriminations,

might not the two nations, by their united efforts, promote a
great object, and worthy of their elevated situation ?

With the single exception of the territory of Oregon_ which
extends from 42 ° to 54 ° 401 north latitude, all the American

shores of the Pacific Ocean, from Cape Horn to Behring's
Straits, are occupied; on the north by the factories of the

Russian :Fur Company; southwardly by semi-civilized states,
a mixture of Europeans of Spanish descent and of native

Indians_ who_ notwithstanding the efforts of enlightened, in-

telligent, and liberal men, have heretofore failed ifi the attempt
to establish governments founded on law, that might insure

liberty, preserve order, and protect persons and property. It
is in Oregon alone that we may hope to see a portion of the
western shores of America occupied and inhabited by an active
and enlightened nation, which may exercise a moral influence

over her less favored neighbors, and extend to them the benefits
of a more advanced civilization. It is on that account that the

wish has been expressed that the Oregon territory may not be

divided. The United States and England are the only powers
who lay any claim to that cotmtrv, the only nations which may
and must inhabit it. It is not_ fortunately, in the power of

either government to prevent this taking place; but it depends
upon them whether they shall unite in promoting the object, or
whether they shall bring on both countries the calamities of an

useless war, which may retard, but not prevent, the ultimate
result. It matters but little whether the inhabitants shall come
from England or from the United States. It would seem that

more importance might be attached to the fact that within a
period of fifteen years near one million of souls are now added
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to the population of the United States by migrations from the

dominions of Great Britain; yet, since permitted by both
powers, they may be presumed to be beneficial to both. The

emigrants to Oregon, whether Americans or English, will be

united together by the community of ]anguage and literature,
of the principles of law, and of all the fundamental elements
of a similar civilization.

The establishment of a kindred and friendly power on the
north-west coast of America is all that England can expect, all
perhaps that the United States ought to desire. It seems almost

incredible that, whilst that object may be attained by simply

not impeding the effect of natural causes, two kindred nations,
having such powerful motives to remain at peace, and standing
at the head of European and American civilization, should in

this enlightened age give to the w.orld the scandalous spectacle,
perhaps not unwelcome to some of tile beholders, of an un-

natural and an unnecessary war; that they should apply all their
faculties and exhaust their resources in inflicting, each on the
other, every injury in their power, and for what purpose ? The
certain consequence, independent of all the direct calamities and

miseries of w_r , will be a mutual increase of debt and taxation,
and the ultimate fate of Oregon will be the same as if the war
had not taken place.



APPENDIX.

WAR EXPENSES.

THOSEexpenses may be arranged under three heads : 1st. Such as are

of a permanent nature, and should be considered as belonging to the peace
establishment of the country. 2dly. Those which should be adopted when
there is an impending danger of war. 3dly. Those which actual war ren-
ders necessary.

To the first class belong all those which provide for objects that require
considerable time to be executed, and cannot, without great difficulty, be
accomplished pending a war. Such are fortifications, building ships of
war_ including steamers_ accumulating materials for the same purpose,
navy-yards, providing a sufficient artillery, and other important objects
of the Ordnance Department. It may be taken for granted that govern-
ment has done_ or will do_ all that is necessary and practicable in that
respect.

The preparatory measures which should be adopted when there is danger
of war are those respecting which the greatest variety of opinions must
be expected. It has been repeatedly asserted that such is the structure of
our government that it never will or can prepare for war till after it has

actually commenced ; that is to say, that, because Congress was dilatory
in making effectual provision for carrying on the last war against Great
Britain, and because the Administration, at the time when it was deelared_
was inefficient and not well calculated for conducting it, the United States
are bound forever to incur_ at the commencement of every war_ the dis-
asters of one or two years before they can be induced to put on their armor.
The past is irrevocable, and of no other use than as far as it may teach us
to avoid the faults that were formerly committed. When our government
relies on the people for being sustained in making war_ its confidence must
be entire. They must be told the whole truth ; and if they are really in
favor of war_ they will cheerfully sustain government in all the measures

necessary to carry it into effect. The frank annunciation of the necessity
of such measures is called "creating a panic." It is not the first time
that_ under similar circumstances_ the same language has been held. If
there be no danger or intention of making war_ those create a panic who

537
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proclaim a determination to assert the exclusive sovereignty of the United
States over the whole contested territory_ with the full knowledge that
Great Britain has uniformly and explicitly declared that she would resist

any such attempt. If, instead of telling the people the whole truth_ the
attempt to conceal from them the necessity of the measures requisite for
carrying on the war should be successful, a reaction in the public senti-
ment will most certainly take place whenever it will have become impossi-
ble to delay any longer the heavy burden of taxation for which the nation
had not been prepared.

I will not dwell on the necessary preparations of a military character,
otherwise than by referring to some notorious facts.

The primary causes of the disastrous results of the campaign of 181
were the want of a naval force on the Lakes, and that of a sufficient regular
force. Government had obtained a correct statement of the regular force
of the British in Canada, with the exception of the garrison of Quebec.
This last was estimated at about three thousand men_ and could not be

lessened without great inconvenience and some danger. The regular force
at Montreal_ St. John's_ and Three Rivers amounted to 1130 men; that in
the whole of Upper Canada, to 720. The Act to raise an additional military
force of 25,000 men was passed on the llth of January_ 1812. The selec-

tion of the officers was not completed before the termination of that year ;
the recruiting service was not organized in time ; the enlistments for the
regular army f_l short of the most moderate calculation ; and the total
number recruited was so small as to render it impossible to strike a de-

cisive blow on any one of the most important points_ from Montreal up-
wards, insignificant as was the force by which they were defended. The
Volunteer Act was also extremely unproductive. At that time the Treasury
was amply supplied ; and the want was not that of money but of a regular
force.

Such force cannot be raised without money, and yet it will be admitted
that it would be extremely difficult to induce Congress to lay internal
taxes or duties before war was declared or certain. In order to provide
means for having an additional regular force ready to act as soon as
actual war takes place, a loan and Treasury notes must be resorted to.
But it is deemed absolutely necessary that the internal taxes should be

imposed simultaneously with the declaration of war_ and that provision
should be made for their immediate collection. With the exception of the

Act for doubling the duties on importations, Congress did not pass any
law for imposing any new taxes or duties till more than one year after
the declaration of the last war ; nor did it even lay a second direct tax in
the year 1814. It was not till after public credit was ruined_ after Treas-
nry notes which were due had remained unpaid, and after Mr. Dallas had

been placed at the head of the Treasury_ that at last the laws for imposing
a double direct tax_ for increasing the rate of the existing internal duties_
and for laying new ones were enacted. The peace was ratified imme-
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diately after ; and, in point of fact, no more than 3,877,000 dollars were
paid in the Treasury before the end of the war, on account of the direct
tax and all other internal taxes or duties. There were received from the

same sources 20,654,000 dollars in the years 1815, 1816, and 1817.
The preparatory measures necessary in order to insure an immediate

collection of internal taxes, whenever the laws imposing such taxes shall
have been passed, are those on which I may speak with confidence. These
consist simply in a previous organization of the machinery necessary for
the collection of every species of internal taxes and the assessment of a

direct tax. The proper selection of the numerous officers necessary for
the collection always consumes several months. A previous selection and
appointment of those officers would obviate that difficulty, and would cost
nothing, as though appointed they should receive no pay till called into
actual service ; this would be the natural consequence of the manner in
which collectors are paid, this being a percentage on the money collected.
The only other necessary measure in that respect is that the Secretary of
the Treasury should, at the time of their appointment, supply the col-
lectors with all the necessary forms of keeping and rendering their
accounts.

The assessment in each State of the taxable property of every individual
who possesses such property is the only operation which requires consid-
erable time and causes a proportionate delay. This cannot be otherwise
obviated than by making that assessment a preparatory measure, to be
completed before actual war takes place.

In order to facilitate and hasten the process of assessment: I undertook,
in the year 1812, to apportion the direct tax on the several counties and

State districts in each State; and the Act of 2d August, 1813, which ]ald
a direct tax of three millions of dollars, was passed in conformity with
that apportionment. The process was easy for every State in which there
was a direct State tax ; but though derived from the best data that could

be collected, it was defective and partly arbitrary for the States in which
there was no State tax. As there is at present hardly any (if any) State
which has not laid a direct State tax, this mode may be adopted for the
proposed preparatory assessment. This will reduce the duty of the as-
sessors to the assessment of the quota of each county or district on the
several individuals liable to the tax, and the total expense of the assess-
ment to a sum not exceeding probably two hundred thousand dollars.
A more regular and correct assessment will, of course, be provided for
with respect to the direct taxes which may be laid after the first year of
the war.

The only objection is that of the expense, which would prove useless if
the tax should not be laid, or, in other words, if war should not take place;
but certainly this is too small an item to deserve consideration.

This organization, easy and cheap as it is, is all that is necessary in
order to secure an immediate collection of a direct and other internal
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taxes and duties from the moment when they shall have been imposed by
Congress.

The probable annual expenses which must be incurred in a war with

England, and the resources for defraying them, are the next objects of
inquiry.

It is extremely difficult to draw any correct inference from the expenses
of the last war with Englandl the amount of the arrearages due on
account of the military services at the time when the peace was ratified
is not stated with precision in any of the public documents which I have
seen. Although the laws show the number of men voted, that of those
actually raised has never to my knowledge been officially stated. There
can be no doubt that the want of a proper organization increased the
amount of expenditure much beyond that which would have been suffi-

cient under a regular and efficient system. This has undoubtedly been
much improved ; yet the expenses incurred in the Seminole war, compared
with the number of men employed and that of the hostile Indians, show
that either there are still dome defects in the organization, or that there
were great abuses in the execution.

The payments from the Treasury for the Military Department, embracing
only those for the army proper, militia and volunteers, and exclusive of

those for fortifications and the Indian Department, amounted for the year
1813 to 18,936,000 dollars, and for the year 1814 to 20,508,000 dollars.
The disbursements for the navy are stated at 6,446,000 and 7,311,000
dollars for thes_e two years respectively. By comparing the reports of
the Secretaries of the Treasury of December, 1815, 1816, 1817, it would
appear that the arrearages due on 1st January, 1815, exceeded ten
millions of dollars; and it seems certain that the actual war expenses
of 1814 could not have fallen short of 35 to 40 miUions of dollars. It

has been asserted that the regular force during that year amounted to
35,000 men.

The population of the United States has nearly trebled during the
thirty-four years which have elapsed since that in ivhich the last war
against England was declared. Their wealth and resources have in-
creased in the same ratio; and that, in case of war, these should be
brought into action as promptly as possible admits of no doubt. Once

engaged in the conflict, to make the war as efficient as possible will shorteu
its duration, and can alone secure honorable terms of peace. I have not
the documents necessary for making an approximate estimate of the
annual expenses of a war with Great Britain ; and if I had, I could not
at this time perform that amount of labor which is absolutely necessary
in order to draw correct inferences. Taking only a general view of the

subject, and considering the great difference of expense in keeping a navy
in active service_ between one of eight frigates and one of ten ships of
the line, fourteen frigates and a competent number of steamers; thai
Texas and Oregon are additional objects of defence; that the exten-
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sire system of fortifications which has been adopted will require about

fifteen thousand additional men, and that, in order to carry a successful
and decisive war against the most vulnerable portion of the British

dominions, a great disposable regular force is absolutely necessary ; I am
very sure that I fall below the mark in saying that after the first year of

the war, and when the resources of the country shall be fully brought

into action, the annual military and naval expenses will amount to sixty
or seventy millions of dollars. To this must be added the expenses for

all other objects, which, for the year ending on the 30th of June, ]845,

amounted to near fifteen millions, but which the Secretary of the Treasury
hopes may be reduced to eleven millions and a half. The gross annual

expenses for all objects will be estimated at seventy-seven millions, to be
increased annually by the annual interest on each successive loan.

In order to ascertain the amount of new revenue and loans required to
defray that expense, the first question which arises i's the diminution of

the revenue derived from customs, which will be the necessary consequence
of the war.

The actual receipts into the Treasury arising from that _urce of revenue

were in round numbers for the years 1812, 1813, 1814, respectively,
8,960,000, ]3,225,000, and 6,000,000 of dollars, and the net revenue

which accrued during those three years respectively amounted to 13,142,000,

6,708,000, and 4,25.0,000 dollars. From the 1st of July, 1812, the rate

of duties ou importations was doubled, and in order to compare these

receipts with those collected in peace time, they must be reduced for those

three years', respectively, to 7,470,000,1 6,600,000, and 3,000,000; or, if

the revenue accrued be compared (which is the correct mode), to 9,850,000, l

3,354,000, and 2,125,000 dollars. At that time the duties accrued were,

on account of the credit allowed, collected on an average only six or eight
months later, and the unexpected importations in the latter half of the

year 1812 in American vessels which arrived with British licenses, sub-
sequent to the declaration of war and to the Act whioh doubled the rate

of daties, swelled considerably the receipts of the year 1813. It was only
in 1814 that the full effect of the war on the revenue derived from that
source was felt.

The diminution in the amount of American and foreign tonnage em-

ployed in the foreign trade of the United States is strongly exhibited by
the following statement :

Tonnage in ForeignTrade,U.S. AmericanYessets. Foreign Ve_els. Total.
Year 1811 948,207 33,203 981,450

" 1812 667,999 47,099 715,098
" 1813 237,348 113,827 351,175

" 1814 59,626 48,302 107,928

1 Estimated for 1812.
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And it must be recollected that during the last nine months of 1814

Great Britain was at peace with all the other powers of Europe, and
that these were therefore neutrals. Yet they hardly ventured to trade
with us.

The amount of receipts into the Treasury derived from customs, as well

as that of the revenue accrued, exceeded, during the eleven years 1801 to

1811, 132,700,000 dollars, being an annual average of about 12,000_000

dollars. During the same eleven years the average amount of tonnage
employed in the foreign trade of the United States was 943,670 tons, of

which 8447170 were in American and 99,500 in foreign vessels.

Thus, in the year 1814, the revenue derived from customs had been

reduced to one-fourth part (to nearly one-sixth part, if compared according

to the revenue accrued or amount of importations), the tonnage employed

in the foreign trade of the United States _o nearly one-ninth, and that of

the American vessels employed in that trade to one-fourteenth part of their

respective average amount during the eleven years of peace.

The small American navy did, during the last war with England, all
and more than could have been expected. The fact was established to the

satisfaction of the world and of Great Britain herself that the navy of the

United States, with a parity of force, was at least equal to that of England.
But the prodigious numerical superiority of the British navy rendered it

impossible for a few frigates to protect the commerce of the United States,

which was aecor,tingly almost annihilated. We have now ten ships of the
line and a proportionate number of frigates and smaller vessels. The

great numerical superiority of the British navy still continues; and it

cannot be doubted that, in case of war, every exertion will be made

by the British government to maintain its superiority in our seas and

on our coasts. Still, it is but a portion of her force that can be employed

in that way, and, taking every circumstance into consideration, it may be

confidently hoped that our commerce, though much lessened, will be
partially protected by our navy. Although the actual diminution which

will be experienced is altogether conjectural, I think that no great error

is to be apprehended in estimating the revenue from customs, after the
first year of the war, at about one-half of its present amount_ and the
whole revenue from that source, from the sale of lands and all the

branches of the existing income, at fourteen millions of dollars ; leaving
to be provided for sixty to sixty-five millions, besides the interest on

loans, which, for a war of three years, may be estimated at about six

millions of dollars on an average. However energetic and efficient Con-

gress and the Executive may be, the resources and strength of the
nation can be but gradually brought forth ; the expenses will therefore
be less during the first year, aider which the whole amount will be

required and will be annually wanted. In reference, therefore_ to the
second year of the war--
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Assuming the total war expenses at $65,000,000
All the others at . 12,000,000

In all " • $77,000,000
From which deduct for existing revenue 14,000,000

To be provided for by taxes and loans . $63,000,000
On the principle that the amount of annual taxes should be

at least equal to the expenses of the peace establishment

and the interest on the war loans, annual peace expenses
at 27,000,000

And for interest on the loans of 1st and 2d years, viz, 1st
year 25, and 2d year 45 millions at 7 per cent. 5,000,000

Together $32,000,000
From which deduct existing revenue . 14,000,000

Leaves to be provided for by new taxes at least . ._18,000,000
And by loans 45,000,000

$63,000,000

The estimate of 5,000,000 dollars for the interest of the loans the second
year after the war is founded on the supposition that the direct and other

internal taxes or duties laid for the first year, together with the existing
revenue and twenty-five millions borrowed by loans or Treasury notes,
will be sufficient to defl-ay the expense incurred prior to and during the
first year of the war. Tile deficiency in the regular force for that year
must be supplied by large drafts of militia, which will be as expensive at
least as the regular soldiers whose place they will supply.

But it appears very doubtful whether such a large sum as forty-five mil-
lions can be raised annually by loans and Treasury notes. It is necessary
in the first place to correct some erroneous opinions respecting the extent
to which these notes may be kept in circulation an.d the legitimate objects
to which they may be applied.

The Treasury notes were first introduced on my suggestion, which was
no new discovery, since they are a mere transcript of the Exchequer bills
of Great Britain. As these have been resorted to for more than a century,
and have never become there a portion of the ordinary currency, the ex-
tent to which they may be used for other purposes is well ascertained, and
bears always a certain ratio to the wealth of the country and to the reve-
nue of the State. Whether issued to the bank as an anticipation of the
revenue, or used by capitalists for short investments, the gross amount has

rarely exceeded twenty millions sterling. Judging from past experience,
the amount which may in time of war be kept in circulation at par in the
United States falls far short of a proportionate sum.

The amount of Treasury notes issued during the years 1812 and 1813

amounted to $8,930,000
Of which there had been paid_ including interest, $4,240,000
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The amount in actual circulation was less than five millions, and thus far
they had been kept at par.

All the demands from the other Department_ had been met by the
Treasury, and there were but few, if any, outstanding arrears. Nothing
had as yet been collected on account of the direct tax and of the internal

duties. Besides the five millions of Treasury notes, there had been paid
into the Treasury, in the years 1812 and 1813, $'28fl40,000 on account
of war loans, and $22,283,000 from the customs. The balance in the
Treasury amounted to $5,196,542 on the 31st December, 1813.

The amount of Treasury notes issued during the year 1814 amounted to
near eight millions, and there had been paid off during the same year, in-
cluding interest, $2,700,000, making an addition of about five millions and
a half, and the total amount outstanding about ten millions and a half.
The receipts during that year, on account of the direct tax and internal
duties, amounted to $3,877,000, from war loans to $15,080,000, and from
customs to only six millions. BeFore the end of the year government was
unable to pay the notes which had become due. It is perfectly clear that
if new notes could not be issued in lieu of those which had become due, it
was because they had fifllen below par, and therefore that the amount out-
standing was greater than the demand for them. There was but one
remedy, and it was very simple. X reduction in that amount must be
made by funding at their marke_-priee a quantity sufficient to re-establish
the equilibrium. But all the banks west of New England had in the mean

time suspended _eir specie payments. A period of anarchy in the cur-
rency of the countrywas the consequence, and lasted till those payments
were resumed in the year 1817.

The result of the suspension of specie payments in England was that
the notes of the Bank of England became, in fact_ a legal tender and the
standard of the currency. All the other banks were obliged to keep their
own notes on a par with those of that bank } and all that was necessary
in order to prevent a depreciation was to regulate the issues of the Bank

of England so as to keep them at par with gold and silver. Nevertheless,
the clamor for more currency prevailed ; the bank found it very convenient
and profitable to issue notes which it was not obliged to pay, and these
finally depreciated twenty-five per cent. But in the United States the
banks were under no other control than that of the several States respect-
ively. The consequence was that we had fifty and more species of local
currencies, varying in value in the different States or districts of country,
and from time to time in the same district. The banks might with facility
have resumed specie payments during the first year of peace. The efforts
of the Secretary oF the Treasury to induce them to resume proved unsuc-
cessful, and the resumption did not take place till after a new bank of the
United States had been organized.

We have had two general suspensions of specie payments, the last at a
time of profound peace. I was then behind the scenes, had some agency
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in restoring specie payments, and may speak on that subject with knowl-

edge and confidence. The obstacles came partly from the banks, princi-

pally from the debtor interest, which excites sympathy and preponderates
throughout the United States. The misnamed Bank of the United States

and the banks under its influence were, it is true, a formidable impedi-
ment, and this obstacle is now fortunately removed. Still the continuance

of specie payments stands_ whenever a crisis occurs, on a most precarious

basis_ and if any important place, especially New York, happened to

break, all the banks through the United States would instantaneously
follow the example. This is the most imminent danger to which the

Treasury of the United States will be exposed in time of war, and what
effect the Sub-Treasury system may produce in that respect remains to be
tested by experience.

It is impossible to draw any inference respecting Treasury notes from
what took place in the United States during the confused state of the

currency in the years 1815 and 1816. The taxes were paid everywhere
with the cheapest local currency, in Treasury notes only in the places
_'here specie payments had been continued or where bank-notes were

nearly at par. The depreciation of the Treasury notes was arrested by
the fact that they might at all times be converted into a six or seven per
cent. stock i but in that ease they became assimilated to a direct loan.

They never can become a general currency, on account of their -varying
value, so long as they bear an interest and are made payable at some
future day. In order to give them that character, they should assume
that of bank-notes, bearing no interest and payable on demand. It does

not require the gift of prophecy to be able to assert that, as the wants of

government increased, such notes would degenerate into paper money to
the utter ruin of the public credit.

They may, however, be made a special currency for the purpose of pay-

ing taxes as gold and silver_ and to the exclusion of any other species of

paper currency. The amount which might be thus kept in circulation, in
addition to that wanted for short investments, would be limited by the
gross amount of the annual revenue, and bear but a small proportion to
it _ since one thousand dollars in silver or in any paper currency are suffi-
cient to effect in one year fifty payments of the same amount.

Although the amount kept in circulation may fluctuate according to
circumstanees_ the fundamental principle is that the issue of such notes
is an anticipation of the revenue, which, after it has reached the maximum

that may be kept in circulation without being depreciated, never can be

increased. Be the amount ten or twenty millions, the anticipation may
be continued, but not renewed ; it is not an annual resource, but one the

whole amount of which never can exceed that which may be kept in cir-
culation. The operation consists in reissuing annually the amount which

is paid ofl" in the year. Whenever, owing to incidental fluctuations, the

amount to be redeemed by the Treasury exceeds that which may be re-
VOL. III.--36
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issued, the difference must be immediately funded at the market-price of

the notes_ so as to keep them always at par or a little above par.

It is evident that if tile direct tax and internal duties laid in August_

1813, had been imposed in July, 1812, and if the Acts of January: 1815:

which increased both, had been enacted in August: 1813: there would have

been an addition of at least eight millions to the revenue of the years 1813
and 1814; the Treasury notes which had become due would have been

paid: public credit would have been maintained_ and the amount of war
loans lessened.

The principal causes of the fall of public stocks during a war: and of
the consequent necessity of borrowing on dearer terms: are a want of con-
fidence in government and the large amount of stocks thrown in the market

beyond the natural demand for them. The effect of this last cause is re-

markably illustrated by the fluctuations in the price of the stocks of Great

Britain: where it does not appear that there ever was a want of confidence

in the ability and fidelity of government in fulfilling its engagements. The
British three per cents, are now: and were before the war of American inde-

pendence: and before those which had their origin in the French revolution:

near par or i_t par. They fell gradually during the war of independence:

and were as low as fifty-four in February, 1782. The long war with

France was attended with the same result, and the three per cents, had

fallen to fifty-five in July: 1812. Notwithstanding the deranged state of
the finances of the United States in 1814, the American stocks had not

fallen in the same proportion. Such great depreciation is the result of the• _:
long continuance of a war. No one can say what would have been its

progress had the last war with England continued much longer.

There was not: however, at that time: at least in America, any want of

confidence in the government i no one doubted that it would ultimately

faithfully discharge all its engagements. Although the general govern-

ment is in no way responsible for the errors of any of the individual
States, it is nevertheless certain that the credit of the Union has been
injured abroad by the failure of several of the States to fulfil their en-

gagements: and that no expectation can be entertained of being able to
borrow money in Europe. It is not less true that the Administration will

cease to enjoy the confidence of American capitalists_ if the measures it

has recommended should be adopted and productive of war. No one can

doubt that: if that event should take place, the Americans will fight in de-

fence of their eountry_ and none with greater zeal and bravery than the
people of the Western States. During the last war their militia and vol-

unteers flocked either to the Lakes, to New Orleans: or wherever there was

danger; nor did they refuse to take part in offensive operations and to

serve without the limits of the United States. But men cannot: either

there or elsewhere: afford to render gratuitous services. Whether regu-

lars: volunteers: or militia, they must be fed: clothed_ transported: supplied

with arms and artillery_ and paid. There is as yet but very little active_
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circulating capital in the new States ; they cannot lend I they, on the con-
trary, want to borrow money. This can be obtained in the shape ofloans

only from the capitalists of the Atlantic States. A recurrence to public
documents will show that all the loans of the last war were obtained in
that quarter.

Men of property are perhaps generally more timid than others, and
certainly all the quiet people, amongst whom the public stocks are ulti-

mately distributed, are remarkably cautious. Prudent capitalists: who do
not speculate, and consider public stocks only as convenient and safe in-

vestments, will not advance money to government so long as it is controlled

by men whom they consider as reckless and as entertaining rather lax

opinions respecting public credit. Yet money will be obtained, but on

much dearer terms than if public confidence was unimpaired. There will

always be found bold speculators, who will advance it at a premium,--en-

hanced by the want of competition, and proportionate to the risks they
may be supposed to incur. Independent of this, it is most certain that

the rate of interest at which loans may be obtained will always be in-

creased in proportion to their niagnitude. The onlyways by which these

difficulties may be obviated, or at least lessened, are perfect fidelity in

fulfilling the engagements of government ; an economical, that is to say,

a skilful application of the public moneys to the most important objects_
postponing all those which are not immediately wanted or arc of inferior

real utility ; and an increase of the amount of revenue derived from taxa-

tion. This has the double advantage of diminishing the amount to be

borrowed and of inspiring confidence to the money-lenders. In all cases

direct loans will be preferable to, and prove a cheaper mode of raising
money than, the over-issues of Treasury notes.

The Act of July, 1812, which doubled the duties on importations_
afforded a resource which_ on account of the high rate at this time of

those duties, cannot now be resorted to. Duties may, however, be levied

on the importation of tea and coffee, and perhaps some other articles now

duty free. Other modifications may be found useful ; but it may be diffi-
cult to ascertain, even without any regard to protection, what are the rates

of duties which should be imposed in time of war on the various imported

articles, in order to render the revenue derived from that source as pro-
ductive as possible.

It must also be observed that if, on account of the credit then allowed

for the payment of duties on importations, the Treasury had_ when the

war of 1812 commenced, a resource in the revenue previously accrued but

not yet collected, which does not now exist ; on the other hand the United

States were still encumbered with a considerable portion of the Revolu-

tionary debt_ and the payments on account of its principal and interest

amounted, during the years 1812_ 1813, 1814, to about $11,000,000, whilst
the annual interest on the now existing debt is less than one million.

The direct tax of the year 1815 amounted to $6:000,000, and the rev-
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enue which accrued during the same year, on the aggregate of internal
duties, as increased or imposed at the same time, amounted to about the

same sum. That year is also the most proper for a comparative view of

the revenue derived from each object. In the subsequent years the revival
of business increased the amount derived from the duties connected with

the commerce of the country much beyond that which could be collected

in time of war ; whilst, on the other hand, the excise on spirits was much
less productive. The net revenue derived from internal duties which
accrued during that year was in round numbers about---

Excise on spirits .... $2p750,000 Several manufactured articles $840t000
Licenses to retailers . . . 880,000 Household furniture . . . 20,000
Sales at auction .... 780,000 Watches worn by individuals 80,000
Stamp duties ..... 420,000

Tax on carriages .... 150j000 Total .... $6_000_000
Refined sugar ..... 80,000

The three last items were those added on Mr. Dallas's recommendation

to the first items laid in 1813, but the rate of which was increased also on
his recommendation. The manufactured articles not before taxed, on

which the new duties were laid, were pig and bar iron, nails ; wax and
tallow candles; hats, caps, and umbrel|as; paper and playing-cards;

leather, saddles, bridles, boots, and shoes; beer, ale, and porter; snuff,
cigars, and manufactured tebacco. This was the boldest measure proposed

by the Secretary, _r these duties were from their nature intrinsically ob-
noxious. Yet no voice was raised against them ; and so far from becoming

unpopular, Mr. Dallas, by his courage and frankness, acquired a well-
earned popularity. No stronger proof can be adduced of the propriety of

telling the whole truth and placing an entire confidence in the people.
The only important measure omitted at that time was an Act of Con_oTess

ordering that all the Treasury notes actually due and not paid should be
immediately funded at their nominal value ; that is to say, that for every
one hundred dollars in Treasury notes the same amount of funded stock
should be issued as it was necessary to give for one hundred dollars in

gold or silver. It was impossible to obtain a regular loan in time and on

reasonable terms for the purpose of defraying the war expenses of the first
six months of the year 1815. There was an absolute necessity for recur-

ring to Treasury notes for that ptirpose, and the attention of the Treasury
was forcibly directed to that object. But the first and fundamental ele-

ment of public credit is the faithful and punctual fulfilment of the public

engagements _ and the payment of the Treasury notes, when becoming
due, was as necessary as that of the interest of the funded debt, which
never was suspended during the war. As an immediate and considerable

issue of Treasury notes was absolutely necessary, it was not sufficient that

they might be convertible into a funded stock which was already much

below par, since that would be in fact an issue of depreciated paper. The
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Act should, therefore, have pledged the public faith that if the Treasury
notes were not discharged in specie when they became due, they should
be funded at their nominal value on the same terms as above stated. Mr.

Dallas to great energy united pre-eminent talents, he wanted only experi-
ence ; and I have no doubt that, had the war continued, he would within
six months have adopted that course. If I have alluded here to this sub-
ject, it is on account of the primary importance, if placed hereafter in a
similar difficult position, of adhering rigorously to those principles re-
specting the legitimate use of Treasury notes and the punctual discharge
of every public engagement, which are absolutely necessary for the main-
tenance of public credit.

Since a direct tax of six millions could be raised thirty years ago, there
can be no difficulty in raising one of nine millions at the very beginning
of the war ; this must be gradually increased, but would be most heavily
felt if beyond eighteen millions. Should an equal sum be raised by inter-
nal duties, the annual loans wanted after the first year of the war would

be lessened in the same proportion. The following estimate may assist in
forming a correct opinion on that subject:

The stamp duties, those on sales at auction, the licenses of
retailers, and the carriage tax, which accrued in the year
1815, amounted together to $2,230,000, and may be now

estimated at twice as much $4,460,000
The aggregate annual value of leather, boots, shoes, and

other manufactures of leather, of hats, caps, and bonnets,
snuff and cigars, paper and playing-cards manufactured
in the United States are estimated by the last census at
fifty-three millions, a tax on which of ten per cent. would
give . " " 5,300,000

On the same authority three millions pounds of spermaceti
and wax candles would yield, at five cents per pound 150,000

Three millions two hundred and fifty thousand pounds of re-
fined sugar, at the same rate • • 160_000

Five hundred tons of pig and bar iron, nails, and brads, at
two dollars per ton 1,000,000

The gross amount of spirits and beer manufactured in the

United States is stated in the census at sixty-five millions
of gallons; but the happy influence of the temperance
cause has probably reduced this amount to less than fifty
millions, a tax on which of ten cents per gallon 5,000,000

$16,070,000

I have inserted only such articles as were heretofore taxed, and have no
means of indicating such other as might be added or preferred ; nor must
I be understood as recommending any specially, or in reference to the
rates of duties to be imposed on any one.
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It has been generally asserted that men of property were averse to the
war because the losses and burdens which it must occasion fall exclusively
upon them ; and that poor men were generally in favor of war because
they had nothing to lose•

It is true that the first great loss caused by the war will fall immediately
on those interested in the maritime commerce of the United States, either
as owners, insurers, or in any way employed in it. Considering the imo
mlnent danger to which is exposed the immense amount of American

property afloat on every sea, and the eerf_dn annihilation, during the war,
of the fisheries, of the commerce with Great Britaln, and of that with all
the countries beyond Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hope, the Ameri°
can merchante may be alarmed at the prospect of a war, the necessity of
which they do not perceive. But if the apprehension of immediate danger
is more vlvidly felt, the calamitous effects of the war on the agricultural
interests are not less certain. The price of all the products, of which large
quantities are exported, must necessarily fall so low that all the farmers

must lessen the amount and with it their income, whilst they must pay
dearer for all the artlc]es which they are obliged to purchase. The dls-
tinction between rich and poor is vague. The most numerous class in the
United States is that of the men who are at the same time owners and cul°

tlvators of the soil, and who have but small properties and a very moderate
income. Every diminution of this, whether from the want of a market or

from any additional tax, is, m that and the corresponding class of me-
chanics, attended wlth the privation of the necessaries or comforts of life.

The rea||y rich, the capitalists who have independent incomes and are not
obliged to engage in any of the active pursuits of life, may, in any calami°
tous season, accumulate less, or at most must retrench only some luxuries.
Thus the unavoidable losses and burdens which are the consequences of a
war fall with the greatest weight on those who derive their means of ex-

istence from the pursuits of industry, and whose industry alone contributes
to the increase of the general wealth of the country.

But this is not all. Exclusive of those who, either as contractors or in

some other way, are concerned with the large supplies wanted for the sup-
port of the army and navy, there is a class of capitalists who are enriched
by the war. These are the money-lenders, who shall have been bold
enough to take up the public loans; unless indeed it should be intended

to break public faith and, on the return of peace, to question the obligation
to pay them upon th_ pretence of their enormous profits. What these
profits are may be again illustrated by the example of Great Britain.

It has already been seen that, whenever a war is one of long continu-
ance, the British government may at first borrow at par, and ends by
being compelled to sell its stock at the rate of fifty per cent. of its nomi-

nal value, which gives for the whole of the war loans an average of 75 per
cent. In point of fact, that government received in the year 1812 less than

55 per cent. _ for the money actually received consisted of bankonotes_
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which had then depreciated twenty per cent. ; so that the money-lenders
gave only that which was cquivMent to forty-four per cent., in gold or sil-
ver, of the nominal vMue of the stock which they received. Besides re-

ceiving the interest on the nominal amount of the stock till the principal
shall have been paid, they might shortly after the peace, and may now,
receive from ninety-seven per cent. to par in gold or silver for that same
stock for which they gave but fbrty-four. Thus, assuming the public debt
of Great Britain at eight hundred thousand pounds sterling, not only was
the whole of that capital destroyed by the wars ; not only are the British
people subject now, and it would seem forever, to a burden of taxes suffi-
cient to pay the interest on that debt ; but of the eight hundred millions
thus consumed, only six hundred were received by the public, and the
other two hundred millions made the rich capitalists who had advanced
the money still richer.

There is another class of men who may occasionally derive wealth from
a war. Privateering consists in robbing of their property unarmed and
unresisting men engaged in pursuits not only legitimate but highly useful.
It is nothing more nor less than legalized piracy. For this the United

States are not responsible; and it must be admitted that the practice of
all nations justifies them in resorting to those means in order to make the

enemy feel the calamities of war. But the necessity of resorting to means
immoral in themselves affords an irrefragable argument against precipi-
tating the country into war for slight causes, indeed against any war which
is not purely in self-defence.

It is equally untrue to assert that the poorer class of people, by which
must be meant all the laborers, or generally those who live on their wages,
have nothing to lose by the war.

In this and other large cities, for every thousand merchants or men of
capital who may be injured or thrown out of business, there are ten thou-

sand men living on wages, whose employment depends directly or indirectly
on the commerce of those cities. The number of common laborers is pro-
portlonately less in the purely agricultural districts. But it is evident that

in both a considerable number must be thrown out of employment either
by the destruction of commerce or in consequence of the lessened value and
quantity of the agricultural products. And it seems impossible that this
should take place without affecting the rate of wages, than which a more

afflicting evil could not fall on the community. There is no man of pure
and elevated feelings who does not ardently wish that means could be de-
vised to ameliorate the state of society in that respect, so as that those who

live by manual labor should receive a more just portion of the profits
which are now very unequally divided between them and their employers.

But even if the rate of wages was not materially affected, yet when it is
said that the poor have nothing to lose by war, it must be because their
lives arc counted for nothing. Whether militia, regulars, or sailors, the
privates, the men who actually fight the battles, are exclusively taken from
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amongst the poorer classes of society. Officers are uniformly selected from

the class which has some property or influence. They indeed risk gal-
lantly their lives, but with the hopes of promotion and of acquiring re-"
nown and consideration. According to the present system, at least of the

regular army, it is extremely rare, almost impossible, that a private soldier
should ever rise to the rank of an officer. In the course of a war thousands

are killed, more die of diseases, and the residue, when disbanded, return

home with habits unfavorable to the pursuits of industry. And yet it is
asserted that they a_e predisposed for war because they have nothing to
lose.

As yet, however, we have had recourse only to voluntary enlistments
for raising a regular force ; the payor bounties must be increased in order

to obtain a sufficient number ; and thus far to become a private soldier has
been a voluntary act. The calling of militia into actual service is a modi-
fied species of conscription, and it has also been deemed a sufficient burden

to limit the time of that service to six months. Another plan is now con-

templated by those who are so eager to plunge the country into a war.

Fearing that the sufficient number of men may not be voluntarily raised,
they propose that the militia should be divided into two portions ; those
belonging to the first class shall, if called into actual service, be bound to
serve twelve months instead of six ; and the other portion shall be liable

to furnish a number of recruits for the army, not exceeding one-tenth part
of their total ndmber. This last provision seems to be borrowed from the

Russian military cede. The Emperor of Russia requires each village to
supply him with a certain number of men in proportion to that of the
male population. In time of war he requires at the rate of three men for

each hundred males, which answers nearly to that of ten for every one
hundred men enrolled in the militia ; and he also grants to the serfs the

same privilege intended to be allowed to a portion of the militia by the
new project, that of selecting the recruits amongst themselves.

If it be any consolation, it is certain that, although we may not invade

England, the evils arising from the war will be as sensibly and more per-
manently felt by Great Britain than by the United States. Her efforts

must be commensurate with those of the United States, much greater by
sea in order to be efficient, in every respect more expensive on account of

her distance from the seat of war. Such is the rapidly progressive stage
of America, that the industry of the people will, in a few years of peace_

have repaired the evils caused by the errors of government. England will
remain burdened with additional debt and taxation.

An aged man, who has for the last thirty years been detached from party
politics, and who has now nothing whatever to hope or to fear from the

world, has no merit in seeking only the truth and acting an independent

part. But I know too well, and have felt too much the influence of party
feeling, not to be fully aware that those men will be entitled to the highest
praise who, being really desirous of preserving peace_ shall on this me-
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mentous occasion dare to act for themselves, notwithstanding the powerful
sympathies of party. Yet no sacrifice of principles is required : men may
remain firmly attached to those on which their party was founded and
which they conscientiously adopted. There is no connection between the
principles or doctrines on which each party respectively was founded and

the question of war or peace with a foreign nation which is now agitated.
The practice which has lately prevailed to convert every subject, from the
most frivolous to the most important, into a pure party question, destroys
altogether personal independence, and strikes at the very roots of our in-
stitutions. These usages of party, as they are called, make every man a
slave, and transfer the legitimate authority of the majority of the nation
to the majority of a party, and, consequently, to a minority of the sov-
ereign people. If it were permitted to appeal to former times, I would

say that, during the six years that I had the honor of a seat in Congress_
there were but two of those party meetings called for the purpose of de-
liberating upon the measures proper to be adopted. The first was after

the House had asserted its abstract right to decide on the propriety of
making appropriations necessary to carry a treaty into effect, whether
such appropriations should be made with respect to the treaty with Eng-
land of 1794. The other was in the year 1798, respecting the course proper
to be pursued after the hostile and scandalous conduct of the French Direc-
tory. On both occasions we were divided ; and on both the members of

the minority of each meeting were left "at full liberty to vote as they
pleased, without being on that account proscribed or considered as having
abandoned the principles of the party. This, too, took place at a time
when, unfortunately, each party most erroneously suspected the other of
an improper attachment to one or the other of the great belligerent for-
eign nations. I must say that I never knew a man belongingto the same

party as myself--and I have no reason to believe that there was any in
the opposite party--who would have sacrificed the interests of the country
to those of any foreign power. I am confident that no such person is to
be found now in our councils or amongst our citizens ; nor am I apt to
suspect personal views, or apprehensive of the effect these might produce.
My only fear is that which I have expressed_--the dit_culty for honorable

men to disenthrall themselves from those party sympathies and hablts_
laudable and useful in their origin, but which carried to excess become a
tyranny, and may leave the most important measures to be decided in the
l_ational Councils by an enthusiastic and inflamed minority.
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I.--THE LAW OF NATIONS.

IT seems certain that Mexico must ultimately submit to such
terms of peace as the United States shall dictate. An hetero-

geneous population of seven millions, with very limited resources

and no credit, distracted by internal dissensions and by the am-

bition of its chiefs, a prey by turns to anarchy and to military

usurpers, oceupying among the nations of the civilized world,
either physically or mentally, whether in political education,
social state, or any other respect, but an inferior position, cannot

contend successfully with an energetic, intelligent, enlightened,
and united nation of twenty millions, possessed of unlimited

resources and credit, and enjoying all the benefits of a regular,
strong, and free government. All this was anticipated; but
the extraordinary successes of the Americans have exceeded

the most sanguine expectations. All the advanced posts of the
enemy, New Mexico, California, the line of the lower Rio

Norte, and all the seaports which it was-deemed necessary to
occupy, have been subdued. And a small force, apparently
incompetent to the object, has penetrated near three hundred

miles into the interior, and is now in quiet possession of the

far-famed metropolis of the Mexican dominions. The superior

skill and talents of our distinguished generals and the unparal-

leled bravery of our troops have surmounted all obstacles. By
whomsoever commanded on either side, however strong the
positions and fortifications of the Mexicans, and with a tre-

mendous numerical superiority, there ha_ not been a single
engagement in which they have not been completely defeated.
The most remarkable and unexpected feature of that warfare is

that volunteers, wholly undisciplined in every sense of the word,

have vied in devotedness and bravery with the regular forces,
and have proved themselves in every instance superior in the
open field to the best regular forces of Mexico. These forces

557
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are now annihilated or dispersed, and the Mexicans are reduced

to a petty warfare of guerrillas, which, however annoying, cannot
be productive of any important results.

It is true that these splendid successes have been purchased
at a price far exceeding their value. It is true that neither the

glory of these military deeds nor the ultimate utility of our

conquests can compensate the lamentable loss of the many
thousand valuable lives sacrificed in the field, of the still
greater number who have met with an obscure death or been

disabled by disease and fatigue. It is true that their relatives,
their parents, their wives and children find no consolation for

the misery inflicted upon them in the still greater losses expe-
rienced by the Mexicans. But if, disregarding private calamities

and all the evils of a general nature, the necessary consequences
of this war, we revert solely to the relative position of the two

countries, the impotence of the Mexicans and their total inability
to continue the war with any appearance of success are still
manifest.

The qu_tion then occurs, What are the terms which the

United States have a right to impo_ on !_Iexico ? All agree
that it must be an "honorable peace ;" but the true meaning of
this word must in the first place be ascertained.

The notion that anything can be truly honorable which is

contrary to justice will, as an abstract proposition, be repudiated
by every citizen of the. United States. Will any one dare to
assert that a peace can be honorable which does not conform
with justice ?

There is no difficulty in discovering the principles by which
the relations between civilized and Christian nations should be

regulated and the reciprocal duties which they owe to each other.

These principles, these duties, have long since been proclaimed,

and the true law of nations is nothing else than the conformity
to the sublime precepts of the gospel morality, precepts equally
applicable to the relations between man and man and to the

intercourse between nation and nation. "Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyself." "Love your enemies." "As you would
that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise." The

sanctity of these commands is acknowledged, without a single
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exception, by every denomination of Christians, or of men pro-
fessing to be such. The skeptical philosopher admits and admires

the precept. To this holy rule we should inflexibly adhere

when dictating the terms of peace. The United States, though
they have the power, have no right to impose terms inconsistent

with justice. It would be a shameful dereliction of principle
on the part of those who were averse to the annexation of

Texas to countenance any attempt to claim an acquisition of
territory or other advantage on account of the success of our
arms.

But in judging the acts of our government, it must be ad-

mitted that statesmen think a conformity to those usages which

constitute the law of nations not as i_ should be, but as it is

practically, sufficient to justify their conduct. And by that in-
ferior standard those acts and our duties in relation to Mexico
will be tested.

II.--INDEMNITIES TO CITIZENS OF THE UNITED
STATES.

The United States had, and continue to have, an indubitable

right to demand a full indemnity for any wrongs inflicted on
our citizens by the government of Mexico in violation of treaties

or of the acknowledged law of natious. The negotiations ibr

satisfying those just demands had been interrupted by the an-

nexation of Texas. When an attempt was subsequently made
to renew them, it was, therefore, just and proper that both sub-
jects should be discussed at the same time; and it is now abso-

lutely necessary that those just claims should be fully provided
for in any treaty of peace that may be concluded, and that the

payment should be secured against any possible contingency. I
take it for granted that no claims have been, or shall be, sus-
tained by our government but such as are founded on treaties or

the acknowledged law of nations.

Whenever a nation becomes involved in war, the manifestoes

and every other public act issued for the purpose of justifying
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its conduct always embrace every ground of complaint which
can possibly be alleged. But admitting that the refusal to
satisfy the claims for indemnity of our citizens might have
been a just cause of war, it is most certain that those claims
were not the cause of that in which we are now involved.

It may be proper, in the first place, to observe that the re-

fusal of doing justice in eases of this kind, or the long delays
in providing for them, have not generally produced actual war.
Almost always long-protracted negotiations have been alone
resorted to. This has been strikingly the case with the United
States. The claims of Great Britain for British debts secured

by the treaty of 1783 were not settled and paid till the year
1803 ; and i_ was only subsequent to that year that the claims
of the United States for depredations committed in 1793 were

satisfied. The very plain question of slaves carried away by
the British forces in 1815, in open violation of the treaty of
1814, was not settled and the indemnity paid till the year
1826. The claims against France for depredations committed
in the years _806 to 1813 were not settled and paid for till the

year 1834. In all those cases peace was preserved by patienceand forbearance.

With respect to the Mexican indemnities, the subject had been
laid more than once before Congress, not without suggestions
that strong measures should be resorted to. But Congress, in
whom alone is vested the power of declaring war, uniformly
declined doing it.

A convention was entered into on the llth of April, 1839,
between the United States and Mexico, by virtue of which a
joint commission was appointed for the examination and settle-
ment of those claims. The powers of the commissioners ter-
minated, according to the convention, in February, 1842. The
total amount of the American claims presented to the commis-
sion amounted to 6,291,605 dollars. Of these, 2,026,140 dollars
were allowed by the commission ; a further sum of 928,628
dollars was allowed by the commissioners of the United States,
rejected by the Mexican commissioners, and left undecided by
the umpire, and claims amounting to 3,336,837 dollars had not
been examined.
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A new convention dated January 30, 1843, granted to the
Mexicans a further delay for the payment of the claims which
had been admitted, by virtue of which the interest due to the

claimants was made payable on the 30th April, 1843, and the
principal of the awards and the interest accruing thereon was
stipulated to be paid in five years, in twenty equal instalments
every three months. The claimants received the interest due

on the 30th April, 1843, and the three first instalments. The

agent of the United States having, under peculiar circumstances,
given a receipt for the instalments due in April and July, 1844,

before they had been actually paid by Mexico, the payment
has been .assumed by the United States, and discharged to the
claimants.

A third convention was concluded at Mexico on the 20th

_November, 1843, by the plenipotentiaries of the two govern-

ments, by which provision was made for ascertaining and pay-
ing tim elaims on whieh no final decision had been made. In

January, 1844, this eonvention was ratified by the Senate of
the United States with two amendments, whieh were referred to

the government of Mexico, but respecting which no answer has

ever been made. On the 12th of April, 1844, a treaty was
eoneluded by the President with Texas for the annexation of

that republic to the United States. This treaty, though not

ratified by the Senate, placed the two countries in a new posi-

tion and arrested ibr a while all negotiations. It was only on
the 1st of March, 1845, that Congress passed a joint resolution
for the annexation.

It appears most elearly that the United States are justly en-
titled to a full indemnity for the injuries done to their citizens ;

that, before the annexation of Texas, there was every prospeet of

securing that indemnity; and that those injuries, even if they
had been a just cause for war, were in no shape whatever the
cause of that in which we are now involved.

Are the United States justly entitled to indemnity for any

other cause ? This question cannot be otherwise solved than by
an inquiry into the faets_ and ascertaining by3vhom and how
the war was provoked.

VOL.IH.--37
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IlL--ANNEXATION OF TEXAS.

At the time when the annexation of Texas took place, Texas
had been recognized as an independent power_ both by the United
States and by several of the principal European powers; but its
independence had not been recognized by Mexico, and the two
contending parties continued to be at war. Under those circum-

stances there is not the slightest doubt that the annexation of

Texas was tantamount to a declaration of war against Mexico.
Nothing can be more clear and undeniable than that, whenever

two nations are at war, if a third power shall enter into a treaty
of alliance, offensive and defensive, with either of the belligerents,
and if such treaty is nbt contingent, and is to take effect imme-

diately and pending the war, such treaty is a declaration of war
against the other party. The causes of the war between the two

belligerents do not alter the fact. Supposing that the third

party, the interfering power, should have concluded the treaty
of alliance _th that belligerent who was clearly engaged in a
most just war, the treat)- would not be the less a declaration of
war against the other belligerent.

If Great Britain and France were at war, and the United
States were to enter into such a treaty with either, can there be

the slightest doubt that this would be actual war against the
other party ? that it would be considered as such, and that it
must have been intended for that purpose ? tf at this moment

either France or England were to make such a treaty with

Mexico, thereby binding themselves to defend and protect it

with all their forces against any other power whatever, would

not the United States instantaneously view such a treaty as a
declaration of war, and act accordingly ?

But the annexation of Texas by the United States was even
more than a treaty of offensive and defensive alliance. It em-

braced all the conditions and all the duties growing out of the
alliance; and it imposed them forever. From the moment when

Texas had been annexed the United States became bound to

prot_ and defend her, so far as her legitimate boundaries ex-
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tended, ag_alnst any invasion or attack on the part of Mexico;
and they have unifbrmly acted accordingly.

There is no impartial publicist that will not acknowledge the
indubitable truth of these positions ; it appears to me impossible
that they should be seriously denied by a single person.

It appears that Mexico was at that time disposed to acknowl-

edge the independence of Texas, but on the express condition
that it should not be annexed to the United States ; and it has
been suggested that this was done under the influence of some

European powers. Whether this last assertion be true or not
is not known to me. But the condition was remarkable and
offensive.

Under an apprehension that Texas might be tempted to accept

the terms proposed, the government of the United States may
have deemed it expedient to defeat the plan, by offering that
annexation which had been formerly declined when the govern-
ment of Texas was anxious for it.

It may be admitted that, whether independent or annexed to

the United State.% Texas must be a slave-holding State so long
as slavery shall continue to exist in North America" Its whole

population, with hardly any exception, consisted of citizens of
the United States. Both for that reason, and on account of its

geographical position, it was much more natural that Texas
should be a member of the United States than of the Mexican

Confederation. Viewed purely as a question of expediency, the
annexation might be considered as beneficial to both parties.

But expediency is not justice. Mexico and Texas had a perfect
right to adjust their differences and make peace on any terms
they might deem proper. The anxiety to prevent this result

indicted a previous disposition ultimately to occupy Texas;
and when the annexation was accomplished, when it was seen
that the United States had appropriated to themselves all the

advantages resulting from the American settlements in Texas,
and from their subsequent insurrection, the purity of the motives
of our government became open to suspicion.

Setting aside the justice of the proceeding, it is true that it

had been anticipated by those who took an active part in the
annexation that the weakness of Mexico would compel it to
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yield, or at ]east induce her not to resort to actual war. This

was verified by the fact; and had government remained in the

hands with whom the plan originated, war might probably have
been avoided. But when no longer in power, they could neither
regulate the impulse .they had given nor control the reckless
spirits they had evoked.

Mexico, sensible of her weakness, declined war, and only re-

sorted to a suspension of diplomatic intercourse ; but a pro-
found sense of the injury inflicted by the United States has ever

since rankled in their minds. It will be found through all
their diplomatic correspondence, through all their manifestoes,
that the Mexicans, even to this day, perpetually recur to this

never-forgotten offensive measure. And on the other hand_ the
subsequent Administration of our government seems to have

altogether forgotten this primary act of injustice, and in their

negotiations to have acted as if this was only an accomplished
fact and had been a matter of course.

IV.--NEGOTIATIOhYS AND WAR.

In September, 1845, the President of the United States di-

rected their consul at Mexico to ascertain from the Mexican

government whether it would receive an envoy from the United

States, intrusted with full power to adjust all the questions in
dispute between the two governments.

The answer of Mr. De la Penn y Pena, Minister of the For-

eign Relations of Mexico, was, "That although the Mexican

nation was deeply injured by the United States through the acts

committed by them in the department of Texas, which belongs
to his nation, his government was disposed to receive the com-

m/ss/oner of the United States who might come to the capital
with full powers from his government to settle the present dis-

pute in a peaceful, reasonable_ and honorable manner;" thus

giving a new proof that, even in the midst of its injuries and

of its firm decision to exact adequate reparation for them, the
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government of" Mexico does not reply with contumely to the

measures of reason and peace to which it was invited by its
adversary.

The Mexican minister at the same time intimated that tile
previous recall of the whole naval force of the United States

then lying in sight of the port of Vera Cruz was indispensable;
and this was accordingly done by our government.

But it is e_sential to observe that whilst Mr. ]3lack had, ac-
cording to his instructions, inquired whether the M:exiean gov-
ernment would receive an envoy from the United States with

full power to adjust all the questions in dispute between the two

governments, the Mexican minister had answered that his gov-
ernment was disposed to receive the commissioner of the United

States who might come with full powers to settle the present
dispute in a peaceful, reasonable, and honorable manner.

Mr. Slidell was, in November following, appointed envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States

of America near the government of the ]YIexiean republic; and
he arrived in Mexico on the sixth of December.

M:r. Hen'era, the President of Mexico, was undoubtedly dis-
posed to settle the disputes between the two countries. :But,

taking advantage of the irritation of the mass of the people, his

political oppoueuts were attempting to overset him for having
made, as they said, unworthy concessions. The arrival of Mr.

Slidell disturbed him extremely ; and Mr. Pena y Pena declared
to Mr. Black that his appearance in the capital at this time
might prove destructive to the government, and thus defeat the
whole affair. Under these circumstances General Herrera com-

plained, without any foundation, that Mr. Slidell had come
sooner than had been understood ; he resorted to several frivo-

lous objections against the tenor of his powers ; and he intimated

that the difficulties respecting Texas must be adjusted before any
other subject of discussion should be taken into consideration.

But the main question was whether Mexico should receive

Mr. Slidell in the character of envoy extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary, to reside in the republic. It was insisted by
the Mexican government that it had only agreed to receive a
commissioner_ to treat on the questions which had arisen from
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the events in Texas ; and that until this was done the suspended

diplomatic intercourse could not be restored and a residing
minister plenipotentiary be admitted.

Wily our goverument should have insisted that the in'tended

negotiation should be carried on by a residing envoy extraordi-

nary and minister plenipotentiary is altogether unintelligible.
The questions at issue might have been discussed and settled as

easily, fully, and satisfactorily by commi_ioners appointed for
that special purpose as by residing ministers or envoys. It is

well known that whenever diplomatic relations have been super-
seded by war, treaties of peace are always negotiated by commls-

sioners appointed for that special purpose, who are personally
amply protected by the law of nations, but who are never re-

ceived as resident ministers till after tile peace has restored the

ordinary diplomatic intercourse. Thus, the treaty of peace of
1783, between France and England, was negotiated and con-

cluded at Paris by British commissioners, whom it would have
been deemed absurd to admit as resident envoys or ministers
before peace had been made.

The only distinction which can possibly be made between the

two cases is tl_t there was not as yet actual war between Mexico
and the Uhited States. But the annexation of Texas was no

ordinary occurrence. It was a most clear act of unprovoked
aggression ; a deep and most offensive injury; in fact, a decla-

ration of war, if Mexico had accepted it as such. In lieu of this,

that country had only resorted to a suspension of the ordinary
diplomatic relations. It would seem as if our government had

considered this as an act of unparalleled audacity, which Mexico
must be compelled to retract before any negotiations for the ar-

rangement of existing difficulties could take place; as an insult

to the government and to the nation, which must compel it to
assert its just rights and to avenge its injured honor.

General Herrera was not mistaken in his anticipations. His
government was overset in the latter end of the month of :De-
cember, 1845, and fell into the hands of those who had de-

nounced him for having listened to overtures of an arrangement
of the difficulties between the two nations.

When Mexico felt its inability to contend with the United
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States, and, instead of considering the annexation of Texas to

be, as it really was, tantamount to a declaration of war, only
suspended the ordinary diplomatic relations between the two
countries, its government, if directed by wise counsels and not

impeded by popular irritation, should at once, since it had al-

ready agreed to recognize the independence of Texas, have en-
tered into a negotiation with the United States. At that time

there would have been no intrinsic difficulty in making a final
arrangement founded on an unconditional recognition of the in-

dependence of Texas within its legitimate boundaries. Popular
feeling and the ambition of contending military leaders prevented
that peaceable termination of those unfortunate dissensions.

Yet, when Mexico refused to receive Mr. Slidell as an envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, the United States

should have remembered that we had been the aggressors, that

we had committed an act acknowledged, as well by the practical
law of nations as by common sense and common justice, to be
tantamount to a declaration of war ; and they should have waited

with patience till the feelings excited by our own conduct had
subsided.

General Taylor had been instructed by the War Department
as early as May 28, 1845, to cause the forces under his command

to be put into a position where they might most promptly and
efficiently act in defence of Texas in the event that it should be-

come necessary or proper to employ them for that purpose. By
subsequent instructions, and after the people of Texas had ac-

cepted the proposition of annexation, he was directed to select
and occupy a position adapted to repel invasion as near the

boundary-line---the Rio Graude--as prudence would dictate;
and that, with this view, a part of his forces at least should be

west of the river :Nueces. It was certainly the duty of the
President to protect Texas against invasion from the moment it

had been annexed to the United States; and as that republic
was in actual possession of Corpus Christi, which was the posi-
tion selected by General Taylor, there was nothing in the posi-
tion he had taken indicative of any danger of actual hostilities.

But our government seems to have considered the refusal, on

the part of Mexico, to receive Mr. Slidell as a resident envoy of
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the United States as necessarily ]eadlng to war. The Secretary
of State, in his letter to Mr. Slidell of January 28, 1846, says:

"Should the _Iexican government finally refuse to receive you,

the cup of forbearance will then have been exhausted. Nothing
call remain but to take the redress of the injuries to our citizens
and the insults to our government into our own hands." And

ag_aia : "Should the Mexican government finally refuse to receive

you, then demand passports from the proper authority and re-

turn to the United States. It will then become the duty of the

President to submit the whole case to Congress, and call upon
the nation to assert its just rights and avenge its injured honor."

With the same object in view, the Secretary of War did, by
his letter dated January 13, 1846, instruct General Taylor "to

advance and occupy, with the troops under his command, posi-
tions on or near the east bank of the Rio del Norte .... It is

presumed Point Isabel will be considered by you an eligible
position. This point, or some one near it, and points opposite

Matamoras and Mier, and ill the vicinity of Laredo, are sug-
gested for your consideration .... Should you attempt to exer-
cise the right, which the United States have in common with

Mexico, to the_free navigation of this river, it is probable that

Mexico would interpose resistance. You will not attempt to
enforce this right without further instructions .... It is not

designed, in our present relations with Mexico, that you should

treat her as an enemy ; but should she assume that character by
a declaration of war, or any open act of hostility towards us,
you will not act merely on the defensive if your relative means
enable you to do otherwise."

The Administration was therefore of opinion that this military
occupation of the territory in question was not an act of hostility

towards Mexico or treating her as an enemy. :Now, I do aver,
without fear of contradiction, than whenever a territory claimed

by two powers is, and has been for a length of time, in the pos-
session of one of them, if the other should invade and take

possession of it by a military force, such an act is an open act
of hostility according to the acknowledged and practical law of

nations. In this case the law of nations only recognizes a clear
and positive fact.
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The sequeliswellknown. GeneralTaylor,with histroops,
]eftCorpus Christi,March 8 to 11, 1846, and enteredthe

desertwhich separatesthatp]aeefrom thevicinityof the del
h_orte. On the 21st he was eneamped three miles south of the

Arroyo, or Little Colorado, having by the route he took marched

135 miles, and being nearly north of Matamoras_ about thirty

miles distant. He had on the 19th met a party of irregular

Mexican cavalry, who informed him that they had peremp-
tory- orders, if he passed the river, to fire upon his troops, and
that it would be considered a declaration of war. The river

was, however, crossed without a single shot having been fired.

In a proclamation issued on the 12th, General Mejia, who com-
manded the forces of the department of Tamaulipas, asserts

that the limits of Texas are certain and recognized, and never
had extended beyond the river :Nueees, that the Cabinet of the

United States coveted the regions on the left bank of the Rio

Bravo, and that the American army was now advancing to take
possession of a large part of Tamaulipas. On the 24th March
General Taylor reached a point on the route from Matamoras to

Point Isabel, eighteen miles from the former, and ten from the

latter place, where a deputation sent him a formal protest of the
prefect of the northern district of the department of Tamauli-

pas, declaring, in behalf of the citizens of the district, that they
never will consent to separate themselves from the Mexican

republic and to unite themselves with the United States. On

the 12th of April the Mexican general, Ampudi% required
General Taylor to break up his camp within twenty-four hours,
and to retire to the other bank of the :Nueces River, and notified
him that, if he insisted in remaining upon the soil of the de-

partment of Tamaulipas, it would clearly result that arms alone
must decide the question; in which case he declared that the

Mexicans would accept the war to which they had been pro-
voked. On the 24th of April, General Arista arrived in Mata-

mora% and on the same day informed General Taylor that he
considered hostilities commenced, and would prosecute them.

On the same day a party of sixty-three American dragoons, who

had been sent some distance up the left bank of the river, became
engaged with a very large force of the enemy, and after a short
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affair, in which about sixteen were killed or wounded, were
surrounded and compelled to surrender. These facts were laid

before Congress by the President in his message of the llth of
May.

V.--THE CLAIM OF TEXAS TO THE RIO DEL
NORTE AS ITS BOUNDARY EXAMINED.

From what precedes it appears that the government of the
United States considered the refusal of Mexico to receive a resi-

dent envoy or minister as a sufficient cause for war_ and the Rio

del Notre as the legitimate boundary of Texas. The first opinion
is now of no importance; but the question of boundary, which

was the immediate cause of hostilities, has to this day been the
greatest impediment to the restoration of peace. I feel satisfied

that if this was settled there would be no insuperable difficulty
in arranging other pretensions.

The United States claim no other pol:tion of the Mexican do-

minions unles_ it be by right of conquest. The tract of country
between the Rio Nueces and the del Norte is the only one which

has been claimed by both parties as respectively belonging either
to Texas or to Mexico. As regards every other part of the

Mexican possessions, the United States never had claimed any

portion of it. The iniquity of acquiring any portion of it,
otherwise than by fair compact freely consented to by Mexico,
is self-evident. It is in every respect most important to examine

the grounds on which the e|aim of the United States to the only
territory claimed by both nations is founded. It is the main
question at issue.

The republic of Texas did, by an Act of December, 1836,
declare the Rio del l_orte to be its boundary. It will not be

seriously contended that a nation has a right, by a law of its

own, to determine what is or shall be the boundary between it
and another country. The Act was nothing more than the

expression of the wishes or pretensions of the government. Its

only practical effect was that emanating from its Oongress, or
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legislative body, it made it imperative on the Executive not to

conclude any peace with Mexico unless that boundary was
agreed to. As regards right, the Act of Texas is a perfect

nullity. We want the arguments and documents by which tile
claim is sustained.

On a first view the pretension is truly startling. There is no
exception; the Rio :Norte from its source to its mouth is declared

to be tlle rightful boundary of Texas. That river has its source

within tile department, province, or state of New Mexico, which

it traverses through its whole length from north to south, di-

viding it into two unequal parts. The largest and most popu-
lous, including Santa F_, the capital, lies on the left bank of the

river, and is therefore embraced within the claim of Texas.
:Now, this province of :New Mexico was first visited and occu-

pied by the Spaniards, under Vasquez Coronado, in the years
1540 to 1542. It was at that time voluntarily evacuated, sub-

sequently revisited, and some settlements made about the year
1583; finally conquered in 1595 by file Spaniards under the

command of Onate. An insurrection of the Indians drove away

the Spaniards in the year 1680. They re-entered it the ensuing
year, and after a long resistance reconquered it. This was an

internal conflict with the aborigines; but as related to foreign
powers, the sovereignty of the Spaniards over the territory was
never called in question ; and it was in express terms made the

western boundary of Louisiana in the royal charter of the
French government.

The conquest of the province by Onate took place five-and-

twenty years prior to the landing of the Pilgrims in :New
England, and twelve years before any permanent settlement
had been made in :North America on the shores of the Atlantic

by either England, France, Holland, Sweden, or any other
power but that in Florida by Spain herself.

I have in vain sought for any document emanating from the

republic or state of Texas for the purpose of sustaining its
claim either to :New Mexico or to the country bordering on the

lower portion of the del :Norte. The only official papers within
my reach, in which the claim of Texas is sustained, are the

President's messages of May 11 and December 3, 1846, and
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these refer only to the country bordering on the lower part of

the del Norte. The portion of the message of May 11, 1846,

relating to that subject is as follows: "Meantime, Texas, by

the final action of our Congress, had become an integral part
of our Union. The Congress of Texas, by its Act of December

19, 1836, had declared the Rio del Norte to be the boundary of
that republic. Its jurisdiction had been extended and exercised

beyond the Nueces. The country between that river and the

del _orte had been represented in the Congr_s and in the con-
vention of Texas, had thus taken part in the act of annexation

itself, and is now included within one of our Congressional dis-

triets. Our own Congress had, moreover, with great unanimity,

by the Act approved December 31, 1845, recognized the country
beyond the _Tueces as a part of our territory by including it
within our own revenue system, and a revenue officer, to reside
within that district, has been appointed by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate. It became, therefore, of urgent
necessity to provide for the defence of that portion of our
country. Accordingly, on the 13th of January last, instructions

were issued t_the general in command of these troops to occupy
the left bank of the del :Norte ....

"The movement of the troops to the del Notre was made by
the commanding general under positive instructions to abstain

from all aggressive acts towards Mexico or Mexican citizens,
and to regard the relations between that republic and the
United States as peaceful, unless she should declare war or

commit acts of hostility indicative of a state of war. He was

specially directed to protect private property and respect per-
sonal rights."

In his annual message of December 8, 1846, the President

states that Texas, as ceded to the United States by France in
1803, has been always claimed as extending west to the Rio
Grande; that this fact is established by declarations of our
government during Mr. Jefferson's and Mr. Monroe's admin-

istrations; and that the Tex_L_ which was ceded to Spain by
the Florida Treaty of 1819 embraced all the country now

claimed by the State of Texas between the Nueees and t'he Rio
Grande.
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tie then repeats the Acts of Texas with reference to their

boundaries; stating that "during a period of more than nine

years, which intervened between the adoption of her constitu-
tion and her annexation as one of the States of our Union,

Texas asserted and exercised many acts of sovereignty and
jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants west of the
Nueces; such as organizing and defining limits of counties

extending to the Rio Grande ; establishing courts of justice and

extending her judicial system over the territory ; establishing
also a custom-house, post-offices, a land office, &e."

The President designates by the name of Texas the cession

of Louisiana by France to the United State% and he again calls
the territory ceded to Spain by the Florida Treaty of 1819 the
Texas. I-Ie intimates that the claim of the United States to the

territory between the Sabine and the Rio Norte was derived

from the boundaries of Texas, and that by claiming as far west
as this river, the United States did recognize that it was the
boundary of the Texas. I really do not understand what is
meant by this assertion.

The United States claimed the Rio Norte as being the legiti-
mate boundary of JLou/s/ana, and not of Texas. Neither they

nor France had ever been in possession of the country beyond
the Sabine. Spain had always held possession, and had divided
the territory into provinces as she pleased. One of these was

called Texas, and its boundaries had been designated and altered
at her will. With these the United States had no concern. If

their claim could be sustained, it must be by proving that
Louisiana extended of right thus far. This had no connection

with the boundaries which Spain might have assigned to her

province of Ten-q. These might have extended beyond the
:Rio del Norte; or have been east of the Rio Nueces. There is

not the slightest connection between the legitimate boundaries of
Louisiana and those of the Spanish province of Texas. The
presumed identity is a mere supposition.

It is not necessary to discuss the soundness of the pretensions

to the Rio Norte asserted by Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Monroe,
since they were yielded in exchange of Florida and some other

objects by the treaty of 1819,--a treaty extremely popular at
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the time, and the execution of which was pressed with great
zeal and perseverance.

Whenever ultimately ceded to M:exico, that republic fixed its
boundaries as it thought proper. Texas and Cohahuila were
declared to form a state, and the Rio Nueces was made the

boundary of Texas. When Texas declared itself independent,
it was the insurrection of only part of a state; for Cohahuila
remained united to Mexico. But the :Rio Nueces was the

boundary between the department of Texas and the state of

Tamaulipas. The whole contested territory lies within the
limits of Tamaulipas, which never was, under the Mexican
government, connected in any shape with Texas.

The question now under consideration is only that between

the United States and Mexico, and in that view of the subject
it is quite immaterial whether the acts of the United States
emanated from Congress or from the Executive. :No act of

either recognizing the country beyond the :Nueces as a part of
the territory of the United States can be alleged against Mexico

as a proof of their right to the country thus claimed. Any
such act is onl_ an assertion, a declaration, but not an argument
sustaining the right. :It is, however, proper to observe here

that the port of delivery west of the :Nueces, erected by the
Act of Congress "To establish a collection district in the State

of Texas," was at Corpus Christi, a place which was in the
actual possession of that State.

It must also be premised that, in the joint resolution for the

annexation of Texas, the question of the boundary between it
and Mexico was expressly reserved, as one which should be
settled by treaty between the United States and Mexico.

The only arguments in the President's message which sustain
the right of Texas to territory beyond the Nueces are contained

in those passages in which it is asserted that the jurisdiction of

Texas had been extended and exercised beyond the :Nueees; that

the country between that river and the del Norte had been rep-
resented in the Congress and convention of Texas, had taken
part in the annexation itself, and was now included within one
of our Congressional districts.

But it is not stated in the President's message how far
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beyond the Nueees the jurisdiction of Texas had been ex-

tended, nor what part of the country between that river and

the del _Norte had been represented in the Congress and con-
vention of Texas, and was then included within one of our

Congressional districts.

iNow the actual jurisdiction beyond the l_ueees never ex-

tended farther than the adjacent settlement of San Patricio,
consisting of about twenty families. That small district, though

beyond the Nueces, was contiguous to, and in the actual posses-
sion of, Texas. On this account it might be rightfully included

witlfin the limits which we were bound to protect against
Mexican invasion.

But what was the country between this small settlement of

San Patricio, or between Corpus Christi and the Rio de[ _Norte,

over which it might be supposed from the message that the
jurisdiction of Texas had been extended, so as to be included

within one of our Congressional districts ? Here, again, Texas
had erected that small settlement into a county called San
Patricio, and declared that this county extended to the Rio del

_orte. This, like all other declaratory acts of the same kind,

was only an assertion, not affecting the question of right. The
State of Texas might with equal propriety have declared that
their boundary extended to the Sierra Madre or to the Pacific.

The true question of right to any territory beyond the Mexican

limits of the department of Texas depends on the l_acts, By
whom was the territory in question actually inhabited and occu-
pied ? and had the inhabitants united with Texas in the insur-

rection against Mexico ?

The whole country beyond the settlement of San Patricio and

Corpus Christi till within a few miles of the del _Norte is a per-

fect desert, one hundred and sixty miles wide by the route pur-
sued by General Taylor, as stated by himself_ and near one

hundred and twenty miles in a straight line.
The only settled part of it is along tim left bank of the del

_Norte, and but a few miles in breadth. This belt was settled_
inhabited, and occupied exclusively by Mexicans. It included

the town of Laredo, and Mexico had a custom-house at Brazos,
north of the mouth of the river. Till occupied by the American
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arms it had ever been, and was at the time when invaded by
General Taylor, a part of the department of Tamaulipas, and
subject to the jurisdiction of the prefect of the northern district
of that department.

In the course of the war between Mexico and Texas, incur-
sions had been occasionally made by each party into the ter-
ritories of the other. A Mexican officer had once or twice
obtained temporary occupation of San Antonio, within the
limits of Texas; and the Texans had on one occasion taken
Laredo itself, and more than once had carried their arms not

only to the left bank of the del Norte, but even beyond that
river. In both cases the aggressive parties bad been repulsed
and expelled. The last Texan expedition of that kind took
place in December, 1842, and terminated in their defeat atMier.

That the country adjacent to the left bank of the river was
exclusively in the possession of the Mexicans was well known
to our government.

When General Taylor marched to the del Notre, he issued

an order (No. 30), translated into the Spanish, ordering all
under his c_)mmand to observe with the most scrupulous respect
the rights of all the inhabitants who might be found in peaceful
prosecution of their respective occupations, as well on the left

as on the right side of' the Rio Grande. No interference, he
adds, will be allowed with the civil rights or religious privilegesof the inhabitants.

In June, 1845, General Taylor had been directed to select
and oceupy, on or near the Rio Grande del Norte, such a site
as would be best adapted to repel invasion and to protect our
western border. But, on the 8th of July following, the Sec-
retary of War (Mr. Marcy) addressed the following letter tohim :

"This Department is informed that Mexico has some military
establishments on the east side of the Rio Grande, which are,
and for some time have been, in the actual occupancy of her
troops. In carrying out the instructions heretofore received
you will be carelhl to avoid any acts of aggression unless an
actual state of war should exist. The Mexican forces at the
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posts in their possession, and which have been so, will not be
disturbed as long as the relations of peace between the United
States and Mexico continue."

On the 30th of July, 1845, the Secretary again addresses

General Taylor as follows: "You are expected to occupy, pro-
tect, and defend the territory of Texas, to the extent that it

has been occupied by the people of Texas. The Rio Grande is

claimed to be the boundary between the two countries, and up
to this boundary you are to extend your protection, only exeeTt-
ing any posts on the eastern side thereof which are in the actual

occupancy of Mexican forces or Mexi_n settlements, over which

the republic of Texas did not exercise jurisdiction at the period

of annexation, or shortly before that event. It is expected, in
selecting the establishment for your troops, you will approach

as near the boundary-line---the Rio Grande--as prudence will

dictate. With this view, the President desires that your position,
for a part of your forces at least, should be west of the river
1_ueces."

The Mexican settlements thus excepted are not those over

which Texas did not elaim jurisdiction, but those on the east

bank of the :Rio Grande over which Texas did not exercise juris-

diction at the period mentioned. The President had no authority
to give up the boundary claimed by Texas ; but it is clear that

at that time, when war was not contemplated, the Administration
was of opinion that, till the question was definitely settled, the

occupancy by the Mexicans of the territory adjacent the left
bank of the del :Norte ought not to be disturbed. :Neither the

subsequent refusal by Mexico to receive a residing envoy nor the

successes of the American arms have affected the question of
right. The claim of Texas, whether to :New Mexico or to the

lower portion of the Rio :Notre, was identically the same, as in-

valid and groundless in one case as in the other. Why a dis-
tinction has been made by the Executive has not been stated.

The fact is that he has established a temporary government for

:New Mexico as a country conquered, and without any regard to
the claim of Texas; whilst, on the other hand, he has permitted

that State to extend its jurisdiction over the country lying on the
left bank of the del :Norte, which, like :New Mexico, had been

voL. XrL--38
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conquered by the arms of the United States. Not a shadow of

proof has been adduced to sustain the pretensions of Texas to

that district; and justice imperiously requires that it should, by
the treaty of peace, be restored to Mexico.

It so happens that the boundary which may be traced in

conformity with this principle is a natural one, and that, as a
measure of expediency, none more eligible could have been de-

vised. A desert of one hundred and twenty miles separates the
most southwesterly Texan settlements of Corpus Christi and
San Patricio from those of the Mexicans on the left bank of the

del :Norte, than which no boundary could be devised better cal-
culated to prevent collisions hereafter between the two nations.

It will be sufficient for that purpose to draw a nominal line

through the desert, leaving all the waters that empty into the
:Rio Norte to Mexico, and all those that empty into the :Rio

:Nueces to Texas, together with such other provisions respecting
fortifications and military posts as may be necessary for the
preservation of peace.

The line of the Rio Norte is one from which Mexico would

be perpetually threatened, and from which their adjacent town
on the easten_--bank may be bombarded. Such an intolerable

nuisance would perpetuate most hostile feelings. With such a

narrow river as the Rio del Norte, and with a joint right of
navigation, repeated collisions would be unavoidable.

Among these, when there was nothing but a fordable river to

cross, slaves would perpetually escape from Texas; and where

would be the remedy ? Are the United States prepared to
impose by a treaty on Mexico, where slavery is unknown, the
obligation to surxender fugitive slaves ?

Mexico is greatly the weaker power, and requires a boundary
which will give her as much security as is practicable. It is not

required, either for the preservation of peace or for any other
legitimate purpose, that the United States should occupy a threat-
ening position. It cannot be rationally supposed that Mexico
will ever make an aggressive war against them ; and even in

such case the desert would protect them against an invasion. If

a war should ever again take place between the two countries,
the overwhelming superiority of the navy of the United States
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will enable them to carry on their operations wherever they
please. They would, within a month, reoccupy the left bank

of the :Rio l_orte, and within a short time effect a landing and
carry the war to any quarter they pleased.

Must the war be still prosecuted for an object of no intrinsic

value, to which the United States have no legitimate right,

which justice requires them to yield, and which even expediency
does not require?

VI.--RECAPITULATION.

It is an indisputable fact that the annexation of Texas, then

at war with Mexico, was tantamount to a declaration of war,
and that the comparative weakness of Mexico alone prevented
its government from considering it as such.

Under these circumstances, it was evidently the duty of the
United States to use every means to soothe and conciliate the

Mexicans, and to wait with patience for an unconditional recog-

nition of the independence of Texas, till the feelings excited by
our aggression had subsided.

It has been shown that after Mexico had resorted, as a sub-

stitute for war, to the harmless suspension of the ordinary
diplomatic intercourse, the attempt to make it retract that

measure, before any negotiations for the restoration of harmony
between the two countries should be entere& into, was neither

countenanced by the acknowledged law of nations, nor necessary

tbr any useful purpose, nor consistent with a proper and just
sense of the relative position in which the aggressive measure
of the United States had placed the two countries. But that

the refusal of Mexico to submit to that additional contumely
should have been considered as an insult to the United States

betrays the pride of power, rather thau a just sense of what is
due to the true dignity and honor of this nation.

It has been demonstrated that the republic of Texas had not
a shadow of right to the territory adjacent to the left bank of

the lower portion of the Rio Norte; that, though she claimed,
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she never had actually exercised jurisdiction over any portion
of it; that the Mexicans were the sole inhabitants and in actual

possession of that district; that, therefore, its forcible occupation
by the army of the United States was, according to the acknowl-

edged law of nations, as well as in fact, an act of open hostility
and war; that the resistance of the Mexicans to that invasion

was legitimate; and that therefore the war was unprovoked by
them, and commenced by the United States.

If any doubt should remain of the correctness of these state-

ments, let them be tested by the divine and undeniable precept,
"Do unto others as you would be done by."

If at this moment France was to contract a treaty of de-

fensive and offensive alliance with Mexico, a treaty taking
effect immediately and pending the war between the United
States and Mexico, and binding herself to defend it with all

her forces against any and every other power, would not the
United States at once consider such a treaty as a declaration of
war against them ?

If, in lieu of declaring war against Great Britain in the year

1812, the Uhited States had only suspended the ordinary diplo-
matic relations between the two countries, and Great Britain

had declared that she would not enter into any negotiation for
the settlement of all the subjects of difference between the two

countries unless the United States should, as a preliminary con-
dition, restore those relations, would not this have been con-
sidered as a most insolent demand, and to which the United
States never would submit ?

If the United States were, and had been for more than a

century, in possession of a tract of country exclusively in-
habited and governed by them, disturbed only by the occa-
sional forays of an enemy, would they not consider the forcible

military invasion and occupation of such a district by a third
power as open and unprovoked war commenced against them?
And could their resistance to the invasion render them liable to
the imp'utation of having themselves commenced the war ?

Yet it would seem as if the splendid and almost romantic

successes of the American arms had for a while made the people
of the United States deaf to any other consideration than an
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enthusiastic and exclusive love of military glory; as if, for-

getting the origin of the war, and with an entire disregard for
the dictates of justice, they thought that those successes gave

the nation a right to dismember Mexico, and to appropriate to
themselves that which did not belong to them.

But I do not despair, for I have faith in our institutions and

in the people; and I will now ask them whether this was their
mission ; and whether they were placed by Providence on this

continent for the purpose of cultivating false glory, and of
sinking to the level of those vulgar conquerors who have at all
times desolated the earth.

¥II.--THE MISSION OF THE UNITED STATES.

The people of the United States have been placed by P.rovi-

dence in a position never before enjoyed by any other nation.
They are possessed of a most extensive territory, with a very

fertile soil, a variety of climates and productions, and a capacity
of sustaining a population greater in proportion to its extent than
any other territory of the same size on the face of the globe.

By a concourse of various circumstances, they found them-

selves, at the epoch of their independence, in the full enjoyment

of religious, civil, and political liberty, entirely free from any
hereditary monopoly of wealth or power. The people at large
were in full and quiet possession of all those natural rights for

which the people of other countries have for a long time con-
tended and still do contend. They were, and you still are, the

supreme sovereigns, acknowledged as such by all. For the

proper exercise of these uncontrolled powers and privileges you
are responsible to posterity, to the world at large, and to the
Almighty Being who has poured on you such unparalleled

blessings.
Your mission is to improve the state of the world, to be the

"model republic," to show that men are capable of governing
themselves, and that this simple and natural form of government
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is that also which confers most happiness on all, is productive of

the greatest development of the intellectual faculties, above all,
that which is attended with the highest standard of private and
political virtue and morality.

Your forefathers, the founders of the republic, imbued with
a deep feeling of their rights and duties, did not deviate from

those principles. The sound sense, the wisdom, the probity, the
respect for public faith, with which the internal concerns of the

nation were managed made our institutions all object of general
admiration. Here, for the first time, was the experiment at-
tempted with an). prospect of success, and on a large scale, of a

representative democratic republic. If it failed, the last hope of
the friends of mankind was lost or indefinitely postponed; and
the eyes of the world were turned towards you. Whenever real

or pretended apprehensions of the imminent danger of trusting
the people at large with power were expressed, the answer ever
was, "Look at America !"

In their external relations the United States, before this un-

fortunate war, had, whilst sustaining their just rights, ever acted

in strict corfformity with the dictates of justice, and displayed
the utmost moderation. They never had voluntarily injured

any other nation. Every acquisition of territory from foreign
powers was honestly made, the result of treaties not imposed,
but freely assented to by the other party. The preservation of
peace was ever a primary object. The recourse to arms was

always in self-defence. On its expediency there may have been
a difference of opinion ; that in the only two instances of con-

flict with civilized nations which occurred during a period of
sixty-three years (1783 to 1846) the just rights of the United

States had been invaded by a long-continued series of aggressions
is undeniable. In the first instance war was not declared, and

there were only partial hostilities between :France and England.

The Congre_ of the United States, the only legitimate organ of
the nation for that purpose, did, in 1812, declare war against

Great Britain. Independent of depredations on Our commerce,
she had for twenty years carried on an actual war against the
United States. I say actual war, since there is now but one

opinion on that subject; a renewal of the impressment of men
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sailing under the protection of our flag would be tantamount to
a declaration of war. The partial opposition to the war of 1812

did not rest on a denial of the aggressions of England and of

the justice of our cause, but on the fact that, with the exception
of impressments, similar infractions of our just rights ]lad been
committed by France, and oll the most erroneous belief that the

Administration was partial to that country and insincere in their
apparent efforts to restore peace.

At present all these principles would seem to have been aban-
doned. The most just_ a purely defeasive war, and no other is

justifiable, is necessarily attended with a train of great and un-

avoidable evils. What shall we say of one, iniquitous in its
origh b and provoked by ourselves, of a war of aggression, which

is now publicly avowed to be one of intended conquest ?
If persisted in, its necessary consequences will be a per-

manent increase of our military establishment and of execu-

tive patronage; its general tendency to make man hate man,
to awaken his worst passions, to accustom him to the taste of

blood. It has already demoralized no inconsiderable portion
of the nation.

The general peace which has been preserved between the

great European powers during the last thirty years may not be
ascribed to the purest motives. Be these what they may, this
long and unusual repose has been most beneficial to the cause of

humanity, l_othing can be more injurious to it, more lamentable,

more scaudalous_ than the war between two adjacent republics of
l_lorth America.

Your mission was to be a model for all other governments
and for all other less-favored nations, to adhere to the most ele-

vated principles of political morality, to apply all your faculties

to the gradual improvement of your own institutions and social
state, and by your example to exert a moral influence most bene-

ficial to mankind at large. Instead of this, an appeal has been
made to your worst passions ; to cupidity ; to the thirst of unjust

aggrandizement by brutal force ; to the love of military fame and
of false glory ; and it has even been tried to pervert the noblest

feelings of your nature. The attempt is made to make you
abandon the lofty position which your fathers occupied, to sub-
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stitute for it the political morality and heathen patriotism of the
heroes and statesmen of antiquity.

I have said that it was attempted to pervert even your vir-
tues. :Devotedness to country, or patriotism, is a most essential

virtue, since the national existence of any society depends upon
it. Unfortunately, our most virtuous dispositions are perverted
not only by our vices and selfishness, but also by their own ex-

cess. Even the most holy of our attributes, the religious feeling,
may be perverted from that cause, as was but too lamentably
exhibited in the persecutions, even unto death, of those who

were deemed heretics. It is not, therefor% astonishing that
patriotism carried to excess should also be perver£ed. In the

entire devotedness to their country, the people everywhere and

at all times have been too apt to forget the duties imposed upon
them by justice towards other nations. It is against this natural

propensity that you should be specially on your guard. The

blame does not attach to those who, led by their patriotic feel-
ings, though erroneous, flock around the national standard. On

the contrary_ no men are more worthy of admiration, better en-

titled to the thanks of their country, than those who, after war

has once taken place, actuated only by the purest motives, daily
and with the utmost self-devoh_dness brave death and stoke their

own lives in the conflict against the actual enemy. I must con-
fess that I do not extend the same charity to those civilians who

coolly and deliberately plunge the country into any unjust or
unnecessary war.

We should have but one conscience; and most happy would

it be for mankind were statesmen and politicians only as honest
in their management of the internal or external national concerns

as they are in private life. The irreproachable private character
of the President and of all the members of his Administration
is known and respected. There is not one of them who would

not spurn with indignation the nmst remote hint that, on similar

pretences to those alleged for dismembering Mexico, he might
be capable of an attempt to appropriate to himself his neighbor'sfarm.

In the total absence of any argument that can justify the war
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in which we are now involved, resort has been had to a most

extraordinary assertion. It is said that the people of the
United States have an hereditary superiority of race over the

Mexicans, which gives them the right to subjugate and keep

in bondage the inferior nation. This, it is also alleged, will
be the means of enlightening the degraded Mexicans, of im-

proving their social state, and of ultimately increasing the
happiness of the masses.

Is it compatible with the principle of democracy, which re-
jects every hereditary claim of individuals, to admit an heredi-

tar), superiority of races ? You very properly deny that the son

can, independent of his own merit, derive any right or privilege

whatever from the merit or any other social superiority of his
father. Can you for a moment suppose that a very doubtful

descent from men who lived one thousand years ago has trans-
mitted to you a superiority over your fellow-men ? But the

Anglo-Saxons were inferior to the Goths, from whom the Span-
iards claim to be descended ; and they were in no respect superior

to the Franks and to the Burgundians. It is not to their Anglo-
Saxon descent, but to a variety of causes, among which the sub-

sequent mixture of Frenchified :Normans, Angevins, and Gas-
cons must not be forgotten, that the English are indebted for

their superior institutions. In tlle progressive improvement of
mankind much more has been due to religious and political in-

stitutions than to races. Whenever the European nations which
from their language are presumed to belong to the Latin or to

the Sclavonian race shall have conquered institutions similar to

those of :England, there will be no trace left of the pretended
superiority of one of those races above the other. At this time

the claim is but a pretext for covering and justifying unjust
usurpation and unbounded ambition.

But admitting, with respect to Mexico, the superiority of

race_ this confers no superiority of rights. Among ourselves
the most ignorant, the most inferior, either in physical or mental
faculties, is recognized as having equal rights, and he has an
equal vote with any one, however superior to him in all those

respects. This is founded on the immutable principle that no

one man is born with the right of governing another man. He
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may, indeed, acquire a moral influence over others, and no other
is legitimate. The same principle will apply to nations. How-
ever superior the Anglo-American race may be to that of
Mexico, this gives the Americans no right to infringe upon
the rights of the inferior race. The people of the United
States may rightfully, and will, if they use the proper means,
exercise a most beneficial moral influence over the Mexicans

and other less enlightened nations of America. Beyond this
they have no right to go.

The allegation that the subjugation of Mexico would be the

means of enlightening the Mexicans, of improving their social
state, and of increasing their happiness, is but the shallow
attempt to disguise unbounded cupidity and ambition. Truth

never was or can be propagated by fire and sword, or by any
other than purely moral means. By these, and by these alone,
the Christian religion was propagated, and enabled, in less than
three hundred years, to conquer idolatry. During the whole of
that period Christianity was tainted by no other blood than that
of its mart]i's.

The duties of the people of the United States towards other

nations are obvious. Never losing sight of the divine precept,
"Do to others as you would be done by," they have only to
consult their own conscience. For our benevolent Creator has

implanted in the hearts of men the moral sense of right and
wrong, and that sympathy for other men the evidences of which
are of daily occurrence.

It seems unnecessary to add anything respecting that _alse
glory which, from habit and the general tenor of our early
education, we are taught to admire. The task has already
been repeatedly performed, in a far more able and impressive
manner than anything I could say on the subject. It is suffi-
cient to say that at this time neither the dignity or honor of
the nation demand a further sacrifice of invaluable lives, or
even of money. The very reverse is the case. The true honor
and dignity of the nation are inseparable from justice. Pride

and vanity alone demand the sacrifice. Though so dearly pur-
chased, the astonishing successes of the American arms have

at least put it in the power of the United States to grant any
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terms of peace without incurring the imputation of being actu-
ated by any but the most elevated motives. It would seem

that the most proud and vain must be satiated with glory, and

that the most reeHess and bellicose should be sufficiently glutted
with human gore.

A more truly glorious termination of the war, a more splendid
spectacle, an example more high]y useful to mankind at large,
cannot well be conceived than that of the victorious forces of

the United States voluntarily abandoning all their conquests,

without requiring anything else than that which was strictly
due to our citizens.

VIII.--TERMS OF PEACE.

I have said that the unfounded claim of Texas to the terri-

tory between the Nueces and the Rio Norte was the greatest
impediment to peace. Of this there can be no doubt. For if,

relinquishing the spirit of military conquest, nothing shall be
required but the indemnities due to our citizens, the United
States have only to accept the terms which have been offered

by the 1VIexiean government. It consents to yield a territory
five degrees of latitude, or near 350 miles, in breadth, and ex-

tending from New Mexico to the Pacific. Although the greater
part of this is quite worthless, yet the portion of California

lying between the Sierra Nevada and the Pacific, and including
the port of San Francisco, is certainly worth much more than

the amount of indemnities justly due to our citizens. It is only
in order to satisfy those claims that an accession of territory may
become necessary.

It is not believed Chat the Executive will favor the wild sug-

gestions of a subjugation or annexation of the whole of Mexico,
or of any of its interior provinces. And, if I understand the
terms offered by Mr. Trist, there was no intention to include

within the cessions required the province of New Mexico. But

the demand of both Old and :New California, or of a sea-coast

of more than thirteen hundred miles in length (lat. 23° to 42°),
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is extravagant and unnecessary. The peninsula is altogether
worthless, and there is nothing worth contending for south of
San Diego, or about latitude 32 ° .

In saying that if conquest is not the object of the war, and ff
the pretended claim of Texas to the Rio del Notre shall be aban-

doned there cannot be any insuperable obstacle to the restoration
of peace, it is by no means intended to assert that the terms

heretofore proposed by either party are at this time proper. And
I apprehend that the different views of the subject entertained

by those who sincerely desire a speedy and just peace, may create
some difficulty. There are some important considerations which

may become the subject of subsequent arrangements. :For the

present, nothing more is strictly required than to adopt the prin-
ciple of status ante bellum, or, in other words, to evacuate the

]Vlexican territory and to provide for the payment of the indem-

nities due to our citizens. The scruples of those who object to
any cession whatever of territory, except on terms unacceptable
to the Southern States, might be removed by a provision that

would onlyUpledge a territory sufficient for the purpose, and
leave it in the possession of the United States until the indem-
nities had been fully paid.

Was I to listen exclusively _.. my own feelings and opinions,

I would say that, if the propositions which I have attempted to
establish are correct, if I am not mistaken in my sincere convic-

tion that the war has been unprovoked by the Mexicans and

has been one of iniquitous aggression on our part, it necessarily
follows that, according to the dictates of justice, the Unit_

States are bound to indemnify them for having invaded their
territory, bombarded their towns, and inflicted all the miseries

of war on a people who were fighting in defence of their own

homes. If all this be true, the United States would give but an

inadequate compensation for the injuries they have inflicted by
assuming the payment of the indemnities justly due to their own
citizens.

:Even if a fair purchase of territory should be convenient to

both parties, it would be far preferable to postpone it for the
present, among other reasons, in order that it should not have

the appearance of being imposed on Mexico. There are also
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some important considerations, to which it may not be improper

to call at this time the public attention.
Our population may at this time be assumed as amounting

to twenty millions. Although the ratio of natural increase has
already been lessened from thirty-three to about thirty per cent.

in ten years, the deficiency has been, and will probably continue
for a while to be, compensated by the prodigious increase of im-

migration from foreign countries. An increase of thirty per
cent. would add to our population six millions within ten, and

near fourteen millions in twenty, years. At the rate of only
twenty-five per cent. it will add five millions in ten, and more

than eleven millions in twenty, years. That the fertile unculti-
vated land within the limits of the States admitted or imme-

diately admissible in the Union could sustain three times that

number, is indubitable. But the indomitable energy, the loco-
motive propensities, and all the habits of the settlers of new

countries are such that not even the united efforts of both govern-
ments can or will prevent their occupying within twenty, if not

within ten, years, every district as far as the Pacific, and whether
within the limits of the United States or of Mexico, which shall
not have previ6usly been actually and bona.fide occupied and set-

fled by others. It may be said that this is justifiable by natural

law; that, for the same reason which sets aside the right of dis-
covery if not followed by actual occupation within a reasonable

time, the rights of Spain and Mexico have been forfeited by their
neglect or inability, during a period of three hundred years, to

colonize a country which, during the whole of that period, they
held undisputed by any other foreign nation. And it may per-

haps be observed that, had the government of the United States
waited for the operation of natural and irresistible causes, these

alone would have given them, without a war, more than they
want at this moment.

However plausible all this may appear, it is nevertheless cer-
tain that it will be an acquisition of territory for the benefit of

the people of the United States and in violation of solemn

treaties. :Not only collisions must be avoided and the renewal
of another illicit annexation be prevented, but the two countries

must coolly consider their relative position, and whatever portion
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of territory not actually settled by the Mexicans and of no real

utility to them they may be disposed to cede, must be acquired
by a treaty freely assented to and for a reasonable compensation.

But this is not the time for the discussion of a proper final
arrangement. We must wait till peace shall have been restored

and angry feelings shall have subsided. At present the only
object is peace, immediate peace, a just peace, and no acquisition

of territory but that which may be absolutely necessary for effect-
mg the great object in view. The most simple terms, those
which will only provide for the adjustment of the Texas bound-

ary and for the payment of the indemnities due to our citizens,
and, in every other respect, restore things as they stood before

the beginning of hostilities, appear to me the most eligible. For
that purpose I may be permitted to wish that the discussion of

the terms should not be embarrassed by the introduction of any
other matter. There are other considerations, highly important,
and not foreign to tile great question of an extension of territory,
but which may, without any inconvenience or commitment, be
postponed,_md should not be permitted to impede the immediate
termination of this lamentable war.

I have gone farther than I intended. It is said that a rally-
ing-point is wanted by the friends of peace. Let them unite,
boldly express their opinions, and use their utmost endeavors

in promoting an immediate termination of the war. For the

people no other banner is necessary. But their representatives

in Congress assembled are alone competen_ to ascertain, alone
vested with the legitimate power of deciding, what course should
be pursued at this momentous crisis, what are the best means

for carrying into effect their own views, whatever these may be.
We may wait with hope and confidence the result of their
deliberations.

I have tried in this essay to confine myself to the qu_tions
at issue between the United States and Mexico. Whether the

:Executive has in any respect exceeded his legitimate powers,
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whether he is for any of his acts liable to animadversion, are

questions which do not concern Mexico.
There are certainly some doubtful assumptions of power and

some points on which explanations are neces_ry. The most
important is the reason which may have induced the President,
when he considered the war as necessary and almost unavoid-

able, not to communicate to Congress, which was all that time
in session, the important steps he had taken till after hostilities,
and indeed actual war, had taken place. The substitution for
war contributions of an arbitrary and varying tariff, appears to
me to be of a doubtful nature, and it is hoped that the subject

will attract the early attention of Congress. I am also clearly

of opinion that the provisions of the law respecting volunteers,
which authorizes them to elect their officers, is a direct violation
of the Constitution of the United States, which recognizes no

other land force than the army and the militia, and which vests
in the President and Senate the exclusive power of appointing

all the officers of the United States whose appointments are

not otherwise provided for in the CoRlstitution itself. (With

respect to precedents, refer to the Act of July 6, 1812, chap.

461 (cxxxviii.), enacted with due deliberation, and which re-
peals in that respect the Act on same subject of February 6,

1812.)





APPENDIX.

THE GALLATIN GENEALOGY.

Extrait du Regltre des affaires des partieuliers de la R_publique de
Gen_ve

Du 6 avril, 1770.

Filiation des branches existantes de la Famille Gallatin depuis que cette
Famille est 6tablie a Genbve.

PREMIERE BRANCHE.

1. Noble Jean Gallatin De Granges poss6dait des fiefs en Michaille riere
Ardonne, Grange_, Musinnens et Arlaud qui sont des villages dans la
Miehaille, appert des reconnaissances emphith6otiques pass6es en 1502
et 1503 en faveur de Jean Gallatln et de ses fr_res ills du dit_ lesquels
sont qualifi6s de Nobles_ V6n6rables et Egr_ges Hommes Seigneurs dans
les dites reconnaissances reques , Berterius de Saint Martin Notaire. Vid.
A, No. l.

2. Jean Gallatin, ills du dit_ requ Bourgeois de Gen_ve en 1510, appert
de ses lettres de Bourgeoisie, A, No. 2. Ce Jean Gallatin 6tait Secr6taire
du Duc de Savoye, Vicomte Palatin et Protonotaire Apostolique appert
des pi_ces A, No. 3. I1 avait 6pous6 Pernette d'Entremonts, appert du
contract de mariage pass6 _ Thone le 26 avril, 15077 devant Egr_ge
Guillaume Megex, notaire public, dans lequel on lit: "inter nobilem
et egregium virum Joannem Gallatin Ducale Secretarium . . . ex una et
nobilem Peronetam filiam Guillielmi de intermontibus." Vid. A, No. 4.

3. Pierre Gallatin, ills du dit Jean, appert d'une reconnaissance par lui
pass6e devant Franqois Voirrier, notaire et commissaire, le 26 octobre,
1557, laquelle porte que la piece reconnue a _t6 acquise avant les guerres
par Noble Jean Gallatin, p_re du dit Noble Pierre reconnaissant. Vid.
cahier cott6 x, No. 5. Le dit Pierre avait 6pous6 Noble Jeanne Jordan

appert d'un acre d'6change entre ladite dame et Noble Claude Gallatin
dans laquelle elle agit comme tutrice de Claude et Matin Gallatin, ses
enfans. Franqois Panissot, Notaire. Vid. cahier x, No. 6.

voL. XIL---89 593
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4. Claude Gallatin, ills du dit Pierre et de la dite Jeanne Jordan, appert
Particle ci_dessus, marl6 avec Jeanne De Roches, le 17 janvier_ 1563, appert
l'acte de c61_bration de leur mariag% cott_ A, No. 7. Le dit Claude

Gallatin 6fair Secr6taire d'Etat de la R6publique et il a _t6 SeigneurSyndic.

5. Abraham GaHatin, ills du dit Claude et de ]a dire Jeanne De Roehesy
appert son extrait batistaire du 23 f_vrier, 1567. Vid. la piece cott_e N.
I1 _pousa Dlle. Sara Villot, appert du contract de mariage, De Monthoux,
notaire, le 25 avril, 1590. Vid. cahier x, No. 8. I1 fur _lu SeigneurSyndic en 1617.

6. Isaac Gallatin, file du di_ Abraham et de la dire Sara, sa femme,
appert son extrait batistaire. Vid. la piece cott_e N. Comme encore

appert du testament du dit Noble Abraham Gallatin, Seigneur Syndic,
son p_re, file de Noble Claude Gallatin, jadis aussi Seigneur Syndic, dane
lequel testament le dit Isaac es_ institu6 h_ritier avec Pierre et J_r_mie ses

fr_res. Vid. cahier x, No. 9. I1 _pousa Madelaine Durant, comme appert
de son contract de mariage, Et. De Monthoux, notaire, le 6 octobre, 1617.
I1 y est qualifi6 [fils] de feu Noble et honor6 Seigneur Abraham Gallatin

nagu_res d6c_d6 en charge de Seigneur Syndic, et off il est dit agir par
l'avis de Noble Claude Gallatin son aieul. Le dit Isaac fur neuf lois

Seigneur Syndic, dent cinq lois premier. I1 eut l'honneur d'6tre d_put6
par la R_publique au Roy Louis XIII _ Lyon en 1641 et au Roy Louis
XIV _ Dijon_en 1650. Le contract de mariage du dit Isaac est au cahier
x,No. 10.

7. Ez6chiel Gallatin, ills du dit Isaac et de la dite NIadelaine Durant,
appert son extrait batistaire du 23 septembre, 1630. rid. la piece No. N.
I1 _pousa Franqoise Sarrasin comme appert du contract de mariage, Pierre
Gautier, notaire_ le 3 aoust, 1659, o5 il est qualifi_ ills de Noble et honor6

Seigneur Isaac Gallatin, Ancien Seigneur Premier Syndic. ¥1d. eahier x,
No. ll. I1 fur Seigneur Syndic en 1677.

8. Barth61emy Gallatin, ills du dit Ez6chiel et de la dire Franqoise
Sarrasin, appert son extrait batistaire du 14 aoust, 1662. ¥id. la piece
No. N. I1 _pousa Dlle. Sara Dupan, appert de l_aete de c616bration de

mariage du 18 novembre, 1684. Vid. ]a piece cott_e O. I1 fur fair SeigneurSyndic en 1723.

9. Ez_chiel Gallatin, ills du dit Barth61emy et de la dire Sara Dupan,
appert son extrait batistaire cott6 N. I1 _pousa Marie Sarrasin, appert
l'acte de c61_bration de son mariage. Vid. la piece eott_e O. I1 fur Pro-
fesseur en Philosophie et Recteur de l'Acad6mie. I1 a eu pour ills Bar-
th_lemy Gallatln, appert l'extrait batistaire du dit _ la piece N, lequel est
actuellement Colonel Commandant la seconde compagnie des Grenadiers
Cheval de S. M. le Roy d'Angleterre.

9. Andr_ Gallatin, fr_re du dit Ez_chiel, ills du dit Barth_lemy et de la
dite Sara Dupan, appert son extrait batistaire a la piece N. I1 a _pous_
Dlle. Fran_oise Sabonnadi_re. Vid. son contract de mariage requ Fornet
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Notaire le 8 septembre, 1733, No. 12. I1 est Seigneur Ancien Premier
Syndic de la R_publique. I1 a pour fr_re Jaques Gallatin qui a _t_ Capi-
taine Lieutenant dans lc R6giment Suisse de la Cour au Chantre au service
de France, mis dans le Conseil des Deux Cents en 1734.

10. Paul Michel Gallatin, ills du dit Andr6 et de la dire Franqoise
Sabonnadi_re, appert son extrait batistaire. Vid. la pihce cott_e N.

8. Pierre Gatlatin, ills du dit Ez_ehiel et de la dite Fran_oise Sarrasin,

appert son extrait batistaire _ la piece N. Mis au Conseil des Deux Cents
en 1693. Auditeur en 1705. Mari_ _. Eve Dupan, appert de l'acte de
o616bration de mariage. ¥id. la piece No. O.

9. Paul Gallatin, ills du dit Pierre et de lu dite Eve Dupan, appert son
extrait batistaire, rid. la piece N. I1 a _pous6 Marie Colladon, appert son
contract de mariage, resu par Duby, notaire, vld. No. 12. I1 es_ actuelle-
ment Pasteur de l'Eglise de Gen_ve et Principal de l'Acad_mie.

10. Jean Louis et Jules Alexandre Gallatin, tousles deux ills du dit
Paul et de la dire Marie Colladon, appert de leurs extraits batistaires _ la
piece N.

SECON'DE BRANCHE.

4. Marin Gallatin, ills de Pierre Gallatin et de Jeanne Jordan, appert
d'un acre d'_change eit_ ci-dessus, voyez No. 6. II _pousa Elisabeth, fille
de feu Noble Jean de la Maisonneuve, appert de son contract de mariage,

regu Blondel, notaire, le 18 avril, 1569. I1 est encore prouv_ que le dit
Marin Gallatin _tait fr_re de Claude Gallatin, Secr_taire d'Etat, par acte

regu Dubuisson notaire, vidim6 par Bonet scell6 du sceau de la R4pub-
lique, rid. No. 13. I1 a _t6 Auditeur du droit et sommaire Justice de la
R_publique. I1 a eu pour ills premi_rement Louis Gallatin, appert son
extrait batistaire No. N. Lequel Louis fur tu6 en 1602 _ l'Escalade o_1

il s'_tait tr_s-distingu_ comme il est dit dans l'inscription sur pierre au
Temple de Saint-Gervais.

5. Aim6 Gallatin, ills du dit Marin Gallatin et de la dire Elisabeth de
la Maisonneuve, appert son extrait batist_ire h. la piece N. I1 dpousa
Madelaine Humbert, appert de l_acte de c61$bratlon de son mariage,
No. 32. Il est bien constat_ que c'est bien le m_me Aim_ Gallatin, ills

de Marin, qui _pousa Madelaine Humbert, premi_rement par un contract
de mariage en secondes noces avee Franqoise LuUin_ No. 17, off il est dit
Auditeur et ills de Matin ; et 2° par les contracts de mariages de ses ills
oi_ ils sont dit ills de Noble AimS, Conseiller d'Etat, et de Madelaine

Humbert i or il est certifi6 par les Regitres publics que le dit Aim6 Gal-
latin, Conseiller, est le m_me qui _tait Auditeur en 1631, et qui fur fait
Conseiller en 1637.

6. Aim_ Gallatin, ills du dit Aim_ Gallatin, et de la dite Madelaine
Humbert, appert son extrait batistalre. Vid. la piece N. I1 _pousa Dlle.
Elisabeth Bordier, appert son contract de mariage, re_u Pierre Gautier
notaire, le 30 mars, 1637. I1 rut fair Conseiller du Conseil des Deux
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Cents en 1638. Son fr_re afn6 Abraham fur Seigneur Syndic en 1653et 1657.

7. Pierre Gallatin, ills du dit Aim6 Gallatin et de la dire Dlle. Elisabeth
Bordier, appert son extrait batistaire, vld. la piece N_ appert aussi d'un
acre de cession, recu Deharsu notaire, le 26 aoust, 1680. Vid. No. 14. II

6pousa DUe. Jeanne Alleon, appert l'acte de e616bration de son mariage,
vld. piece O, appert encore de son testament, re_u Grosjean notaire le 11
janvier, 1686. Vid. eahier x, No. 15.

8. Jaques Gallatin, ills du dit Pierre Gallatln et de la dire Jeanne
Alleon, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. la piece N, appert aussi du

testament du dit Pierre Gallatin son pbre cit_ ci-dessus. Vid. cahier x,
No. 15. I1 6pousa Dlle. Susanne fille de feu Noble Philippe De Choudens
De Grema, appert son contract de mariage, regu Pasteur notaire le 19
mars, 1722, vid. No. 16.

9. Abraham Gallatin, ills du dit Jaques Gallatin et de la dite Susanne

De Choudens, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. la piece N. I1 6pousa
Dlle. Anne Picket, appert son contract de mariage, requ Flournois notaire
le 23 f6vrier, 1757. rid. No. 17. I1 a 6t6 61u au Conseil des Deux Centsen 1758.

10. Gaspard Gabriel et Abraham Gallatin, tous deux ills du dit Abraham
Gallatin et de la dite Dlle. Anne Pictet, appert leurs extraits batistaires.
Vid. la pibce N.

9. Pierre Gallatin, ills du dit Jaques Gallatin et de la dire Dlle. Susanne

De Choudens_I)e Grema, apper_ son extrait batistaire, rid. piece N. I1
_pousa Dlle. Camille Pictet, fille de Noble Jean Louis Pictet, Seigneur
Syndic, appert son contract de mariage re_u Delorme notaire le 21 d_cembre,
1737. Vid. No. 18. La dire Dlle. Camille Pictet _tait fille de Catherine

Gallatin, sceur de Frangois Gallatin qui fur tu6 au si_ge d'Ostende, Capi-
taine de Grenadiers au R6giment Suisse de la Cour au Chantre_ et fille
de Abraham Gallatin que l'Empereur Joseph reconnut _tre d'ancicnne
Noblesse et extraction par lettres patentes de 1707. Vid. No. 19.

10. Jean Louis Gallatin, ills du dit Pierre Gallatin et de la dire Camille

Pictet, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. piece N. Il est actuellement pre-
mier lieutenan_ dans le r6glment des Gardes Suisses au service de Sa

Majest_ Tr_s-Chr6tienne. I1 a 6pous_ Dlle. Susanne Elisabeth Sellon, fille
de Mr. Jean Francois Sellon, ci-devant Ministre de la l_publique aupr_s
de S. M., appert son contract de mariage re_u Flournois notaire le 18
octobre, 1756. Jaques Gallatin, son fr_re, a 6t_ tu6 _ l'affaire de War-

bourg, o5 il 6tait Sous-Lieutenant de la Compagnie De Gallatin au R6gi-
ment Suisse De Plantaz. Le dit Jean Louis Gallatin a encore un frbre
appell6 Pierre, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. la pibce N.

TROISI_ME BRANCHE.

6. Louis Gallatin, ills du dit Aim6 Gallatin, premier du nora, et de la
d_te Madelaine Humbert, appert son extrait batistalre_ rid. la piece N.
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I1 6pousa Dlle. Victoria Carcassola, appert de son contract de mariage,

requ Pinault notaire le 5 aoust_ ]638_ No. 20. I1 fur 61u Conseiller au
Conseil des Deux Cents en 1640.

7. Jean Gallatin, ills du dit Louis Gallatin et de la dire Dlle. Victoria

Carcassola, appert de son extrait batistaire, rid. ]a piece N. I1 avait
_pous6 Dlle. Franqoise Gallatin, appert du contract de mariage et de l'ex-

trait batistaire de son ills Jean ei-apr_s cit6s, et il est justifi_ que Jean

Gallatin qui daus le dit contract de mariage est dit avoir 6pous6 Franqoise
Gallatin est le mSme dont il s'agit ici_ soit par transaction rogue Lenieps

notaire le 1 may, 1672; soit par lc testament de Jean Carcassola, son

grand-p_r% requ Pinault notaire le 24 8bre, 1659. Vid. los dits testament
et transaction_ No. 21 ct 22.

8. Jean Gallatin, ills du dit Jean Gallatin et de la dite Dlle. Fran_oise

Gallatin, appert _on extrait batistaire_ rid. piece N. I1 avait _pous6 Dlle.

Barbc Gervaix_ appert son contract de mariage cit_ ei-dessus_ requ Bed-

devole notairc lc 4 avril, 1705, II fu_ 61u Conseiller au Conseil des Deux
Cents en 1721.

9. Abraham Gallatin_ ills du dit Jean Gallatin et de la ditc Dlle. Barbe

Gervaix, appert son extrait batistaire, vid. la piece N. I1 a 6pous6 Dlle.
Louise Susanne Vaudenet_ appert de l'acte de la c616bration de son nmriage

du 7 avril, 1732. Vid. la piece 0. I1 fur 6tu Conseiller au Conseil des

Deux Cents en 1738. I1 a 6t6 61u Auditeur en 17427 et il est actuellement
Tr6sorier de la Chambre des Bleds.

10. Jean Gallatin_ ills du dit Abraham Gallatin et de la dire Dlle. Louise

Susanne Vaudenet_ appcrt son extrait batistairc. Vid. la piece N. I1

6pousa Dlle. Sophie Albertine Rotaz, appert son contract _le mariage requ
i_iagnin notaire "_Rolle le 16 janvier, 1755. No. 24.

11. ,4nna_a_ _lz_Bnr _4_PRONSB Gar.LarrN, ills du dit Jean Gallatin et

de la dite Dlle. Sophie Albertine Rolaz, appert son extrait batistaire.
Vid. piece N.

QUATRI_ME BRANCHE,

6. Jean Gallatln, ills du dit Aim6 Gallatin_ premier du nora, et de ]a dite

NIadelaine Humbert, appert de son extrait batistairc, rid. la piece N. I1
6pousa Dlle. Gabrielle Chou_t, apper_ son contract de mariage, rcqu Jou-

venon notalre le 1 9br% 1647, rid. No. 25 au cahier x ; a 6t6 61u Conseiller
au Conseil des Deux Cents en 1649.

7. Abraham Gallatin_ ills du dit Jean Gallatin el de la dire Dlle. Gabrielle
Chou_t_ appert son extrait batlstalre, vid. la pi_ce N. I1 6pousa Dlle.
Camille Fatio_ appert des conventions matrimoniales du 5 f6vrier, 1685.

Vid. cahler x, No. 26 _ mis en Conseil des Deux Cents en 1684. C'est eelui
que l'Empereur Joseph reconnut de famille et extraction Noble par les

lettres patentes citkes ci-dessus, _ Particle Pierre Gallatin.
8. Andr_ Gallatin_ ills du dit Abraham Gallatin et de la dire Camille

Fatio_ appert son extrait batistaire. Vid. la piece N. I1 _pousa Dlle.
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Anne Sarrasin,appertde son contractdemariage,re_uJolynota_rele6
avril, 1705. No. 27. I1 a _t_ fair Seigneur Syndic en 1737.

9. Jean Gallatin, ills du dit Andr_ Gallatin et de la dite Dlle. Anne
Sarrasin, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. la piece N ; est entr_ au Conseil
des Deux Cents en 1746.

9. Abraham Gallatin, ills du dit Andr6 GaIlatin et de la dite ])lle. Anne
Sarrasin, appert son extra.it batistaire, rid. piece N. I1 _pousa ])lie. Marie

Saladin, appert son contract de mariage, regu Delorme notaire le 12 9bre,
1751. No. 28 ; mis en Deux Cents, 1752. Capitaine dans le R6giment
Suisse de Baltazard, actuellement Jenner au service de S. M. T. C.

10. Gabriel Gallatin, ills du dit Abraham et de la dite I)lle. Marie Sala-
din, appert son extrait batistaire. Vid. la pibce O.

8. Jaques Gallatin, ills du dit Abraham Gallatin et de ]a dire Dlle.
Camille Fatio, appert son extrait batistaire, rid. la piece N. I1 a 6_ fair
Conseiller d'Etat en 1750. I1 a fair h6ritier la Bourse de la famille Galla-
tin qui avait 6_ fond6e par Frangois Gallatin son onele, _ l'imitation de
plusieurs fondations semblables qui ont _t6 faitos A Berne sous les m_mesconditions.

8. Francois Gallatin, ills du dit Abraham Gallatin et de la dite Dlle.

Camille Fatlo, appert son extrait batistaire, vid. ]a pibee N. I1 a _pous_
Dlle. Elisabeth Bdgon, appert son contract de mariage, regu Fornet notaire
le 15 f6vrier, 1732. No. 29. C'est celui qui a 6_ tu6 au si_ge d'Ostende

l'attaque du chemin couvert, _tant Capitaine de Grenadiers au R6giment
de la Cour aucChantre, actuellement Jenner.

9. Jean Gallatin, ills du dit Frangois Gallatin et de la dire Dlle. Elisa-
beth B6gon, appert son extrait batis_aire, rid. la piece N. I1 a 6t6 _lu

Conseiller au Conseil des Deux Cents en 1764. II est actael]ement Capi-
taine au R_giment Suisse de Jenner.

N.B.

6. Pierre Gallatin, ills de Abraham Gallatin et de Dlle. Sara Villot,
appert son extrait batistalre, rid. la piece N. I1 6pousa Dlle. Catherine
De Relinghen, appert du contract de mariage regu Pinault notaire le 27
aoust, 1635. Vid. cahier x, No. 30.

7. Jean Antoine Gallatin, ills du dit Pierre Gallatin et de la dite I)lle.

Catherine De Relinghen, appert d'acte de donation entre vifs pass6 par
Dlle. Anne Catherine De Relinghen, veuve de Noble Pierre Gallatln,
Ancien Proeureur-Gdn6ral de cetto R_publique, en faveur des Nobles Odet,
Ferdinand et Jean Antoine Gallatin, ses ills. Le dit acte regu Grosjeannotaire le 24 7bre, 1664.

NOUS SYNDICS ET CONSEIL DE LA VILLE ET R]_PUBLIQUE DE GENI_y" E

certi.fions que la famille Gallatin nous aurai,t pr6sent_ Requ6te aux finsde commettre un des Seigneurs Seer_taires d _at pour eollationner anx
ongmaux les titres 6nonc6s dans la G6n6alogie de la dire famille, et en
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exp_dierun certificatauthentiquede v_rit_,etqu'ilnous plQtyjoindre
une attestationsurlerang honorableque laditefamil|ea toujourstenu

dansGen_ve.A laquelleRequitefavorablementinclinantsetou_lerapport
de NobleLullin,SeigneurConseilleretSecr6taired'Etatnomm6 commis-

saire, nomm6 par D6cret du 3 f6vrier, 1770, pour les fins requises, certifions
que les titres 6none6s dans la G6n6alogie de la famille Gallatin sont con-
formes aux originaux, et de plus que la dite famille a toujours tenu dans
notre Ville un rang honorable et distingu6, et que plusieurs des membres
qui l'ont compos6 et la composent ont 6t6 rev_tus des premiers emplois de
l'Etat et on ont bien m6rit6. En foi de quoi nous aeons exp_di6 le pr6sent
certifieat pour servir ot't besoin sera, sous notre seeau et seing de notre
Seer_taire _ Gen_ve ee 6 avril, 1770.

Par rues dits Seigneurs Syndics et Conseil.
[L.S.] Sign6 LULLIN,

Extrait du Regltre des affaires des partieuliers de la R6publique de
Gen_ve :

Du 17 novembre, 1786.

Nous Conseiller d'l_,tat soussign6, commis par arr6t de Nos l_Iagnifiques
et tr_s-ttonor6s Seigneurs Syndics ct Conscil de la rifle et R6publique de
Gen_ve mis sur la requite "_eux pr6sent6e par le Sieur Jean Louis Comte
de Gallatin, Citoyen, en son nora et eelui de sa famille, aux fins d'obtenir
apr_s due v6rifieation des titres que la famille Gallatin et tous les individus
qui la eomposent soyent qualifi6s dans tous les acres publics du nora de
.De Gallatin qui est leur v6ritable nora. Le dit arr_t en date du 2 f6vrier,
1786, renvoyant le suppliant par-devant nous pour l'ouir plus particuli_re-
ment et rapporter :

Certifions que le dit Sieur Comte de Galtatin s'6tant pr6sent6 par-devant
nous, nous a exhib6 les acres suivants, savoir :

1°. Un acre de quittance fair par Halasie Abbesse de Belle Combe b.
Noble Itomme Messire Jean De Mareilliaeo Chevalier de la somme de

quinze livres viennoises t6gufes au di_ Couvent de Belle Combe par feu
Messire Fauleherius Gallatini Chevalier (miles) pour e616brer un anniver-
saire de quinze sols viennois le jour de son d6c_s ; du mois de juillet, 1258 ;
scell6 du seeau do la dite Abbesse. Original 6crit en Latin sur parehemin
scell6 sur double queue de m_me du dit seeau (le sceau perdu).

Nos Halasia abbatissa de Bella Comba notum facimus universis pre-
sentes litteras inspecturis quod nos habuimus et recepimus ad opus con-
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ventus nostri a nobili viro I)omino Johanne de Marcilliaco milite quindecim
libras viennenses quas dictas quindecim libras viennenses I)ominus Ful-

cherius Gallatini miles defunctus pro anima sua legavit conventui nostro
de Bella Comba pro quodam anniversario quindecim solidos viennenses

dicto conventui die obitus sui annualim faciendo quod anniversarium

quindeeim solidorum viennensium debitale assignamus et aseedlmus de

vo|untate et consensu eonventus nostri in manso quod vulgariter appel-
latur deuz Cayre. Remunerantes in hoe facto ex cer_a scientia exceptioni

non numerat_e et non recept_e pecuniso doll mall et metus causa episto]so

divi Adriani et ]egum de temporc quadrimes_ri et omni auxilio juriscanonici et civilis.

In cujus rei testimonium presentibus litteris sigillum nostrum duximus

apponendum et dicto I)omino Johanni tradidimus ad majoris vinculum

firmitatis. Datum anno domini millesimo ducentissimo quinquagesimooctavo" mense Julii.

2 °. Une transaction pass6e le 2 des nones de d6cembre, 1319, entre
Magnifique Prince et Puissant Seigneur Guillaume Comte de Genevois et

Humbert de Chastillon, Chevalier, Seigneur du dit lieu: dans laquelle
sont mentionn6s comme t6moins le Seigneur Guillaume Gallatini, Che-
valier, et Humbert Gallatini, son ills, Damoiseau (i)omino Gallatini milite

et HumberteIGallatini ejus filio I)omicello). Original 6crit en Latin sur
parchemin auquel pond ]e sceau du Comte de Genevois.

Anno ab incarnatione I)omini millesimo trecenteslmo decimo nono,
secunda nona I)ecembris per hoc presens publicum instrumentum cunctis
appareat evidenter quod esset mota qusostio et dissentionis materia inter

magnificum principem et potentem dominum Guillclmum comitem geben-
nensem ex parte una et Humbertum de Castellione militem dominum dicti
loci ex altera super eo quod dictus dominus de Castellione dicebat et

asserebat se et prcdecessores suos habere et antiquitus habuisse omnimodum

usaglum ad ardendum ad sediflcandum ad pasturam animalium et ad omnia

sibi necessaria in foresta de asseria ex concessione et dono antecessorum

dicti domlni comitis: pr_efato domino comite in contrarium asserente et

dicente quod prs_ticta foresta sibi ac predecessoribus suis integrum spec-
taverit et pertinuerit spcctatque et pertinet de jure et de consuetudine:

Tandem post mulims altercationes habltas hinc inde dict_e partes nomine

suo et heredum suorum et successorum inter ipsas transigendo ad pacem

et coneordiam in hunc modum qui sequitur devenerunt. Videlicet quod
prmfatus dominus de Castellione habeat et habere debeat omnimodum usa-
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glum adardendum ad _edifieandumad pasturamanimaliumetad omnia

sibineeessariainparteprsedietmforest_eproutsequunturlimitationes
istse:videliceta partedeCbalunga rivodeCiersrectetendendepernan-

turndecanalidictumdaptemsuperiustendendoperdictumnantum usque
adquem terminum lapideum[surdumcrucesignatum]posituminsum-
mitatedictinantieta dietoterminoin summitatedictinantitendendo

versusquemdam terminum positumjuxta0rlasde Antereta partede
Lornayetabbincrectetendendoversusquemdam terminumpositumin
summitate terrarum domini Guillelmi Gallatin militis et ab hine recto

tendendo versus quemdam terminum qui dividit superius montem terras
Aymonis de Lornay domicelli et illorum de Anteret reete tendendo versus
nantum domini de Chatagni eta monte de Chatagni usque ad Ciers eta
quodam termino posito juxta quemdam lapidem surdum juxta fontem
domini Crat et a dicto termino posito versus quoddam saxum et ab hino
reete tendendo versus quemdam terminum lapideum positum juxta nantum
domini de Barbollion vel de Ernes et ab hine reete tendendo versus quem-
dam nantum prout dividit dietos nantes insuperius montem dictum Chacel-
lure et a monte dicto de Ventagny usque ad Ciers.

Quamquidem transactionem et eoncordiam dietm partes nomine sue et
successorum suorum omolgaro cxpresse ratifieare eonfirmare approbare pro-
miserunt : videlicet dominus comes perjuramentum suum tactis evangeliis
sacrosanctis et sub obligatione et hypotheca bonorum suorum pr_emissa
omnia in omnibus suis artieulis rata grata et firma tenere et inviolabiliter
observare et in oontrarium non venire per se vel per allure in solidum vel
in parte sed in contrarium venire volentibus si quod absit eontradieere in
judieio et extra de jure et de facto suis propriis sumptibus et expensis se
opponere legitimum defensorem: Et vice versa dietus de Castellione per
juramentum suum taetis evangeliis saerosanctis et sub obligatione bonorum
suorum universa et singula suprascripta rata grata habere tenere et in-
violabiliter observare et contra prmdicta seu aliquod de prmdictis per se
sire per alium in tote et in parte in posterum non venire nee alieui con-
travenienti in aliquo eonsentire. Prmfatusque dominus comes tenore
prmsentium mandat et preeipit eastellanis suis judieibus ballivis procura-
toribus et aliis offieiariis suis et familiaribus tam prmsentibus atque futuris
quemcunque de prmmissis et eorum eujuslibet prout superius est expres-
sum dictum ttumbertum heredes et successores sues uti ibidem omni im-

pedimento cessante nee eum in pr_emissis impediant vel perturbent sed
eum in prmdicto usagio ab omnibus et eontra omnes manuteneant et de-
fendant. Remunerantes dictm partes per eorum juramenta ut supra in hoc
facto prout cuilibet earum competlt actioni exeeptioni in faetum non cog-
nitioni deceptioni lesioni et generaliter omni juri canonieo et eivili scripto
_t non seripto statutis et consuetudinibus exeeptionique juris et faeti per
qum possent contra prmmissa vel aliquid de prmmissis in aliquo contra-
venire. Actum est hoe apud Chalung testibus ad hoc voeatis et rogatis
domino Roberto de Ravoyria milite domino Gallatini milite et IIumberto
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Gallatini domicello ejus filio Guillelmo cacheti scutifero et Petro de Rumilli
jurlsperito. Et ego Johannes Faber de Attavilla clericus auctoritate im-

periali notarius publicus euri_eque domini comitis Gebennensis juratus qui
pr_omissa rogatus feci hang cartam seripsi slgno meo una cure signo com-
muni prmdieti domini comitis signavi et fideliter tradidi consignatam.

Nos prmfatus comes ut prmdicta omnia et singula suprascripta majorem
obtineant roboris firmitatem sigillum nostrum prmsentl publico instrumento
duximus apponendum in testimonium veritatis. Et promitimus bona fide

universa et singula pro nobis et suecessoribus nostris attendere adimplere
et irrevocabiliter observare prout superius sunt expressa.

Datum die et anne quibus supra. Sigilla.

3°. Acre d'ttommage lige pr_t6 par Noble Jean Gallalini d'Arlod, ills
de feu Humbert Gallalini Damoiseau, _ Messire Jean de Chatillon, Cheva-
lier, de ce qu'il tenait de lui au territoire de Chatillon le 1 mars, 1334.
Original en parchemin, _crit en Latin, auquel est jointe une copie coUa-
tionn_e le ] 5 janvier, 1776, par Spectable Rocca Commissaire-G_n_.ral de
la R_publique de Genhve ; sur l'original repr6sent_ par Madame Gallatin
veuve Pictet et exp6di_e sous le sceau de l'Etat, 16galis_e par le R_sident
de France, sign_e Hennin, avee le seeau.

4 °. Testament de Noble Jean Gallatin d'Arlod, en date du ]3 septembre,
1360, par leq_el il ordonne sa s_pulture dans l'Eglise d'Arlod et institue

ses h_ritiers universels Nobles Henri et Pierre Gallatini ses neveux, enfans
de feu Noble Guillaume Gallatini et de Noble Jeannette de Gingins (De
Gingino) sa femme. Original _crit en Latin sur parchemin, sign_ de la
marque de Jean Salanchl, clerc notaire jut6 de la cour de l'oflicial deGen_ve.

Nos otilcialis gebennarum notum facimus universis presentes litteras
inspeeturis : Ex coram mandate nostro videlicet Johanne Salanchi elerico
notario curiveque nostrve jurato ad h_eea nobis deputato presentibus etlam
testibus infraseriptis: Personaliter constitutus Nobilis Johannes Gallatini

parochim Arlodi sanus mente licet debilis corpore in bona [salute] tamen
et bona memoria per Dei graciam existens attendens et considerans quod
nihil est certius morte nihilque incertius hera morris timens etiam morris
periculum volens sibi providere ne decederet intestatus ob hoc ad honorem et

laudem Dei Patris Omnipotentis el beatm gloriosm Virginis Marise ejus filii
matris [curiae] que celestis et omnium sanctorum et sanctarum Dei de
rebus et bonis suis juribus et actionibus mobilibus et immobilibus ad se
quoquomodo pertinentibus sibi a Dee collatis suam ultimata voluntatem seu
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suum testamentum nuneupativum facitdisponitet ordinat proutsequitur
in hunc modum :

Imprimis animam suam reeommendat altissimosuo createriqui eum in

ara crueis redemit suo sanguine precioso. Item vult et precipit clamores

suos si qui sint de plano pacifieari debita sua reddi ]egata et elemosinas

suas persolvi per manus exeeutorum suorum quos inferius nominabit.

Item in ecclesia Arlodi eligit sepulturam suam ita tamen quod heredes

sui infrascripti corpus ipsius Johannis testatoris faeiant honorifiee sepelire

juxta et seeundum stature. Item vult et precipit dominus testator quod

eelebrentur pro remedio anim_e sum et parentum suorum mille reissue per

decem annos inehoandos a tompore et die sui obitus 7 videlicet quolibet

anno eentum missm pro quibus eelebrandis vult et preeipit dari et solvi

pro qualibet missa unum grossum valentem tres obolos ad voluntatem
executorum.

Item luminare dictse eeclesise Arlodl vult et preeipit dari et solvi octo

grossos de floreno semel. Item vult et precipit predictus testator quod
triginti floreni familiaribus suis ipsius testatoris qui ipsi servitia hactenus
reddunt dentur deliberentur et solvantur ad libitum et voluntatem dictorum

suorum exeeutorum. Item Nobiles tIenricum et Petrum Gallatini nepotes
suos carissimos liberos quondam Nobilis Guillemini Gallatini et Nobilis

Johann_ de Gingino ejus uxoris heredes universales sibi instituit testator

super nominatus equaliter et equali portione: hujus autem sure ultimse
voluntatis executores suos facit constituit creat et ordinat idem testator

videlicet Nobiles Andream de Glerens et Anthonium Gallatini quibus

duobus exequatoribus suis aut uni ipsorum si ambi non possint aut nollent
interesse similiter ae inviolabiliter dat donat eedit possidet et coneedit
plenam generalem et liberam potestatem ac speciale mandatum hanc
suam ultimata voluntatem exequendi bona sua reset possessiones tenendi

apprehendendi vendendi et alienandi auctoritate sua propria si necesse

fuerit pro hac sua ultima voluntate exequendi clamores suos pacificandi

debita sua et legata solvendi et generaliter omnia alia unlversa et sui

gracia faciendi qu_e dictus Johannes testator faceret aut racers posset et
deberet si virus esset. Hanc autem suam ultimata voluntatem solam et

unicam revocata omnia alia et alias unquam feclt in scrlptis vel sine

scriptis vult valere predictus testator jure testamenti in seriptis et si non
valet jure testamenti in scriptis vult quod valeat jure testamenti nuncu-

pativi vel jure codicillorum et si non valet jure codicillorum vult valere
secundum leges et canonicas sanctiones vet secundum quas consuetudines
approbatas.

Rogans et requirens dietus testator testes presentes masculos et puberes
ut ipsi de hac sua ultima voluntate seu testamento nuncupativo perhibeant

testimonium veritatis loco et tempore competenti rogans insuper et re-
quirens prsedictus testator prelatum notarium et juratum ut ipse prsedictam

suam ultimata voluntatem seu testamentum suum nuncupativum redigat

et inde faeiat publicum instrumentum. In quorum omnium et singulorum
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roburfidemettestimoniumadpreeesetrequisitionemprsedietitestatorie

nobis oblatas per relationem dieti jurati noetri cui super hiis fidem plena-
riam adhibemus sigillum dieta_ curia_ nostr_ hiie pra_eentibue litterie
duximue apponendum. Acts fuerunt hsec Arlodi die eeptima meneis
Septembris anno domini millesimo tereenteeimo eexagesimo presentibue
nobili Humberto de ¥illeta Jacobo Yillerii de billiaco Petro de Arpignaco
gohanne de treula hugene Rollandi de mocello petro benzerii et Johanne
Dosiati Arlodi pro teetibus voca_is e_ rogatis. Ego vero Johannes Salanchi

Clerieue diet_e curiae domini oflicialis Gebennarum notariue et juratus
premiseis omnibus et singulis presene interfui una cure testibue euperius
nominatie presentique testament_ eeu ultim_e voluntati manu mea propria
eeripta_ eubscripsi et eignavi signo meo vocatue a dicto testatore epecialiter
et rogatus.

5°. Abergement fair le 29 octobre, 1402, par Noble Henri Gallatini des

Granges (de Grangies) A Francois Tissot, d'un pr6 situ6 dans la paroisse
d'Arlod, acquis autrefois par Noble Humbert Gallatini, Damoiseau, grand-
p_re du dit Henri, par acre re_u par Perronnet Mietralie le 3 janvier, 1325.
Exp6dition faite par Spectable Rocca, Commissaire-G6n6ral de la R6publi-
que de Gen_ve, dflment collationnfie et 16galis_e par le Magnifique Conseil
et le Rfieident de France le 31 janvier, 1776.

6°. Testament de Agn_s de Lenthenay, femme de Noble Henri Galla-
tini des Grangee, du 21 juillet, 1397, dane lequel elle mentionne Anne
Gallatini ea fille, et institue h6ritier Jean Gallatini son ills. Original 6crit
en Latin cur parchemin, sign6 de la marque d'Aymonet Joly, hot, ire qui
avait re_u le dit testament.

7°. Ratification et approbation de Louis Duc de Savoye _ une acquisition
faite par Noble Jean Gallatini des Granges de certains hfiritagee situfie
dans la paroisse d'Arlod mouvants en partie du fief et emphyt6ose de ce

Prince ; acre original 6crit en Latin, du 28 juillet, 1455, dat6 de Chamb6ry,
sign6 Lapart. Dans lesquelles lettree le Prince qualifie le dit Noble Jean
Gtrllatini Dilectum scutiferum nostrum; Notre Ami Eeuyer ; et lui fair re-
raise dee lods qui lui 6talent due en eonsid6ration dee services rendus audit

Prince et _ see pr6d6eesseure par le dit Jean Gallatini et see pr6d_eesseurs.
8 °. Exp6dition originale sur papier, faite par Garnier et Colognier

notaires environ Pan 1560 en faveur de Noble Jean Franqois Colognier et
de Claudine, fille de feu Noble Antoine Gallatini, ea femme, de reconnais-
saneee etipul_es par Pierre Hudriseeti de Mussel, lee 8 mars, 1502, 14
eeptembre, 1502, ler mare, 1503, et 26 juin, 1503_ en faveur des Nobles
Claude, Pierre, Louis, et Jean Gallatini, enfants de feu Noble Jean Galla-

tini, de divers partieuliere poss6dants divers fonds relevante des fiefs aequis
des Nobles Bouziers d'Arlod par Noble Jean Gallatini leur pbre.

9°. Aete d'Hommt_ge de Noble Claude Gallatini file de feu Noble Jean
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Gallatini, Ecuyer du Due de Savoye, en faveur de Noble et Puissant Sei-
gneur Francois de Gerbais (de Gerbasio) le 21 janvier, 1505, d'un fief Noble,
Franc et HonorS, reeonnu pr6c6demmenL par Noble Henri Gallatini des
Granges, son Ayeul. Le dit hommage fair _ la mani_re des Nobles, t_-
noris6e en d6t_il. Original en parehemin sign6 de la marque du dit
notaire.

10°. Le_tres de Philibert l)uc de Savoye donn6es "XGen_ve le 27 septem-
bre, 1498, par lesquellcs ce Prince retient Noble Jean Gallatini de Arlod
pour Pun de see Secr6taires. Original en parehemin sign6 Muthonis avec
le sceau.

11°. Contract de Marlage entre Noble eL Egr_ge Itomme Jean Gallatini,
Secr6taire Ducal, Jur6 de la Cour spirituelle de Gen_v% et Noble Perron-
nette fillc de Noble Guillaume d'Entremonts (de Intermontibus), Bourgeois
de Thone, stipul6 _ Thone le 26 avril, 1507, par Guillaume Megex, notaire
public, dans tequel interviennent Nobles Claude eLLouis Gallatini, comme
fr_res et cautions de l'_poux. Exp6dition faite ensuite d'une requ6te et
d'un d6cret rapport6 au No. 17. Sign6 Butini avec le sceau.

12°. LeLtres donn_es par Melchior de Guerrariis Comte Palatin., &c., en
vertu du privilege au dlt Melchior accord6 par le Pape Leon X, par les-
quelles il cr6e V6n6rable Heroine le Seigneur Jean Gallatini Citoyen de
Geni_vo (venerabilis vir Dominus Johannes Gallatinus civis Gebennensis),
Notaire, Tabellion eL Vicomte Palatin, avec pouvoir de cr6er 150 autres
notaires et de 16gitimer 150 bgtards, &e. Original en parehemin, dat6 du
26 novembre, 1522.

N.B.--I1 faut remarquer que le mot Burgensis n'6tanL pas Latin, lee
acres aneiens emptoyaient eelui de Civis, d'autant plus que la diff6renee
qu'on fair _ Gen_ve entre les Citoyens et lee Bourgeois n'6tait pas alors
connue.

13°. Le Contract de Mariage de Noble Pierre ills de fen Noble Jean
Gallatini eLde Noble Perronnette d'Entremonts, avec Noble Jeanne fille
de Noble eL Egr_ge Etienne Jordan eL de Noble Jeanne Gruel, du 15
d6cembre, 1539. Stipul6 par Janus de Bossons. Exp6dition faite par ex-
trait par Spectable Rocca Commissaire-G6nfiral et gardiateur des Archives
de la R6publique, 16galis6e le 6 f6vrier, 1757, par les Syndics eL Conseil,
sign6 De Chapeaurouge, avec le seeau en placard.

14°. Lettres de Philippe Duc de Nemours Comte de Genevois, par les-
quclles ee Prince aocorde aux Nobles Pierre, Louis et Claude Gallatini,
ills de fen Noble Jean GallaLini, qu'il qualifie ses Am6s (dilectos nostros),
en Abergement perp6tuel, divers biens qui avaient appart_nu _ feu Guil-
laume d'Entremonts, lesquels 6taient tomb6s en eommise, le dit Guillaume
6tant mort sans enfans males et n'ayant laiss6 que des filles. Dat6es
d'Annecy le 6 mai, 1533. Sign6es P61ard.

15°. L'Itist_ire de Bresse et Bugey, &c., par Guichenon, imprim6e _ Lyon
en 1650, darts laquelle au nombrc des Gentilshommes qui rendirent foi et
hommage au Roi Frangois Ier lots de la r6ducfion des Pays de Bresse,
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Bugey et Valromey A son ob_issance,on trouve,"Pierre de Gallatlna fair

le fiefde toutesles rentes qu'iltientau mandement de St.Genis" le2
mai, 1536, page 58 A 60.

: 16 °. Plusieurs lettres en original sur papier, _crites par Pierre Gallatin

k Louis Gallatin, son fr_re. Une entr'autres dat_e du 30 d_cembre, 1553,

adress_e: "_ Noble Louis Gallatin men chef fr_re k Thone," siga6e

Pierre Gallatin, nomme Jeanne sa femme, et dit: "Et quand _ ce que
par votre dire lettre, dites que le neveu Antoine d6sire avoer son eusin

Claude, je yeas promets queje serois tr_s aise que vous le nous voulsissi6s
mander avec ses eusins Claude et Marin."

17 °. L'original d'un acte mentionnant une requ6te pr6sent_e le 15

juillet, 1594, au Tribunal de la Justice de Gen_ve par Noble Antoine

Gallatin, de ]aquelle ainsi que de l'exp_dition mentionn_e au No. 11, il
rSsulte que le dit Antoine se disait petit-ills des Nobles Jean Gallatin et

Perronnette d'Entremonts, et demandait que des titres qui _taient entre

les mains de Noble Claude GaUatin, son cousin, il lui en ffit donn6 eopie.

Le dit acte contenant la copie des lettres de Secretariat dent l'original est
rapport_ No. 10. Sign_ Butini avec le sceau.

"][8°. Un vieux papier d'ancienne _criture intitul6 : Copie de la requite
pr_sent_e au S6nat de Chamb_ry par les Nobles Ez_chiel de Gallatin et

Isaac de Gallatin de Gen_ve pour obtenir des extraits des lettres de Secrfi-

taire d'Etat du Duc Philibert en 1498 en faveur de Jean de Gallatin, et de
l'arr_t rendu oar la Souveraine Chambre en 1607 en faveur de Antoine de

Gallatin par lequel il est d_elar_ des anciens Nobles de Savoye.
19 °. L'original d'un certificat accord6 par les Syndics et Conseil de la

Ville et R_publique de Gen_ve qui reconnait la descendance des Gallatin
existants _.Gen_ve et les d_clare issus de Jean Gallatin ills de Jean Gallatin

re_u Bourgeois de Gen_ve le 17 d_eembre, 1510; dent les deux petit-ills
Claude et Matin, ills de Pierre et de Jeanne Jordan (les m6mes qui sent

mentionn_s au No. 17), form_rent deux branches auxquelles appartiennent
tousles individus de la famille aujourd'hui subsistante, comme il en conste
par le d_tail gfin_alogique eontenu dans ]e dit certificat. _crit sur

parchemin. Donn_ _ Gen_ve le 25 avril, 1774. Sign_ De Rochemont.

Expedition faite le 29 April, 1774. Sign_ J. De Chapeaurouge, avec deux
sceaux.

20 °. L'original d'un acre en parehemin intitu]6 : G6n_alogie de la Maison

De Gallatin, originaire de Bugey, 6tablie A Gen_ve, dress6e au mois d'avril,
1775, pour procurer A Messire Jean Louis de GallaLin, Colonel A la suite

du R_giment Royal Deux Ponts, l'honneur de reenter dans les Caresses

du Roy et de suivre Sa Majest_ A la chasse. Lequel acte, b, ee que nous

a d_clar_ le Sieur Comte De Gallatin, est l'ouvrage du Sieur Cherin

G_n_alogiste des Ordres du Roy de France. Au quel acte est eontenu le

d6tail gdndalogique de la filiation et deseendance et des titres des Nobles
Gallatin d_s Humbert Gallatin Damoiseau.

21 °. L'original d'une G_n_alogie intitulfie : Gallatin _ Genbve ; _crit sur
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papier, contenant les d_tails g_u_alogiques de la filiation et descendance

et des titres des Nobles Gallatin de Gen_ve d_s Guillaume Gallatin, Chev-
allcr_ et Humbert Gallatin, son ills, Damoiseau, vivants en Pan 1319 _ le

dit cahier sign_ '_ chaque page en abr_g6 D'Hozier de Serigny et termin_

par une attestation de v_rification du dit Antoine Marie D'Hozier de

Serigny Chevalier Juge d'Armes de la Noblesse de France, Duplessis avec
]e seeau du dit Sieur Hozier.

22 °. Un pacluet contenant plusieurs dipl6mes, lettres minist_rielles,

brevets, &c., accord_es _ divers individus de la famille Gallatin, entr'-
autres un brevet obtenu de Sa MajestA Tr_s-Chr6tienne, en faveur du
Sieur Jean Louis de Gallatin, Chevalier de l'Institution du M_rite Mili-

talre_ Colonel attach_ au R_giment Royal Deux-Ponts, Chambellan du
Duc r6gnant de ce nora, qui le fair et cr_e Comte, ensemble ses enfans et

descendans mg.les n_s et _ naltre en l_gitime mariage, dans lequel brevet
est fait mention des patentes et reconnaissance de Noblesse accord_es _k

Abraham Gallatin bisayeul du Comte par l'Empereur Joseph en 1707, et
des lettres du feu Roi aecord_es au dit Comte de Gallatin et aux chefs des

trois autres branches de sa famille au mois de janvier, 1771, qui les recon-
naissent pour Nobles d'ancienne extraction, et leur en assurent en France

le rang et les prerogatives, dans lequel brevet est encore fair mention des

ayeux du dit Comte Jean Louis de Gallatin, savoir Humbert Damoiseau,

au commencement du 14e Si_cle, douzi_m_ ascendant du Comte, et qui fut
p_re de Jean, Ecuyer du Due de Savoye, &c. Lc dit brevet original en

parchemin dat_ de Fontainebleau le 20 octobre, 1776. Sign6 Louis, et
plus bas St. Germaln avee le sceau.

Dans tous lesquels brevets, lettres, &c., les individus de la famille Gal-
latin auxquels ils sont adress_s sont tous nomm6s De Gallatin.

Et le dit Sieur Comte De Gallatin Nous a repr_sent_ qu'il constoit des

actes produits, ci-devant t6noris_s, que leur Famille _tait connue sur le

pied de Noblesse de Chevallerie dSs l'an 1258 auquel terns vivait Faulcher
Gallatini Chevalier.

Qu'il remonte par titres authentiques et non-lnterrompus jusqu"h Guil-
laume Gallatini Chevalier (son treizi_me ascendant) vivants l'un et l'autre
en 1319.

Que Pierre De Gallatin qu'il prouve avoir fit6 de la m_me famille et son

septi_me ascendant, est appell6 dans l'IIistoire de Bresse De Gallatin en
Pan 1536.

Que si ses ayeux n'ont pas pris autrefois _ Gen_ve le nora de De Galla-

tin auquel leur naissance et leurs titres leur donnaient droit, il prouve

quails Pont port6 en pays 6trangers, comme il parait tant par l'histoire

de Bresse que par la eopie d'uue requ6te au S6nat de Chambfiry ci-devant
cit6e.

Que tousles brevets, dipl6mes, lettres patentes de Sa Majest6 Tr_s-

Chr6tienne qu'il nous repr_sente, nommeut tousles individus de eette

famille auxquels ils sont adress6s De Gallatin.
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De tout quoi il r6sulte que cet_e Famille d'Ancienne Noblesse, nomm6e
Gallatini dans les acres ant_rieurs k la l_formation, a 6t_ nomm6e k
Gen_ve Gallatin, mais avait cependant conserv6 le nora de De Gallatin en
France et en Savoye, suivant l'usage de ces pays-l_.

Qu'aujourd'hui il imports aux individus de cette Famille de falre cesser

cette diversit_ dans la mani_re d'6crire leur nora. C'est pourquoi ils se
sont r_unis pour obtenir l'agr_ment du Magnifique Conseil pour signer et
fairs 6crire k ravenir unlform6ment leur nom De Gallatin, afin de rendre
les acres de mariagcs et bapt_mes et autres acres publics faits _ Gen_ve

concordants pour l'avenir avee ceux qui sont faits en France, et de pouvoir
rendre raison par l'arr_t qui interviendra de la ditr_rence qui existe pour
le pass6 entre ces diff_rens acres, requ6rant pour cet effet qu'il plaise au
Magnifique Conseil leur accorder acts comme quoi la famille des Gallatin,
Citoyens de Gen_ve, auxquels sera accord6 la permission de signer et fairs
6crire leur nora De Gallatin, est bien la m_me famille que cells qui est
issue de Jean fils de Jean Gallatin re_u Bourgeois en Pan 1510. Obtint
le 5 avril, ]774, un certificat du NIagnifique Conseil qui atteste sa filiation
et descendance du dit Jean Gallatin.

Nous Conseiller soussign6, ayant examin_ attentivement les titres ci-
devant mentionn_s et k Nous produits, les avons trouv_s en forme authen°

tique eL probante. Ils nous ont paru fortifies encore par la double pro-
duction qui en a d6jk 6t_ faite dane les armies 1775 et 1776 par-devant
les G6n6alogist_s des Ordres du Roi de France eL Juge d'Armes de la
Noblesse de France, l_Iessieurs Cherin et d'Hozier de Serigny, et par le
r6sultat qu'ils ont produit, en procur_nt _ Messieurs De Gallatin l'hon°
neur d'etre pr_sent_s _ Sa Majest_ Tr_s-Chr6tienne, de la suivre _ la
chases et de monter dane ses carosses, ainsi que par le brevet de Comte
accord6 au Sieur Jean Louis de Gallatin dans lequel la filiation que ses
titres _tablissent est rappel6e, cependant nous avons apport_ _. leur exa-
men la m_me attention que si leur authenticit_ n'eflt encore 6t6. reconnue

de personne. Nous y avons joint routes les recherches qui nous ont paru
propres _ nous assurer de la v_ri_6. Et nous avons reconnu qu'il est _vi-
demment prouv_ :

Qu'il exls_ait en 1258 un Fauleher Gallatini qualifi6 Chevalier, qualifica-
tion qui n'appartenait alors qu'_ la Noblesse bien reconnue.

Qu'en 1319 un Guillaume Gallatini prit le titre de Chevalier, et son ills
Humbert celui de Damoiseau (titre 6galement a_rect_ aux seuls gentils-
hommes jusqu'k ce qu'ils eussent re_u l'ordre de Chevalerie) en pr6sence
d'un Prince Souverain et d'autres gentilshommes qui n'auraient vraisem-
blablement pas souffert qu'ils eussent usurp_ des qualifications si 6minentes
s'ils n'y avaient pas eu un droit incontestable.

Que cet Humbert Gallatini Damoiseau, ills de GuiIlaume, paratt bien
_re le m_me Humbert Gallatini Damoiseau qui fur p_re de Jean et Guil°
]aurae Gailatini, mentionn_s et rappel_s dans lee acres qui concernent ses
deseendans, et dans lesquels on volt une parfaits conformi_6 de titres,
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concordance de dates_ identit6 de pays et de fiefs pcss6d6s par le dit
Humbert.

Que Jean_ ills de IIumbert Gallatini Damoiseau_ connu par divers actes
de reconnaissances, ayant fair h_ritiers Henri e_ Pierre Gallatini ses
neveux_ ills de Guillaume Gallatini son fr_re, et de Jeannette de Gingins
sa femm% cela 6tablit incontestablement la filiation de ces Nobles tIenri
et Pierre ills de Guillaume et petits-fils de Humbert Gallatini Damoiseau.
Et cet Henri Gallatini qui fur Seigneur des Granges et qui 6pousa Agn_s
de Lenthenay est bien 6videmment le m_me tIenri mentionn6 au testament

de Jean ills de IIumbert, puisque dans un acre de 1402 il est dit petit-ills
de Humbert Gallatini Damoiseau.

Que Henri Gallatini eut de Agn_s de Lenthenay sa femme un ills
nomm6 Jean Gallatini qui fur 6cuyer du Duc de Savoye et fut p_re des
Nobles Claude, Pierre, Louis et Jean Gallatini. Filiation 6videmment
prouv6e par les acres produits qui 6tablissent que ces quatre gentilshommes
6taient fr_res, petits-fils de Noble Itenri Gallatini, et qu'ils poss_idaient et
reconnaissaient les fiefs et h6ritages par le (lit Henri poss6d6s.

Que Noble Jean Gallatini qui 6pousa Perronnette d'Entremonts est bicn
_videmment le m_me Jean, ills de Jean et petit-ills de Henri, puisque dans
son contract de mariage on voit qu'il 6tait fr_re de Claude et de Louis
Gallatini qui furent ses cautions et qu'on le volt d'ailleurs poss_dcr ainsi
que ses descendans les fiefs et biens du dit Henri son ayeul.

Que du mariage de Jean Gallatini avec Perronnette d'Entremonts
nacquirent Pierre Gallatini auteur de la famille des Gallatin de Gen_ve,
et Louis Gallatini 6tablit '_ Thone, dont un ills nomm6 Antoine Gallatin
dans sa requite au Tribunal de la Justice _.Gen_ve en 1594 se dit petit-
ills de Jean et de Perronnette d'Entremonts, et cousin de Noble Claude
Gallatin, Conseiller d'Etat, entre les mains duquel, comme afn6 de la
famille, se trouvait l'original du contract de mariage de Jean avec Perron-
nettc d'Entremonts_ dont le dit Noble Antoine obtint copie. Ce qui prouve
6videmment que la famille Gallatin de Gen_ve, issue de ce Noble Claude
et de Marin son fr_re, ills de Pierre, est v6ritablement issue de Jean Gal-
latini et de Perronnette d'Entremonts.

Les actes produits et le ccrtificat du Magnifique Conseil accord6 en 1774
6tablissent que c'est ce m_me Jean, ills de Jean Gallatin, rein bourgeois
en 1510_qui fut Pauteur de la famille Gallatin subsistante £ Gen_ve. Le
Regftre du Conseil s'exprime en ces termes:

"Egregius vir Johannes Gallatini filius quondam Johannis Gallatini
Notarius de Arlodo parochim Sancti Leodegarii Burgensis creatus pro et
mediante viii ft." En marge: "Burgensis ;" et au-dessus d'uue 6criture
plus r_cente: "Jean Gallatin." Regltre du Conseil d_s 1508 _ 1511, page
158, verso _ _ la date du mardi, 17 d6cembre, 1510.

Les acres produits lient donc incontestablement ce Jean, ills de Jean_ _.
Henri son grand-p_re_ comme ils lient aussi cet ltenri, ills de Guillaume,
•_ Humbert Gallatini_ Damoiseau, son ayeul.

voT.. nL---40
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En sorte qu'il nous a paru 6videmment et incontestablement prouv_ que
Jean Gallatini, Bourgeois de Gen_ve en 1510, et tige des Gallatin de
Gen_ve, lequel _pousa Perronnette d'Entremonts, 6fair fils de Jean Gal-

latini, _cuyer du Due de Savoye, lequel 6tait ills de Henri Gallatini qui
_pousa Agn_s de Lenthenay, ]equel 6fair fi]s de Guillaume Gallatini qui
6pousa Jeannette de Gingins, lequel _tait ills de Humbert Gallatini Da-
moiseau, lequel Humbert paralt avoir 6t_ fils de Guillaume Gallatini
Chevalier, vivant en Pan 1319.

Quoique le nora soit toujours 6crit en Latin Gallatlni, eela ne prouve
point qu'en Fran_ais il dQt _tre De Gallatin. C'dtait l'usage de mettre
presque toujours les noms au g6nitif. Le .De se rendait en Latin par ]a
sillabe rig; De Gingins, d6 Gingino ; d'Entremonts, d6 Intermontibus, &c.
En Fran@ais ee mot De n'_tait pas non plus un attribut inseparable de la

Noblesse ; plusieurs roturlers portent des noms qui commeneent par De.
Et plusleurs grandes et anciennes maisons dans diff6rens pays n'ont pas
joint cette syllabe _ leur nora, lorsque ee nora n'_tait pas celui d'une terre

k jurisdiction. On eonnait par exemple un Geraud Baster et non pas De
Baster, tige des Dues d'Uz_s, premiers Pairs de France, dont les deseendans
prlrent les noms De Crusol et d'Uzbs, _ mesure que ees grands fiefs en-
trbrent dans leur maison par des alliances. II est m_me contre la bonne
rbgle de joindr_ cette syl|abe de b, tout autre nora qu'/_ celui d'un fief
jurisdiction, mais eet usage a pr6valu parcequ'il est vrai qu'en France la
plupart des grandes maisons ne connaissent d'autre nora que celui d'un
fief anciennement par elles poss_d_, ct que parmi la Noblesse r6cente on
substitue volontiers le nora d'un fief _ celui que l'on portait avant l'anno-

blissement. En Allemagne les lettres d'annoblissement portent express6-
meet le droit de joindre la syllabe de au nora de l'annobli. En Espagne
le Dora est ajout_ aux noms des Nobles ; c'est ce qui a rendu cet usage
presque g_n6ral, exeept_ cependant en Angleterre et en Italie.

Quant aux Gallatin il paraft bien prouv6 qu'ils ont port_ tr_s-ancienne-
meet le nora de De Gallatin en France et en Savoyco Pierre De Gallatin
mentionn6 darts Guichenon en Pan 1536 est 6videmment leur a_eul. Ez6-
ehiel et Isaac Gallatin qul 6talent de la m_me famille (Ez6chicl 6tait le

bisa_eul de Monsieur le Conseiller Gallatin) s'intitulaient De Gal.latln par-
devant le S6nat de Savoye et nommaient De Gallatin cet Antoine, fils de
Louis, qui avait pr6sent_ eette requite mentionn6e au No. 18_et qui avait.
6t6 reconnu en Savoye eomme 6rant des anciens Nobles de Savoye.

Nous avons m_me trouv6 dans les minutes de Bon, notalre, un acre en
date du 13 mars, 1602, dans lequel on mentionne un Noble Francois De
Gallatin, _tabli _ Saint Genis d'Aulte, Capitaine d'Infanterie au service
de Son Altesse, lequel par les titres de la famille paraft avoir _t_ arribre-
petit-fils de ce Claude, fils de Jean, et fr_re de Pierre_ de Louis, et de Jean
'qui _pousa Perronnette d'Entremonts. D'ailleurs l'on ne peut pas savoir
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s'il n'a point exist_ dans ce pays-cl o5 daus tout autre quelque fief du nora
de Gallatin poss6d6 par les premiers auteurs de cette malsom

Enfin depuis |ongtems les brevets, dipl6mes, lettres, &c, obteuus par
les individus de cette famille les nomment tous De Gallatin. Les r6|es

m_me du gouvernement ont quelquefois port6 ce nora pour quelques-uns
d'eux dans ces derniers terns.

De tout quoi il nous a paru r6sulter que ceux qui eomposent aujourd'hul
]a famille Gallatin sont fond6s "_ajouter _tleur nom ]a syllabe De comme
6tant issus de Pierre De Gallatin vivant en 1536, et prouvant que leur
famille a pris autrefois ce nom en Savoye. Les raisons de convenance
qui leur font d4sirer aujourd'hui un changement que leurs a'ietax avaient
regard6 avec indifference sont les inconv_niens que pourraient entralner
cette diversit6 dans la mani_re d'6crire leurs hOrns, r6sultante de l'usage
6tabli en France qui leur a fait donner le nora de De Gallatin dans des
actes de la plus grande importance.

Ce qui m6rite, _ ce qu'il nous paralt, que Messeigneurs veuillent les
autoriser _ signer et faire _crire leur nora uniform6ment "_l'avenir Dr.
G,tLLATI_,puisqu'ils y ont au moins autant de droit que pourraient leur
en donner des lettres d'annoblissement r_centes.

Et en outre leur aecorder cette acte comme quoi eeux auxquels cette
faveur est conc6d6e et qui en cons6quenee s'appelleront ._ Gen_ve De
Gallatin, ne feront qu'une seule et m6me famille avecla famille Gallatin
qui obtinrent en 1774 du Magnifique Conseil un certificat de filiation et
descendance.

En fol de tout quoi Nous avons dress6 et sign6 notre present verbal _,
Gen_ve les an et jour susdits.

Sign6 NAVILLE, Conseiller.

Du 18 d6eembre, 1786.

Nous Syndics e_ Conseil de la ¥ille et R6publique de Gcn_ve, savolr
faisons : Que sur ]a requ6te _ nous pr6sent6e par ]e Sieur Jean Louis Comte
de Gallatin, Citoyen, en son nora et celui de sa famille, aux fins d'obtenir
apr_s due v6rifieation de titres que la famille Gallatin et tous les individus
qui la composent soyent qualifi6s dans tous les aetes publics du nora de De
Gallatin qui est leur v6ritable nora : Nous aurions renvoy6 par notre d6cret
dat6 du 2 f6vrier, 1786, le dit Sieur Comte de Gallatin par-devant Noble
Naville, Seigneur Conseiller d'Etat notre tr_s-cher frbre pour l'ouZr plus
particuli_rement et rapporter.

Au rapport duquel Seigneur Conseiller Commissaire et par la rue d'actes
authentiques et probants, il nous est clairement apparu que la famille des
Gallatin citoyens de cette ville est issue de Pierre Gallatin et de Jeanne
Jordan, ills de Jean Gallatin re_u bourgeois de Gen_ve le 7 d6cembre, 15101
lequel Pierre Gallatin est nomm6 dans l'Histoire de Bresse Pierre De Gal-
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latin k l'oce_ion d'un IIommage par lui fait au Roi Franqois premier pour
les tenses qu'il tenalt en fiefau mandement de St. Genis ; que le dit Pierre
De Gallatin, ills du dit Jean Gallatin bourgeois de Gen_ve, avait pour m_re
Dame Perronnette fille de Noble Guillaume d'Entremonts _ que le dit Jeart
Gallatin 6taig ills de Jean Gallatin, Eeuyer du Duo de Savoye ; que le dit
Jean Gallatin 6tait ills de Henri Gallatin Seigneur des Granges et de Dame
Agn_s de Lenthenay ; que Henri Gallatin 6fair ills de Guillaume Gallatin
et de Dame Jeannette de Ginglns; que Guillaume Gallatin 6tait ills de
Ilumbert Gallatin Damoiseau vivant en l'an 1319, lequel paraft avoir 6hi
ills de Guillaume Gallatin Chevalier; et qu'au milieu du treizi_me si_cle
vivait un Fauleher Gallatin, Chevalier; enfin que quelques-uns des descen-

dants de Jean Gallatin, bourgeois de Gen_ve, ont portA en Savoye le nora
de De Gallatin ; comme le tout est plus amplement oontenu et d6taill6 au
verbal dress6 et sign6 et _ nous pr6sent6 par le dit Seigneur Conseiller
Commissaire sons la date du 17 novembre, 1786.

Aces causes Nous Syndics et Conseil faisant droit sur la requ6te du dit
Sieur Comte de Gallatin, vules titres par ieelui produits et par les motifs
contenus au rapport du Seigneur Conseiller par nous commis, avons
autoris6 et autorisons par les pr6sentes tens les individus de la famille

Gallatin issus de Jean Gallatin requ bourgeois de Genbve le 7 d6cembre,
1570 (eonform6ment .J.l'acte g6n6alogiquo par nous h, eux accord6 le 25
avril, ] 774), _ signer et falre 6crire uniform6ment _ l'avenir leur nora Dr.
GALLATIN ; ieur accordant acre comme quoi ceux auxquels cette concession
est par nous mainten_ant faite, sont bien de la m6me famille que eeux
auxquels nous avions accord6 le certificat de descendance sus-mentionn6
sons le nora GALLATIN; leur accordant en outre eopie du verbal du dit

Seigneur Conseiller Commissaire ; en t'oi de quoi nous leur avons octroy6
le present acre et le leur avons fair exp_dier sous notre sceau et seing de
notre Secr6taire. Donn6 h Genbve le dix-huit d_cembre, 1786.

Par rues dits Seigneurs Syndics et Conseil.

[s. s.] Sign6 DE ROCHEMONT.
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TABLE I.

CC. Council of Two Hundred. S.S. Seigneur Syndic.

FIRST BRANCH.

Guillaume Gallatini, 1319.
J

Humbert, 1319.
I

I I
Jean. Guillsume )_ Jeannette de Gingins.

+ 1360. + 1360 or
ear ier.

Henri ])_ Agnes de Lenthenay, 1402. Pie!re.
I

Jean X -- Chateau-Martin, 1460.

de Granges. I
Jean X Perronnette d'Entremonts, 1507.

Burgess of I
Geneva, 1510.

+ 1535.
f

I I w ]
Claude )_ Pern. _aubuisson. Pierre )_ Jeanne Jordan Louis )_ Jean.

CC. 1555. ] + 1558. d'Arlod, 1539.

+ 1574. de Thone I

I- --f
Joan. Nicholas. Antoine. + 1628.

+ Berney, 1590.
f

I l
Cl,ude )_ Jeanne de Roches, 1563. Marin.

S.S. 1572. + 1621. [ See Table ILJ

Abraham X Sara _Tillot, 1590.
S.S. 1617. + 1617. !

Iseac X _ladelalne Durant

S.S. 1633. + 1666. I , 1517.

Ez_ehiel )_ Fran$oise Sarrasln, 1659.

S.S. 1677. + 1709. It

I I I
B_rth_lemi X Sara Dupan, 1684. Pierre X Eve Dupan.

Jean+ 1691.L°uis" S.S. 1723. + 1748. I
CC. 1693. /I

I -I
Ez_chiel )% Marie Sarrasin. Andr6 )_ Fran_olse Paul )_ M. Colladon.

Professor and | S.S. 1753. [ Sabonndiere, Pastor and [

Rector. + 1733. ! + 1771. I 1733. Principal. [

l-- I l 1Paul Michel _ Eliz. do Jean Louis, Ju es Alex. _ Navtlle.
CC. 1778. | Jussaud. born 1751. born 1756.

+ s.p. + s.p.

Daughters
only. Francois Gratian. Jean Louis )_ A. M. Grenus.

+ 1797, on the Rhine. S. 1816. + 1844.
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TABLE II.

S£CoND BRANCH.

Marin Galhtln X Eliz. Maisonneuve, 1.569.

b. 1546. CC. 1569 -}- 1625. I

J n. Louis. Aim_ X Madelaino Ma n XSarah Tudert
CC. -t- 1525. _ 160"2, b. 1577. Humbert.

CC. 1820. _- 1645. Iatthe Es- CC. 1611.

calade. -t- 1642. FranQolse,
wife of Jean. (Table III.)

Abraham Susanne AimS' ,' Eliz. Bordier, • Louis X V. Carcassola, Jean X Gab. Chouet.
S_. 1653. Chouet. -I- 1690. ' 1637. I I
Jr 1659. CC. 1638. See Table III. See Table IV.

Pierre Jeanne Alleon,
b. 1647. 1674.

Jaques Susanne de Choudens,
b. 1676. _C. ' 1705.

l [
Abraham _ Anne Plctet, 1757. Pierre _ Camille Plctet_

b. 1708. CO.1758. b. 1712. l 1736.

Gaspard G[abriel AbrJham,
born 1758. ' born 1762.

I I I
Jean Louis X Ells. Sellon, 1766. Jaques. Pierre _ Mallet.

Comtede Gallatin, ] -}-1760. Comte de Gallatln,

born 1737. m__ Minister of WtlrtembergA "d_e at Paris, 1819. "t-1822.
-{-in Corsica.
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TABLE III.

THIRD BRANCH.

Louis Gallatin X Victoria Carcassola, 1638.
b. 1612. CC. 1640. + 1671. i

I

I t
Je_m X Franqoise Gallatin, 1668. Abraham,

Envoy at Venice, Daughter of _larin. Imp. Commissary Gen.
born 1639. (Table II.) + in Hungary, 1701.

+ Turin, 1694.

f
Jean X Barbe Gen'aix, 1705. Louis.

b. 1668. CC. 1721.

+ 1751.

Abraham X Louise Susanne Vaudenet, 1732.
b. 1706. CC. 1738.

Auditor, 1742. + 1791.

I
Jean ) ( Sophie Albertine Rolaz, 1755. _[adelaine Ben_.

b. 1733. CO. 1764.
+ 1765.

I AA ]Susanne, A. . LBERT X Hannah Nicholson, 1793.

h.1756. +1776. b.1761. + 1849. i
[

j I f
ames X _. J. G. Paseault, Albert Rolaz X M. L. Stevens, Frances X B. K. Stevens,

b. 1796. + 1824. b. 1800. / 1837.

1876. / b. 180_. + 1877. 1830.• f ]
Albert X H. D. Robinson, 1849. Albert Horatio, Frederic, James,

1825. b. 1839. b. 1841. b. 1846.

+ 1859.

Albert ILo .... ]" James Francis,
b. 1850. b. 1853.

TABLE IV.

FOURTH BRANCH.

Jean Gallatin X Gabrielle Chouet, 1647.
born 1617. CC. 1649.

+ 1686.

Camille Fatlo, 1685. Francois,
CC. 1688.

Bourse Gallatin.
+ 1699.

Ad I , 1
n r_ X Anne Sarrasin, 1705. Jaques X S. Tronchin. Francois X E. Begon,

b. 1687. I CC. 1734. + Ost_d_,| 1732.co. 1714. t

JS.S. 1737.

+ 1750.

JsaJ. A bra h am _ "M'. _S]_.dln , J leman.
CC. 1748. CC. 1752.

Gabriel.

b. 1764. + Octzakow, 1788.
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LIST OF THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT GALLATIN PUBLISHED DURING

HIS LIFETIME. ONLY THOSE MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK ARE

CONTAINED IN THE PRESENT COLLECTION OF HIS WORKS.

1. Reports, Speeches t &c., in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives from
1790 to 1795. Of these the most important were:

(1). Report of the Committee of Ways end Means on the Public Credit of the

State of Pennsylvania, printed in the Journal under date of 8th February,
1791.

(2). Report on the same subject, printed in the Journal under date of 22d Feb-

ruary, 1792.

(3). Report on Establishing Public Schools, printed in the Journal under date of
28th February, 1792.

(4). Report on the Improvement of Roads and Inland Navigation, printed in the
Journal under date of 14th March, 1702.

(5). Report on the Petition of a number of the Citizens of the French West Indies,
printed in the Journal under date of 2?th December, 1792.

(6). Report on the Price of Lands purchased of the Indians prior to 1784, printed
in the Journal under date of 9th February, 1793.

(7). Report recommending the Impeachment of the Comptroller-General, printed
in the Journal under date of 3d April, 1793.

(8). Report of the Committee appointed to examine the Accounts of the Comp-

troller-General. Printed in the Appendix to Journal of August and Sep-
tember, 1793.

(9).o Speech on the Validity of the Western Elections, January, 1795. Philadel-

phia: Printed by William W. Woodward, 1795.

(1O). Report on the Establishment of Schools and Academies throughout the State,
printed in the Journal under date of 5th March. 1795.

2.e A Sketch of the Finances of the United States. New York : Printed by
William A. Davis, 1796.

3. Speeches in Congress from 1795 to 1801. Printed, so far as they were ever re-

ported, in the general collection of debates, entitled Annals of Congress, published

by Gales & Seaton in 1834. The following were published in pamphlet form at the
time of their delivery :
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(1). Speech upon the Constitutloual Powers of the House with respect to Treaties,

and upon the subject of the British Treaty. Philadelphia: Printed for

Benjamin Franklin Bache, 1796. (Debates in the House of Representa-

tives of the United States during the First Session of the Fourth Congress.

,tc., _c.)

(2). Speech upon the Foreign Intercourse Bill, 1st March, 1798. With an Appen-

dix. Philadelphia: Printed by Richard Folwell, 1798.

(3). Substance of two Speeches on the Bill for augmenting theNavy Establish-

ment, 7th and llth February, 1799. Philadelphia: Printed by Joseph
Gales, 1799.

(4). Speech on the Alieu Law. Philadelphia: Printed by Joseph Gales, 1700.

(The Proceedings of the House of Representatives of the United States

with respect to the petitions praying for a repeal of the Alien and Sedition

Laws, including the report of a select committee and the speeches of Messrs.
Gallatin and Nicholas thereon )

4. Views of the Public Debt, Receipts and Expenditures of the United States.

Philadelphia: Printed by Matthew Carey. First edition in July, 1800. Second

edition in 1801. Pp. 77.

5. Annual Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury on the Slate of the Finauees,

1801-1813. Printed by Congress from year to year, and reprinted in various forms,

more especially in the great collection of American State Papers, published under

the authority of Congress by Gales & Seaten, in 1832. Vols. V. and VL (Finance,

Vols. I. and I1.)

6. Annual Reports of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, 1801-1813. Finance,
Yols. I. and II.

7. Special Reports and Communications of the Secretary of the Treasury to Con-

gress, 1801-1813. Of _ese the more important were:

(1). On Specific Appropriations, 1st March, 1802. State Papers, V. (Finahcc, L)
755-757.

(2). On the subject of the Public Debt, and the Provisions for its Redemption,
31st March, 1802. Finance, I. 746--749.

(3).o On the Admission of Ohio, and the Disposition to be made of the Proceeds

of the Public Lauds. (National Road.) Letter to William B. Giles, Chair-

man of Committee, 13th February, 1802. Miscellaneous, Vol. I. 327.

(4). 0n Accounts of the Sinking Fund, 3d March, 1803. Finance_ II. 37-41.

(5). On the Amicable Settlement of the Limits of the State of Georgia (Yazoo

Claims), 16th February and 26th April, 1803. State Papers. Public Lands,
I. 125-132.

(6). On Amending the Laws providing for the Sale of Public Lands. Letter to

the Committee, 2d January, 1804. Public Lands, I. 183.

(7). On the Conversion of the old 6 per Cents. and 3 per Cents. into a new 6 per

Cent. Stock. 'Letter to the Committee of Ways and Means, 20th January,

1806. Finance, II. 212.

(8). On Internal Improvements (Roads and Canals), 4th April, 1808. State

Papers. Miscellaneous, Vol. I. 724-741.

(9). On the Accountability of the War and Navy Departments. Letter to the

Committee of Ways and Means, 4th February, 1809. Finance, II. 335.

(10). On the Renewal of the Charter of the Bank of the United States. 2d March,

1809. State Papers. Finance, IL 351-353. On the same subject. 30th

January, 1811. Finance, II. 481.
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(11).$ On Loans and Increase of Revenue. Letter to the Committee of Ways and

Means, 26th February, 1810. Finance, II. 412.

(12). Partial Report on the subject of American Manufactures. 17th April, 1810.
Finance, II. 425-431.

(13).$ Introduction to the Collection of Laws, Treaties, &c., relating to the Public

Lands, published under Act uf Congress of 2?th April, 1810. Printed by
Joseph Gales, Jr., 1810.

(14). On the Valuation of Foreign Coins. Letter to the Committee of House of

Representatives, l?th December, ]810. Finance, II. 457.

(15). On the Accounts of Degen & Purviance, late Navy Agents at Leghorn.

Letter to the House of Representatives, dated 22d February, 181l, printed

in the National Intelligencer, 12th March, 1811. Documents, H. R., llth
Cong., 3d Sess. Vo]. IX. p. 294.

(16). r"On War Taxes. Letter to the Committee of Ways and Means, 10th Janu-
ary, 1312. Finance, II. 523.

(17).$ On the Increase of Revenue. Letters to the Committee of Ways and Means,

10th June, 1812, 9th and 12th February, 1813. Finance, II. 013.

(18). On the Remission of Forfeitures. Letters to the Committee of Ways and

Means, 18th November_ 1812, and 12th February, 1813. Finance, II.
570 and 615.

8.$ Campbell's Report, 22d November, 1808. State Papers. Foreign Relations,
Vol. III. 259-262.

9._ Letter to D. M. Erskine, British Minister, in regard to Opinions attributed by

Mr. Canning to Members of Mr. Madison's Administration, 13th August, 1809.
Foreign Relations, III. 307.

10.$ Letter to the National Intelligenccr, dated 21st April, 1810, on Opinions

attributed to Mr. Gallatin by Mr. Erskine in his Published Despatches. National
Intelligencer, 18th July, 1810.

11. Correspondence as Commissioner for negotiating a Treaty of Peacc with Great

Britain, 1814. State Papers. Foreign Relations, III. 705-726, 730-748_ IV. 810.

12. Correspondence as Commissioner for negotiating a Treaty of Commerce with

Great Britain, 1815. Foreign Relations, IV. 7-18.

13. Correspondence while Minister to France t 1816-1823. Foreign Relations, V.
24-36, 284-313, 845-673.

Of these papers the most important are :

(1). On the subject of Indemnity for Vessels or Cargoes seized or destroyed under

the authority of Napoleon L

Mr. Gallatin to the Duke de Richelieu, 9th November, ]816. Foreign Re-
lations, V. 284.

Mr. GaUatin to Baron Pasquier, 15th March, 1820. V. 294.

Mr. Gallatin to lhe Vicomte de Montmoreney, 10th January, 1822. V. 301.

Mr. Gallatin to J. Q. Adams, 23d April, 1822. V. 307.

Mr. Gallatin to the Vicomte de Montmoreney, 13th June, 1822. V. 300.

Mr. Gallatin to the Comte de Vill_le_ 12th November, 1822. V. 312.

Mr. Gallatin to the Vicomte de Chateaubriand, 27th February, 1823. V.
313.

(2). On the Constraettian of the 8th Article of the Louisiana Treaty of 30th Apri]_
1803.

Mr. Gallatin to J. Q. Adams, ]gth September, 1820. V. 646.

Mr. Gallatin to the Vicomte de Chateaubriand, 27th February_ 1823. V.
673.
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(3). On the Exactions and Rights of the Ship-brokers at Havre.
Mr. Gallatin to J. Q. Adams, 21st May, 1819. V. 24.
Mr. Gallatin to the Marquis Dessolle, 5th May, 1819. V. 25.
Mr. Gallatin to the Marquis Dessolle, 12th May, 1819. V. 27.

(4). On Commercial Relations and Countervailing Duties.
• Mr. Gatlatin to J. Q. Adams, 25th October, 1819. V. 32.
Mr. Gallatin to the Marquis Dessolle, 25th October, 1819. V. 33.

14. Correspondence as Joint Commissioner with Mr. Rush to negotiate the Treaties
of 1818 with Great Britain. Foreign Relations, IV. 380-407.

15. Speech at the Reception of La Fayette at Uniontown, Pa., 26th May, 1825.
Printed in the National Iutelligencer for llth June, 1825.

16. Correspondence while Minister to England in 1826-27. Foreign Relations,
VI. 249-256, 346-355, 639-706, 768-772, 965-984.

Of these papers the most important are :
(1). On the Order in Council of 27th July, 1826, and the Colonial Trade.

Mr. GMlatin to Mr. Canning, 26th August, 1826. ¥L 249.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Canning, 22d September, 1826. VI. 254.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 27th October, 1826. VL 294.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Canning, 28th December, 1828. VI. 965.
Mr. Gallatin to Lord Dudley, 4th June, 1827. VI. 975.
Mr. Gallatin to Lord Dudley, 17th August, 1827. VI. 977.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 14th September, 1827. VI. 9?8.
Mr. Gallatin to Lord Dudley, 3d October, 1827. VI. 982.

(2). On the Indemnity for Slaves carried away in Contravention of the 1st Article
of the Trdaty of Ghent.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, ]9th August, 1826. ¥I. 346.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 12th September, 1826. VI. 347.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Canning, 6th September, 1826. VI. 349.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 13th September_ 1826. VI. 349.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, llth November, 1823. VI. 351.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 13th November, L826. VI. 353.

(3). On the North-Eastern Boundary.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 3Oth October, 1826. VI. 647.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 30th December, 1826. VI. 672.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 5th June, 1827.. VI. 673.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 30th September, 1827. VI. 696.
Mr. Gallatin to the British Commissioners, 18th August_ 1827. VI. 700.

(4). On the North-Western Boundary.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 16th November, 1826. VI. 650.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 25th November, 1826. VI. 652.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 2d December, 1826. VI. 655.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 5th December, 1826. VI. 657.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 20th December, 1826. VI. 658.
Counter-Statement presented to the British Commissioners, 19th December,

1826. VI. 666.

Observations on the British Projct of Declaration to be annexed to the
Renewal of the Convention, 19th June, 1827. ¥I. 678.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 27th June, 1827. VI. 680.
Observations in Protocol of Tenth Conference, 22d June, 1827. VI. 682.
Mr. Gallatin to M_. Clay, 7th August, 1827. VI. 691.
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 10th August, 1827. VI. 694.
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(5). On the Renewal of the Commercial Convention of 1815.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 21st December, 1826. VI. 671.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 29th May, 1827. VI. 6?3.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 20th June, 1827. VI. 675.

Observations on the British Project of Commercial Convention, 19th June,
1827. VI. 679.

Observations in Protocol of Tenth Conference, 22d June, 1827. VI. 683.
Mr. Ganatin to Mr. Clay, 6th August, 1827. VI. 689.

(6.) On the Navigation of the St. Lawrence.

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, 1st October, 1827. VI. 768.

American Paper on the Navigation of the St. Lawrence, attached to the
18th Protocol. VI. 769.

17. Statement on the Part of the United States of the Case referred, in pursuance

of the Convention of 29th September, 1827, between the said States and Great Britain,

to his Majesty the King of the Netherlands, for his Decision thereon. Printed; but

not published. Washington: Printed at the ofl_ce of the United States Telegraph,
1829. Pp. 87.

18. _ Letter to S. D. ]_ngham, Secretary of the Treasury, on the Relative Value of

Gold and Silver. 31st December, 1829. Senate Doe., XXIst Cong., ]st Sess. Vol. II.
No. 135, p. 32. Also in Elliot's "Funding System of the United States and Great

Britain. Exec. Doc. XXVIIIth Cong., 1st Sess. Vol. II., No. 15, p. 1070.

19. Memorial of the Committee appointed by the "Free Trade Convention" held

in Philadelphia in September and October, 1831, to prepare and present a memorial
to Congress remonstrating against the existing tariff of duties. New York : William

A. Meroein, Printer, 1832. Pp. 87.

20.® Considerations on the Currency and Banking System of the United States.

First printed in the American Quarterly Review of December, 1830. Reprinted, with
additions, in Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1831. Pp. 106.

21. Synopsis of the Indian Tribes within the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains, and in the British and Russian Possessions in North America. Printed

in the Transactions of the American Antiquarian Society of Worcester, Mass.

(ArehEvologia Americana, Vol. II.) Cambridge, 1836. Pp. 421.

22.9 Letter to Leonard Maison on I_estrictions upon Currency and Banking, 20th

December, 1836. New York Evening Post, 13th January, 1837.

23. The Right of the United States of America to the North-Eastern Boundary

claimed by them, principally extracted from the Statements laid before the King of

the Netherlands (See No. 17), and revised by Albert Gallatin, with an Appendix and
Eight Maps. New York, 1840.

24.® Suggestions on the Banks and Currency of the several United States, in

reference principally to the Suspension of Specie Payments. New York: Wiley &

Putnam, 1841. Pp. 124.

25. Inaugural Address delivered before the New York Historical Society, 7th Feb-

ruary, 1843. Printed in the Proceedings of the Society for the year 1843.

26. Memoir on the North-Eastern Boundary in connection with Jay's Map.
Printed in the Proceedings of the New York Historical Society for the year 1843.

27._ Letters to D. D. Field on the Treaty-making Power and the Admission of

Texas. 17th December, 1844,10th February, 1845. Niles's Register, 28th December,

1844, nnd 15th March, 1845. Vols. LXVII. p. 257, and LXVIII. p. 26.

28._ Letter to Commodore Stewart in regard to his Comments on J. R. Ingersoll's

History of the War of 3812. 16th October, 1845. Niles's Register, 20th December,

1845. Vol. LXIX. p. 249.
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29.o Letter to Edward Coles on Commodore Stewart's Publication and on the Naval

Policy of President Madison and his Cabinet in 1812. 24th November, 1845. Niles's
Register, 20th December, 1845. Voh LXIX. p. 248.

30. Notes on the Semi-Civilized Nations of Mexico, Yucatan t and Central Amer-

ica. Printed in the Transactions of the American Ethnological Society, Vol. I.
New York, 1845. Pp. 352.

31._ The Oregon Question, with an Appendix on War Expenses. .4. series of
articles published in the National Intelllgeneer; reprinted in New York: Bartlett
& Welford, 1846. Pp. 75.

32._ Peace with Mexico. New York ."Bartlett & Welford, 1847. Pp. 34.
33. War Expenses. New York: Bartlett & Welford, 1848. Pp. 22.
34. Hale's Indians of North-West America and Vocabularies of North America,

w_th an Introduction. Printed in the Transactions of the American Ethnological
Society, VoI. II. New York, 1848. Pp. elxxxviii, and 180j and two maps.
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LETTERS WRITTEN BY ALBERT GALLATIN.

A. To J. Q. Adams. PAG_
To J. Abbot, Jr. PAOZ 13 Jan. 1820. ii. 130

14 October, 1841 . ii. 557 15 " " " 132
To J. Q. Adams. 20 " " " ]33

16 April, 1817 . ii. 29 15 Feb. " " 133
22 Sept. " " 41 16 March, " " 136
8 Oct. " " 47 17 " " " 137
10 " " " 52 27 April, " " 140
27 April, 1818 " 58 9 June, " ,, ]46
20 July_ " " 68 5 July, " " 148
22 " " " 69 11 " " " 150

10 Aug. " " 70 27 " " " 151
5 Nov. " " 75 31 " " " 153
6 " " " 82 2 Aug. " " 164
9 " " " 85 7 " " " 165
21 " " " 87 30 " " " 167

10 Dec. " " 90 22 Sept. " " 167
4 Jan. 1819 " 92 19 Oct. " " 173
19 " " " 94 23 " " " 173
19 Feb. " " 96 29 March, 182l. " 179
5 May, " " 1Ol 18 May, " " 180
24 " " " 103 20 " " " 181
28 " " " 104 21 " " " 182
14 June, " " 104 23 June, " " 183
3 July, " " 105 2 July, " " 194
6 " _' " 108 15 Sept. " " 198
29 " " " 118 26 " " " 199

3 Sept. " " 119 27 " " " 203
24 " " " 120 23 Oct. " " 206

25 Oct. " " 122 13 Nov. '" " 208
26 " " " ]25 ]5 " " " 209
8 Dec. " " 128 16 " " " 212
9 " " " 130 24 " " " 215

623
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To J. Q. Adams. e tn_ To R. O. Beasley. PAOE

27 Dec. 1821 ii. 219 26 July, 1814 . i. 633
14 Jan. 1822 " 220 To Nicholas Biddle.

28 " " " 224 14 Aug. 1830 . ii. 431

29 " " " 226 8 Dec. " " 443
1 Feb. " " 227 To James H. Blake.

2 " " " 229 6 Nov. 1815 i. 657
23 April, " " 233 To John M. Botts.

26 " " " 240 14 June, 1841 . ii. 551

13 June, " " 244 To William C. Bradley.

10 July, ,c " 250 22 March, 1829 . ii. 409
29 " " " 254 To Samuel Breck.

8 Sept. " " 255 20 June, 1843 . . ii. 604
24 " " " 255 To Charles Brown.

13 Nov. " " 260 1 March; 1838 . . ii. 523
19 " " " 262 To James Brown.

5 Jan. 1823 " 263 2 Feb. 1827 . ii. 358
18 " " c, 264

27 Feb. " " 265

28 " ,' " 267 C.

18 April, " " 267 To Maria Chapman.

24 June, " " 270 Nov. 1843 ii. 605
20 " 1826 " 307 To Michel Chevalier.
30 " ', " 319

14 Sept. 1841 . . ii. 556

13 Sept. " " 325 To Langdon Cheves.
18 Oct. " % " 331 10 June, 1812 . i. 518
29 Dee. " " 348

23 ,c ,, " 52[
5 " ]827 " 395

12 Feb. 1813 " 532
To the Emperor Alexander. To W. C. Claiborne.

19 June, 1814 . i. 629
To John J. Astor. 31 Oct. 1803 i. ]67

To Henry Clay.5 Aug. 1835 . ii. 503

To Lord Ashburton (see Baring). 22 April, 1814 i. 606
23 Nov. 1815 " 659

4 Jan. 1816 " 680

B. 10 Nov. 1825 ii. 301

To Richard Bache. 14 " " " 302

24 Sept. 1815 . i. 653 3 May, 1828 "' 305

To Ezekiel Bacon. 7 " " " 306

10 Jan. 1812 . i. 501 29 June," " 308

To Alexander Baring. • 19 Aug. " " 320

27 Aug. 1813 . i. 564 28 " " " 321

18 Oct. " " 588 13 Sept. " " 322

7 Jan. lS14 '" 594 14 " " " 326

1 April, " " 601 20 " " " 327

20 " 1842 . • ii. 596 22 " " " 328

To Baring Brothers. 21 Oct. " " 333

22 June, 1813 . i. 545 27 " " " 335

7 March, 1814 . " 600 5 Nov. " " 337

To Frederick Beasle_y. 8 " " " 339

3 Sept. 1836 . ii. 511 14 " " " 340
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To Henry Clay. PAos To Caleb Cushing. P,aa
Nov. 1828 ii. 341 28 Dec. 1841 . ii. 503

27 " " " 842 7 Jan. 1842 " 572
22 Dec. " " 344
30 " " " 352

D.30 " " " 853
28 Jan. 1827 " 354 To A. J. Dallas.
30 " " " 350 24 Dec. 1814 i. 644
22 Feb. " " 360 25 Sept. 1815 . " 654
6 March, " " 301 12 Dec. " " 673
21 " " " 389 To O. M. Dallas.
29 " " " 370 18 Oct. 1813 i. 589

28 April, " " 371 To Charles S. Davies.
21 May, " " 372 14 June, 1839 . ii. 544
4 June, " " 376 To Garrett Davis.
5 July, " " 377 16 Feb. 1848 ii. 660
28 " " " 378 To Lewis F. Dslesdernier.

14 Aug. " " 380 25 May, 1798 . i. 13
21 " '" " 383 To Frederick Be Peyster.
24 " " " 385 22 Oct. 1842 ii. 601
30 " " " 386 To John A. Dix.

21 Sept. " " 388 30 March, 1842 ii. 088
20 " " " 389 2 April, " " 592
28 " "' " 390 To Eben Dodge.
3 Oct. " " 392 21 Jan. 1847 . ii. 638
4 " " " 393 To William Drayton.
30 Nov. " " 304 7 April, 1832 . . ii. 450

To George Clinton, Jr.
5 April, 1806 . i. 295 E.

To T. W. Cobb. To John W. Eppes.
23 Jan. 1820 . ii. 302 2_ Feb. 1810 i. 486

To Edward Coles. To David M. Erskine.

24 Nov. 1845 . ii. 611 13 Aug. 1810 . i. 458
To Committees of Congress. To William Eustis.

13 Feb. 1802 i. 76 9 Oct. 1817 . ii. 47
3 Jan. 1805 " 219 To Edward Everett.

24 Nov. 1808 " 428 6 Aug. 1828 . ii. 400
26 Feb. 1810 " 460 9 " " " 403
10 Jan. 1812 " 501 5 Jan. 1835 " 474
10 June, " " 518 " " " 478
23 " " " 521 16 Dee. 1847 " 656
12 Feb. 1813 " 532

2 April, 1846 ii. 637
To Committee for Pius IX. Meeting. F.

27 Nov. 1847 . ii. 653 To David Dudley Field.
To John Connell. 17 Dec. 1844 . ii. 605

9 Jan. 1848 . ii. 621 10 Feb. 1845 " 807
To Bates Cooke. To A. C. Flagg.

2 March, 1839 . . ii. 540 6 March, 1838 . . ii. 525
To William H. Crawford. 24 Dec. 1841 " 562

21 April, 1814 . i. 602 31 " " " 563
• "OL.iiI.-_41
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To John Forsyth. PAez To Thomas Jefferson. PACZ

31 Jan. 1816 i. 684 12 June, 1801 i. 27
9 July, 1819 . ii. 109 25 July, " " 28

10 Aug. " " 30
G. 17 " " " 38

To Gales and Seaton. 7 Sept. " " 44
5 Feb. 1835 . ii. 501 12 " " " 47
27 " 1846 " 621 14 " " " 49

To William B. Giles. 21 " " " 56
13 Feb. 1802 . i. 76 9 Nov. " " 58
24 Nov. 1808 . " 428 1"5 " " " 61

To T. R. Gold. " " " 63
19 March, 1816. . i. 689 16 " " " 69

To C. W. Goech. 18 June, 1802 " 80
7 Oct. 1824 . ii. 209 9 Aug. " " 81

To Jonathan Goodhue. 16 " " " 80
5 April, 1838 . ii. 535 20 " " " 90

9 Sept. " " 96
H. 21 " " " 100

To Willis Hall. 26 Oct. " " 102
20 Feb. 1838 . ii. 520 Dee. " " ]04
2 March, " " 524 13 Jan. 1803 " nl
28 " " " 531 18 " " " 115
3 April, " " 533 21 March, " " 118

To Levett Harris. 13 April, " " 120
13 Sept. 1813 . i. 574 16 June, " " 122

To W. H. Harrison..
_ 21 " " " 123

27 Sept. 1809 . i. 463 2 July, " " 126
To R. Y. Hayne. 9 " " " 127

7 Feb. 1832 . ii. 449 27 " u " ]33
To B. C. Howard. 11 Aug. " '" 134

7 May, 1838 . ii. 539 13 " " " 137
5 Nov. 1840 " 549 18 " " " 140

To R. M. T. Hunter. 20 " " " 139
12 July, 1841 . . ii. 552 31 " " " 145

I. 5 Sept. " " 152
16 " " " 153

To J. R. Ingersoll. 4 Oct. " " 156
25 March, 1846. • ii. 628 6 " " " 162

To S. D. Ingham. 28 " " " 162

4Aug. 1829 . ii. 410 8 Nqv. " " 169
27 Sept. " " 412 13 Dec. " " 171
31 Dee. " " 415 11 Jan. 1804 " 172

18 " " " 173
J" 11 Feb. " " 176

To Daniel Jackson. 15 " " " 177

23 Aug. 1836 . . ii. 500 21 " " " 178
To Leonard Jarvis. 15 March," " 179

22 Oct. 1832 • ii. 458 28 " " " 180

To Thomas Jefferson. 5 April, " " 183
14 March, 1801 . i. 24 12 " " " 184
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To Thomas Jefferson. _AOE To Thomas Jefferson. vAez

18 April, 1804 i. 187 13 April, 1807 i. 332
3 May, " " 100 16 " " " 335

11 " " " 191 29 June " " 338

30 " " ,c 193 7 July, " " 337
7 June, " " 194 25 " " " 340

11 " " " 196 26 Aug. " " "353

2 July, " " 198 2 Sept. " " 356
18 " " " 200 21 Oct. " " 358

20 Aug. " " 202 " " " " 364

4 Sept. " u 208 " " " " 365

18 " " " 208 2 Dee. '_ " 367

12 Oct. " " 210 18 " " " 368

15 " " " 210 12 Feb. 1808 " 370

,, , ,, 211 18 " " " 371

29 _' " " 216 27 " " " 372

" " 217 29 " " " 373

13 Dec. " " 218 2 March, "' " 374

" " 219 10 " " ,c 375

12 Feb. 1805 " 227 10 " " " 377

28 March," " 228 1 April, " " 381

23 April, " " 229 5 May, " " 384
9 May, "' " 230 10 " " " 386

28 " " " 231 16 " " " 387

30 " " " 283 23 " " " 390

1 July, " " 235 28 " " " 393_

17 Aug. " " 240 15 Julyp " " 304

12 Sept. " " 241 27 " '" " 395

13 " " " 255 29 " " " 306

" " 255 5 Aug. " " 399
5 Nov. " " 258 6 " " " 401

21 " " " 261 9 " " " 402"

25 " " " 264 17 " " " 405

27 " " " 275 23Aug. " " 409

3 Dec. " " 275 2 Sept. " " 413
" " " " 2?8 8 " ,c " 415

,Tan. 1806 " 283 14 " " " 417

,, ,, t, 284 16 " " " 418-

6 Jan. " ,c 289 2 !_ov. " " 420

12 " " ,c 290 2 " " " 421

11 March," c, 293 3 " " " 42t_

19 May, " " 299 8 " " " 427

7 Aug. " " 305 15 " " " 428.

13 Oct. " " 310 28 Dec. c, " 447

12 Nov. " " 311 10 Jan. 1809 " 449

" " " 3i3 4 Feb. " " 451

16 " ,c " 316 8 Nov. " " 464

22 " " " 320 14 July, 1810 " 479'

25 " " " 321 10 Sept. " " 487

6 Jan. 1807 " 325 10 March, 1812 " 517

8 Feb. " " 328 18 Dee. " " 530
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To Thomas Jefferson. PAaZ To James Madison. rAax

6 Sept. 1815 i. 051 14 Sept. 1816 . ii. 10
27 Nov. " " 666 To Leonard Maison.

1 April, 1816 . " 691 20 Dec. 1836 . ii. 513
To William L. Marcy.

L. 20 March, 1838 . ii. 526
To La Fayette. 27 " " " 529

21 April, ]814 . i. 605 9 April, " " 538
12 May, 1833 . . ii. 405 17 March, 18t6 " 625

To Walter Lowrie. To William Maxwell.
19 Feb. 1824 . ii. 283 15 Feb. 1848 . ii. 659

22 May, " " 288 To Josiah Meigs.
2 Oct. " " 294 4Dec. 1815 i. 670
7 " " " 300 To Thomas Mifflin.

To Matthew Lyon. 17 Sept. 1794 . i. 9
7 May, 1810 i. 700 To Samuel L. Mitchill.

3 Jan. 1805 i. 219
M. To James Monroe.

To Nathaniel Macon. 2 May, 1813 i. 539
23 April, 1816 . i. 697 8 " " " 544

To James Madison. 28 Aug. " " 568
1802 i. 109 21 Nov. " ,, 591

6 Aug. 1805 " 237 7 Jan. 1814 " 593
1 March, 1806 " 291 2 June, " " 625
15 Aug. 1807 " 353 3 "' " " 825
11 Sept. 1809 " 461 13 " " " 027
21 Aug. 1810 _ " 482 20 " " " 632
5 Sept. " " 486 20 Aug. " " 637
17 " " " 490 26 Oct. " " 640
30 Nov. " " 494 25 Dec. " " 645
5 Jan. 1811 " 494 23 Nov. 1815 " 659

March, " " 495 25 " " " 662
1812 " 500 30 " " " _68

June, " " 521 26 Dec. " " 677

21 July, " " 522 2 Feb. 1816 " 688
11 Oct. " " 526 18 April, " " 695

" " 527 15 May, " " 704

1 Nov. " " 529 12 July, " ii. 1
12 Dec. " " 530 6 Aug. " " 2
5 March, 1813 " 532 12 Sept. " " 6

" " 533 25 " " " 8

17 April, " " 534 14 Oct. " " 14
22 " " " 538 11 Nov. " " 17

4 Sept. 1815 " 650 10 " " " 18
23 Nov. " " 657 21 " " " 19
18 April, 1816 " 094 20 Jan. 1817 " 22
19 " " " 696 23 April, " " 30
2 June, " " 706 11 July, " " 38
4 " " " 706 12 " " " 40
7 " " " 707 4 Feb. 1822 " 231

12 Aug. " ii. 3 13 Nov. " " 262
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To James Monroe. Pace To Samuel B. Ruggles. P_oe

26 Oct. 1823 . . ii. 274 9 April, 1838 . . ii. 539
To General Moreau. To Richard Rush.

2 Sept. 1813 . . i. 576 3 June, 1818 . ii. 07
To Henry A. Muhlenberg.

8 May, 1848 . ii. 662 S.
To Nathan Sandford.

N.
9 July, 1800 i. 302

To the National Intelligeneer. To Winfield Scott.

21 April, 1810 . i. 475 2 Nov. 1847 ii. 650
To Peter J. Nevins and others.

To Secretaries of War and Navy.9 Feb. 1841 . ii. 551
17 April, 1813 • . i. 535

To Joseph H. Nieholson. To R. M. Sherman.

19 Jan. 1802 i. 74 17 Nov. 1831 . ii. 448
7 Dee. 1805 " 282 To Sismondi.

17 July, 1807 . " 338 10 June, 1842 . ii. 597

29 Dee. 1808 " 449 To Samuel Smith.

21 May, 1812 . " 518 17 July, 1805 i. 236

P. 29 June, 1809 . " 454

To Horsley Palmer. To the Speaker of the House of

1 May, 1833 . ii. 459 Representatives.

To Baron Pasquier. 15 April, 1808 . i. 298
28 June, 1821 ii. 186 To Andrew Stevenson.

To J. A. Pearee. 2 Oct. 1824 ii. 296

2 April r 1846 ii. 636 To Commodore Stewart.

To Louis Pictet. 16 Oct. 1845 ii. 510
23 Oct. 1842 ii. 601

T.
To Charles Pinckney. To David Thomas.

24 Oct. 1808 i. 419

To George Plitt and others. 14 Sept. 1808 . i. 416
To Thomas L. Thruston.

8 April, 1843 ii. 603
To Robert Potter. 14 May, 1836 . . ii. 506

To James Trimble.
3 Dec. 1830 ii. 440

To W. P. Preble. 5 May, 1825 . ii. 301

22 March, 1829 ii. 408 V.

To Chandler Price and others. To Martin Van Buren.

11 Feb. 1824 ii. 275 2 Oct. 1824 ii. 297

Q. 4 March, 1829 . " 405

To Josiah Quincy. To C. P. Van Ness.
9 Dec. 1830 . ii. 444 22 March, 1829 . ii. 406

To G. C. Verplanek.R.
22 l_lay, 1830 . . ii. 427To Thomas Ritchie.

2 Aug. 1842 . ii. 599 W.

To John A. Rockwell. To Robert Walsh, Jr.

8 May, 1848 . ii. 600 27 April, 1830 . . ii. 425

To Count Romanzofl'. 2 Aug. " " 429

1 00t..1813 i. 583 16 Feb. 1831 " 447

1 Nov. " " 590 To Thomas W. Ward.

25 Jan. 1814 " 598 10 Dec. 1847 . ii. 053

To B. Ruggles. To William Woodbridge.

16 May, 1824 . . ii. 288 19 Sept. 1840 . ii. 547
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LETTERS TO GALLATIN.

A. From William H. Crawford, eAos

From J. Q. Adams. PAoz 24 July, 1819 . . ii. 112

26 June, 1826 . ii. 307 27 May, 1820 . " 143

20 March, 1827 364 13 " 1822 . " 241

12 Dec. " " 398 26 June, " " 246

From Lord Ashburtou (see Baring). 28 May, 1823 . " 268

D.
B.

From G. M. Dallat.

From Alexander Bariag. 11 Jan. 1814 i. 594
22 July, 1813 . i. 546 From Mine. de Stall.
12 Oct. " " 584

31 July, 1814 . i. 635
14 Dec. " " 592

12 April, 1842 . " 594 j.
From Richard Brent.

From Thomas Jefferson.
22 March, 1811 i. 496

26 July, 1801 i. 29

14 Aug. s, ,t 36
C. 21 " " " 40

From George Clinton, Jr. 28 " " " 41

10 April, 1800 . i. 297 5 Sept. " " 43
From William H. Crawford. 18 " " " 54

22 Sept. 1813 . i. 581 3 Oct. " " 56

4 Aug. 1814 " 636 9 " " " 57

5 April, 1815 . " 648 11 Nov. " " 59

6 May, 1816 " 699 12 " " " 60

10 " " " 702 14 " " " 62

9 Oct. " ii. 11 28 " " " 74

12 March, 1817 " 23 3 Aug. 1802 ,c 81
23 April, " c, 35 9 " " " 83

27 Oct. " " 52 14 " " " 84

1 May, 1818 " 61 14 " " " 85

2 " " " 65 20 "' " " 92

26 April, 1819 . " 97 23 " " " 94
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From Thomas Jefferson PACE From Thomas Jefferson. PAa_

30 Aug. 1802 i. 95 13 Jan. 1807. i. 328

8 Sept. " " 06 22 Feb. " " 331

13 " " " 08 31 March, " " 331

17 " " " 98 25 June, " " 336

20 " " " 99 1 July, " " 337
? Oct. " " l{ll 10 " " " 337

Jan. 1803. " 114 17 Oct. " " 357

28 March, " " 119 21 " " " 357

12 July, " " 128 24 " " " 365

25 " " " 129 4 Nov. " " 366

18 Aug. " " 138 5 " " " 366

23 " " " 144 25 " " " 366

3 Oct. " " 154 3 Dec. " " 307
29 " " " 166 18 " " " 369

Jan. 1804 " 174 14 Jan. 1808 " 369

15 April, " " 186 13 Feb. " " 371
27 " " " 189 18 " " " 371

9June, " " 196 llMarch, " " 376

12July, " " 199 11 " " " 377

1 Sept. " " 206 13 " " " 377

3 April, 1805 " 229 30 " " " 379

29 May, " " 232 2 April, " " 383

2 July, " " 236 6 May, " " 385

7 Aug. " " 239 16 " " " 389

11 Oct. " " 256 2 Sept. " " 412
23 " " " 257 25 0ct. " " 419

3 Nov. " " 258 30 " " ,c 420

6 " " " 260 14 Dec. " " 446

16 " " " 260 22 Feb. 1809, " 453

20 ,c ,, " 261 27 Sept. 1810 " 491

24 " ,t " 264 19 March, 1815. " 647

26 " " " 206 11 April, 1816 " 692

" " " 267 18 May, " " 705

Dec. " " 277 8 Sept. " ii. 4
4 " " " 281 15 Feb. 1818 '" 56

7 " " " 282 9 April, " " 58
15 " " " 283 24 Nov. " " 88

24 Feb. 1806 " 291 26 Dec. 1820 " 176

15 Jun% " " 299 29 Oct. 1822 " 258

19 " " " 300 2 Aug. 1823 " 273
26 " " " 301

L.
14 July, " '" 304

From General La Fayette.
15Aug. " " 306

25 May, 1814 . i. 02016 " " " 307

28 " " " 307 3 June, " " 626
From Walter Lowrie.

31 " " " 308
25 Sept. 1824 . . ii. 29214 Nov. " " 312

23 " " " 321 M.

12 Dec. " " 325 From James Madison.

Jan. ]807 " 327 26 Aug. 1807 . i. 355
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From James Madison. _Aa_ From James Monroe pAos

19 Aug. 1808 i. 407 1 June, 1812 i. 520
31 " " " 410 5 Jan. 1813 " 531

28 July, 1809 " 454 5 May, " " 540
30 " " " 456 6 " " " 542
25 Sept. " " 462 4 Dee. 1815 " 672
14 Aug. 1810 " 481 16 " " " 675
22 " " " 483 27 Jan. 1816 " 683
5 Sept. " " 485 13 Fob. " " 689
12 " " " 489 26 May, 1820 ii. 140
14 " ]811 " 400 15 Oct. 1823 " 274
8 Aug. ]812 " 523 From General Moreau.
15 " " e, 525 21 Aug. 1813 . i. 562

" " " 526

5 April, 1813 " 534 S.
11 Sept. 1815 " 652 From John Smith.
12 April, 1816 " 694 5 April, 1816 . i. 696
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MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS AND PAPERS.

Bayard and Gallatin to Adams, Clay, Gallatln and Bayard to Monroe. PAOE

and Russell. PAGE 6 May, 1814 i. 611

17 May, 1814 . i. 017 Gallatin and Eustis to J. Q. Adams.

Bayard and Gallatin to Monroe. 22 Sept. 1817 . ii. 41

23 May, 1814 . i. 018 Jefferson to Duane.

Clay to Bayard and Gallatin. 24 July, 1803 . i. 130

2 May, 1814 i. 608 La Fayette to Crawford.

The American Commissioners to the Era- 20 May, 1814 . i. 023

peror Alexander. Monroe to Brent.

14 Aug. 1813 . i. 552 18 March, 1811. i. 497

The American Commissioners to Mon- Notes on the Political Situation.

roe. Feb. 1809 i. 451

29 Aug. 1813 . i. 569 Petition against Excise, 1792 . " 2

15 Oct. " " 587 Plan at time of balloting for Jefferson
W. H. Crawford to the American Corn- and Burr.

missioners. Feb. 1801 i. 18

13 May, 1814 . i. 614 New York Bank Presidents to Michael
24 " " " 819 Hofl'man.

28 " " " 622 Feb. 1842 ii. 580

D_cision du 5 aoflt, 1810 ii. 108 Report of the Harrisburg Conference.

Declaration of the Committees of Fayettc 3 Sept. 1788 i. 1

County. Report on Foreign Relations (Campbell's

Sept. 1794 i. 4 Report).

D_cret du 22 juillet_ 1810 . ii. 211 Nov. 1808 i. 435
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ii. 290. Astor, John Jacob, i. 489, 494, 495, 533,

Adams, John Quincy, minister to Ras- 678, 679, 689, 696; ii. 269, 503-505,
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Russian mediation_ i. 490, 541, 545,
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552, 569, 570_ 573, 574, 576, 585, 590,
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at Ghent, 609, 621, 624, 632, 633, 634, Badollet, John, i. 18l, 463, 706.

637. Minister to England, ii. 29, 35, Bainbridge, Commodore, ii. 613.
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98, 100_ 117, 241, 244, 269, 333, 355. manded by French government, ii. 19_

Controversy with J. Russell, ii. 249. 23, 28, 40.

Candidate for the Presidency, ii. 244, Bank of the United States, i. 191, 322,

259. President, ii. 307_ 342, 367. His 340, 481,482; ii. 37, 98, 101,114, 177,

opinion of Gallatin's diploma_y_ ii. 244, 247, 248, 443, 447, 449, 517, 522,

398. 533, 535_ iii. 76, 97, 99, 105, 107, 265,

Alexander, Emperor of Russia, ii. 63, 271, 287, 289, 292, 296-298, 302, 313,
331, 351. His interest in America, i. 398, 399, 442, 545. Its constitution°

564, 652. The only sovereign in whom ality, ii. 430_ iii. 319-333, 450. Its

America has confidence, i. 597. W. dangerous tendencies, i. 102. Its use-

H. Crawford's relations with, i. 614, fulness, i. 80_ 171, 184, 185; ii. 461;

619, 620. La Fayetto's interview with, iii. 290, 340-346, 449, 452. Its estab-

i. 621_ 623, 624,'626. Comes to Lon- lishment in 1791, iii. 134. Its disso-

don, i. 623. Gallatin's interview with, lution in 1811, i. 495, 504, 513 ; ii. 435,

i. 626, 632. 441; iii. 284, 285. Its re-establish-

Algiers, i. 87, 83, 90, 119. ment in 1816, iii. 236, 389, 390. Its

Alligator, ease of the, ii. 213, 229, 241. final dissolution, iii. 237, 390, 395.

Apollon, case of the, ii. 183, 186-194, Its revival inadvisable, ii. 552. Situa-

195_ 228, 250-253. tion of, 1819-29, iii. 363. Circulation

Armstrong, John, i. 52, 202. Minister of, 1830, iii. 364. (See Pen,sylvania,

to France, i. 211,234. General, i. 527, U. 3. Bank of.)

530. Secretary of War, i. 538. Bank suspension. (See Sj_eeie Pay-

Army es_blishment, i. 25, 73, 117, 234. meats.)

Organization, i. 527_ 529, 531, 532, Banking, ii. 512, 514-520, 564-569, 581,

533. 589; iii. 272-282, 312-319, 335-337,

Ashburton. (See Baring.) 350, 370-384, 415-423, 428-446. In
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England and America compared, ii. Canning, George, British Secretary of

459--404. State, fur Foreign Affairs, i. 411, 456,

Bankrupt law for banks, iii. 457-461. 458, 462 ; ii. 309, 321, 326, 333, 342,

Baring, Alexander, Lord Ashburton, i. 344, 345, 347, 352, 355, 358, 361, 365,

147, 158, 172, 173, 210, 213 i ii. 68. 367, 369, 370, 371, 374, 379, 382, 384,

His views on Russian mediation, i. 391, 399. Causes of his irritation

546-552, 584-587, 592, 593, 596. On against the United States in 1826, ii.

a bi-metallic currency, ii. 433. Minis- 329, 343.

ter to the United States in 1842, ii. Castlereagh, Lord_ i. 552, 558, 559, 571,

594, 596. 573, 593, 595, 596, 597, 607, 615, 618,

Batture, case of the, i. 366, 371, 374, 386, 625, 627, 632, 634, 635 ; ii. 68, 77, 86,
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under the Russian mediation, i. 542, Chesapeake frigate, affair of, i. 336, 338,

544, 545, 602 ; and in negotiating 359, 363, 436, 479, 482, 557, 558.

the Treaty of Ghent, i. 000, 600, 608, China, i. 360, 388, 502; ii. 49, 50.

610, 618, 625, 627, 634, 650. Citizenship, i. 128, 301. Question of Gal-

Berlin decree, i. 437, 438, 440, 442. latin's, ii. 283-287.

Bonaparte, Jerome, i. 137. Civil service, i. 28, 65, 66, 71, 72, 209.

Bonaparte, Napoleon, i. 46, 137, 147, Claiborne, W. C.C., Governor of Louisi-

148, 149, 222, 246, 363, 373, 387, 462, ana, i. 107, 153, ]64, 165, 166, 170,

502, 607, 610, 611, 617, 619, 655; ii. 2, 184, 185, 207, 209, 299, 371, 376, 383,

17, 51, 175, 225, 234, 239, 256, 260, 480, 481.

264, 275, 277, 279, 481. Secret decrees Clay, Henry, Senator from Kentucky,

of, ii. 197, 198, 199, 278. opposes the U. S. Bank in 1810, ii. 435.

Boundary, North-Eastern, i. 646, 647 ; ii. Joint commissioner at Ghent, i. 602,

308-312, 331, 354,_-357, 361-364, 369, 609,610. Declines the War Depart-
388, 399, 401, 402, 406-410, 544-547, ment, ii. 14, 25. Pressed for the State

549, 550, 599. Department in 1817, ii. 26. Goes into

Boundary, North-Western, ii. 312, 324, opposition, ii. 26, 35, 36, 55, 56, 58, 64.

340, 353, 368, 395, 402, 622-625; iii. Candidate for the Presidency, ii. 243,
491-536. 289. Substituted for Oallatin as a can-

Brent, Richard, i. 496. didate for the Vice-Presidency, ii. 293,

Burr, Aaron, i. 331, 375, 492; ii. 664. 298, 300. Secretary of State, his in-
Plan at time of balloting for, i. 18; ii. structions to Gallatin as minister to

662. Loses the eonfidenee of his party, England, ii. 308, 319.

i. 51, 52. Denies charges of intrigue, Clay, Joseph, i. 39, 41; M. C. from Penn-
i. 101. sylvania, i. 134.

Clinton, De Witt, i. 104, 123, 126, ]34,
C. I35, 230; ii. 28, 36, 64, 10O, 117.

Calhoun, John C., ii. 55, 242, 292, 435. Clinton, George, i. 52; ii. 296, 298, 435,
Campbell, Anthony, conveys treasury 441.

books ¢o Duanc, i. 34, 35. Question of Clinton, George, Jr., i. 130, 297, 298.
restoring him to office, i. 34-35, 37, 42, Cockade, Black, in 1798, ii. 604.

49, 50, 54. Colonial trade, i. 286, 653, 680; ii. 29, 61,

Campbell, Geo. W., member of Congress 67, 80, 232, 317, 321, 322, 326, 330, 334,

from Tennessee. His report on foreign 335-33?, 341, 348, 371, 373, 374, 376,

relations in November, 1808, i. 435- 377, 384, 392, 394, 395, 399.

446. Compensation bill in 1816, ii. 11, 12, 28.

Canals, ii. 65, 66, 301, 471, 571, 685. Comptroller, requisites for, i. 103.
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Congress, powers of, over acquisition of Currency, principles regulating the, it.

territory, i. 114. Over treaties, i. 684- 426, 432-443, 448, 460-464, 511-513,

687; ii. 479, 481,606-610. Over legal 557-562, 503, 564--570, 579 ; iii. 237,

tender, iii. 135. Over internal im- 253-265, 277, 369-384. Bi-metalli%ii.

provements, i. 320. Over a national 433, 441, 464. Paper money of the

bank, iii. 310-333. Revolution, iii. 122, 26l, 338. Gov-

Constitution of 1787, revision neces- ernment paper payable on demand, ii.

sary, i. 1, 2. Amendment proposed in 511, 512, 573, 574; iii. 337-340. Ir-

regard to the manner of electing the redeemable, iii. 259.
President, i. 51, 54, 55. Mr. Jefferson's

amendment to provide for the acquisi- D.

tion of Louisiana and Florida, i. 145. Dallas, Alexander J., opposed to re-

Constitution of Pennsylvania, iii. 37-54, morals in 1801, i. 39. Qn rights of
60-67. captors, i. 57. Intends to resign the

Constitutional powers, i. 20 ; iii. 591. Treasury, i. 694, 699, 700. Leaves

Case of vacancy in the Presidency, i. Washington, i. 703. His courage in

19. Case of war, i. 105. Over acqui- 1814, iii. 548.

sition of territory, i. 110-114, 115. Dallas, George M., i. 589, 592, 593, 594,

Over internal improvements, i. 320. 507, 600.

Over embargoes, i. 381. Over legal Davis, Matthew L., i. 47, 53, 54.

tender, ill. 235. Overanationalbank, Dearborn, Henry, Seerelary of War, i.

iii. 310-333. Treaty-making, i. 684- 43, 45, 54, 56, 82, 86, 00, 92, 94, 99,

687 ; it. 479, 481, 606-610. Over sla- 107, 166, 189, 202, 203, 304, 363, 371,

very, it. 178. 376, 399, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 409,

Coxe, Tench, i. 123, ]24, 209. 410, 413, 451, 530, 534, 538, 539.

Crawford, William H., U.S. Senator, Debt, Public, history ot, in 1796, iii. 121-

supports the bank in 1810, it. 435, 441. 168. Necessity for its discharge, i. 70 ;

Minister to France, it. 6. Attempts to iii. 150. Manner of its discharge, it.

establishnegotiationswiththeEmperor 501, 502. Calendar of, i. 175, 177.
Alexander, i. 014, 619, 622, 625. Com- Decatur, Commodore, it. 620.

ments on the conduct of the war, i. D_clsion du 5 aoflt, 1810, it. 198.
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Crowninshield, Jacob, i. 82, 85, 97. eessary to carry it into effect, i. 398,

Cuba, i. 387, 490, 491 i it. 346, 347, 352, 300, 428--435. Consequences of, i. 308,

353, 358. 308, 402, 423, 425, 443, 474. Partial

Cumberland Road. (See .Road.) repeal of, i. 443, 451, 452.
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England, relations with, i. 128, 139, 140, In Oct. 1804, i. 216. In April, 1805,

141, 143, 159, 215, 264, 408, 411_ 419, i. 228, 229, 231_ 232. In July, 1805_

421, 435-446, 451-453, 458-461, 462, i. 235. In Nov. 1805, i. 258, 259, 261-

478, 482, 490, 499, 523, 525, 633, 652 ; 263, 265. In Nov. 1806, i. 313-316,

ii. 1,29,67,80,232,233. Jay's treaty, 318, 321. In Oct. 1807, i. 305_ 471.

ii. 484, 497, 595, 609. Mr. Monroe's In Oct. 1808, i. 424, 426. In Dec.

negotiation with, in 1806, i. 284-288, 1808, i. 473. In Feb. 1810, i. 466-

332, 333. Her orders in council inde- 471. In Jan. 1812, i. 501-516. In

fensible, i. 440. Her disavowal of Er- June, 1812, i. 519_ 520. In Nov

skine's arrangement, i. 455, 456, 475- 1812, i. 528. In March, 1813, i. 532.

479. Her refusal of the Russian me- In April, 1813_ i. 534-538. In Oct.

diation, i. 546-552, 504-567_ 584, 588, 1814, i. 642.

592. Negotiations on impressment, i. Fisheries, i. 646, 653 i ii. 82, 83, 84, 267,

552-562, 586 i ii. 94, 379, 391. Nego- 270, 274.

tiations at Ghent, i. 618, 637, 640, 645, Florida, acquisition of, certain, i. 142 ;

040. Commercial convention in 1815, ii. 489. Purchase of, i. 110, 258, 263,

i. 650, 662-666, 680-682. Renewed in 279, 291, 205, 297-299, 307, 312, 313-

1818, ii. 85-87 i and again in 1827, ii. 316, 321, 416. Boundary of, i. 110,

327, 349, 360_ 367. Negotiations of 143, 145, 150, 182, 212, 242, 243. 0c-

1818, ii. 68, 81, 82-87. Negotiations of cupation of, i. 153, 238, 246, 400, 485,

1826-1827, iii. 308-319, 320-405. (See 487, 491,539, 541, 545; ii. 67, 71, 74,

.Boundar_j, Colo,_al Trade, I,_press- 109-111, 116, 117, 128, 130, 131, 135,

ment_ ,._t. I_awrenee, Gallatbl.) Opinion 141, 165, 166, 187, 188.

in, i. 603, 607, 612_ 629, 650 ; ii. 329. France, relations with, i. 37, 43, 46, 53,

Oregon question, iii. 491-536. 55, 93, 109, 137, 142, 144, 147, 149,

Erskine, D. M., British minister, i. 455, 215, 419_ 421, 435-446, 451-453, 484,

456, 457, 458-461_475, 476, 477, 478, 499, 615, 622, 648, 676. i ii. 1, 53, 144.
488. Indemnities from, ii. 2, 3, 6, 7, 14-17,

Erring, George W., i. 243 ; ii. 8, 63. 22, 23, 31-34, 40, 59, 60, 97, 106, 107,

Ethnology, ii. 557, 025-627, 636-638, 136, 175, 183, 196-199, 203-206, 220-

650-652. 223, 224-226, 234--240, 244-246, 255-

Eugenia, ease of the ship, i. 204, 206. 258, 260, 262, 263, 266, 270, 275-282,

Eustis, William, Secretary of War, i. 478,486, 487. Reprisals upon, ii. 475,

217, 531, 679. Minister to the Neth- 491. Commercial relations with, ii.

erlands, ii. 47. 38, 39, 122-125, 130, 132, 133, 140,

Exchange, ii. 576, 577 i iii. 269-272. . 143, 148-165, 167-173, 179, 181, 183,

Excise, i. 2, 509; iii. 85-91. (See TVest- 185, 200-203, 206-208, 216-218, 246,

ern ]nsurreetiom) 248, 254. Secret decree of 5th August,

1810, ii. 198. Case of the Apollon_ ii.

F. 183, 186-194,195, 228, 250-253. Case

Fayette county, declares its submission of the Alligator, ii. 213, 229, 241. Fish-

to the laws, i. 4-9. (See Western In- cries, ii. 267, 270, 274. Her relations

s_rrectlo,.) with Spain in regard to Louisiana and

Finance. (See Ban_, Ba_]cin9, Currency, Florida, i. llO, 147, 243, 257, 258, 264,

.Debt, Exchange, Gallatin,'.Gold, Sloeeis 296, 297 _ ii. 67, 70, 71, 74, 109-111,

Payments, Taxation. 126-132, 165, 166, 187, 188, 489.
Finances, sketch of, in 1796, iii. 69-205. Frederick the Great, ii. 495.

Financial situation in March, 1801, i. Free trade, ii. 628.

24. In Nov. 1801, i. 61-66, 70-73. In G.

Oct. 1802, i. 104, 106, 108. In Oct. Gallatin, Albert.

1803, i. 160. In May, 1804, i. 191. His family genealogy, iii. 593-615.
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His education at the university of Go- to the North-Eastern boundary, it. 409.

neva, it. 638-650. His life at Machias Composes the Free-Trade ]_Iemorial to

in 1780, 1781, it. 621. His life inVir- Congress in 1831, it. 449. Writes a pa-

ginia from 1783 to 1789, it. 659. Sketch per on currency in 1830, it. 425, 430,

of his life from 1783 to 1798, i. 15, 16. 441, 445, 447 ; and another in 1841, it.

His relation to the Western Insurrec- 502. Writes papers on Indian ethnol-

tion, i. 4-9, 9-12 iiii. 6, 7, 10, 15-30. ogy, it. 557, 598, 625, 630, 651. Pub-

His share in the contest between Jef- lishes argument in support of the
fcrson and Burr in 1801, it. 662-665. American claim to the North-Eastern

Assumesehargeofthenationalfinanccs, boundary, it. 509. Publishes pamphlet

i. 24-26; resigns in 1811, i. 495. Sent on Peace with Mexico, it. 653-659,

to Russia as joint commissioner to 660, 661. Chosen a member of the New

negotiate peace with Great Britain, i. York Historical Society, it. 601 ; and of

534. Rejected by Senate, i. 590. At- the Virginia Historical Society, it. 659.

rives at Gotteuburg, i. 545; at St. List of writings published in his life-
Petersburg, i. 569. Leaves St. Peters- time, iii. 617-622.

burg, i. 593, 594, 600. Arrives at Am-

sterdam, i. 600; at London, i. 602. His views on a revision of the Consti-

Has an audience from the Emperor of tution in 1788,i. 1. On the assumption

Russia, i. 632. Leaves London, i. 033. of State debts, iii. 131-134. On l_Ir.

Arrives at Ghent, i. 635. Signs the Hamilton's Sinking Fund, it. 501. On

treaty, i. 645. Appointed minister excise, i. 2, 509; iii. 85-91. On the

to France, i. 649, 650. Negotiates financesin 1796, iii.69-205. 0nparties
commercial treaty with England in in1798, ii. 604;iii. 553. Ontheeourseto

1815, i. 650. Returns to America, i. be pursued by his party at the time of

652. Declines nomination to Congress balloting for Jefferson and Burr, i. 18-

in 1815, i. 653. Declines French mis- 23; it. 662-665. On the financial situ-

sion in 1815, i. 657, 659, 667, 672, 670 ; ation in March, 1801, i. 24. On the in-

reconsiders, i. 677. Accepts French terfcrence of office-holders in politics,

mission in 1816, i. 688, 689, 691. De- i. 28, 209. On political removals from
elines the Treasury in 1816, i. 694, 695. office, i. 33, 39. On the character and

Sails for France in 1816, i. 706, 707. candidacy of Matthew L. Davis, i. 47,

Arrives in Paris, it. 1. Sent to the 48, 53. On Eew York politics, i. 48,

Hague to negotiate a commercial treaty 50, 52, 83, 101,192,103, 230. On Penn-

in 1817, it. 41. Sent to England to sylvania politics, i. 118, 124, 125, 134,

negotiate in 1818, it. 68. Returns to 417. On specific appropriations, i. 68,

America in 1823, it. 262, 267, 268, 270. 72, 73 ; iii. 116, 117. On the discharge

Declines to return to France as minis- of the national debt, i. 70, 71 ; it. 501 ;

ter in 1823, it. 274-5. Nominated as iii. 389. On reduction of expenses, i.
a candidate for the Vice-Presidency 1Ol, 191, 234. 0u economyin the navy,

in 1824, it. 288; withdraws, it. 292- i. 25, 88, 116, 117, 162, 234, 529. On

300. Declines appointment as canal the national road and internal ira-

commissioner, it. 301; and as minister provements, i. 78, 79, 319, 320, 334,

to the Panama congress, it. 301, 302. 335, 370, 395, 425. On the war with

Accepts the English mission in 1826, it. Tripoli, i. 86-91, 118. On the right of

305, 306. Arrives in London in August. the Executive to employ the public

1826, it. 320. Closes negotiations and force in time of war, i. 105. On the

returns to America in October, 1827, it. constitutional power to acquire te]:ri-

393. Would accept the French mission tory, i. 111-114; it. 607-610. On the

in 1829, it. 404. Prepares the state- treaty-making power, i. 111-114, 684-

meat of the American ease in regard 687; it. 479-481, 606, 607-610. On the
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Bank of the United States: its eonsti- pension of specie payments in 1814,

tutionality, ii. 430; iii. 319-333, 450 i. 651; iii. 283-287, 544. On rcsump-

its establishment in 1791, iii. 134; its tion after the war, i. 667, 668, 697,
usefulness, i. 80, 171,184, 185 ; ii. 461 698, 707; ii. 428; iii. 288-290. On

iii. 290, 340-346, 449, 452 ; its disso- the suspension of specie payments

lution in 1811, i. 495, 504, 513 ; ii. 435, in 1837, iii. 385-398. On resumption

441; iii. 284, 285 ; its re-establish- in 1838-9, ii. 521, 522, 524-539, 557-

meat in 1816, iii. 236, 389, 390 ; its 562; iii. 398-406. On his ownership
final dissolution, ii. 461, 517; iii. 390, of western lands while Secretary of the

395; inadvisability of attempting to Treasury, i. 670-672. On a judgment

re-establish it in 1841, ii. 552. On the rendered against Mr. Gelston, collector

sub-treasury, ii. 553, 554. On the of the port of New York, i. 673-6?5.

public ]and system, i. 470; iii. 156, On the tariff in 1796, iii. 77-84; in

157, 219-225. On the acquisition of 1816, i. 690, 691; in 1832, ii. 450-457;
Florida, i. 110, 276, 279, 291-299, 312, in 1840, ii. 628-035. On his own oiti-

314, 400, 416, 539, 545. On the acqui- senship, ii. 238-288. On letters of ac-

sitio_ and incorporation of Louisiana, ceptance by candidates for office, ii.

i. 127, 146-152, 156, 157, 162-109,173 288, 289. On the boundary of the State

180, 188, 212, 213,.228. On private of Georgia, ii. 302-305. On the rela-

armaments, i. 104-196, 224. On trade tive value of gold and silver, ii. 410-

with San Domingo in 1805, i. 220-226. 425; iii. 270, 302-311, 347. On the

On gun-boats, i. 214, 328, 329, 330. On production of gold and silver, iii. 238-

the effect of commercial restrictions, i. 253. On currency : bi-metallic, ii. 433,

237, 262, 368; ii. 492, 500. On being 463 ; bank paper, ii. 426, 427, 432-440,

subpoenaed in the case of Smith and 448, 460-46% 511-513, 562, 563, 564-

Ogden, i. 302. On the political diesen- 570 ; iii. 237, 253-265_ 277, 340-342,

sions of 1806, i. 310. On the exclusion 369-384, 4]5-427; government paper,

of British seamen f_om the American i.651 ; ii.573,574; iii. 259, 337-340; de-

service, i. 332-335. On preparatory preoiating paper, i. 229; paper money

measures in case of war, i. 340-353. of the Revolution, iii. 122, 261, 338;

On the embargo, i. 368, 378, 382, 384, constitutionality of legal tender, iii.

388, 390-394, 396-399, 401--403, 400, 235. Onbanking, ii. 514-520, 564-589 ;

413, 414, 417, 418, 420, 427, 428-435, iii. 272-282, 312-319. 335-337, 350,

448, 450, 451 ; ii. 492, 500. On the difll- 370-384, 415-423, 428-446, 457-46l.

culties of his position in the Cabinet, i. 0u exchange, iii. 260-272. 0a the es-

464-406. On ways and means in 1810, tablishment of an English college, ii.

i. 466-475 ; in 1812, i. 501. On sus- _ A.47. On the cost of government
pending the Non-Importation Act, i. in 1833, ii. 465-474. On the value of

518-520; ii. 506. On the causes and State bonds in 1839, ii. 540-544. On
effects of the War of 1812, i. 517, 700 ; the title of the U. S. to lands within the

ii. 197, 492, 500. On changes in the Cabi- States, ii. 547. On the increase of State

netin 1812, i. 526. 0nremiesion of for- debts, ii. 5?0-572. On the finances of

feitures in 1812, i. 529. On the trans- New York State, ii. 580-58?. On his

mission to Canada of the declaration of ethnological studies, ii. 557, 625-627,

war, i. 678-680; ii. 503-505, 506-511. 636-638, 650-652. On war expenses,
On sending the frigates to sea in June, iii. 537-553. On the national oharac-

1812, i. 521; ii. 610-621. On the con- ter, ii. 556. On Mr. Jefferson's annual

duct of the war, i. 526, 527, 529-533, messages: Nov. 1801, i. 63-68; Dec.

602, 627, 638, 642, 643, 645, 651 ; iii. ]802, i. 104-109 ; Oct. 1803, i. 155-162;

538. On the war expenditure of 1813, Oct. 1804, i. 211-216; Nov. 1805, i.

i. 535-537; iii. 538-540. On the sus- 261-266; Nov. 1806_ i. 316-321;
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Oct. 1807, i. 358-364; Oct. 1808, i. 536. On opinion in England, i. 602-
421--426. On the Inaugural Address, 603, 607, 612_ ii. 320, 333.
Feb.1805, i.227. On the Spanish mes- II. With France. In 1801, i. 46. On
sage, Dec. 1805, i. 275. On the Gun- granting a passage to Jerome Bona-
boat message, Feb. 1807, i. 328-331. parte, i. 137. Claims in 1803, i. 109.
On Mr. Jefferson's character and opino On the Louisiana purchase, i. 147, 238_
ions, i. 477, 478, 488, 489 ; ii. 551, 552, 276. On the trade with San Domingo,
003. On Mr. Madison, i. 311, 449, 658. i. 219-226. On the French deereeg, i.
OnJohn Randolph, i. 463. OnAndrew 363, 419, 421, 435-446, 451-453, 459.
Jackson, ii. 215, 289-292, 549. On On the secret decree of 5 August, 1810,
the New England Federalists, i. 199 ii.197,198,278,279. Onthe restoration
On the Whig party, ii. 600. of Louis XVIII., i. 605, 611, 666. On

indemnities, ii. 2, 3, 6, 7, 14,17, 22, 23,
On foreign relations : 31-34, 40-59, 60j 97, 106,107, 136, 175_
I. With England. Terms of negotiation 183, 196-199, 203-206, 209-211, 220-

in 1806, i. 284-288, 333. On the af- 226, 234-240, 244-246, 255-258, 260,
fair of the Chesapeake in 1807, i. 337, 262, 263, 266, 270, 275-282. On the
338-353, 357, 358-363. On the orders retaliation threatened by President
in council of Nov. 11,1807, i. 368, 387, Jackson in 1835, ii. 474-500. On com-
399, 419, 421, 422, 428, 435-446, 449, mereial relations, ii. 8, 38, 39,122-125,
451--453, 458-461, 462, 475-479. On 130, 132, 133, 140, 148-165, 167-173,
impressments, i. 552-562, 630, 631i ii. 179, 181, 185, 200-203, 206-208, 216-
94-96, 347, 391, 396, 400, 404. On the 218, 254. On the case of the Apollon,
Russian mediation, i. 564-56_[, 569, ii. 183,186-195, 199-200, 250-253. On
574-581, 599, 604. On negotiating at Spanish affairs and the purchase of
London, i. 589_ 607, 613. Onthe pros- Florida, ii. 76-80, 87, 90-93, !01-103,
pects of peace, i. 628, 637-640. On 110, 111, 118, 120, 121, 125-129, 131,
the treaty of Ghent, i. 645. On the 133-139, 271. On the slave-trade, ii.
treaty of commerce in 1815, i. 650, 662, 230, 232, 204. On Bonaparte, i. 46,
665, 680-682. Onthe fisheries, i. 646 ; 147, 246, 387, 419, 462.
ii. 82-84. On the navigation of the III. With Spain. On the negotiation of
Mississippi, i. 646. On the negotiations 1805, i. 238, 240-254, 255, 275, 295,
of 1818, ii. 68, 82-87, 94-96. On the 297. On the purchase of Florida in
negotiations of 1826-7: Instructions, 1806, i. 263, 291-293, 299, 314, 316.
ii. 307, 306-319, 320. Colonial trade, On sending off Irrujo, i. 283. On the
ii. 232, 317, 321, 322, 326-330, 334-337, military occupation of Florida, i. 400,
341, 348, 371, 373, 374, 376-377, 384, 487, 491, 539, 545. On the cession of
392, 394-395. l_'orth-Easteru bound- Florida in 1819, ii. 67, 69, 70-75, 76-

ary, ii. 308-312,349,354,357,361-364, 82, 91, 92, 93, 101-103, 105, 108-112,
369, 388, 397. North-Westeru bound- 118-121, 125-129, 13], 133-136, 137-
ary, ii. 312, 324, 349, 353, 360, 395. 139. On Spanish relations in 1822, ii.
NavigationoftheSt. Lawrenee, ii. 313, 240. In 1823, ii. 271. On Mr. Can-
340, 348, 388, 392, 395, 403. Slave in- ning's Spanish policy, ii. 345, 352, 358.
demnity, ii. 325, 350, 359. Causes of IV. With Russis_ i. 415. On her offer
Mr. Canning's hostility, ii. 329, 343. of mediation in 1813, i. 534, 564-567,
Mr. Huskieson's policy towards the 569, 570-573, 574-581, 587, 588, 590,
United States, ii. 382-883. On the 599, 604, 625, 031, 632. With the
North-Eastern boundary question in Netherlands, ii. 41-46, 47-51, 52. With
1840-1842_ ii. 544-547, 549, 550, 599- Mexico, iii. 557-591.
600. On the North-Westeru boundary Gardner, William P., betrays treasury
question in 1846, ii. 622-625 ; iii. 491- books, i. 34, 42, 49, 50, 54.

coL. HI.--42
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Gcisten, David, collector of the port of Indians, i. 63, 111, 115, 158, 165t 169,

New York, i. 122, 126, 372, 397, 448, 180, 188, 203, 218, 227, 233, 318, 352,
673-675. 370, 383, 426, 432, 524, 582, 638, 842,

Genealogy of the Gallatin family, iii. 671, 679 i ii. 188, 503-505, 507, 508,

593-615. 625, 636; iii. 103, 507, 514, 518, 522,
Geneva, its university and history, ii. 535, 571.

638-650. Its polities, ii. 598, 599, 602. Indian treaties, ii. 12, 13, 70; iii. 217-
George III., i. 141, 455. 219.
Georgia, boundary of, ii. 303-305. Indian Ethnology, ii. 625-627, 636, 637.
Gerry, Elbridge, i. 95, 518. Insurrection of Western Pennsylvania.
Ghent, treaty of, i. 618, 637, 640, 645, (See Western Insl_rrecti, on.)

646. Internal improvements, ii. 54.
Girard, Stephen, i. 534 i iii. 264, 279. Internal taxes, to be continued, i. 25.
Glass, manufacture of, in the western Repeal of, i. 61, 71. Reimposed, i. 508,

country, i. 701. 510.
Gold and silver, relative value of, ii. Italy, ii. 653.

410-425; iii. 270, 302-311, 347. Pro-
duction of, iii. 238-253. J"

Great Britain. (See EnpZa,_d, Gallati_.) Jackson, Andrew, i. 125 ; ii. 69, 100, 435,

Gun-boats, i. 214, 328-331, 344. 458, 459, 500. His unfitness for the
Presidency, ii. 289-292.

H. Jackson, Francis James, British Minister,

Hamilton, Alexander, i. 39, 257 ; ii. 501. i. 458, 462, 463.
His wish to be independent of exeeu- Jay, John, his treaty, ii. 484, 49?, 595,609.
tire control, i. 67. His death, i. 201.

Hamilton, Paul, Secretary of the Navy, Jefferson, Thomas, his character and
i. 526 ; ii. 618, 619. opinions, ii. 603. Account of his elec-

tion to the Presidency, ii. 662-665.Hampton, Wade, i. 1_-7,178.
Plan at time of balloting for, i. 18-23.

Harrison, William Henry, i. 463, 582. His views on Gallatin's civil service
Harvard University, ii. 445, 446.
Hassler, F. R., i. 494; ii. 10, 401. circular, i. 29, 209. On political re-
Henry, Patrick, ii. 650. movals, i. 37,131. On restoring Camp-

bell and Gardner to office, i. 37-54.Hull, William, governor of the North-
On South Carolina politics, i. 40. OnWestern Territory, i. 290, 322, 386,

463, 524, 530, 582. prizes, i. 42, 5?. On bank-statements,

Humboldt, Alexander yon, i. 616, 626; i. 59. On the prosecution of Duane, i.
ii. 4, 371, 423 ; iii. 240. 60. On residence at Washington, i. 94,

Husbands, Herman, i. 229. 95. On the U. S. Bank, i. i02 ; ii. 551.
On the eonstitutionalpower to acquire

Huskisson, W., ii. 320, 323, 327, 329, 360, territory, i. 115, 145. On citizenship,
361,365, 369, 370, 372, 373, 377, 378, i. 128, 301. On making banks repub-381, 382, 385, 386, 387, 391, 394, 396.

lican, i. 129. 0n Pennsylvania politics_Hyde de Neuville, French Minister to the
United States, ii. 18,19, 23, 40, 74, 102, i. 129, 130, 138. On sending troops to

Louisiana, i. 166. On the organization
104, 105, 112, 143, 173, 174, 175, 182, of the Louisiana government, i. 207.185, 200, 208, 216, 219, 227, 260, 489.

On the increase of revenue in 1805, i.
232. On Spanish relations, i. 239, 257,

I. 277, 281. On establishing a naval mill-
Impressment, i. 284, 436, 540, 541. 542, tin, i. 267-275. On contraband, i. 300.

550, 552-562, 586; ii. 94, 347, 349, 379, On the national road, i. 305, 309. On
396, 399, 400, 404, 405 _ iii. 582. the trial of Smith and Ogden, i. 306.
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On the right of search, i. 308. On the Louisiana, i. 123, 136, 142, 144, 145, 153,
presence of a collector at a caucus, i. 154, 162-166, 212, 214. Boundaries

325. On the appointment of a woman of, i. 110, 143, 145, 182, 212, 242, 243,

to office, i. 328. On enforcing the era- 247 ; iii. 573.

bargo, i. 379, 383, 385, 386, 389, 412, Lowndes, William, i. 700; ii. 14, 55, 64,

413. On Chief-Justice Marshan, i.492. 502. Candidate for the Presidency,
On the conduct of the war, i. 648. On ii. 243.

foreign relations, i. 692. On domestic Lowrie, Walter, U. S. Senator, ii. 244,
politics in 1816, i. 705 ; ii. 5. In 1818, 248. Advises Gallatin to withdraw in

ii. 57, 58, 89. In 1820, ii. 176-179. In 1824, ii. 292.

1822, ii. 258, 259. In 1823, ii. 273.

His alleged partiality to France, i. 477, M.

478. His influence as Vice-President, Macon, Nathaniel, i. 702 ; ii. 24, 145.

ii. 296, 298, 504, 551. Madison, James, Secretary of State, i.

Johnson, R. M., ii. 5, 11, 12, 26, 35. 41, 43, 49, 72, 92, 93, 94, 95, 98, 99,

Judiciary act, i. 26. 104, 115, 143, 169, 177, 179, 184, 196,

197, 204, 205, 206, 207, 209, 226, 233,

239, 257, 297, 298, 300, 303, 306, 33.2,
K.

335, 371, 413, 420, 428, 449. Candi-

King, Rufus, i. 101,136, 139 ; ii. 284, 305, date for the Presidency, i. 311. Presi-

306. His views on foreign affairs in dent, i. 464, 466, 4753 477, 492;

1803, i. 139-143. On F. J. Jackson, ii. 54, 505, 506. His views on Gal-

l. 458. latin's civil service circular, i. 29, 209.

O_ relations with England, i. 411, 455,
L. 523. On the disavowal of Erskinc's

La Fayette, General, i. 237, 299, 300, arrangement, i. 455, 456, 457. Per*

581, 604, 637; ii. 4, 29, 486; iii. 220. sonal opposition to, in 1810, ii. 435,

His interview with the Emperor Alex- 441. Naval policy in 1812, i. 526;

ander in 1814, i. 616, 621, 623, 626, 651. ii. 611-621. On the state of the war,

Ungovernable in relation to petty i. 524, 525, 526. On the treaty of

plots, ii. 332. commerce of 1815, i. 652. Invites

Lands, public, sketch of, iii. 210-219. Gallatin to return to the Treasury

Title of the United States to, ii. 547. in 1816, i. 694. Offers the Treasury

System of, iii. 155-158, 219-225. (See to W. H. Crawford, i. 699: 703; ii.

,_quatters.) 25. Offers the War Department to

Langdon, John, i. 518. Mr. Clay, ii. 25.

Lee, Henry, ii. 664. Marshall, Chief Justice, i. 492; ii. 660.

Legal tender currency unconstitutional, Mediterranean Fund, i. 312, 313, 318,
iii. 235. 321.

Levy, i. 206, 208. Mexico, causes of the war with, iii. 559-

Lincoln, Levi, Attorney-General, 193, 579. Terms of peace with, ii. 653-

198, 493. On the constitutional power 659, 660-661; iii. 587-590.

to acquire territory, i. 111, 115. Michigan, i. 322, 323.

Livingston, Brockholst, i. 1783 209_ 219, Miranda's expedition, i. 294, 303_ 304_
230. 317, 322, 324.

Livingston, Chancellor, minister to Missouri country, destinies of, i. 120.

France, i. 43, 53, 55, 141, 148, 211, Missouri question in 1820, ii. 141, 145,

213, 228, 230. 177.

Livingston, Edward, i. 40, 47, 97, 122, Monroe, James, his negotiations with

126, 133, 135, 140, 185_ 230, 384, 386, England and Spain, i. 141, 147, 158,

480, 481; ii. 546, 549. 217, 228, 229, 238, 245, 369j 460, 476_
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556, 557, 560, 661, 681,682. Secretary Parkinson's Ferry, meeting at, 14th

of State, i. 497, 409, 525, 593, 597. August, 1794; iii. 14, 25, 28--31. Reso-

His views on impressment, i. 540, 541, lutions proposed and adopted, iii. 56.

542. On the conduct of the war, i. Pensacola, capture of, ii. 69, 70, 89,

520. On the occupation of Florida, i. 215.

539, 54], 543. On offering Gallatin Pennsylvania, Constitution of, iii. 37-

the French mission, i. 672, 676, 683; 54, 60-67. Convention of 1789, ii.

ii. 274. President, ii. 6. His Cabinet, 523. Politics of, i. 118, 120, 124, 125,

i. 703, 704; ii. 24, 25, 26, 66. His 129, 130, 138; ii. 28, 37, 55, 117, 244,

difficulties, ii. 26, 27, 55. On foreign 269, 291, 292. U.S. Bank of, i. 80 ; ii.

relations in 1820, ii. 140-143. 559, 561 ; iii. 395, 399, 400-405.

Moreau, General, on the military and Pickering, Timothy, i. 603.

diplomatic situation in 1813, i. 562- Pinckney, Charles, i. 391, 661.
564. Pinkney, William, i.. 217, 408, 411, 412,

Morocco, i. 83, 86, 89.91, 94, 96, 99, 106, 413, 456-460, 476, 556, 557, 560, 661p

119. 681, 682; ii. 8, 18.

Morris, Commodore, i. 87, 90, 118, 119. Pittsburg, meeting at, 24 August, 1792,

iii. 6, 7, 53.

N. Pringle, Julius, i. 177, 178.

Naval militia, Mr. Jefferson's hill con-

cerning, i. 267-275. Q"

Navy, i. 26, 66, 105, 115, 528 ; economies Quincy, Josiah, i. 603.

in, i. 25, 88, 98, 116, 162; appro- R.
priations for, i. 65, 116, 254; want of

economy in, i. 117, 234; Mr. Madison's Randolph, John, i. 238, 279, 282, 310,

views regarding_in 1812, i. 521; ii. 463; ii. 37.
611-622. Rapp, i. 199.

Ness'elrode, Count, i. 614, 619 ; ii. 92. Removals from office. (See O_iee.)
Netherlands, negotiations with, ii. 41- Reprisals in 1835, ii. 476.

52, 59-61. Resumption of specie payments. (See

New England Federalists, i. 199. 8Tecie Payment*.)

New York, defences of, i. 343, 354, 356, Richelieu, Duke de, i. 676 ; ii. 1, 6, 14,

413. Politics of, i. 48, 50, 52, 83, 101, 19, 30, 38, 40, 70, 154.

192, 193, 230; ii. 36. Road, National, originof, i. 78-79. Con-

Nieholson, Joseph H., i. 74-76, 238, 282, struction of, i. 305, 309, 395.

338 ; ii. 29. Rodgers, Commodore, ii. 614, 617.

Non-Importation, i. 236, 237, 367, 368, Rodncy, C_esar A., Attorney-General, i.

446_ 452, 518--520, 521p 523; ii. 506. 217, 219, 358, 457.

Rogers, Richard, naval officer of the port
0. of New York, i. 39, 40, 47, 48.

Office, removals from, i. 28, 29, 32-33, Romanzoff, Count, Chancellor of the Rus-

37, 39, 47, 48, 50, 130, 131,132. sian Empire, i. 570, 572, 573, 574, 570,

Office-holders, participation in politics, 583, 587, 590, 591,599; ii. 490.

28, 29, 209. Rush, Richard, ii. 62.

Oregon question, ill. 491-536. (See Russell, Jonathan, i. 217,219. Opposed

Boundary/, North- Western.) to the appointment Of J. Q. Adams u
Secretary of State, ii. 26. Controversy

P" with J. Q. Adams, ii. 249, 367.

Palmerston, Lord, ii. 381, 387, 550. Russia, relations with, i. 415 ; ii. 331,

Panama Congress, ii. 301, 302. 351. Mediation offered by, i. 534, 547-

Paper money. (See 6_rrency). 552, 564-567, 569, 570-573, 574, 576,
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577-581, 587, 588. Refused by Eng- 1837, iii. 385-398, 545, 570. Resumed

land, i. 548, 566, 569, 571, 578, 585, in 1838, ii. 521, 522, 524-539, 554, 558,
587, 588, 590, 592, 596, 599, 604, 623. 559, 560, 581, 589_ iii. 398--406, 462-

Circulating medium of, i. 654-657. 486. (See Currency.) In England,
Claim to 0regon_ iii. 496, 497. iii. 544.

Specific appropriations, i. 68, 72, 73 ; iii.
S. 116, 117.

Safety-fund for banks, ii. 588-594; iii. Squatters on public lands, i. 188, 189,
418. 331, 332.

Saint Lawrence, navigation of, ii. 313- Stevens, Dr., i. 178, 183, 186, 196, 197.
316, 348, 349, 367, 368, 388, 392, 305, Stewart, Commodore. His statements re-

401, 403. garding the use of the navy in 1812,
Salt tax, i. 312, 313, 318, 503, 507. ii. 611-620.

San Domingo, trade with, in 1805, i. Sub-treasury, ii. 553, 578 ; iii. 447.
220-226. Suffrage, universal, ii. 473, 601.

Savary deValooulon, i. 15, 701. Sullivan, James, Governor of Massachu-
Scott, Winfield, ii. 10O. setts, i. 391, 394, 401, 406, 419, 493.
Silver. (See Gold.) Suspension of specie payments. (See
Sinking Fund, ii. 502. Specie Payments.)
Skinner, Postmaster of Baltimore. (See

J_alt£more.) T.

Slavery, i. 463 ; il. 17_'. Talleyrand_ Charles Maurioe de, i. 142t
Smith, Robert, Secretary of the Navy, i. 149.

49, 54, 56, 94, 99, 306, 357, 364, 394, Tariff, in 1796, iii. 77-84 ; in 1816, i. 690,

397, 448. 691; in 1832, ii. 450-457_ in 1846, ii.
Smith, Samuel, Senator from Maryland, 628-635.

i. 49, 333, 340 ; ii. 289. His drafts on Taxation, amouut of, in 1790, iii. 73-
Degen & Purviance, i. 454. 97, 154--168. Reduction of, in 1801, i.

Smith, W. S., surveyor of the port of 24, 61, 65, 71. In 1807, i. 471. In 1808,
New York, i. 293, 302, 305, 306. i. 474; in 1810, i. 469; war taxes in

Spain, relations with. Her opposition to 1812, i. 502-512. In 1814, i. 642 i in
the Louisiana Treaty, i. 147, 165, 167, 1833, iL 465-474. Indirect, ii. 553.
211, 212. Subjects of difference with, New York State, ii. 585, 590.
in 1805, i. 241-253. Mr. Monroe's ne- Taylor, Gen. Zashary, his march to the
gotiation with, i. 228, 238, 239, 25 L Rio del Norte, iii. 575-577.
264,275. Mr. Jefferson's Spanish res- Texas, her claim to the Rio Grande

olutions, 1805, 277-282. Dismissal of del Notre, iii. 570-579 ; annexation of,
Yrujo, i. 283-284. He_ opposition to ii. 605-610 ; iii. 562-570, 579; seizure
the purchase of Florida, i. 316, 400, of, in 1820, ii. 141.
645. Her cession of Florida, ii. 67, 69, Ticknor, George, i. 647, 651.
70, 71, 76, 77, 78-80, 87, 90-93, 101- Tompkins, Daniel D., Governor of New
103, 105, 108, 108-112, 118, 119-121, York, i. 404, 407, 410, 417, 702.
125-129, 131, 133-136, 137-139, 141- Treasury notes, i. 467, 514, 528, 642,
143, 240, 270, 271, 346, 352. Her claim 643 ; iii. 543, 545, 548.
to Oregon, iii. 496-501, 505. (See Treaty stipulations, precedents for non-
France, Florida, Louisiana.) compliance with, ii. 495-499.

Specie payments, suspension of, in 1814, Treaties. With France, in 1778, i. 47 ;

i. 651; iii. 236, 283-287, 544. Re- in1788, i. lO5;withHolland, in1782,
sumption possible in 1815, i. 667, 668, ii. 41, 45, 48. Of peace with England
697, 698, 707 ; ii. 428, 431. Effected in 1783, i. 041, 646; ii. 83, 84, 401, 407,

in 1817, iii. 288-290. Suspended in 438, 545, 547 ; iii. 209, 210, 212, 213,
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560, 566. With England, in 1794 Vives, General, Spanlsh Minister, his

(Jay's treaty), i. 71,140, 301, 411, 640, statement that the U. S. government

684; ii. 318, 484, 497, 503, 507, 595 ; would be permitted to occupy Florida,

iii. 209, 210. With Spain, in 1795, i. ii. 135, 165.

199, 684, 636 ; iii. 213 ; with France, in W.
1800, i. 35, 46, 55; of San Ildefonso

(France and Spain), 1800, i. 241, 242, War of 1812. Its causes, t. 517, 541, 544,

243, 281; iii. 211. With France, in 547, 550, 553, 630; ii. 492, 500; iii.
582. Its conduct, i. 526, 527, 529, 530,

]803 (Louisiana Treaty), i. 109-111,

136, 142, 144, 146, 147, 148, 150, 150, 531-533, 582, 602, 627, 638, 642, 645,

158, 172, 213, 235, 238, 243, 685; ii. 648, 651; iii. 538. Its results, i. 650,

165, 173, 174, 175, 179, 200, 202, 227, 651, 667, 668, 700 ; ii. 500.

261, 263, 265, 608 ; iii. 211, 212 ; with Washington, George, i. 12, 25-27, 55.

England. in 1806 (Monroe's Treaty), Wellington, Duke of, i. 670; ii. 52, 88,

i. 333, 336, 460, 557, 682: of peace 92, 204, 381.

with England in 1814 (Treaty of West India trade. (See ColoaiaZ Trade.)
Western insurrection. Pittsburg meet-

Ghent), i. 645 ; ii. 545 ; iii. 560. With

England, in 1815 (commercial eonven- lug, Sept. 1791, iii. 6. Washington

tion), i. 650, 652, 662-665 ; ii. 85, 86. meeting, 1791, iii. 6; its resolutions,
iii. 7. Pittsburg meeting, 24th August,

With England, in 1818, ii. 82-87, 324,

327, 340j 349-367; iii. 497, 507, 517, 1792, iii. 6, 15, 29, 53 ; its resolutions,

524, 528. With Spain, in 1819 iii. 7. Uniontown meeting, July, 1794,
iii. 10. Outbreak of insurrection, 17th

(Florida Treaty), ii. 108, 110, 111,

112, 118, 119, 120, 121, 128, ]31, 133- July, 1794, iii. lJ, 47. Mingo Creek

136, 139, 141, 165, 194, 404, 489 ; iii, meeting, 23d July, iii. 11. Meeting
572, 573. With l_rance, in 1822 (corn- at Braddoek's Field, Aug. 1 and 2, iii.

mercial treaty), ii. 143, 151, 246, 248, 12, 13, 14. Parkinson's Ferry meet-

254, 493. With England, in 1827, ii. ing, Aug. 14 and 15, iii. 12-17, 29;
its resolutions, iii. 56-58. Browns-

388, 390, 398, 544; iii. 507, 517, 522,
ville meeting, Aug. 28, iii. 18, 20, 30,

528. With France in 1831 (indemni- 58. Declaration of Fayette County

ties), ii. 474, 485, 493, 496; iii. 560; committees, Sept. 1O, i. 4-9. Vote on

with England, in 1842 (Ashburton submission, llth September, iii. 21, 22.

Treaty), ii. 595, 596; with Mexico, in Submission, 17th September, iii. 23,
1839, iii. 560 ; with Mexico, in 1843,

33, 36; i. 9-12. Parkinecn's Ferry
iii. 561; with Texas, in 1844, ii. 606,

meeting, Oct. 2, iii. 25, 30, 31; its
609 ; iii. 561.

resolutions, iii. 59. Interview with the

Tripoli, i. 63, 87-90, 96, 100, 118, 150, President, iii. 25-27. Parkinson's
162, 241.

Ferry meeting, Oct. 24, iii. 28, 30 ; its
Tunis, i. 87-90, 96, 100. resolutions, iii. 60. Resolutions of

Legislature declaring insurrection to

U. have existed on Oct. 14, iii. 60-65.
Protest of Senator_, iii. 65-67.

University, National, i. 313, 318-320. Whig party, ii. 600.
Whiskey rebellion. (See Westerll Insur-

V. reetio,.)

Van Buren, Martin, ii. 295, 409. Y"

Van Ness, C. P., ii. 357, 362, 407. Yrujo, Marquis, Spanish Minister, i. 283 ;

Virginia, ii. 659. ii. 108.

THE END.
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